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PREFACE

HE work of translating and editing Manrique’s Itinerario was

entrusted to me by the Hakluyt Society some years ago.

I had completed the translation and was engaged on the notes when

I learned of the work already done by Father H. Hosten, the well-known

Oriental solar. Doubtless I ought to have known of the apters translated

by him from Manrique, whi had appeared in Bengal: Past and Present, but

it is very easy for those in India, stationed far from the big centres of

civilization where libraries are not, to miss seeing publications, especially the

Journals of Societies.

Father Hosten at once came to visit me, and with aracteristic generosity

expressed his pleasure at the prospect of the publication of the whole of

Manrique’s work, and not only begged me to make free use of what he had

done, but at the same time made over to me certain MS. notes he had lying

by him and some unedited translations of apters.

To have accepted all this with a mere anowledgement in this Preface

would have been, it seems to me, an inadequate return for almost poaing,

though unwiingly, on his preserves, and at my request, therefore, Father

Hosten’s name appears on the title-page.

It is unnecessary to enlarge on the advantage it was to me to have Father

Hosten’s unrivalled knowledge of Bengal and its Christian missions at my

disposal. All important notes by him are marked [H.]: notes of my own

marked [C. L.] are occasionally appended.

Father Hosten lived near Calcua, while I was stationed some days’

journey by rail from that city. We were busy men, fully occupied with our

official duties, and it was, therefore, not practicable for us to meet, while

before the work was finished I had retired from India. ese facts made

personal consultation impossible.

I am anxious that this should be quite clear, as it is on my shoulders and

mine alone that all shortcomings must rest (and I am conscious of not a few)

and not upon Father Hosten’s, since the responsibility for the entire



production of the work (beyond the Father’s notes) lies with me. e book

has taken long to complete. But any one who has aempted to edit a work

of this kind in India, when living far from Calcua and Bombay, where

alone libraries exist whence reference books can be obtained, will appreciate

the inevitable delay and the added difficulties of the task.

e editor of a book of travels su as this, in whi the author travels

through India, Burma, Afghānistān, Persia, Mesopotamia, and Palestine,

besides visiting China, the Philippines, and Java, is obliged to be

importunate, and indent on the knowledge of others.

e most difficult section is that dealing with Arakan. But here fortune

favoured me. Mr. G. E. Harvey, I.C.S., whose admirable lile History of

Burma appeared last year, gave me unstinted assistance. He read all the

apters dealing with Arakan, sent me voluminous notes, and instituted

endless inquiries on my behalf. Su success as has been aained in editing

this part of the narrative is due to him, and I cannot thank him sufficiently.

I have to thank Sir Edward Maclagan (late Governor of the Panjāb) for

permiing me to make use of the notes to his translation of apters dealing

with the Panjāb, whi appeared in the Journal of the Panjab Historical

Society, and to the editors of the Journal of the Burma Research Society for

leave to reproduce the plans of Arakan City.

Others who have assisted me are: Mr. San Shwe Bu and Mr. Htoon Chan

of Arakan; Mr. W. A. R. Wood, Consul at Chiengmai and author of a History

of Siam; Mr. Coverton, I.C.S., for information on Sind; and the authorities of

the Jaisalmīr State for Manrique’s desert route from Taṭṭah to Multān: to all

these I tender my grateful thanks.

To Father C. C. Martindale, S.J., of Campion Hall, Oxford, and Professor

H. Davis, S.J., of Heythrop College, Chipping Norton, I am indebted for

elucidation of the tenical Latin in the permissive leer whi precedes the

text.

To Miss Vernon Harcourt I owe a debt of gratitude for mu time spent in

searing for quotations, especially those from the Fathers in the many

volumes of the Patrologia Latina, and to my wife for typing the MS. notes.

Others who have helped are Sir William Foster, Mr. Beveridge, the late

Professor Cordier, Mr. Hcawood, and Dr. Streit, O.M.I., Secretary to Catholic

Missions.



Mr. L. S. S. O’Malley (late I.C.S., Bengal) has very kindly read through the

translation and, besides mu general help, has made certain suggestions

with regard to the identification of places in his province, whi are given as

Addenda on p. lxi.

If I have inadvertently omied any who have helped me, I trust that they

will accept my apologies.

Last, but not least, would I thank the authorities of All Souls College for

permission to work in the inspiring peacefulness of their great Library, and

for the courteous assistance given me there in my researes.

e Printer to the University and his staff have as usual carried out the

printing in accordance with their high standards, and I would thank them for

their admirable proofs, filled as they were with words in at least a dozen

tongues. e maps (originally drawn by me) and the illustrations have been

very carefully reproduced.

C. ECKFORD LUARD. 

WOODS END,

 BOARS HILL,

  OXFORD, 1927.
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Introduction

I. THE AUTHOR’S PERIOD

HE fascinating but at the same time saddening story of Portuguese

enterprise in the East has been told in many easily accessible works

and will be very briefly alluded to here.

The Portuguese and India. 1500–1640.

e rounding of the Cape by that “very oleric man” Vasco da Gama, in

1497, turned over a new leaf in the world’s history, for it deflected the trade

of the East from the Adriatic to Portugal, and a continuous stream of

adventurers from that country commenced to flow eastwards.

e modern, and even as yet, be it said, but partially developed idea, that

Eastern lands should be administered for the benefit of their owners, was

then wholly unknown; the accumulation of wealth was the one object of

these adventurers. In the train of commerce came the Chur, represented

by men filled with an intense religious zeal for conversion and the spread of

Christianity in pagan lands.

Added to this was an hereditary hatred of the “Moor” or Musalmān, bred

of the invasion of Spain, united to an absolute conviction as to the

superiority of the white man in all walks of life. It therefore became a duty

to destroy and despoil those who, by refusing conversion, were eternally

damned.

By 1511 the Portuguese had acquired Malacca and Goa; and had

penetrated into Pegu, Siam, China, Java, and other places by 1515, their

mercenaries fighting indiscriminately for the local potentate who paid best.

eir activities were first made known by the publication of Linsoten’s

travels in 1596, and gave rise to the entrance into the field of the Dut

(1596) and the English (1600). e excesses of the Portuguese had reacted

against them and by 1619 their career was well on its downward course.

us by Manrique’s day Portuguese prestige stood very low.



Manrique’s activities commenced just before the termination of what is

known in Portuguese history as the “sixty years’ captivity” of Portugal to

Spain.

Spain and Portugal.
On the death of King Sebastien of Portugal in 1579, at the bale of

Alcazar (4 Aug.), Philip II of Spain at once began to intrigue to obtain the

crown. Spain was impoverished, so that the ri port of Lisbon and the

wealth-giving colonies formed an irresistible lure. With the assistance of the

Duke of Alva, Portuguese resistance was overcome and Philip was crowned

on April 1, 1581. e disregard of their rights by the successors of Philip II

was more than even Portuguese submissiveness could brook, and

indignation grew until it ended, in 1640, in a revolt, so successfully carried

out that it was over in three hours, the crown of Portugal being placed on

the head of the Duke of Braganza, as John IV.

e Viceroys (v.) or Governors (g.) of the Portuguese Estado in India in

our author’s day were:

Dom Luis de Brito, Bishop of Coin (g.), 1628.

Dom F. de Mascarenhas (v.), 1628.

Dom Nunho Alvarez Botello (g.), 1629.

Dom Miael de Noronha, Conde de Linares (v.), 1629–35.

Dom Pedro da Silva (v.), 1635–39.

Dom Antonio Telles (g.), 1639–40.

Dom J. da Silva Tello (v.), 1640.

e Mughal Empire, like other Oriental empires, was based on fear. Local

revolts were the order of the day and, below the thin veneer of pageant rule,

intrigue was ever rife. e Great Mogul, in theory absolute master, was in

fact so to the extent to whi he could enforce it. Absolute despotisms,

however aractive in outward appearance, are bound ultimately to succumb

to the innate roenness at the core.

The “Great Mogul”.

Akbar, Jahāngīr, and Shāh Jahān were at least human beings, with no lile

share of those common human failings whi make the whole world kin.

Aurangzeb, on the other hand, with no head for wine or stoma for a feast,

was a hypocritical fanatic.



When Manrique started on his activities Shāh Jahān had been on the

throne about two years. e Emperor was the son of a Rājpūt princess of the

Jodhpūr house, and no bigot. Accessible to all, and somewhat indifferent to

Court etiquee, his moderation and gracious behaviour endeared him to his

subjects, and made him by far the most popular of the four Great Moguls. As

a rule he was careful never to let religion override statesmanship, and was,

moreover, luy in having wise advisers su as Aṣaf Khān to guide him. But

aer his wife Mumtāz Maḥal’s death, and as he grew older, he became more

luxurious, and indulged in excesses. In 1632, a year aer his wife’s death, he

ordered Qāsim Khān to aa Hūglī, the Portuguese selement on the

Ganges, just north of Calcua. For this act he was not without justification.

e behaviour of the Portuguese generally was calculated to offend

Orientals, and in this particular case was augmented by the refusal of the

Hūglī authorities to admit control by their Viceroy at Goa, of whom they

declared that they were independent.

Roe1 remarks how the “Mogull … is weary of him [the Portuguese],

whi if they might effect by any other way … he would assist to turne him

from his coast”. Manucci constantly refers to their arrogance and ill

behaviour.

It may be remarked, however, that Shāh Jahān in 1632 seems to have had

a twinge of religious conscience, caused perhaps by grief at his wife’s death

(1631), as in this same year he ordered all incomplete Hindū temples to be

destroyed.

e ancient kingdom of Arakan was practically coterminous with the

present Arakan Division of Burma. From 1044 to 1287 it was subject to

Burma, but from the laer years until finally conquered by the Burmese

king Bodawpaya, in 1785, it remained a separate entity, its boundaries and

influence, like that of all despotisms, varying with the abilities and prowess

of the king.

The Rulers of Arakan.2

e Arakanese, or Maghs as they were ristened by the Bengalis, on the

supposition of their having emigrated from Māgadha, are actually of

Mongoloid race. ey probably came from Western China. But in spite of

this all their traditions link them to India, for their own traditions, whi had



wholly died out, were replaced by those of the Indian emigrants, who were

able to read and write. ey speak a dialect of their own whi braned off

from Burmese at an early date and developed on separate lines. Lists of

rulers are given from 146 A.D. but till the ninth century we know nothing

about them. It is, however, interesting to find that the early kings had Hindū

names, e. g. Sandathuriya or Chandra-sūrya, uryadipate or Sūrya-ādhipati,

&c., whi proves the prevalence of Brahmānical influence. For Arakan, cut

off though it is by high ranges from the rest of Burma, is easily accessible

from the sea, and by this sea-board came the Indian emigrants, bringing

their religion, customs, and habits, to be followed by a second stream later

on whi imported Buddhism.

e great image of Buddha at Mahāmuni is traditionally ascribed to

Sandathuriya’s day (146–98), and it certainly dates ba to the early years of

the Christian era. e use of Devanāgrā script on the medallions of the early

rulers also proves Brāhmanical influence.

Muḥammadan influence came later. King Narameikhla (1404–34) was

driven out by the Burmese in 1404 and fled to Gauḍ in Bengal, where he was

well received. Aer his reinstatement with the help of the Bengal , the

Arakanese kings began to use Musalmān titles. Narameikhla’s brother and

successor called himself Ali Khān. and his successor, Basawpu, was also

known as Kalima Shāh.

is king seized Chiagong, whi practically remained an Arakanese

possession until it was taken by Shayasta Khān for the Emperor Shāh Jahān

in 1666.

King Tḥiritḥudamma (1622–38), who was ruling in our author’s day, had

the alternative title of Salīm Shāh II (Xalamixa, Xadramaxa),3 King

Minyazagyi (1593–1612) having been Salīm Shāh I, though Manrique styles

Tḥiritḥudamma’s father Xalamixa4—clearly a mistake, as his father,

Minhkamaung (1612–22), was styled Ḥusain Shāh. e three rulers referred

to by Manrique are Minyazagyi, Minhkamaung, and Tḥiritḥudamma.

Minyazagyi was the king who employed the Portuguese adventurer de Brito

in an aa on Pegu, whence a daughter of the Peguan king was brought

ba captive and married to Minyazagyi, being the “old Peguan queen”

interviewed by our author.5 e romantic story of Gonzales Tibao and the



conversion of the young prince and princess took place in Minyazagyi’s6

reign. ere are several versions of this story. Phayre says the king’s brother

himself fled to Sandwīp and his sister married Tibao; Harvey follows this

version.7

Minhkamaung had been a prisoner of de Brito’s, and it seems probable

that the inimical governor of Chiagong had been one at the same time,

whi would account for his desire to get the beer of the Portuguese.8

Minhkamaung broke the power of the Portuguese in Arakan, and from

that time on they were his servants, assisting the king against aas from

Bengal and taking part in raids into the Dacca district and up the numerous

branes of the Ganges. In 1626 some of them served with the fleet whi

aaed Dacca.9

Tḥiritḥudamma, though he succeeded in 1622, was only crowned in 1635,

as Manrique tells us.10 He raided Moulmein and Pegu, and from the last

place brought ba Anankpetlun’s great bell, whi was placed in a pagoda

near Arakan city but was removed in the Burmese war of 1824–6, and

finally found a home at Aligarh in India.

In 1638 Tḥiritḥudamma’s ief queen Natshinme, who was in love with

one of the nobles, poisoned both her husband and her small son and heir

Minsani. Her paramour then succeeded as King Narapatigyi (1638–45), but

wisely insisted on the queen living at a safe distance away.

Bengal had been under Muḥammadan rule for about four centuries when

the Portuguese introduced Christianity into it. Ruled first by the Musalmān

kings of Bengal it passed into the Mughal Empire in 1576, under Akbar, and

remained, at any rate nominally, a province of the Empire until annexed by

the British. e actual Mughal control over this region, until Shāyasta Khān’s

campaign of 1666, varied with the ability of the Mughal governor, and it is

certain that for many years the local Hindū magnates exercised considerable

autonomy within their states, notably the rājās of Sīrīpur and Chandekhān.



The Bengal Mission
Acting underordersfrom Portugal, Fernand Perez d’Andrade, in 1517, sent

Joan Coelho to the Bengal Court. Joan de Silveira later endeavoured to

supplant Coelho, but failed. is gave the Portuguese their footing in Bengal,

an advantage they developed until, by about 1567, they were firmly seled

in trading centres at Sātgāṇw (Porto Pequeño), Chiagong (Porto Grande),

Pīplī, and on the Bhāgīrathī river. By the silting up of the Sarasvatī river

Sātgāṇw became useless, and the Portuguese moved thence on to Hūglī

(Ugulim) on the Bhāgīrathī, where a small selement had existed for some

time. is commercial development has been briefly noticed as it led to the

establishment of the missions. Articles imported by the Portuguese found

their way to Delhi and the Emperor Akbar demanded to see these strangers

from across the seas. A deputation, headed by Pero Tavares, proceeded to

the Mughal Court in 1577 and a second deputation in 1580. Father

Monserrate, who accompanied the laer, has le us an account of it.

e Portuguese selements came to be known as “the Bandels” (Pers.

bandar, a port). In 1598 aention was drawn to the spiritual needs of these

selements, and Father Francisco Fernandes was sent to Bengal, reaing

Sātgāṇw on May 21 that year, going on to Hūglī. In October the Father,

accompanied by Father de Souza, visited the Portuguese selement at

Chandekhān, where the local rājā was friendly and permied conversions to

be made. ey then went on to Chiagong and visited the selement at



Dianga. is was a military port held by Portuguese mercenaries to defend

the Arakan coasts against the depredations of the Mughals. In 1920 traces of

a ur they erected still existed at Iswaripur village, identified, but with no

great certainty, as Chandekhān.

Father Fernandes, in 1600, visited the Arakan ruler (King Minyazagyi) at

his capital. He was at this time friendly to the Portuguese and granted

permission for the erection of a ur and residence, both at Chiagong

and at Arakan. In 1601 there was one Augustinian Father permanently

resident at Chandekhān.

Besides Dianga there was another station on the Karnaphuli river,

Karanja, up-stream from the former place, and about a league from

Chiagong.

e Arakanese monar, later on, suddenly made a volte-face and refused

to allow Christian worship in his dominions.

e Augustinians were early present, in considerable numbers, in this

tract. In 1599 five of them arrived in Bengal, Father Bernard de Jesús being

appointed Vicar-General for Bengal; and the Chur of “Our Lady of the

Rosary” was founded that year at Hūglī on August 15, a monastery,

dedicated to St. Niolas of Tolentino, being also started. Seven more

Augustinians came there in 1600. Lile is known about the opening of this

mission. e Analecta Avgustinia [1682] state that these five priests soon

had seven ures opened in the districts and baptized 16,690 persons in

Bengal and 5,111 in Arakan. But one account gives the impossible figure of

62,606 persons as converted in one year alone [1601]. Figures of conversions,

indeed, always need to be accepted with great caution. ere were

Dominicans also at Dianga in 1600, but owing to the treatment they received

at the hands of the king they were recalled in 1603. Differences arose later

on, terminating finally in the total loss of the establishments at Arakan,

Chiagong, Sandwīp island, and Chandekhān, the Fathers retiring to Hūglī.

Sebastien Gonzales, a Portuguese sailor who had escaped from a massacre

of his countrymen at Dianga in 1607, collected a force and drove the

Arakanese from Sandwīp. He then seled there, but his excesses resulted in

his defeat in 1615. In 1603, aer the flight of the Dominicans and Jesuits, the

Franciscans came to Arakan for a short time.

Finally in 1614 Father Andres Pereira wrote to his headquarters pointing

out that Hūglī was the only place capable of being a real centre. is view



was accepted, and in 1616 Dacca, Sīrīpur (with Katrabo), Hūglī (with Hijlī),

and Pīplī (with Banjā) became official missionary centres. e Jesuit ur

at Hūglī was started in 1617, but on a bad site, so that in 1620 it had to be

rebuilt elsewhere, and this was done, in spite of opposition on the part of the

Augustinians, who did, however, prevent the Jesuits from preaing in Hūglī

town. A Jesuit college soon followed.

e Arakan king again sent for priests, but as he gave them no real

support nothing was accomplished. In 1620 Muqarrab Khān. Governor of

Paṭna, invited the priests there, received them magnificently, and assisted

their work, making a grant for the erection of a ur and assigning the

priest a house. ey found he was a Catholic, though not a professing one,

having been baptized at Goa in 1610.

In 1625 famine and siness were rife, while both at Hūglī and Chiagong

the Mughal officials persecuted the Christians. e famine was due to

locusts, and plague had followed it, six priests falling victims to the disease.

Both Augustinians and Jesuits worked hard to relieve the si. Augustinian

missions had by then been started in the same places as the Jesuit missions.

In 1632 came the destruction of Hūglī by Qāsim Khān under the orders of

Shāh Jahān. e selement never recovered from this disaster, of whi

Manrique gives us an account whi is supplemented by Father Cabral’s, in

the Appendix.

In 1633 permission was granted and a few Portuguese returned to the

Bandel.

e Augustinians held a privileged position within the selement. ey

were exempt from taxes and dues, and were not subject to the authority of

the State, while their prior exercised jurisdiction in all cases in whi

Christians were concerned, except those involving capital punishment. ese

rights existed until the advent of the British in 1797.

In 1632 the Augustinian monastery and ur were burnt. e exact date

of their reconstruction is unknown, but appears to have been in about 1640.

But these buildings were rebuilt on a larger scale in about 1670, and together

with the “Augustinian Hall”, erected about 1820, still stand as memorials of

the Portuguese occupation. [For detailed account see H. Josson, S.J., La
Mission du Bengale Occidental.]



II. MANRIQUE’S LIFE

Of our author Padre Maestro Fray Sebastien Manrique we know very

lile beyond what we can glean from the Itinerario itself.

Early years.

Barbosa Maado11 gives us the fullest account. From this we find that

Manrique was a Portuguese from Oporto, who took orders at Goa in 1604. If

we put his age then at seventeen, he must have been just over forty when he

began his missionary work and fiy-five when he got ba to Rome.

He was, as he tells us, aaed to the Bengal Mission by Father Luiz

Coutiño, Father-Provincial for India, and was deputed to Arakan. As is

remarked in the notes, 1629 and not 1628 appears to be the correct year for

his start on the mission.

1629–37.

During these years Manrique made his voyage to the Philippines and

China, as recounted in the work.

1637–40.

Manrique spent this period in India, where Shāh Jahān was then Emperor.

Manrique never came into actual contact with the Emperor, although he saw

him at dinner with Aṣaf Khān. Aṣaf Khān, the father-in-law and all-powerful

minister of Shāh Jahān, was very friendly to Manrique, whom he even

entrusted with some official business in Sind. His death le Manrique not

only without a patron, but even made him suspect as having been an agent

of the late minister: the usual trend of events in the East.

1640–41.
ese years were spent in returning to Europe through Afghānistān

Persia, and Palestine, our author finally reaing Rome in July 1643, aer

some forty years away, of whi fieen had been spent in missionary work

of a most strenuous description.

1641–3.



Manrique reaed Rome just before the death of Pope Urban VIII. Here he

set to work to write the account of his experiences, whi saw the light in

1649, Pope Innocent X being then seated on the papal throne.

Manrique seems to have made his mark, as we find him appointed

Difinidor and Procurador-General for the Portuguese estates in the Curia at

Rome, and he was awarded the title of Maestro, whi appears at the top of

the pages in the earlier edition but not on the title-page, while it is given on

the title-page of the later edition.

His end was tragic; truly an anticlimax. Aer passing through all the

hardships with whi the book makes us familiar, Manrique was murdered

in London, a civilized city, in 1669, by his own Portuguese servant. is man

killed him with the object of robbing him. He concealed the corpse in a box

whi he threw into the ames. Some fishermen discovered it, and from its

great weight imagined that it contained treasure. ey opened it and

reported the maer. e murderer was traced, arrested, tried, and hanged.

1669.

Maado,12 who tells us all this, does not, most provokingly, give us any

clue to his authorities. I have sought in vain in the British Museum and the

Libraries of Oxford for accounts of the trial. Perhaps su events were too

common in those days for any notice to be taken.

Dr. Streit, O.M.I., could not find anything in the Vatican on the subject.

e question naturally arises: What was Manrique doing in London? He

could scarcely have taken it on his way from Rome to Lisbon.

Charles II (1620–85) was then reigning. Clarendon, the famous minister,

had been dismissed in 1667, and Charles was courting Louis XIV of France,

whom he hoped to enlist on his side in his endeavours to effect the return of

England to Rome, and in his campaign against nonconformists, the

Conventicle Act (1664) and the Five Mile Act (1665) having been already

passed. It is conceivable that Manrique came over on some kind of private

mission from Rome, either to Charles or the Roman Catholic community in

England. Charles’s leanings towards Roman Catholicism were well known,

and he had even promised Louis to openly declare himself a Catholic if that

king would support him.



III. THE ITINERARIO

Two editions were published of this work, one in 1649 and the other in

1653. Probably not very many copies were included in ea edition, but the

fact that a second was issued so soon aer the first shows that it was

considered of importance.

e printers differed in the two editions, and the title-page of the later

edition is dissimilar to that of the earlier, reproduced in these volumes. e

texts are identical, however, even to pagination and errata.

e title-page in the edition of 1653 runs: ITINERARIO | DE LAS

MISSIONS | DEL INDIA ORIENTAL | e hizo el P. Maestro Fra. Sebastien

Manrique Religioso | Eremita de S. Augustin Missionario Apostolico treze

años en varios Missiones | della dia India | Y al presente Perfecto

Apostolico de la Mission Calaminense | especialmente delegado por la

Santidad de INNO|CENTIO X nuestro Senor. Procurador y Diffinidor

General della Provincia Au|gustiniana de Portugal en esta Curia de Roma. |

Con una summa relacion del Grande y opulento Imperio del Emperador |

Xa-xiaban Corrombo Gran Mogol, y de otras Reys Infieles en cuios | Reynos

assisten los Religiosos de S. Augustin. | AL EMINENTISS. SENOR |

CARDENAL PALLOTTO | Protector de la Religion Augustiniana | CON

PRIVILEGIO | [Coat of Arms] IN ROMA A la instancia de Guillelmo Halle

sub signo Salamandrae Regie MDCLIII.

ere is an error of “b” for “h” in Shāh Jahān’s name.

e work is printed in double columns on a page of nine and a half by

seven ines, ea column being eight ines long by two and a half wide,

with an outer margin of one in and an inner of three-quarters. e last

word or part of a word at the boom of a page is, as is oen the case in

early books, reprinted on the margin.

e copy worked from was bound in the original white vellum with gilt

ornamentation. In both editions all the apters, except fourteen, commence

with ornamental initials, and fieen terminate with ornamental scrolls. In all,

thirteen different ornamental leers are used, in addition to whi “A” has

three variations, while C, S, and T have two ea. e apters in both

editions number up to LXXXIX, but Chap. LXVIII has been omied in ea

case, owing to the compositor’s mistake, as there is no break in the text.



e copy from whi this translation was made happens to bear the stamp

of a previous owner, “Dn. Jph. Nicolas de Azara”. is man was Spanish

Minister at Rome and is known as the author of a work [published 1726] on

Raphael Mengs (Anthony Raphael), who was the first Court painter to

Charles III.13

Cardinal Palloo, to whom the work is dedicated, is the Jean Baptista

Palloa of the Dictionnaire des Cardinaux.14 He was born at Calderola in

the Roman Mares, and was Arbishop of essalonica. He became a

Cardinal under Pope Urban VIII on November 19, 1629, and was later on

Bishop of Frascati and Albano and Governor of Rome. He died on January

24, 1668, at 74 years of age. But Mas Latrie says he was born on February 21,

1600, whi would make him 68.

Pope Innocent X (Giovanni Baista Pamfili), born on May 6, 1574,

succeeded Urban VIII as Pope on September 15, 1644. He was completely

dominated during his term of office by his sister-in-law, Donna Olimpia

Maidalini, a woman of great ambitions, inordinate rapacity, and few

morals.15 His portrait, by Velasquez, was considered by Sir Joshua Reynolds

the finest this artist ever painted, though the subject of it was noted for his

coarse and ugly features. He is shown seated with the right hand raised in

benediction.16

Copies of this book are not common and seldom figure in sale catalogues.

e British Museum and the Bodleian have copies of the 1649 edition, and

All Souls College one of that of 1653.

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE ITINERARIO.

Bengal Past and Present [aps, i to xx]: vol. xii, No. 24, April-June 1916; vol. xiii, Nos. 25–6, July–Dec.

1916; vol. xvii, Nos. 33–4, July–Dec. 1918. Translations are by Fathers H. Hosten and L. Cardon, S.J.,

the notes being by Father Hosten.

Catholic Herald of Calcutta: April, May, June 1918 [aps. lxxviii–lxxxii]; Sept.–Oct. 1918 [aps,

lxxiv–lxxvii]; July 16–Dec. 31, 1919, and Jan. 7–May 12, 1920 [aps. xxi–xxxv]. Translations are

by Fathers Hosten and Cardon and Mr. F. Coa; no notes.

Journal of the United Provinces Historical Society, vol. i, pt. 2, pp. 109–136. Manrique’s description of

Agra [aps, lviii–lx], by Father Hosten.

Panjab Historical Society, vol. i, 1911–12, pp. 93–106, 151–166 [aps, lxi–lxxii]. By Sir Edward

Maclagau, K.C.S.I., assisted by Fathers Hosten and Cardon; with a few notes.

Manrique has been occasionally quoted by writers, as by Keene, Lane-Poole, and a few others.



IV. THE AUTHOR AND HIS WORK

ough Manrique was a Portuguese he elected, it is impossible to say

why, to write in Spanish. He cannot have had Manucci’s reason for

employing three languages, whi was the difficulty of geing an educated

amanuensis, as in Rome one could easily have been found: nor was Portugal

any longer under the domination of Spain, whi might have made it

advisable to use the language of that country.

The Text.
e style is atrocious, most cumbersome: dependent sentence follows

dependent sentence, sometimes without any finite verb at all. A Spanish

critic has briefly but rightly termed it “disastrous” (castellano desastroso).

Manrique occasionally indulges in purple pates.17

In translating I have been careful to adhere strictly to the author’s

meaning, and have sought, while endeavouring to avoid being dragged into

the turgidity of the Spanish, to make it readable without destroying the

aracteristics and swing of the narrative.

is has not been an easy task and I am acutely aware of many

shortcomings.

e elucidation of the text is fully dealt with in the notes and the sections

of this Introduction whi deal with the Chronology and the Routes

followed.

Our author quotes frequently, mainly from the Fathers and the Bible.

Every endeavour has been made to trace passages, but some have evaded

discovery. Any one who has struggled to find an unindicated passage from

the Fathers in the many volumes of the Patrologia Latina will be able to

sympathize.

Quotations.
It was no offence in the seventeenth century to borrow without

anowledgement, and it is clear that Manrique has freely used de Laet,

Mendez Pinto, and perhaps others. But he aggravates the offence by

asserting that he copied his facts from original documents.

Plagiarism.



Our author uses a large number of vernacular terms. And it is interesting,

in this connexion, to note that almost all his terms are Urdū (Hindustānī)

words, very few being Hindī or Burmese.

Vernacular terms.
Even in Burma we get Catual (Hindī: Ḳoṭwāl), tamāxa (Urdū: tāmāsha),

ati (Hindī: hāthī), &c. A tenical word like Catual may perhaps have been

in common use, but hāthī, an elephant, seems curious.

As a rule his vernacular words are well transliterated and are easily

identified, but one word, naccassar, has proved an insoluble riddle. I would,

however, suggest one more possible derivation: nagd-sarkār, i. e. privy

purse. e word sarkār is used in the sense of a “treasury”.

A good many of these terms might well appear in a new edition of

Hobson-Jobson.

e amount of detail he gives us varies a good deal. In some cases, as in

the description of the coronation of the King of Arakan, we have a profusion

of detail. He admits to losing his notes at Aleppo,18 but possibly these

related to his later travels, as he may have deposited his earlier records

before starting on fresh adventures. e long speees need not be taken

literally; they have, I fancy, been added in imitation of Mendez Pinto, to give

the narrative life.

Detail.
It is unnecessary to deal with the subject-maer in detail. It explains itself,

and except for one or two deliberate digressions, as in Chaps. LXXIV–

LXXXII, is arranged in strict ronological sequence.

Plan.

For convenience the work has been divided into sections, and a few

salient points in ea will be very briefly referred to.

Generally speaking, wherever the narrative deals with his personal

adventures by flood and field it is straightforward and vivid, bearing the

stamp of truthfulness (cf. i, pp. 100–18, 446, &c.). Some incidents, indeed,

su as the fights with pirates and descriptions of storms, might have been

wrien for a boy’s book of adventure.



e descriptions of places are usually less successful. Manrique was more

interested in men than in aritecture.

He remarks on the artificial concentration of wealth at the seats of

government and on the eapness and abundance of supplies.

VOLUME I

e first section deals with Manrique’s deputation to Bengal and his visit

to Hūglī, with a short description of that Province and its missionary

activities, especially of members of his own Order of St. Augustin.

Section I. 1629–37.

Chaps. X–XXXIV describe his sojourn in Arakan from 1629 to 1637,

Chaps. XXXV–XXXIX telling us of his return to India.

In many respects these are the most important apters in the book, as

they deal with a period of Burmese history of whi lile is known, while he

takes us across wild country mu of whi has been but imperfectly

explored, even up to the present day.

e dangers of travelling in those days are vividly described; from animals

(cf. pp. 97, 108, 338, 402); from the elements (passim); and from man (cf. p.

405).

He depicts his interviews with all and sundry graphically, so that we can

readily reconstruct the scene when he visits King Tḥiritḥudamma (p. 142), or

the old Peguan queen (pp. 194–7): we see him winning over inimical officials

(p. 414), and even impressing the priest of an alien faith, su as his Raulin

guide to the mountains of Maum (p. 332).

Perhaps the most vivid account is that of the coronation of the King of

Arakan, King Tḥiritḥudamma (1622–38), whi includes the description of

the curious sacrifices that preceded it (p. 357).

e rites here described, and also in the account of the Sansaporau festival

(p. 235 ff.), are entirely at variance with orthodox Buddhist ceremonial.

But I would here uer a word of caution. ere is a tendency to reject all

su descriptions of savage ritual because they do not conform to our

preconceived notions of what is fiing in regard to a particular faith. We are

not sufficiently careful in distinguishing priestly doctrine from popular

practice. e reason is not far to seek. Our ideas of Brahmanism, Buddhism,



even of Judaism, are formed by Oriental solars who have expounded the

religious texts of these creeds, and have detailed for us the observances laid

down in these scriptures. Su knowledge is essential, but generally the

solar is ignorant of actual practices in the countries where these creeds

flourished, and is unaware of, perhaps even not interested in, the variations

between actual practice and what is ordained.

At great festivals, su as the Sansaporau, and on ceremonial occasions

su as the king’s coronation, when the whole of the rude country-side

foregathers to celebrate su an event, ancient customs prevail. e folk-

spirit dominates proceedings and orthodox observances, known only in the

quiet precincts of the temple and monastery, retire into the baground. e

conversion of the Muḥarram festival of mourning into a sort of fair for

jollification, especially in central India, is an annual case in point.

Our own Chur even can give us plenty of examples of similar

basliding, when the folk-spirit bore down priestly resistance and century-

old sex-festival dances entered the sacred building itself, whi rang with

traditional hymns to the ancient gods and goddesses of fertility, of forest, hill,

and stream.

Knowing so very lile, as we do, of the daily life of the people of these

lands in early days, it behoves us to be very diffident in rejecting wholly,

owing to a few embellishments, what early travellers record, simply because

these accounts do not agree with our book-acquired knowledge.

is volume terminates with Manrique’s return to India.

VOLUME II

We are first given an account of the journey to the Philippine Islands, to

Java, China, and so ba to India.

Section II. 1637–9.

He fails to get to Japan, where he would probably have suffered

martyrdom. He describes the incidents of his voyage with his usual skill.

Aer a fight with pirates (p. 14) he reaes the Philippines, encountering a

fierce storm (p. 36), the bells on shore ringing for Sunday service being the

first intimation that they were near their destination (p. 31).



Aer a sojourn of fourteen months he travels on to Faisso in Annam (p.

57), and so to Macao (p. 67), the big Portuguese selement in China. An

account of the Chinese Empire, copied from Mendez Pinto (p. 71), though

professedly taken straight out of a Chinese ronicle, is given us.

He returns via Macassar (p. 78) and Bantam. At the laer place he meets

Englishmen; one of the only two occasions on whi he records having done

so on his travels (p. 88). He arrived just as the president of the factory,

George Musamp, died. He was assisted by the English factors to get away

on a Danish vessel and so elude the Dut authorities. A severe storm, called

a Samatra, assails them (p. 89), the dangers being aggravated by the

drunkenness of the crew. From this same cause they lose their way and

arrive at Harsāpurgadh (p. 91) instead of at Musalipātam.

Here the second encounter with an Englishman takes place. John Yard,

apparently a member of the Yarde (now Yarde-Buller) family of Churston

Court, was the Company’s factor at Harsāpur. He was a great friend of that

prince of travellers, Peter Mundy, to whose Travels, admirably edited by Sir

Riard Temple, the notes in this work owe so mu.

Section III. 1640–1.
John Yard is described as the typical sporting Englishman, who mared

along, while Manrique counted his beads, carrying “his handy gliering

implements of the volatile ase”, and ended the day “loaded with the

rewards of his toil”; so we may take it that he was a pleasant, genial fellow

and a good shot (pp. 92–7).

Manrique now continues his travels up to Paṭna and Lahore, where Shān

Jahān then held his Court.

He describes the caravanserais along the route (p. 100), mu as Fryer

does at a later date, and it is luy he does so, for it reminds him of an

instance of an innkeeper’s rudeness in Italy and so gives us a most important

digression. For it is in this digression, and here only, that we casually learn

when Manrique returned to Italy aer his sojourn in the East: that is, in July

1643. Without this passage we should have no exact information as to when

this return took place.

Chap. L once more finds Manrique and his companions in serious trouble.

At a small village between Jelasor and Nārāyaṇgaḍh they spend the night in

a cowshed, devoured by mosquitoes. One of his companions kills a too-



confiding peaco, whi they promptly eat, and then bury the feathers, for

fear that the Hindū villagers may detect the sacriligeous slaying of a sacred

bird. But the crime is detected and at Nārāyaṇgaḍh they are arrested (p. 110).

e interest of this incident lies in the consideration shown to Hindū

prejudice by the Mughal authorities, not as a rule overtender in this respect

of an infidel’s whims. But the Siguidār supports his condemnation of the

crime by saying that his Emperor had taken a sacred oath, “in the Mossaffo

of his holy Prophet, that he and his successors would let the Hindūs live

under their own laws and customs” (p. 112). is, in view of Shāh Jahān’s

Hindū parentage on his mother’s side, is not altogether surprising.

en follows Manrique’s successful enlistment of the sympathies of the

“Siguidareza”, as he neatly terms the Siguidār’s wife, on behalf of the

condemned man, whi resulted in the “escape” of the prisoner: all due, as

our author says, to “the power of a lovely face, strengthened by the seal of

matrimony” (p. 115).

For the second, and only other time, in spite of his hardships, Manrique

falls seriously ill (p. 118), but manages to rea Dacca and a monastery of his

Order, where he recovers.

His visit to the famous ruins of Gauḍ gives us a romantic tale of buried

treasure (p. 128).

So he passes on to Paṭna (Chap. LVI), where Shāyasta Khān, the son of the

great minister Aṣaf Khān, was governor. He tells us lile about the city and

mu about a royal scandal.

From Paṭnā he travels by land to Lahore, describing on the way Sher

Shāh’s tomb at Sāsrām (p. 148): a fanciful account. So he reaes Agra,

whence he visits Biāna (Chap. LVIII). In Agra he visits Father Antonio de

Christo in the State prison (p. 154), later on effecting his release.

A short account of the bazārs follows, in whi he uses, for the imperial

treasuries, the word nacassares, whi is still a mystery (p. 155).

e two succeeding apters (LIX, LX) describe the palace fort at Agra,

the tomb of Akbar, and the Tāj Maḥal, then still incomplete.

Two important notes by Father Hosten here deal with the elephant statues

at the fort gate, and with the mu-disputed question of the aritect of the

Tāj, with reference to the Italian Yeroneo (pp. 165, 174).

en we travel on with Manrique along the mu-frequented high road

leading to the royal Court of Lahore, through Delhi, ānesar, and Sarhind.



He reaes Lahore on February 10, 1641 (Chap. LXIII), describes the Nauroz
festival, and in the succeeding apter the weighing of Shāh Jahān on his

birthday (p. 201).

He is next introduced to Aṣaf Khān (pp. 206–8), at that time the most

powerful man in the Empire, whose word carried as mu weight as the

Emperor’s. Manrique evidently impressed Aṣaf Khān, as he impressed

others, and easily procured the release of Father Antonio de Christo (p. 211).

But in addition to this the great minister entrusted Manrique with certain

official business in Sind, besides granting him a farmān authorizing him to

rebuild the ures and residences in Sind whi had been destroyed under

Shāh Jahān’s own orders, a signal instance of our traveller’s personal

influence.

e next apter (LXVI) describes a dinner party given by Aṣaf Khān to

his son-in-law, the Emperor, at whi the womenfolk of the family were

present. is is probably a unique incident, as owing to the presence of the

womenfolk it was viewed, not without risk, from concealment,

Manrique now makes his way to Sind via Multān. At this place he

exanges his cart for a boat and proceeds down the Indus river, meeting

with pirates near Sehwān (p. 234), reaing Taṭṭah, the capital, four days

aer leaving that place. His description of the residents of this town is the

reverse of complimentary (p. 240).

His return journey is made by land, over the desert to Jaisalmīr, whose

residents share the condemnation of those of Taṭṭah. Finally he gets ba to

Multān only to find that his powerful patron, Aṣaf Khān, is dead (p. 243).

We have now reaed the last stage of our traveller’s wanderings. He

abandons the role of a missionary for that of a merant. He passes through

Baluistān, Afghānistān, Persia, Mesopotamia, and Palestine, whence he

sails for Europe, visiting Cyprus on the way.

Section IV. 1642–3.

Certain digressive apters deal with the Mughal Empire (Chaps. LXXIV–

LXXVII), and with the destruction of Hūglī (Chaps. LXXVIII–LXXX).

His friendship with Aṣaf Khān proved as troublesome aer his death as it

had been useful while he lived (p. 249). However, thanks to the help of his

bania friend Trucidas, he manages to get away. To all who are familiar with



the East this is perhaps the most remarkable testimony to Manrique’s

personality. For a casual connexion su as this, based entirely on the fact

that our author was supported by the all-powerful minister, would never

have survived the laer’s death, financial advantage notwithstanding, but for

the impression made on the Hindū merant by Manrique himself.

e Mirza (p. 254) who so civilly assists Manrique on his way is admirably

drawn, a man whose noble appearance was fully mated by his disposition;

yet, somewhat ungenerously, Manrique cannot refrain from referring to his

“hereditary taint” of being a follower of the Prophet.

Aer maring through heavy snow (p. 256) and the rugged country of

the Khojak pass they reaed Qandahār, “stiff and sore with the cold, since …

our good postines or loose skin coats … had been insufficient …” (p. 258).

Aer describing Qandahār he tells us that the caravan he was to have

joined had already le. But as usual he finds strangers to befriend him. His

new friend is depicted in strong contrast to the Mirza—a man “of ill

countenance, a bulging est and hump-baed” (p. 262). With his kindly

assistance he gets away.

e long digressions noted above now occur. at on the Mughal Empire

is not of mu value. On the other hand, the account of the fall of Hūglī, in

1632, is of real historical importance, and was considered by Mr. Irvine, the

editor of Manucci, the best account we possess. is has been supplemented

by Father Cabral’s even more detailed account (Appendix, pp. 391 ff.).

In regard to the fall of Hūglī, Manrique is certainly right in asserting that

if the arrogant Portuguese authorities of this town, who “lived for their

wealth only”, had conformed to the ordinary rules of etiquee, no aa

would have been made (p. 315).

In connexion with this siege we are given, as an instance of Portuguese

provocation, a romantic tale of the rescue by Manrique of a lovely Muslim

lady,19 taken prisoner by the Portuguese from Arakan, in a raid on the

Dacca district in 1629. is incident took place, presumably, at Angarcale or

Dianga, whi was the head-quarters of these raiders, and where Manrique

was then living (pp. 317–21).

e next apter deals with the fall of Hūglī in 1632, with a detailed

account of the part played in it by Father Antonio de Christo, and of the

deaths of other Brethren. e sufferings of the Fathers at Agra and the



escape of the prisoners is then dealt with. e succeeding apter completes

the tale, and our author then finally returns to the account of his travels.

Chap. LXXXIII takes us on from Calabie, where we le the caravan in

Chap. LXXIII, to Ferra, over very rough country, across swollen rivers, and

through intense heat. At Ferra they are delayed fiy-six days owing to the

death of Shāh Safī (May 1642) while awaiting the accession of Shāh ’Abbās II

(p. 347). Leaving Ferra they pursue their way across the deserts between

Ferra and Iṣpahān, mention being made of the mummification of travellers

caught in sandstorms (p. 348). At Biabanak city they have a welcome rest.

e route followed is not very clear (p. 350, n. 9). He mentions a special

breed of sheep met with on the journey (p. 352). ey halt at Tabas, finally

reaing Iṣpahān on the fiy-third day aer leaving Ferra (p. 354).

At Iṣpahān he spent two months, but does not tell mu about the place

(pp. 355–60). One omission is noticeable: he makes no mention of the

remarkable bridges in this city. e famous maidān, the mosque (p. 355), the

mint, shops, palace, and gardens (p. 357) are referred to, and the different

Brotherhoods, together with the activities of his own particular Brotherhood

(p. 359).

He then passes on to mention the suburbs: Giolfa (Julfa) and Chamsabad

(Shamsābād), inhabited by Armenians; Gavverabad (Gabrābād), the Parsi

quarter; Abbassabad, a Muslim selement, and Assennabad (Hasanābād),

the Georgian suburb (pp. 360–1).

Aer a stay of two months he leaves for Baghdād, via Tossarkhan (?), a

place of some size not shown on modern maps. Aer being aaed by

Kurds he reaes Kassamkhan, the “last village in Persia”, enters Turkish

territory, crossing some rugged mountains, and halts at Mando, said to be

the original home of the Turks (p. 367).

Finally, aer twenty-seven days’ journey, the caravan reaes Baghdād,

whi town they enter aer examination by some janissaries. To avoid the

Aleppo customs they decided to take the longer route by Damascus, the

reason being that the Jewish officials in the customs, “being sworn enemies

of the name Christian, urged the Turks to harass them in a thousand ways”

(pp. 368–9).

He gives a very short account of Baghdād, pointing out that it is distinct

from Babylon (p. 371). He visits the Tower of Babel (Birs Nimroud) on

leaving the city (p. 372).



e mar across the desert to Damascus is then started, and aer many

hardships that city is reaed (p. 375). e city is described briefly. Here he

sees the Maḥmal carpet leave for Mecca. Unfortunately some Jewish

customs officials arrive, and at their instigation a sear of the travellers’

possessions was made, resulting in the loss of Manrique’s maps and notes.

In his description of Damascus Manrique refers to the armorial bearings

on the city wall. ese arms have puzzled many early travellers. evenot,

who was a careful observer, notes as follows: “We saw on one of the square

towers of the city wall, about twelve feet up it, two dressed stones, on ea

of whi was a very well cut fleur-de-lis. Between the two stones, on whi

are cut the fleur-de-lis, was a third, bearing an inscription in lingua franca

[en Franc, i. e. the mixed jargon of the Levant] but so damaged as to be

indecipherable. Alongside ea fleur-de-lis, on two separate stones, are two

sculptured lions with a thistle beside ea. Many believe the Fren built the

tower, whi is possible of course; but it is far more likely that the Turks

brought the stones there, thus ready squared and sculptured, from Banias or

some other place once held by the Fren, … for they are so lazy as to

infinitely prefer to bring ready squared stone from elsewhere than cut it on

the spot.” is seems a reasonable explanation. It is interesting also that

evenot should definitely say the inscription was in “Franc” and not in

Arabic, as d’Arvieux states (p. 377, n. 2).

Our traveller was now near the end of his wanderings. Sailing from Sidon

he ultimately reaes Italy via Malta (where he stops), Messina, and

Neunio, arriving at Rome on July 1, 1643 (p. 103).

e Appendix deals with the destruction of Hūglī and adds to Manrique’s

information. Referring to n. 29 on p. 421, it is quite probable that Manrique

omied all reference to Father Cabral’s visit because he belonged to a

different Order and hence was an interloper in an Augustinian Missionary

area.

Aer travelling with Manrique through so many and great dangers one

tries, inevitably, not only to appraise his aracter but also to picture what he

may have looked like.

The Man and his views.
In all his wanderings he was only twice seriously ill (i. 164; ii. 118), whi

points to a man of good constitution and strong physique.



Character and personality he must have possessed in more than ordinary

degree to have so steadfastly faced all the difficulties he encountered, and to

have been able, as he undoubtedly was, to impress all those he came into

contact with—king, priest, official, and also their womenfolk.

e Englishmen he met, those at Bantam, and John Yard at Harsāpur,

were evidently impressed.

Without being servile or surrendering the dignity of his office or of his

race, he was tactful in dealing with those in power, while at the same time

making no aempt to conceal his opinions of the faiths of those he met,

Muḥammadanism in particular coming in for strong condemnation on all

occasions, the severity in this case being due, no doubt, to the Musalmān’s

claim to worship Manrique’s God, with the added feeling against the

“Moor”, whi the invasion of Spain had le in all who came from that

peninsula.

He was probably not very highly educated, his numerous quotations

notwithstanding. La Croze,20 referring to Portuguese missionaries, quotes

Vicenzo Maria di S. Caterina da Siena to the effect that the Portuguese

missionaries in India were mainly criminals driven to leave their own

country, ill-educated men, effeminate and sensual, their knowledge of

theology being limited to “the fragments they read in Breviary and

Missal”.21

Manrique was no criminal, and in no sense effeminate or sensual,

whatever his intellectual aainments may have been.

We would picture him, then, as a good-looking, bearded man, probably

fairer than most of his countrymen, for a light complexion counts for mu

in the East, especially with the fair sex; of medium height and strong build.

His disposition was naturally genial, the dead weight of his narrow training

for the priesthood having failed wholly to atrophy it: hence his ready

recognition of the arity and other good points in the aracter of those

whose faith he so forcibly condemned, and the contrast he draws wilh mu

that was to be met with amongst Christians, who should know beer. To his

calling he was devoted, and oen laments his own shortcomings in

connexion with it.

Withal, his uncompromising religious zeal apart, Manrique must have

been a man full of human sympathy, a pleasant companion, and a reliable



friend in a tight place.

Covarrubias [Tesoro] has an interesting note under the word Manrique; he

says: “It is well known that the family name Manrique is connected with the

highest nobility and is of great age, dating ba to the time of the Goths, as

the name itself proves, being compounded of man, a ‘man’, and riche;

meaning one distinguished from other men by his valour, his descent, and his

person, and for his great possessions in lands and goods. A name of German

origin, it came to Spain with the Goths.”

It is for critics to determine what may be the value of Manrique’s account.

Certain solars, including the late Mr. Vincent Smith, hoped that important

information would be forthcoming on the Mughal Empire. is expectation

has not been realized. On the other hand, the account of Arakan is of

interest, and that of the fail of Hūglī historically important.

If not mu historical information of importance has accrued we have

here, at any rate, a very human document and glimpses of life in India in the

seventeenth century, with vivid descriptions of the hardships of travelling

through wild country, and over rough seas in very small vessels, ivith the

added danger of frequent aas by fierce beasts and pirates, Manrique is, I

think, at any rate entitled, by his book, to no mean place in the ranks of

those hardy travellers to the East who have le us accounts of their

experiences.

So we may leave him to a well-merited rest from his labours.
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THE CHRONOLOGY OF MANRIQUE’S
TRAVELS AND THE ROUTES FOLLOWED

[All dates are New Style.]

he first and last date as given by our author are May 6, 1628, when he

says he le Coin, and July 1, 1643, when he arrived at Rome.

Between these dates we have others, but also considerable lacunae
whi can only be filled by conjecture.

We may for convenience divide the travels into four sections:

  I. e Arakan journey

 II. e voyage to China and the Far East.

III. e voyage across India.

IV. e voyage to Rome via Afghānistān and Persia.

N.B.—Dates actually given by our author are shown in small capitals,
conjectured dates in ordinary type.

VOLUME I

I. THE ARAKAN JOURNEY. Chaps. I–XXXIX

Manrique says he le Coin on MAY 6, 1628, for Hūglī. But it was more

probably 1629 (p. 7). e time spent seems to be as follows:

Le Coin on May 6, 1628 [? 1629].

Becalmed for fourteen days [May 20th] between Porkād and ilon.

Reaes the “Braces of Bengal” in thirteen days [June 3rd], whi he says

was TRINITY SUNDAY (p. 9).

is last statement is not correct in regard to 1628.

In 1628 Easter fell on April 23rd and Trinity Sunday therefore on June

18th, and not on June 3rd. If, however, we take 1629, when Easter fell on

April 15th, we get June 10th for Trinity Sunday. is date, though nearer,



does not agree. Perhaps we should add some more days as spent on the

journey between Coin and Porkād.

ey ran aground on Trinity Sunday (p. 9), landing next day. ey spent a

day in prison, being released the day aer, arriving at Hijlī that night. Aer

seeing the Musundulim, they go on to Hūglī (p. 15).

If then we accept Manrique’s Trinity Sunday, 1628, i.e. June 18th, we must

make up the days by allowing fieen between Coin and Porkād.

Here he remains until he goes to Arakan. As he says it was just as he was

“appreciating the sweet association of those godly men” that he was sent to

Arakan, it appears that he was only a very short time at Hūglī, whi again

points to 1629 as the correct year and not 1628.

He starts for Arakan on SEPTEMBER 11, 1629 (p. 83), and so, if this was

the year in whi he had arrived, he would have been there three months.

He reaes Dianga [p. 83] in fourteen days [Sept. 25th]. Father Domingos

leaves and Father Manuel is murdered. No precise dates are given us for

these events. We may assume:

1.  Arrival at Dianga, Sept. 25, 1629.

2.  Departure of Father Domingos, September 30th.

3.  Death of Father Manuel, October 15th.

No other priests reaed Dianga for nineteen months (p. 87), that is, until

May 1631.

e inimical Governor of Chiagong wrote to his king, the leer reaing

Arakan “at the end of May” 1630 (p. 90). e Portuguese messenger reaed

Arakan with their leer on June 30, 1630 (p. 92).

Manrique starts for Arakan on the night of the Day of the Visitation of the

Holy Virgin, i.e. on JULY 2, 1630 (p. 94).

We now get an itinerary, but without dates.

1630.

July 2nd: starts for Arakan from Dianga (p. 94). 5th: reaes Ramu (p. 94).

6th: visits Governor Pomaja (p. 95). 7th: start from Ramu (p. 96). 8th: meet

their elephants, a man being carried off by a tiger while loading up (p. 97).

ey encamp at the foot of a tree for the night. A storm soaks them (p. 98).

July 9th: they cross a high mountain and sleep in the trees (p. 100). 10th:

desccnd mountain at daybreak and take refuge in deserted huts at its foot (p.



100). Here they stay twenty-four hours, i. e. till July 11th. ough the days

are not clearly stated it seems obvious that the “next day” of Chap. XIII (p.

104) and the day on whi the Musalmān said he could not discuss religion

on the mar are one and the same (p. 102). It says, moreover, that they le

their “dry quarters”, i. e. the huts, on the next day, that is July 12th. July 12th:

leave huts and cross a range, spending the night at its foot. Here a stream

delays them (p. 106). On the night of “the fourth day” (p. 107) the rain ceased

(July 15th); and so they get across on the next day. July 16th: they cross the

stream and descend to the base of the range, sleeping in trees. Wild

elephants disturb them (pp. 107–8). July 17th: they cross the Pora’s range and

rea Peroem City at night (p. 111). July 18th: they visit the Governor (p.

112), who says a new moon is due in four days [see note 6 in Chap. XIV].

July 19th: the next day they leave and cross the gulf of Maum (p. 118). July

20th: they go on to Orietan [Urritaung] and see the Magh commander (p.

120), who sends them to Poragrī. July 21st: they go on to Poragrī (p. 124).

July 22: arrival at Poragrī at night (p. 125). July 23rd: the next day the captain

of the ship brings a friend who assists them (p. 126). July 24th: a messenger

comes to say that the Puiquē was coming to see them. He does so (pp.

127–8). July 26th: On the second day aer their arrival they prepare a

present for the king (p. 134). ey have to await the King’s pleasure during

July 27th to 31st, while Manrique hears confessions. August 1st: they are

received by the king (p. 144). Manrique writes to Dianga next day (August

2nd) (p. 148). ey then go on to Arakan City, where Manrique falls ill for

about three months (p. 164).

Our next specific date is:

OCTOBER 20th. On this date he opened his ur at Arakan on the

“third Sunday in October” 1630, whi fell on October 20th (p. 170).

1631.

JANUARY. He returned to Dianga in “the month of January”, i. e. of 1631

(p. 276).

Now he tells us that on Corpus Christi Day, 1630, whi he says fell on

June 19th (p. 293), an aempt was made on his life. But in 1630 this festival

fell on May 30th, but it did fall on June 19th in 1631. Manrique has forgoen



and put the aempt before he went to Arakan instead of aer his return. He

then mentions a second aempt on his life “a few months later” at

Angaracale. is would be possible in 1631 but not in 1630, as he had already

le on July 2nd for Arakan (p. 92). He states that he was in Arakan in 1634

(p. 271) on his second visit there. He le Arakan soon aer the king’s

coronation, whi ended on Jan. 23, 1635 (p. 382).

1635.

JANUARY 23rd. Date of king’s coronation at Arakan. e year is not

given, but is certainly 1635 (p. 382). He sails for India, but we have no dates.

1636.

FEBRUARY 25th. He leaves Pīplī for Coin (p. 446). His dates are now

not clear, but he reaed Coin about Mar 20th. Aer the rains, probably

in October, he went to Goa, where he stayed until April 1637.

is ends his first period of travelling, whi lasted from May 1628 (1629?)

till April 1637, about nine years.

VOLUME II

II. THE VOYAGE TO CHINA AND THE FAR EAST Chaps. XL–

XLVIII

We are beer supplied with dates in this section of the travels.

1637.

APRIL 27th. Leaves Goa (p. 9).

He reaes Coin in three days (April 30) (p. 9) and the Nicobars in nine

(May 9th).



JUNE 11th. Reaes Malacca (p. 16).

AUGUST 15th. Day of the Assumption of the Holy Virgin, he leaves

Malacca (p. 24).

AUGUST 16th. Continues voyage aer spending night at Isla de la Piedra.

AUGUST 21st. Reaes Pulo Karimon (p. 25).

AUGUST 24th. Traverses the Straits of Singapore, it being St.

Bartholomew’s Day (p. 25).

AUGUST 28th. St. Augustin’s Day. Aer being becalmed on the 27th they

sail on and sight Pulo Kundur and rea Pulo Cecir del Mar (p. 27). Six days

of storm follow, the seventh (September 4th) being calm.

SEPTEMBER 5th. Reaes Cavite in the Philippines, and sails on to

Pereñaque, proceeding overland to Manila. ey arrive there on Saturday (p.

31).

SEPTEMBER 6th. A SUNDAY, on whi they arrive in Manila (p. 35). He

remains here over twelve months.

1638.

OCTOBER 13th. Leaves Cavite (p. 52). A storm drives them into Abra da

Viga on the third day (October 16th). ey leave on 17th, and, aer bad

weather, at last find themselves off Sanuan island on the 24th. Finally they

make Pulo Champelo on the 29th.

NOVEMBER 1st. ey go on to Faisso, it being All Saints’ Day (p. 59). He

remains here for six months.

1639.

MAY 29th. Leaves Faisso for Macao (p. 66).

JUNE 12th. Arrives at Macao. It was the Feast of Pentecost (p. 66).

1640.

JANUARY 29th. Leaves Macao (p. 77), but is driven into Andie Feo.

FEBRUARY 2nd. Leaves Andie Feo and sails on.

MARCH 2nd. Reaes Macassar (p. 78).



APRIL 19th. Leaves Macassar (p. 84). ey rea Japara on 23rd and wait

seventeen days (May 10th). Go on to Bantam (p. 87). Owing to calms they

only rea Bantam on May 27th, where they hear of the death of the English

factor, George Musamp.

He sails thence for Masulipātam, but they lose their way, but finally rea

Harsāpurgaḍh about August 1st (p. 91).

He now starts to travel across India by land to the Mughal capital.

e China voyage thus occupies about three years, viz. from Apr. 27, 1637,

to Aug. 1, 1640.

III. JOURNEY THROUGH INDIA. Chaps. XLIX–LXX

We have but few dates given us for this part of his travels, and those are

far apart.

1640.

AUGUST 4th. Leaves Haraharpur (Arcepur) town (p. 98). Our next date is

that of his arrival at Agra in December. is period may, however, be

roughly distributed as below:

Bālasor on the eighth day (August 12th). He halts five days (p. 98).

Rāmchandrapur on August 18th (p. 99).

Jalasor on August 19th (p. 99).

Here we get the important digression whi mentions that he finally

returned to Rome about July 1, 1643 (p. 103). He never refers to his return

elsewhere, so that it is the only clue we have.

Stops the night at a small village (August 20th) where the row about the

peacos takes place (p. 107).

Nārāyaṇgaḍh. Arrive at night and are imprisoned next day (August 22nd).

Before dawn (August 23rd) they are taken before the magistrate, and are

released, except the man who killed the bird (p. 111). Manrique stayed here

until August 27th (p. 116).



Bardwān. Reaed on fourth day or August 31st (p. 116).

Mussumbāzār reaed in three days (September 3rd): he does not give the

mares.

He goes on to Balighāṭ and gets ill, proceeding to Dacca via Seripur, a

journey of seven days (p. 118). He stays at Dacca twenty-seven days. is

takes him up to about October 4th (p. 120).

Paṭna. Reaed about November 9th. He le on the 30th, as he says he

took twenty-five days to Agra from Paṭna (p. 150).

DECEMBER 24th. Once more we get an actual date, that of his arrival at

Agra (p. 151). Here he stays twenty-seven days, and so must have le on Jan.

20 or 21, 1641 (p. 178).

1641.

He starts for Lahore on Jan. 21, 1641. He says he reaed that city on the

twenty-first day aer leaving Agra, i.e. February 10th (p. 185).

We are now le with very lile to go upon, but we have three dates

indicated while he was at Lahore, and another on his return to Taṭṭah. at

is, unfortunately, all we are given till he reaes Ghāzikhān on the eve of

Palm Sunday, 1642. e three indicated dates are, Nauroz, the ‘Id-ul-Fitr,

Shāh Jahān’s birthday, and the death of Aṣaf Khān.

We have now to consider these dates. e year 1641–2 corresponds as

below:

1st Muḥarram 1050 corresponds to Apr. 23, 1640 (N.S.), and hence 18th

Ramzān corresponds to Jan. 1, 1641, and 1st Shawwāl to January 14th.

1st Muḥarram 1051 corresponds to Apr. 12, 1641, 29th Ramzān to Jan. 1,

1642, and 1st Shawāl 1051 to Jan. 3, 1642.

Now Manrique reaed Lahore on Feb. 10, 1641, corresponding to 28th

Shawwāl 1050 A.h. e ‘Id-ul-Fitr falls on 1st Shawwāl, so he missed it in

1050. He also could not have seen that of 1051 A.h., as it fell on Jan. 3, 1642,

aer he had le Lahore.

He says, moreover, that the Nauroz fell on the same day as the ‘Id-ul-Fitr.

is is possible of course, but it did not so fall in 1051 A.h. e Nauroz falls at

the vernal equinox, nominally Mar 22nd, but actually at this time, owing

to the precession of the equinoxes, Mar 28th. ese dates fell thus:

Mar 22. 1641, corresponds to 9th Zilhijja.



Mar 28, 1641, corresponds to 15th Zilhijja.

Hence the ‘Id-ul-Fitr and Nauroz did not coincide in 1051 A.h. e next date

is that of Shāh Jahān’s birthday. e Mughal Emperors kept two birthdays,

as determined respectively by the lunar and solar years. e lunar reoning

for the 29th Rabi‘-ul-awwal, the date of the Emperor’s birth, in 1051 A.h.

corresponded to July 8, 1641. His solar-year celebration fell in September.

Lastly we have the date of Aṣaf Khān’s death, the 17th Shabān 1051 or

Nov. 21, 1641.

ese are all the data we have to guide us in fixing the duration of

Manrique’s journey to Taṭṭah from Multān and ba. Hence the dates are

conjectural, the mares he made not being always clearly stated.

We may accept that he was present at Shāh Jahān’s lunar birthday, that is

on July 8, 1641.

A subsidiary indication of the time is the fact that the news of the

separation of Portugal from the domination of Spain arrived at this time in

Lahore. is separation took place in December 1640 and must have taken

seven or eight months to rea India, say in July or August.

Turning to the Multān-Taṭṭah journey, we get:

1.  Lahore to Multān ten days (p. 221).

2.  Spends twelve days at Multān awaiting a boat (p. 228).

3.  Reaches Bakhar in eight days (p. 232), halts two.

4.  The fight with pirates (p. 234).

5.  Reaes Sehwān three days later (p. 235).

6.  Reaches Taṭṭah in four more days (p. 235).

is gives us roughly a total of forty days. He waited till the rains were

over, probably till the end of September or middle of October, and then

went home by Jaisalmīr to Multān, a distance of nearly 600 miles, whi

must have taken him forty or more days to complete. So we may summarize

thus:

1.  Leaves Lahore Aug. 10, 1641.

2.  Reaes Multān in ten days, August 20th.

3.  Halts here fourteen days, till September 3rd.

4.  Reaes Bakhar September 11th.

5.  Halts two days, to September 13th.

6.  Reaes Sehwān September 16th.

7.  Fight with pirates, September 17th.



8.  Reaes Taṭṭah September 21st.

9.  Awaits termination of the rains and leaves on October 15th.

10.  Reaes Multān November 25th, four days aer Aṣaf Khān’s death.

is period of travel thus lasts from August 1640 to November 1641.

IV. VOYAGE TO EUROPE THROUGH AFGHANISTAN, PERSIA,

AND PALESTINE. Chaps. LXXI–LXXXIX

We are again confronted by a paucity of dates. Only three specific dates

are given us, viz.:

Arrival at Ghāzīkhān (p. 342) on the eve of Palm Sunday, 1642 [April 13].

Arrival at Ferra (p. 343) two days aer Easter, 1642 [April 22].

Arrival at Rome (p. 103) on July 1, 1643.

ere is also an indicated date, the death of Shāh Safī of Persia, whi

took place in May 1642, and detained Manrique at Ferra.

We do not know how long Manrique was kept at Multān, but he took

eighteen days to rea Qandahār from that place (p. 258). We are also not

told how long he remained in Qandahār. We may assign approximate dates

thus:

(a) Le Multān Jan. 22, 1642.

(b) Reaes Qandahār February 9th and stays one month.

(c) Leaves Mar 10th for Ghāzīkhān.

We have:

1.  Qandahār to Calabie, seven days (p. 265).

2.  Halt at Calabie, fourteen days (p. 267).

3.  Four days crossing the Saaba river (p. 340) and two days’ halt across it

(p. 341).

4.  Rea Cushecunam in five days (p. 342).

5.  Mar in one day to a river (p. 342).

6.  Cross next day to Ghāzīkhān (p. 342).

7.  e next day, being PALM SUNDAY (April 13), they mar on (p. 342).



8.   Rea Ferra (p. 343) TWO days aer EASTER (April 22). Here he is

detained by the news of the death of Shāh Safī of Persia, who died in May

1642, whi shows that he had not le Ferra before that month. e exact

day of the Shāh’s death is not known.

He says he stayed here fiy-six days (p. 347). Whether he means fiy-six

days aer geing this news or in all, is not clear, but it may be taken as the

total length of his stay. On this basis he le Ferra on June 17, 1642.

He reaes Iṣpahān fiy-three days later, that is, on August 9th (p. 354).

Here he stayed “about two months” (p. 364); say, till October 15th.

He mared on to Bāghdād, taking twenty-seven days (p. 368), whi

brings him there on November 12th.

He stays eighteen days at Bāghdād (p. 372) until November 30th. He then

goes one day’s mar out and halts four more, or in all twenty-three days,

whi brings him to December 7th.

He then starts the mar to Damascus, whi takes thirty-seven days (p.

376), or till Jan. 13, 1643. Here he saw the great caravan start for Mecca with

the Maḥmal. According to Lane this starts about the end of the month

Shawwāl. In 1052 A.h. Shawwāl began on December 23rd and ended on Jan.

20, 1643. Supposing that it le on 25th Shawwāl, Manrique cannot have le

before that date, whi corresponds to Jan. 16, 1643.

He was “over thirty days” in Damascus (p. 379). Taking it that he le on

February 15th he spent  months on his journey to Rome, whi he

reaed on JULY 1, 1643. We have not sufficient details to follow his route

day by day through Cyprus to Rome. He spent a month in Cyprus.

SUMMARY.

  I.  INDIA AND ARAKAN—May 1628 (? 1629) to May 1636.

 II.  CHINA AND STRAITS—April 1637 to August 1640.

III.  ACROSS INDIA—August 1640 to November 1641.

IV.  HOME VOYAGE—January 1642 to July 1643.

A total wandering of some fieen years nearly. e actual detailed dates

are perhaps not very important, but though necessarily incomplete the

information collected above is not without interest.



GEOGRAPHICAL NOTE ON THE ROUTES
FOLLOWED BY MANRIQUE

VOLUME I

I The Arakan route (see Map, p. 80).

is is by far the most difficult of the routes to analyse. He passed over

wild, difficult country, about whi very lile is known even at the present

day, while we have no other early travellers’ accounts by whi to e

Manrique’s. e account given below, whi is the best that can be made out

at present, is taken from information kindly supplied to me by Mr. San Shwe

Bu of Akyab, and from the article by Mr. Collis in the Burma Research

Society’s Journal (1923, No. xiii, Pt. II, p. 199).

Leaving Dianga by night on July 2, 1630, they escaped the full force of the

monsoon by keeping to the numerous creeks whi run more or less parallel

to the coast of Arakan, up to Ramu, the modern Panwa. Here they visit the

governor. ey le Ramu on July 7th, and, taking advantage of a creek

whi led inland, travelled up by it to the base of the hills, and so started

their overland journey (p. 96). is range was a spur of the Chiagong hills.

ey cross this and descend to some deserted huts at its foot. On the

morning of July 12th they reaed the base of another range, part of the

Tha-lū-daung mountains whi form the watershed between the Arakan,

Chiagong, and Assam tracts, linking up with the Sinedun range. At the

base of the Tha-lū-daung mountains they were eed by a river (p. 105),

evidently part of the Naaf river system, and probably its tributary the Myo-

ke-chaung. Aer geing across this they mount the Tha-lū-daung hills and

on the top come across the ro-hewn figure of Buddha, the “Pora” of our

author. ey descend to the plains below and rea Peroem, the modern Pe-

lun on the Mayu river (pp. 110—11).

On July 19th they cross “the gulf of Maum”, that is, the mouth of the

Mayu river. is stream was in those days far wider at its mouth than it is



now, and more like an estuary. ree hundred years of silting up, and

possibly also the effects of the earthquake of 1762, have so narrowed its

annel that it can now be easily crossed at any time of the year, even in the

monsoon. On July 20th they rea Orietan. is is the modern Urritaung, the

shrine not far from the village of Ponnyagun (p. 120).

On the 21 st they go on to Poragrī. ey first cross the “gulf of Orietan”,

that is, the mouth of the Kaladan river (p. 124). ey travel up this river to

the point where its tributary, the Thayi-chaung or Thyi-ma-nadi, enters.

ey then proceed up this stream to Poragrī (p. 125). is is probably

Pharagrī, Paragrī, or Payagyī, near Wethalī, the site of the earliest capital of

Arakan. Here the great image, worshipped on that occasion by King

Tḥiritḥudamma, still stands.

e distance from Urritaung to Payagyī is less than from Pe-lun to

Urritaung, but the strong adverse stream at that time of year no doubt made

the voyage difficult.

Manrique’s journey with the Raulin (Chaps. XXIX–XXX) to the

mountains of Maum is, if possible, even more difficult to follow. It is most

probably the Maum-awe range near Arakan City, but the information in the

text is too slender to enable identification to be made with any certainty.

VOLUME II

II. The Voyage to China and III. The Journey across India follow well-known

routes not requiring any elucidation.

IV. The Voyage across Afghānistān, Persia, and Syria to Rome (see Map, p.

365).

Manrique only gives us a few localities in his mar across these countries.

But we can to some extent supply the lactinae from the travels of others. He

seems to have followed almost exactly the route taken by Steel and

Crowther in 1614 (Purchas his Pilgrimes, 1625, Pt. I, Bk. IIII, 519 ff.).

ese places are of course given on early maps, but these were merely

compiled from travellers’ accounts. It is not possible to find all the places on

modern maps, but those identifiable or conjectured are noted below.



Section I: Multan to Qandahār.

Section II: Qandahār to Ferra.

Kandahār Kandahār Seriabe (Calabie?) Qandahār

Calabie Deabage

Cushecunna, limits of Mughal territory Khushkī nākhud (?)

Saaba river River Helmund river

Greece Grishk

Malgee   ?

Ghazikhan Ghazikhan   ?

A ruined fort

De Laram Dilaram

Bacon Bukud

Ferra Ferra Farah

Section III: Farah to Iṣpahān.

Manrique. Coverte. Modern Names.



Ferra Ferra Farah

River Harūdriver(?)

Draw village Daru

Zaidebasha ?

Mude ?

Biren Birjand

Dea Zaide ?

Choore Khur

Dehuge Duhuk

Dea Curma ?

Tabbas Tobaz [four days’ halt] Tabbas

Desert [four days crossing] Salt desert [four days crossing] Desert of Nāumīd

Biabonas

Seagan

Irabad ?

Ardecan Ardakān

Selleff ?

Agea Gaurnme Agda (?)

Beans Bambiz (?)

Goolabad Gulnābād

Coopa Kupha

Deasabs Segzi (?)

Iṣpahan Iṣpahan Iṣfahān

[in all eighty-one days]

Section IV: Iṣpahān to Bāghdād.

Manrique. Coverte. Steel. Modern

Names.

Iṣpahān Iṣpahān [Ispahān] Ispahan Iṣfahān

Corronday [Korund] Serai

Miskereon [Akaron?] Village

Corryn [Khurrammābād] Dreag



Serai

Carbet Gopigan Gulpaigān

High Mountains [Zagros

Mountains (?)]

Curuon Khurramābād

Nellerat [Nazaret] Showgot

Synee [Synhī] Dissabad

Salbercaun [Shakroban] Manfields

Tassar khan Buldud [Belad-Ruz] Tossarkhan

Mountains

River

Khassamkhan Kidanor Sano

Sharnone

High

Mountains

Mountains

Mando Mando

[Turkish]

Mandil (?)

Emmomester

Barok

Baghdād Baghdād Baghdād Baghdād

It is impossible to trace the desert journey to Damascus. e route on to

Rome is well known.



ADDENDA

THE notes below were given to me by Mr. L. S. S. O’Malley (I.C.S. retd.),

who very kindly read through the apters dealing with his Province of

Bengal.

VOLUME I

p. 6, n. 8. Pīplī has now vanished entirely owing to erosion of the coast.

p. 14, n. 3, p. 42, n. 4, p. 437, n. 14. Father Hosten’s identification of

Mysadol with Masnad-Alipūr is open to question. It is more probably

Mahishādal, a thāna in the Midnāpur District, about thirty miles northwest

of Contai. In the Bengal Census of 1911 (Report, pp. 218–19) 129 Firingis

were recorded there.

p. 35, n. 29. Shihabudin (J.A.S.B., 1907, pp. 410–13) mentions 157 Kosas in

the Mughal fleet sent to Chiagong in 1666.

p. 42, n. 4. Banjā has so far baffled identification; it may have been

washed away like many other places. [e map in Hedges’ Diary gives two

low hills, the “Paps of Banja”.—C. L.]

p. 43, n. 10. e Dacca District Gazetteer mentions a tradition that one

Fray Luis des Chagos purased land at Narandia, on whi was erected a

ur, whi still stood early in the seventeenth century.

p. 56, n. 16. A muslin called Kasīdā is still made at Dacca (see Dist. Gaz.,

p. 114).

p. 73, n. 1. Called Gangā-sāgar, because the old annel of the river here

met the sea.

p. 89, n. 5. Saccassalā is probably Sātkaniā, a thāna of 226 square miles,

with the Sangū river on its north. It is shown in red leers on the map in the

Chittagong District Gazetteer.

p. 82, n. 6. Campos in his History of the Portuguese in Bengal says (p. 80)

that when the Arakanese murdered the Portuguese at Diānga in 1607,

Gonsalves Tibao escaped with a few others. While he set up his rule at



Sandwīp (see p. 302, n. 6), the others returned to Diānga. e name Diānga

survives in the Diang pahāḍ or Diānga range, a low red-coloured ridge

running along the last three miles of the Karnaphuli river, on its southern

bank.

Shihābudin (loc. cit.) mentions the Firingibandar, where the Portuguese

lived, as being on the bank of the Karnaphuli opposite to Chiagong, near

the river’s mouth.

p. 92, n. 2. Shihābudin says that Rāmbu [Rāmu] was four days from

Chiagong, midway between it and Arakan city.

p. 140, n. 9. Shihābudin mentions Rawlis as the learned men of the Maghs,

their ways being similar to those of Svetāmbari Jains.

p. 284, n. 6. Bhalua was at one time the head-quarters of the Noakhāli

District, and a Bhalua revenue district existed until 1868. ere is still a

pargana of this name.

p. 284, n. 7. Sogoldiva cannot well be Sāgar island, Mr. O’Malley says, as

it is too far off Manrique’s route. It is perhaps a corruption of the name

Chhāgaldvīpa. A thāna with the name of Chhāgalnaya exists now, some

distance inland. e anges due to erosion in this area alter the river

annels continually, whi would easily account for anges since

Manrique’s day.

VOLUME II

p. 290 (34) Jesual. Identified with Jaswān, a Rājput principality whi

centred in the valley of that name in Hoshiārpur district, Punjab (Sir William

Foster, Embassy of Sir Thomas Roe to India, 1926, p. 492).



C

THE POPE’S PERMISSION TO PUBLISH

THE ITINERARIO

INNOCENTIUS P.P. X1

Ad futuram rei memoriam.

VM sicut dilectus filius Sebastianus Manrique Ordinis Fratrum

Eremitarum Sancti Augustini Diffinitor generalis Prouinciæ

Portugalliæ eiusdem Ordinis librum vnum ITINERARIO DE LAS

MISSIONES DEL INDIA ORIENTAL inscriptum a se compositum in Alma

Vrbe nostra typis mandauerit, vereatur autem ne alii, qui ex alieno labore

lucrum quærunt, eundem et librum etiam imprimi curent non ea, quse par

est diligentia. Nos desuper2 prouidere, ipsumque Sebastianum specialibus

fauoribus, et gratiis prosequi volentes, et a quibusuis excommunicationis,

suspensionis, et interdicti, aliisq. ecclesiasticis sententiis, censuris, et pœnis à

iure, vel ab homine,3 quauis occasione, vel causa latis, siquibus quomodolibet

innodatus existit, ad effectum præsentium dumtaxat consequent harum serie

absoluentes, et absolutum fore censentes,2 supplicationibus illius nomine

nobis super hoc humiliter porrectis inclinati, eidem Sebastiano vt decennio

proximo à primæua dicti libri, dummodo antea a dilecto filio Magistro Sacri

Palatii Apostolici approbatus sit impressione computan.5 durante, nemo tam

in Vrbe, quam vniuerso Statu Ecclesiastico mediate, vel immediate nobis

subiecto librum praedictum sine speciali dicti Sebastiani, vel ab eo causam

habentium licentia Latino, Hispanico, vel Italico idiomate imprimere, aut ab

alio, vel aliis impressum vendere, seu venalem habere, vel proponere possit,

auctoritate Apostolica tenore præsentium concedimus, et indulgemus.

Inhibentes propterea vniuersis, et singulis vtriusque sexus Christi fidelibus

præsertim librorum Impressoribus extra Statum nostrum Ecclesiasticum sub

excommunicationis, in Statu autem prædicto sub quingentorum ducatorum



auri de Camera,6 et amissionis librorum, et typorum omnium pro duabus

Cameræ nostræ Apostolicæ, et pro reliqua tertiis partibus accusatori, et

Iudici exequenti irremis-sibiliter applican.4 et etiam excommunicationis eo

ipso absque declaratione incurren.4 poenis ne dicto decennio durante librum

prædictum, aut aliquam eius partem sine huiusmodi licentia Idomatibus

prædictis imprimere, aut ab aliis impressum vendere, seu venalem habere,

aut proponere quoquo modo audeant, seu præsumant. Mandantes propterea

dilectis filiis nostris, et Apostolicæ Sedis de latere Legatis, seu eorum

Vicelegatis, aut Præsidentibus, Gubernatoribus, Prætoribus, et aliis iustitiæ

Ministris Prouinciarum, Ciuitatum, Terrarum, et locorum. Status nostri

Ecclesiastici prædicti, et extra eundem Statum Ordinariis locorum, quatenus

eidem Sebastiano, et ab eo causam habentibus in præmissis efficacis

defensionis præsidio assistentes, quandocunque ab eodem Sebastiano, seu

aliis prædictis fuerint requisiti, pœnas prædictas contra quoscunque

inobedientes irremis-sibiliter exequantur respectiue non obstan.

constitutionibus, et ordinationibus Apostolicis, ac quibusuis statutis, et

consuetudinibus, priuilegiis quoque, induitis, et lieris Apostolicis in

contrarium præmissorum quomodolibet concessis, confirmatis, et innouatis,

cæterisque contrariis quibuscunque. Volumus autem, vt præsentium

transumptis etiam in ipso libro impressis manu alicuius Notarii publici

subscriptis et Sigillo alicuius personæ in dignitate Ecclesiastica constitutæ

munitis, eadem prorsus vbique fides adhibeatur, quæ adhiberetur ipsis

præsentibus, si forent exhibitæ, vel ostensæ.

Datum Romæ apud S. Mariam Maiorem sub Annulo Piscatoris die

vdecima Martii millesimo sexcentesimo quadragesimo nono, Pontificatus

nostri anno quinto.7

M. A. Maraldus.

POPE INNOCENT X

For the Heed of Posterity.



W
HEREAS our beloved son Sebastian Manrique of the Order of the Brothers

Hermits of S. Augustin and Definitor-General of the Portuguese

Province of the same Order has caused to be printed in our

goodcitya book composed by himself and called ITINERARIO DE

LAS MISSIONES DEL INDIA ORIENTAL, and whereas he fears that others,

seeking profit from work not their own, may further cause this book to be

printed without due care. We therefore, wishing to make provision (in the

maer) and also to bestow upon the said Sebastian special favours and

graces, and absolving him and decreeing that he shall be absolved from the

series of these excommunications, namely: from whatsoever

excommunications, suspensions, and interdicts and other ecclesiastical

sentences, censures, and penalties imposed, whether by law or by individual,

on whatsoever occasion or for whatsoever cause, if in any way he is

entangled by any of them [and this favour whi we now concede and

bestow upon him] being effective only in so far as these presents [i. e. the

present leer] declare. We inclining to the entreaties humbly presented to us

in his name, in this maer, do concede and allow to the same Sebastian that

during the ten years reoning from next aer the first impression of the

said book, provided it be first approved by Our beloved Son the Master of

the Sacred Apostolic Palace, no one, whether in Rome itself or in the

Pontifical Domain at large, who is mediately or immediately subject to Us

shall print in Latin, Spanish, or Italian the said book without special leave of

the said Sebastian or of those who have permission from him, nor sell it nor

have it for sale nor put it up for sale, if it have been printed by any other

persons. erefore We forbid all and ea of the Faithful of either sex, but

especially Printers, outside Our Pontifical Domain, under pain of

excommunication, and within the aforesaid Domain under pain of a fine of

four hundred golden ducats of Our Camera and the loss of the edition and of

all the printing apparatus, to be applied without redress, two-thirds in favour

of Our Camera and the remaining third in favour of the prosecutor and of

the acting judge, and also of excommunication to be incurred by the fact

alone and without further promulgation, to dare or presume to print or to

sell or to have for sale or in any way exhibit during those ten years the

aforesaid book or any part of it in any of the aforesaid languages without

permission as above.



erefore We command Our dear Sons Legates from the Side of the

Apostolic See or their Vicars, Presidents, Governors, Prætors, and other

Ministers of Provinces, States, Territories, and Places of Our aforesaid

Pontifical Domain, and, outside the same Domain, the several Ordinaries,

that they should supply the aforesaid Sebastian and his representatives with

efficacious assistance whensoever they be appealed to by the same Sebastian

or others as above: and let them without redress follow up the aforesaid

penalties against those, all and severally, who disobey, notwithstanding any

Apostolic Constitutions or orders or any statutes or customs or privileges or

indults or Apostolic Leers conceded, confirmed, or renewed, and all others

to the contrary notwithstanding. Moreover, We will that altogether the

selfsame faith be given to the transcripts of these presents when printed in

the book itself and subscribed by the hand of some public clerk, and

furnished with a seal of some person of established ecclesiastical rank, as

would be shown to this actual leer were it to be displayed or exhibited.

Given at Rome at St. Mary Major under the Ring of the Fisherman on the

11th day of Mar, 1649, the fih year of Our Pontificate.

M. A. Maraldus.

Notes

1  Giovanni Baista Pamfili was born on 6th May 1574, became a Cardinal in 1627, and succeeded

Urban VIII, as Innocent X, on 15th Sept. 1644. He was entirely dominated by his sister-in-law, Donna

Olimpia Maidalini. He died on 7th Jan. 1655. Cf. Ranke, The Popes of Rome (trs. Sarah Austin), ii.

181 ff. His predecessor, who was Pope during Manrique’s mission to the East, died soon aer our

author reaed Rome.

2  e text from Nos desuper prouidere to supplicationibus sets forth the customary prelude to the

grant of a papal favour. A person who was excommunicated could not enjoy this privilege of papal

favours unless he was previously absolved from the excommunication “ad hoc”, or for the enjoyment

and use of the privilege granted. is fact and practice is clearly set out here. e present discipline of

the Chur is practically the same. See “Juris canonici”, Canon 36, § 2, and references there to Canons

2265, § 2; 2275, n. 3; 2283.

3  A censure a jure is a penalty whi the law in general inflicts on account of some misdemeanour.

is is the modern practice also. If any person lay violent hands on the Pope he is excommunicated a

jure, i. e. the law takes cognizance of it as an outrage and the person is excommunicated by the fact

of the outrage. A censure ab homine is a penalty whi a Superior with authority can inflict on an

individual subject for some misdemeanour. us, to-day, a bishop can suspend a priest for certain

offences, and su punishments are not a jure but ab homine, and normally the person can be



absolved only by the superior who inflicted the penalty or by a superior of that superior: thus Bishop

A cannot absolve penalties inflicted by Bishop B, but the Pope can do so.

For the normal discipline set forth in this leer, see Santi-Leitner, Praelectiones Juris Canonici, i, tit.

iii; de Rescriptis, 5, 6, p. 27, Anno 1898; Ojei, Synopsis rerum Moralium, s. v. Rescriptum; Wernz, Jus

Decretalium, i, n. 151; ii, p. 180 seqq., 1905.

4  For consequendum.

5  For computandum or -do, cf. applican., incurren. lower down.

6   e Reverenda Camera Apostolica was, before the abolition of the temporal power, at one and

the same time, the ministry of finance, the treasury, and the exequer of the Popes, both as head of

the Catholic Chur and as Sovereign of the Papal States. e Camera still administers the property

of the Holy See.

7    is document conveys the usual formula for making grants, and appears in other papal

documents. e following may be consulted: Bullarium Romanum, s.v. Urban VIII, Collectio

Coequelines, pp. 148, 149, Romae, MDCCLX; or see Bull. Rom., Turin, MDCCCLXVIII, (i) Anno 1638,

DCI “In iis praecipue …”; (ii) Anno 1638, DXCIX “Cum sicut …”; (iii) Anno 1638, DXCVI “Exponi nobis

…”; (iv) Anno 1637, DLXXXI ‘Cum sicut …”; (v) Anno 1637, DLXXX, par. 3; (vi) Anno 1637, DLXXIII,

par. 2; (vii) Anno 1637, DLXIII, par. 3.





SECTION I

JOURNEY TO ARAKAN

May 1628 to April 1637





CHAPTER I

In which the Author commences with the Object and Commencement of his

Mission, and relates how the Kingdoms of Bengala were entrusted to him

for the exercise of so great a Ministry.

[1/1] BEFORE I begin this first apter, kindly and curious Reader, in

order to spare you the tediousness of lengthy prologues full of separate

incidents, I shall tell you briefly and succinctly that, in spite of the

importunities of certain friends, who urged me to publish an account of my

missions and travels, I was more than once, I confess, on the point of

shirking so serious an undertaking both on account of the many distracting.

calls made on me by the affairs of my Province,1 and also for la of the

talent and accomplishments necessary to a good Historian. But, aer some

modern narratives fell into my hands, I took heart, for I saw that, though I

could not aspire to the finish and elegance of their style, I could at any rate

write and give immortality to my adventures with less bias and more

veracity, and I trust that under the rusticity of Aristophanes will be found the

truthfulness of Plato.

[1/2] erefore, clinging to the strong staff of truth, I may tell you that I

was a member of the community of our Monastery of Coim,2 the

Metropolitain city and capital of the Kingdom whi derives its name from

it. is city ranks second in point of size among those held by the Portuguese

in East India; yet, if we consider its refreshing breezes and the gentle and

equitable nature of its healthy climate, it might occupy the first place.3 It is

situated on the sea and coast of Malabar. A small arm of the brimming and

cool Mangae River divides it from the City and Court of the heathen Kings

of Coim. en, mixing with the bier and saline waters of the Ocean, it

cuts through the City at that part, and forms at the Bar a wide and well-

known passage whi divides it from the lands of Vaipim and Anjequaimal.4

While I was in that City, I was osen at the election of Missionaries,

whi was made that year at Goa by the Reverend Father, Master Frai Luis



Coutinho, [2/1] the Vicar-Provincial of our Congregation of East India,5 and

was destined for the Mission to the Kingdoms of Bengala. With my

companions, Frai Manuel de la Assumpcion, Frai Diego Catela, and Frai

Gregorio de los Angeles, we made four in all. e order came to the Father

Prior, who was at the time at the head of the Coim monastery, and he was

requested to supply us with all we wanted. e Prior obeyed punctually and

showed himself full of solicitude. He put us on board two merant vessels,

whi were then about to sail for the Kingdoms of Bengala, but were bound

for different ports. I anced to get as my companion Father Frai Gregorio

de los Angeles,6 and the good ship St. Augustin, whi was bound for the

City of Ugolim,7 fell to our lot.

e two other Brethren embarked on a smaller ship going to the City of

Piple8 in the Kingdom of Ourixa,9 and, as she had already taken in her

cargo, she le fourteen days in advance; but, encountering rough weather at

the stormy Cape of Comorim9 and in the gulf of Ceilan,9 they were assailed

by a tempestuous and dangerous sea, whi brought them into extreme peril

and obliged them to give way. Turning their stern upon the port of their

destination, they made for the nearest harbour, and at that time the most

welcomed, whi was Tutucorim.9 ey reacd it so disabled by the storm

that they could not go to Bengala that year [2/2].

e ship St. Augustin, already overloaded, went out of the River to get

into deep waters, where big vessels usually completed their loading; but, as

she was already overloaded, she could not get over the sand-banks or

shallows of the Bar,10 and there she remained for two full days embedded in

the heaped-up sands, until the greedy merants realized that they would

not be able to proceed without first unloading part of her cargo. is

obstacle removed, she passed over, and, when everything was ready, the

Captain of the ship, Estevan Pires-Camao, had us called from the

monastery. On receiving his message, we performed the ceremonies of the

Viam pacis,11 and went on board, thus seing sail and beginning our voyage

on the 6th of May of the current year 1628.

From the very beginning, we were becalmed for fourteen days between

the Kingdoms of Porca and Coulan,12 without being able to make any



headway. ereupon, the Captain summoned to council the Pilot, the Master,

and other practical and experienced men on board,13 and they resolved to

put ba into the harbour of Coim. In this adversity, we did not fail to

implore the Divine mercy through the intercession of the most Holy Mother,

and the Divine Majesty [3/1] was pleased, when they were about to turn the

prow towards Coim, to send us a favourable wind, whi brought us in

thirteen days into the Braces of Bengala.14

is spot is the most dangerous of all along that coast, on account of the

great number of sand-banks and shallows, whi lie iefly off the coast of

the Kingdom of Chandekan.15 e name of Braces has been given to these

waters, because the ships whi pass are incessantly casting the lead, so as to

make a annel of a constant depth of six or seven fathoms. ey go on

sounding, and if they strike a boom of eight or more fathoms deep, they

know that they are off the course and will presently be in four or three

fathoms only.

In this manner and using great caution and vigilance, we entered the

Braces on the day of the Most Holy Trinity,16 when the sea and the weather

were so quiet and calm that we took occasion of it to erect an altar on the

stern of the Ship, on whi the Father, my companion, and myself could

celebrate. We were going along thus agreeably under a serene sky and

counting the fathoms, when our ill lu, or rather our sins, would have it

that, while the Sun’s course was reaing the meridian, and the secret

influences of the sea had reduced the power of its waves and brought the

wandering waters to their lowest ebb, we should strike on what they call the

shoals or sand-banks of Chandekan. ese sand-banks [3/2] advance into the

sea even aer one loses sight of the land, and cause great trouble to those

who run upon them under su conditions as our own. e Ship stru in

five fathoms, owing to the opening of her seams and the holes made in her

in the mishap she had encountered, as I said, on the shoals of the bar of

Coim. Her ballast and the greater part of her cargo consisted of

Chanquos,17 or large cones, found in the sea on the coast of Tutucorim

and on the Fishery Coast, whi form an article of commerce in the ports of

Bengala and Indostan. ese Chanquos, filling readily with the water whi



entered freely through the open seams of the disabled ship, made her so

heavy that, as I have said, she foundered in five fathoms.

ese shells are in great demand among the heathen as feminine

ornaments.18 ey work them very cleverly and tastefully, making them

into bracelets and rings whi the women wear not only on their hands, but

on their feet as well. When worked up these shells become very white, and

on this white ground paerns are painted in gold and in a variety of colours,

so that they become very showy and prey. e reason why they use the

large quantities of these shells whi are brought in every year, is that the

pagans of those parts are in the habit, when their husbands or nearest

relatives die, of cremating the corpses together [4/1] with these ornaments.

Among these Chanquos are found now and then specimens whi they call

Chanquos Reises or Royal, because they have their openings the other

way.19 Su objects, whi are fit for Princes and great Lords, are worth

ea of them from two to three hundred rupees, or one hundred and fiy

pesos Spanish.20

ose shells were the cause of our ruin. Filled as they were with water, it

was impossible to empty them with the pumps. ereupon, the Pilot, at his

wits’ ends, though he was a clever man and had gained experience in his

profession, since he had safely managed to pass this difficult annel thirteen

times already, proposed to cut down the masts. Coming to us, he said God

was punishing him for his sins, and asked us to intercede with the Lord for

the two hundred and more souls he had on board. When we heard this

terrible news, we resolved at once to hear the confession of all the Christians

present. My companion placed at the stern and myself at the prow, we

confessed them all as far as it was possible within the limited time at our

disposal, amidst the lamentations of the women and ildren, and the noise

and confusion created by the cuing of the masts.

When I had heard those who had come to me, I took off the Crucifix

whi I was wearing round my ne and taking it in my hand went down

with this sacred emblem of our redemption to the quarters of the Moorish

women, the wives of the sailors,21 whom in those [4/2] parts they call

Lascares,22 and who are generally engaged on board the Portuguese

merant ships. ey are for the greater part of the Maometan faith.22a I



explained to these women the danger they were in of losing their temporal

and with it their eternal life, and the punishment that would fall on their

souls, adding whatever God inspired me with in that extremity. But, owing

to the unworthiness of the speaker, my words were without effect and

produced no result, while an accursed old creature started dissuading them

and reminding them of the promises of their false prophet.

In the meantime, the vessel was filling with water, though every one was

striving to lighten it by throwing the cargo overboard. We ourselves, when

we had finished our spiritual task, put our hands to this work in order to help

our companions. But all this would have been of lile avail, had not the

mercy of God helped us by keeping the weather quiet and calm. e air was

so tranquil that not a breath was stirring, for the slightest breeze would have

been enough to break us to pieces on those hard ros.23 Aer the masts

had been cut and the helm freed, thanks to the calm and quiet weather,

every one busied himself preparing ras, planks, and other contrivances

wherewith to save our lives. Even in this sad plight, people quarrelled and

took up arms, so that we had to hasten and face the rioters, [5/1] imploring

them for God’s sake and expostulating with them not to forget the

circumstances they were in. In the end, the mob quieted down, for in those

parts people have great respect for priests.

Meanwhile, night came on, and a breeze sprang up from the land. Gentle

as it was, the ship began to beat with dull thumps on the hard

uncompromising stones, so that every moment we expected her to break to

pieces and go to the boom. My companion then remembered that we had

with us a relic of the great patron of Salamanca, our glorious B. Juan de

Sagun.24 He tied it to a tape, and securing this to the side of the ship, cast it

into the sea, [5/2] while he, the servant of God, as well as most of the

onlookers, shed floods of tears during this pious and devout act. In His

infinite Mercy, and through the intercession of the glorious Saint, God was

pleased, how or whence we knew not, that the tide should run us aground

on a sandy bea close to the land, where the ship now rested motionless.

ereupon, we thanked our Lord and His glorious Saint, who had rescued us

from a death so imminent, and (another instance of the merciful hand of

God) we passed the rest of that night in greater peace of mind.



Notes

1  Manrique had arge of the Portuguese estates at Rome.

2   e word translated Monastery is in every case Convento. But as in English Convent has been

appropriated to a nunnery, its use would be misleading. Convento primarily means simply a “society”.

“e river [at Coin] is a fair broad stream, and affords good harbourage. At the entrance from the

North—that is, on the le side—is a lile island containing the handsome and splendid mansion of

the bishop, whi they call Vaipin. … e Portuguese town … is reserved to that nation. e town

where the King resides is called by the Portuguese Coin de Riba (of the river), or Dacyma, that is,

the upper, because it is higher up on the river than that of the Portuguese.” Pyrard de Laval, i. 435–6.

e name Kochchi means “a small place”. Vasco de Gamastarted a factory here in 1503. e English

appeared on the scene in 1616, but their factory was seized by the Dut in 1663 (Linschoten, i. 68;

Pyrard de Laval, i. 433). It is now the head-quarters of a tālūka. See Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Coin.

Mundy writing in 1637 remarks that it cannot be compared with Goa and contained “few

Portugalls of quallity, most Mesticos” (iii. III). For Coin in the eighteenth century, see Hamilton’s

East Indies, i. 323.

e Augustinians came to Goa in 1572. According to Fray Austin Lubinus, O. S. Aug., their Convent

of Coin existed in 1578: “e Chur and Convent of the Austin Friars stood upon the bank of the

river.” Cf. Baldaeus, Churill’s Collection, London, 1745, iii. 571, and Plan [iii. 632].—For old plans

and views of Coin (c. 1620), cf. Faria y Sousa, Asia Portug. i. 58, and Baldaeus, op. cit., 112, 114 (iii.

629 ff.) (c. 1665). [H.]

3    Healthiness of Cochin. is is curious as it has by no means a reputation for healthiness.

Baldaeus (Churill, loc. cit.), who extols its picturesque situation, says, “Coin is not accounted so

wholesome as most of the other places on the coast of Malabar”. It is noted as the home of

elephantiasis or “Coin-leg”.

4    Linsoten notes that “e town of Coin is inhabited by Portingals, (and naturall born)

Indians, as Malabars and other Indians thatare ristened; it is almost as great as Goa, very populous,

and well built with faire houses, Chures, and cloysters, and a fayre and (most) pleasant River, with

a good annell, and a haven”: he continues, “Right over against Coin Northwarde lyeth another

island called Vaypim whi is likewise compassed about with water …”Linschoten, i. 69. e name

Vaipim, Vypim, is from veppu, meaning a deposit. is island lies partly in the Indian State of Coin

and partly in British India, the southern end belonging to the laer. e formation of this island by

silt deposits in 1341 is an era point.

For the Mangay River and Anjikaimal see The Dutch in Malabar (Selections from Records of the

Madras Government, Dut Records, No. 13), Madras, 1911. Anjikaimal is Ernākulum, the capital of

the State of Coin, with a present population of about 22,000. e old Dut factory now forms the

Residency for the British Resident It stands opposite to Coin across an estuary.

“Mangaa in the old books means Alangae. ere was anciently a Hindū King at Alangae, and

Alangae was a small Kingdom. It is probable that Alway (Fiera de Alba) was then comprised within

the Kingdom and territory of Alangae, and that the river of Alway was called the river of

Alangae. at river comes to Coin. Hence, it is possible that the river flowing into the sea between

Coin and Vaypeen was called the Alangae river.” (Letter of Dom Fr. Bernardo de Jesus, Arbishop

of Verapoli, Ernaculam, 8 April 1911, to Father Hosten.)

In the map at the end of Giuseppe de Santa Maria’s Prima Speditionc al’ Indie Orientali… 1666,

there is a river passing through a place called Mangati and situated near Alangate. Mangati was a

Christian selement. Cf. M. Geddes, History of the Church of Malabar, London, 1894, p. 67.



“To the north-east is situated the ancient town of Alangaa, whi the Portuguese have called

corruptly Mangate. is town had formerly its own Kings, and within its circuit is the biggest

Christian ur of Malabar.” Cf. P. Paulin de S. Barthélemi, Voyage aux Indes Orientales, Paris, 1808,

i. 226. [H.]

5  e Augustinians in the East Indies did not form a special Province, but a Vicariate dependent on

the Province of Portugal. Hence, the title of their Superior in the East was Vicar-Provincial. [H.]

6  Fray Gregorio de los Angeles was killed during the siege of Hūglī in 1632. Cf. Chap. LXXXII.

Joseph ab Assumptione writes in Martyrologium Augustinianum, t. 2, p. 243, under May 24: “Apud

Bengalam in India Orientali certamen forte Ven. Gregorii ab Angelis Olysiponensis, qui in Indiam

profectus, ibi inter nostrates assumptus est, et sacerdos initiatus in Missionem Bengalensem perrexit,

ubi pro animarum lucro impense laborans, a Mauris hac die oppido Ugolini sacra prophanantibus, et

multos necantibus, inodium fidei sagiis confossus animam suam ad Cœlum lucrifecit.” Inthe same

work among the Commentaries (May 24) we read: “D. Ven. Gregorius ab Angelis Olysippone natus, in

Indiam perrexit, ubi habitum induit in Congregatione, anno 1619. Sacerdotio initiatus, missus est in

missionem Bengalæ, ubi multum laboravit pro Gentilium conversione, et instructione: donec

invadentibus Mauris oppidum de Ugulim anno 1632 in die S. Joannis Baptistæ, qui fuit quinta feria,

ab ipsis in odium fidei sagiis confossus occubuit. Ita refertur in Brevilogio Ms. Rerum Indiae, p. 2,

Notitia 18, fol. 163. Agit de illo Frater meus M. Fr. Franciscus a S. Maria in Annalibus.” (Note by the

Rev. Fr. Tirso Lopez, O. S. Aug.)—e date of the martyrdom is incorrect. e siege of Hūglī began only

on the feast of St. John the Baptist, 24 June 1632, and lasted three months. See Appendix, “e Fall of

Hūglī”. Friar Gregorio was killed on the river, during the flight; therefore at the end of September. [H.]

7   e text uses V, B, and U in a most inconsistent manner: this has been adjusted throughout to

save irritation. Ugolim is Hūglītown.

8  Piplī or Shāhbandar, now deserted, on the Subarnarekhā River, Orissa. “We came to Pipely Road

[1662], two leagues from the river and from the coast, where we were as mu exposed as if we had

been in the open sea; and as there was very lile depth there, we anored in order to protect

ourselves from the violence of the tempests… e town of Pipely lies four of five leagues beyond the

mouth of the river. It is of medium size and fairly populated, but is not walled. e ief houses,

Pagodas, and other large buildings are surrounded by open spaces, galleries, gardens, squares of turf,

orards.” Souten, Voyages, ii. 59 and 158; Yule, Hedgesś Diary, iii. 181; Hamilton, East Indies, ii. 3.

9  at is, Orissa, Cape Comorin, the southernmost point of India, Ceylon, and Tuticorin.

10  e sandbanks of Coin used to form in the fair season (Sept.–May). e tidal scour during the

monsoon cleared the entrance, but the river was difficult of navigation, owing to the heavy surf on

the bar. Every effort was made to promote the tidal scour (Pyrard de Laval, i 437, nn. 1 and 2). “e

river [of Coin] has about seventeen or eighteen fathom water at high tide;but its entrance is very

difficult in the winter time, being commonly oaked up by the sands whi are carried thither by

the stream in the winter season, whi are again removed by the violence of the current in the

summer time.” (Cf. Baldaeus in Churill’s Collection, iii. 170 [631].)

11  e Itinerarium, or prayers recited when seing out on a journey. ey begin with the words In

viam pacis.

12    Porakād, properly Purakkātu (“the outside forest”), is a town on the coast of Travancore

between Coin and ilon (Coulan of text), formerly a small state belonging to the Chempakasseri

Rājās. It was absorbed into Travancore in 1748. e Portuguese had a fort here, and the Dut, in the

seventeenth century, a factory. Fra Paolino (1796) speaks of it as a very populous city, full of

merants—Muḥammadan, Christian, and Hindū. It is now an insignificant place with some 2,000

inhabitants. Coulan or ilon, more correctly Kollam or Kovilagam (“the King’s palace”), is a port in

the Travancore State. It was i earlier days very important. e separate state of ilon was annexed

to Travancore. See interesting account in] Hobson-Jobson: ilon.



13   e ordinary merant vessels in Linsoten’s time had, he states, generally but one or two

Portuguese, the Captain, Master, and Pilot. See Chap. XXXIX, n. 16.

14   e word is taken to mean a “fathom” from the soundings taken (Port. braças). In Hedges’

Diary (see Index) we read repeatedly of the Braces below the Hijiī River. Heron’s Chart and Directions

show a Western or Eastern Brace, long sands running seawards, in the prolongation of the tidal

annel, towards the western side of the embouure. See ibid. iii, App. ornton’s map showing “the

going over the Braces”; a “brace” was a fathom’s depth in early nautical parlance (Oxford Dict. s.v.). It

is not in Hobson-Jobson. For a number of other references see Bowrey, 167, n. 1, and the map

accompanying the work. Linsoten speaks (Linsch. i. 15) of abrashos or shallows, stating that it is a

Portuguese word. In Portuguese abraço means an “embrace” and refers to “quisands” rather than to

shallows. e Oxford Dictionary refers to “Braces” as a fathom, but has no reference to “braces” in

this sense, though it refers to Brace as an arm (bras) of the sea. Piloting directions are found in Jean

Hugues de Linsot (van Linsoten’s) “Le Grand Routier de Mer, Amsterdam, Chez Evert

Cloppenburgh, 1638”. ey are based on the memoirs and observations of Spanish, Portuguese, Dut,

and English pilots, and appeared as Part II of van Linsoten’s Itinerario ofte Schipvaert, Amsterdam,

1596. Two Fren editions appeared of this work by different publishers, one in 1610, and another

edition in 1619.

Chap. XI is headed “Navigation et Cours des Indes à Porte Piqueno de S. lago à l’entrée du fleuve

Ganges au Royaume de Bengala” ese are too lengthy for quotation in extenso, but they will be

found in Bengal: Past and Present. ey are not mentioned in Yule’s study on Early Charts and

Topography of the Hugli River in the Diary of W. Hedges, vol. iii, App. vii, and have not been

reproduced in the new Hakluyt edition of van Linsoten by Dr. Burnell and Prof. Tiele. ey are

therefore not easily accessible. [H.]

15   e tract of country lying east of the Hūglī river was known as Chandekhān in the fieenth

century and aer. Early maps show it, oen as on an island near to Hūglī (see map in Introd.). Two

maps in the Bibliothèque Nationale at Paris mark it: a “Carte anonyme Portugaise—vers 1580”, and a

“MS.” Portuguese map, in the same institution, of apparently late sixteenth or early seventeenth

century. It has no date. It occurs also in the maps in Terry’s Voyage (1777) and in Sir omas Roe’s

Travels (see Scottish Geographical Magazine, 1902). Angelim (Hijlī) is oen shown as on the island of

Chandekhān, as for instance in the map in Olfert Dapper’s Asia (1672). See Hosten, J. A. S. B., 1913,

441. e Raja of Chandekhān was partial to Christians and received the Jesuit Mission with open

arms in 1598. Cf. Guerrero, Anual, 144; de Guzman, Historia, 170.

16    In 1628 Easter fell on April 23rd and Holy Trinity, therefore, on June 18th. His timing of

twenty-seven days, if the year is correct, brings Manrique to June 3rd and not the 18th as the day he

entered the Braces. But we may take it that our author was more likely to remember the day of the

feast accurately than the day of the month on whi it fell.

17    Hind., Skt. Sankh, a large shell (Turbinella rapa) prized by Hindūs, and used by them for

offering libations, as a horn to blow at the temples, and for cuing into armlets and other ornaments.

It is found iefly in the Gulf of Manār, and the Chank fishery was formerly, like that of the pearl-

oysters, a Government monopoly. Cf. Tennent’s Ceylon, ii. 556. Great quantities were shipped at

Tuticorin in Bocarro’s time (A.D. 1644). Cf. Hobson-Jobson, s. v. Chank and Tuticorin. Tuticorin is still

the centre of the Chank fishery. Cf. Bowrey, 208, nn. 4, 5.Linsoten speaks of “Chanco or Mother of

Pearl” (Linschoten, ii. 136).

J. Hornell treats of The Chank Bangle Industry in the Memoirs of the As. Soc., Beng., vol. iii.

18  A similar reason is given for the great demand in India for ivory by Linsoten (i. 136, 263, n.

2).

19  e abnormal ank, with its spiral opening to the right, is of exceptional value, and has been

sometimes priced, it is said, at a lakh of rupees (Hobson-Jobson, loc. cit.). Yule quotes Milburn’s



Oriental Commerce, 1813, i. 357: “A Chank opening to the right hand is highly valued … always sells

for its weight in gold.” ere is only one specimen at the Indian Museum, Calcua, and it is kept

under lo and key.

20  Manrique values the rupee uniformly at  peso Spanish. e peso, like the rupee, has had many

fluctuations. Cf. Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Rupee, Pardao.

21   “[e crew] commonlye have their wives and ildren with them in the shippe wherein they

are hyred, whi continually stay with them, what voyage soever they make.” Cf. Linschoten, i. 267.

22    e Persian word lashkar meant originally “an army”, “a camp”, whence lashkarī, “one

belonging to an army, a soldier”. Souten (i. 317) has: “une centaine de Lascarins ou soldats de

Ceilon” (“one hundred Lascarins or soldiers”). e word lascār, lāscār, was corrupted through the

Portuguese use of lashkarī in the forms lasquarim, lascari, &c. e Dut and English took the word

from them, and from these laskār has passed ba again into native use in this corrupt shape. e

early Portuguese writers used it in the sense of “soldier”. Dalgado (Vocabulario) quotes “Myll

lasquarys de pee … Lasquarys a quaualo” (Lembranças das cousas da India). But the modern sense of

“sailor” was already general in Pyrard de Laval’s time, at the beginning of the seventeenth century.

Cf. Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Lascar. In Manrique, lascār (plural: lascāres) means “sailor”. e form lascor is

used in Chap. II for a Captain-General. Another (multiple) form is used in Chap. XXXIII, Lascorusil,

q.v.

22a   e word in the text translated “faith” is secta. is term was in Manrique’s day applied to

any form of philosophical or religious sool. Indeed it is of mu earlier application; Dante, for

instance, uses it in this sense, see Inferno, ix. 128; Purg. xxii. 87; Par. iii. 105, &c.

23   ere are actually no stones or ros there; one of the pilot’s remarks in Linsoten’s sailing

directions says: “Est aussi a noter que du costé de Bengala le fōds est dur, mais du costé d’Orixa il est

mol & de petit sable noir.” [H.]

24   Bl. John of Sahagun, a Sancto Facundo (1479), is one of the Saints of the Augustinian Order.

is belief in the power of saintly relics is an old one. Friar Odoric (A. D. 1330) tells us how he used

the bones of the martyred Friars of ana to obtain a wind. See Cathay and Way, ii. 131 n. Rhodes

(Voyages, 145) mentions a similar use of a hair of the Virgin.



CHAPTER II

Of what happened to us the next day, when the Pilot found out that we were

in the Lands of the Musundulim King of the Kingdom of Angelim.1

As the uncertain shades of night hastened towards the regions of the West,
and a clear and joyful dawn heralded the approa of rubicund Phoebus,
rising from the East, the Captain, now able to recognize the country, ordered

all the arms to be got ready at once, and put into position a few falconets2

whi the ship was carrying. On feting the powder for them, they found it
in su a state that it could not be used: hence, [6/1] they were obliged to
employ the powder whi some private individuals had in their flasks. As
this had remained on de, it had kept dry; but it would do for only two or
three arges.

We were busy with these bellicose preparations, when the oar-driven fleet

of the Musundulim3 came into view. On sighting our ship, they stopped
rowing and sent off a small boat with a white flag in token of their peaceful
intentions. On coming alongside our ship, they asked leave to parley. On its

being granted they told us, on behalf of their Lascōr, or Captain General,4 to
have no misgivings, as their King had no wish to break or violate the treaties
made with the Portuguese of the City of Ugulim; his only intention was to
secure adherence to the stipulations agreed upon between them and his
predecessors. One of the terms was that, should any Portuguese ship get
stranded on the coast in his territory, her cargo would belong to the Lord of

the soil.5 Moreover, he would demand only what was equitable, agreeably
to the decision of the Captain, the merants, and the Fathers. e reply
given to this very reasonable proposal was that, since the vessel was bound
for Ugulim, we would adhere to this agreement, as we would never
contravene conditions sworn to in the name of the most high and
omnipotent God: for the Portuguese nation would rather sacrifice a thousand
lives than be forsworn.



Meanwhile, the tide ebbed, and [6/2] we all le the ship, and waded
ashore through water half-way up our legs. When we had all landed, a leer
informing him of all that had happened was dispated to Father Frai

Emanuel de la Esperanọa,6 an Augustinian, at the time Superior of that

Mission and Vicar-forane,7 or, as he is commonly called in those parts, Vicar
de la Vara of the Bishop of Meliapur. is leer was intercepted by the Saibo

Subbā,8 General of cavalry, who was maring by that route with three
hundred horse. As soon as he arrived at the place where we were, he at once
summoned the Captain and the Fathers. When we arrived all three of us in
his presence, aer the usual courtesies, he demanded the keys of the ests
and hatways from the Captain. e Captain replied that the ests were
private property and the keys with their owners: as for the hatways, the
ship was broaed and already full of his own soldiers, and, if he had not
taken away other articles of greater value, why should he take away the
keys, whi were no longer of any use?
is answer so enraged the Moor that he ordered them to seize the

Captain and one of the Fathers and cut off their heads. ereupon, they
seized the Captain and myself, who stood nearest to him. I was seriously
frightened and perturbed; but I took heart w hen I saw that the Captain was
only laughing and retorting quite freely [7/1]. At this moment, with great

hubbub, a troop of Catpolls9 arrived, and, with scimitars drawn, took us
away with our hands tied behind our bas. When I saw myself in this plight,
I turned to the Captain with a few consolatory words about conformity to
the will of God, whereupon he told me to be of good eer, as it was all
meant only to intimidate us. Nevertheless, as we were taken along, the

Piadas10 or Catpolls stripped us of most of our garments, leaving to me
only my underwear. In this manner we reaed the appointed spot, when
they started making a great show with their scimitars of being about to cut
off our heads, unless we sent for money.

In su peaceful entertainment we spent the greater part of the night,
until at the quarter before dawn we heard the harsh sound of a trumpet, and,

when this had ceased, a voice shouting: Melao, Melao,11 whi means
“Agreement and friendship have been come to”. No sooner did the
Catpolls hear this than they set us free with every show of politeness, and,



as soon as the herald came up, he presented us with a Siripao (that is a bira

of betel12 leaf), from the Saībo Suba, in token of good friendship. We were
then taken into his presence and found him waiting for us, his table ready
spread, and he invited us very courteously to dine. We remained at table till
more than an [7/2] hour aer sunrise.

Meanwhile, Father Frai Manuel arrived from the City of Angelim with

formones13 or dispates from the King, seing us at liberty. He sent also,

for the Brethren and the Captain, Dolis,14 with gaily-coloured awnings.
ese Dolis are not large and carry only one person siing down or reclining
with his legs drawn up. ey are carried on the shoulders of four men. We
were obliged to give up those Dolis to some women who were with us, and
had to tramp on foot the three leagues whi lay between there and the
City. To me these three leagues seemed three thousand. For the whole
country is absolutely flat and in great part swampy, the roadways being so
full of water and mud that we were continually geing bogged and in many
places had water up to our waists. In spite of all these difficulties, we reaed
the City late that night. e ministers of the Musundulim nevertheless
accommodated all in houses whi they had already prepared for the
purpose.

As for us, we went to our Chur and Residence,15 where, aer the visit

to the Chur, our first care was to go to a reservoir of water16 in the
garden and get rid of the load of mud whi we were carrying. e next

day, in the morning, the Princeling sent us a present, whi they call Adia.17

is consisted of two sheep and two rupees or one peso in Spanish money,
for [8/1] in those countries it is considered discourteous to send su gis
without the money necessary [8/2] to buy the ingredients for the dishes one
wishes to make.

Notes

1    Properly, Hijlī. is tract was then a chakla, or district, of Orissa. Under English rule, it was
formerly a zilla (revenue division) of Bengal, but is now part of the Midnapūr zilla. It occupies the
low coast lands on the west side of the Hūglī estuary, below the junction of the Rūpnārāyan River.
e name has undergone many strange transformations in European records. Hobson-Jobson quotes:
Angeli (A.d. 1553, 1586), Ingelee (1686), Hingeli (1726), Ingellie (1727), lngelie (1758), Ingellee (1784).



We have met with the form Angelmo (1620). H. G. Reaks speaks of it as still an inconspicuous lile
village hidden in a grove at the junction of the Rasūlpūr River with the Hūglī; 4 miles above it is
Cowcolly. Cf. Bengal; Past and Present, 1908, pt. i, p. 245.

Ralph Fit visited the place in 1586: “Not far from Porto Piqueno (Lile Haven) south westward,
standeth an haven whi is called Angeli, in the countrey of Orixa.” It was, he goes on to say, first
seized by a Pa hān ruler of a neighbouring principality and then by Akbar. He mentions as products,
rice, coon, cloth, and “a grasse whi they call yerba, it is like silke”. In Fit’s day Hijlī was still an
important harbour (Ryley, Fitch, 113).
“Originally,” writes Rai Monmohan Chakravarti in a note to Father Hosten, “Hijilī was one of

several islands, now united with the mainland through the shrinking of the dividing annel. e
name cannot be traced in Hindū works. It formed, no doubt, a part of Orissa, when the Gangā Kings
of Orissa absorbed Tāmralipta [Tamluk]. It might have been included in the Dandapāt of Māljyāthā,
a large subdivision, mentioned in a Bengālī biography of the preaer Chaitanya (J. A. S. B. 1900, p.
186). is name survived in the form Mālhata in the list of Parganās in Sarkār Jālesar (Ain, ii. 143).
At the same time, Hijilī island, if identifiable with Parganā Hesoli (ibid., p. 141), as is not unlikely,
might have been, aer the Musalmān conquest of Orissa in A.d. 1568, transferred to Sarkār Madāran
for beer control. No list of the Hindū iefs or early Musalmān rulers of the island is known. ey
cannot have been very powerful. In fact, the importance of Hijilī was due iefly to the European
navigators coming up the river, though its salt manufacture may have been very old.” [H.]

2  An ancient small cannon, whose calibre varied greatly. In early days hawks’ names were mu
used for fire-arms; thus we have “sakers” and “muskets”, &c.

3  According to the legends current in the district, the Muḥammadans first aempted a selement
during the reign of Husain Shāh of Bengal, about A.d. 1505, when the Tāj Khān Masnad-i-’Alī and
his brother Sikandar Pahlawān established themselves at the mouth of the Rasūlpūr River, opposite
Sāgar Island. ey conquered the whole of Hijlr, whi is said to have remained in the family for
nearly eighty years, when it passed into the hands of a Hindū. Valentyn writes (vol. v, p. 158):
“Hingeli, whi had for many years a Chief of its own, was conquered about 1630 by the Great
Mogul…”
ough Manrique’s account does not show whether in 1628 the reigning Prince was a Hindū or a

Muḥammadan, it is clear that he was a vassal of the Nawāb of Dacca. He failed to shake off the
Mughal yoke. See Valentyn, quoted by Prof. Blomann, Contrib, to Geogr. and Hist, of Bengal, 1873,
p. 17; Hunter, Statist. Acc. Bengal, iii. 199.

If the legend about Tāj Khān is correct, we need seek no farther for an explanation of the title
“Musundulim”. It would represent Masnad-i-’Ālī (rone of Ālī), an Afghān title common to the
Chiefs of Hijlī and understood by the Portuguese at their first arrival in Bengal as a proper name. e
terms Idalcan, Nizamaluco, and Sabaio were also misunderstood by the Portuguese and interpreted as
personal names. It is worth remarking that no other example is known of the use of this title in the
case of the Rājās or zamindārs of Hijlī. e Jesuits speak of the Maasudalin or Masandolin of Katabro,
the most powerful of the twelve bhūyās. Chand Khān of Jessor bore also the title of Masandari. We
still speak of the Masnad of Kāsimbāzār. Due south of Contai, near Hijlī, the maps give a village of
the name of Masnad-’Ālīpūr. It is perhaps identical with Mysadul, Hūglī District, south of
Mandalghā , whi is itself in the Hūglī district between the Damūdar and the Rūpnārāyan. Cf.
Prof. Blomann, Proc. J.A.S.B., 1870, 116, nn. 13, 15. is place is probably not the same as
Maslandpur, a centre of the manufacture and sale of fine mats, and the head-quarters of a police
outpost in the Tamluk subdivision, Midnapūr.

Remnants of a Portuguese selement still remain about Hijlī. At Mīrpūr, also called Firingipārah,
about  miles S. of Geonkhalī, whi is itself a large rice mart 40 miles down the Hūglī from



Calcua, a body of native [?] Christians was discovered in 1838 by the S. P. G. Mission. ey were
Catholics, but had not been visited for 40 [?] years by any of their priests. ey were descendants, so
they said, of some Portuguese from Goa, who were brought there by one of the Rājās of “Mysadol” to
serve his guns, and the village of Mīrpūr had been given them rent-free in return for their services. Cf.
Indo-European Correspondence, Calcua, 1869, pp. 80–1, quoting Indian Church Gazette, cf. ibid., p.
87.

In the Murghīhātā Cathedral Registers Father Hosten found an entry to the effect that Geonkhalī
was visited by an Augustinian, Padre Frei Manoel de S. ereza, on Mar 14–15, 1820, nineteen
persons receiving baptism. [H.]

4  Lascor = Captain-General. Cf. Chaps. I, n. 21, XXXIII, n. 2. A curious use of this term.
5  is law for wres at sea prevailed all over India, in the Maldives and in Arakan. Calicut seems

to have been an exception. Cf. Pyrard de Laval, i. 404, n. 1.
6    “At Bengalla, Fray Emmanuel de la Esperanza, Vicar of Angesim (read: Angelim = Hijlī), and

Fray Francis de la Piedad, and in 1625 Fray Didacus de la Concepcion and others, had trial of

mockeries and stripes for Christ, but rejoicing that they were accounted worthy to suffer reproach

for the name of Jesus.” Cf. Fray omas de Herrera, Alphab. August., Madrid, 1644, i. 323, col. 1. Fray
Manuel was at Angelim (Hijlī) at the time of Manrique’s arrival (1628). [H.]

7    e Vicarius oraneus is to-day the Decanus, the dean. His aributions have varied. In the
seventeenth century, in the Missions he was in distant districts a kind of locum tenens of the Bishop.
In Bengal the dignity was generally vested in the Prior of the Augustinian Monastery of Bandel or
Hūglī. e title of Prior is still applied popularly to the priest in arge of the Bandel Chur,
although there is now no Monastery. The Vicar de la Vara, as the name implies, bore a staff (vara) in
token of the power connected with his office.

At the request of the King of Portugal, S. omé of Meliāpūr was erected into a suffragan Bishopric
of the Metropolitan See of Goa, on 9 Jan. 1606, in virtue of the Bull Hodie Sanctissimus of Paul V. e
new diocese comprehended the territory of the Naique, Tanjore, Negapātam, Masulipātam, Bengal,
Tenasserim, and all interjacent localities. Cf. Collect. bullar, 216, or Bullar. Patron. Portug. ii. 4.

Meliāpūr is a suburb of Madras City. Here St. omas is supposed to have been killed by the
Brāhmans in A.d. 68. St. omas’s Mount lies eight miles south of Madras City; on it stands a
Portuguese Chur, erected in 1547 on the spot where a cross popularly connected with St. omas
was found. See I. A. xxxiii, J. R. A. S. 1905, and Burnell in I. A. 1874, 313; Linschoten, i. 85. [H.]

8  Ṣaḥib Ṣūbah, Lord of the Ṣūbah A Ṣūbah was a large division or province of the Empire (e.g. the
“Ṣūbah of the Deccan”, the “Ṣūbah of Bengal”). e word is also frequently used as short for
“Ṣūbahdār”, the Viceroy (over a Ṣūbah). Cf. Foster, English Factories, 1624–29, 188; Hobson-Jobson, s.
v. Souba. Ṣubahdār means nowadays a military officer among Indian troops, whose rank corresponds
to that of Captain. It also meant in early days a local commandant, and this is the meaning whi
Manrique here gives to the term.

9  Corchete: a catpoll in colloquial Spanish, one whose business it is to apprehend offenders and
conduct them to prison. In ordinary parlance it means a clasp or hook, like the corresponding
Portuguese word, “colete” or “corete”. It is used several times in Don Quixote. See, for instance, Pt.
II, Chap. XLIX. ere is connexion with the word corchar, to splice a rope.

10  From Pers. piyāda, a footman, a foot-soldier. Cf. Hobson-Jobson, s. v. Peon.
11  In Hindi milāw, adjustment, union.
12  From Hindi sar-e-pāo through Persian. It is here wrongly used, its real meaning being “cap-a-

pie”, that is a complete suit presented as a Khil’at or dress of honour by the sovereign or his
representative: Khil’at comes from the Arabic khila’, meaning “what a man takes off his own body,
and then places on the man honoured e word khil’at, though properly a dress of honour, is



constantly applied to a ceremonial present, whatever it may consist of. Elsewhere (cf. Chap. XXXVII,
n. 19) Manrique uses siripao in its proper sense. Cf. Hobsoti-Jobson, s. v. Seerpaw and Killut.

BīṬā, Bīrā (Hindī), is a betel-leaf made up with a preparation of the areca-nut, spices, and Chūna or
lime. Its presentation is the usual sign of dismissal by a superior.

13    Farmān (Pers.), “an order, patent or passport”. Cf. Hobson-Jobson, s. v. Firmaun. Manrique
generally forms the plural of Indian words ending in a consonant by the addition of the Spanish es,
thus formones, Pungrines, Mogores, &c.

14  A covered lier, or rudimentary palankin, Hind. dōlī. It consists of a cot or frame, suspended by
the four corners from a bamboo pole, and is carried by two or four men. It is lighter and eaper than
the palankin, and is used by the poorer classes. Cf. Hobson-Jobson, s. v. Dholly.

15  Hijlī: “In the Kingdom of Angelim, they (the Augustinians) dedicated another Chur to Our
Lady of the Rosary. To that Chur another is aaed bearing the same title. Both contain three
hundred souls de confession (of an age to make their confession).” Cf. Fray Jose Sicardo, O.S.A.,
Cristiandad del Japón, Chap. III. e statistics refer to the year 1682. “At Pranja and Angelmo, where
the King resides [read Banjā (?) and Angelim] a [Jesuit] Father has built a Chur with the alms
whi he has received from a ri Christian of that country. He has ornaments for three altars, plenty
of people go always thither to confess and communicate, and there is always some one geing
baptized.” (Annual leer of 1621.) Cf. Hist, de ce qui s’est passé en Ethiopie, Malabar, Brasil, et és

Indes Orientales (1620–4), Paris, S. Cramoisy, 1628, p. 107. Banjā appears in van den Broue’s map (c.
1660). Cf. Valentyn in the volume on Bengal. [H.]

16    In India, in common parlance, the Portuguese word “tangue” has been adopted and every
spread of water, of every kind, is called a “Tank”, whether it be an ordinary artificial reservoir, a large
lake, or a small pond. As this word has not this extended meaning elsewhere and might be
misleading, the word “tank” has been avoided in translating. In this case it was no doubt the ordinary
artificial stone reservoir common in Indian houses of that time. See Hobson-Jobson, s. v. Tank.

17    For Hadīya (Ar.), a present to a superior. Manrique drops “h” in several words. Originally it
meant an animal sacrificed at Mecca and also the presentation of a Qurān.
e presentation of materials for a meal to be cooked by the recipient and of money to purase

materials has always been usual, and the custom still survives in Indian States.
“As soon as I had arrived in my lile house at Veilore … the Nabob sent me the ‘baiam’,* whi is

food for the day consisting of one measure rice, half a measure of peas, some buer, and four pieces of
copper money of the value of a sou to buy pepper, salt, and wood. He continued this duringthe fieen
days of my stay.” (Leers of Fr. Saignes Aipakam, 3 June, 1736, in Lettres Edif. et Cur. xiv. (1781), p.
34.) [H.]

*   is word battiam is the Telugu word Bhatyamu or Battemu, a daily allowance of food or
materials for food, or money for subsistence. [C. L.]



CHAPTER III

Of what more happened to us in Angelim, until we obtained leave to depart

for the City of Ugulim.

[8/1] Two days aer our arrival at Angelim, the Musundulim called Father

Frai Emanuel de la Esperanẹa and ordered him to bring the Captain of the

Ship, the Fathers, and the merants before him on the following day. e

Father obeyed, and the next day, being the third since our arrival, we all

assembled in the Drouā1 or the room appointed, where the audiences

generally take place, whi was spread with fine carpets. At the spot set

apart for the Prince stood a canopy of silk with two cushions of Mileques,2 a

cloth of gold and silver embroidered with silken flowers of various colours.

In the middle of these ri cushions lay a shining white pillow covered with

the finest transparent muslin whi allowed the purple cover below to show

dimly through; this mingling with the white produced a mysterious and

pleasing effect. On this cushion, [8/2] his semi-Highness was wont to recline.

We had to wait for more than two hours in this Drouā, with some

Mīrzās,3 who form the aristocracy of that country. On su occasions, so as

not to remain idle, they are in the habit of playing ess.4 A servant used to

bring in the pieces, and, in place of our heavy and cumbrous boards, he

brought a cloth of silk or coon marked out with the required squares whi

can easily be spread anywhere. On this occasion we were interested

spectators and observed some good e-mates, for indeed these

Barbarians are most skilled at this pastime.

Just then we heard the loud noise of a batia,5 or metal disk, on whi

every one got up to accompany the Princeling who was about to appear. We

too went to await him at a certain spot where some ushers were standing

with silver staffs in their hands. As soon as [9/1] he appeared, the Father

approaed him with a profound bow and presented us. He received us with

a smile and every sign of friendship, and, as he passed on up the Drouā, we

followed until he took his seat and motioned us to be seated among his



nobles. e custom followed in siing among all these nations is to sit cross-

legged on the ground, on a carpet, rug, or cane mat.

When we were all seated aer this fashion, the Prince asked us for

different kinds of news about India6 and the Viceroy.7 When satisfied on this

point, he called two Mapatras,8 whom we should designate controllers of the

Royal estates.9 When they arrived, he also called the Captain, the Fathers,

and some of the ief merants and enjoined upon us all to sele the affair

of the ship’s cargo to the satisfaction of everybody. Aer this, he dismissed

us. e first thing the Mapatras did was to demand the bills of lading. ey

were sent for at once, and they took them away with them to study at their

leisure. Aer reading and re-reading them they gave a decision in their own

fashion, and it would have been mu worse for us if these Barbarians had

not been dependent on the Portuguese at Ugulim, for all these Asiatic

nations look mostly to their particular advantages only.

THE GANGES



In the meantime, all who were free and had nothing more to do were

already on their way [9/2] to Ugulim. e rest had resolved to follow them

as soon as the accounts were seled, when a Gelvidār,10 or messenger of the

Nababo, or Viceroy of Daa,11 arrived to tell the Musundulim to act

circumspectly, for the Ship carried merandise to the value of eight lakhs of

rupees,12 or four hundred thousand pesos of our Spanish money, and he

should recollect that half of it belonged to the Nababo. As the Kingdom of

Angelim was under the control of the Nababo, the Prince was mu

disturbed by this message. For the Mogol13 government is based on tyranny

and violence, in whi no account is taken of reason or justice when private

interests are to be served. And hence the Prince decided to give full

satisfaction to the Nababo, and to this end he sent him the bills of lading

with the solemn agreement effected between his Mapatras, the Captain, the

Fathers, and most of the merants. To more fully satisfy the Nababo he

determined to send one of the Fathers who had actually come in the very

ship.

Father Fray Manuel was secretly warned by an Eunu, a friend of his,

who resided in the Palace. Immediately on receiving this information, the

Father Vicar de la Vara ordered a porca14 to be got ready. is kind of

rowing boat is almost as common in those parts as dingues15 and balones,16

whi on account of their small size were of no use for the purpose. e

porca was manned [10/1] with strong rowers, and in the silence of night he

put us on board, carefully disguised, in company with four Portuguese and

two slaves, all armed with well-appointed arquebuses and muskets

(escopetas).17 We started in great haste and even greater silence down a

River till we reaed the sea,18 and, aer traversing strong cross currents for

a distance of three leagues, we entered the mouth of the ancient, far-famed,

and brimming Ganges at a distance of sixty leagues from the City of Ugulim.

Our course made al uzane,19 whi in the Bengala and Industana

languages means against the current, was a sufficiently laborious and tedious

undertaking, in spite of the many villages and selements on either bank,

some of them the private property of the Portuguese of Ugulim.



When we arrived there, we found an abundance of supplies, fowls, and

castrated goats (whose flesh the people of those parts mu prefer to

muon). We also obtained plenty of veal, iens, squabs and other birds, as

well as rice of many different kinds, ghī,20 and many kinds of lacteous food

and of sweetmeats21 prepared in their own way, for they have a great

abundance of sugar in those parts.

is superabundance of dainties was augmented by a variety of fruits,

specially of mangoes,22 a fruit so oice and delectable that, had the old

rhymers or Poets [10/2] known of it, no doubt they would have given it a

place above all the nectars and ambrosias of their dream-gods. Exaggeration

apart, I maintain that good mangoes can hold their own with the oicest

fruits of our Europe. e form is generally oval, but some are quite round: at

its largest it equals the head of a two or three years old ild,23 while the

smallest are of the size of a goose’s egg. e colour tends rather to a deep

than a pale green, while in some the colour is a arming mixture of pale

yellow and pink, whi makes them most beautiful to look at. ese last

have a most pleasing and delicate fragrance. e interior of the fruit consists

of a straw-coloured yellow pulp enclosed in a thi skin, mu tougher than

that of an apple, whi must be thrown aside to enable one to eat down to

the stone, whi too has to be thrown away.

rough su tempered hardships was God pleased to bring us to Ugulim,

where both our Brethren and the laity welcomed us with the greatest

kindness—a kindness whi the Portuguese living in those countries lavish

not only on those of their own nationality, but even more on strangers.24 We

retired to our Monastery of St. Niolas of Tolentino,25 where we met with

the proverbial kindness so well practised [11/1] by all Religious Orders in

those far-off lands. e Italian Brethren and those of other European nations,

[11/2] who have experienced it, testify to it, as they understand well that—

sine charitate, opus externum nihil prodest.26

Notes

1    is word is not Darbār, and moreover “Derbar” is known to Manrique (Chap. LIX, n. 16).

Describing the four gates leading into the Imperial Palace at Agra, he calls the third gate Drouuage



Achabar (Darwāza Akbar) “Akbar’s Gate”. In this case droua is perhaps a double metathesis for dwāra

(i.e. darwā, drāwa), a door, a gateway. But here it clearly means an anteamber or audience hall. W.

Fin speaks of the Acabar Drowaza and the Dely Droware, cf. his description of Agra and Lahore

(Purchas, vol. iv). In Chaps. XX and LI Manrique also speaks of the Droua or audience-halls at Arakan

and of the “Siguidar” of NārāyangaṬh near Midnāipur.

ere can be lile doubt that the word here intended by Drouā is dargāh, whi nowadays is

commonly used for a shrine or the tomb of a Pīr, but formerly meant the King’s audience-amber,

court, or hall. By the uneducated Musulmān it is pronounced dragāh and even darwā and drawā. We

similarly have Dargāh-i-ilāhi the “Court of heaven”, Dargāh-i-mu alla “e sublime Court”, the Porte.

e phrase “e Sublime Porte”, whi designates the Ooman Court, is a translation of Bāb-i-Alī,

whi in Italian became “la Porta Sublima”, or “Loy Gate”, the epithet “Loy” being an honorific

title. e word “gate” (bāb) does not refer merely to a gate, but to the ancient place of audience,

whi was situated before the portal of the King’s tent or palace. is shows the intimate connexion

between a gateway and the holding of a court or audience.

2  In Blomann’s Ain, i. 92, a gold cloth is mentioned under the name of milak. We also have “two

pieces of Persian miliks” mentioned in Factories, 1634–6, 254.

3  From Mīrsa (Pers.), a prince, grandee, noble.

4   is may have been ordinary ess or else pachīst. Cloth-boards are used in both cases. For a

description of Indian pachīsī, cf. J. A. S. B., 1906 (New Series), 117–27.

e word in the text for emate is mattes, whi is essentially the same as the Arabic word māt

meaning “confounded”, whence shāh-māt means “the king confounded”, our “emate”.

5   Origin doubtful. W. Irvine connected with the Portuguese batega the word battica met with in

the Travels of Richard Bell, edited by Sir R. C. Temple (see reprint from the Indian Antiquary, 1903, p.

19, n. 76), and gave it the meaning of a bowl, a gong, something to be beaten. e meaning of gong

suits Manrique’s passage, and though the Portuguese dictionaries only give to batega the meaning of

basin or big hollow plate Portuguese travellers may well have transferred its use to metal gongs.

Tavernier mentions the hours in Coin-China being stru on “two great brasse plaers of shape of

burning-glasses” (Tavernier (Everard), 15). e word is absent from the Spanish Dict. of Acad. Dalgado

(Vocabulario, s.v. Batega) quotes a Konkane form bātk. His quotations, however, only show batega as

used for a dish.

6  To the Portuguese at this time “India” meant only Goa and the West Coast just as it still means

Java and Sumatra to the Dut. Cathay and Way, iv. 198. So to all Indians Hindusthān still means the

old Mughal dominions north of the Narbada and never southern India. In writers of the sixteenth and

seventeenth centuries a distinction is occasionally made between India the territory of the Portuguese

and their immediate neighbours on the West Coast, and Mogor the dominions of the “Great Mogul”.

Cf. Hobson-Jobson, s.v. India.

7    Dom Francisco de Gama, Conde de Vidigueira, had been Viceroy between 1622–8. Orders

reaed him in 1628 to hand over office to Dom Francesco de Mascareñas, but as that officer had in

the meantime returned to Spain, he surrendered the government to D. F. Luiz de Brito, Bishop of

Coin, who died the next year (1629). De Gama returned to Portugal with the home bound fleet in

1628, and although his administration in India had been conspicuously successful, he found himself

on his arrival at Lisbon arraigned for malpractices. A commission of three, Nuño Alvarez Botello, Dom

Lourenzo da Cuña, and Gonzalo Pinto de Fonseca, governed the “estado” (1628–9) until the

succession of Don Miguel de Noroña, Conde de Linares. Cf. Danvers, The Port: India, ii. 227, 488; Faria

y Sousa, vol. iii, Pt. IV, Chaps. I to IV (Stevens, iii. 365). ese Viceroys held regal state. Tavernier notes

how they did not allow even their own ildren to dine at their table (Ball, i. 201). See also his

reception of President Methwold in Mandelslo (p. 71).



8  Mahāpatra is used in Sanskrit for a Prime Minister. e term Pātrā means “one worthy to receive

gis, a worthy person”, hence a “minister”. Mahā is “great”. Manrique uses it here merely for “official”.

9  Spanish. Vedor da fazenda, who, Linsoten says, was “the upper surveyor of the King’s goods”

(Linschoten, ii. 226). e office of ief vedor da fazenda was the most important next to the Viceroy’s

at Goa, and that of the capitāo da cidade elsewhere. Cf. Pyrard de Laval, ii, Pt. I, p. 21, n. I; Mundy, iii.

46.

10  Jalabdār (Pers.), lit. “a bridle-holder”; also the superintendent of the animals in a caravan. e

word, common in Hedges’ time, is now quite obsolete. Hanway (Travels, i. 171) uses it in the sense of

one arged with the direction of couriers and their horses. Cf. Hobson-Jobson, s. v. Jalibdar.

Monserrate has some interesting remarks on these couriers. “Amongst the despat-runners are certain

couriers [Greek Okypodes (Strabo, lib. 15), Hindustani ‘Gelabdares’, whi may not inaptly be

rendered Pegasi] who in one day can run on foot as far as a horseman can ride at full speed. ey are

said to have their livers removed in infancy, in order to prevent their suffering from shortness of

breath. ey practise running in shoes made of lead, or train themselves by repeatedly liing their

feet and moving their legs (whilst remaining standing still in one place) till their heels tou their

buos. When their leaden shoes are removed, they are seen to be magnificent runners, by the help

of whose swiness the King can very rapidly and regularly obtain news or send orders on any maer

touing the peace of his realm.” Monserrate, 212.

11    For Nababo, cf. Hobson-Jobson, s. v. Nabob. Elsewhere, Manrique writes “Daca”, “as the

Portuguese pronounce it”. e Ain writes Dhākā Bāzū. evenot (edn. 1687, Pt. 111, 681) has “Daca or

Daac”. Cf. Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Dacca.—e Viceroy or Governor of Dacca in 1628 was Qāsim Khān

Jobun, the previous Governor, Fidai Khān, having died on 1 Feb. 1628.

12  at is Rs. 8,00,000 (£80,000]. For “rupee” Manrique writes lupiā (rupiyá Hind.) and for “lakh”,

lea.

13  In Portuguese writers Mogol or Mogor is oen used for the territory of the Great Mogul, or for

the Great Mogul himself. Cf. Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Mogul. Actually the Mughals were Turks by origin.

“e inhabitants are called Mongales, whi is their correct name, and not Mogoles, as we say; still

less Mogores, as the common Portuguese pronounce it.” Cf. F. de Sousa, Orietite Conquistado, Lisboa,

1710, ii, p. 148, § 43. [H.]

14   Hobson-Jobson has purga, purgoo, porgo. Yule suggests that it represents the Port. “perague”

(Fren: pirogue,? dug-out). Manrique’s porca contained seven persons besides the rowers, so cannot

have been a “dug-out”, especially as he opposes the term to dingīs and “balloons”. Sir Riard Temple

derives the word from the Portuguese barca, a barge and also a sailing-boat, and refers to I. A., xxx.

160–2, for the history of the word. Cf. Bowrey, pp. 43, n. I, and 228, where see illustration and

description.

15  Dingī (Hind.): a small boat or a skiff; commonly the “dug-out” made from a single trunk.

16   Baloon or Balloon: a rowing vessel formerly used in many parts ot the Indies. Usually it was

superior to a “dug-out”. ere is a Marathi word balyanw, a kind of barge, whi is possibly the

original. Hobson-Jobson, s. v. Baloon, gives the spellings balões, ballongs, balaums. e baloons of

Siam are large state barges. Comte de Forbin uses balon for a “dug-out” and also for large boats up to

120 rowers; cf. Forbin, Voyage á Siam, 28. Fryer (i. 182) uses the word in the sense of a barge of state

with 20 oars. In Chap. XXX, however, where our author crosses the lake at Arakan, it evidently means

a country “dug-out”. Dalgado (Vocabulario) quotes de Barras, who (Dec. ii, ix. 3) calls them “barcos

sutijs” and later (ibid., iv, ix. 12) “barcos leves”, i.e. swi, light boats. See Mundy, iii, Pt. I, 112, n. 3.

17  e sclopetus (Latin, from scloppus, the noise made in suddenly emptying a eek filled with

air), escopeta (Port, and Span.), escopette (Fren), escopet (Engl.), schiopelto, schioppetto, diminutive

of schioppo (Ital.), was a small musket. e arquebus was a gun with a hook to support it on a forked

seat. Hence the name from the Dut haakbus or hook-gun”.



18   e Hūglī, at its junction with the Hijlī River, is broad enough to be called the sea. It is only

near Buffalo Point that the river becomes narrower.

19  Ujān (Hind.): up the river.

20   e author uses manteca throughout for ghi, the clarified buer invariably used in India. See

Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Ghee. Among the foods sent was veal (terneras), whi shows the effect of

Musulmān rule in this part in permiing the slaying of cows.

21  eir sweets and piles were well known (Bowrey, 192).

22  Mangoes have been praised by all visitors to India from Friar Jordanus (1328) and the Emperor

Babur (1526) to Macaulay. Fryer wrote (1673): “When ripe, the apples of the Hesperides are but Fables

to them; for Taste, the Nectarine, Pea and Apricot fall short…” Cf. Hobsou-Jobson, s. v. Mango. See

Bernier, 249; Linschoten, ii. 23.

23  Dr. Garcia da Orta (1563), speaking of the excellent and big Bālāghāt mangoes, says that he had

seen two that weighed 4 arratel and a half (  lb.). “ere are green, yellow, red, variegated, sweet

and sub-acid mangoes.” Blomann, Ain, i. 68; see Linschoten, ii. 23.

24   is is not a true statement. So far from receiving outsiders with open arms the Portuguese

Government did their utmost to keep all foreign trading and missionary bodies out of their colonies.

Many missionaries consequently assumed Portuguese names to enable them to enter.

25   St. Niolas of Tolentino is a saint of the Augustinian Order who died on 10 Sept. 1309, and

was canonized in 1446. e mother-ur at Bandel was dedicated to him. At the end of the

seventeenth century the Mission of Bhanal or Nagari, near Dacca, was similarly dedicated.

26    “Without arity external works profit nothing.” Our A.V. has “And though 1 bestow all my

goods to feed the poor … and have not arity, it profiteth me nothing”, 1 Cor. xiii. 3.



CHAPTER IV

In which is given a Brief Account of the City of Ugulim, and of its Origin

and Foundation.

[11/1] As I have already said, the City of Ugulim1 was situated on the

banks of the River Ganges, sixty leagues inland from the sea. It was founded

at the time that the Emperor Acabar was at the head of the Mogol

Monary by some Portuguese traders who came from various parts of India

with their vessels laden, not only to sell the goods they brought, but also to

buy and ship the products of that country. With this object they landed their

merandise and had large golās1 or store-houses erected, whi were

divided into ambers by screens made of a kind of strong cane, whi is

found in many parts of India, called by the natives bambus.2 In these, whi

they thated with straw, they kept their goods and wintered3 five or six

months, until [11/2] the return of the season favourable for the homeward

voyage. is season is in these parts called the steadfast monsoon,4 and, until

it arrives, they continue selling and buying and generally carrying on their

business. When the time of whi I spoke arrived they le.

But a few years later, some of them, appreciating the great profits they

derived from the goods they imported as well as from those they exported,

became enamoured of the vast wealth and fertility of the land and stayed

one or two years at a stret.5 e natives, who are mostly pagans, did not

object to this, still less the Moorish Siguidar6 who governed that district. He

became very friendly with several of the Portuguese, invited them to

banquets or memanes,7 as they say in their language, and even persuaded

them to come and sele there and bring priests with them, whom they

would allow to build ures and carry out whatever pertained to the

Christian faith. [12/1] ough the Portuguese took these advances in good

part, yet they did not show it, hoping that a similar request would come

from the Pada8 (whi means Emperor in our language), or at any rate



from the Nababo of Daa, in whose jurisdiction that Province lay. In the

mean-time, they continued their commercial transactions quite freely and

sold their wares at high prices.

For the most part these came from the South,9 with the exception of

Caurim10 or sea-shells from the Maldive islands. Chanquo from Tutucurim

and the Pescaria Coast,11 pepper from Malabar, and cinnamon from Ceilan.

And notwith-standing that the export of the last two drugs is forbidden12 by

the Most Serene Kings of Portugal, they ship them on the sly, especially the

merants of Coim.

e ief articles imported by the Portuguese from Southern India are a

large amount of worked silks, su as Brocades, Brocatelles, Cloth, Velvets,

Damasks, Satins, Taffetas, Taffissirias, and Escomillas or Muslins, all from

China.13 ese were in every variety of colour, bla excepted, whi these

people look upon as unluy,14 only some fakirs using it to show their

contempt for the world. e Portuguese bring also from China great

quantities of porcelain,15 and many kinds of gilt articles, su as bedsteads,

[12/2] tables, boxes, ests, writing-desks,16 as well as many other curios, of

whi there are large numbers in China. ey also bring pearls and jewels of

great value set in European style, but made with greater skill and more

eaply, as labour is very eap in that great Empire of China, owing to the

large number of workmen.

From the Kingdoms of Solor and Timor the Portuguese import also great

quantities of sweet-smelling sandal-wood, both of the white and the red

kinds.17 e Kingdoms of Solor are the head-quarters of the mission of the

Order of the great Patriar St. Dominic,18 and the Brethren of this Holy

Order have aieved great success in spreading the faith. In this work,

moreover, several Brethren have given their lives, being murdered for

hatred of the faith, as the history of those countries records.

e Portuguese also bring to this Kingdom of Bengal cloves, nutmegs, and

mace19 from the Maluca Isles and Banda, and from the Isles of Borneo the

very precious camphor.20



All these drugs and goods, the more valuable particularly, are taken by

the sodagores,21 or merants of the country, to the Court of Agra, where

the Pada generally resides. Now some of these things were brought before

him, and hearing that the Portuguese exported them to Ugulim, and learning

also through other reports of their arrival at that port, he gave orders that a

formon [13/1] or mandate should be sent to the Nababo of Daa22

requiring him to send two of the leading Portuguese from the country of

Satagan,23 making all arrangements for their comfort and entertainment. As

soon as the Nababo received this order, he at once deputed a Mirzā (su is

the title given to nobles among the Mogols) to fet two Portuguese. But he

had to travel a long way. And although he went by the Ganges, and that too

in one of the swiest of boats, called Gelias,24 manned by eighteen rowers a

side, he spent over twenty-eight days on the way, so that on his arrival he

found the Portuguese had already le, some for Malaca, some for China, and

others for India.

e messenger was exceedingly put about and the Nababo even more so.

But the laer, on seeing that it could not be remedied, sent strict orders to

the Mirzā to go to the Court and explain what had happened. He was also to

reassure the Pada as to their return by saying that the Portuguese had le

behind in the hands of certain merants over two hundred thousand rupees

to be utilized in purasing all kinds of merandise, su as coon goods,

ginghams made of grass,25 and silks of various shades, as well as sugar,

ghī,25 rice, indigo,23 long-pepper,25 saltpetre, wax, lac,25 and the many

other articles so abundant in the Gangetic provinces. Among the more

important commodities dealt in by the Portuguese are [13/2] very ri ba-

stited quilts, bed-hangings, pavilions, and other curious articles worked

with representations of the ase, whi are made in these Kingdoms.26 As

the Portuguese were obliged to come ba the next year in order to take

over all these purases, the Mirzā reassured the Pada. ese explanations

partially satisfied the Pada, but not enough to prevent his having the

Nababo informed that he found him negligent in his duty, with other words

of rebuke. ese the Nababo took so mu to heart that he soon aer

died.27



e following year, the first ship whi arrived at the port of Ugulim was

one from the City of Goa in India. e Captain and owner of it was a certain

Tavares from Goa, a respectable man well-versed in politics and affairs of

State. On landing he was received with every demonstration of affection and

joy. News was sent forthwith to the Nababo of Dacca, who at once sent a

Gelvidār or posting-courier, with orders to the seguidares at Ugulim and

Satagan to detain the Portuguese, should they by any ance be intending to

embark. ey had, moreover, to take su steps that the Portuguese should

not suspect they were being detained, until he had time to send men to

conduct them to Court and present them to the Pada. During the interval

they were to show them the utmost courtesy and hospitality. [14/1] e

Siguidares found no need to detain the Portuguese, who were obliged

anyhow to remain there at least five months,28 and all that time they vied

with ea other in making them happy and contented.

During this interval the same Mirzā who had come the previous year

arrived with some cossās, very light cra, and two large Patalās, or flat-

boomed cargo boats.29 ey carried on de cabins, the walls being of

clay,30 roofed over with straw for the sake of lightness. e inner

framework of the roof was skilfully made of bambus, whi, as I have

already said, is a kind of strong canc, common in those parts. ese bambus

are painted and lacquered in various colours, and fine palm-leaf mats are

interposed between them and the outer roof, these also being of different

colours. On these mats again they put quaint designs, according to the

expense they wish to incur. Hence these roofs are very pleasant to look on

and cleanly. As soon as the Mirzā disembarked, the Siguidār came to receive

him with all the courteous ceremony whi they are accustomed to employ

on su occasions. ese ceremonies over, he repaired to the house of

Captain Tavares, who, as he had been warned of the visit, was awaiting the

Mirzā a short distance in front of his door, accompanied by all the

Portuguese of the place. As the Mirzā crossed the threshold, they saluted him

with a disarge of [14/2] muskets and falconets whi they had brought

from the ship for the purpose. Aer this reception, when all were seated, the

Mirzā ordered the formon, or Imperial decree, to be read out, by whi the

Pada commanded two of the ief Portuguese to appear before him, at the

same time pledging his word that they would be treated as friends.



ereupon, Captain Tavares answered that they were all ready and would

gladly obey the Emperor’s order, adding that, as to the Mirzā selecting two

from among the Portuguese, they all were of equal rank. On this the Moor31

answered that the first should be he, and he would leave it to his discretion

to select from among the rest as many as he liked to take with him.

Consequently, the Captain ose three Portuguese and a large retinue of

servants, all striking for their fine looks and the magnificence and

ostentation of their appointments. For the Mogol, before he came into

contact with the Portuguese, considered himself supreme in all su maers,

and not without reason, for among all Maumetan nations, the Mogols are

the most given up to ostentation and extravagance in the nicety and

neatness of their persons, the embellishment of their houses, and the

costliness of their food.

When all were ready, they embarked, taking two months to ascend the

Ganges, and rea the City of Patanā,32 [15/1] where they landed and made

their way to the City and Court of Agrā.33 e Pada received them with

great honour and kindness, and, aer several talks with Captain Tavares, the

Emperor took a great liking to him, and Tavares, mu gratified, gave him

his word that he would come and sele at Ugulim, and bring other

Portuguese with him. His Majesty was satisfied and accepted his promise,

presenting him with many ri and valuable gis, whi they call seripaos.34

He also ordered him to be given formones or leers allowing him to build

the City wherever he liked, and gave him a grant for the adjoining lands.35

e Nababo and the above-mentioned seguidares were also instructed to

supply the Portuguese with all materials necessary for the construction of

their houses. e same formones also granted leave to the Brethren to build

Chures and Monasteries, and to baptize without hindrance all the heathen

who desired to follow the Anzil,36 that is, the Gospel and Christian faith.

Provided with these favourable documents, Captain Tavares departed.

On reaing Ugulim, with these great honours and recommendations

from the Emperor, the natives almost worshipped him. Tavares37 took

possession of the site whi seemed most suitable, and as soon as the

monsoon broke he sent his ship to Goa with leers to the Viceroy and to the



Bishop of Coim, then the Very Illustrious Lord [15/2] Don Fray Andres, of

the Order of the Minorites,37 to whose jurisdiction the Kingdom of Bengal

belonged at the time. e Viceroy then requested him to oose Brethren as

Missionaries for those lands, and, aer considering to what Order this

Mission should be entrusted, he decided on mature reflection to assign it to

the Order of my glorious Father Saint Augustin.

is decision was at once communicated to the Viceroy and to the

Reverend Father Provincial, that he might send out Brethren worthy to

labour in that vineyard of the Lord. Acting on these orders, the Father

Provincial appointed Father Fray Bernardo de Jesus,38 a man of true

Apostolic spirit, as Superior of the Mission, and to act in his absence Father

Fray Juan de la Cruz,39 a Brother eminent for his learning and exemplary

life. ree other Brethren40 accompanied them, and on their arrival at

Coim, they went together at once to call on the Bishop, who received

them most affectionately. When the time came for them to start for Bengal,

he appointed Father Fray Bernardo as Vicario de la Vara, delegating to him

all ordinary jurisdiction within his powers.41

Notes

1  Hūglī: the derivation of the name is still debated. e most likely origin appears to be from golā,

a store-house su as the Portuguese erected for their merandise. e connexion with Ugulim can be

easily traced. e word golā became gŏlim, the o being shortened and a nasal added, in accordance

with Portuguese practice. It remained masculine, O golim. See Hosten, Bengal: Past and Present, 1915,

89; Statesman, June 1, 1915.

Yule derives the name from hoglā, elephant grass (Typha angustifolia). Hobson-Jobson, s. v. Hūglī,

Golah.

Hūglī became of importance on the decay of Sātgāṇw, in 1537. In 1632 it was destroyed by Shāh

Jahān. It lies 23 miles north of Calcua. Cf. O’Malley, Hoogly Gazetteer, 264.

2   e origin of this familiar word is obscure; it may be from the Canarese word baṇwu. e

Portuguese of the sixteenth century wrote at first “mambu”. Fit in 1586 wrote bambos. Yule did not

find the term in any of the earlier sixteenth-century books. e word used then was canna, “cane”. Cf.

Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Bamboo; Dalgado, Vocabulario, s.v. Bambu.

3  e old writers invariably call the rainy season “winter”. is arises from the fact that in many

parts of the Mediterranean winter is a season of rain, whilst rain is rare in summer. Shitā in Arabic is

indifferently winter or rain, the winter season being the rainy season. Abbe Raynal says: “It is well

known that there is no winter between the tropics: all that is meant by winter in India is that time of

year when the clouds, whi the sun aracts from the sea, are driven violently by the winds against



the mountains, where they break and dissolve in rain, accompanied with frequent storms.” History, i.

46. Cf. Hobson-Jobson, s. v. Winter.

e rainy season in Bengal lasts from June till the end of September: it begins in April at Goa.

During this period it was unsafe for the small vessels of those days to go “homewards”.

4  e text has Moncion tendiente, whi is a translation of the Portuguese “monçāo tendente”, the

proper season for sailing, tendente meaning “that tends, or has a course, towards a certain point or

place”. Vento tendente: a fair, or favourable wind. We have a similar formation in “trade-wind”, a

wind blowing in a regular trade or course. e monsoons are winds and not rain, though in modern

parlance “the monsoon” is used only for the rainy season as being “the season” of importance for

agriculture. For monsoon (Ar. = mausim), whence Portuguese monçao, see Hobson-Jobson, s. v.;

Linschoten, i. 232; Dalgado, Vocabulario, s. v. Monçao.

5   Caesar Fedrici (c. 1568), however, speaking of Betor, near the Botanical Gardens at Sibpur, says:

“Buor has an infinite number of ships and bazars; while the ships stay in the season, they erect a

village of straw houses, whi they burn when the ships leave, and build again the next season.”

Fedrici, Viaggio, 90.

According to Valentyn, the Europeans at Pīplī were not allowed, nearly a century later even, to

erect a bri building, so jealous were the Mughal authorities of guarding their dominions against the

foreign element. ey admied them for trade, but would not allow them to erect anything like a

fort. Even in 1632, though the Portuguese of Hūglī had been permied to build substantial houses,

they had neither city walls, nor a fort of any kind. See Appendix, “e Fall of Hūglī”.

6    Or Seguidar. is represents the Arabic-Persian shiqdār: an officer appointed to collect the

revenues from a certain division of land. is office was oen entrusted to Hindūs, so mu so that

shiqdār, generally spelt siqdār, and Majmū’ahdār, now spelt “Mozoomdar”, have become Bengālī

family names. Cf. Blomann’s Contrib. to the Geogr. and Hist. of Bengal, reprinted from J. A. S. B.,

1873, p. 6.

7  From mihmānī (Pers.): an entertainment.

8   Pādshāh, Bādshāh. An Emperor, Overlord; from pād, a throne, and shāh, a prince. See Hobson-

Jobson, s.v. Padshaw.

9  Not Southern India, of course, but the Southern Seas, i.e. Malacca, Sumatra, Borneo, &c.

10  Kauḍi (Hindi), the small white shell (Cypraea moneta) current as money in parts of Asia and

Africa. It was used about the fourteenth century B. C. in China, and was met with iefly as the

currency in Bengal by the Muḥammadans in the thirteenth century. Revenue in Silhet was collected

in Kauḍis up to 1801. See Hobson-Jobson, s. v. Cowry.

11  e Coast of Tinnevelly, thus called the “Fishery Coast” by the Portuguese from the great pearl-

fishery there. Alexander de Rhodes says that the fishers used to present the Fathers at Tuticorin with

handfuls of pearls (Voyages, 31). Nieuhoff (Travels, Churill, 1704, ed. ii, 298) and Manucci (Storia

do Mogor, iii. 106) describe how the fishing was done. Baldaeus (Churill, 1704, ed. iii. 648) says large

quantities of pearl dust were sent to Europe for use in cordials. See Hobson-Jobson, s. v. Pescaria.

12  ey were the King’s monopoly. Cf. Linschoten, ii. 220, 223; Mundy, iii. 339.

13  Brocade is silk stuff variegated with gold and silver, or having raised designs of flowers, foliage,

and other ornament; also applied to other stuffs wrought and enried in like manner. Span, brocado,

from an old brocar, equivalent to Fr. brocher, to pri, to emboss. e name is immediately derived

from the broca or reel carrying the silk or metal threads used in embroidering; the word is of

considerable interest in its derivation.

Brocatel: brocatelle, brocatello, from the same root. It is a coarser form of brocade made of hemp

and silk; a kind of damask, figured and mu used in tapestry and hangings. Tela means any cloth;

also, gold and silver lace.



Damask: the name now given to textile fabrics, of various materials, ornamented with raised figures

of flowers, landscapes, and other forms not of geometrical regularity, being the riest species of

ornamental weaving, tapestry excepted. It is derived from the town of Damascus, famous at one time

for cloth of this kind, but then woven in silk only. Cf. “muslin” from Mosul, “lawn” from Laon, &c.

Raso is the Spanish word for satin, the Portuguese term being setim, probably, as Yule suggests,

from Zaitún, the great medieval port of western trade in Fokien. Cf. Hobson-Jobson, s. v. Satin.

Taffeta, taffety (Pers. tāftah, woven): originally, all plain silk goods; now a generic name for plain

silk, gros de Naples, shot silk, glace, &c. e term has also been applied to mixed fabrics of silk and

wool. “A name applied to plain woven silks, in more recent times signifying a light thin silk stuff with

a considerable lustre or gloss.” Drapers’ Dict. s. v.

The tailor make thy doublet of changeable [i. e. shot-silk] taffeta. Twelfth Night, II. iv. 76. See L.L.L.

v. ii. 150.

Taffissirias. Compare the O.E. tapecery, tapecerye, from Fr. tapisserie. In Port. tapeçaria, tapiçaria.

Valentyn speaks of “flowered Tapisarassas”. In a list of piece-goods given by Van Twist in 1648, we

meet with the spelling toffochielen (Tafsíla, a golden stuff from Mecca). Valentyn (1726) mentions

taffatschelas from Casseri (probably Kasiári in Midnapúr Dist.). Cf. Hobson-fobson, s. v. Gingham,

and Adati. Dowton (1613) in Puras, i. 504, writes “topseiles”. Cf. Hobson-Jobson, s. v. Alleja. [H.]

Escomillas. Not in Milburn’s list (1813) of 72 kinds of piece-goods formerly exported from Bengal to

Great Britain (see Hobson-Jobson, s. v. Piece-goods), nor in similar lists in Valentyn and the ’Ain-i-

Akbari. Escomilhas or escumilhas are mentioned in a list of cloths, spices, woods, and other articles of

Portuguese commerce in India (1630). Cf. O Chronista de Tissuary (1866), 157. [H.]

Volantes, light gauze, muslins. “Very fine coon cloth, whi they call Iorijms, and veils or muslins

(?) whi are called volantes.” Cf. Linschoten, i. 56, n. 3.

14    In India bla is generally believed to be unluy. It is supposed to be dreaded by evil spirits.

Crooke, Popular Relig., s. v. Bla colour. e Augustinians in Persia were obliged to wear white (c.

1610), because “bla gives offence to the Muḥammadans, iefly to their kings and grandees. One

may not address them, when vested in bla; hence, our Brethren wear a white habit in their

Embassies.” Cf. Sicardo, Cristiandad del Japón, Chap. III. e Jesuits in the Mughal dominions were

ninamed “Shiahposh”, on account of their bla gown (1580–3), and objections were raised, too, in

Nepal against the brown habit of the Capuins (eighteenth century). [H.]

15    Here China-ware, not “cowries”, whi were called in medieval Italy “porcellana” and

“porcellea Cf. Hobson-Jobson, s. v. Porcelain.

16  Dorados, como lechos, &c. Bowrey refers to these commodities. Bowrey, 71.

17  ree woods bearing the name of Santalum, white, yellow, and red, were in officinal use in the

Middle Ages. e name more properly applies to the fragrant wood of the Santalum album. Red

sandal-wood is the wood of Pterocarpus Santalina, a tree of Southern India, the wood of whi is

inodorous, but valued for pillars, turning, &c., and exported as a dye-wood. Garcia da Orta speaks of

the sandal of Timor, and considers Sandalo Vermelho as a product of Tenasserim and the Coromandel

Coast. Cf. Hobson-Jobson, s. v. Sandal; Linschoten, ii. 102.

18  Cf. Fr. Luis Cacegas, Hist. de S. Domingos (re-edited and enlarged by Fr. Luis de Souza), Lisboa,

A. R. Galhardo, 1767, vol. iii. [H.]

19  e “mace” is the hard nut-like mantle whi envelops the outer shell of the nutmeg. Hobson-

Jobson, s.v. Clove, Mace. Cf. Linschoten, ii. 81; Cathay and Way, iv. 102, n. 2.

20    e two ief camphors of commerce are the Bornean and Sumatran camphor from

Dryobalanops aromaticus, and the camphor of China and Japan from Cinnamomum Camphora; but

the first greatly exceeds the second in value. Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Camphor; Linschoten, ii. 117; Cathay

and Way, iv. 99, n. 3.



21  Sandāgar (Pers.), a merant; now very oen applied to those who sell European goods in civil

stations and cantonments. Cf. Hobson-Jobson, s. v. Soudagur.

22   is must have been in 1576. e Governor of Dacca in 1576 was Khān Jahān, the title of

Husain lī Beg, a mansabdār of 5,000 under Akhar. He was appointed Governor of Bengal aer the

death of Munai’m Khān. about A. d. 1576. He defeated and slew Dāūd Khān. the ex-King ot Bengal,

and died at Tānda in 1578, to be succeeded by Muzaffar Khān (1579). Beale, Orient. Biogr. s. v. Khān

Jahān.

23  Sātgāṇw. From remote times it was an important port on the right bank of the Hūglī river, 30

miles from Calcua, where, Le Blanc says (Voyages, 97), there was in his day a Portuguese fort. For

two and a half centuries it has been uerly decayed, and now only the site with a few huts and a

ruined mosque remain as relics of its former importance. It is situated at the bifurcation of the

Saraswatī and Huglī. e decay dates from the silting up of the former. Yule is of opinion that the

name “Porto Pequeno” (“Lile Harbour”) applied to it. Fedrici (1568) says: “In the fort of Satgaon,

every year they lade thirty or thirty-five ships, great and small, with rice, cloth of bombast of divers

sort, lac, great abundance of sugar, pepper, oil of zerzeline, and other sorts of merandise” (Fedrici,

Viaggio, 90, 91). Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Satigam.

Manrique’s account tends to show that the Portuguese came to Sātgāṇw in 1576–80. In 1578 Akbar

called one of their priests, Father Julian Pereira, from Sātgāṇw to Fatḥpūr Sīkrī (Monserrate, 1, 29).

24   According to Bocarro, the jalia was used in Bengal both for fighting and trading (1615). e

word jalia. says Yule, looks like an arabized adoption from a Mediterranean tongue (Hobson-Jobson,

s.v. Gallevat). Other spellings are “jeloa, gelua, geloa”, from whi we have our “jolly- boat Bowrey

mentions “a parcell of Gylyars, vizt. Gallys”, where Sir Riard Temple notes on the identity of

“galley”, “galleass”, and jalia (Bowrey, 140). e distance, according to Rennell, is 990 miles, so he

went about 35 miles a day (Rennell, Memoir, 231). Tavernier (i. 129) says: “It is a most surprising thing

to see with what speed these galleys are propelled by oars. ere are some so long that they have up to

fiy oars on ea side, but there are not more than two men to ea oar.” Souten (ii. 66) describes

one of these swi galleys: “ese Jeliasses are very narrow long boats, in the construction of whi

aention was paid mainly to the acquisition of speed. … ey carry no sails, but thirty- eight or forty

oars. e rowers, who are Aracan Heathen, never row together, but one man aer the other, and they

do this with great exactness mu as one sees when a water-wheel is turning; the action of their oars

in the water having, one would say, mu the same effect: it is a curious spectacle to wat.”

25    Such as cotton goods, ginghams of grass, &c. Godinho writes “guingeens”. Fra Bartolomeo

(1796) says: “Guingani are coon stuffs of Bengal and the Coromandel Coast, in whi the coon is

interwoven with thread made of certain barks of trees.” Grass-cloths were common in the sixteenth

century, and were exported from Orissa and Bengal. ese were probably made of Rhea, or some

kindred species. Fit speaks of “great store of the cloth whi is made from grasse, whi they call

Yerua”. Hamilton mentions ginghams made of Herba Taffeties. See Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Gingham and

Grass-cloth.

“Herba taffeties” and “Herba Lungees” are mentioned in the Diary of W. Hedges, ii. 240, and

Temple, Diaries of Streynsham Master. See Index, s. v. Herba.

Ghī: Buer clarified by boiling; used throughout India where we use buer or lard in cooking.

Buer as we use it is not an Indian comestible. Hobson-Jobson, s. v. Ghee. On the export of ghī from

Bengal, cf. Bowrey, p. 132.

Indigo (Anīl). Cf. Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Anile, and Linschoten, ii. 91.

Long-pepper is derived from two shrubs, Piper officinarum and Piper longum, and is to be

distinguished from bla and white pepper, both of whi are obtained from Piper nigrum. Calcua is

still one of the ief ports for the export of long-pepper. Cf. Hobson-Jobson, s. v. Pepper.



Saltpetre. For a large number of references on the subject of the exportation of this article from

Bengal, see Bowrey, Index, s. v.

Lac. Wilson, Early Annals, i. 379, quotingfrom “Kenns advices about Bengall in 1661”, mentions

“gumla” or “stila” among the commodifies procurable at Patna. Tavernier, ii. 21; Linschoten, ii.

88–90. See Hobson-Jobson, s. v. Lac.

26  e making and selling of quilts is still a considerable bazaar industry. To ba-stit (Spanish

pespuntar, from Lat. post-punctus), coulte-pointe, from Old Fren-Latin culcita puncta, stited quilt

or counter-point: hence corrupted from contre-point, our counterpoint.

“In ivory coffers I have stuffed my crowns,

In cypress chests my arras counterpoints,

Costly apparel, tents, and canopies.

Taming of the Shrew, ii. 1.

e pavilions suggest Shāhmiyānas, some of whi were made in cloth of gold, silver, silk, or velvet.

See Hobson-Jobson, s. v. Shameeana.

Colchas de montaria or counterpanes with needlework representing hunting scenes, stags, dogs, &c.

Elsewhere, Manrique speaks of gudḍīs, from the Hind, gudḍī, a quilt. Linschoten (i. 62) has the two

in conjunction: “ey make also faire coverlits whi they call Godoriins Colchas, whi are very fair

and pleasant, stited with silke and also of coon of all colours and stitings.”

“e inhabitants [of Bengal], both men and women, are wondrously adroit in all manufactures,

su as of coon cloth and silks, and in needle-work, su as embroideries, whi are worked so

skilfully, down to the smallest stites, that nothing preier is to be seen anywhere.” Pyrard de Laval,

i. 329.

27  Cf. note 22, supra.

28  at is through the hot weather. “e summer [at Goa] beginneth in September, and continueth

till the last of Aprill. … en all ships are rigged and made ready to saile for all places.” Linschoten, i.

233.

29  Cossās. Dr. Wise quotes a sanad dated 1700 in the possession of the descendants of ‘Isā Khān of

Khizrpūr, established at Jangalbārī, Mymensingh, and ordering them to keep in readiness 37 kosah

boats with 32 boatmen in ea (J. A. S. B., 1874, p. 214).

e word is frequently met with in the Portuguese writers, and it should have a place in Hobson-

Jobson.

e anonymous author of Relation du Naufrage d’un vaisseau Hollandais nommé Ter Schelling (no

year; aer 1673) states in connexion with Mir Jumla’s campaign against Assam (1663): “Chaque

gourabe (cf. Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Grab) étoit apuyée de quatre kosses: ce sont des batimens à rames qui

ne servent qu’à remorquer. Ils sont montés de quatre-vingts hommes.” [H.]

Manrique uses the word cossa frequently, sometimes in conjunction with geliā. Cossās were light

warships, used on the Ganges, and scarcely fit for the open sea. Johnson’s Bengali Dictionary gives

kosā = a canoe. We find the word pericousse in Chap. LXXXII.

“ey have [in Bengala] many great boats whi they cal pericose, wherewithall they go from

place to place and buy Rice and many other things: these boates have 24. or 26. oares to rowe them,

they be great of burthen, but have no couerture” (c. 1586). Ryley, Fitch, p. 114.

Patalās. “All the Saltpeeter is sent hence [from Patna] to Hugly in great fla boomed Vessels, of

an Exceedinge Strength, whi are called Patellas; ea of them will bring downe 4, 5, 600. Bengala

maunds.” Bowrey, 225; and see his illustration, p. 277.

ey were large flat-boomed, clinker-built boats, of about 35 tons burthen. Cf. Colesworthy

Grant, quoted in Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Paello.



30  Text has tapias (Span.), i.e. rammed clay or mud-walls. It may here mean a wall smeared with

cow-dung and mud (Hind. līp).

31  Pringle in his Select. from the Consultations of the Agent … of Fort St. George (1681), Madras,

1893, p. 69, n. 78, regrets “that we have almost lost this useful word for Mussulmans of whatever

race”. In Ceylon, “Moorman” is still used. Cf. Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Moor.

32  Paṭnā. Now head-quarters of the Province of Bihār and Orissa.

33   Akbar’s Court in 1577, when Tavares must have arrived, was more probably at Fatḥpūr Sīkrī

than at Agra. In 1580 the Jesuits met at Fatḥpūr some of Tavares’s men who had remained behind.

Tavares has been described as “a man well versed in politics and state affairs, who was Commandant

of Hūglī Bandel. He came to Court in 1576.” J. A. S. B., 1888, p. 34; Monserrate, 1; and notes 35, 37

infra.

34  Note 12 of Chap. II.

35  is perhaps is the origin of the 777 bighas of land formerly held by the Monastery of Bandel,

mu of whi has been lost through the encroaments of unscrupulous natives and endless

litigation. Cf. J. H. da Cunha Rivara, O Chronista de Tissuary, 1866, pp. 60–2. e farmān there

aributed to Shāh Jahān may have been merely confirmatory of the earlier grant made under Akbar.

Cf. also Father Hosten’s article on Bandel in Bengal: Past and Present, 1915, Jan.-Mar, pp. 47–48.

[H.]

36  Injīl (Arab.), a corruption of the Greek , the Gospel or New Testament.

37  H. Beveridge (J. A. S. B., 1888, p. 34; 1904, pp. 53–4) suggests that Tavares may be the same as

the Partāb Bār of the Akbarnāma. e allusion in the Akbarnāma runs thus: “e tribute of Bengal

consisted of the oicest productions of Bengal, and of fiy-four elephants. Along with these came a

European, called Partāb Bar, one of the ief merants of the ports of Bengal, who was accompanied

by Basurbā, his wife; he was graciously received at Court, and his sound sense and up-right conduct

won the favour and esteem of the Emperor.” E. M. H., vi. 59. Partāb Bar is a fairly good approximation

to Pero Tavares. Tab Bārsu, the form in the Darbār-i-Akbarī, is still closer. Par would stand for Pero.

Blomann (Ain, i. 440) identifies Bartab Bār Firingī or Partáb Firingī with the Portuguese Governor

of Hūglī who gave protection to Mīr Najāt.

e passage in the Akbarnāma might mean that Tavares was established at Sātgāṇw as Captain of

the Portuguese. e fact that there was a Vicar at Sātgāṇw (1578), Julian Pereira, “Gangaridis

Arimystes”, as Monserrate (see note 41) calls him, suggests a “Vicar de la Vara”, with clergy under

him in Bengal, and a ur—however modest it may have been in those days—at least at Sātgāṇw.

It is curious that Tavares should have brought his wife with him to Fatḥpūr. Her name is wrien

Nashurna, Nasunta, Basurba, in various MSS. Beveridge proposes “Assunta” (J. A. S. B., 1904, p. 53, n.

2).

e event of Tavares’s arrival is recorded in the Akbarnāma under the 23rd year of Akbar’s reign, i.

e. 1579. is date cannot be made to tally.

Tavares must have been ba at his new selement in 1580, and, if he wrote to the Bishop of

Coin by the first monsoon, his leer could not have been addressed to Don Fray Andrea de Santa

Maria, since he governed the See of Coin only from 1588 to 1610. He administered the

Arbishopric of Goa from 1593 to the 1st October 1595, died at Goa on the 10th November 1618, and

was buried in the Chapel of St. Andrew in the Franciscan Convent da Madre de Deos. He was of the

Order of the Minorites, that is a Franciscan. Cf. C. Christovāo de Nazareth, Mitras Lusitanas, i. 79–85

and iii. 27–28. [H.]

38  An Augustinian of the same name was, Manrique tells us, killed at Dacca (in 1632?). When the

Mullas of Dacca heard of the destruction of Hūglī, they penetrated into the Monastery of Dacca and

beat the Friar so severely that he died within two days. See Chap. LXXXII.



39  Fray Juan de la Crus. Cf. Hosten, J. A. S. B., 1911, p. 53. He was grievously wounded at the

time of the siege of Hūglī in 1632, and died at Goa in June 1638. Cf. also Hosten, Bengal: Past and

Present 1915, Jan.-Mar, “A week at the Convent of Bandel Hūglī”.

40    See Sieardo, Cristiandad del Japón, Chap, III, where a short account of the beginnings of the

Augustinian Mission in Bengal is given. [H.]

41  See notes to Appendix on the Fall of Hūglī for the correction of the ronology here.



CHAPTER V

Of the Arrival of the Augustinian Brethren in the Kingdoms of Bengala.

[16/1] IF in ancient days the kingdom of Latium used to rejoice at the

return of their laurel-wreathed Caesars, with what mu beer reason could

the Shores of the Ganges rejoice at the appearance of the glorious rays of

that Divine Sun of the Chur, my great Father Saint Augustin. And if a

Caesar’s arrival used to render those lands ri and plentiful with spoils

taken from the foe, the Brethren by their arrival were about to enri and

fructify the arid and sterile wastes of that infidelity with spoils taken from

the enemy of all mankind. So, when the ministers of the Gospel

disembarked they were cordially welcomed by the Portuguese, the Moors,

and the natives of the country, though no doubt for different reasons. e

Christians received them with that true affection whi is the meed of their

spiritual leaders, the pagans for their own private reasons, mainly, indeed,

because they knew the Christians would not stay without their priests. All

worked in concord [16/2] in the erection of a Chur and Monastery, so that

in a very short time the necessary materials were collected and the work

was started. e foundations of the Mother Chur1 were thus laid on the

day on whi the Celestial Empress entered Heaven in triumph, a presage of

that triumph whi she was to gain over Satan by rescuing so many souls,

then held in bondage to the hateful teaing of idol-worship, and of the false

prophet Mahoma, through the invincible weapons of the law of the Gospel.

ese servants of God and workers in His vineyard, therefore, soon found

it necessary to separate. So leaving two in arge of the newly founded

selement, the other three started to sow the word of God in neighbouring

territory. ey, meanwhile, informed the Father Provincial in India of this

and asked for more workers.

e fame of the new selement spread rapidly, during the first monsoon,

over a large part of India, and many Christians, both Portuguese and native,

came thither. But these people were generally indigent, most of the

Portuguese [17/1] being highway robbers and men of loose lives.2



e City continued to be filled by su folk. e Captain assisted every

one; to some he gave gis of money, to some he made loans, while he stood

security for others. All started trading and soon raised Ugulim to the position

of one of the riest towns in the East.

As soon as our Provincial had learnt how well maers were proceeding in

Bengala and of the ri fruit the five labourers, whom he had sent out, were

gathering from among those heathen people, he began to sear for more

men to be sent during the next monsoon, and appointed some who were at

Coim. He thus sent seven more Brethren,3 with whose help the cultivation

of our Lord’s vineyard spread, they erecting two more Chures in the

district of Angelim, one in the City itself and the other in the Bandel4 or

Village of Banja, where a large concourse of merants was wont to

assemble to deal in sugar, wax, and ginghams, whi, as I mentioned above,

are cloths woven half of grass and half of silk,5 a very light stuff, cool to

wear in the hot season.

In the same year, moreover, some of our Augustinian Brethren penetrated

into the Principality of Ourixa in the Government of the Nababo of

Chateka,6 from whom they obtained formones and favourable edicts

permiing the erection of a Chur and Residency in the City of Piple, a port

already [17/2] popular with the various peoples of India owing to its great

trade and commerce.7

Later, as time went on, our Brethren penetrated still farther into the

interior of those principalities until they reaed the City of Daa or Daca,

as the Lusitanian idiom has it.8 is is the ief city in Bengala and the seat

of the principal Nababo or Viceroy, appointed by the Emperor, who

bestowed this viceroyalty, on several occasions, on one of his own sons.9 For

this City is to-day, as I said, the ief City, and as su, the metropolis of

those in Bengala. It stands in a wide and beautiful plain on the banks of the

famous and here fructifying Ganges10 river, beside whi the City stretes

for over a league and a half. e well-known suburbs of Manaxor at one end

and of Narandin and Pulgari11 at the other serve to round off the City

suitably. ese suburbs are Christian selements, in whi my sacred Order

possesses a picturesque though small Monastery with a good Chur.12 Here



the celebration of Divine worship in the midst of this vast Paganism also

teaes it the real road to salvation.

Many strange nations resort to this City on account of its vast trade and

commerce in a great variety of commodities, whi are produced in

profusion in the ri and fertile lands of this region. ese have raised the

City to an eminence of wealth whi is actually stupefying, especially when

one sees and considers the large quantities of money whi lie principally

[18/1] in the houses of the Cataris,13 in su quantity indeed that, being

difficult to count, it used commonly to be weighed. I was informed also, that

the indigenous population of this Gangctic emporium and its suburbs

exceeded two hundred thousand, irrespective of visitors who come in great

numbers from all parts. Some of these came on mercantile business in order

to take advantage of the great facilities offered by the place; others,

followers of Mars, aracted by the high mainas,14 that is monthly pay and

allowances whi are given on those frontiers. Nor was one less astounded

at the great profusion to be found there of every kind of useful article and

every species of food whi a human being could desire, especially in its

numerous Bazares or markets. I used to be surprised at the number and

varieties of domesticated and wild birds sold alive in them at very low rates,

indeed almost given away. us for less than one silver real15 one could

oen purase twenty turtle-doves16 or fieen big wild pigeon, while other

articles of the same kind sold at about similar prices. e vast pecuniary

advantages derived by the Emperors and Mogol Rulers from this City are

incredible. I will, therefore, leave it there, merely stating what I have had it

told me as an indisputable fact, that from the Betele [18/2] or Indian leaf

alone they received in dues four thousand rupees a day, that is two thousand

pesos in our money. What added materially to the ries of this City was the

juxtaposition of the fertile and pleasant principalities of Bacala, Solimanvās,

and Catrabo.17

e earliest Brethren built in this city another Chur aaed to a

Residency, and later on two more in the Bandeles of Siripur and Noricul.18

Here they suffered mu persecution, meeting with great opposition in the

preaing of the Gospel, especially from the Maumetan Moulās, who are the

professional exponents of the Alcoran and who also cut the throats of all



animals used as food; so that in places where there is a Moulā it is considered

highly improper for people themselves to kill animals for food.19

ese men, as I say, in collusion with certain Dravizes,20 who live retired

from the world and are held to be Pires,21 that is saints, intrigued with the

Nababo’s senior wife to get the Brethren persecuted and so driven away. To

effect this they instilled the greatest fear into the common people, telling

them that God would punish them severely if they allowed these Caffares,22

that is men without faith, to live amongst Mussulamanes, a people osen of

God. ey stated that the Brethren were the Xeques23 of the Nazarenes,

whi is the same as saying that they were Christian Priests, men who

encouraged the eating of pig’s flesh [19/1] and drinking of wine, in hatred of

their Great Prophet Mahomet, who in his Foran24 or Alcoran, held it to be

Aram25 or a mortal sin. Hence they should ase them away and not listen

to their false doctrines. ese aempts at persecution would have succeeded

had the Brethren not obtained the support of the Emperor and consequently

of the Nababo. is was permied to happen by God to aid the spreading of

His sacred faith.

e Emperor Akbar as well as his son and successor Ziahanguir or

Ianguir,26 as he is ordinarily styled by the people, tried several times to

confer land on the Brethren for their maintenance or to assign them

mainas,27 a monthly cash grant paid from the nacassares28 or Imperial

treasury. But the Augustinian Brethren would never accept su gis either

in this empire or in Persia or any other infidel Kingdom in whi they

seled,29 because most of these Asiatic Monars and Princes merely extend

su graciousness to strangers as an offset to expected services and benefits.

For, as I remarked before, they hope owing to the presence of the Brethren

that their country will more readily aract Christian merants. But when

they find that they are not receiving the benefits they expected, being

unwilling to expend money without any return, they seek an opportunity for

expelling them.

is happened to certain Brethren who aempted to obtain possession of

lands and other sources of income [19/2]. ey got into difficulties and were



expelled with ignominy.30 For religious Orders whi profess to uphold the

apostolic spirit in missions and propagate the Gospel must make spiritual

ends their object, leaving secular maers to those who, bearing the name of

merant, professionally follow trade. If the Brethren act contrary to this

they suffer the same fate that many examples ancient and modern have

shown us always befall su. To avoid these untoward consequences the

Augustinian Missionaries prefer to subsist on the alms made to them by the

faithful and even by some infidels, and secondly on quarterly grants alloed

by the Most Serene Kings of Portugal, though these are occasionally le

unpaid owing to the dishonesty of ministers.

Withal the provincial religious heads assist them as far as they can in view

of the poverty of Religion. Moreover, it is the greatest possible slur on the

real spirit with whi missionaries set forth to spread the Catholic Faith, as

well as a great disturber of their spiritual calm, that the Brethren should

undertake to trade and to deal in merandise in the districts in whi they

have Residencies, especially if these are places to whi merants resort, or

that they should desire that all the trade should pass through their hands,

bribing the Governors and ief officials of the locality, [20/1] all for worldly

gain.31 ey forget that su acts stand on a foundation of clay whi lasts

but a short time, while they are ill received and detested by Christian and

infidel alike, who are both equally scandalized, and even if the Faith these

men prea does not thus lose its respect among Christians [20/2] it greatly

lessens its credit among infidels. But what is worse is when su acts, or

even more evil acts, come to the ears of those in authority, who should set

maers right, they quietly ignore them or even conceal them. May God in

His infinite mercy make su toleration of ill acts wholly impossible before

His impeccable justice.

BACALA, SOLIMANVĀS, CATRABO
(Note 17, page 45).

Bacala. is place has vanished. Mr. Beveridge (The District of Bākarganj,

26, 27) states that Bākla was a general name for the Bākarganj district. It was



held by one of the twelve bhuyas of Bengal. We find it as Bogla in the ’Ain-

i-Akbari (ii. 134). Fit mentions it (Fitch, 118). e village of Kaua is

conjectured to be on the site of Bākla. e rulers were known as the Rajas of

Chandra-dwīp.

Solimanvas. Evidently Sulaimān-vās, or “Sulaiman’s selement”. is is

the present district of Selimābād, a very large pargana. “It comprises most of

the land in the west central part of the district [of Bākaiganj], and even

extends across the Baleshwar into the Baghahāt sub-division of the Jessore

district. According to Professor Blomann, this pargana was originally

called Sulaimānābād, aer Sulaiman Shāh of Bengal, and he suggests that

the name may have been anged to Selīmābād in honour of Akbar’s son,

Prince Selīm, aerwards known as Prince Jehāngīr. I have, however, never

seen it designated by any other name than Selimābād. It belonged to Sarkār

Fathābād.” Beveridge, loc. cit., 118–19, 249; Blomann, Contr. to Geogr. and

Hist. of Bengal, 1873, p. 10. In Solimanvās the ending vās replaces the more

usual ābād of the Muḥammadans, altered by the Hindūs to a form they

understood. “In the introduction to a Sanskrit Dictionary, the author gives

the following genealogy of his patron: Muhā or Murhā Khān, son of ‘Isā

Khān, son of Silamāna Khān (Note by Rai Monmohan Chakravarti.) From

the proximity of Solimanvās to the ancestral possessions of ‘Isā Khān, we

suggest that Solimanvās was thus called aer ‘Isā Khān’s father.

Catrabo. is place is identified by Mr. H. Beveridge with Katrabuh or

Katibāri near Sābhār, in the Mānikganj subdivision, where there is still a

“tappa” called Kathorabo. Cf. Proc. A. S. B., 1903, p. 133; J. A. S. B., 1904, p.

62. Dr. Wise thus identifies it (J. A. S. B., 1875, xliv, p. 182). “Catrabo is

Katrabo, now a ‘tappa’ on the Lakhya, opposite Khizrpūr, whi for long

was the property of the descendants of ‘Isā Khān Masnad-i-‘Alī.” Branes of

the family are still seled at Katrabo (J. A. S. B., 1874, p. 211). Khizrpūr is

located by Dr. Wise at 9 miles from Dacca and 3 miles W. of Sunārgāon

(ibid., p. 212), the laer place being, according to local tradition, equivalent

to Magrāpārā. Cf. Notes on Sunárgáon, J. A. S. B., 1874, p. 89. ese

conclusions of Dr. Wise are borne out by the fact that van den Broee’s map

(1658–64?, cf. Valentyn, Vde Deel, Amsterdam, 1724) locates Caerabo

below Sonārgāon. Fr. Francis Fernandez, S.J., visited Katrabo in 1599 from

“Siripur”: “I went also on a tour to Catrabo, whi is in the lands of the



Mousandolin [the Masnad-i-‘Alī was then ‘Isā Khān] to see whether there

would be any means of making conversions; but I found that nearly all were

Mahometans. ere are also some foreign merants, who come from, and

go to, Agra, Lahor and other towns of the Great Mogor.” (Cf. du Jarric,

Bordeaux, 1614, iii. 829.) Compare with Fit’s account of Sonārgāon (1586):

“e ief King of all these countries was called Isacan [‘Isā Khān], and he is

the ief of all the other Kings, and is a great friend to the Christians”, many

of whom, Portuguese and half-castes, were doubtless in his service by this

time. Dr. Wise aaed undue importance to Abbate Tosi’s Dell’ India

Orientale, Descrittione Geografica …, Roma, 1669. Tosi never came to India.

His account of Bengal is based on Manrique. He may have had before him

contemporary maps, but the position he assigns to Tambolim (Tamluk) on

the Meghna near Loricul and Siripur goes strongly against him. Cf. J. A. S. B.,

1875, p. 182. Abūl Fazl says that ‘Isā Khān took Sonārgāon and Karābūh

(some editions have Katrābūh) whi was ‘Isā’s residence (J. A. S. B., 1904, p.

58). It seems that, with the decline of Sonārgāon, Katrābūh rose in

importance and that it was close to Sonārgāon. Mr. H. Beveridge’s

identification of Katrābūh with Goraboe of Rennell’s map, north of Dacca,

and a lile north of Ekdallah, on the right bank of the Lakhia or Banār,

appears to be unacceptable. Cf. ibid., 59. [H.]

e text is not quite clear here. Manrique has Los fertiles y deliciosos

Reynos de Bacala Solimanvās y Catrabo. En esta Ciudad. … Evidently “esta

ciudad” refers ba to Dacca, of whi he is thinking, the reference to the

neighbouring provinces being parenthetical. No ures are mentioned by

any authorities, moreover, in those three places. [C. L.]

SIRIPUR AND NORICUL (Note 18, p. 46).

e Chur of Siripur is again referred to by Manrique in 1640 in Chap.

LII. at of Noricul existed in 1682, as we see in Sicardo’s Cristiandad del

Japón, Chap. III.

Loricul appears in Whitur’s map (1769, printed 1776, Calcua reprint

1868) as Luricull; in Rennell’s Bengal Atlas, 1791, Plate XVII, as Luricool, 13

miles W. of Chandpour, between Rajanagur and Mulfutganj. According to

Blomann (cf. Contributions to the Geogr. and Hist. of Bengal, Calcua,

1873, p. 24), Loricul, the Noorkuly or Noricoel of Van den Broee’s map



(1660), is Norikol, due south of Dacca, and a lile south of the right bank of

the Kirtināsā. It is marked in van den Broee’s map with a cross, like other

Christian selements. Manrique spells the name Noricul. It appears in

Blaeuw’s map (1650) in an island at the mouth of the Meghna, under the

name Morculij. (Cf. Blomann, op. cit., Plate IV.) We find it spelt Merculij in

de Barros’s map of 1540. (Cf. Da Asia, Dec. iv, Pt. II, Lisboa, 1777, p. 450.)

Finally, the place is wrien Laḍhikol by Muḥammadan authors. (Cf. J. A. S.

B., 1907, p. 407.) In 1665, the Feringīs of Laḍhikol were engaged in the salt

trade. e ief merant on that side was Niolas de Payva (1675), who in

1685 lived at Noricul. Cf. Bengal: Past and Present, 1915, p. 46, n. I.

Rennell determines the position of Luricool (Laḍīkūl) very accurately. He

wrote on the 14th February, 1765: “e 14th in ye forenoon passed Luricule

whi is situated on the south side of the Creek. Luricule, once a remarkable

Village, lies almost half way betwixt ye Ganges and Megna, is about 28

miles S W. from Dacca, & 3 ESE. from Rajanagore. Here are ye ruins of a

Portuguese Chur, & of many bri houses.” (Cf. The Journals of Major

James Rennell…, edited by T. H. de La Toue, Mem. A. S. B., vol. iii, No. 3,

1910, p. 39. Cf. also pp. 31, 135–6.) Mr. La Toue’s suggested derivation of

the name of the place from the title of the Marquis of Lourical, Viceroy of

Goa in 1741, is untenable, since the place was mu older.

His identification of Luricule with Siripur Shāhabander is also an over-

sight. Rennell himself distinguishes Luricool from Serampur on the Meghna.

e Augustinians had a ur at Noricul and another at Siripūr or Srīpūr.

e Muḥammadan historians, too, distinguish Ladhikol from Srīpūr. Cf. J. A.

S. B., 1907, pp. 407, 408.

Srīpūr appears to be identical with the Serrepore of Fit (Fitch, 118, 119),

the Sherpur Feringhi of van den Broee’s map, and the Serampoure of

Rennell. According to Fit, Serrepore was six leagues from Sonārgāon, and

the king of the place was called Chondery. [is is supported by de Guzman,

who says he went from “Chandecan to Syripur, another port beyond it”. He

adds that its ief was called “the Codaray” (Chaudri) (de Guzman, Histoire

des la Missiones, 170). e term Chaudri is a common title. See Hobson-

Jobson, s. v. Chowdry. It is, however, also taken to be a proper name, that of

a ruler called “Chand Rai” (Foster, Early Indian Travellers, p. 28). [C. L.]] Fr.

Francis Fernandez, S.J., wrote from Syripur, the 14th January, 1599: “Syripur

is a selement pertaining to the great port” [Porto Grande, Chiagong], Cf.



Nova Relatio Historica de rebus in Ind. Orient … gestis, by N. Pimenta,

Moguntiae, MDCI, p. 15. e place had a Portuguese Bandel, and the king

was called Cederai, the Chondery of Fit, or his successor. Cf. Exemplum

epistolae P.N. Pimenta … Anno 1600 datae, Moguntiae, 1602, p. 81. Chandpur

was opposite the outpost of Srīpūr across the river, say the Muḥammadan

historians in 1665. Sangramgar was 21 kos from it. “From Dacca to Chatgaon

[Chiagong] six creeks (bahar) have to be crossed in boats; one of them is

the river of Srīpūr, whi is so broad that a boat can perform only one trip

across and ba in the whole day.” Cf. J. A. S. B., 1907, pp. 420, 421. Dr. Wise,

an excellent authority, places it at the junction of the Meghna and the Padda

or “Kirtumnāsā”. He writes: “Near Rājābārī, where these two great rivers

meet, an island called Srīpūr has always existed. ere is still a tradition that

it was formerly a great place of trade. At the present day, this island has

joined on to the mainland and is called Srīpūr Tek, i. e. Srīpūr Point. ere

was formerly a custom-house here, where sāyir, or transit duties, were

collected by the government.” Cf. J. A. S. B., 1874, p. 86. Else-where, Dr. Wise

places Srīpūr close to Bikrāmpūr, the seat of Chand Rāi and Kedar Rāi (J. A.

S. B., 1874, p. 202). Srīpūr must be the same as Bander, below Sornaquam

[Sonārgāon], in Blaeuw’s map, reproduced by Blomann (Contrib. to the

Geogr. and Hist. of Bengal, Calcua, 1873, or J. A. S. B., 1873, Pt. I), but the

fact must be noted that Blaeuw places Srīpūr on the east side of the Meghna.

en de Barros’s map mentions a Bandar, south of Dacca and Sonārgāon, but

north-east of the junction of the “Caor River” with the Meghna. Making

allowance for the great divergences exhibited by these early maps, the

Bandar of de Barros and Blaeuw occupies very nearly the position assigned

by van den Broee to “Caerabo”. On the other hand, van den Broee

distinguishes “Caerabo” and “Sherpoer-Firinghi”. In the Jesuit leers of

1599–1601 Catrabo and Siripūr are likewise differentiated. Tieffentaller

writes: “Siripour est à 21 M(illes) de Siriramghar, vers Satigan

[Chiagong].” Cf. J. Bernouilli, Descr. hist. et géogr. de l’Inde, Berlin, 1786,

tome I, p. 460. is may be compared with the distance, 21 kos, whi this

place is said to have been from Sangramghar. e Jesuits say that it was near

and opposite to the island of Sandwīp, six leagues off it. Cf. Fernao

Guerreiro, S.J., Relacam Annal of 1602–3, Bk. Ill, fol. 412. [H.]



Notes

1  is was dedicated to “Our Lady of the Rosary”, the monastery being called aer St. Niolas of

Tolentino, though oen spoken of as the Monastery of St. Augustin. e feast of the Assumption of

the Virgin falls on August 15th. e present Augustinian Chur at Hūglī bears the foundation-stone

of the original ur, whi is marked “1599”. e Augustinians came to Hūglī in this year and

started their ur. e ur of 1599 was destroyed at the fall of Hūglī in 1632. Cf. Bengal: Past

and Present, 1915, p. 41; Appendix, “e Fall of Hūglī”.

2  e Portuguese seled at Hūglī aer 1580 in consequence of the concession made to Tavares by

Akbar. Linsoten (1583–9) refers to Hūglī as “Porto Pequeno” and Chiagong as “Porto Grande”,

adding that these places “have no fortes nor any government nor policie as in India”. e Portuguese

in these places were under no control, a fact supported by Pyrard de Laval (i. 334). Cf. Linschoten, i.

95. e Portuguese in these places appealed freely to Goa when in trouble, but would accept no

control from there. Manrique’s account (Chap. LXXX) shows this, as he says that the Viceroy at Goa

informed Shāh Jahān that the Portuguese at Hūglī were not subject to his jurisdiction. ey used to

oose their own captains. Hence the Portuguese claim, made in the eighteenth century, to the land

round the Bandel Chur at Hūglī, on the ground that it was Portuguese Government land, betrayed

great ignorance of history. e Augustinians, indeed, always asserted that the land was granted to the

ur, whi was also not quite accurate. Cf. Hosten, Bengal: Past and Present, 1915, p. 106; J. H. da

Cunha Rivara, O Chronista de Tissuary, 1866, pp. 60–2.

3    If these men came one year aer the first contingent it must have been in 1600 and made the

total number in Bengal twelve. ese reports of enormous numbers of “conversions” are incredible.

us, in 1606, two Fathers in Bengal are credited with 62,606. Cf. F. Gironimo Gratiani (a Carmelite),

Zello della Propagazione della Fede … tradotto di Lingua Spagnola in Ifaliana, Roma: Stefano Paolini,

1610, p. 7; Torneux-Compano, Biblioth. Asiatique, Paris, 1841, p. 107, n. 950. [H.]

4  e word “Bandel”, a corruption of the Persian Bandar, “a wharf”, is applied to many places by

the Portuguese. As their selements passed inland the word went with them and hence soon came to

mean merely a “selement” of Portuguese or other Europeans or a “quarter” of a town in whi they

had their houses = a “selement of foreigners”. us Father Farinha, S.J., speaks of the Portuguese,

Japanese-Christian, and European Bandels, and Guerrero (Anal. 153) mentions “Bandeles o lugares”,

i.e. “Bandels or Selements”.

Banja appears to have been on an important river, as Sieardo (Cristiandad del Japón, Chap. III)

mentions it as a port of importance. Van den Broee’s map (c. 1660) shows Banja between Kindua

and Tamluk (Tamboli). For Kindua (Kendoa), see Hedges, Diary, II, cxxx: III, ccvii. Yule identifies it

with Kontai. Valentyn (1724, Vde Deel, 159) gives “Tamboli and Banzia” as two Portuguese villages.

Banja may have been on the Haldī river. But see in ornton’s map “Paps of Banja”. Cf. Hedges,

Diary, iii, App. See our author, Chaps. II, n. 3, XXXVII for events at Banja, Tambolin, and Moxodol,

the last perhaps Mysadol. P. F. Diego de la Concepcion was the Father in arge at Banja in 1635, he

being then 69 and having spent 28 as a missionary in Bengal out of 51 years of priesthood. [H.]

5  Ginghams of grass and silk. See Chap. IV, n. 25, and Linschoten (i. 95), who notes how this grass

yarn was “sometimes mixed and woven with silke, although those of the hearbe it selfe are dearer

and more esteemed, and is mu fayrer than silke”. Manrique’s description of Bengal ginghams as a

mixture of silk and grass should be given in Hobson-Jobson.

6  e Nawab of Cua, the ief city in Orissa, was dependent on Dacca. See Hobson-Jobson, s. v.

Cua.

Before his death in 1578, Hussain lī Beg, alias Khān Jahān, had annexed the whole of Bengal,

Bihār, and Orissa, including Cua, to the Mughal Empire. “With Daood Khan (killed in 1576)



terminated the line of Bengal Kings who had reigned in succession over that country for 236 years;

and with him was brought to a conclusion the sovereignty of the Afghan nation over that Province,

of whi they had held the uncontrouled possession for nearly four centuries.” Stewart, Bengal, pp.

164, 167.

7  e year when the Augustinians went to Pīplī cannot be determined from Manrique’s account.

We suggest that it was before 1610.

Manrique visited Pīplī in 1636, and le it for Goa on 25 Feb. 1638. For a description of the place, see

Chap. XXXIX. He found there Fray Sebastian de los Martires and Fray Baltasar de S. Ursula. e

Augustinians do not appear at Balasor before 1640. Balasor became an important place aer the

Portuguese were driven out by the Moors in 1636. Pīplī then decayed. Cf. Diary of Streynsham

Master, pp. 322 sqq., quoted in Bowrey, p. 162, n. 3.

8  The Augustinians of Dacca. We do not know the precise date when they seled there. ey had

a residence there in 1632.

9  Shāh Jahān, son of Jahāngīr, was Governor of Dacca from 1622 to 1625, and his own son Sultān

Shujā’ in 1639.

10    Manrique here uses the word “Ganges” in its general sense of “river” for one of the minor

annels of the Ganges. e Ganges has sometimes shied its course in the Dacca direction. Father

Tieffentaller, in 1765, says that Dacca stands on the “Bouri” Gangā, “Bouri” (buḍhī) meaning old.

Gangā means primarily “a river”.

11  Manaxor, Narandin, Pulgari, suburbs of Dacca. Fr. C. Niard, C.S.C., wrote to Father Hosten from

Bishop’s House, Dacca (April 30, 1911): “About three-quarters of a mile from our place, there is still a

quarter called Narandia (sic). I inquired whether there had been Christians there. A very old

Musulman told me that, when he was still a boy, there was a Christian living there, by name Chand.

Nobody remembers having seen, or heard of, other Christians living there before or aer. Narandia is

close to the European Cemetery. Whether this fact has any connexion with a former selement of

Christians, I could not ascertain. Not very far away from Narandia and closer to the river, there was a

small Fren possession. Only one house there belongs at present to the Fren Government.

“I have not traced Pulgari; but. about three-quarters of a mile from Narandia, north-westwards,

and a lile more than a mile from our place, just close to the Railway Station, there is a quarter

called Phulbaria, or Phulberia. In that place there were, not long ago, many Christians belonging to

the Portuguese Mission. As there was no Chur in their quarter, they aended at one of the two

Portuguese Chures: the one in Babur Bazar, half a mile from our place, and Tezgong, about three

miles from here. Only two or three families remain. e others have died, or have gone elsewhere;

some have become Musulmans: of these three are still living, and the Musulmans living in the place

gave me their names.”

In a leer from the same place (June 6, 1911), Fr. Niard added that there is still in Dacca a quarter

called Monesshor, the real spelling of whi would be Maneshvar; but he could not say whether any

remini-scences of an old Christian selement survived. e Christians that might be there must

belong to the Padroado jurisdiction. [H.]

It may be remarked that the x in Manaxor should, as usual, be pronounced like sh.

12    Manrique was at Dacca in 1640. e Augustinian then at Dacca was Padre Fray Juan de la

Trinidad (Chap. XLVIII). évenot (edn. of 1687, Pt. III, p. 68) writes: “e Augustinians have a

Monastery there also.” On the Augustinians at Dacca (1666), cf. Ball, Tavernier, i. 128; Storia do

Mogor, ii. 86 (A. d. 1663). [H.]

13   Hedges mentions “Cuarees. Another Sect principally about Agra” (Diary, iii. 311). e word

represents khatrī It is the name of a trading class found throughout India, but mainly in the Panjab.

Whether there is any connexion between them and the khatrī (Skt. kshatriya) or military clan seems



doubtful. See Crookes, Tribes and Castes of the N.W.P., iii. 264; Ibbetson, Panjab Census Report, 1881.

In the Census Reports of Bengal many tradesmen return themselves as khatrīs.

14  Mahīnā (Pers.): month, whence monthly pay. Sir Riard Temple remarks aptly that the Indian

custom of monthly payments still obtains for every kind, of servant, from highest to lowest, official,

commercial, and private. It has passed into and become general in England, we may add. Cf. Bowrey,

p. 83, n. 4.

15    Abbate Tosi, translating this passage into Italian, makes the “real” equal to one julio (12

American cents). Manrique distinguishes two kinds of real. In Chap. VI he gives us the following

equation: Re. 1 =  peso = 4 Spanish reales. Hence, the real was worth 4 as. In Chap. LIV: I gold

mohur = Rs. 13 = 6  pesos or reales of eight. Hence the real (ryall) of eight = 1 peso = Rs. 2. e real,

or “piece of 8 reals” of Seville, varied from about 4s. 6d. to 4s. 10d., the rupee being taken at 2s. 3d.

Tavernier notes on the different classes of real, stating that those of Seville are the best, the exange

being at 213 rupees to 100 reals. Ball, Tavernier, i. 24.

16  Twenty turtle-doves for four annas. It would be easy to multiply instances of the eapness of

victuals in India about that time.

17  See note at end of apter.

18  See note at end of apter.

19  Mullā (Hind.) is a corruption of the Arabic word maulā. It is in India used for a Muḥammadan

lawyer, doctor, or soolmaster.

Mullās slaughtering animals. “No animal, except fish and locusts, is lawful food unless it is

slaughtered according to the Muḥammadan law, namely, by drawing the knife across the throat and

windpipe, the carotic arteries and the gullet, repeating at the same time the words ‘Bi’smi’llāhi,

Allāhu-Akbar’, i. e. ‘In the name of God; God is great.’ A clean animal so slaughtered becomes lawful

food for Muslims, whether slaughtered by Jews, Christians, or Muḥammadans, but animals

slaughtered by either an idolater or by an apostate from Islām is not lawful.” Hughes, Dict. Islām, s.v.

Food.—It is still a common custom among Indian Muḥammadans to have animals slaughtered by

Mullas when possible. Manrique, as here, always speaks of “the ‘Alcoran’, whi gives it the double

article ‘Al-rān’, being itself ‘the rān’”. See Hobson-Jobson, s. v. Alcoran.

20  Darwesh (Pers.), a religious mendicant. It is used as synonymous with faqīr (Arab.). See Hobson-

Jobson, s.v. Dervish.

21  Pīr (Pers.), a saint, a spiritual guide. See Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Peer.

22  Kāfir (Arab.). One who does not believe in Islām; an infidel. Cf. Hobson-Jobson, s. v. Caffer.

23    Shaikh (vulg. Shekh, Arab.), a venerable old man, a ief, a prelate. In India it is used of

Muḥammadan converts from Hinduism, and is looked on, by Paṭhāns for instance, as a sign of

inferior grade. See Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Sheikh.

24  AI-Furqān is one of the titles of the rān, meaning “that whi distinguishes between good

and evil”.

25  Ḥarām (Arab.), unlawful, forbidden. A case of dropping the h. See Chap. II, n. 17.

26  e text has Xaziahan o Ianguir, but is corrected to Zia-hanguir (Jahāngīr) among the errata.

27  Ante, note 14.

28  is word is a puzzle. It is not in Hobsoll-Jobson. For discussion, see Chap. LVIII, n. 13.

29  ere is nothing in the canons forbidding su acceptance, but it may be according to the spirit

of religious institutes to esew similar favours. Shāh ’Abbās of Persia offered 400 tomāns or 16,000

pardaos of Goa, to the Augustinians of Ispahān, but they refused to accept them. e King of Spain

assigned them a yearly subsidy from the custom house of Congo (Kung-bandar), a harbour in Persia

about 100 miles west of Gombroon. Annaes Marit., 1843, p. 383, states that the Monastery of Ispahān

received yearly 2,500 xerafins from the Estado. On the other hand, how shall we explain the gi of



777 bighas of land made to the Monastery of Bandel either by Shāh Jahān (1633) or Sultān Shuja

(1646)? Manrique seems to be somewhat carried away by zeal for his Order. See Chaps. XXV, n. 7,

XLIII, n. 1.

30  To what countries and to whom does Manrique allude?

31  Priests and Brothers are forbidden to trade by the canons. e arge of trading, particularly in

diamonds, will oen be found in the old travellers, e.g. Tavernier, a dealer in diamonds himself, and

one very keen on his business, but the cases he alleges are suspicious. Cf. Ball’s Tavernier, p. 340. No

authenticated case appears to exist in whi a religious community insisted on all goods passing

through their hands. It cannot be denied, however, that the synods were repeatedly obliged to remind

priests of the canons forbidding every form of trade. e wonder oen is what they found to live on.

Cf. Bullarium Patronatus Portugalliae, App. I, p. 273, Dec. xiii (A. d. 1599). [H.]



CHAPTER VI

Which deals with the fertility and commercial resources of the Kingdoms of

Bengala subject now to the Grand Mogol.

[20/1] THE principalities of Bengala consist of twelve provinces, that is to

say, Bengala, Angelim, Ourixa, Jassor, Chandekan, Midnimpur, Catrabo,

Bacalā, Solimanvās, Bulvā, Daccā, and Rajamol, as the Portuguese pronounce

the name, while the local pronunciation is Ragmeell.1 In former times all

these Provinces were subject to a pagan Monar, known as the Bengalque

Pada,2 whi means Emperor of Bengala. So great, indeed, was his power

that he was one of the principal Monars in India, ranking with the rulers of

Cambaya and Narsinga.

[20/2] is monar of Bengala lived in the city of Gouro,3 whi will be

described in due course. Under him he had twelve Princes, one in ea of

these Provinces, and known to the people as the twelve Boiones of Bengala.4

ey are now all subject to the Mogol Empire owing to the civil wars whi

broke out between them aer the fall and destruction of the Emperor of

Bengala. e grand Mogol then appointed his Nababos, who, as I said,

correspond to Viceroys with us, to all these Provinces. ese, in their turn,

appoint Governors or Seguidares of their own wherever they considered

they can thus best serve their private interests. In order to keep the people of

the country more subject and impotent [21/1] they augment their tribute,

making them pay four or six months’ tribute in advance. ey only hold

their governorship for a short period, simply at the Emperor’s wish, who,

when they least expect it, either transfers them to more important positions

or merely deprives them of their governorship. On this account they are

always used to exact all the tribute in advance, oen by force, and, when the

wreted people have no means of paying this, they seize their wives and

ildren, making them into slaves and selling them by auction, as they are

heathens.5 In spite of su violence the Bengalas are so averse to paying

money that some sections of the community hold that the payment of this



tribute is a great humiliation, unless they have first been severely beaten. If

they pay this tribute without being first well astised they are received very

coldly by their wives, who give them, in revenge, very poor meals for

several days, upbraiding them with being useless men and cowards, for

surrendering so easily money it had cost them su pains to amass.

e climate of this part is on the whole healthy, the water, both of the

Ganges and of other local streams, being excellent. Abundant crops of food-

stuffs are met with, especially wheat, rice, vegetables, [21/2] sugar-cane, ghī,

and numerous oils, excepting that of the olive, and the flesh of various

animals both domestic and wild is plentiful. e Rice is far superior to that of

Europe, particularly the scented variety,6 whi is not only of extraordinary

fineness and delicacy of flavour, but even retains its fragrance aer it has

been cooked, owing to its containing a large quantity of odoriferous

constituents. is profusion of food-stuffs is, moreover, obtainable at very

low prices, as a candil7 of rice, whi is equivalent to fourteen paras, or

about fourteen of our salemines,8 costs only three, or at most four rupees,

one rupee being equal to half a peso9 or four Spanish reals. A cantaro of ghī,

holding twelve azumbres,10 can be purased for two rupees: a bundle11 of

Sugar-cane, weighing from seven to eight arrobas, sells for from five to six

pesos.

As regards the flesh of animals, a cow, in many parts, costs three or four

reals, and twenty to twenty-five iens one peso.12 Other commodities

sell on the same very eap basis. Vineyards do not exist in Bengala, and

hence no wine made from grapes is met with, except that imported by the

Portuguese from Portugal.13 ey, however, make a fermented liquor from

rice. e rice, in the husk, is soaked in large jars or vats for three or four

days, until it ferments and decomposes partially, being then boiled down

over a fire several times according to the strength desired. e liquor is very

potent and has the same effect on the senses as our wine [22/1] when drunk

to excess. ey also manufacture another, mu more viscous liquor, from

sugar, whi they call in those parts jagra,14 boiling it also down to

whatever consistency they require, and if you moisten a cloth in either of

these liquors it flares up as if it had been steeped in oil.



In the Principality of Midinimpur they manufacture very valuable

odoriferous oils from flowers and other scented substances,15 whi are

exported to all parts; for practically all Oriental peoples anoint themselves

with scented oils, both men and women, aer the daily bath, and it is sent,

therefore, to gratify the desires of men of high position and wealth.

ese Provinces of Bengala are very extensive and are mu frequented

by foreigners, owing to the trade there, both in food-stuffs, as I have

remarked above, as also in fine cloth. So extensive is the trade that over one

hundred vessels are yearly loaded up in the ports of Bengala with only rice,

sugar, fats, oils, wax, and other similar articles.

Most of the cloth is made of coon and manufactured with a delicacy and

propriety not met with elsewhere. e finest and riest muslins16 are

produced in this country, from fiy to sixty yards long and seven to eight

handbreadths [22/2] wide, with borders of gold and silver or coloured silks.

So fine, indeed,17 are these muslins that merants place them in hollow

bambus, about two spans long, and, thus secured, carry them throughout

Corazane,18 Persia, Turkey, and many other countries.

ese bambus are, as I mentioned before, a species of cane, mu like our

canes but beyond all comparison mu stronger, especially those styled

“male bambus”.19 Some of these are as thi as a man’s leg.20 ose bambus

whi do not exceed the size of a man’s arm in circumference are of great

commercial value, ea cane being worth from two to three hundred rupees,

owing to their being in high demand as poles for palanquins.21 ese being

of sufficient length can be ared in the centre, while the ends still give room

for two men, one at ea side. ese men, who bear the palanquin on their

shoulders, are, as it were, the bullos (bueyes) for su vehicles, and not

only are they so in fact but even are so in name, as they are called bueyes

throughout India.22

is country also produces a plant called Anfion23 resembling our hemp,

though the seed is rather finer and it is sown afresh every year. When it is in

flower it is called Posto.23 From this plant and its fruit a very bier bla

extract [23/1] is obtained, called by them Anfion,23 whi is largely used by

Orientals to assist in the gratification of lust and lewdness, by increasing



their sexual power.24 It must, however, be taken in measured quantity and

in moderation, as if taken in large quantity it is very injurious. ose who

are accustomed to it can, at most, take four or five pesos in weight.25 is

Anfion mixed with any proportion of oil is a powerful poison.26 One of its

properties is to make it impossible for any opium-eater [anfionistas]

addicted to this drug to pass a whole day without it, and, if by any ance

they are unable to procure some, they are like moribund persons until they

obtain it.27 Ea failure to procure it renders them weaker, so that if they

fail to obtain it for three or four days, or, at most, six days, they die. Bangue

and Posto have a similar effect. But Posto is taken in water with whi it is

well mixed up until a bier bla solution is formed. e drinking of this

solution enormously increases sexual power, but at the same time destroys

the natural strength and aer two or three years leaves them quite impotent

and with lile power for any kind of activity. Another effect of post,

bangue,28 and opium is to produce unconsciousness and to destroy the

intellectual powers.29

e ri, moreover, usually mix these drugs with nutmeg, mace, cloves,

Borneo camphor, ambar,30 and almiscre,31 all heating substances whi act

as an incentive towards the aainment of that particular end to whi all

their barbarous and bestial luxury is addressed.

ese three drugs, moreover, produce in phlegmatic persons a deep sleep,

laughter and eerfulness, driving away all thoughts of a depressing nature.

For, being mere Barbarians and people ignorant of our true and sacred

religion, they think only of pleasures of the flesh, believing that the highest

pit of human beatitude lies in them.

Notes

1  The twelve Provinces of Bengal. To be identified thus: Bengal, Hijilī, Orissa, Jessore (the original

text has “Jagarnae” corrected to “Jassor” in the errata in this text and also in the edition of 1653),

Chāndkhān, Medinipūr (Midnapūr) Katrābūh, Baklā, Sulaimānābād, Bhaluā, Dhākā, Rājmaḥal. See

note 4.

Rajamol. In Chap. LIV we have “Rajamòl, or according to the Industani pronunciation, Ragmehell”;

in Chap. LXXVI “Rajamol or Ragmehel”. Manrique’s second spelling seems to be a survival of the



earlier name A’g Mahal. Cf. Blomann, Contributions to the Geogr. and Hist. of Bengal (reprinted

from J. A. S. B., 1873, Pt. I), Calcua, 1873, p. 15.

Manrique returns to the subject of the geography of Bengal in his description of the 37 Provinces of

the Mughal Empire in Chap. LXXVI.

2  e word “Pada” is treated here as an honorific plural, as is usual to-day in ordinary spee in

referring to the King-Emperor or the Ruler of an Indian State. Hence, the plural ending que in

“Bengalque” represents ke, and not the singular ka, of the Hindustānī genitive. We have another

instance of this in “Delique Padà” in Chap. LXI.

3  Gaur. Cf. Chapters LIII, LIV, where he tells us lile about the ruins themselves, though he visited

them at the end of 1640.

4  e figure 12 seems to have had some mystic signification. Besides these twelve “Boiones”, that is

Bhuyas or landlords of Bengal, we have twelve kingdoms subordinate to Pegu (de Guzman, Historia,

p. 172). It is met with in early Indian literature also, as in the twelve distinguished men in

Vikramāditya’s Court. It also seems to occur in the building known as a “Bārah-darī”, i. e. Bārah-

dwārī or “twelve-doors”. ese are still common in Indian States, although the actual figure of 12

doors is seldom adhered to. ey usually take the form of an open ared audience-hall. For a full

discussion of the twelve Bhuyas see Hosten, J. A. S. B., 1913, p. 437; see also Keith, “e Unluy

Number 13”, J. R. A. S., 1916, p. 351. Does the word Buyin in Burmese represent “Bhuya”? See Phayre,

Hist. Burma, Index, s.v.

5  is sale of debtors (not being Muḥammadans) was common in Musalmān countries and also in

Burma before its annexation. Cf. J. Talboys Wheeler, Hist. of India, 1881, vol. ii, Pt. II, p. 423; Bowrey,

283–4. Hamilton (East India, i. 121) notes that he was himself em-powered to sell up the families of

his creditors in Taṭṭa without going to court.

6   One of the scented rices was known to the Portuguese as “Girasall”, from the Mar. “jiresāl” =

cummin-(like) rice, thus called from its smell. cf. Linschoten, i. 245, n. 9.

7  is is the Khandi (Mar.), a weight used in southern India, whi may be roughly put at 500 lb.,

but varying mu in different parts. It corresponded broadly to the Arabian bahār, and was generally

equivalent to 20 maunds, varying, therefore, with the maund. Cf. Hobson-Jobson, s. v. Candy and

Bahar. According to Valentyn (Vde Deel, 1724, p. 26), at Masulipatam: 20 measures = 1 candil; 3

candils = 5 parren milli;  parra milli =  of the parra of rice; 1 parra = 48 lb. At Palleacate the

weights and measures were again different. Cf. ibid., p. 70. In Bengal the candi = 1,200 lb. Cf. ibid., p.

179, where a list of the coins, weights, and measures used in Bengal will be found. e subject has at

all times been most perplexing.

8  e selamin or salamim, according to Portuguese dictionaries, is a dry measure answering to our

pe, not differing mu from it in quantity. e pe =  bushel = 8 quarts for grain, pulse, &c. In

Singhalese bīriya is defined as a parrah containing 24 neliyas or a quarter of a bushel. On the other

hand, Mr. D. Ferguson states that the parrah is in Ceylon a measure for rice, equal to 30 heaped sers,

the ser being “a measure of capacity about equal to a quart”. Cf. Storia do Mogor, iv. 443. In

Manrique the parā is equivalent to a salamim; see Linschoten, i. 245. [H.]

9    peso = 4 rcals of Spain, not the real of eight, whi = 1 peso = Rs. 2.

10    Cantaro means a large narrow-mouthed piter, and the quantity of liquid whi may be

contained in it. As a unit of liquid measure it varied from one region to another. But Manrique seems

to use cantaro here simply as “a vessel” whi happened to hold twelve azumbres (75 lb.). e cantaro

of Florence = 150 lb.; in other parts of Italy it was more or less. Cf. Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Bahar.

Varthema states (1510) that the bahar “weighs three of our cantari” (Varthema, 170).

e azumbre, arroba, and quintal are thus related:

intal (Ar. qantār) = 46 kilograms.



Arroba (Ar. Al-ruba’ or ) is the  of a quintal = 11 kg. 502 gm. (25 lb.).

Azumbre (Ar. Al-sumun or ) is the  of an arroba = 2 lit. 16 millilitres. e azumbre was used as

a measure for liquids.

11    Text has “fardo”. Anthony Vieyra Transtegano’s Dict. of the Engl. and Port. Languages,

London, J. Nourse, 1773, says that the fardo in India is a weight of 42 Portuguese pounds. Its other

meaning of “bale, pa of goods” or here “bundle” is appropriate. e arroba is defined as 32

Portuguese pounds of 16 oz. ea.

12    In those days of low population and unequal concentration of supplies, food almost

unprocurable in one place would be sold for practically nothing in another. Fedrici mentions buying

salted kine at half a Larine apiece (1581) or 12s. 6d. and “four wilde hogges ready dressed for a

Larine”. For Larine see Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Larin. A Larin at this time was worth about six annas.

otations of this kind could be multiplied ad lib. In Bowrey’s day (1669) prices were somewhat

higher in Bengal. See Blomann, Contributions, p. 22; Linschoten, i. 94; Bowrey, p. 193; Bernier, p.

438; Hamilton, East Indies, ii. 23. Cale even nowadays are sold at ridiculously low prices in years of

scarcity or famine.

13  Wine was imported into India in very early days, as it is mentioned as being taken to Broa

and other ports in the Periplus (McCrindle, Periplus, p. 27). Incidentally it may be also noted that

drunkenness is mentioned in the Mahābhārata, while the use of wine is inveighed against in the

Dharmashāstras on this account. Grapes were not grown in any part of India until modern times.

14   A fermented liquor made from rice is general throughout rice-growing regions su as Burma

and Assam. Jaggery is a coarse brown (or almost bla) sugar, made from the sap of various palms,

usually in the form of small round cakes. e word jaggery is a corruption of sugar, Skt. Sarkarā. Cf.

Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Jaggery, Toddy, Sugar; Dalgado, Vocabulario, s.v. Jagra.

15  “ere is likewise exported from Bengal mu scented oils, got from a certain grain, and divers

flowers: these are used by all the Indians aer bathing to rub their bodies withal.” Cf. Pyrard de Laval,

i, p. 328.

16  e text has cassas. Sir Riard Temple defines khāssa, “a coon cloth still used in India, soer

than long cloth, and closer than muslin”. See Bowrey, p. 230, n. 2. In the Ain we have khāçah in a list

of coon cloths (Blomann, Ain, i. 94). Cf. Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Muslin. Our own “gauze” is generally

said to be from Gaza, a town in Palestine where it is supposed to have been first manufactured, but

the Oxford Dict. notes that the derivation is doubtful.

17   Dacca was long famous for its muslins. roughout Central Asia the word Dāka is applied to

all muslins imported through Kābul. Cf. Hobson-Jobson, s. v. Dacca and Muslin. “Muhammad Ali

Beg, when returning to Persia from his embassy to India, presented Cha Sefi III with a cocoanut of the

size of an ostri egg, enried with precious stones; and when it was opened a turban was drawn

from it 60 cubits in length, and of a muslin so fine that you would scarcely know what it was that

you had in your hand. On returning from one of my voyages, I had the curiosity to take with me an

ounce of thread, of whi a livre’s weight cost 600 mahmudis [about £22 10s.], and the late Oueen-

Dowager, with many of the ladies of the Court, was surprised to see a thread so delicate whi almost

escaped the view.” Cf. Ball, Tavernier, ii. 7–8.

18  Khurāsān, in Persia.

19  Bamboos are popularly distinguished as male and female, the laer embracing all the common

species with hollow stems, the former title being given to a certain kind (in fact a species of a distinct

genus, Dendrocalamus strictus), whi has a solid or nearly solid core. is popular distinction by sex

was known to Ctesias (c. 400 B. C.). Cf. McCrindle, Ktesias, 10; Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Bamboo.

20   An endeavour was made in Pegu in 1855 to procure the largest obtainable bamboo. It was a

lile over 10 in. in diameter. Clusius saw two specimens at the University of Leyden, 30 . long and



from 14 to 16 in. in diameter. Cf. McCrindle, loc. cit., 70; Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Bamboo.

21  P. della Valle writes, “And these two, the palankins and the andors [a kind of doli] also differ

from one another, for in the andor the cane whi sustains it is … straight; whereas in the palankin …

the cane is ared upwards like this For this purpose, the canes are bent when they are small and

tender.” See Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Andor. See illustrations in Linschoten, original edition of 1598. In the

Ain, there is question of a kind of bamboo sold at 8 Ashrafīs (Mohurs) per piece. “ey are used for

making thrones.” Cf. Ain, i. 224: also Pyrard de Laval, i. 329; Linschoten, i. 91–2. ese palankins are

still in common use in the Indian States and amongst the old-fashioned.

22  Manrique is wrong here in his derivation. e word “boy” (servant) has of course nothing to do

with the Spanish buey (ox, bullo). It was originally the name of a palankin-bearer, from the name of

the caste, Telugu and Malayāl, bōyi, Tam. bōvi (cf. Bowrey, p. 87, n. 2), Hindi and Mahr., bhoī. Pyrard

de Laval (1610) also speaks of gentoos who are “comme Croeteurs et Porte-faix, qu’ils appellent

Boye, e’est a dire Bœuf, pour porter quelque pesãt fardeau que ce soit” (Edn. of 1676, ii. 27).

“Pyrard’s fanciful interpretation ‘ox’, Port, boi, may be due either to himself or to some Portuguese

friend who would have his joke. It is repeated by Boullaye le Gouz (p. 211), who finds a parallel

indignity in the use of the term mulets by the Fren gentry towards their airmen.” Pyrard de

Laval, ii, Pt. I, p. 44, n. 2, and Hobson-Jobson, s. v. Boy; Dalgado, Vocabulario, s. v. Boi.

23  Posto. Bernier writes “poust”. e Persian word “post” means primarily an outer covering, crust

or skin (cf. postīn, a skin coat). It is applied nowadays to the plant and to the seed as distinct from the

extract and also to a decoction made from the seed.

Anfion. Opium. Originally a Greek word , it passed into Arabic. In Hindi afīm, and Arabic

afyūn; whence Manrique’s word. See Hobson-Jobson, s. v. Opium; Linschoten, ii. 112.

24  Opium as an aphrodisiac. For similar accusations and methods, cf. Linschoten, i. 214; ii. 93, 113

ff., and in Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Bang.

25   Five pesos’ weight of opium eaten. Garcia de Orta (1563) “knew a Secretary of Nizamoxa, a

native of Coraçon [Khurāsān], who every day eat three tollas, or a weight of 10  cruzados … though

he was a welleducated man, and a great scribe and notary, he was always dozing or sleeping; yet if

you put him to business he would speak like a man of leers and discretion; from this you may see

what habit will do”. Cf. Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Opium.

26    In many cases of suicide by opium-eating, the opium is mixed with oil to hasten its fatal

effects. It may be noted, however, that the opium extract of the Mālwā poppy area in Central India is

always made with linseed oil, though not with a very large quantity. Bengal opium is free from oil.

27  e necessity for continuing the use of opium once the habit has been contracted is well known.

See Linschoten, ii. 113.

28    Bhāṅg (Hind.): the dried leaves and small stalks of hemp (Cannabis indica), used to cause

intoxication, either by smoking, or when eaten mixed up into a sweetmeat called majoon (ma’jūn).

e Arabic name is banj, the Skt. bhangā, see Linschoten, ii. 115. See Hobson-Jobson, s. v. Bang. e

narcotic is derived, from “the young tops and unfertilised female flowers, gānjā (or gānja), and the

older leaves and fruit-vessels, bhāng” (Wa, Dict. Econ. Products, s.v. Cannabis).

29  Bowrey and some eight or ten of his English friends tried their pint of “bangha” in Bengal with

the following strange results: “It soon tooke it’s Operation Upon most of us, but merrily, Save upon

two of our Number, who I Suppose feared it might doe them harme not being accustomed thereto.

One of them Sat himselfe downe Upon the floore, and wept bierly all the Aernoone; the Other

terrified with feare did runne his head into a great Mortavan [Martaban, Pegu] Jarre, and continued

in that Posture 4 hours or more, 4 or 5 of the number lay upon the Carpets (that were Spread in the

roome) highly Complimentinge ea Other in high termes, ea man fancyinge himselfe noe less than

an Emperour. One was quarralsome and fought with one of the wooden Pillars of the Por, untill he



had le himselfe lile Skin upon the knules of his fingers. My Selfe and one more Sat sweatinge for

the Space of 3 hours in Exceedinge Measure.” Prudently “we … made fast all dores and Windows, that

none of us might runne out into the Street, or any person come in to behold any of our humors

thereby to laugh at us”. Cf. Bowrey, 80, 81.

30   is is the Arabic word al’anbār, that is ambergris. It is a morbid secretion of an ashy grey

colour from the intestines of the sperm whale (Physeter macrocephalus) and is found floating on the

seas in the tropics. It is used in perfumery, cf. Garcia da Orta, 14. e name amber being later

appropriated to the well-known fossil resin, this term (from the Fren ambre gris as distinct from

ambre jaune, the resin) was applied to the animal product. Linsoten recounts how it came from a

fountain or well of bitumen in the boom of the sea (Linschoten, ii. 92). See Tavernier, ii. 138n.;

Pyrard de Laval, i. 229, n. 1; Dalgado, Vocabulario, s. v. Ambar.

31    From the Arabic al-misk, according to Dr. Burnell. Prof. H. Kern derives it from mushkā

(Sanskrit). Linschoten, ii. 94, 115, Bowrey p. 134.



CHAPTER VII

Which treats of the Appearance and Character of the People of Bengala and

their Mode of Life.

[23/1–2] ALTHOUGH a certain Italian Author has recorded that the

people of Bengala are of fair colour [24/1] and proud, and fastidious in their

way of living and in dress, and made other statements of a like nature, I

decline to follow his lead.1 For what that author wrote was taken from

hearsay, while what I shall record will be from what I have seen and from

long experience. So with a foundation of truth, I state that the native of

Bengala is of a medium dark colour; many even are bla like the Chingalās

of Ceylon.2 ey are well featured and well formed in all their members,

and are of moderate height. e common people, both men and women,

wear coon cloth, unshaped and unsewn. e men dress in cloth of six to

seven handbreadths, worn from the waist downwards; above they are

naked, and they also wear no shoes. ey wear on the head a turban of from

twelve to fourteen spans long and two wide, costing in most places a quarter

of a rupee. is is how the common people go about. ose who are beer

off and of higher station carry, thrown round the shoulders and upper part of

the body, a piece of cloth of the same length as that mentioned above.3

e women wear the same kind of cloth but in greater quantity, usually

from eighteen to twenty spans, with whi they completely cover the body.

In some districts this ordinary cloth is so eap that a woman can dress

herself for four reals4 [24/2]. e women usually have their arms covered

with armlets and bracelets,5 whi laer differ in size and paern from the

armlets. ese rings are worn on the upper, central, and lower arm, so that

the armlets may strike the eye beer: they also wear large rings in the ears

and other similar ornaments. In the walls of the nostrils,6 especially in the

le wall, they carry a tiny ring of gold or silver; a few, who can afford it,

adding one or two valuable pearls to it. ey wear nelaces as well, whi

are usually made of bell-metal, a metallic substance superior to what we call



Morisco laen.7 Women of wealth and position, on festal days and at

important ceremonies, wear the same ornaments made of gold rily

encrusted with jewels. ey also wear rings, not only on the fingers but also

on the toes, and over the instep rings and foot-ornaments. Su is the

jewellery8 they wear, made, as I have noted, from gold, silver, bell-metal,7

shells, ivory, and in some places from Calaim,7 a metal resembling tin. On

festive occasions, however, the women dress in various coloured silks, or in

cloth rily embroidered in gold and silver thread or silks. Similarly, men of

wealth and position, on su occasions, wear trousers and a cabaya9 (coat)

aer the Mogol style. e cabaya only differs, [25/1] as it is like a casso

reaing half-way down the leg. Another difference in these coats, whi

distinguishes Hindus and Musalmans, is that it opens on the right-hand side

in the laer case and on the le-hand side with Hindus.10 e trousers,

whi are called Izares,11 are the same in ea case, as all wear them very

narrow and long, the height of fashion being that they should contain more

lines and creases than the half hose of a Frenman. e common people on

su days merely wear very clean white clothes.

e Bengalas are a languid race and pusillanimous, given up, as most

Asiatic peoples are, to self-interest. e Bengalas are, therefore, mean-

spirited and cowardly, more apt to serve than to command, and hence they

easily accustom themselves to captivity and slavery. To be well and

successfully served by them they should be treated rather with harshness

than mildness; indeed this is so true that they have a very common saying,

Mare Tacūr, na mare Cucūr, whi means in our tongue, “He who astises

is Lord, he who does not is a cur”.12 From this the curious Reader can form

an opinion as to the nature of this people.

is people usually live in huts of mud and clay, low and thated with

straw or olas [25/2], whi is the leaf of a palm. ey keep their dwellings

very clean, usually scouring them over constantly with the excrement of

cale dung mixed with mud, this being used not only on the walls but also

the floors, while the place where they take their meals must be thus scoured

daily, some sects among them even scouring it afresh before ea meal.13



e women do not dine with the men, but serve them first and then eat

themselves.

e household fiings or furniture used by the common folk consists

generally of a straw mat, on whi they sleep, using coon quilts as bed

covers, whi are called cantas,14 four pots in whi they cook rice and a

few simple stews and other things of the same class, all of the poorest.

eir daily meal consists of rice with whi, if they have nothing else to

add, they take salt and are satisfied. ey also use a kind of herb whi is

usually called Xaga:15 those beer off use milk, ghī, and other lacteous

preparations: fish is lile eaten, especially by those who live inland. e flesh

of certain animals is also used, su as goats, kids and castrated goats known

as Bacari flesh. Besides this wild pig or jabalis, wild pigeon, doves, quail and

other similar living things are eaten, but in no circumstances do they tou

[26/1] tame pig, hens, eggs, or the flesh of other tame animals, especially of

cows or oxen.16

ere are, however, among these unbelievers and pagans some strict sects

whose followers not only refuse to eat any living thing, but will not even

tou vegetables if they are of a red colour,16 as they say that to eat

anything of the colour of blood is borō gunā,17 whi means a “great sin”.

is sect of Idolators usually eats kaari,18 a dish made of rice mixed with

lentils, it may be added, of two parts of rice to one of lentils, or instead of the

laer Mungo,19 a vegetable of no great size of a dark green colour, very

digestible and good for si people. To these ingredients they add a large

quantity of ghī so as to give it body.

At feasts they use a different kind of kaari called Gujarati kaari,20 far

more costly owing to its numerous ingredients, su as almonds, raisins,

cloves, mace, nutmeg, cardamom, cinnamon, and pepper. ey also have a

great many sweet-meats, made aer their own fashion, into whi ghī

enters in large quantities. All these people, men and women alike, before

they commence a meal, take a bath, under the penalty, should they omit to

do so, of commiing (for su is their perverted view) a most atrocious sin.

If, however, they can arrange [26/2] to anoint themselves with oil before



bathing, the bathing is rendered perfect. is nation does not as a rule marry

more than one wife, as most heathens do.

e men are not, generally speaking, naturally mu addicted to sexual

intercourse, but the women surpass them in this, and in order to secure their

services employ various arms and drinks whi they give to the men.

ese sometimes cause their death, or at any rate make them mad or ill for

life.21

e Bengala women are naturally impetuous, so mu so that they

sometimes commit suicide by taking poison or drowning themselves. But on

the whole they are humane, kindly, and easy to influence, and so more easily

accept our true Catholic Faith than the men. e Bengalas are also mu

addicted to augury and omens, listening for them in the songs and cries of

birds and the actions of wild animals, carrying out or abandoning their

intentions in accordance with the good or evil they deduce from su foolish

proceedings.22

Notes

1  The Bengalas not white. We have not succeeded in identifying the Italian who is the author of

the opposite statement. Neither Varthema nor Fedrici is responsible for it.

2  Linsoten takes the contrary view: “e naturall borne people of Bengala are in a manner like

those of Seylon, but somewhat whiter than the Chingalas.” Cf. Linschoten, i. 94.

3  e custom has not anged. e word translated “turban” is toca.

4  Four reals = Re. 1. is is no longer possible.

5    e text has axorcas, modern ajorcá (from Arab. alsharka): gold and silver rings worn by

Moorish women about the wrists and ankles. e word bangle (Hind. bangrī) is applied to any native

ring-bracelet and also to an anklet. Cf. Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Bangle.

6  “Hindū as well as Muḥammadan women generally wear the nosering in the le nostril. But to

protect a ild from the influence of the evil eye, the right nostril oabies is pierced. is is aIways

done when several ildren of the same mother have died successively in their infancy.” (Note by

Pandit Gobinlál Bonnarjee.)

7  Gansa, Malayan Gangsa, Kansa (Sanskrit): an alloy similar to bell-metal, white-copper, or brass.

According to some of the old European travellers, it was lead; according to others a mixed metal. Cf.

Hobson-Jobson, s. v. Ganza.

Loton. e text has “loton Morisco”. (Why “Morisco”?) e modern word is laton (Sp.), latāo (Port.),

laiton (Fr.), latten (Eng.). It was a fine bronze or brass, having usually a yellow colour like that of

brass. It was used in sheets for arms and ornaments. Ordinary tin-plate was called “white-laen”.

I combat challenge of this latten bilbo. M. W. W. 1. i. 167.

Sir opas’s helmet was made of this:



His swerdës sheath of ivory,

His helm of latoun bright.

In Don Quixote it appears as Lata, “un canon de hoja de lata” (Pt. II, Chap. 69, &c.).

Calaim. is is tin: from Ar. kala’i. See Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Calay; Pyrard de Laval, i. 235, n. 1.

8  is love of jewellery is mentioned by Fryer (i. 89) and other early travellers.

9    is word is derived from kabā (Arab.) = vesture, in Barbary, “kabāya”, and was probably

introduced into India under this form by the Portuguese, whose writers in the sixteenth century apply

it to the sur-coat or long tunic of muslin, one of the commonest native garments of the beer classes

in India. Linsoten thus describes it: “a thinne coon linnen gowne called Cabaia, lightly cast over

their shoulders, and [hanging] downe to the [grounde]” (i. 247). But Tavernier, who mentions it as

part of a khila’t he received, says he was given a whole suit comprising “the cap, the cabaye or grand

robe, &c.” (i. 163). Cf. Hobson-Jobson, s. v. Cabaya; Dalgado, Vocabulario, s. v. Cabaia.

10  ere is in fact no very strict rule about this, at any rate nowadays it varies locally. Hamilton

(East Indies, i. 165) says that Muḥammadans tie their coat on “the le side, whi among them is the

side of honour”, and Hindūs on the right. A glance at the portraits in the “Official Account of the

King’s Visit to India” will show that all Hindu rulers wearing su a garment tie it on the right side.

e two portraits of Manucci (Storia do Mogor, vols. i, iii) show that he fastened his on the right, so

too do many contemporary pictures of Mughal days. Dubois, speaking of Southern India, says that

Hindūs fasten their garment on the le side and Muḥammadans on the right (Manners, p. 325). e

more general practice appears to be for Muḥammadans to tie it on the le side, but I have seen

Muḥammadans, at the present day, using both customs in Darbārs. A passage in the ’Ain-i-Akbari (i.

88) may explain this in part. Abūl Fazl says: “e Takauchiyah … was tied on the le side; his

Majesty has ordered it to be made with a round skirt and to be tied on the right side.” Blomann in

a note on this passage says Musalmāns tie theirs on the le: he seems to refer to Bengal, but the le

certainly was the side originally in vogue. [C. L.]

11    Izār (Pers.) = drawers, trousers. In India izār is indifferently used for inner drawers or outer

pyjamas, as is also shalwār, whi, strictly speaking, is the name for inner drawers. Herklots (Qanoon-

e-lslam, App. XIV) gives eezar as equivalent to shulwar, like the pyjamma, but not so wide. Cf.

Hobson-Jobson, s. v. Piece-goods.

12  A Bengali proverb. In the original a mixture of Spanish and English: “ien marè Taccùr quien

non marè Cucùr” (lit. he who strikes is master; he who does not strike is a dog). e proverb is still

heard: Māre, Ṭhākur; na māre, kukkur (Hind.). For the use of “akoor”, cf. Hobson-Jobson, s. v.

13    Chaukā patānā (Hindī) is to smear with cow-dung dissolved in water the place in whi

Hindūs dress their food; lipna, to smear with cowdung, is the commoner term.

14    Kanṭhā (Hindī). A pated quilt. is word is common in the Dekkan, but not in northern

India.

15  Shāka or Sāg (Hind.): greens, edible vegetables.

16  Taboo on foods. Bakrī is a goat of any kind, not necessarily castrated.

Wild pig are considered a great delicacy by Rājpūts and Sikhs; pigeons are generally not eaten, as

being of a blue colour they are sacred to Shiva, but doves are ordinarily eaten. Linsoten writes of

the “Gasarates and Banianes [Jains] of Cambaia”: “ey eate no Radishes, Onions, Garlie, nor any

kinde of hearbe, that hath any colour of red [in it], nor Egges, for they think there is blood in them.”

Cf. Linschoten, i. 254.

17  Baḍā gunāh (Hind.), a great sin.

18   Khichrī (Hind.). A mess of rice, cooked with ghī and dāl (lentils), and flavoured with a lile

spice, shred onion, and the like. Cf. Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Kedgeree. e Ain (i. 59) gives the following

recipe: “Khiri: rice, split dāl, and ghī, 5 ser of ea,  ser salt; this gives 7 dishes.”



19  Mung (Hind.), the name of a kind of vet, “green-gram” (Phaseolus Mungo). Garcia says that

it was popularly recommended as a diet for fever in the Deccan. Cf. Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Moong,

moongo.

20  A receipt in the ’Ain-i-Akbari, i. 59, may be compared with this.

21  e use of aphrodisiacs is but too general still in India; the advertisements in vernacular papers

show how prevalent the habit is.

22    Even the educated seldom, at the present day, do anything important—start on a journey,

undertake business, &c.—without first consulting omens. e day and hour for an Indian Ruler’s

journey is (at any rate in the case of the more old-fashioned) carefully determined by the Court

Astrologers.

e callous disregard of su nice formalities by trains oen necessitates the performance of

prasthān (lit. “going forth”), whi consists in sending ahead at the fixed time some possession of the

Ruler, su as his sword, to represent him. He can then peacefully proceed by the train he prefers.

Even a special train will not always accommodate itself to astrological needs!



CHAPTER VIII

Of the Worship, Rites, and Ceremonies of the Heathens of Bengala and their
Brāmenes.

[27/1] IN early days all the kingdoms of Bengala followed heathen cults,

as the greater part of them do to this day. Except some, however, who since

this region became subject to the Mogol Empire, have abandoned the

heathen faith, and the more difficult road to hell, to follow the wider and

easier road whi is that of the Alcoran. is offers every pleasure and

sensuality whi the frailty of human nature can desire, for in this lies the

whole happiness of man according to the Alcoran. And for their greater

happiness their false and wied Prophet Maomet promises them in the life

hereaer, as a return for sufferings in this world, by a so-called mortification

of the flesh, consisting in indulgences and luxuries, a life of ease and pleasure

in places flowing with brimming rivers of milk, ghī and honey, and many

other su absurdities.

As regards the Hindūs.1 ese people are divided up into numerous sects

whi follow the teaing of their Brāmenes, who, as I have already

remarked, are their priests. All, however, agree in worshipping the Sun, the

River Ganges, and cows, stating that from these last they receive inestimable

benefits [27/2], thus aributing to these animals that whi they should

aribute to their divine Creator.

To the Ganges river, whi they name Gongā, they assign, in their books,

great virtues and excellences, holding it as indisputable, that whoever bathes

in it is at once absolved from all the pains and penalties of sin. So those who

inhabit its banks, immediately on rising in the morning, bathe in its stream,

and even if it is raining and is very cold, they will not omit to do this. eir

entry into the water is accompanied by certain ceremonial acts whi I will

now briefly relate, especially those carried out by their Brāmenes, as being

more mysterious and superstitious than any. ese men before entering their

sacred Gongā take some rice straws2 in the right hand and a small spoon-



like vessel3 made of copper or some other metal in the le hand. us

equipped they approa the River in a fixed number of strides. At every few

paces one of the straws is thrown aside, certain laudatory and supplicatory

phrases being uered at the same time, whi continue until all the straws

have been thrown away. So ends the first ceremony. e second consists in

filling the lile vessel [28/1] several times with water and throwing the

contents upwards towards the Heavens. e signification of these two acts,

according to their explanation, is to testify that all food and drink comes

from Heaven. e third act in this ridiculous drama now commences. ey

make profound obeisance to Gongā, opening and closing the hands, raised

above the head: some similar inclinations are made towards the East, and the

farce terminates. Now fully sanctified and pure, in their own estimation, they

leave the stream and return straight home in order to complete the

purification by kissing the nastiest part of a Cow4 and throwing upon their

heads a powder made from the excrement of the same animal, given to

them as something sacred by their jogues5 who, like our hermits, live in

retirement from the cares of the world. Bengalas living far from the Ganges,

in the interior of the country, perform these ablutions in reservoirs, built at

the common expense of a village, or else by ri or pious people and made

either during their lifetime or aer death on a testamentary disposition.

Some reservoirs of this kind necessitate great labour and cost large sums of

money. Besides this these heathen have temples, called by them Pagodas,6 in

whi they place idols representing men, women, and various dumb

animals. In these Pagodas they offer prayers [28/2], oblations, and gis. In

most temples the Bramenes, who are the priests of these false gods, minister.

Some of these temples are indeed fine, majestic structures, containing many

ries.

e most important temple in the kingdoms of Bengala is the temple of

Jagarnate7 in the kingdom of Ourixa, whi stands on the sea-shore. It is a

noted place of pilgrimage whi large numbers of people visit and to whi

some present munificent offerings. As I have said it is called the Pagoda of

Jagarnate, taking its name from the idol in it.7 is idol is a stone statue of

huge size and great height, and with one leg broken. It is covered with ri

and valuable jewels and gold ornaments. e Bramenes in their books



narrate of this diabolical statue that Jagarnate was cook in heaven to God

our Lord, but one day served up su an atrocious meal that, as a

punishment for this offence, he was hurled from Heaven and fell to earth,

breaking a leg in his fall. is idol of Jagarnate is seated on a throne covered

with gold cloth,8 surrounded by a guard of giants, whom they term in their

language Raiquos,9 that is Demi-gods. ey narrate in their books many

wonderful acts and exploits done by these Demi-gods on earth, but these are

so stupid that I shall not record them, and indeed to do so would [29/1]

require a whole volume.

Among the ceremonies connected with this idol are included sumptuous

and magnificent processions, in whi many idols are borne along in

triumphal ariots of ri and costly work-manship. Vast crowds of

Paganism of both sexes come in pilgrimage at that time from the

surrounding as well as from far distant places. Large numbers of their jogues

and sham devotees,10 who live apart from the world, but are really

consummate rogues steeped in devilish pride, appear on these occasions as

humble penitents, bound and loaded with ains of iron and with manacles

on their wrists. As soon as they rea the doors of their false sanctuaries,

they use the magic of their evil art, and with boastful demonstrations of their

power are suddenly liberated from their ains and stand forth free and

unfeered, amidst the joyous shouts and admiration of those infidel

Barbarians, who believe this poor triery to be an astounding miracle.

Some of the jogues and ministers of hell, seized with a demoniacal frenzy

and excited by the acclamations of the Barbarian heathen, voluntarily offer

up their wreted lives to this demon, throwing themselves down in the

centre of the road along whi the procession passes with its ariots full of

idols. ese pass over [29/2] their unhappy bodies, leaving them crushed and

mutilated. Su men are looked on as martyrs, though they are rather

adherents of the Devil. Others seek out different ways of obtaining

martyrdom, raising themselves in these same streets on high poles, to whi

they are aaed by iron hooks,11 their blood pouring out as the procession

passes until they expire, surrendering their souls not to their Divine Creator

but to the greatest of all Rebels, to wear the laurels of eternal suffering with

whi the Devil rewards their martyrdom.



ese heathens at the new moon in the month of June, in all the larger

villages, hold a public procession, in honour of an idol named Drugā,12 who,

in their books, is described as prostitute to their false deities. is strumpet is

carried along in a highly ornamented triumphal car with a large band of

dancing girls, who besides dancing, gain a livelihood by prostitution. ese

dancers go in front, dancing and playing various musical instruments and

singing festal songs. Aer several streets have been traversed in this fashion,

these ceremonies in honour of the idol give place suddenly to others full of

infamy and dishonour. e idol being taken with all this pomp and

circumstance to the river, or if there is no river to some reservoir, is hurled

into it amidst the execrations of the people, who pelt it with stones [30/1]

and earth, upbraiding it with being a whore and heaping the most

ignominious epithets upon it, accompanied with shouts, yells [30/2], jeers,

and scoffs. When they have thus ended the festival they return home happy

and contented.

Notes

1  Manrique seldom, as here, specifies “Hindūs”, his use of the word Gentile being for “the heathen”

in general.

2   Manrique’s account is brief and inaccurate. He has probably confused the pieces of kusa grass

held by a Brāhman when reciting the Gāyatrī. In one ceremony grains of barley are thrown away or

til (sesamum) seed. e ceremonies are long and complicated. See Colebrooke, Asiatic Researches, v.

345, or Life and Essays, ii. 141.

3  is is the argya or argha used in offering oblations. It is usually shaped like a fish and is made

of copper. e text has escudela (escudilla).

4  Similar examples abound. “ey (the Canaras and Decanijns) account the Oxe, Cow, or Buffel to

be holie, whi they have commonly in the house with them, and besmeere, stroke, and handle them

with all the friendship in the world, and feed them with the same (meat) they (use to) eate

themselves … and to conclude use them as if they were reasonable creatures, whereby they think to

doe God great service.” Cf. Linschoten, i. 257, 258; Dubois, Manners, p. 42.

5   e jogī, an ascetic from the Sanskrit yogīn, a follower of the yogā system of austerities. See

Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Jogee.

6  On this familiar, but derivationally most obscure, word see Hobson-Jobson, s. v. It is used for the

idol as well as its shrine, also for a coin. See also Dalgado, Vocabulario, s.v. Pagode.

7   A name of Krishna and a corruption of Jagannātha, “Lord of the Universe”. e image is not

made of stone, but is an amorphous wooden idol, mu like those worshipped in some of the South

Sea Islands, though Bruton (Voyage to Bengalla, p. 277) says he saw it like a serpent with seven heads.

Cf. Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Juggernaut. Bowrey gives it the anglicized name “Jno. Gernaet”, and we also

meet with “Guggernat”, “Jakernot”, &c. A connexion with former Buddhist worship has been

suggested. Indeed the group of idols consisting of Jagannāth (Krishna), his brother Balarāma and



sister Subhadrā resemble the Buddhist triple emblem as seen above the north gate of the Sānī Tope

in Bhopāl State. e abolition of all caste in regard to the prasād or temple food at Jagannāth is also

curiously Buddhistic. e temple was built in the laer half of the twelh century by Choḍa Ganga.

e great car festival takes place in June or July. Cf. Hunter, Orissa, i. 81; Father G. Taard, S. J.,

Lettres Édif. et Curieuses, 1781, vol. xii, pp. 46–50; Hamilton, East Indies, i. 383, 386; Rajendra Lai

Mitra’s Antiquities of Orissa; Bowrey, p. 12; Hosten, J. A. S. B., 1913, No. 5; 1915, 451; 1922, 133.

It is scarcely necessary to say that Manrique’s report of Jagannāth, based as it is on mere popular

hearsay, is mostly erroneous. It is not likely either that Yule would have neglected to give it a place of

honour in his Hobson-Jobson had he met with the legend here given. Manrique seems to assert that

he had read the story in native books, but he is apt to do this. e story of Vulcan’s fall may be

referred to. See also Catholic Herald, Calcua, 1906, p. 755.

8    Tavernier says of this Idol, that “it is covered from the Shoulders downwards with a great

mantle that hangs down upon the altar. e Mantle is of Tissue of Gold or Silver, according to the

Solemnities.” He gives a fanciful tale to account for the Idol’s incompleteness. He never, in fact, visited

the temple. Cf. Ball, Tavernier, ii. 225 sqq.

9  Rākshās (Hindī), a demon. See Ball, Tavernier, ii. 228.

10  e text has Santulones. Bernier speaks of “Santons Gentils des Indes”, and Aribald Constable

(ed. of 1891, p. 316) translates by “hypocrite”, in whi sense the word is used by Rabelais. We find the

word “Sãnton” adopted into English from the Fren in Hakluyt’s Voyages (1599). Other Fren forms

in the sixteenth century were sanctoron, santoron a hypocrite. It appears also in Italian as Santone
and is applied to the Persian Dervishes. e word was also used by Europeans to designate a fakīr or

hermit amongst the Muḥammadans: and incorrectly for the yogī or sādhū, the Hindū ascetic. Cf.

Oxford Dict., s.v. Santon.

11  Hook-swinging. is practice is seldom, if ever, dangerous, though no doubt painful. Sonnerat

has an illustration of it (Voyages, Plate 66); see Bowrey, p. 197; Ball, Tavernier, i. 254; Dubois,

Manners, 605.

12  Durgā is the wife of Shiva. Manrique’s memory is here at fault. ere is no festival in June to

Durgā, nor at her festivals is either abuse used or her image thrown away. e figure of Alakshmī, the

goddess of Poverty, is so treated at the Kojāgari festival in Ashwīn (Sept.-Oct.). e feast to Durgā

occurs in Ashwīn also—the “Durga-pūjas”, as it is called in Bengal. e figure of Ganesh is also

thrown into the water aer the Ganesh-utsava whi takes place in Ashwīn and is an important

festival in the Deccan.



CHAPTER IX

In which is given an Account of the Island of Sagor at one time the Head-

quarters of many Sects of Oriental Paganism.

[30/1] THE island of Sagor1 lies in the Bengala Ocean, not far from the

main land of Angelim. It has a circuit of about twenty leagues and is

perfectly flat and very cool. In former days it was frequented by large

numbers of Brāmenes who served in its Pagodas and were supported by

their wealth. Among these Pagodas there was one whi excelled in

magnificence and sumptuousness, of whi I saw the ruins of some apels

and fine domes. e island began to decay aer the Portuguese arrived in

Bengala, and is now wholly uninhabited, though still visited by numbers of

pilgrims who come from all parts to see its ruined shrines. ey come at

great risk on account of the Portuguese and Magh2 ships whi oen call at

this island, both to rest there [30/2] and also in order to seize and carry off

these pilgrims as being mainly subjects of the tyrannical Mogol or other

inimical Kings. is Island contains many reservoirs of the purest water, their

banks being lined and adorned with lovely green shade-giving areca-palms.

ese are shade producing and, as I remarked before, one of the most

delightful of trees to look upon. is tree bears bunes of fruit like a date

palm whi furnish a substance called areca that is daily eaten by practically

all Oriental Peoples, who mix it with Indian-leaf, whi the natives call

Betele. is is an aromatic leaf, and is an excellent stomaic and sedative,

besides removing unpleasant odours in the mouth and preserving the teeth,

when mixed with pure lime.3

e male pilgrims, as soon as they rea the sacred spot of pilgrimage,

first [31/1] have their heads and beards shaved, anoint themselves with oil,

and then bathe in the reservoirs. e women act similarly, save that they do

not cut their hair. As soon as these ablutions are over they consider

themselves purified and sanctified and fully absolved and freed from sin and

its penalty, and thereupon enter the temples with elaborate prostrations and



signs of humility. Some men and even women, thrown into a state of ecstasy

and led astray by the Enemy of the human race, offer up their very lives to

those Idols, beseeing them with tears and protestations to accept them

willingly. As soon as they have made this solemn vow they enter the sea up

to their breasts and are very soon seized and devoured by certain ferocious

male and female sea-monsters whi we call Sharks.4 ey have three rows

of teeth.5 And since they are accustomed and thus encouraged by constantly

tasting human flesh, they become so blood-thirsty that they rush up fiercely

even at a mere shadow. Yet at other times they are either so satiated, or else

so far away from the spot, that they reject the offerings of their own bodies,

made by these unhappy Idolators. ey then look upon this escape, whi

they should consider as so mu happiness and good fortune, as an event full

of ill lu and misfortune, and hence leave the sea [31/2] weeping and

lamenting loudly, believing that owing to their sins and unworthiness they

were not considered worthy to have their sacrifice accepted by their false

and diabolical gods, and henceforth, they look upon themselves as for ever

damned and doomed.6 e pagans who live in this neighbourhood, and

especially their priests, the Brāmenes, will not allow Christians or any people

of another faith to inhabit this Island. If, however, they cannot prevent it by

force they still have means of geing rid of them, as by poisoning the

waters, making those heathens believe that their gods would visit them with

severe penalties if they held any commerce or relations with people who,

being of another faith, by coming to live there desecrate their sacred places

by their presence. But this would have had lile effect if the Portuguese had

not found other and more important maers to engage them. e waters of

the Gonga Sagor7 are so revered by most of the heathens in the East that

these pilgrims transport the water to great distances and distribute it as a

sacred offering, and those who receive it give generous gis in return. In this

way these men make considerable profits on a basis of professed piety and

arity.8 e Lascars,9 who serve as sailors on Portuguese ships, being

mainly pagans or Moors, carry on this same trade. Whenever these men visit

this part they take away water with them [32/1] and so encourage these

wreted Idolators in their superstitions, thus contravening the commands of

the Divine Creator and serving the ends of the Devil. In consequence of this



the Most Illustrious Senior Don Fray Alexo de Meneses,10 an Augustinian

friar, at that time Arbishop and Primate of the Orient, held a Council at

Goa, aended by all the Bishops then in India, and, under severe penalties,

enjoined on the Captains and Owners of all vessels, that they should not

allow any person to export these waters.11 For the heathen rulers of those

parts, and even some Maometans, when crowned, on first succeeding to

their possessions, were in the habit of sending for some of this water. ey

washed themselves in it and used it in certain ceremonies connected with the

coronation,12 the Brāmenes, their masters and directors, assuring them that

every material and spiritual benefit would result from its use. ose pagans,

moreover, who live on the banks of the Ganges are in the habit of carrying

si persons, on the point of death, down to the side of the stream, in their

beds, that they may die happily in looking upon its waters. To ensure the

sanctification of their souls they also pour water from the stream into their

mouths, with certain observances, uering phrases by whi they commend

their wreted souls. [32/2] Oen before the wret is dead he is oked by

the excess of water poured into his mouth.13 As soon as they are dead they

are cremated and their ashes are thrown into the Ganges,14 together with

the bier and its cloths. If those cremated are people of high position, they are

burnt on logs of sweet-smelling, white or red, sandal-wood and of wild and

cultivated eagle-wood.15

If the dead men were married their wives are cremated with them.16 For

this ceremony they come adorned with their finest jewels, being anointed

with sandal-wood and other odoriferous unguents, and with the greater part

of the body covered with garlands of flowers, either real or artificial.

roughout this mournful ceremony the wreted woman is accompanied

and escorted by both her own and her deceased husband’s relatives, all

dressed in their best as a mark of joy, just as if they were going to take part

in some happy wedding. With them come dancers singing and playing

various instruments, the unhappy victim of the cremation being in their

midst, stupefied with bhang so that she should not shrink from death, and

practically out of her senses. A special beverage is made for this purpose into

whi bhang, whi we have already mentioned, and other ingredients



enter, whi, as I have remarked, leaves her bere of her senses. In this

manner, supported by her nearest relatives, she is taken several times round

the funeral pyre [33/1], accompanied by the musicians, who sing Bengali

verses praising her and enumerating the joys whi she will share, in the life

to come, with her husband. ese ceremonies over she is thrown into the

centre of a large pyre, while the instruments start playing with excessive

vehemence amidst loud shouts and cries whi continue until the corpse has

been resolved into its original constituents, [33/2] whi are then given

burial in the wide stream of the Ganges.

us does the Prince of Darkness carry off these unhappy souls to suffer

eternal tortures. And he keeps them thus blinded to the truth and led astray,

in order that these Barbarians may see no other and more direct road to

Heaven than that taught by their own vile beliefs, so full of abomination and

cruelty, that a lile rational consideration would show them to be repugnant

to all reason.



1   is island lies at the mouth of the Hūglī river. Its full name is “Gangā Sāgar” or “Ocean-

Ganges”. It was practically deserted at the time of the destruction of Hūglī in 1632, and was used by

the refugees from that town. A pestilence, however, broke out among them and they fled to Hijlī. See

Appendix, “e Fall of Hūglī”.

is island is still the scene of a great religious fair, and is a place of pilgrimage in spite of heavy

jungle and tigers. In 1640 it seems to have been a source of revenue to the local Rājā (Hedges, Diary, i.

172). Cf. Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Saugar; Wilson’s Essays, ii. 164; Proc.A.S.B., Dec. 1868, p. 266.



2  ese raids by the Feringhis (Portuguese) and Maghs of Arakan were a terrible affliction to the

people of Bengal. eir depredations were one of the reasons why Shāh Jahān was so incensed with

the Portuguese at Hūglī. Cf. Bernier, p. 175. e slaves were iefly sold at Pīplī and Chiagong, but

they were also exported to Sumatra. Cf. Bowrey, p. 290; Harvey, Burma, p. 143. Souten describes the

terrible way they were treated on the voyage (Voyages, ii. 65). e severe penalties enacted against the

slave-trade by the synods of Goa and Diamper had lile effect. Cf. de Sousa, Oriente Conquistado, ii.

118.

It may here be noted that Manrique uses “Mogo” for Magh throughout. As, however, confusion is

apt to arise between “Mogo” (Magh), “Mogor” and “Mogol” (Mughal), and “Moro” (Moor) for

Muḥammadans, the word “Mogo” is throughout translated by “Magh” for the people of Arakan.

3    Compare Linschoten, ii. 62. Souten, himself a doctor, refers to its beneficent properties in

preserving and strengthening the teeth, so that persons of 80 and 90 retain theirs complete (Voyages, i.

292). Manucci, a quasi-medico, also refers to this and its effect on him the first time he took it (Storia

do Mogor, i. 62). Cf. Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Betel, Areca; Fryer, i. 110.

4    e text has tuberones y tinturias, that is male and female sharks (Dict. Sp. Acad.). Cf.

Linschoten, ii. 12.

5    Mr. B. L. Choudhari, Assistant Superintendent of the Natural History Department, Indian

Museum, Calcua, notes that the most ferocious shark at the mouth of the Hūglī river is the

Carcharius gangeticus (Mull and Heule). It is a ground shark, and seldom fails to aa bathers.

Other varieties, Carcharius hemiodon, whi comes up to Calcua, C. mulleri, and several others, are

also mu dreaded. ey will follow a shadow in hope of geing their prey. All possess several rows of

teeth placed in succession on the jaw-bone, three or four rows being in active service at once, being

replaced, when worn out, by those behind. Cf. Day, Fauna of British India: Fishes, i. 6 ff.

6   is is probably not an exaggeration for those days. Nowadays accidents happen, in spite of

elaborate precautions, when large crowds are bathing during religious festivals. In early days mothers

sacrificed ildren to the Ganges, and aged people were urged to self-immolation. Abūl Fazl refers to

similar meritorious sacrifice to crocodiles, or even by cuing one’s throat, at the mouth of the Ganges

and confluence of Jamna and Ganges at Allahabad (Ain, ii. 324). ese sacrifices usually took place at

the full moon in January and November. Sāgar island was always a favourite spot for su sacrifices.

In 1802 a law was passed prohibiting su acts (Asiatic Annual Reg., 1803, p. 29).

At the pearl fishery, a commercial venture, Brāhmans were engaged who had the power of

temporarily “arming” sharks so as to prevent accidents to the divers (Le Blanc, Voyages, pp. 29, 75;

Yule, Marco Polo, ii. 332). In Ceylon it prevailed up to late times. Cf. Tennent, Ceylon, ii. 564. Mundy

refers to people cuing themselves in two at Allahabad (ii. 116, n. 2, where authorities are quoted).

Tigers were also a source of danger on Saugor island in those days. Cf. Hamilton, East Indies, ii. 4;

Bernier, p. 442.

7  See note 1.

8  e special sanctity of this water and its great name for purity makes it a saleable commodity,

and it is transported to great distances in sealed vessels. e late Mahārājā of Jaīpur, when he visited

England, took a sufficient supply to last for his whole visit, using no other water. Cf. Bowrey, p. 243,

11. 1; see note 11.

9  is word, still the ordinary term for Indian sailors, is a corruption of the Persian word lashkar.

See Chap. I, n. 22.

10    He was a man of some note. Born at Lisbon on 25th January, 1559, the son of the Conde

Castañeda and Doña Luisa de Naroña, he entered the monastery of N. S. de la Gracia at Lisbon. He

was ordained on 24th Feb., 1574, and took the name of Alejo de Jesús, though it never came into

general use. He soon became famous as a preaer, and was made Prior of Torres Vedras, Santarem,

and Lisbon, Diffinidor of that Province, and preaer to His Majesty. On 21th Nov., 1594, he was



appointed Arbishop of Goa and Primate of the East Indies. He was consecrated on 25th Mar,

1595, at Lisbon, and went out with de Saldaña, who was taking over the Viceroyalty at Goa. On 25th

June, 1599, he held the Congress at Diamper to deal with the Nestorian heretics. He was most

energetic in giving an impulse to missionary work. He founded, at Goa, the Convent of St. Monica of

Magdalena for fallen women, and the College of S. Maria. He was three times Governor of India,

twice while de Saldaña was absent and a third time when Don Alfonso de Castro went to relieve

Malacca. On de Castro’s death in 1607 he acted as Governor till 1609, working hard to protect India

against the Dut. He fortified Goa. He was recalled by Philip III and made Arbishop of Braga in

1612, leaving Goa in Dec. 1610. In 1614 he was nominated Viceroy of Portugal, then part of Spain. In

1615 Philip recalled him to Spain as President of the Council of Portugal, in Madrid. He died at

Madrid on 2nd May, 1617, and was buried in the Chur of San Felipe el Real.

11  e synod, under D. Alexo de Meneses, was held at Diamper in 1599. ere is, however, no su

prohibition among its decrees; but there is one in the Acts of the 3rd Provincial Council of Goa (1585).

Cf. Bullarium Patron. Portug., App. I, p. 66, Dec. 9. [H.]

English captains were not beset with the same scruples and carried Ganges water on their vessels.

Cf. Bowrey, p. 215.

12    Manrique mentions (Chap. XXXII) the case of the Rājā of Arakan who had Ganges water

brought from Gangā Sāgar, a journey of twelve or fieen days. No specific case where Muḥammadan

Princes submied to the same rite has been traced. It would not, however, be surprising if they did

occasionally, as we are told that Akbar’s food was cooked in this water. Ain, i. 55; Bernier, p. 221;

Mundy, ii. 230–1 and note, with other references.

Baldaeus (1660) says: “e Mahometans are, to this day, not free from that superstition; the water

of the Ganges being sold among them in boles at a very good price, as we do our spaw-waters, and

they pay a considerable custom for it.” is was because it is supposed never to go bad. Cf. Churchill,

iii. 597; Sarkar, Aurangzib, p. 19.

13  is is a well-known custom. e moribund Hindū oen expires oked by the sacred mud. Cf.

Bowrey, p. 200; Souten, Voyages, ii. 161; Sonnerat, Voyages, p. 199.

14  All Hindūs desire that their ashes should be thrown into the Ganges. Ruling Princes, and others

who can afford it, send the family ashes from great distances for this purpose. ose who cannot do

this resort to the nearest stream or river, especially if it ultimately joins the Gangetic system, as so

many in Central India do.

15    e text has aguila. e actual wood meant is not clearly determinable; some odoriferous

species is, however, intended here. Cf. Hobson-Jobson, s. v. Eagle-wood, Aloes.

16    Satī is one of the commonest topics among ancient travellers, as it was one of the most

lugubrious rites of Hinduism. Cf. Hobson-Jobson, s. v. Suee, where a considerable number of

references are collected. Linschoten’s description (i. 249) is said by Dr. Burnell to be the earliest precise

one. Satī was abolished by Lord Bentin’s Act of 1829, but sporadic instances have occurred even

recently. Cf. Fryer, East India, p. 33: Tavernier, ii. 209; Bernier, p. 307; Bowrey, Index, s. v. Satī.



CHAPTER X

How I left Bengala for the Kingdoms of Arracan.

[33/1] AS the Sainted Poet and King, David, in Divine and prophetic verse

has taught us that in the company of the pure we shall ourselves be pure, but

on the other hand in that of the froward, froward,1 so have I good reason to

hope that I shall not prove wholly evil or worthless in things spiritual, being,

as I am, a member of our pious and reformed Monastery.2 For it is a

Seminary of Missionaries of exceptional virtues and saintliness, whi bears

the name of that glorious luminary of Tolentino3 and of all Italy, and stood a

shining light in the midst of the [33/2] vast Paganism of Bengala. So, living

in this company of God’s servants, studying the languages4 of Bengala and

Industana and acquiring proficiency in Missionary duties, I hoped (in spite of

natural evil and lukewarmness) that under the divine pity and in the

company of su good men, ever burning with the flame of the love for God

and for their neighbour, I should at least become less evil and less laing in

things spiritual.

But the divine decree [34/1] ordained what I now understand had to be,

seeing my unworthiness to remain in su company, and just as I was fully

appreciating the sweet association of those godly men, obedience compelled

me to relinquish all this and start from the City of Ugolim for the Kingdom

of Arracan.5 It happened that certain Portuguese Geliās arrived from the

Port of Dianga,6 and were lying down stream a league from the City; on

hearing this the Superior sent for me and ordered me to embark. On

receiving this order I at once made su arrangements as were necessary for

that mission, and this done I embarked on the 11th of September 1629.

e territory of Ugulim is over three hundred leagues from that of

Arracan, but by travelling down the Ganges in Geliās, whi are very swi

vessels, our Lord ordained that we should rea the port of Dianga in

fourteen days. At that time Father Fray Domingos de la Purificacion7 was



Vicar de la Vara ordinary for that district. On geing the news that a Brother

had arrived he came down to the port to meet me, and when he found out

that I was a Brother of his own Order, su was his joy that he threw his

arms round my ne and for some time was unable to speak to me owing to

the copious tears he was shedding. When it abated he said [34/2], “Father

and most beloved Brother, you are most welcome. It is seven years since I

last saw a Brother or a Priest: now God our Lord has, in His divine and

infinite mercy, granted me my earnest desire.”

e reason why the Father had so long been without companions was that

the great wars whi had occurred had made it impossible to cross over

without imminent risk of losing one’s life or at least of being made prisoner.

To this was added another deterrent, a contagious epidemic7 whi had

raged in those parts, by whi numberless people had died, and among them

three of our Brethren who had been working in those regions.

Father Fray Domingos at once saw to my disembarkation, and we went

up to the Chur and Residency maintained there by our Order.8 He then

sent a report to the Governor of the district of the arrival of another Brother,

news whi pleased him very mu for reasons whi I have already

pointed out. In the evening he had an adia or present sent to me consisting

of various kinds of birds and fruits, while he immediately dispated the

news to the King by courier, as they have a rule that the arrival of any

Portuguese must be at once reported to him.9

When all the events connected with my arrival were completed the Father

had time to read the leers addressed to him by the Father Provincial of

India. In these he found [35/1] orders allowing him to proceed to Goa as

soon as he had instructed me in the ways of that country and aer the

arrival of Father Fray Manuel de la Concepcion,10 who was coming to assist

us in this mission, until orders issued for two more Brethren to join.

A few days later Father Fray Manuel arrived and Father Fray Domingos

at once sought for orders as to his departure, as he was most anxious to get

away so as to cure certain fits he was suffering from, caused by some

affection of the urine, whi when they aaed him brought him to the

gates of death. His departure, in consequence, took place in mu briefer

time than I cared for, and le us disconsolate, especially myself. For I was



filled with misgivings and with su an access of melanoly that in spite of

all my efforts I could not conceal it, and was, moreover, terrified by this new

sensation within me. en the Enemy of mankind urged on me the distance I

was from my own country, from my parents and brothers of whom I should

never hear more, living in these outlandish parts. Finding myself assailed in

this manner I sought the one true remedy, and having recourse to the divine

help besought our Lord to console me and use me to the best advantage of

His holy service. At that moment the divine words of [35/2] St. Jerome came

into my memory:

Per calcatum perge Patrem, per calcatam perge Matrem, ut sequaris

Christum.11

is mental admonition proved most consolatory, as I believed that it was no

passing thought but had been deliberately sent to me, and this I proved in

the trials that fell to my lot within a month.

e first trial, and that whi caused me the greatest sadness, was the

death of my companion Father Fray Manuel de la Concepcion, who gave up

his soul to his Creator within fieen days. Strong indications existed of his

having been poisoned by some heathen who lived near the Chur. It so fell

that I was away, three leagues off, at the Bandel or town of Angaracale,12

where we have another Chur and Residence. ese pagans wished to hold

a feast in honour of one of their idols as a thanksgiving for good news. In

order to decorate the Pagoda or house of the Idol, they visited the houses of

certain local Indian Christians begging them to lend them carpets, silken

cloths, and other ornamental articles with whi they could de out the Idol

and its house. When he learned about this, Father Fray Manuel, carried away

in his zeal for God’s honour, by using the greatest exertions prevented these

Christians from lending anything, pointing out to them that they could not

act thus as the honour whi was due to God alone must not be paid to the

Devil [36/1] since God himself, our Lord, had manifested His will in these

words: Gloriam meam alteri non dabo.13

e death of this servant of God was deeply grieved for by the Christians

of those parts, owing to the loss it caused and also from his having been a

most excellent Brother and very skilled in the language of Bengala. Some of



the Christians wished to avenge his death by killing two heathen, whi it

would have been easy for them to do, had not I prevented it, on the grounds

that su vengeance was unlawful and also that there was no proof of their

suspicions. Had there been proof and the case submied to the regular court,

the Magh Governor would have had them impaled [36/2] without any fuss.

is reasoning appeased them.

I was placed in great difficulty by the unexpected death of the Father, my

companion, since I had lile or no hope of soon obtaining another. is,

indeed, was what occurred, as it was nineteen months before two more

Brethren arrived.14 During this interval I met with many difficulties whi I

will recount in the next apter. In these troubles, although I laed all

human aid I did not la what is more important, divine support, by whi

the mercy of God carried me safely through many dangers both spiritual and

temporal.

Notes

1  Psalm xviii. 26 in our version, and xvii. 26 in the R.C. version.

2  Manrique belonged to that bran of the Augustinian Order whi had been reformed by Father

omas de Andrade, aerwards called omas of Jesus.

3  St. Niolas of Tolentino. See Chap. III, n. 25.

4    Father Hosten possesses a MS. copy of the Statutes of the Congregation of the Hermits of St.

Augustine in the Indies, whi must have been drawn up before 1656. It would look as if linguistic

studies were not very seriously pursued. Incidentally Manrique never seems to have become really

proficient. Statute No. 90 runs thus: “In the Convents of Goa, in the College (of Goa), in Ceylaō, in

Bengala, and elsewhere, where there is occasion for making conversions and establishing

Christianities, where the Sacraments (sic) of Confession are to be administered, we ordain that there

be lessons in the language used in the places where they (the Friars) reside, at whi lesson all the

Religious shall assist without any exception, and the Prior who does not send in information

certifying that he has a qualified Teaer and that he continues giving his lesson once every week-day

… (the text appears corrupt here) will be ineligible for all the offices and dignities to whi he can be

elected in this Province; and there … in the Chapter for a period of four years and the salary will be

paid by the Convent (the passage is confusing). Only those who know the language best, even though

they be younger in years and religion, shall ever be sent to the Vicarages, provided they have the

other qualifications.” [H.]

5    Fathers de Sousa and Fernandes, S.J., travelled the same way, i.e. across the annels of the

Sundarbans in 1598. On his return from Arakan in 1635, Manrique followed the same route, and

again speaks of the Ganges. Cf. Chap. XXXVI, 8a. We may again remark that one of the meanings of

gangā is “river” in general.

6  It is mentioned in 1600 by Guerrero (Anual, p. 154) as Diaga. e Bengal Survey map, Sheet No.

409 (scale 1 in = 1 mile), shows Bandar (i. e. Bandel or Dianga) on the le bank of the Kamaphulī



river, almost at the mouth. Dianga is shown in early maps. A map by Robert, “Les Indes Orientales,

1751”, in the Bibliothèque Nationale in Paris, shows Dianga south of Chiagong on a different mouth

of the river: d’Anville’s map of 1751 in the Bodleian at Oxford also shows it, but north of Chiagong;

Robert in his “Carte du Royaume de Siam, 1751”, again shows Dianga; Jaillot’s map of 1719, in the

Bibliotheque Nationale gives only Chiagong; Hermann Moll’s map (n. d.), in the Bodleian at Oxford,

shows Dianga in the same position practically as Robert does; Niolas Viser, in his map “Indae

Orientalis”, shows Dianga south of Chiagong. Finally, in the British Museum “General Maps

52450/1830, S. 116”, by J. R. Burlton Benne, Deputy Postmaster-General, Bengal, we get Dianga

shown on a separate mouth of the Karnaphulī, whi proves that it was still known (see Map, Introd.).

It is called Firinghībandar or Bandar in O’Malley, Gazetteer, p. 177. It seems doubtful whether the

Portuguese ever had a fort at Pahārtali, 2 miles from the civil station of Chiagong (O’Malley,

Gazetteer, p. 176). ey could not have been there in Manrique’s time. Father Barbe, Vicar of

Chiagong, wrote on 5th Sept., 1843: “e first ur (of the Portuguese on the Chiagong side) was

built by them at Deang (Dianga), whi is at the mouth of the river. e spot may yet be traced: it is

on an elevated ground; the building appears to have been 80 . in length and 40 in breadth. Twelve

Christian families live close to that spot, and I was told by a Mosulman, who is about 100 years old,

that he recollected the time when some of the villages close to that place were all inhabited by

Christians. Since that epo, some families are gone to Tipperah; some to Neacolly (Noakhali), and the

remainder are in different places of the Chiagong district.” Cf. Bengal Catholic Herald, Calcua,

1843, vol. v, pp. 268–71. [is is not quite correct, however, as Cramoisy notes the erection of a ur

by Jesuits at Chiagong in 1608. Cf. Sebn. Cramoisy, Asiae Nova Descriptio, MDCLVI. C. L.]

Dianga was the first Portuguese selement on the Gulf of Bengal; hence, before they seled at

Satgāṇw or Hūglī, to go “to Bengala” meant to go to Dianga, or, as they generally called it, Porto

Grande. In de Barros’s map we find only Chatigam (Chiagong); in van den Broee’s map, Dianga is

correctly placed; but “Ramoe” in the immediate vicinity is an error. Blomann (p. 233) identifies

Dianga with the Dakhindāngā or the Brāhmandāngā, both on the Sangū river, south of Chātgāon,

where salt-golahs still existed, the word “dāngā” signifying “highland”. Whatever the etymology of

Dianga may be, the place is not on the Sangū river. [H.]

Chiagong was always held by Portuguese writers to be in Bengal, and is oen identified with the

mysterious “City of Bengala”, so common in early maps, shown in various positions. Cf. Ovington, p.

534. Mr. Dames (Barbosa, Appendix I) identifies “Bengala City” with Gauḍ, whi seems probable.

7  See Chap. XXVII. For the last seven years he had been alone in Arakan, that is since 1622 at least.

Manrique says that, eight years before his own arrival, Sept. 1629, Fray Domingos had had for

companions Fathers Ector de los Angeles, Agustin de Jesus, Francisco de las Llagas, and Mathew, all

Augustinians. ree of these (?) had died of the contagion before Sept. 1629. Faria y Sousa mentions

an epidemic whi raged “throughout all India” about 1618 (vol. iii. Pt. III Chap. XVII, p. 343).

8  Close to the Chur was a small hill, from the top of whi some natives disarged a falconet

at Manrique, while he was hearing confessions, on the eve of Corpus Christi, i.e. on 18th June, 1631.

ey wished to avenge themselves, because the Christians had been forbidden to lend them anything

to enhance their Durgā procession at the new moon of June (Chap. XXVII, n. 26). e traces of the

ur at Dianga are unlikely to be those of the ur whi existed in Manrique’s time, as su

ures were almost always built of bambu, and lasted at most only 12 or 15 years. (See, however,

Harvey, Burma, p. 347 n.) In 1713 there were at Chiagong three ures, ea with its Missionary,

and half a league from one another. at year more than 2,000 persons were confirmed. In 1722 the

(a?) ur of Chiagong was dedicated to Our Lady of Guadelupe. Cf. Bengal: Past and Present,

1915, vol. xi, p. 190, and note 1.



For the later Christian selements of Jamālkhān, Khatolliah, Sultānpūr, Noapāra (on the Halda

river), cf. Bengal: Past and Present, Oct.–Dec. 1910, p. 219. In 1713 the native Christians near

Chiagong were called “boctos” (bhakht, pious, devout, religious-minded). To the notes published on

this point by Father Hosten in 1910 (ibid., p. 220) some extracts from a leer of Fr. (now Bishop) J.

Legrand, C.S.C. (Chiagong, 19 June, 1910), may be added. He writes to Father Hosten:

“e word ‘Boctos’ seems to imply an idea of piety and to mean ‘pious’. is word is still current in

several parts of our Mission. My assistant, Father Niard, who lived formerly at Toomiliah and

Bandhura, tells me that in the former of these places there is a pious association called ‘bocto-somāj’.

At Nagari, near Toomiliah, and in the jurisdiction of the Portuguese Pādrīs, it is the same. At 2 or 3

miles from Toomiliah, there is a village called Boctarpur, whi appears to have the same etymology.

In the village of Chhoto-gola, at half an hour’s distance of Bandhura, there is a bārī called Bocto-bārī.

I have appealed to the memory of several of our Christians, juveniles of between 70 and 80 years.

ey have no knowledge of the Boctos you speak of.” [H.]

9   Hamilton (East Indies, ii. 444) refers to this custom at Syriam. Su restrictions were usual in

those days. Cf. Harvey, Burma, pp. 270, 351; Cordier in Toung Pao, 1890, p. 190, “Les Français en

Birmanie”.

10   See Chap. XXVII. e text is not clear. He died in less than fieen days, but fieen days aer

what? In less than fieen days aer his arrival or from the day he became ill? Fray Domingos le

before the end of 1629. Manrique says the festival was celebrated in thanksgiving for good news, but

it seems more likely to have been the annual Durgā or Dasahra festival in Ashwīn (October). is

would fix the month of Father Manuel’s death and also agree generally with an interval of fieen

days aer his arrival for that calamity. Manrique was not then conversant with Hindū festivals.

11  “If you would follow Christ press on, over your father, over your mother.” Not traced.

12   is place is not found on modern maps. It was apparently about 3 miles south of Dianga,

separated from it by an arm of the sea. Originally a fishing village it developed into a Portuguese

selement. ere are still two villages, on the Sangā river, called Hangarkhali and Hariakhali. ese

may represent Angaracale and Arracale. e “Harias” are a low class of fishermen, while “Hangar” is

a crocodile of the sea-coast. Guerrero mentions “Charangia” and “Anga” (Annual, p. 153). See Map,

Introd.

13  “My glory will I not give to another” (Isaiah xlii. 8).

14   Father Manuel died almost certainly in October 1629 (n. 10). An interval of nineteen months

then followed. is would bring these new Brethren in May 1631, or, if we place Father Manuel’s

death just at the end of 1629, in August 1631. One of these new men was Fray Diogo Coulam, who

was Manrique’s companion (Chap. XXVII). e name of the other is not given. Both were at Dianga

in 1635 (Chap. XXXV).



CHAPTER XI

In which is related the cause of the persecution which was instituted against

the Christians residing in the principality of Chatigan, subject to Arracan.

[36/1] On the decease of the Prince of Chatigan, the second son of

Xalamixa,1 himself the second of that name to rule Arracan, that principality

was le without any one to succeed.

e Magh Monar then decided to arrange for the government of this

Principality [36/2] as being subject to his Empire. He therefore sent a Magh

grandee, whose name I forget, as governor. is man had tried his utmost to

obtain this governorship, simply in order to be revenged on the Portuguese,

whom he hated intensely, having at one time been a prisoner in their hands

[37/2] in the Empire of Pegu, during the time of Philip de Brio,2 known to

the natives as Changā, whi means Great Captain.3

As soon as the Magh Governor arrived at Chatigan the Portuguese

Captains went to call upon him. ese men were in the service of the king of

Arracan and defended his frontier against the encroaments and tyranny of

the Great Mogol. e Captains said that, in accordance with custom, my

presence was necessary at the visit, and obliged me to accompany them.

e Governor had sent the Elephants of his escort and his band to receive

us at the entrance to the City, thus outwardly professing his great pleasure at

meeting us. is aitude was maintained similarly when we entered his

presence. He expressed the hope that with the help of God and the assistance

of the Portuguese, he would gain great victories over the enemy and thus

obtain the approbation of his King and Master. He invited us to dinner,

entertaining us with music of different kinds until the hour for the banquet

arrived. He gave us a magnificent feast, whi lasted most of the night,

accompanying it with every indication of pleasure and goodwill towards us.

As soon as the feast was over, whi terminated in dancing and other

entertainments, we le for the City of Dianga,4 mu pleased at our



reception [37/2] as presaging a continuance of friendly relations with the

Portuguese.

But we were soon undeceived by subsequent events. Foreseeing that our

suspicions were allayed and that we did not believe that he had any evil

intentions against the Portuguese, he at once began to intrigue so as to

destroy them, thereby both satisfying his desire for vengeance as well as

enabling himself the more easily to usurp the Principality of Chatigan. He

knew well that the loyalty of the Portuguese would never permit them to

consent to su treaery, even if it cost the lives of all of them. He therefore

seared carefully for some method of destroying them. e seme he

found simplest was to have leers forged, purporting to come from the

Portuguese and Bengali residents of Sacassalā,5 most of whom were serving

on board the Portuguese Geliās. ese leers were made to prove that both

these communities had wrien to the Nababo or Viceroy of Daa offering

him an unopposed entry into that principality, throughout the succeeding

month of August.

He then forged replies from the Nababo to the Portuguese of Dianga in

whi he offered them the greatest concessions and honours, in the name of

the Great Mogol, adding that he would remain for the whole month of

August in the port of Patanga,6 [36/1] with an adequate fleet.

He then dispated these leers to the King, urging him to act without

delay, as otherwise the Portuguese would enter Arracan, seize his treasures,

and make over the territories to the Great Mogol. is news reaed the

Court at the end of May, the commencement of winter in those parts.

e King, without loss of time, issued orders to the Corangarī,7 a title

corresponding to that of Captain-General of sea and land forces with us, to

prepare five hundred Geliās and forty Galleys, and then repair with all speed

to the port of Dianga, take the Portuguese unawares, and make prisoners of

them all. Failing in this he was to besiege them with as large a force as he

could raise, placing the navy in arge of the Governor of Ramu.8

e Christians resident in Arracan9 received information of these

preparations, and since the dispat of su a fleet to Dianga at that time of

year seemed most unaccountable they became suspicious, as su measures

could not, at this season, be directed against the Mogol10 or against the



Asaranja,11 bearing in mind also that these ships were carrying no

Christians, although these men formed the babone of the navy. eir

suspicions therefore increased, and some of them arranged to discover what

this meant, through their wives, who had the entry of the queen’s palaces

and friends there.12

As women are, as a rule, unable to keep a secret, [38/2] especially from

one another, most of them contrived to discover the real cause as to why the

fleet was being sent off in su a hurry. ese women returned and told their

husbands what was afoot. e men at once met at their Captain’s house and

arranged, without further delay, to send off a special messenger by stages

with two leers, one for the Father-Vicar and the other for the Portuguese

Captains. As the bearer of the message was a Christian they had informed

him of the purport of the document he bore, and hence he travelled like the

wind, taking no sto of the difficulties of the road. He started from Arracan

on the nineteenth of June, reaing Dianga on the last day of that month—a

most remarkable feat to have performed in winter, the road lying for over

ninety leagues across rough mountainous country and heavy swamps.

As soon as the messenger reaed Dianga he came to the Chur and

Residency where I was. Aer he had given me the leers and also an

account of what was taking place, I was in a quandary, iefly because I

knew the Portuguese leaders had gone off to aa the Principality of

Jassor13 and could not return for thirty or forty days. One of the principal

leaders, moreover, Bartolome Gonsales Tibao,14 who had remained behind,

was si and in bed. However, I sent the leer to him, and, as soon as he had

read it, he rose from his bed, although fever was still on him, and geing

into a Doli [39/1] carried by four blas,15 came straight to see me. He

informed me that we were in the greatest danger and that we must discover

a way out without delay. To effect this he made me send for three

Portuguese, whom he named to me; old men, unable to take an active part,

but who were very experienced and knew the country well and so could

advise what should be done.

I at once had them sent for. Aer talking the maer over, two of the old

men advised that a swi Geliā should be immediately dispated to warn

the Portuguese fleet and get them to return at once. is advice, however,



did not meet with the approval of the third old man, who not only refused to

consent to that plan, but strongly dissented, giving many reasons whi

clearly showed that it was a dangerous seme. e best thing to be done

according to him, and that most likely to succeed, was that I should visit the

Arracan Court accompanied by Captain Bartolome Gonsales and several

Christians, and, if possible, that we should start next day. e reason he gave

was that my arrival at the Court would put an end to the suspicions whi

the King entertained of the Portuguese, suspicions created by the lying

information sent by the Governor [39/2] of Chatigān. For all those races are

convinced that Christians living in these parts have su a high opinion of

priests and Brethren, that the King, as soon as he saw that I had put myself

in his power, would cease to suspect any longer.

As this advice was approved by all of us, we at once took steps to carry it

out the succeeding day, whi was that of the Visitation of the Mother of

God. So orders were given to collect what was necessary, and next day, aer

reciting mass and delivering an address, I le, begging them to pray to God

on our behalf, as we were making this journey in the stress of winter, a

season of heavy rain and storms, in God’s service and on behalf of the

Christians of that Principality, and were also placing our lives at the mercy of

the King of Arracan.

is address ended and the last farewells over, we assembled to await

nightfall when we could embark with more ance of our departure

remaining unknown to the Governor.

Notes

1  e reader is referred to the introductory note on “e Rulers of Arakan”.

2   His full name was Philip de Brito Nicote. He was a native of Lisbon, but of Fren extraction,

and started life as a cabin-boy. Cf. Harvey, Burma, pp. 185 ff., also Index; Danvers, Portuguese India,

ii. 123, 128, 140, 142, 160. See also note 1.

3  e name by whi de Brito was known throughout the kingdom. e Burmese and Arakanese

ronicles call him Xinga. is is not a Burmese word. It is suggested that it may be a corruption of

the Panjābi changa, “good”, or the Arakanese nga-anga. Cf. Bocarro, Decada, xiii. 130. At p. 122

Bocarro translates changa, de Brito’s title, by “bom homen” or good man (homen de bem = homme de

bien). “e king of (Arecan) gave the Portuguese (de Brito) the name of Xenga, whi means a lusty

(?) fellow lustig man): the Portuguese well deserved the title too: for two or three years later he took

the son of the King captive and made him pay a ransom of 11,000 Tangas (Tangans) and 10 Galleys

laden with rice.” Cf. Floris (van der Aa, p. 26; and Puras, Pilgrims, iii. 325), who says the title means

“honest”. See also Danvers, ii. 126.



4  See Chap. X, nn. 6, 8.

5  is is the present district of Sacannya or Sat-Kannya, lying between Ramu and Chiagong. It

stretes north-east to Comilla, south to Halabun near Cox’s Bazaar and to the east of Chiagong.

Bocarro, Decada, xiii. 439, writes the name as “Saquecela”.

6  From Manrique’s description it was at the entrance of the Karnaphulī river, on the north or right

bank, because on entering the river, you had Dianga on your right hand, and arrived next in front of

Chiagong, Chap. XXVII. In Chap. XXXV he says it was two leagues below the landing of the city (of

Dianga ?). e Bengal Survey Map, Sheet 409 (1 in = 1 mile), shows Patangā on the right bank at

the entrance of the Karnaphulī river, and Sheet 408 shows a second village of this name a lile higher

up and contiguous to it.

7  is is Korangrī, from Ko = body, ran, to surround, and gri = big. is transliteration represents

the Arakanese and Burmese pronunciation up to about 1800. Since then Burmese has soened “r” to

“y”, and it has become Koyangyi. us Symes, Cox, and other early writers talk of the Rewun, Re =

water, wun = governor; of Rondaw, Ron = court, daw = royal: nowadays these have become Yewun

and Yondaw.

Koyan is the sto word in Burmese vernacular ronicles for a “guardsman”.

Bocarro, Decada, xiii. 126, defines corangri as “Capitão geral do mar” (captain-general by sea). In

countries like Arakan, where water was the ief means of locomotion, a military commander was

necessarily also a naval commander.

8  See Chap. XII, n. 2.

9   at is the town of Arakan or Mrauk-u, now called Myo-haung or Mro-haung, “the old city”.

Since 1825 it has had this name, as Akyab then became the new capital. e “winter”, as usual, means

the rainy season. See Chap. IV, n. 3.

10    Manrique regularly uses the form Mogol when referring to the Emperor, and Mogor when

speaking of his Muḥammadan subjects. See Hobson-Jobson, Mogul.

11  e word means the “Fief-holder of Asaram”, and stands for Assam-ja, where ja = sā, “eater, to

eat”. A Myo-sa or “town-eater” is one who enjoys the revenues of a myo or town, township, or even of

mere villages whi in Burmese eyes rank as provinces. e Governor-General of India used in

Burmese to be styled by the Burmese King Bengala-myo-sa, “eater of the township of Bengal”, though

the Burmese ruler knew Bengal was a very large “township”. It implies that Assam was under a fief-

holder and not a king. us we have Ramu-sa or Panwa-ja fief-holder of Ramu or Panwa. Manrique

distinguishes the kingdoms of “Tipara” and “Asaram”, both of whi, he says, bounded the kingdom

of Arakan on the north (Chap. XXVII). e form Asaram is different from the forms discussed by Sir

E. A. Gait in his History of Assam, Calcua, 1906, pp. 240–1. Old maps show the kingdom of the

Maghs as extending along the Brāhmapūtra as far as Rangamatī Ghāṭ, or at least as far as the Surma

valley. Cf. Bengal: Past and Present, iv. (1909), Plaisted’s map of 1757, facing p. 601. Ovington says

that Assam toues Tippera on the north.

Fray Sicardo, O.S.A. (1696) notes: “In the camp of Bencomatis (Rangamalī) on the confines of

Assam, in the country subject to the King of the Maghs, there are two ures, one dedicated to Our

Lady of the Rosary, the other to Our Lady of Guadalupe.” Cf. Bengal: Past and Present, Oct.–Dec.

1910, p. 221. Sicardo also states that the Portuguese seled at Rangamatī had come from the kingdom

of the Maghs. [H.]

In the case of personal names su as Alamanja of Chiagong, and Tontonja, the name of the

Prince of Orietan, the termination ja = sā means Aleman or Tonton, the fief-holder. e fief-holder

was, of course, oen the governor as well. us in the Shan States, in the present day, the “Myo-sa” is

a hereditary ief of the second rank, residing at its ief town (myo), e. g. “Hkun-Nge, Myosa of

Bawlake”. Cf. Harvey, Burma, pp. 171, 286, 360. But see also Chap. XXVIII, n. 2; Chap. XXXII, n. 10.

12  One of them was the wife of Leo Donno, the Japanese captain (Chap. XX).



13  ey had gone evidently on one of their annual filibustering, slaveraiding expeditions against

the Mughals of Bengal.

14    Possibly related to Sebastian Gonsales Tibao, King of Sundiva (1609), perhaps his son. Cf.

introductory note, “e Rulers of Arakan”; Danvers, Portuguese India, ii. 140 ff. Antonio Tibao was

Sebastian’s brother (ibid., ii. 145).

15  e text has negros, a word never used by Manrique for Indians. ey were no doubt Africans.

Mr. Harvey says that in the Pawtugi Yazawin, wrien probably by a Burmanized Portuguese captive

in the seventeenth century, de Brito is stated to have had among his troops at Syriam, in 1613, five

hundred and fiy Kappali, i. e. negroes, and five hundred Kale, i. e. Tamils.



CHAPTER XII

How we left Dianga for the Court of Arracan.

[40/1] So on the day of the Visitation, as I noted above, in the silence of

the night, we embarked on a Geliā manned by powerful rowers.1 eir

strong arms carried us along a narrow, boiling river, across the mouths of

several streams and arms of the sea, all dangerous to navigate, owing, as I

have remarked, to our being in the depths of Winter, whi in these regions

is very tempestuous, especially along the coasts. However, on the third day

of our journey we reaed the City of Ramu2 just at the hour when night

was spreading her sable mantle over the earth, accompanicd by heavy rain-

laden clouds whi disarged their watery produce, giving us no

opportunity of landing.

We were, therefore, obliged to pass the night in the Geliā. At dawn next

day we disembarked and went to visit the Governor, whose name was

Pomajā, an enlightened ruler and great friend of the Portuguese.

We presented him with a ri gi of Indian muslin, for it is an established

custom [40/2] in all these parts whenever you go to visit a man of position to

first send him a present, whi is called Adia. Even when they come to visit

you it is usual to present them with something, omission to do so being

considered great discourtesy. Hence the proverb current amongst almost all

Oriental peoples:

  You come to my house, what do you bring?

  I come to your house, what do you give?

In consequence of this we sent on our gis and he received us, therefore,

with every show of courtesy and kindness. On hearing that we were on our

way to the Court he told us that we had acted wisely. When we wished to

get more information as to the basis on whi our affair rested, he refused to

give us any, saying that since we were going to Arracan and would see the

King we should get all the information we wanted there. For the present he

asked us to say by what road we proposed to travel in order that he might



obtain for us all that we should require. We replied that we believed that the

route along the river bank would be the easiest. He inquired from some of

his guard if we could pass that way, but they said it was quite out of the

question, as owing to heavy rain the streams from the hills were coming

down [41/1] in su volume and forming su violent water-courses that

even Elephants could not ford them. At this reply he said that we must cross

the mountains of the principality of Pre3 and make for the city of Peroem,4

whence we could embark for Arracan. We were mu depressed by this

news as that route passed through a most difficult mountainous region,

rendered still more dangerous by the wild animals, iefly Tigers,

Rhinoceroses,5 and fierce Elephants, whi frequented it. e Governor, on

noting from the expression of our faces the depression and disappointment

we felt, told us that he would provide us with good guides and send as well

fiy-three Mogars, captives who were being removed to the bundicanas6 or

prisons at Arracan; but we should have to wait two days. We replied that we

would follow his advice in everything. He gave orders for a house to be

placed at our disposal, where we sent our clothes, dispating ba to

Dianga the Geliā in whi we had come.

When the dinner hour came he summoned us to dine with him, and this

we did regularly until we le Ramu. On the evening of the second day the

prisoners who were to accompany us arrived, with a guard of thirty soldiers.

[41/2] We started with this company and two Elephants with howdahs.7

As it was raining we decided to go in a covered boat over the two leagues

up-stream to the foot of the mountains, the Elephants being sent round by

land. On reaing our destination at the foot of the hills we had to wait over

an hour until the Elephants came up. We then disembarked and commenced

to load the principal articles of our baggage on one of the Elephants, the

other being kept for me and the Captain to ride upon; we were to go inside

the howdah, whi was fully furnished with maresses, rugs, and cushions

and well closed in with wax-cloth above and curtains on the sides, so that

the rain, whi was still heavy, did not molest us.

We were all busied in loading up when suddenly a fierce tiger, as large as

a young bull, aaed us, out of the jungle. He seized a Magh soldier who

was nearest to him, pied him up as if he was a dog, and carried him away



with su speed that by the time his companions came to his assistance the

tiger had nearly disappeared into the forest with his victim. Nevertheless

some men followed it up with their spears, shouting and yelling, while my

companions’ escort also gave ase, leing off some rounds from their

muskets. e noise of the shots so frightened the fierce beast that he dropped

his prey [42/1] in order to flee more rapidly, and hence they recovered the

luy8 soldier, almost disembowelled and so lacerated down the ba that

the sinews were exposed. His companions proposed to take him to the boat,

but the Christians, who had found him, objected on the grounds that in

transporting him he would expire, and it would be beer to aend to his

wounds first. To this the Maghs assented readily, as most Oriental nations

believe that every Portuguese is a Tabibo,9 id est physician. But the

Christians’ intention was to effect a cure of his soul. So one of them came to

me in great haste and told me what had occurred. On this I hurried there

with all speed and found him living and in full possession of his senses.

Appreciating the dire condition in whi he was I impressed on him, in his

own language, that as he was, through an accident, losing this transitory

bodily life he should consider the spiritual life of the soul whi was eternal:

that this spiritual life could, through God’s pity, save him, were he only

baptized and made a Christian, holding, henceforth, as certain that the errors

of the pagan faith he had followed could only lead him into eternal

damnation. I added many other suitable arguments and pointed up to

heaven. He said that he was convinced that the Christian faith was the true

one [42/2] and hence he desired to become a Christian. At this welcome and

gratifying reply I removed from my ne the metal crucifix I always carried

there for su occasions, and placing it in his hands I explained its mystery;

how, through love for us, Christ had voluntarily placed Himself in that

condition. e happy soldier then commenced to weep, and handing me

ba the crucifix raised his hands to heaven and asked me to baptize him.

Aer making him recite the Creed with me I baptized him, naming him

Buenaventura for his good fortune in having been, through the divine pity,

received into the body of the faithful.

As the rain continued we proceeded to remove him to the boat wrapped

in a sheet, where we seled him in the best way we could. As he was by this

time unconscious I ordered a candle to be lighted and brought, placing this



divine sign of our redemption before his face, and together with all the

Christians present commenced to recite the prayer for the dying. When I

reaed the words Suscipe Domine servum tuum10 he passed away,

rendering up his soul to his Divine Creator. We at once took steps to inter

him, digging a grave at the foot of a tree, making it over a fathom deep to

prevent the beasts from disinterring the body. A cross was then placed at his

head and we le him at peace, [43/1] giving fervent thanks to God our Lord

for permiing so lowly a minister of religion as myself to become the

instrument by whi that soul was sent to Heaven and freed from the

clutes of the Devil.

e successful termination of this work in God’s service seemed to us a

happy start and good augury for our undertaking, and hence we set out

again on our earthly journey with a light heart. We traversed heavy forest

with our muskets in our hands, occasionally firing a shot in order to scare

wild animals off the road. We travelled on thus until four o’clo in the

evening, experiencing great difficulty owing to the continuous rain and thi

mud. So when we reaed a cultivated opening in the forest we did not dare

to traverse it that day, since it was some two leagues across and covered

with water and mud. We were, therefore, obliged to spend the night at the

foot of a tree, geing the Elephants to clear away the grass for us, as it

abounded in that region. e rain fell incessantly, so that we could not light a

fire in order to make rice cakes, the usual food of these people, without

whi, in spite of eating other food, they still feel hungry. To remedy this

want we had a bag of cakes11 produced from among the things we had

brought from Dianga for our own use, and divided it among all [43/2] the

heathen accompanying us, for we numbered in all eighty-three persons.12

As soon as we had completed this brief and frugal meal, washed down

with the waters of heaven and of earth, we Christians seled ourselves as

best we could round the Elephants’ howdahs, some inside and others outside

under shelters devised for this purpose.

But no sooner had the moon risen than a furious wind aaed us and

carrying away the sails of our land-ship found us by daylight soaked to the

skin. And although the rain ceased at midday the gale did not, but increased

in strength, wrening off the howdah roof and hurling it through the air,

dashing it into a thousand pieces.



We were mu put out at this, and aer having what remained of the

howdah taken to pieces we pursued our way, exposed to the inclemency of

the weather without any shelter. Aer crossing the marshes and reaing the

foot of the mountains the wind ceased and the rain began again, and with

su fury that it seemed to have rested those few hours for this very

purpose. Su was its force that on arriving at the top of a high mountain we

were so sodden with water that we were obliged to take off our clothes and

in the lightest of aire face the rain [44/1] whi poured that night. But God

our Lord was pleased, in His infinite mercy, to ordain that it should not rain

quite all night, and we therefore were able to light big fires, dry ourselves,

and comfort our inner man with some warm food. But the only drink in su

parts of that region is water. is done we sought out the best places to rest

in for the night, whi proved to be the trees, where ea man seled

himself as he best could, in order to be safe from wild beasts. So we passed

the night and, as no more rain fell, we considered ourselves in excellent case.

As soon as it was light we went on our way down the mountain and

reaed its foot without more rain. At this point we came upon some bambu

huts thated with straw, the traces of some companies of soldiers whi had

passed that way. We had intended to continue our journey that day, as it was

still fine, but before eleven o’clo the weather showed signs, by growing

darkness, thunder and lightning, that a storm was approaing and we

considered it rash to go on. We therefore retired into the huts. Scarcely had

we done so when the rain started and poured, without a break, for twenty-

four hours. We made the best use [44/2] of this great opportunity to rest our

worn-out bodies, as we had still two days of difficult travelling to do before

reaing Peroem.

I took this ance of reading the Divine office. Just as I had finished a

Maometan Mogol came up to ask me if the quitabo13 I held was our Anzir,

id est the book of our faith. I said no, but that it was a book from whi to

recite Nimosa,13 id est of prayer and supplication. He asked me to whom we

Nassaranes13 or Christians prayed, and I replied, “To the one true God”. He

was pleased and answered “Xabas”,13 whi is their way of applauding

anything very good, and went on with his conversation, saying:



“If you know that there is but one true God why do you have so many

images in your Masides13 or temples, to whi you pray?” I laughed at this

question, and the Hagarene14 noticing this said: “Do you generally laugh

when talking of su sacred things?” I answered: “Yes, I do when you

Maumetans are su Barbarians as to imagine that Christians or Nassaranes,

as you call us, worship idols, as the Hindus15 or Pagans do.” I then explained

to him why we Christians kept these figures in our Chures and homes, and

he and those who had come up to listen to the discussion were satisfied.

Prosecuting the argument he asked me how many religions God had

enunciated to the world. I told him three, adding [45/1] explanations in his

own tongue as well as I could, God assisting me.

On this he again turned to me and said that he was surprised that one who

had so mu knowledge as I had should say that God had only promulgated

three religions in the world, as there were four, the last being his own, whi

God had ordained to be preaed through His “Barorazul”16 Maomet, id est

great prophet Maomet. “e fourth”, he said, “annuls the three you mention,

so, even granting that your faith is a good faith and that you can be saved in

it, yet ours is more perfect and we are more acceptable to God as observing

it.” With this, as he imagined unanswerable argument, he stopped. I asked

him in reply if he had any more to say. He said: “What more can be said in

the maer?” I answered: “Mu, but for the moment I am content to accept

your admission that the Christian faith is good and that salvation can be

obtained by it. But I say that your sect is an evil and dangerous sect, whi

can never bring one to salvation but only to eternal damnation.”

At these words all the Moors present put their fingers to their ears and

exclaimed, “Tobā, Tobā”,17 a word used to express great surprise and

consternation.

I then begged them to listen to me, since I had listened to them as long as

they had anything to say. ey said I was right and that [45/2] they would

hear me. I then ran over certain points given in their Alcoran, whi the

Mogors call Forquan,18 showing them that it was all frivolous and ridiculous

and proving that by baptism alone could salvation be obtained.

All together replied to this:



“Padre gio Alā arimo, Alā merban.”19

whi in our tongue means:

“Oh Father, God is pitiful, God is merciful.” With these words they got up

and le me.

Next day the same Mogor who had started the discussion came to me and

said:

“Father, I am most anxious to meet you at Arracan, as all last night my

mind refused to rest in turning over what you had said, namely that no

salvation was possible except by receiving the Christian faith, and hence I

wish to discuss the maer with you at leisure.” On this I said I would go and

see him at night and we would talk over this question whi toued him so

closely. He said that we could not do this on the mar, as his companions

would become suspicious, and hence it must be reserved for a more suitable

occasion. I did not like this hesitation, and so I told him that his delaying was

a pretext of the Devil, who wished to raise endless difficulties in order to

prevent his understanding the errors of his ways, and that he must carefully

consider how he might die before he had made up his mind and so be

damned. To this he gave a meaningless answer, [46/1] very common among

the heathen of those parts, who say on su occasions “Nasibo”,20 whi is

to say, Whatever fate and destiny have decreed must befall”. With this

frivolous reply he went away.

Although I made strenuous efforts to find this Mogor in Arracan [46/2] I

never could obtain any news of him or of his companions. is was probably

due to their having been banished to the mountains of Maum,21 as we shall

relate later on.22

Notes

1  See note on the routes followed by our traveller in the Introduction.

2  Ramu, a corruption of Raja-myo, “the king’s town”, is marked as a place of some importance on

early and comparatively recent maps. Of early maps may be mentioned d’Anville’s, Paris, 1751, in the

Bodleian at Oxford, Niolas Viser’s map, “Indae Orientalis” (n.d.), and the map by the Deputy

Postmaster-General of Bengal (British Museum, 52450/1830, S. 116), reprint of 1852. See also Fytche,

Map. It is situated nine miles inland from Cox’s Bazaar. is place, whi lies at the mouth of the

creek on whi Ramu stands, did not exist in Manrique’s day. e present creek appears to have been

mu wider in earlier days than it is now. Cox’s Bazaar was founded in 1799 by Lieut. Cox, who had

been appointed to arrange for the selement of Arakanese driven to take shelter in British territory



aer the annexation of their country by the Burmans in 1784. Ramu, still called so by the people of

Chiagong, is now known to the Arakanese as Panwa. e name Pamaja used as a proper name is

actually Panwa-sa, “the eater of Panwa”, that is its fief-holder, who took (“ate”) the revenues, sending

a share to the King (see Chap. XI, n. 11). Panwa is now a police outpost and an important market

serving the south of the district. e map in O’Malley’s Gazetteer of Chittagong shows Ramu east of

Umkhali, and that seems to be the place visited by Manrique.

e fief-holder of Ramu in Manrique’s time was, it seems, at the head of the Chancery of Arakan,

all farmans having to be endorsed by him.

3  Manrique oen uses for the name of a king or ief the name of his country, e. g. “the Brama”

for the “Burmese king”. is “Pre” must be another instance. ese mountains, this being the u-la-

daung range, would have lain between Ramu (Panwa) and the town of Peroem, whi Manrique

visited: but in the title of Chap. XIII Manrique states that the mountains of the Pre separated Arakan

from Pegu, and at the end of Chap. XXI we read that the high mountains of the Pre divide Arakan

from Pegu on the south. Either Manrique is making a mistake or he is confusing similar names he

heard, and Pre may have no affinity with Peroem; and, as the mountains traversed by Manrique ran

east-wards into a ain whi extends to the south as far as Prome, Mr. Htoon Chan, of Akyab,

ascribes the name Pre to a former city of Purana-tappa. But might not the mountains of the Pre be

those of the King of Prome? Prome is wrien Prom by F. Mendez Pinto; another form is Porem,

whence Pre. See Hobson-Jobson, s. v. Prome, “e name Pre is Talaing”, more properly Brun. e

Burmese call it Pye or (in the Arakanese form in whi the “r” is pronounced) Pre and Pre-myo

(“city”). In Bocarro’s Decada, xiii (1876, p. 142), it is quoted in the form Pren.

4  Perawk or Peroet on the Kalapanzin river north of Buthidaung. It would not be possible to make

the journey from Urriaung (Orietan) in so short a time as this nowadays. No doubt the mouth of

the Mayu river was in Manrique’s time farther inland, the sea having since receded.

5  Among the fauna of Chiagong, tigers, wild elephants, leopards, wild cale, also the gayāl and

mithun (Bos frontalis), samber, and the Sumatran rhinoceros, with two horns and a hairy coat, are

mentioned. See Chittagong and Akyab, District Gazetteers.

6  Band-khāna (Pers.): prison.

7  e word translated “howdah” is everywhere andas in the Spanish. Andas means a bier, also a

sort of movable shrine for carrying images in procession (Lat. amites, pl. of ames). e elephant whi

was loaded with the baggage had, as usual, no howdah.

8    Text has venturoso, no doubt with reference to his subsequent conversion and his baptismal

name. e word translated “spears” above is in the text tresados, a word not given in any dictionary,

Spanish or Portuguese. ey may have been spears or pikes with a cross-piece giving three (tres)

points.

9  Ṭabīb (Arab.): physician.

10  “Lord, receive thy servant” (Acts vii. 59).

11   e word used is biscocho. Biscuits, as we know them, were not then in existence. is word

biscocho corresponded to what is called a galleta in modern Spanish, a cake made without yeast and

twice cooked, used as rations for soldiers and sailors in former days. We, no doubt, have this kind of

cake referred to in As You Like It:

Which is as dry as the remainder biscuit

After a voyage. (II. vii. 39.)

See Don Quixote, Pt. I, xxii. 92; xli. 222. Dalgado (Vocabulario) has an interesting note on the word

Biscoito. He does not accept connexion with our “biscuit”, &c., and points out that the word was

introduced into Portuguese when this nation first came into tou with India. He quotes the



Lembranças das cousas da India, where the word occurs among others in a list of articles dealt in, “a

mao de biscouto, 7 fedeas”. Both mao (a maund) and fedea (? vakea) are, he says, Indian terms.

12   e party contained 53 prisoners and 30 soldiers, one of the soldiers having been killed by a

tiger two leagues from Ramu; we thus get 82 persons. In Chap. XII Manrique says they were 83 in all,

but, a few lines lower down, we hear of eleven Christians; these would comprise Manrique, Captain

Tibao, and nine Christian servants. In fact, several Christian servants of the Captain are mentioned,

and a Christian slave of the Captain carried a message from Orietan to the Korangrī. Manrique had

also taken two cateists from Angaracale and Dianga. e party, therefore, must have consisted of 93

persons.

13   Kitāb (Arab.): book. Injīl (Greek): Gospel, New Testament. See Chap. IV, n. 36. Namāz (Pers.):

prayer. Naṣrānī (Arab.): a Christian. Xabas, shābāsh (Pers.): bravo! excellent! Masjid, masjad (Arab.):

mosque.

14  Text Agareno, that is, a descendant of Hagar. e “mixed” race of Arabs (’Arab-ul-Musta’ribah)

claim descent from Ishmael and the daughter of Al Muzaz, King of Hijāz. Muḥammad traced his

descent from Ishmael. See Genesis xxi, where Ishmael’s marriage is referred to. e Muḥammadan

story of Hagar and Ishmael is more romantic than that given in the Bible. See Hughes, Dict. Islam;

Muir, Life of Muhammad, Chap. XVIII.

15   e word used is Indos. Manrique seldom specifies in this way, generally employing the term

Gentiles, “pagans”.

16  “Great prophet”, i. e. Baḍa rasūl.

17  Taubah, taubah (Arab.), that is, repentance. e gesture and the exclamation of the Moors show

that they were shoed.

18   One of the titles of the ran is “Al Furqān”, or “the Distinguisher”, from farq, that is, what

separates good and evil. e Pentateu is also so called.

19  at is Padre ji, Allāh karīm, Allāh mihrbān. e affix “gio” is ji, a polite affix oen pronounced

Jiu.

20  Naṣīb (Arab.): fate, destiny.

21  See Introductory Note on Routes. It seems doubtful if this is the Mayu range, as it would be so

far from the capital, and it may be the Maumawe range nearer to it. e Mayu river does not take its

rise in the “Maum” mountains as here identified. See Chap. XXIX, n. 14.

22  Manrique’s age and character. We know he died in 1669, but are ignorant of the year of his

birth. In 1630 he must have been a man of about thirty, clearly very strong, hale, and hearty,

naturally curious, taking an interest in what he saw and heard, with a general but clearly only very

moderate knowledge of any Indian vernacular, and perhaps a smaering of Arakanese. He purports to

quote from Indian and Burmese books, but his statements of this nature are quite unreliable, as his

similar “quotation” in Chap. LXXVII (n. 8) proves. He is not entirely devoid of a sense of humour of a

sort, but smiled or laughed perhaps too readily when engaged in discussions on the religions of the

country. At least so thought his Muḥammadan co-travellers to Arakan. On another occasion, the

Raulin who led him into the Maum mountains told him that, if the Portuguese Raulins joked when

talking of business, the Magh Raulins did not.



CHAPTER XIII

How, prosecuting our voyage, we entered the lofty and dangerous mountains

of the Principality of the Pre,1 which separates the Kingdom of Arracan

from the Kingdom of Pegu; and of what else befell us in that journey.

[46/1] EARLY the next day we le our dry quarters and continued our

mar in pouring rain. We started to climb a very loy and ro-strewn

mountain entailing great exertion. We had proceeded about two leagues

when we came on a large herd of wild Buffaloes whi had established

themselves across the road, so that we had to fire on them, but so as not to

hit and thereby irritate any of them, as this would have been most

dangerous and quite useless, as all we sought to do was to scare them away

and clear the road [46/2]. ey were frightened off by the reports of the

muskets and the whistling of the balls.

So we passed on safely, firing shots from time to time, especially

whenever we heard terrifying bellowing or the growls of Tigers, Buffaloes,

Elephants or other wild beasts.2

We here found some beautiful lemons and citrons, but could not use them

owing to the heavy rain and the fact that we were soaked through, and

shivering with cold.

In this way [47/1] we reaed the summit of the range, late in the

evening. As we found no shelter there in whi to pass the night, for the

wind was blowing with su force that we could scarcely keep our feet, we

started to descend, hoping to find some shelter at the foot, or some huts

similar to those met with on the previous mar, in whi we could light a

fire and get warm and dry. But all our hopes were frustrated and we were

most disconsolate at finding no beer shelter than a few forest trees, at the

feet of whi flowed a swi stream, swollen by the heavy rain. Moreover,

through the obscure light of approaing night, we perceived another range

of mountains more difficult than the last, whi, on seeing it more clearly

next day, appeared to me even higher than any we had as yet encountered

on our travels, or ever saw later on.



With su sights before us we had no other consolation than to rely on

God, who we knew would, in His infinite pity, liberate us from our many

difficulties.

We passed all that night in the trees, soaked to the skin and almost dead

with cold. As we saw that the rain showed no signs of stopping and the

gathering clouds gave no indications of fair weather later on, we decided to

try and find a means of crossing to the other side of the stream. We therefore

set out to look for a ford through the fierce current, [47/2], but could find

none, and so decided to make a janguada3 or ra of big logs firmly bound

together with grass ropes,4 of both of whi there was no la there. As

soon as the ra was ready oars were made and also a thi cord, by joining

several thin ropes together. One end of this thi cord was fastened to a tree,

while six of the strongest and most robust of the men mounted on to the ra

with the object of ferrying it across to the other side of the River. But,

although they struggled for three hours on end, they found the central

current too strong and furious, and were quite unable to advance, being

obliged to return by hauling on the cord whi they had tied on shore. On

the return of these men we became very depressed and disconcerted. But

seeing no other way out of the difficulty ten of the most experienced Maghs

decided to make another aempt. ey boarded the ra and strove till

nightfall, but with no more success than the others.

We were now convinced that there was no way of escape, and we could

but place our trust in God, to whom we turned in all sincerity in our evil

plight, beseeing Him by His passion not to desert us and condemn us to a

grave in the bellies of fierce animals. e rain actually continued for two

days more and we were reduced to the greatest straits, as all our food was

sodden [48/1] so as to be no longer fit for use, and we threw it into the river,

sustaining life on a lile pared rice whi one of the Maghs had with him,

though this also was wet enough. Finally we were in su stress that I was

obliged to make use of two boles of wine from the store I had brought for

the celebration of Mass, to prevent us from giving in altogether, as we had

then been three whole days there. As the rain still continued I addressed all

the Christians, exhorting them to accept the will of God our Lord eerfully

and to confess their sins. is they all did, shedding many tears of contrition.



I then turned to the heathen and explained to them what they should do

so as not to lose their souls as well as their bodies. On this they all

commenced to weep, but not one was converted, whi must have been due

to my own great sins. So I again faced the Christians, and we all knelt down

and recited the litanies of the Saints so far as I could do so from memory, as

it was not possible to make use of the breviary. We concluded with the

Litany of the Divine Mother of God, beseeing her for the help she always

accords.

At length God our Lord permied the rain to cease, at the end of the

fourth day, just before the Moon rose, when a few stars became visible and

the sky cleared gradually, giving promise of fair weather.

As soon as the rain stopped we set to work [48/2] to light a fire, not an

easy thing, as the wood was soaked, but we threw some powder on the most

promising logs and a hot fire blazed up, at whi we were all able to warm

ourselves and dry our wet clothes. As no rain fell that night the stream

lessened and the force of the current weakened so that it was possible to

carry the cord over to the other side of the River. Here it was tied firmly and

we all crossed over in seven bates, with our clothes. e two Elephants

swam across.

No sooner had we reaed the other side, as I have described, than the

storm recommenced, thi heavy clouds gathering and disarging sufficient

rain to wet us all once more. ough it lasted but two hours it sufficed to

make our toilsome journey through the range more difficult, as it was so

rugged that we could not travel on the Elephant. We were, therefore,

obliged to dismount and feel our way, at times using our hands even. Indeed

the Elephants climbed with greater facility and ease than we did, collecting

themselves together and stepping up and down as if they had been goats. I

recollected at the time the tales told by Pliny and other more recent writers

about these animals, in whi it is stated that they cannot [49/1] descend

declivities or gather themselves together, and that if they fell they could not

get up again. I have seen the very opposite on many occasions.5 On mares

I have constantly observed them, on hot summer days, lying down under the

shade of trees; and these docile animals when their aendants6 take them

down to bathe are easily made to lie down in the water, where they rub and

scrape them with pieces of tile. ey lie so quietly during these operations



that they evidently get great pleasure from it. is process is carried out

every morning in summer with all well-kept Elephants.

Still making our way up the mountain we reaed the summit just at

nightfall, quite tired out. Yet we were obliged to go on about half a league,

as we could procure no wood at that elevation with whi to light a fire and

warm and dry ourselves. So, though breathing with difficulty, we went on

until we arrived at the point we were making for. Here we passed the night

in great comfort, being able to warm ourselves and dry our clothes. We

dined off the rest of the pared rice, and although we laed salt and other

condiments we found the meal as appetizing as the most succulent dish, our

only objection being that there was so lile of it. When this simple meal,

though to us [49/2] in su circumstances a splendid repast, was over, we all

recited the Litany of the Most Blessed Virgin, as was our daily custom. en

ea man sought the bed whi seemed to him most suitable, climbing up

into a tree, where he tied himself up so as not to fall off while asleep.

God our Lord was pleased to ordain that no rain should fall that night, so

that we should all have enjoyed mu-needed repose but that our two

Elephants began to give vent to loud grunts and trumpetings. is was due

to sexual excitement caused by some Aleas or Alifoas (wild female

Elephants)7 whi were in the neighbourhood. As, however, they were well

bound with iron ains, and could not get free, our Elephants were making

this grumbling and trumpeting, and, in order to pacify them, it was

necessary to fire some musket shots, on whi the females went off. On

ceasing to smell the females the Elephants seled down again and we

likewise, until daybreak, when we le our comfortable beds, and made all

necessary arrangements for proceeding on our journey, as unless we missed

the road we could rea the City of Peroem that day.

With this pleasant prospect before us, and our strong desire to be quit of

mountains, deserts, and the haunts of savage beasts [50/1] and once more

aain to places inhabited by rational beings, we started off earlier than usual.

We began the descent of the rough mountain-side with greater care than

we took in climbing up, as a slip meant plunging down into an abyss and

being dashed to pieces before one reaed the boom.

At length God our Lord was pleased to bring us safely into the valley,

whi we traversed on foot for about two leagues up to the base of two



more mountain ranges, whi, though less loy than those we had just

traversed, yet were, on account of their ruggedness and numerous precipices,

even more formidable.

Between these two ranges a deep, swi, and turbid river was thundering

through narrow annels with a sound sufficiently appalling to strike fear

into the stoutest heart. An old Magh tradition recounted how one of the very

early Kings had caused this formidable range to be cut through, being

determined to open up a route to Ramu, by making the river navigable, so

that vessels from the principalities of Bengal, Chatigan, and Assaram8 could

pass up it. is would have been of the greatest utility to those places, as it

obviated the dangers of shipwre by sea, whi were so frequent owing to

the roy nature of the coast and the dangerous entry to the ports. Later on,

pondering over this, they considered that great as the advantages [50/2]

might be they were out-weighed by the disadvantage, in that it might result

in the destruction of themselves and the whole Kingdom, as the opening up

of that route would enable the Great Mogol to enter easily with his fleets

right up to the City of Arracan and seize the entire Magh Kingdom. So they

ordered the work to be stopped.9

Our road lay over one of these ranges, that to our le. e natives style it

the Range of the Pora, from an Idol whi the Barbarians possess on the

summit. is we now started to climb, with a “Credo” on our lips and using

our hands as well as our feet, keeping our faces turned away from the River,

for to turn our eyes by any ance down into the depths of those precipices

would have meant losing one’s head. rough these difficulties we reaed

the centre of the range where the Idol stood. It was of stone and placed in a

small shrine cut out of the ro. e Idol was carved in siing posture with

the legs crossed, in the manner in whi Orientals usually sit.10

On reaing this spot all the pagans in our party prostrated themselves

and offered deep reverences, thanking it for their safe passage across those

dangerous mountains. e Mogors, being Maumetans, kept away, however,

[51/1] telling me that they detested su idolatry; but they stood quite still

and silent as being prisoners and captives. I went closer to those who were

praying to the Idol and told them that we should give thanks to the true God

and not to an image of stone, adding mu more on the same subject. ey



listened to me quietly without being annoyed or contradicting me, though

one man said that whatever was not an evil act was good.

ey then all got up and said that we must continue our journey in order

to rea the City, adding that from this point we could travel on our

Elephant. I saw that one of the Moor prisoners, who was an old man, was so

feeble that it was all he could do to keep his feet. In spite of the protests of

his guards I had him unmanacled; however, on our assuring them and giving

our word that we would make him over on reaing the City, they yielded

and we mounted him on one of the Elephants. e other Moors were most

grateful for this act and said that there was no nation in the world that could

compare with their own except that of the Franguis,11 their usual

appellation for the Portuguese.

So we journeyed onwards and completing the descent of the range

entered fields sown with rice. ese were covered with water and we had

some difficulty in geing through them, only reaing the City just at

nightfall.

Aer sending [51/2] word to the Governor that we would go and pay our

respects to him next day, he ordered a house to be made ready for us, where

we collected all the Christians, while the rest took leave of us and went to

the Governor’s house to carry out su orders as they might receive.

As soon as we entered our house the first thing we did was to render

thanks to God. We all knelt down, and I took the crucifix in my hand and

recited the Hymn Te Deum Laudamus, followed by the Litany of Our Lady,

who had interceded and obtained for us the pity of her only Son our

Redeemer. Aer that we proceeded to ange our clothes and rest our

bodies, as we were indeed fairly worn out. At this juncture the Governor

sent us an invitation to dine with him. We sent a reply, coued in most

courteous terms, excusing ourselves on the ground that we were incapable

of moving, but that we should, next day, pay our due respects and tell him of

our voyage. ose who bore the message came ba within half an hour

bringing us dinner, with su an abundance of dishes that we had to restrain

our men from injuring themselves by eating too mu, as they were so

exhausted and weak.

When this meal was over, it being then about nine o’clo at night, we

retired.



It again started thundering and lightening, the rain continuing to pour all

night and the two succeeding days without a pause. Had we still been at the

spot where we crossed the River on the ra we should have ended our lives

there and found a grave in the belly of some tiger or other voracious wild

beast.12

Notes

1  Mountains of Pre. ese do not in fact separate Arakan from Pegu. See Chap. XII, n. 3.

2  Phayre (Hist. Burma, p. 271), referring to what Manrique says of the roar of tigers and other wild

animals, notes that it is probable that he heard “the loud, deep-toned cries of the hoolook ape, whi

resound dismally in those dark forest solitudes, and startle the traveller to this day. e doleful

sounds would alarm those who did not know the source of it, for the animal generally keeps hidden

from view.” Phayre would scarcely have wrien this, if he had known Manrique from the original,

instead of only through Hugh Murray’s Account of the Discoveries and Travels in Asia, ii. 96–114.

See Chap. XII, n. 5.

3    See Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Jangar. In Linschoten (ii. 181) the Malay Sangāda is suggested as the

origin of this word. But may it not be the Hindi word chaughaḍa or changaḍa, a ra made of a

bamboo frame supported on earthen pots, the Portuguese word being a corruption? Jangua, the

similar Spanish word, meaning a small Oriental war vessel, is said to be a corruption of the Chinese

chun (Dict. Spanish Acad.). See also Dalgado (Vocabulario, s.v. Jangada), who quotes Castanheda, i,

ap. 16, in whi Vasco da Gama is said to have landed “em duas almadias juntas hŭma com a

outra”, whi clearly refers to two country boats joined together, the common method employed to

this day in du shooting.

4    Text has bettas, meaning “cords of esparto” according to the Dict. Spanish Acad. But here it

means “reeds” or withies”, being a corruption of the Hindi beṭ, a cane.

5    Elephants can climb in the most difficult country. In the Nāga Hills Expedition of 1879 they

were taken right up into the mountains. We have ourselves seen an elephant, pulling a heavy siege

gun, turn completely upside-down crossing a steep, dry watercourse, and rise without excessive

exertion.

6    Text has cornaquas, from Sanskrit Karnikin. See Hobson-Jobson, s. v. Cornac. Elephants love

being bathed.

7    e text has: stimulados con el faro de los impulsos venereos de unas Aleas o Alifoas. No

dictionary assists in regard to these words, though the meaning is clear. Alifoas appears to be a

corruption of Al-afyāl, the plural of fīl (Arab.: an elephant). He uses hembras Aleas lower down, but

Aleas and Alifoas both mean, apparently, a female elephant.

8  is is Assam.

9   ere appears to be no trace of su a work nowadays, and it is, therefore, not possible to say

whether it ever existed. Manrique, moreover, does not say he saw any traces of a canal, but merely

repeats the legend.

10   e siing posture of the Pora (Hpura) is not aracteristic of Buddha only. e statue was

perhaps that of a godlet and not of Buddha. ere is more about the Pora in Chap. XXIII. Mr. Harvey,

however, is inclined to think it was a figure of Buddha, as figures of nats, the only Burmese deities,

are seldom seen except in nat-dancers’ houses and in the collection in the Shwezigon Pagoda at



Pagān. e description in Chap. XXIII, however, does lile to help in identifying the god. e

aributes of the idol are mu the same as those of the idol of whi Mendez Pinto describes the

worship at Tinagoogoo in Calaminham (Burma), while this sanguinary car festival in December is

almost the exact counterpart of what Mendez Pinto relates of Tingoogoo (cf. Mendez Pinto, ap. 47,

p. 333). But as Manrique copies Pinto, su similarity is not to be wondered at. It may also be

remarked that Manrique frequently uses the word Pora in the plural, as if it were a generic name for

gods. is word is no doubt the Arakanese Hpura, the modern Burmese Hpya or Pyā. See Hobson-

Jobson, s. v. Pra.

e epithet of Alaung-hpura or Hpura-laung (Alaungpaya, Payalaung), has been assumed by many

of the Kings of Burma as augury of their apotheosis, and implies a being who is destined to become a

Hpura (Pora) by aaining “niebban” (nirvāna). Gautama aained “niebban” in 508 B. C. and thus

became a Hpura. Cf. Harvey, Burma, p. 267, n.

11    A European. See Hobson-Jobson, s. v. Firinghee. Manucci remarks of the term that it is “a

designation so low, so disgraceful in their tongue, that there is nothing in ours whi could reproduce

it” (Storia do Mogor, iii. 73).

12  e intention of the party seems to have been to continue by land to Arakan, since they speak

of using elephants aer Peroem. However, on arriving at Peroem, Manrique asked the Governor for a

fast boat. As only one boat was supplied, the party of prisoners must have remained behind. ere

was not the same need for their speedy departure, and the weather was bad for the journey by water.



CHAPTER XIV

How we visited the Governor of Peroem and how he obtained a vessel for us

to go on to the Court of Arracan, for which we started.

[52/1] NEXT day, although the rain of the preceding night continued, the

Governor sent two Ceriones1 for us to go and visit him in. ese Ceriones

are similar to our hand-barrows, but very mu beer made, being turned,

and lacquered in various colours. People of position are accustomed to sit in

these when they go out, being carried on the shoulders of four retainers. As

a protection from sun and rain, they use, when the wind is not too high, a

sort of umbrella, whi the Portuguese call sombrero.2 ese sombreros are

similar in circumference to the parasols carried by Roman ladies as depicted

by Mielangelo Buonaroi.3

Under the protection afforded by these Ceriones and the sombreros we

started off [52/2] to interview the Governor, sending our adia or present on

ahead, in the customary way. is consisted of four fair-sized gilt Chinese

trays filled with cloves, cinnamon, pepper, and cardamoms. As soon as we

approaed his presence the four servants went on and presented the gi,

with whi he was very pleased, receiving us with all courtesy in Indian

fashion, giving us seats near himself. Before proceeding to business a silver

pan-box was brought in full of betel, as is usual in most parts of India. is

pan-box is made up of a series of tiny boxes containing still smaller vessels

filled with the betel and other ingredients, as well as a receptacle for

receiving the saliva [53/1] caused by the betel juice. Still, although this

ceremonial is generally observed at visits, it is only employed with persons

of position and not with common folk. When these ceremonials of reception

had been completed we gave an account of how we were travelling to

Arracan to make terms with the King and begged him to provide us with a

fast sailing ship. He replied that with regard to a ship he could supply what

would suit us, but he pointed out that the weather made it impossible for us

to cross the gulf of Maum4 until the wind abated, whi would not be before



the new moon,5 four days hence. We answered that our business would

brook no delay, and he then undertook to send us off as soon as ever it was

possible.

On receiving this reply he sent for a Corām,6 who is a police official, and

told him to take one of Captain Bartolome Gonsalves Tibao’s servants with

him, go to a certain place and there order a Geliā, whi the Christians had

selected, to be launed; at the same time to warn the paiques, who are the

rowers and crew, to be ready to start with the Geliā within twenty-four

hours, be the weather what it might.

Aer thus promptly arranging things he sent for refreshments, and in

spite of our asking [53/2] to be excused in order to go and rest, as we were

still feeling our fatigues, he insisted that we should first eat, and then retire,

as he was determined to have us with him as mu as possible till we le. As

soon as dinner was over we went to rest, leaving orders that the moment

things were ready we should at once start, whatever the weather might be.

For we had just heard that the Corangrī or Captain-General had entered the

port of Orietan7 with fiy Geliās and sixty galleys,8 awaiting a favourable

moment to leave for Dianga, in order to carry out the King’s orders, issued

on the unjust solicitation of the Governor of Chatigān.

In the meantime the City Governor sent us fiy hens and two deer, four

bags of sweet-scented rice, and a jar of ghī, with some fruit and Indian

sweets. We begged them to convey our thanks for these articles, and the

Captain, who was always free with his money, gave the men who brought

the things far more than the present itself was worth.9

Two hours later the Governor’s son, a boy of thirteen or fourteen, came to

see us. He came on a rily caparisoned elephant, an umbrella, with an ivory

handle,10 as denoting his high rank, being held over him, aended by some

thirty or forty men.

We both went out to meet him on his elephant, receiving him with all the

ceremonial whi these people use. As we had no betel we substituted

various sweetmeats [54/1] made aer our fashion, whi had just been

received by the Captain the day before, together with some clothes le

behind by him at Ramu. e boy was delighted with some baubles,11

curious marzipan confections and other kinds of sweets, being aracted by



their purity and quaint appearance. But his real enjoyment lay, I am sure, in

eating them. At the end of the visit, in order not to omit that invariable

custom of the country whi is expressed in the saying:

When I come to your house

What do you give me?

the Captain sent for a length of Chinese damask of a green colour

embroidered with yellow flowers and presented it to the boy. e youth was

delighted and took leave of us. We accompanied him as far as his elephant.

is visit was succeeded by that of other Indians friendly to the Portuguese,

all of whom had to be given presents of Indian spice, whi they hold in

high estimation.

Wearied out by these continual visits we began to wonder when the

longed-for night would come, bringing us the repose we so sorely needed.

When it came, for in the end night falls everywhere, came with it also

dinner, sent from the Governor’s house; a dinner so lavish that twenty

persons could have dined to repletion off it. He also enjoined us to rest

ourselves well that night, since the Geliā was ready for us to embark early

next day.

On receiving this welcome news we went to bed, leaving the dinner to be

disposed of by the servants, [54/2] to their great delight.

When the night had passed and but half an hour remained to dawn, we

arose and inquired if the vessel was ready for us, requesting that, if it was so,

some men12 might be sent to carry our clothes on board. As we were

making these preparations we learned that the Governor had requested us to

go up to his house before we embarked. Our reply was to start off with the

messengers, although it was raining so hard that, but for the great urgency

of our business, it would have been folly to venture forth. So we gave orders

for the porters to start, taking our baggage with them, and that all the rest of

the party should embark and await us aboard. We made our way, as I have

already stated, to take leave of the Governor. He made his excuses for not

accompanying us till we got on board, on the ground of his age, and said he

was sending his son. We thanked him for this with the most respectful forms

of courtesy practised in the country.



We found three elephants with gilt howdahs awaiting us in the courtyard

of the house. e youth accompanied us to the Geliā, where he begged us,

on behalf of his father, not to start in su terrible weather, as the risks were

extreme. Hearing this, the Mirdā or Pilot13 also came up and began to

besee us, with every imaginable argument, to ange our minds, [55/1]

however good our intentions, and wait until the weather was more seled.

Seeing, however, that there was no hope, as the Captain, who was taking

leave of the Governor’s son, made a sign to some of his men, who pied me

up and put me on board the Geliā, acting similarly with the Captain, the

Mirdā, almost in tears, then exclaimed to his men: “Brothers! our lives are in

great danger; these Franguis or Portuguese are sons of the sea, who have no

fear even of death.” My companion, on hearing these remarks, and seeing

how scared the rowers were, stripped himself of his outer clothing, and thus,

with the least possible covering, took a Bengal cane in his hands and ordered

that the Geliā should put out to sea, telling the men, who numbered thirty-

six oarsmen, eighteen on ea side, to row.

If the sea had appeared dangerous from the shore, how mu more so did

it now appear when we were upon it. At one moment we found ourselves

hurled high into the air, at the next buried in deep troughs whi opened out

in the sea. We were forced to take down the awning and so place our rolling

vessel on an even keel. All those who were not engaged in rowing lay down,

like a lot of corpses, one on the top of another, as this improved our control

over the boat.

As mu water descended upon us from above as lay beneath us. e

wind raged, while the crash of fierce menacing waves, mingled with

continuous thunder and lightning, gave one an impression [55/2] that the

awful day of Judgement was at hand.

We passed fully five hours under these conditions, repenting our sins and

tasting death every moment.

On reaing the middle of this gulf, called, as I have said, the gulf of

Maum, we met the full force of the sea and were in the greatest danger, so

mu so that we had to undress as far as we could, in order to be able to

swim more easily. Aer taking this precaution my companions proceeded to

assist the weary rowers, while I took my Crucifix in my hand and prayed for

Divine help. So fierce was the storm and so violent the impact of the waves



upon us that we could not make ourselves heard even when shouting our

loudest. I, however, gave absolution to all fit to receive it, but there was

neither time nor opportunity to do mu, when at any moment we might be

swamped and drowned.

For about two hours we carried on this fierce unending struggle. We then

passed out of the main current and our sorely tried lile vessel became

steadier and met the waves prow on, whi gave us breathing space and

some hope of not being swamped in those depths before reaing land, now

some two leagues distant. e Mirdā or Pilot, who was at the patual,14 as

the helm is called in su vessels, was so worn out, as well as those aiding

him, that he began [56/1] to call loudly for us to come and help him in

controlling the rudder. I at once saw that the others would have to leave the

oars to assist him; I went, therefore, with the Captain and took over the

helm. As soon as the Bengali pilot saw we understood how to steer he took

heart. And, in truth, the poor fellow was in sore need of help, as in addition

to the exertion required to control the helm, the seas were coming in over

the stem with su force that whenever they stru me on the shoulders I

was forced forwards on to the knob of the tiller-post,14 whi was most

painful and resulted in my spiing cloed blood for some days aer.

We thus with difficulty approaed the shore. But the surf was breaking

upon it with su force that we did not consider it safe to aempt a landing,

thinking it wiser to make for the entrance to Orietan. On the other hand the

density and obscurity of the storm made it scarcely possible for those at the

stern to see those at the prow. God, however, had ordained that I should

have with me a small compass with whi we pied out our course until we

entered the river’s mouth, and gave thanks to our Divine Father for His

mercy.

We were now safely in port but weary and nervous, so that directly they

reaed the shore and had secured the vessel, the paiques kissed the earth

several times [56/2], sodden though it was with excessive rain. ey then re-

entered the Geliā and threw themselves down, oblivious of everything for

over an hour. e Captain then roused them, ordering them to spread the

awning before they went to rest as the rain was inconveniencing us all. On

this they spread the awning and then, aer anging their wet clothes, once

more streted themselves out to rest until morning. We Christians were



thus forced to form ourselves into bates of four and post ourselves as

sentinels with muskets in our hands on account of robbers and tigers, as the

smell of human beings made them swim out to vessels in order to seize their

prey. We passed the time thus until the dawn wat. e Captain then had

the crew roused in order that they might take their food, and so enable us to

start. We started just before daylight. Although it was still raining we were

passing up Rivers and had our awning spread, and hence did not mind the

downpour. We reaed the oquidares15 of the City and port of Orietan,

where the customs officials made us halt, as was usual, while information

was sent to the Governor of the district. As soon as he heard that Portuguese

were at the oquidares15 or customs-post as we should call it, he at once

sent a message to the Corangrī, who was about [57/1] a league distant, with

all his ships moored to the shore on account of the storm.

As soon as the Corangrī received this information he sent an official to ask

what Portuguese we were and ordered us not to enter the country without

his permission.

On this messenger reaing us the Captain decided to send another man, a

Christian slave of his own, who would tell the Corangrī who he was and

how he had come with a priest to interview the King. He enjoined the

messenger to take note of what he saw on the way, and especially the

Corangrī’s expression when he received him. e slave, who was familiar

with the language and customs of the Maghs, returned very pleased. He said

that as soon as the Magh General heard that a priest had come he was

delighted and had at once sent his guardship to convey us to him with all

honour.

On geing this news we thanked God for this happy start, and had our

present made ready, consisting of several pieces of China silk and some

spices from India. We then started off for his camp, whi consisted of

houses made of bambus and thated with straw, shelters erected in three or

four days on su occasions. e huts are walled in with grass mats of great

fineness, whi makes them very clean and comfortable. Almost all the

houses in this region are made of bambus, whi are, as I mentioned before,

a very strong kind of cane. e houses vary in elegance in conformity with

the [57/2] amount spent on them. In one of these houses, whi he had

erected near to his fleet, the Magh Commander received us most



courteously and pleasantly, showing manifest interest in meeting us. He

professed ignorance and asked how we had got away from Dianga at that

season. We gave him all the information possible, emphasizing the fact that

all the lies from whi we had suffered sprang from the hereditary dislike

whi the Governor of Chatigān entertained for the Portuguese. So to prove

the innocence of the Portuguese we had now placed ourselves in the power

of his King, and if we were guilty we should thus be the first to suffer for our

fault, especially I, who, as their spiritual director and Pastor, was obliged to

urge them to act as loyal servants of His Majesty. Time would show who

was loyal, the Portuguese or the Governor of Chatigān.

To this argument put forward with considerable fervour, the Corangrī

replied:

“Father, it is proof enough of the innocence of the Portuguese and other

Christians that you have come to answer for them and have placed yourself

in the power of the Emperor, who will, believe me, receive you kindly, as is

his custom, and show you all honour. Do not think, Father, that the

unfavourable nature of the present season prevented me from taking the

same risks as you have taken, in entering my King and Lord’s service; what

[58/1] held me ba was the fact that I had for many years known the

loyalty and fidelity of the Portuguese. I, therefore, acted cautiously in this

affair so as to be sure of my ground. To show you that I speak the truth I

intend to confirm it with an oath.”

He then arose and liing the end of his loin-cloth on the right-hand side,

so as to uncover his thigh half-way up, he placed his hand there upon the

Figure of a god.16 By this ceremony he confirmed his words by solemn oath,

according to his own religion. is solemn oath is very seldom taken unless

it is absolutely necessary. It is usual with many pagan races, su as Maghs,

Pegus, Burmans, Siamese, Calaminians, Champās and Tonquinese, as well as

others, to have a Figure of the god,16 to whom they are most devoted,

reproduced on the arms, thighs, or shoulders. is is done by the process of

branding, su as is used in Spain and elsewhere in marking slaves, leaving a

permanent impression.

Aer this oath had been taken we all sat down again. He went on to tell

us that his Emperor was not at Arracan but at Poragrī,17 the home of the

most important of their false gods, and that he would stop for some days at



its shrine. Hence it seemed to him best that we should go there to see the

King. In order to rea Poragrī speedily we were to leave the Arracan route

and he would send us by another, by whi we could arrive there in two

days. We thanked him for this help [58/2]. He gave orders for three Geliās to

be at once prepared to take us and detailed one of his Captains to

accompany us. is Captain was very mu aaed to the Portuguese

nation and felt honoured that the Governor should give him, on our behalf, a

leer for the King, with orders that on arrival he should at once land and

make it over to a brother-in-law of his who held a post at Court, to whom

the CorangrI himself also wrote requesting him to assist us in every way.

While the vessels were being prepared the betel ceremony was carried out,

whi we would gladly have avoided; but we were obliged to accept it and

eat it. To me it was a great trial, but it had to be done. e Captain arrived

just as this ceremony was concluded. He was given strict orders to look aer

us carefully. e Governor accompanied us a few steps from his seat and

bade us farewell, on whi we proceeded to embark.

Notes

1   is word should be in Hobson-Jobson, as it is common in accounts by early travellers. Fit

(1587) says the King of Pegu went out “upon a great frame, like an horse-liter … in their language

called a Serrion” (Ryley, Fitch, pp. 162, 169). Manrique’s lier was not covered on this occasion, but

was sometimes (cf. Chap. XXXIV). Why it is compared to a “hand-barrow” is not clear. e word is

the Talaing sareṅ or sariaṅ; it was borrowed by Burmese and became Sanlyaṅ or Thanlyn, also

pronounced Thalwan or Tanyin. Blagden (I. A. 1918, 155) derives the word from sareṇ, sareaṇ, sarian,

a “swinging cradle”, also used of an elephant Howdah. ere would seem to be connexion with the

Skt. ṡharaṇ, a “shelter”. Cf. Duroiselle in Report of the Archaeological Superintendent of the Archaeol.

Survey, Burma, 1917, 30.

2   According to Fit, people in Pegu had “a great Sombrero or shadow ouer their heads to keepe

the sunne from them, whi is as broad as a great cart wheele made of the Ieaues of the coco trees

and fig [plantain ?] trees, and is very light” (Ryley, Fitch, p. 155). Cf. Hobson-Jobson, s.v.; also Cathay

and Way, iii. 256. Sombrero, a hat in Spanish, is derived from sombra = shade. Modern Portuguese no

longer uses this word, having substituted chapeo for “hat”.

In 1709 the King of Ava called himself King of the twenty-four white Sombreros or umbrellas. Cf.

Hamilton, East Indies, ii. 44: “And as King of the twenty-four white Somereroes,… common China

Umbrellaes, covered over with thin Chormondel Beteellaes, and their Canes la’d and gilded, … he

wisely lays his imperial Commands on all other Kings to forbear wearing of them when they go

abroad.” See also Chap. XXXIV, n. 6.

3   e text has Que tendran de rueda lo que tienen las Romanas de Michael Angelo Bonarota.

Translated as above, since Manrique makes quitasoles masculine. But perhaps the reference is not to



the parasols of the Roman ladies, but to the circumference of Roman cart-wheels in Mielangelo’s

time. It is in any case not obvious.

4  at is, the mouth of the Mayu River. See introductory note on Manrique’s routes. A “Maju” or

“Maim” is mentioned by Bocarro as a kingdom (Decada, xiii, Pt. I, 443).

5   Dr. A. L. Cortie, S.J., of Stonyhurst College, has kindly calculated for me the new moons from

1628 to 1635 whi fell in July, viz.: 1628, July 3rd; 1629 on 22nd; 1630 on 11th; 1631 on 29th; 1632 on

18th; 1633 on 7th; 1634 on 26th; 1633 on 15th. See the introductory note on “Chronology”. Manrique

reaed Ramu on July 5th, as we take it, in 1630, and Peroem on July 17th (perhaps 18th). is would

suit the new moon of 1629, but not 1630. Unless Manrique is a whole year out, it is impossible to take

1629. ere is an error somewhere. It is also impossible to accept 1633, 1634, or 1635.

6  More correctly Koran, the “koyan” of Burmese palace ronicles. It means “body-surrounding”,

whence a body-guard. See Korangī, Chap. XI, n. 7. is word is not in Hobson-Jobson. e sto

Burmese word for a constable is Ahmudan. For greed and misief a single one of them, Manrique

says, was worth a legion of devils. See Chap. XXVII.

7    Uriaung, now Ponnagyun. As a maer of fact the village of Ponnagyun stands opposite to

Uriaung, a small creek lying between them. Uriaung consists of a low, steep, roy hill on whi a

pagoda is situated. It is famous as being the resting-place of the skull of Buddha, who according to

legend at one time lived here incarnated as a Brahman. e temple is kept up by subscription.

Uriaung stands at the mouth of the Kaladan river, above Akyab in the 93° of long. Discussing the

place-names in de Barros and Bleau’s map, H. Blomann says he could not identify Maou (Maoa in

Bleau) and Orietan. Cf. J.A.S.B., Pt. I, 1873, Plate IV, and p. 233. Maou may possibly be Manrique’s

Maum, but badly placed by de Barros. e laer is also placed wrongly near Orietan, Bacala Island,

and Bulua. e town of Arakan is also placed unsatisfactorily. Cf. de Barros, Da Asia, Dec. IV, Pt. XI,

map facing p. 450.

8  Text has galeotas. See Hobson-Jobson, s. v. Gallevat. It was a class of war-boat. ey were large

rowing-boats covered with a spar de, with six or eight guns and forty to fiy rowers (Bombay

Gazetteer, vol. i, Pt. II, 89; see Chap. IV, p. 24).

9  e hospitality of the Governor of Peroem may be compared with that of the Governor of Ramu

(Chap. XIII). Manrique was everywhere treated with the honour due to an ambassador. All this was

less spontaneous than in accordance with State etiquee. e word translated “deer” is venados,

whi in Manrique’s time was used for deer, bear, or wild boar.

10  Cf. Manrique, Chap. XXXIV.

11   brincos. “A small jewel used by women, hung on their head-dress, whi appears to leap or

quiver” (Dict. Spanish Acad.). us Sano in praise of his stolen ass exclaims (Don Quixote, I. xxiii),

“Oh hijo de mis entrañas, nacido en mi mesma casa, brinco de mis hijos regalo de mi mujer …”

Covarrubias (Tesaro) has “tambien llaman las damas brincos ciertos joyelitos pequeños qui cuelgan en

las tocas, porque como van en el ayre, parece que estan saltando”. (So do women style “brincos”,

certain lile jewels worn on the head-dress, because they appear to leap about, when they go out

walking.) Brinco soon obtained an extended use and, as in this passage, meant anything pleasantly

gratifying. It has even been used in poetry of a town.

12  Paiques. Cf. Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Pyke. It means a footman or courier, a foot-soldier, and in some

authors (e.g. Bocarro) a seaman.

13  Mīrdhā (Hind.), literally a “headman”, hence an officer employed by Government in villages, an

overseer, exciseman. Perhaps “Captain” rather than “pilot” would answer to the position. Bocarro (loc.

cit. 144) has “Morda que é o que tomava o leme de sua jalia”.

14    Patwal (Hind.), rudder. Text has por cima del descanso del timon. Here descanso is for

descansillo, a stay or support, hence the tiller-post.



15    Chaukidār (Hind.), a watman, at a chaukī or outpost, for customs or other purposes. See

Hobson-Jobson, s. v. Chokidar and Choky.

16  God’s figure tattooed on one’s right leg. is could not be a figure of Buddha as that would be

impious. But it might be that of a godlet or demon of the Nat type. One figure, that of Bawrithat or

Burithada, the cannibal king in one of the Jātaka stories, may be indicated. He was once

surreptitiously given human flesh to eat, and finding it palatable continued to eat it, starting with jail

criminals. When this supply gave out he went on to travellers and then his own villagers. Finally he

was deposed. His valour was proverbial, and dacoits and bravos oen taoo themselves with his

figure, to increase their own valour and provide invulnerability. But su taooing must be done

above the waist and in red colour. Mr. Harvey knows of no case of an oath being taken in the way

here described. Temple, Thirty-seven Nats, pp. 29, 30; Gazetteer of Upper Burma, ii, Pt. I, p. 77.

Burmans usually taoo the body from navel to knee, so that the paern gives the idea of a pair of

skin-tight drawers.

Major W. Gwynne Hughes (Hill Tracts of Arakan, p. 15) quotes, for Arakan, Mr. St. John (1870):

“Taooing is practised, but not as in Burma, the utmost being a few arms on the ba or shoulders.”

17  See note 3 of Chap. XV.



CHAPTER XV

How we left the Port of Orietan for the Pagoda of Poragrī and what befell as
on arrival there.

[59/1] THE second day aer our arrival at Orietan the weather began to

improve, and gave us an opportunity of crossing the gulf, called that of

Orietan, without unusual physical exertion, and without mental qualms, as

the sea was now calm. On completing this crossing we entered some streams

lined with tall dense trees, whi here and there met overhead just as in an

artificial avenue. On the tops of these interlaced trees we saw large numbers

of monkeys and below some abadas1 or rhinoceroses, whi frequent those

wilds; where the brushwood was thinner we also met with large numbers of

peacos.

Along these lonely secluded Rivers we rowed as hard as we could, all that

day and most of the night. Next day, aer the Sun had been up two hours,

we came into open country with rice fields, coon crops and different kinds

of cereals, and later on many villages [59/2] appeared. On reaing one of

them the paiques prepared to rest and take a meal and we took steps to do

the same. In addition to su supplies as we had with us the villagers

brought us, for sale, many fowls, iens, turtle-doves, young pigeons and

ghī as well as other milky food-stuffs. Everything was excessively eap, as

the country abounded in supplies, so that for one tanga or rupee, equal to

four reals of our money, you could get thirty fowls of the best, and for two

reals one hundred eggs; other articles selling at similar rates2

is necessary meal finished we set off again at full speed and, travelling

always in sight of populated lands, arrived at night at the Poragrī. We were

unable to rea the Gae3 or as we call it landing-stage, owing to the large

number of boats and of bambu houses built on ras of the same material.

e great Lords were wont to travel along the Rivers in these houses,

especially when accompanying the King. e laer travels in a floating

palace of the same materials [60/1] with living rooms, bedrooms, airing-



rooms, galleries and reception rooms. ese were divided up for the

different members of the royal family. All the rooms were most tastefully

and admirably ornamented, so as to be, as a floating pleasure house, a thing

of wonder. Still more astonishing was the sight of Cities moving along the

river, consisting of over a thousand houses, including the costly palaces of

Princes and great Lords. e Magh King usually spent two months in this

way in summer time, granting audiences and carrying out business, with the

same Court round him as he would have had on dry land.4

ese obstructions forced us to anor a league farther down-stream. As

soon as we were anored the Magh Captain disembarked and went off to

see if he could, that same night, speak with the Captain-General’s brother-

in-law and make over the leers to him. He enjoined us not to leave that

spot until he returned or sent us word. We observed this order most strictly,

while he also most punctually complied with our request that he should let

us know, without delay, what took place. So it fell out that before sunrise he

was ba with us accompanied by a gentleman to whom he had been

recommended, whom we received with every possible sign of pleasure.

He explained that the leers only reaed him very late [60/2] and hence

he had been unable to make over the communication for the King, but

would do so on the first favourable opportunity, meanwhile keeping us fully

informed of everything; and he offered us all assistance. My companion, in

return, gave him two pieces of Chinese gauze or veiling, whi he prized

highly, expressing every desire to be of use to us, both on account of his

brother-in-law’s recommendations and of the profit he hoped to derive from

us; this last, as is usual with Orientals, was his ief incentive for assisting us.

He then le us and went off to see aer his own affairs as well as ours.

is he did, as Orientals do, without losing sight of their own interests, but in

so skilful a manner as to leave one indebted to them. In su maers these

folk could give instruction in many European Courts, where it is customary

that even if a stigma should fall on their aracter it yet leaves them as

unspoed as if it was merely from a drop of water, since few remember that

they have received it and hence the stain remains no longer than that from a

spot of water does on your clothes.5 Yet these Europeans are styled

politicians and civilized men and these Orientals barbarians.



All that day we remained anored where we were, awaiting a

communication. At night all we received was a message [from our friend]

telling us to be of good heart and not to aribute the delay to indifference

[61/1] on his part, as up to then he had had no opportunity of obtaining

entrance to and spee with the King, who had not gone out all day or

received any one in audience. Our friend said that he would certainly see

him that night as he had already had permission. With this message he sent

us a present of various kinds of game and other eatables. We sent our thanks,

the Captain rewarding the messenger with a bribe of a few coins,6 with

whi he was very pleased, though we were not as mu so at this long

delay. As, however, we had to face whatever might be we surrendered

ourselves to the Divine will and passed that night in deep thought.

Before sunrise next day the same messenger returned, in high spirits and

filled with delight. He demanded the usual reward for good news and made

over to us a leer from his master whi informed us that he had presented

the Corangri’s leer to the King, who had ordered it to be read and learning

its contents was very pleased. He had at once sent a formon to the Corangrī

instructing him to stand fast at Orietan until further orders. He had then

summoned the Puiquē7 (who is what we should call a Major-domo) and

ordered him to fet us the next day on two elephants of his cortège and

make every arrangement for our comfort. We were therefore to await him

there, [61/2] as he would arrive in two or three hours, in company with the

Puiquē. We at once sent the messenger ba with our reply and ten rupees

as a reward for the good news. With the last he was so satisfied that, against

our wishes, he desired to kiss our feet and exclaimed that there was no

people in the world so worthy of service as the Portuguese.

No sooner had the messenger of good news departed than we proceeded

to prepare the present whi had to be given to the Puiquē, and some

sweets to take the place of betel. Meanwhile, as the news of my arrival had

already spread, the Japanese Christians8 came with their Captain. ey had

accompanied the King, in whose guard they were serving. As soon as they

had learned where I was they had come to see me. ey came dressed in

gala costumes, in two Geliās, and no sooner had they reaed us than they

saluted us with disarges of musketry and falconets, whi they had



brought with them. eir Captain, called Leon Donno,8a came forward and

knelt to me. It was only with difficulty that I got him and those with him to

rise, by telling them that I should not converse with them unless they did so.

As there was a large number of them, and they could not all get on to our

vessel, my companion Captain Tibao ordered mats to be spread under some

trees, in a sandy spot; two good carpets were laid on them and there we all

sat. ey then all came up to kiss my hand [62/1] with as mu devotion and

respect as if I had been a saint or a Bishop. is is not surprising as they have

more respect, in these parts, for any priest than in Europe for Bishops.

is initial ceremony over, the Japanese Captain began his discourse. He

told me that all the Japanese Christians were delighted at my advent, as

being an event long desired, for no priest, their own or any other, had visited

them for over seven years on account of the wars and other untoward

events. Relying on our Lord’s mercy they trusted, that since I had now come,

they would, through the spiritual food that I should give them, live

henceforth in the grace of God and be mu consoled. ey believed, owing

to their trust in His Divine Majesty, that the Magh King would receive us

well, and also entertained hopes that, on my intercession, they would be

granted permission to erect a Chur in their own district. is they had

been trying to do for the last two years or so, but permission had always

been withheld. I told them they could rely on my support in every just

demand, alike in maers spiritual and temporal, so that I could leave them in

a happier frame of mind: and that this was no more than my duty. Moreover,

although I had come primarily in order to avert the danger whi threatened

the Christians of the Principality of Chatigan, [62/2] yet they knew well that

I had wrien to the Christians of Digriparā9 that as soon as summer began I

would visit them and do all I could for their advancement.

While I was engaged in this spee, the Puiquē was announced. So we

all arose and went to meet him. He came, together with our good

intercessor, on an elephant with a gilded howdah, preceded by forty

servants, and accompanied by others, according to the custom of the land.

Among the laer were some active and intelligent youths, who are

employed in carrying the smoking and betel paraphernalia, also vessels of

water for drinking, and for washing the feet and the unclean parts, when

necessary. So that for these trifling purposes they require six or seven



menials, when one would suffice. But in order to augment their authority

and dignity, they distribute the work as follows. One carries the tube

through whi smoke is inhaled, whi consists of a nola,10 or narrow reed,

from four to six palms in length, and called a unga.11 One end of this nola

is fied into a coco-nut finely worked, and filled with water, in order to cool

the smoke passing through it. A third youth carries a fire-pan containing

red-hot embers. A fourth carries the betel-box, with all its instruments

inside. At the end come [63/1] two others, one bearing the aquatic beverage

in a curious earthenware goglet12 fied into a green case,13 made of rota,14

or thin Bengal cane, of whi when green innumerable kni-knas and

curiosities are made. Some people have cases made of other material and

closed with a padlo and key. e last of this cortège bears a ewer, usually

of metal, filled with water, for the various ablutions, iefly those of the feet,

as they wash these before entering the house of any important personages.

e Puiquē brought a full cortège of this kind. On his alighting with his

companion, we took him to the Geliā, of whi the poop had been decorated

for the purpose. All the others remained outside. Aer the usual courtesies,

we made him take his seat in the ief place, whi had two coloured velvet

cushions. Aer siing down for a moment he stood up,15 and we did so too,

to deliver the King’s message to me, whi he did thus: “Father, the Pada,

the Master of our heads,16 sends me, the meanest ant of his pantries, to

welcome you, and to request you to send him news of the Viceroy of India.

He has also commanded me to bring you with me to lodge in the City, until

you have the great happiness of being summoned to his Royal presence.”

To this I replied that by the grace of the true God, [63/2] not only had I

arrived well, but that I was already enjoying the favours of His Majesty, all

being mercies derived from the supreme God whom the Catholic Christians

were wont to serve, and who had permied my safe arrival, in order that,

following the order of my superiors, I might be at His Majesty’s service, as

the leers I brought him would show. Hence, I continued, I had come to

submit myself to his good pleasure, beseeing His Benignity to accept me

and the other Portuguese residing in his dominions as his loyal servants; for

in his service they would again and again risk life itself, as they had always

done, both in the reign of his grandfather the very great Annaporan and in



that of his father Xalamixa of happy memory, monars who had always

had a great affection for the Portuguese, as mu for their good services as

for their firmness and constancy in the hardships of the wars against Pegu

and Asarām, and against the Mogol power. I said that I trusted God to grant

me the good fortune of being admied to his Royal presence, where I would

show by very clear and unequivocal reasons that we were all of us his loyal

servants. e Royal messenger, who was delighted with this reply, rejoined,

“May it please God that all things should turn out as you wish, and I affirm

by our Pora that my wishes are at one with yours”

Aer this we all resumed our seats. Continuing on [64/1] the same

subject, the Puiquē affirmed that the King was well disposed towards us,

and that on hearing our statement he would surely order the return of the

Corangrī with the fleet.

When the visit had reaed this point, Captain Tibao made a sign to one

of his servants to bring in the collation, whi was served with all possible

order and solemnity. When the refection was over the adia or present

arrived, carried by five servants. It consisted of five Chinese gilt trays

brought on purpose for su occasions. Four came full of pepper, cloves,

cinnamon, and cardamom; the fih contained three pieces of Chinese cloth,

two of satin and one of velvet. ough the Puiquē received this with

considerable restraint and gravity, he showed his acceptance of them by

placing his hands on his breast and bowing his head in sign of gratitude,

whereupon everything was immediately delivered to his servants.

And knowing his vessel17 had arrived, he told us that on account of the

heat of the sun, he wished to take us by river, as this would be pleasanter for

us. He then sent for the vessel, whi was covered with sculpture, and with

many grimacing heads and carved representations of grotesques and foliage.

e whole stern was decorated in green and gold, with an awning overhead

and side curtains in scarlet and yellow. It was propelled by twelve oars on

ea side. Before the oarsmen set themselves to their task, I approaed our

[64/2] intercessor and told him that since those Japanese had come to visit

and accompany me, we might at least take their Captain with us. He replied

it was necessary to ask this favour from the Puiquē, and that, if granted, I

should be very grateful, as the Japanese Captain was very mu below him

in rank. So I went to the Puiquē and, conforming myself to the Magh style,



asked for leave to make a petition. e permission being granted, I begged

for a place in his vessel for the Japanese Captain, adding it would be an

honour conferred on me personally. Without more ado he told me that he

granted my request, because he regarded me as his Abay,18 whi means

uncle. I thanked him for this aer the local fashion and sent a message by a

Christian to the Japanese, advising him of the honour whi the Puiquē

desired to bestow on him. He was so pleased with the tidings that he

rewarded the bearer well for it, and came immediately. As soon as he

reaed the vessel, Captain Tibao and the Magh gentleman, our friend, went

to receive him. On approaing the Puiquē the Japanese made him

profound obeisances19 and salutations. en he sat down near me and told

me he was very grateful to me for the honour done him through me, adding

that besides the common obligation of serving me as his Prelate and a

Brother, there was now this particular obligation [65/1] whi he would try

to disarge, if God gave him life. And not only was the Captain, whose

name was Leon Donno, grateful on this account, but all the Japanese came to

thank me for it, as this nation is by nature the most ambitious of honour of

all Oriental nations, and would sacrifice life to maintain a punctilio in this

connexion. is event stood me in mu stead later on, in assisting me to

make those Christians lead a Christian life, and aer the Divine support it

was my most valuable help.

When this was over [65/2] the boatmen were set in order and we le our

berth, whi as I said was a league below the City landing-place. We now

entered a watery street, with houses on both sides, whi could rival the

most orderly streets on land. So heavy was the traffic and concourse of small

cra that we could scarcely make our way in midstream. Finally we reaed

the Gae where the Puiquē had some officers to keep a place clear.

Notes

1    Cf. Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Abada and Ganda. e Dict. Spanish Acad. gives Bada as the more

correct form, but ventures on no etymological explanation. See Linschoten, ii. 8, n. 2. Dalgado

(Vocabulario) gives two derivations, the Arabic ābidā, a wild beast, or the Malayan bādaq (in whi q
is silent), whence bāda.

2  We have given many instances of this eapness in Chap. V, n. 16, and Chap. VI, n. 12. For tanga
see Hobson-Jobson, s.v.



3  Gae is ghāt, a landing-place; see Hobson-Jobson. PoragrI is now known as Pharagri. ere is a

very large statue of Buddha standing on the old site of the town of Vesali (Wethali), the capital of

Arakan in the seventh century. It lies about eight miles north of Myo-haung (Arakan town). It is not

likely, however, that it is the place Manrique visited, but rather Mahāmuni (“Great sage”), the Mecca

of the Arakanese Kings and all Burmese Buddhists. Legend narrates how this image was cast under

Buddha’s personal supervision. Many wars arose for the possession of this image (see Chap. XVI). If

our author’s statements were more precise it would be easier to determine the locality; as it is we can

only surmise. is great image of Mahāmuni was desecrated in the eleventh century by the wild Pyus

and was lost sight of till the reign of Raja Datarāja (1153), who restored shrine and image. In 1784

King Bodawpaya (1782–1819) subdued Arakan and transported the image to Mandalay, where it

now stands in the “Arakan pagoda” there. With it came the thirty bronze images (see Chap. XXI, n.

17) formerly at Ayuthia in Siam. Cf. San Shwe-bhu, Jour. Bur. Res. Soc., 1916–17, vol. vi, 225; and

“Ralph Cesar Frederi and King Vesantara”, Rep. Arch. Surv. Burma, 1919, 23.

e word Poragrī is the Arakanese for the Burmese Payagyi (“y” becoming “r”). It means “the great

Lord”. It is applied both to the statue and the shrine. e Burmese termination “gyi” (“great”) becomes

“gri” in Arakanese, and “paya” (lord) becomes “prā”. “Paya” also appears as “bhuya” or “Buyin”.

“Paya”, according to Taw-sein-ko’s Elementary Handbook of the Burmese Language (Rangoon, 1898),

is a corrupt form of “phrā”, a pinnacle.

A Buddha (buyā) is the greatest of all sentient beings. See Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Pora. ere is no

connexion as is sometimes stated between “Phra” and “Pharaoh”, the laer, as Burton points out (Life
of Camoens, v. 545), meaning “Lord of the Great House”; modern transliteration using “hpra”, “hpura”

and not “phra”, “phura” obviates this danger. See Harvey, Burma, 313, “Mahamuni”.

e presence of house-boats and numerous cra on the aye-aung points to this river being then

mu larger than it now is; this too the country name of Thye-ma-nadi, “the beautiful river”, supports.

e shrine of Poragrī lay about one mile to the east of the stream, and an old city, Dinnyawadi, stood

on the Thye-ma-nadi where the Mahāmuni shrine was aerwards built.

4  Floating town of Arakan. e multitude of boats is typical of all riverain towns. See Pinto [Chap.

XCVIII (203)]; Fitch, 154.

5  e passage is not very clear, but obviously this is the meaning. By stain he alludes to receiving a

bribe. e dictionaries translate mancha by “stain, blot, stigma”, and this view of bribing is supported

infra (see note 6).

6  A bribe: for tanga, cf. Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Tanga. e Spanish has tangas de mancha. is clearly

carries on the same idea (see note 5), these “tangas” conveying a stain by their acceptance. Manrique

says that a tanga is a rupee (Arakan). So too Schouten (i. 253) in 1660: “e smallest silver pieces

current in Arracan are worth a Tang, or Moorish Roupie, whi is 25 Sous, Dut money, and when

you ange one, you get 2,660 couris [cowries].” e usual word is “dinga”, meaning any coin.

7  Mr. San Shwe-bhu of Akyab says that it is derived from the now obsolete form sikkē, an official,

an officer of justice, combined with Pu (for Bo) or “ief”; hence Puchiquē is Bo-sikkē, or “ief-sikkē”,

though Sikkē-bo would be more usual. We have “Chiquē” (sikkē) again in Chap. XVII, where he is

classed as a “ief-constable Mendez Pinto has the form Chirca, “steward of the household” [Chaps.

CLIII, CXCI (435, 436, 458)]; also the form Chaque [Chap. CLIII (313)]. As Pinto says the “Chirca of

Justice”, Chirca clearly meant any official. See Schouten, i. 167. One would have expected Sikke-Bo
rather than Bo-Sikke.

8  Father Anthony Farinha, S.J., who went from Dianga to the town of Arakan in 1639 (?), speaks

of three Bandels (settlements) at Arakan, that of the Japanese, and that of the Portuguese, and that of

other foreigners, Dut, English, and Fren. ‘Having been received by the King, they (the Japanese)

had seled there in large numbers with their families; all were Christians.” From an (annual?) leer of

1640 (Province of Coin?). Cf. Catholic Herald of India, Calcua, Jan. 23, 1907, p. 59. e numbers of



foreign mercenaries in Burmese armies, if we are to accept travellers’ statements, were enormous.

Mendez Pinto [Chap. CXLIX (302)] gives 36,000. We may take it that these are all grossly overstated

figures. See Harvey, Burma, “ Numerical Note”, 333–4, “Negrais Massacre”, 355.

8a    Leon Donno: Donno means “Esq.”, “Mr.”, Leon being the baptismal name. We have “Miguel

Dono”, &c., among Christian Japanese.

9  It was a quarter (barrio) of the town of Arakan where the Catholics were seled. In Chap. XXXI

Manrique notes that it was near the ur he erected at Arakan (1630). ere the form is Digripar.

See also Chap. XVIII. Souten, who gives an interesting description of Arakan city, says the quarter

occupied by the Portuguese Christians (he does not name it) was two leagues above the town (i. 240),

while the Dut Bandel was a league below the town (i. 165). Mr. Htoon Chan of Akyab says

Digriparā, now known as Dainggyi, lies in the south-west part of Arakan town and has the finest

“tank” in the country.

10    Nal (Hindi), a reed (Arundo Karka), a tube, joint of bamboo: hence the hollow stem of the

“hubble-bubble”.

11  Chonga (Hindi), a funnel; see also Hobson-Tobson, s.v. Tobacco, Hubble-bubble.

12  See Hobson-Jobson, s.v.; Pyrard de Laval, i. 329.

13  e Spanish has barsa, whi stands for the Portuguese word barça, the straw cover put round

glass boles. ese “goglets” are still in general use, and are ordinarily enclosed in string or grass cases

and then placed in a wooden frame. See Hobson-Jobson, Goglet (last quotation).

14  A raan. Pepys has “Mr. Hawley did give me a lile bla raoon painted and gilt” (Diary, 13

Sept. 1660). Cf. Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Raan. Hamilton notes that the rank of an official was indicated

by his hubble-bubble, this being shown “by the number of Joints on the golden Mouth-piece” (East
Indies, ii. 47).

15  is seems curious, as standing up is not a mark of respect in Burma or China, where grovelling

is de rigueur. Manrique forgot perhaps. Cf. Chap. XVI, n. 21; Harvey, Btirma, p. 288.

16  e expression occurs repeatedly in Manrique. It is a translation of the Burmese term Bawashin,

from Bawa, “existence”, and Shin, “Lord A Burman speaking to a man of rank says, “I place your

lordship’s commands on my head”. In Chap. XX Manrique describes the Chique as actually placing a

royal decree on his head. “e sovereign of our heads” is the title given by the people of Pegu to their

King [Pinto, Chap. CLII (311)].

17  e text has bargantin, our brigantine. is word had not then the special meaning it now has.

Florio’s Italian Diet. (1598) gives “a kind of pinnasse or small barke e original meaning was “pirate-

vessel”, from “brigand”.

18  is word cannot be the Hindi word Bhai, but is abay or abe, and hence the text, whi has “de

Bai”, should read “Abay”, whi in Arakanese means a “father’s younger brother”; a mother’s brother,

younger or elder, being Akhun. e word for “father” is Aba, while Bagyi means “big Daddy”. ese

terms differ from the Burmese. Abay is also a term of respect, because while a marriage is possible

with a first cousin on the mother’s side, it is not possible on the father’s side, a first cousin on that

side being considered as a sister. “Abay” is applied to elders who are younger than one’s father.

19  e text has sumbaya. It is a Malay word sembale, an “obeisance”. is obeisance was made by

joining the hands palm to palm and raising them above the head. We read in the Factory Records
(1642–5, 130) that Mr. Clark “sumbaied the Ain een in vain”. See Mundy, iii. 88, 335; also

Bowrey, p. 307 n.



CHAPTER XVI

How we reached the Pagoda of the Poragri and of our first audience with the

King of Arracan.

[65/1] ON landing at the Gae or pier of the City we were met by four

elephants with gilt howdahs besides ceriones and the catpolls belonging to

the Puiquē, who, together with the other officials and aendants of that

minister, were awaiting us there. He took us to his house, where a

sumptuous meal, in the Magh style, had been spread for us, comprising,

besides the ordinary rational articles of food, others of a disgusting nature

[65/2], su as rats, snakes, and the like.1 For at these banquets fish and meat

are set out simultaneously, cooked in many fashions, some hundreds of small

dishes being placed on the table full of these comestibles, so that ea guest

can eat what he fancies. Bread they do not eat, its place being taken by rice,

made into different kinds of cakes from rice flour.

[66/1] e fish is usually eaten in a decomposed state. Fish of an excellent

sort, whi is abundant there, is purposely allowed to decay, it being

considered more tasty in that condition. Many kinds of herbs are also eaten,

known by the general name of xaga, whi we call green vegetables.2 ey

are also wont to use in all their dishes a mixture of various kinds of fish

called by them Sidol,3 made from fish in the last stage of decomposition, and

most malodorous. e bones are removed and it is pounded up fine and

mixed with brine into a mash, and allowed to dry in the sun. is completes

the Sidol whi, as I have said, is used in all their dishes.3 e common

people use a variety of Sidol whi, when it is placed in the sun, neither dogs

nor cats will tou; this obviates the necessity for puing a wat over it,

whi would otherwise be necessary. is class of Sidol stinks so horribly

that people unaccustomed to su a bad smell have to hold their noses when

they pass the place where it lies. e wealthy and beer classes use another

and beer form of Sidol.4 is is made from prawns most carefully cleaned

and shelled before being ground up with various ingredients and brine. is



is made iefly for use with dishes of fish and vegetables, to whi it imparts

a pleasant flavour.

At the conclusion of the feast [66/2] we were conducted by our host to

some good houses, whi he had had prepared for us, where he le us to

ourselves, bidding us farewell with all courtesy and every promise of

goodwill.

On the second day aer our arrival we set to work to rearrange the adia

or present whi we had to offer to His Highness, in order that when we

were sent for there should be no delay on our side. Our gi consisted of an

imperial crown most skilfully constructed of pungent and aromatic cloves

and a box of Persian scents contained in a hundred flasks, ea holding just

over half a pint, exactly as they had come from Persia. With these flasks

were fourteen paets of the purest Catayan5 musk as well as four yards of

the very finest green Spanish cloth.6

Aer arranging these things we set to work to prepare the best room we

had for the celebration of Mass. e Japanese Christians brought some pieces

of different coloured silk, and rugs whi made it look very well. As soon as

the altar was erected I made its frontal of white damask ornamented with a

piece of embroidered crimson velvet from China. On the altar I placed a

picture of the Most Blessed Virgin of Good Augury beneath a canopy of

different coloured silks. Beside it was a Crucifix of polished white ivory

standing in a quaint [67/1] case decorated in green and gold, of Chinese

workmanship, like the other curios brought by me for this purpose, so that

Mass might be recited with all decency.

at night some Christians came to see me in order to make confession.

On discovering that some of them had not confessed for eight or nine years

and no one for at least two or three, I explained how they should prepare

themselves aer so long a period, as, unless any danger was imminent, it

was wisest to postpone confession until they could come fully prepared.

ey agreed and le me. Aer they had gone a man, of over middle age,

came and threw himself at my feet, exclaiming mournfully:

“Father, I am a Christian but have not confessed for nineteen years. I live

half a day’s journey from here, and on learning, four days ago, of your

arrival, I at once set to work to prepare myself for confession. For eleven

years I have lived with a heathen woman, by whom I have had several



ildren, all of whom I have brought up in the Christian faith as I learnt it

during a residence of some years among the Portuguese.

“e ief reason for my not having confessed for so long a time is that I

was engulfed in sin. Besides that for seven years the wars have prevented

the Augustinian Brethren from visiting us, as they used to do.7 [67/2] Now

that God, in his Divine mercy, has brought this opportunity to my door, an

opportunity I have sought for years, I do not wish to outrage His Divine

Majesty any longer. So I have come to place my soul in your hands, Father,

that you may, as pastor guide it aright, as I am ready to submit myself to

whatever you may ordain for my soul’s good. e mother of my ildren

wishes to become a Christian, and so as soon as she is baptized, together

with my ildren, I will marry her by Catholic rites. For the moment I would

besee you, Father, for the love of God, to hear my confession this night, as

I can delay no longer.”

In reply I said that I would willingly help him, this being indeed my duty.

Aer saying this we both entered the oratory whi I had made ready for

the celebration of Mass, and siing down I began to hear his confession.

During the confession the good man wept so, through sorrow and

compunction, that he was oen prevented, by his sobs, from speaking and

hence we passed most of the night thus. He then said to me:

“Father, I am too exhausted to complete my confession without a rest.” I,

therefore, showed him where he could rest and retired in order to do the

same myself, until daybreak, when I went and blessed a flask of water and

heard the confessions of some of my own companions who desired to

communicate.

As soon as I had finished I went ba to my penitent, and finding [68/1]

that he was now in a condition to continue his confession, I proceeded to

listen to him until finally he concluded, with every protestation of

repentance. Aer impressing on him the great mercy God had shown him

and speaking of other maers relative to the maintenance of his good

resolutions, I gave him absolution. He could find no words to express his joy

and peace of mind. He now wished to hear Mass recited, though he did not

yet dare to receive the true God into his soul, but just cleansed from su a

weight of sin. He said:



“I will in two days’ time return joyfully and also bring my family to be

baptized, then I shall receive communion and marry that woman as our

sacred faith requires.”

I acquiesced in his proposals fully, assuring him that I would not fail him

and begging him not to leave without speaking to me again.

When Mass was over, followed by a sermon on the sacrament of

Penitence and of the Euarist, all went home except the Christian whom I

had asked to stay behind. From him I inquired how many Christians there

were in the villages. He said that there were very few, as they lived for the

most part in Arracan. ose who lived in the villages did so because they

were slaves of a great Lord of that kingdom to whom the late King had, as

an act of grace, [68/2] made over those Christians. ese men had been

taken prisoners from some vessels of his enemies the Mogors, in whose

service they were paid servants. I asked if they could come where I was, but

he said not without their master’s leave. I then had some food given him and

sent him away.8

As we had been expecting that the King would send for us any moment

all delay seemed interminable to us; but we waited all that day without

geing any message and were very depressed thereat. Next morning I said

Mass, especially calling on our Lord to let His merciful looks fall on these

Christian communities.

Just as Mass was over the courtier, who was obtaining permission for us to

visit the King, arrived. His visit consoled us mu, as he urged us to be of

good heart, since the reason why the King had not sent for us was the fact

that he was engaged in a fast, whi still had three days to run; when these

were over he would receive us.

is news put an end to most of our doubts, and we sent messages to the

Christians to come to confession during those three days. is they did,

starting to arrive aer vespers. Although there were only forty-two

confessing they followed so rapidly on ea other’s heels that I was kept

busy all the three days and most [69/1] of the nights.

Meanwhile that Christian also came of whom I have spoken already, with

all his family. Aer his own confession and communion he presented them

all to me. I found them well instructed in the rudiments of our sacred faith

and so baptized them, five persons in all, that is a mother and four ildren.



As soon as she had become a Christian I married the woman to the father of

her ildren.

is done I questioned him about the captive Christian families. He told

me they numbered nine in all and supported themselves by their labour,

never coming into the City unless their Master gave them permission. I,

however, made a note of the names of the heads of these families in order,

when opportunity offered, to petition the King on their behalf.

e King, when the fast was over and he proposed to appear and grant

audience, first consulted the Raulins,9 who are his priests. ey act thus on

most occasions, as these pagan races are very superstitious and rely so mu

on omens that every act is veiled in mystery. us if in going out of their

houses or rooms or on entering them some animal crosses their path, or they

hear one cry, sing, or make any sound, they at once consult their priests or

Augurs, who fill their minds with whatever fiction seems most appropriate.

On this occasion they told the King that he must [69/2] wait till the next

day and at the hour at whi food was always sent to the Idol. As soon as

this had been dispated he should order nine birds to be set free, whi

would go ahead and offer his fast to Pora.10 When this pious act was over he

would be free from any danger of a disagreeable incident occurring.

ese pious, foolish duties, demanded by Satan, being successfully

concluded he believed himself safe from the ills otherwise prognosticated.

Next day, therefore, the City was roused by the news that the King would

go and visit the Pagoda or Idol, on whi a huge concourse of Lords and

courtiers assembled to bear him company. Aer he had visited the Idol he

showered gis upon the Raulins and then when turning homewards ordered

the Puiquē to introduce us into his presence, aer his dinner. is the

Puiquē proceeded to do with all ceremony, coming to our house with a

large following. Instead of on trunked elephants we were carried in elegant

ciriones up to the royal palace. Here we entered and proceeded to a hall in

whi a Peguan guard was drawn up that at once advanced to receive the

Puiquē or ief-justice and controller of the household. ey accompanied

him as far as a second hall where a Mogor guard11 was posted. ence we

passed on to a third hall in whi certain noblemen were waiting [70/1], to

whom the Puiquē bowed deeply and we with him.12 We then came to a



small door, on whi the Puiquē knoed three times, pausing between

ea kno. At the last kno a wiet above the door opened and an ancient

hump-baed eunu looked out, whose villainous countenance would

instantly have stopped the cries of the noisiest ild.

is monstrosity demanded with consummate coolness and even greater

insolence what we meant by knoing at the door of “e Lord of our

heads” at that unearthly hour. To this insulting remark the Puiquē replied

in a most submissive and humble voice, that the Lord of his head had

ordered him to bring these Portuguese strangers to him, one of whom was a

priest. On receiving this reply this demi-man slammed the wiet so

violently that it looked as if he would have liked to hurl it in our faces. Here

we remained kneeling for over half an hour in complete silence. What

surprised me most was that on looking all round that great hall, again and

again, I found it filled throughout with a like silence. It flashed through my

mind that perhaps the enantments whi peopled the world of those

fortunate knight-errants, the Palmerins and Esplandians13 and others of that

class, had been revived, and hence we, like them, were to see dwarfs and

other monstrosities su as the eunu we had just seen, and I am convinced

that nothing of more villainous face or form could exist.

Our meditations were suddenly broken by a second opening of the wiet

and the apparition of [70/2] a lovely young damsel, dressed in the purest

white garments, embroidered with artificial flowers in various tints, the

borders finished off with numerous pearls of great value; her dark hair was

adorned with white natural flowers. Our lovely messenger and harbinger of

good news, to our great relief, exclaimed eerfully with a laughing face:

“Fortunate Strangers! May you be as welcome as is mu-needed rain to

our fields as you are now to share in a smile from the countenance of the

Lord of our heads.”14

Aer this brief spee the door was opened by some matronly women

who conducted us into the presence of the Magh King. As soon as the

Puiquē saw his Majesty he prostrated himself on the ground three times, a

ceremony in whi we all followed his example.15

His Majesty was seated at a window whi opened on a hall where a few

princes were waiting. An elderly woman led me up near to them and gave



me a seat, Captain Tibao having a seat a lile behind me, while the Puiquē

remained on his knees in the centre of the hall.

While we were thus waiting, our adia or gi was brought in by some

eunus, who, aer presenting it in our name and placing it where the Magh

Monar could see it, carried it away. When this presentation was completed

the Ramallu,16 [71/1] or Portuguese Interpreter, came up to me and asked in

the King’s name what it was I desired and how I had had the courage to sail

from Dianga at that season of the year. On this question, having been

carefully prepared beforehand, I at once arose and made a most profound

reverence to show my appreciation of the great honour done me by the

King in having deigned to speak with me. is ceremony is always observed

by these people, who consider it a consummate honour to be questioned by

His Highness.

Aer performing this ceremony of thanks in true Magh fashion, I was

requested to take my seat again. e Interpreter then said to me in

Portuguese, in a low voice, that as the occasion was most propitious I should

put forward my requests.

I therefore turned courteously to face His Royal Majesty and said:

“Most exalted and powerful Emperor, Sodromaxa Boaxam!17 Your power

and worth are su that they have spread to parts most remote from this

your Hemisphere. But this causes no surprise, since you are the direct

descendant and heir of your Grandfather Annaporan and of your Father of

happy memory Xalamixa, while you are following in their footsteps, and

this not only in your magnanimity and valour but also in the friendly

relations you maintain with the Portuguese [71/2]. By their help the first

gained the greatness he desired, while the second aained the liberty18

whi he had lost in that unluy and unhappy war in Pegu. And if these and

other examples from the past do not weigh with you, recollect, most

powerful Emperor, their recent services; that loyalty with whi, as you and

all your kingdom sees, the Portuguese and Christians living within your

realm obey your orders, disregarding their lives and exposing themselves

daily to great perils in defending Your Majesty’s frontiers against the mighty

power of the Mogol. Nor are they content with this, for all know of the

numerous expeditions made by their fleets yearly into the territories of



Bacala, Solimanvas, Jasor, Angelim, and Ourixa,19 whereby they not only

diminish the Mogol power but increase yours. Your father, of happy

memory, le these lands half depopulated by the heavy losses he incurred in

various wars with the Mogars, Asarams, and Pegus. It was the Portuguese

who were iefly responsible for your geing them repopulated as you see

them to-day by bringing whole towns and villages over, so that in the course

of time over eleven thousand families were seled down. Should any of

your advisers, ill-affected towards the Portuguese, tell you that they are well

paid by you for this [72/1] and have become Nobles in your land, this being

the reason why they serve you, say to su councillors that they could have

obtained far greater rewards and honours in the empire of your enemy the

Mogol had they served him. It is common knowledge and notorious, how

the Mogors strained every sinew to win them over. us in 1619, when

Abdulnabi20 was Nababo or Viceroy of Daa, he swore, in his King’s name,

to grant them whatever mainas or monthly pay they desired, offering them

any land they selected, to live on, together with any privileges they wished

for. He in addition to this urged the Portuguese who were living in his

territory to write and ask them to come over. All these leers (from the

Nababo) and his proposals were sent to your Father, of blessed memory, [by

the Portuguese], though they were at perfect liberty to depart if they wished

and leave the King to his own devices. ey, however, not only did not go,

but assured the King that he need not fear that any one of them would fail in

his friendship, even if it cost them their lives.

“Again, it is well known to all your vassals, Mighty Lord, how in 1623,

when Nababo Fatezangue21 was governor of the Province of Daa, he tried

to win over the Portuguese residents in your kingdom. He sent them

formons or decrees sealed by his sovereign [72/2] in whi those Portuguese

were offered, under his Royal promise, most advantageous terms, whi I

will say no more about since they must still be fresh in the memories of

many of your ministers. Now, if all that I have said, most powerful Emperor,

is true, as you know that it is, how is it possible to place the slightest reliance

on the frantic asseverations of so inveterate an enemy of the Portuguese as is

the Governor of Chatigan? Believe me, Sire, time will distinguish between

his loyalty and that of the Portuguese. I have come into your Royal Presence

to justify the fidelity of the Portuguese and other Christians. I besee you,



therefore, to obtain accurate information. If you find the Portuguese are

traitors, remember that they did nothing save under my advice, hence as the

prime mover of their actions let me be the first to pay the penalty for so

great a fault. But I am convinced that you will find all su accusations false,

as we are wholly innocent. And because of this innocence I was obliged to

come here and place myself in your Royal power, trusting in the great,

omnipotent God, Lord of Heaven and Earth, who will not permit you to use

your Royal power save within the bounds of justice and truth: believing that

this same God will fill you with His Divine light so that in all your acts you

may follow His Divine will. And hence [73/1] you will gain glory, not only

in this life, but also in life eternal, whi is what I ever pray He may confer

on you.”

Aer this address I arose and bowing in the customary way sat down

again.

e Magh monar fixed his eyes on me and said:

“Father, I am fully convinced of the truth of all you have told me and am

well aware also of the loyalty [73/2] with whi the Portuguese serve me.

at you may know that what my mouth says my heart desires, I will at

once order the Corangrī to return.”

With these words he indicated that he proposed to retire, and a curtain

was pulled across, all prostrating themselves before it was drawn. ereupon

all were dismissed and could leave as they desired.22

Notes

1  “ese people (the Peguans) do eate roots, herbs, leaves, dogs, cats, rats, serpents, and snakes; they

refuse almost nothing (1587)” (Ryley, Fitch, p. 162). Manrique mentions also bats (Chap. XXXIII). e

same custom still exists. See Fyt, Burma: Past and Present, ii. 78; Imp. Gaz., ix. 146; Wall, Journal

Natural History Society, Bombay, xvii. 375.

2  Xaga que significa lo mismo que Bledos. e text seems to refer to vegetables generally. Xaga is

shāka (Hind.), a vegetable. Bledo is the Fren blette, our Old English blite (Gk. βλíτov), a generic term

for Chenopodiaceae, but especially applied to wild spina, Amaranthus blitum. See Ox. Dict., s.v.; also

Don Quixote, ii. 69, 263, where it is used in a proverb, and has the general sense of “a trifle”.

3   is is the Arakanese word Sahtol, that is “hsālt-hto”, whence “sahto”, or fish “injected with

salt”. e term sidol is the Arakanese equivalent for the Burmese Nga-pi, made by allowing prawns or

fish to rot and then pounding it up and mixing it with illies and other condiments. Connexion with

saḍiyal and saḍa, “roen” (Hind.), suggests itself.

4  “Every morning these Mandareens are obliged to aend at Court and aer his Majesty (of Ava)

has drest and breakfasted, whi is generally on a Dish of Rice boiled in fair Water, and his Sauce is



some Shrimps dried and powder’d, and some salt and Cod-pepper mix’d with those two ingredients

and that Mixture makes a very pungent Sauce whi they call prock, and is in great Esteem and Use

among the Peguers” (1709). Cf. Hamilton, East Indies, ii. 42. “e fish whi already stinks, is the

most esteemed by them and is sold dearest, as we have oen seen while passing through the fish

markets” (Souten, Voyage, i. 253, speaking of the town of Arakan in 1660).

5  See Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Cathay and Musk. Probably Tibet is meant here. e musk from Bhutan

was considered the best. It is obtained from a gland on the musk deer, Moschus moschiferus. is deer

is met with at high elevations in the Himalayas and Central and Northern Asia and Siberia (Jerdon,

Mammals of India, p. 268).

6  e text has limiste, whi is a fine cloth made of Segovia wool. is cloth came into general use

in the fieenth century, ousting velarte, as noted by Covarrubias in his Tesoro.

7   Cf. note 7 to Chap. X. Manrique might have said eight years now, for the man spoke in 1630,

and already in 1629 Manrique had said that there had been wars for seven years, during whi no

new missionaries had come. e wars must have begun in 1622, when the king still reigning in 1630,

irithudamma (Xalamixa II), ascended the throne. Shāh Jahān was then in Bengal fighting against

his father Jāhangīr.

e Japanese Christians said they had not been visited by their Prelate or any other Father for

more than seven years (Chap. XV). Of the 40 Christians who made their confession to Manrique at

Poragri some had not been to confession for eight or nine years, or at least two or three years (Chap.

XVII). For the last two years the Japanese had asked the King in vain for permission to build a apel

at their Bandel at Arakan (Chap. XV).

8  e Christian who had not been to confession for nineteen years (i.e. from 1611) lived at half a

day’s journey from Poragri, and there were nine Christian families whi lived in the villages of

Cuami, or as they are also called, at the villages of the Poragri. When summoned, five Christians were

immediately sent in, nine others were three days farther off in arge of the King’s elephants. e

place could not have been very far away as in three days they went from Poragrī to their villages and

ba. See also Chap. XIX. ey state that they had been captured thirteen years before (i.e. 1617),

when the King’s father reigned. Mr. Htoon Chan identifies Cuami with Khemi, a village near

Mahāmuni (Poragri) on the Thaye-Chaung river.

9  A general name for Buddhist priests in Arakan, says Manrique, who does not use the commoner

word, Talapoin, anywhere. e word Raulin ought to be in Hobson-Jobson, but there is only a

reference in a quotation from F. Mendez Pinto, s. v. Talapoin.

Raulin as indicating a Buddhist monk is used by Ovington (1640) as raulini, roolim, and royolet.

Buanan (1801) has it in his Religion, &c. of the Burmese, where he says the Burmese priests are

called Talapoins by Europeans and Raulins by Musulmāns. e Burmese word is Rahan (Skt. arhant),

the Pali form being Thayuka (i.e. Skt. Sanghya). It is used by Mendez Pinto (1545), Ralph Fit (1583–

91), Faria y Sousa (1628). (See I. A., xxix. 28, xxxv. 268, and Sept. 1916, p. 156.) e Raulin was not,

however, the Chief Priest, as Manrique shows.

10   is freeing of birds (or other animals) is a common Eastern method for gaining merit. e

“pagoda-slave” hawkers at the Mandalay pagoda sell small birds in cages for this purpose at the

present day. On his way from Nanquin to Pequin, Mendez Pinto describes a floating town on the river

Batampina, where boats came along loaded up with birds in cages, the owners exhorting the people

“with a loud voice to deliver those poor creatures of God, that were there in captivity, whereupon

many came and gave them money for the redemption of those prisoners, whi presently they let out

of the cages”. Fishes were similarly liberated [Chap. XCVIII (205)]. At Lunow, in the thirties of the

last century, Indians would come with bird-cages in their hands, run along beside the carriage of an

English gentleman occupying a high position in the land, and set the birds free in his honour.



11  The Peguan and Mughal guards of the King of Arakan. Pinto notes that the Chaubainhaa of

Martaban had in his army (1545) 36,000 strangers of different nations, “Portugals, Grecians,

Venetians, Turks, Janizaries, Jews, Armenians, Tartars, Mogores, Abyssins, Raizbutos, Nobins,

Coracones, Persians, Tuparaas, Gizares, Tanucos, Malabares, Jaos, Aems, Moens, Siams, Lussons of

the Islands Borneo, Chacomas, Arracons, Predin, Papuaas, Selebres, Mindancas, Pegus, Bramaas, and

many others whose names I know not”. e Portuguese led the van. Pinto [Chap. CXLIX (302)]. See

Chap. XV, n. 8, as to exaggerated numbers.

12   e palace of Arakan had (in 1660) three enclosures, ea with a gate (Schouten, i. 243); the

palace at Poragri was probably on a similar plan. At any rate Manrique passed through three halls

before he came to the audience-hall, where the King showed himself siing at a window. At the end

of another interview at Poragri he accompanied the King up to the third door, where only women

and eunus were allowed to enter with the King (Chap. XVII). Mahāmuni (Poragrī) stands eight

miles from the Kaladan river and forty-eight north of Arakan. Legend ascribes its foundation to

Mahāandrasuri. e shrine has met with many vicissitudes, and in 1784 the Burmese removed the

figure of Buddha to Amarapura. In 1867 the shrine, then overgrown with jungle, was cleared. Traces

of its walls remain and it is still a place of pilgrimage. e shrine stands on a small hill called

Sirigua, where the ancient town of Dhannavati once was (Akyab Dist. Gazetteer, p. 45).

13  It will be remembered that Don ixote’s library was ri in this literature. Don Esplandian’s

adventures were recorded by Montalvo.

14   is is very like the reception described by Mendez Pinto on the occasion of the visit of the

Burmese Ambassador to the King of Calaminham, in 1545 [Chap. CLXIII (350)]. Did Manrique copy

Pinto here?

15    is is not the ordinary taslim, described by our author in Chap. XVII, but the shihko. It

consists of kneeling with the hands clasped as in prayer, above the head, the courtier then falling

forward so as to tou the ground with his forehead. Even English envoys did this (see n. 22). Harvey,

Burma, pp. 203, 225. No one at the Burmese Court, except the ief een, could address the king in

any other position. Even in Siam, where European uniforms preclude this in formal functions, the

practice survives within the palace precincts. Cf. Hamilton, East Indies, ii. 45.

When Manrique visited the Pegu een at Arakan six women were kneeling before her, and when

the Chique had to read out the King’s farmāns both he and all the audience went on their knees. e

King’s eldest son, on presenting something to his father, knelt before him. Cf. Mundy (vol. iii. 259),

who relates how the Chinese wore knee-pads owing to the prevalence of the custom of kneeling in

China.

16    He was not a Portuguese (see Chap. XVII); he is also described as a Secretary of State. e

etymology of the word is unknown. It can scarcely be rāmmal (Pers.), a soothsayer. Ramallu is,

however, a Tamil-Telugu name for the epic hero Rama. Possibly, therefore, Manrique mistook a proper

name for a title, unless it was a proper name whi had developed into a title, like “Tommy Atkins”.

Madrasis are good linguists and useful as interpreters.

17  Mr. San Shwe-bhu says that this form is used in Arakanese historical manuscripts. It is Bawa =

existence and Shin = Lord. See Chap. XV, n. 16.

18   Captivity of the son of the King of Arakan. is happened in 1607–9, according to Faria y

Sousa, the king’s son being sent ba under the orders of Alexo de Meneses, Arbishop at Goa and

acting Governor (Faria, iii, Pt. II, vii. 5; Danvers, ii. 228, who wrongly puts it in 1602–3). Fray

Francisco d’Annunciacāo, a Dominican, brought him ba to Arakan in 1607, and was offered lands

at Dianga, but asked that the revenues should be applied to the monastery of his Order, then building

at Siriam. Cf. Fr. Luis Cacegas and Fr. Luis de Souza, Hist, de S. Domingos, Pt. Ill, Lisboa, 1767, p. 352

b. [H.]



19  Families carried off captive from Bengal in one year. Manrique says in Chap. XXVII that within

the five years of his stay in Arakan (1629–35) the Portuguese and Magh slave-raiders brought to

Dianga and Angaracale about 18,000 souls from Bengal; Jessor, Solimanvas, Bacala, Hijli, and Orissa

being the ief hunting-grounds: no part was secure from Chiagong to Hūglī. e pilgrims at Saugor

Island were mu exposed to raids. See Harvey, Burma, 143.

20  Nothing is known about Abdul-Nabī Fatḥ-Jang except that he was Governor of Dacca in 1619.

21    Ibrahim Khān Fatḥ-Jang was a relation of the celebrated Nūr Jahān Begam, whose mother’s

sister he had married. When Qāsim Khān was recalled to Court from Bihār in the twelh year of

Jahāngīr (1616), Ibrahīm Khān was appointed to Bihār with the rank Commander of 4,000 Horse. He

was killed at Dacca, A.d. 1623 (A.h. 1032), in a bale against Prince Khurram (aerwards Shāh

Jahān), who had rebelled against his father Jahāngir. Cf. Beale, Orient. Biogr. Dict., p. 173, and see

Stewart, Bengal, pp. 221–9. On both ‘Abdul-Nabi and Fatḥ-Jang, see Manrique, Chap. XXVII,

22  We may compare with the ceremony used towards Manrique what happened on the occasion

of the Dut embassy (1660) related by Schouten (i. 167 sqq.). At the Dut Bandel of Arakan, the

“Sies” (sikkē) came on board. Some of them took offence at having to pass under a bridge on whi

some of the Dut officers were standing. When the Captain gave the Dut President of the Lodge

the leer of the Governor of Batavia, the laer held it up, according to custom, to be seen by all, as a

sign that the good relations between the two nations continued. He adds (p. 181): “Aer that they

were all three led through divers apartments to the audience-hall, where a large number of Sies,

and of the greatest Lords of the Realm were seated, rily dressed, on magnificent carpets, their legs

crossed under their bodies. Presently, the Dut were required to bow, as if they were cowering

(accroupis), and to bow the head to the ground, the hands joined on the forehead, repeating these

deep reverences and humble inclinations several times.

“en the King appeared, from a private amber, and all held their hands joined on the forehead,

and bent the head, as if they dared not look upon His Majesty. e three Dutmen with the rest

always kept the said posture, without daring to raise their eyes to look at the Monar. ey tried

withal to have a peep at him, but two amberlains, who wated them, quily got hold of their

heads, and made them bow.”

When the King withdrew, they were allowed to rise. ey returned in the same state in whi they

had come, and the cramped condition they had been forced to keep so long made them call for the

services of Souten, who was their doctor.



CHAPTER XVII

What further befell us until the Magh King sent us off to the City of Arracan.

[73/1] WE were all mu relieved at the Kings reply to me, as recorded in

the last Chapter, and aributed our good fortune to the special favour of

God, to whom we gave thanks for delivering us from so great and manifest

a danger.

Next day I arranged to send a special messenger to the Portuguese and

other Christians at Dianga, informing them of the successful termination of

our visit, in the following leer: “Gentlemen and brethren well beloved in

Christ. Gratitude is a virtue so highly esteemed in the Heavens that even the

diurnal movements express it: we may find [73/a] su gratitude also in the

signs of the Zodiac and the planets, whose unceasing influence gives life to

plants: the sun too in return for the benefits he obtains from the earth, in

sending up to him the heavy vapours on whi the elements live and

flourish, whi elements in return preserve and increase her. I do not refer to

the examples of gratitude provided by inter-course on earth between the

most savage and rudest animals and man. e Roman Amphitheatres, so

lauded by the ancients, furnish many examples, as for instance the case of

the slave whom a fierce Lion refused to injure because when wandering, a

fugitive in the desert, he had cured his paw by extracting a thorn [74/1]

whi was giving him intense pain.1 Again, as the most Holy and Learned

Saint Jerome narrates of another lion whi in a monastery of solitary

monks, in the wilds of ebais, became so tame as to take an ass out to

graze. I omit what is so commonly seen in East India, the gratitude of

elephants towards those who care for them. And what can shame the

ungrateful more than consideration of the sparrow-hawk’s generosity,

whom nature has given su cold feet that he cannot sleep on winter nights

without covering them up? To do this he is wont, when returning to his nest

aer the day’s work, to cat a lile bird whi he uses as a glove until

daybreak. Although he might have made a meal off the prey, thus already in

his clutes, he always lets them go free; and since the bird in his claws



serves to stimulate his appetite, he thus mortifies himself by making this

return for the benefit he has received.2

“Gratitude is thus the gateway of heaven, the greatest of earth’s joys, the

noblest of human traits, a form of spee even of animals, a source of life to

plants, and one of nature’s loveliest ornaments. It is gratitude that steels the

Martyrs in their torments, enabling them to mo the tyrants and all their

engines and devices of martyrdom. It is this whi fulfils the desires of the

Confessor and penitent and leaves them with satisfied hearts. It is this whi

soothes the weariness of pilgrims and hermits, strengthens virgins, and

brings hope to the afflicted and mourning. It rules the Celestial Choirs [74/2],

protects the pure, and is the principle of that Right by whi the saints hope

to rea the eternal glory they long for. All the works of God, His pity, and

His mercy are illuminated with the glow of this divine virtue. Our Divine

Father of mercy holds gratitude in the highest estimation, indeed so mu

does He desire men to be grateful that merely on account of the first man’s

ingratitude He excluded him from joys eternal. en condemning Himself to

exange what is eternal for what is temporary, the infinite for the finite, the

immortal for the mortal, to fall from the estate of God to that of a man, and

covering the Heaven of His sacred Divinity with the wreted clay of our

nature, and yet without losing the Divinity within Him, becoming a man in

the most aste womb of a pure virgin, to be thus covered, as we all are, by

the flood of that first fault. So He, though divine and incapable of sin,

suffered Himself to be considered a sinner in the eyes of the world, to tea

men how to be grateful, aer so mu call to be so. Our obligations to Him

are hence imperative, from the day we enter the world and even before that,

since we owe God all thanks for so many and su great benefits conferred

upon us, as our creation, redemption, support, inward grace and other

favours, and gis, some common to all, and others particular to a few.

“Do not let us fear, brethren, because those of us who evade payment of

their just debts are sued and sold up by their Divine creditor, with the

greatest severity [75/1]. By su shos God rouses us from the lethargy due

to our natural carelessness.

“Let us, most beloved brethren, consider then, how great our gratitude

should be, since our Lord has saved us from so many and great dangers, su

as brought ruin and desolation on those Christian nations in whose defence



so many must have lost their lives, while those who escaped must have

found themselves bere of liberty and honour and the captives of those by

whom they were once feared and respected, beholding their wives and

ildren at the mercy of the conquerors.

“From all su calamities God in His infinite mercy has saved us.

“For this reason, most dear and beloved brethren, I desire, in this leer, to

persuade you and besee you to prove your gratitude by every means in

your power, by altering your lives, by freeing yourselves from mortal sin

and from those entanglements formed in the past whi have been so

prejudicial to your souls and those of the unfortunate women with whom

you contracted these connexions, overlooking all faults. For God our Lord,

offended though He has been, is content only to show us the punishment we

deserve and has pardoned us our numerous transgressions.

“So we must strive to please our Lord, keeping His commandments,

offering Him infinite thanks, and recognize in humility the gi of His

ineffable mercy presented in His most holy hand, whi may, I trust, keep

you, Gentlemen, [75/2] all safe, as I ever ask in my prayers that it may do.”

Aer dispating this leer we received a visit of congratulation from the

courtier who was assisting us in our arrangements. We thanked him in gis

and words, while he expressed himself thoroughly satisfied, and in return

thanked us, saying that so long as he lived he would always help the

Christians. He then advised us to go and thank Prince Longarajā,3 the next

most important person in the kingdom to the royal family. is man, besides

being extremely friendly to the Portuguese, would also persuade the King

not to pay any heed to leers from the Governor of Chatigan. For as soon as

the King had promised me that he would order the fleet to retire this Prince

had actually ordered the Catagaris4 or royal scribes to at once issue

instructions for the immediate recall of the Corangrī. He also urged us to

visit the other Princes and Lords of the Magh Council. We immediately did

this, giving ea man his adia or ceremonial present.

At the conclusion of these visits we again had audience of the King. is

interview was important from my then presenting him with the leer from

the Father Provincial of India. He at once passed it on to the Ramallu,5 or

Portuguese interpreter, in order that he should get it translated into the

Magh idiom. At the same time he questioned me [76/1] about India and the



Viceroy, saying that he wanted to write to him to issue an order that no

Portuguese should serve the Mogol. I replied that the present Viceroy,6 as

well as many of his predecessors also, had invariably issued su injunctions,

on the basis of the order of His Majesty the King of Portugal, my Sovereign,

who had expressly commanded, by royal mandate, that the Rulers of these

Kingdoms should always be supported against the Mogol as the common

enemy of all, in that he was aempting to become absolute and sole ruler of

India. is mandate was registered in the arives of the government at

Goa.7

“So, if Your Majesty desires to have many Portuguese in your territories,

you must keep on friendly terms with them, as your Noble Royal

predecessors have done, for this will weigh more with them than all the

wealth in your treasury.”

He replied that he had always tried to follow the same good form of

government as his ancestors, especially of his Grandfather the great

Annaporan, who was, he knew, very friendly towards the Portuguese, and

consulted them in very difficult maers and so, with God’s help, had ruled

most happily. Taking advantage of this opening, I replied:

“Your Majesty’s reign will be equally happy if, with God’s help, you

follow the advice that Jethro gave to his son-in-law Moses, Leader and Ruler

over God’s people, when seeing him disheartened, he said: [76/2]

Provide ex omni plebe viros sapientes, et timentes Deum, in quibus sit

veritas.

or as another passage runs:

Viros veridicos, et qui oderint avaritiam.8

From this, most powerful Emperor, you see that excellent counsellor Jethro

named three qualifications as essential to those who were to be councillors

and ministers; they must be wise, god-fearing, and truthful, truth dwelling

within them so that, without flaery, they could be entitled men of truth.

e prudent Jethro then strengthened his advice with:

Et qui oderint avaritiam.8



us as the most brilliant and crowning virtue to the three already

mentioned it was essential that the councillor or minister, who had to rule,

should hold the vice of avarice as his inveterate enemy. For if he is tainted

by this vice he cannot fear God, and if he does not fear God he will not have

truth within him; and if these two qualities are not in him, his wisdom will

be of lile value in preventing avarice and greed from daily dragging him

into a thousand errors. For as the Philosopher has said:

Infinita est enim et insatiabilis cupiditas naturae.9

For desire has the same effect on an avaricious man as salt water has on a

thirsty man, whose thirst increases the more he drinks; so the avaricious and

grasping man, the more he gets the more he desires, ever sighing for yet

more and more. is is proved by the saying of the Holy Ghost:

Avarus non implebitur pecunia.10

[77/1] “en, most noble Lord, what kind of government do you expect in

your kingdom, seeing that most of your councillors and Governors have no

fear of God and when their la of prudence and wisdom is surpassed by the

influence of avarice and greed for wealth, thus giving applicants the

opportunity of gaining their objects by bribery when they are unable to

aain them on the basis of justice? It is true of the avaricious man, as the

Holy Ghost says,11 that he seeth his own soul to sale:

Animam qitoque venalem habet.

What a vast and lamentable misfortune it is that his avarice and greed is

su that he will sell his very soul for money! What turpitude may we not

expect in men tainted with this vice! What good can we hope from them?

And if this is so, Sire, have you a single councillor, minister, or Governor in

all your kingdom more avaricious, greedy, and ambitious than the Governor

whom you have appointed to the Province of Chatigān? Let the cries,

lamentations, and complaints, not only of that Province but of every region

to whi his authority extends, prove this. erefore I besee you,

Sovereign Lord Boaxem, in a spirit of truly Religious and Christian love and



also as your loyal servant and one who desires to see your heart follow the

dictates of God’s almighty will, that it is a blot on your rule to retain a

Governor su as he who is now in Chatigān.”

[77/2] His Magh Majesty was most aentive and serious during my

discourse. At its conclusion he asked me who the Holy Ghost11 was. I

explained this to him and he replied:

“Father, since God says we should act in that way, I desire to follow the

precepts laid down by the Greatest of the great, and hence I promise you

that I will order the removal of that man from my service and will appoint

an upright man in Chatigān.”

I then arose and performed taslim,12 a very profound obeisance, whi is

made by bowing very low three times, at the same moment placing the

hand on the ground and raising it to the head.

When I had gone through this ceremony, to signify my gratitude, I said:

“Your Majesty’s declared intention of maintaining friendship with the

Portuguese and your own natural magnanimity give me courage to beg

some favours of you, both as being for the service of the true God as well as

ensuring the preservation of this friendship, whi we all trust will grow and

flourish on both sides. is end will be greatly assisted if Your Highness will

bestow this favour upon me, namely the liberation of nine families of

Christians now captives in the villages of Cuami;13 that they may be

allowed to come and serve freely in your Royal service, like most of the

Christians [78/1] either in Arracan or Dianga, and may also be permied to

bring their families with them and receive the same mainas or pay as the

rest receive.”

He replied that he would issue a formon or decree that they should be le

in my arge. At this boon I made another taslim and went on to ask for

permission to visit the Christians in Arracan and also that he would grant me

the favour of a formon permiing the erection of a ur in the Christian

quarter.

He conceded these also and I made a third taslim. He then sent for his

secretary and ordered the two necessary formons to be drawn up, as asked

for by me.



Betel was then brought in, in a magnificent golden Betel-carrier14

studded with diamonds, rubies, and emeralds. He then took off it a small box

of gold ornamented with sapphires and rubies, filled with aromatic Betel,

and presented it to me with his own hand. is I accepted with all the

courtesies and obeisances required by their customs. is lile box weighed

ninety rupees, while the rubies and sapphires were valued at over sixty

rupees. It was appropriated for containing the Euarist. e Betel

presentation being over the King withdrew, and I accompanied him to the

third doorway, beyond whi only Eunus and women are allowed to

pass.15

I then spoke to the secretary about the formons [78/2] and begged him

not to issue them until he had informed me. He said he would do so and

thanked me for my friendliness in asking him, as his one wish was to serve

me. is I fully believed, without reservation, because it is the custom in all

courts for the officials to wish to please those whom their Prince delights to

honour. Aer this successful interview with the Magh King I proceeded to

consult both the courtier who was looking aer our interests and the most

experienced among the Christians as to how these formons could best be

draed, and I at once sent a copy of the dra to the secretary, at the same

time forwarding him a gi whi would remove those hites that many

officials are otherwise apt to raise.

e formons when prepared were read out to the King, who immediately

had them apaed, that is stamped with his Royal apa,16 or seal as we call

it, that serves as seal and signature at the same time, since no separately

wrien signature is employed.

As soon as I had the Royal decrees in my hand I went to the house of the

Chiquē,17 whom we should call the Chief magistrate, and presented him

with them. He placed them on his head with all reverence.18 Aer reading

them he sent for a coron19 or constable in our language, and dispated him

to those villages with a formon of his own [79/1] addressed to their

Catual,20 to send these Christians in to him. is Catual replied to the

Chiquē’s order by sending in five Christians at once, adding that the four

others were serving in arge of the King’s elephants21 three days’ mar



away, whence they had been sent for, and that as soon as they arrived he

would send them in. When the five arrived they were at once made over to

me by the Chiquē, who said the rest were already on the way. I sent my

thanks to him for what he had done, not only in words but also in substance,

as su is the usual method of doing business among these Barbarians.

Would that, by God’s mercy, this custom were less common among those

who are not Barbarians, but pride themselves on laying down rules of

conduct and professing the most refined ways of Catholicism and

Christianity. It is one of those failings whi human strength can never

remedy; only God, by His infinite power, could set it right.

When the captives came to me I pointed out the great mercy God had

shown them. e poor wretes threw themselves down on the ground,

thanking God in floods of tears from the boom of their hearts. As soon as

this natural ebullition of feeling was over one of the oldest gave me a full

description of their life. He said they had been captives for the last thirteen

years.22 ey had been compelled [79/2] to take heathen women of the

country, when first entering captivity, had lived with them as wives, and had

had families by them. In all other respects they had lived like Christians,

keeping themselves apart from all heathen ceremonies and rites. ey had

even taken great pains to wean these women from su practices, but in this

they had only been partially successful owing to living in the midst of a

heathen community. Still they had been taught the Christian faith, as also

had their ildren, so far as lay in their power. He added that the women

would all willingly be baptized if they could then be married by Christian

rites. ey on their part had no desire to refuse this aer having ildren by

them and had other obligations laid on them. But what most concerned

them all was that they had not been to confession for fourteen years nearly.

Now they were confident that as God had, through me, already restored

their bodies to temporal freedom His Divine Majesty would, through the

same means, be pleased to grant spiritual liberty to their souls.

I replied that if they carried out what lay on them God would, in His

mercy, not refuse them His Divine assistance.

Meanwhile the four other Christians arrived, and we discussed the

question of where they could all most conveniently reside, whether at

Arracan or Dianga. Aer considering the disadvantages of both places it



seemed to me that no decision would be arrived at until I [80/1] had heard

the views of the Arracan Christians. I thereupon dismissed them, telling two

of them to join me two days later in order to accompany me to Arracan.

ere we could decide this maer, and then they could come and fet their

families and belongings. To permit of their being free to leave with their

families, without being stopped by the Catual, another formon had to be

obtained from the Chiquē. is formon was granted me on the strength of

the Royal orders, and they le with it.

I then arranged with Captain Tibao to take leave of His Highness, who

received [80/2] us with great friendliness, bidding us go in peace to Arracan,

whither he was proceeding in a few days, and there see our Christians.

e Catual was ordered to accompany us to Arracan and see to our

lodging there. We therefore arranged with this official to start in two days’

time, with great joy at the successful issue of our negotiations, assigning it

wholly to Heaven’s special support, and giving thanks to our Creator for the

mercy granted to us. For there is no difficulty whi the Divine power of

God cannot overcome or want it cannot satisfy.

Notes

1  e well-known story of Androcles and the Lion.

2   is fable has not been traced nor have any ornithological or folklore experts consulted ever

heard of it.

3  Chiagong being a very important place in Arakan its governor was always a brother or son of

the King, and the holder was dignified by the title of “Loka-rāja”, that is “Ruler of the World”.

Manrique’s version is simply the word nazalized, as usual, by the Portuguese.

4  e word occurs several times. Derivation unknown. Is it khātekar Or khate-gīr, an accountant,

or is the ending gari or grī honorific? If it were not that the “c” is hard (k) we might derive from the

Arakanese word saredawgri, in Burmese sayedawgri, from saye = writer, and daw = royal, official, gyī

= big. Manrique may have misheard it; he was a poor linguist.

5  See Chap. XVI, n. 16.

6  e Viceroy alluded to may be Don Francisco da Gama, twenty-fih Viceroy (it being his second

Viceroyalty), but he went ba to Portugal on the 17th Mar 1628. Aer him Don Fray Luis de

Brio was “Governor” from Mar 1628 until July 1629, when he died. He was succeeded by Nuno

Alvares Botello, who died on the 5th May 1630 and was also only a “Governor”. Don Miguel de

Norona, Count de Lmares, the twenty-seventh VIceroy (Don F. de Mascarenas, who never took up the

position, being called twenty-sixth), arrived at Goa on the 21st of October 1629, having le Lisbon on

the 3rd April 1629 (Faria y Sousa, iii, Pt. IV, 412 ff.; Stevens, iii. 374 ff.). Manrique may have known

by the time he spoke to the King of Arakan that Don Miguel de Norona was Viceroy. See however

Manrique, Chap. XIX, where he places the death of Nuno Alvarez Botello during the Viceroyalty of

Don Francisco da Gama.



7  Su decrees had no doubt been issued and could probably be traced. e King at this time was

Philip IV of Spain and III of Portugal.

8    “Moreover thou shalt provide out of all the people able men, su as fear God, men of truth,

hating covetousness” (Exod. xviii. 21).

9  “e cupidity of nature is indeed infinite and insatiable.” is is in Aristotle’s Politics, II. iv (vii), 

In the early Latin version of Casaubon, A.d. 1605, whi Manrique

no doubt knew, he renders this “Infinita est enim et immensa cupiditatis natura”. Casaubon numbers

this passage, Pol. II. vii. Manrique has misquoted and altered the sense. Cf. Aristotle, Nic. Eth. iii. 12, 

10   “e covetolls man will not be satisfied by money”, or, as our version has It, “He that loveth

silver shall not be satisfied with silver” (Eccles. V.IO).

11   Very likely Manrique had used in his spee for “Holy Ghost” the Portuguese words “Espirito

Santo”. e Portuguese missionaries were as a rule very slow in adopting vernacular equivalents for

their religious terminology. “ere is not a more wied thing than a covetous man: for su an one

seeth his own soul to sale” (Ecclus. x. 10).

12  Text has tassalima: Taslīm (Arab.). Literally “delivery”, hence the recommending of a person to

the care of another. A respectful mode of salutation, whi consists in lowering the right hand until

the ba of it toues the ground, then gradually raising the body and liing the hand to the crown

of the head. See Blomann, Ain, i. 158.

13  See Chap. XVI, n. 8. Cuami is Khemi village on the Kaladan River. ere are still members of

the “Khemi” tribe in this region. Mr. San Shwe-bhu writes that the derivation of Kaladan given in the

Gaz. of Northern Arakan has been abandoned by Mr. om on further consideration. It is actually

from tan (dan), meaning flowing, that is to say “flowing from the Kale-taung-nyo hills”, or “Blue

mountain” range.

14  e word betel is regularly betele in Manrique. His word for the container, Betelero, is a handy

term, formed on the analogy of pebetero, a censer; it is not in Hobson-Jobson.

15    On the previous occasion, three halls had been entered (Chap. XVI), aer that a door of

ordinary size led to the audience-hall, where the King was visible at a window. We now hear of a

third gate whi led to the King’s private quarters. e ri Indian ruler of the present day does not

rough it unnecessarily, and it is still more easy to make temporary dwellings where all that is needed

is plenty of wood. Cf. Harvey, Burma, pp. 108, 159, though this was probably a more pretentious

abode.

16  In Spanish el qual los mandỏ luego chapar. e word chapar is coined by Manrique from the

Hind, chhāp, chhāpa., mark, stamp. Cf. Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Chop. e practice of affixing only a seal

and no signature to a farmān obtained also in the Mughal Empire, and is (or was) indeed the usual

method by whi all leers and documents were aested. Even where a signature of some kind was

used the imprint of the royal seal was essential. e use of English in correspondence has of course

affected this custom. e sealing of a farmān was generally aended with long formalities, every one

of those concerned with its issue trying to make the best of it to obtain presents. e ba of a

Mughal farmān is usually covered with seals. Manucci (Storia do Mogor, ii. 388) says, “Usually the

seal [of Mughal farmāns] is stamped in ink, and below it the King, dipping his hand into a red liquid,

impresses its shape upon the document to be dispated. is serves as a still more authentic

confirmation of the favour or gi that he makes. is ceremony is only employed in maers of

importance, for in other cases they use another small seal, with whi leers and dispates are

sealed.” is impressed palm of the hand was called panjah Cf. also Ain, i. 258, 264, on the regulations

concerning sanads and farmāns.

17    e text has chique os Alguazil mayor. Alguazil is from the Arabic al-vazīr. e title of

Alguacil-mayor was a high one in Spain, there being only two, one at Valladolid and the other at



Granada. Chiquē is the now obsolete Burmese title Sikkē, “an official”; see Puchiquē, Chap. XV, n. 7;

Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Cazee, Vizier. “e city of Rangoon has a leun, or inspector of the waters, who

ranks next to the Governor, a Zicche, or Military Commander, and a Sciabandar, who has the

inspection of the shipping and the exaction of the port dues” (Sangermano, p. 67).

18    A similar custom was observed in the Mughal Empire. For other instances, cf. Chap. XIX.

Mendez Pinto mentions a Portuguese, Goncalo Paeco, who on receiving a leer from the King of

“Bramaa” fell on his knees and laid the leer on his head [Pinto, Chap. CXCV (448)].

19   e word is explained as corresponding to the Spanish Corchete. e Corones were, therefore,

the police of Arakan. See Chap. II, n. 9, and Chap. XI, n. 7, note on Korangrī.

20  is is the word Kotwāl (Pers.), the ief officer of police for a city or town. Cf. Hobson-Jobson,

s.v. Cotwal.

21  In Ava culprits were first condemned to the woods, and, if they escaped being killed by tigers or

wild elephants, they could come ba, their time being over, “and pass the remainder of their Days in

serving a tame Elephant; and for smaller Crimes they are condemned to clean his [the King’s]

Elephant’s stables for life” (1709). Cf. Hamilton, East Indies, ii. 43.

22  Since they had been captives for thirteen years (from 1617) and had not been to confession for

about fourteen years, and one of them for nineteen years, we must conclude they were Christians

before they were taken. ey came from Bengal, since they had been taken on Mughal vessels.

Probably they came from near Dacca.

ey had as usual been forced to marry native women. e idea was to obtain good offspring. Cf.

Harvey, Burma, pp. 231, 258, 350.



CHAPTER XVIII

How we started for Arracan and what befell us at that Court.s

[80/1] WHEN the day osen for our departure arrived, everything was

made ready and the Catual came to fet us, accompanied by all the

Japanese and their Captain, who wished to go with us to the Court with

some of his men. In spite of all our endeavours to persuade them to stay,

they insisted. e Catual had a Geliā [80/2] there in whi we embarked. It

was a well found vessel, on board of whi every preparation had been

made for us.

We rowed hard all that day until we reaed the village where we were

to stop the night. Here we met the commandant of the Portuguese and other

Christians of Arracan with several other vessels containing Portuguese and

Indian Christians, the vessels being gay with flags and deed out [81/1]

with various coloured cloths. As soon as our vessel came in sight we were

greeted with loud disarges of musketry and martial and festive music.

A Geliā now detaed itself from the rest. It was very gaily dressed, flying

the banner of Christ alongside the Royal Standard of Portugal,1 from whi

fact we presumed that the commandant, Manuel Rodriguez Tigre2 by name,

was coming to meet us with the leading Portuguese residents. With him

came a Spaniard, an Andalusian, Pedra Ortiz,3 and a Frenman, Jean

Menage,4 a resident of St. Malo. ese men had both come out to these

parts, the first professing to be a Portuguese, and the laer in the service of

the Bishop of Meliapor. Both had married and were living in Arracan.

No sooner had the Captain-major and those with him reaed me than

they made su excessive demonstrations in my honour that I felt

overpowered and ashamed and told them that su demonstrations were out

of place with a Priest whose watword was humility. Even if I had come as

their Visitor or Vicar de la Vara su ceremonies would have been

illegitimate, since they were only followed in the case of the Princes of the

Chur.



e Captain-major replied that among infidels it was essential that su

demonstrations should be made in order that they should appreciate the

position held by members of our Religious orders and by Priests and respect

them. e more so in this case, since the news that the boro Padre,5 whi is

to say great Priest, was arriving had spread throughout [81/2] the whole

country. is name was applied by the pagans to the Priors of our

Residencies in those Principalities, to whom the Bishops of San Tomé or

Meliapor usually delegated the power to inspect and generally officiate in

the territory lying within their spiritual jurisdiction.

So great is the respect with whi they treat members of Orders and

Priests who come to these parts that once four of the principal Portuguese

themselves carried an ordained Priest, in a cirion,6 on their shoulders in place

of the slaves who usually perform this duty. is was done simply to prove

to the infidels that if they showed su respect for their false priests how

mu greater was the obligation they were under, as Catholics, to respect

and honour their own true Priests. Indeed, this conduct might well serve as

an example in some parts of Catholic Europe where more respect is paid to

a servant dressed in silk than to a member of a Religious order or a Priest

who does not wear it.

We passed most of the night in that village discussing how to increase the

number of Christians in that region. When the pleasant, fresh dawn broke

we continued our journey to the City of Arracan, where we were received

by the rest of the Christian community with every sign of goodwill. e

Catual wished to [82/1] sele us in certain houses he had had prepared for

us, but I excused myself by saying that I must accompany the Christians,

who had already got a house ready for us. He, therefore, came with us as far

as Digripara,7 the quarter of the city where most of the Christians then

resided. Here he le us and went home, whence he sent us a profusion of

supplies, rice, salt, ghī, cows, pigs, and fowls, in accordance with the custom

obtaining among the Kings of that part towards ambassadors or strangers

who come to transact affairs mutually with them.

Next day I at once consulted the Christians as to the site for the Chur,

whi was to be constructed of wood and bambus. Meanwhile a room was

made as befiing as might be for the celebration of Mass and administration

of the Sacrament, to whi the Christians came in su numbers that there



was no time even for ordinary repose. For su was the number of those

who came to receive the holy Sacrament of Baptism, adults as well as

ildren, that they exceeded two hundred, the adults being the more

numerous. is made it necessary for me to give them some instruction in

the salient points of our holy Faith. For this purpose I made use of two

Cateists whom I had brought with me from the Residencies at Dianga and

[82/2] Angaracale, for this purpose. ey had sufficient knowledge of the

prayers, declarations, and other maers laid down in the Cateism on the

subject of the Sacraments. In spite of this the strain was severe, as I had also

to administer the Sacrament of Penitence, listening to the large numbers

whi came from very distant villages. In this way, within the space of five

days I confessed eightynine persons for periods extending ba to from eight

to nine years and baptized two hundred and twenty-seven people, of whom

one hundred and sixty were adults.8 is continuous strain, added to that of

our journey, so full of hardships and anxiety, whi I have described above,

made me ill, and I was brought to death’s door by a tertian fever.

Still, si and weary as I was, I yet felt a great inner exhilaration at having

been of help to that rude faithful flo, remembering the joy and content

whi our Redeemer felt when He had converted the Samaritan woman and

Fatigatus ex itinere sedebat.9

So great was my joy at finding myself prostrated and worn out in the

same cause that I did not feel the hot, dry stabs of the fever, thanking His

Divine Majesty for selecting so unworthy an instrument for so glorious a

labour. But, willing as [83/1] my spirit was to work, Caro autem infirma,10

and I was obliged, as the illness took its course, to remain confined to my

room and cou and get well so as not to tempt God. Still, aer being bled

and taking su remedies as I thought desirable, as we had no doctor11 (for

the local medicos, besides not employing our medicines, were quite

incompetent), I listened to some confessions and baptized some people,

especially those who had come a long distance. But finally some Portuguese,

seeing that my life was being endangered, wholly prohibited those who

came to seek me in order to receive the Sacraments from coming near me.

e siness increased so that, as I said above, I was at death’s door. But

the Divine pity, in its hidden wisdom, saw fit to restore me to life; may He



grant that it may be spent in His sacred service.

At the end of two months I was feeling beer, the fever being less

persistent, giving me intervals of freedom. A few days later, however, it

became a quartan fever whi lasted over three months.12 Still the aa

was su that I was able to say Mass on the appointed days and perform

other sacraments, when the fever allowed. During this period the King sent

his Tabibo, or Doctor as we should say, several times to see me. He brought

me various excellent febrifuges [83/2] whi, with Divine help, were of the

greatest benefit to me, above all the root of Lucerrage,13 whi defeats the

evil effects of the worst poisons.

As we are now on the subject of this admirable root it will not be out of

place to give an account of it, first informing the curious reader that what we

say about it we learnt from what we saw and experienced and not from

hearsay.

e Lucerrage is similar in appearance to the Tamarisk, differing,

however, in its leaves, whi are broader and a dull green below and shining

green above. e plants are from four to six palms in height, the whole

plant, including the root, being covered with a bark that looks like white

poplar. is wonderful plant grows wild in the Macassar islands and Bima,14

whence the best are obtained. e plant’s whole value lies in its root, whi

strikes always towards the north. In this the Divine Creator has placed su

virtues as to make it as it were a supernatural plant. For it can be used in any

kind of fever, any case of poisoning, and for the bite from any poisonous

animal. is root is used by grinding it up with water on a stone. It is then

either drunk or placed on the larymal gland of the eye, when it causes an

expulsion of the poison. It produces su miraculous results [84/1] as to be

incredible, and I should never have dared to mention them if I had not

actually seen an experiment made. A warning must be given that all the

Lucerrage whi the people of Macassar and Bima sell secretly is not good,

for good Lucerrage is only collected on an order from the Sumbanco, a title

corresponding to “Great King and Lord ruling over lesser kings”.

Whenever the Sumbanco15 proposes to give one of these plants to any

stranger or Ambassador, he first has an example of its effects shown to him

as he did to Don Phelipe Lobo.16 is nobleman had completed the tenure



of his office as Commander-in-ief in China, and was returning via Goa,

when he was forced to take refuge at Macassar with several ships and

galleons belonging to the fleet. He was received by the Sumbanco with the

greatest pomp and ostentation, as was his usual custom, because His

Highness had always been mu aaed to the Portuguese nation, with

whom he had many dealings. During their visits, among the valuable gis

presented on both sides at one of the visits made by the General, the

Sumbanco presented him with a piece of Lucerrage, as a very special gi. In

order that he should understand and appreciate its properties he had the

usual experiment made before him. is was carried out by sending for

certain condemned men. ey were pried with a sumpita,17 a kind of dart,

dipped in a most virulent poison. e moment [84/2] the sumpita toued

him and a few drops of blood had fallen, the patient commenced to foam at

the mouth and within half an hour fell prostrate on the floor, foaming at the

mouth and writhing in the agonies of death. He was given a drink made of

this pounded root in water and at once ceased to foam at the mouth, and in

less than half an hour he was once more on his feet. e sentence was then

carried out by another dose from the sumpita and within an hour he was

removed for burial. Su was the experiment usually carried out on su

occasions by the King of Macassar.

As regards these sumpitas or darts, various poisons are used with them;

some acting with great rapidity and others very slowly, these being varied

according to the crime and the sentence passed. For some of these poisons

take twentyfour hours to act, while others cause death within an hour.

But to return to the thread of our story. ough the quartan fever still

aaed me it did so less violently, so that I was able to take Mass daily and

celebrate the other sacraments.

I learned that many Christians there had not received the sacred oil at

baptism, so I gave them all notice to come and undergo the ceremony. On

this seven hundred and ninety persons arrived. e reason why our Priests

had baptized without anointing was that the sacred oil had been destroyed in

a fire whi took place at that time, [85/1] while the wars I have referred to

prevented the importation of any more into that kingdom.

Meanwhile the erection of the Chur went on apace, owing to the great

diligence and extreme care whi the officials devoted to geing the work



done, as well as the ease with whi materials were obtainable. In less than

two months the Chur was complete and dedicated to the sacred Empress

of Heaven, under the title of the Church of Happy Issue,18 in reference to the

success we expected to obtain in converting those pagans, by relying on the

powerful help of the most holy Virgin, who has ever been the great

mediator on behalf of all sinners.

For the ceremony of the dedication the whole ur, body and roof alike,

was covered with fresh green boughs and artificial flowers of silk. is green

covering stru the eye and produced the effect of a pleasant green bower

deed with many-coloured flowers, whi delighted the sight by the

variety of their hues and their vivid brilliancy. ey had been manufactured

by a Japanese Christian, who, in his devotion, had made them for the

purpose of this ceremony at his own expense.

e altar was no less brilliantly decorated. It was erected below an ar or

small alcove made for the purpose. It was covered with cloth of different

kinds embroidered with gold and silk and numerous sprigs of flowers placed

in twenty-four vases of pure gold, inlaid with many kinds of precious stones,

[85/2] whi had been obtained for us on this day from the royal treasury.

Among them were four vases five palms in height and weighing so mu

that it required a man of more than ordinary strength to li one. Many silver

vessels, great and small, were also brought from the treasury, some being

used as ornaments and others for holding sweet perfumes,19 also lile pans

aer the fashion of our own country and even beer, for this country

abounded in odoriferous substances. ere were also vases of odoriferous

stis20 whi gave out a sweet scent when lighted.

We placed on the altar the picture of “Our Lady of Happy Issue”, the

titular patroness of the Chur, together with the box of the Crucifix, whi

I mentioned earlier, between some special scented stis.

is made the altar look really majestic and smell most fragrant. As a

finishing tou to all this the whole floor of the Chur was covered with

very handsome Indian and Persian carpets, to whi no exception could be

taken since all entered with bare feet.21

e ur was opened on the third Sunday in October. at evening

fireworks and illuminations took place at all the Christian houses, while



shots were fired from small mortars and falconets amidst festal music.22

e fame of this Christian festival drew su numbers of infidels to us that

we could not cope with them. I myself, although occupied [86/1] in hearing

confessions, was obliged, from time to time, to go and receive certain Princes

and Noblemen who came to see the Chur, and reply to various queries

whi were made to me on the sacred representations of Christ and His

blessed Mother. So great was the concourse of pagans that we had to send to

the Chiquē for some corones, or constables, to prevent the whole infidel

crowd pushing their way in. is duty they carried out so effectively as to

enable all the Christians to get into the Chur, two hundred of them

aending. When Mass had been said I preaed a sermon in praise of the

Virgin. I exhorted them, giving illustrations, to worship her not only because

as Christians it was our duty, but because every one of us was in need of her

strong support: that it was even more important in the case of those who

dwelt in a pagan land, exposed to great and continuous spiritual dangers, as

they lived amongst a people in the grip of the Devil, who had many snares

ready baited with occasions for tempting God. ough He, in His great

liberality, gave us su return for our poor services to Him that whatever we

might do He always repaid us doubly, and at once.

So on this occasion I had received a double reward from Him for my

services, an incalculable spiritual joy at seeing a temple dedicated to His

sacred faith erected in su remote parts and in [86/2] the very centre of

paganism; and enjoying in it the true Sacrament of the Euarist, while God

was called upon and praised, with many tears, by these neophytes and new

converts to His most holy religion. How wonderful was it that su poor

services as mine, full of imperfections, should receive so great a reward!

Let our Brethren who join in Missions be animated by the belief, the

certainty indeed, that even in this world they will get a double reward for

undergoing su labours and dangers in the service of a grateful, powerful,

and liberal Lord. Nor let them be daunted by seeing those of their own faith,

especially certain people in high places in Italy, taking no notice of their

services in this great ministry, not giving it the proper heed or consideration

it deserves.

An instance of this happened to me in our Convent-General at Rome. I

was talking on this subject with an old monk of humble origin, but of high



repute in his religion, with the title of Master. Hearing me talk on the subject

of missions he scoffed in su a way that, without condemning other monks

(of similar origin), he appeared to me to be a man gross and ill-bred and

ignorant of the manners of civil society.

APPENDIX

Journey of Father A. FARINHA, S.J., from Dianga to Arakan,

1639–40.

is account was published in the Catholic Herald of India, Calcua, by

Father Mosten, 1907, pp. 59–60, from a Portuguese Annual Leer of Coin

dated 1640, and addressed to the General of the Society of Jesus in Rome. It

refers probably to a journey made in 1639. We republish it in connexion with

note 4 of Chap. XVIII.

e Native Christians and the Portuguese of Arakan, the residence of the

Court of the Mogo, were without priests to administer the sacraments to

them. At their earnest request, Father Antonio Farinha was sent from

Dianga to prea a mission to them. e service of God and the good of

souls were greatly promoted by this mission. But in order that Your

Paternity1 may have an idea of the riness and fertility of these countries, I

shall here insert the description given by that Father of what he saw on his

journey by land to the city of Arakan.

Arakan is a second Venice; its streets are rivers; its gardens, valleys; its

ramparts, mountains. For, as the natives of the country are naturally weak

and timid, they have osen for their city a site fortified by nature, and

impregnable by force of arms.

e road from Dianga to Arakan is a royal road, or rather it looks like a

street of Coimbra, so great is the multitude of people going to and fro.

It is a most delightful road to travel by; landmarks indicate the distance; so

numerous are these that scarcely has one been lost sight of, when the next

appears. I do not think there is any road more pleasant and agreeable,

considering the great variety of streams and rivers that cross it, so to say, at

every step. Some of these rivers you must pass on ras; others, swimming.

All are of fresh, crystalline water, and swarm with fish whi the traveller



cates at pleasure. On the shore of the sea excellent crayfishes and

innumerable shell-fishes are found. Inland, the mountains seem to tou the

skies; here and there great asms and cles appear, and valleys deep and

cool; dense forests with endless varieties of trees clothe the sides of the

mountains; squirrels gambol in the foliage to the great delight of the

traveller; lile birds irp and whistle so agreeably that it is a pleasure to see

and hear them. One cannot but raise one’s eyes to look at the songsters; one

cannot but listen to the sweet melody whi they pour forth to praise their

Creator. Although the road traverses an uninhabited country, yet in certain

places rest-houses have been built by order of the King; to these a fixed

revenue is aaed. Travellers find there shelter and food free of arge; for

it would be below the King’s dignity to ask for money.

Along the way there are several objects of great interest and well worth

noticing. For instance, there are some very high red barriers; these, although

built in the shape of ares and of mud, and although baered for centuries

by the waves of the sea, endure to this day, as a warning to ships not to

approa the reefs hidden in the vicinity. ere is, too, the famous hill called

“the head of the Horse”2—an immense ro, a natural landmark, whi is

descried from afar by all who navigate in those parts. ere are also many

other hills composed of craggy ros, some more solid, others crumbling

slowly under the combined influence of the terrific gales and of the furious

onslaught of the waves. In some places, the scaered fragments of those

ros lead one to think of strong fortresses baered and demolished by the

disarges of heavy artillery. Indeed, among the fragments, or even

encrusted in the side of the hills, cannon-balls of many calibres are found, or

rather, what might be mistaken for cannon-balls—stones rounded as if in a

mould, and polished by the incessant action of the waves. Elsewhere, we

perceive immense basins cut in the ros, not with a piaxe, but by the

ceaseless dashing of the surf.

In the flanks of these hills, at different heights, we see caves, some small,

others so deep that they fill the heart with awe and astonishment. And

whilst the heart is overcome by these feelings, we hear the gentle murmur

of the water percolating through the cras in the stone, and the harmonious

sound produced by its dripping along the vaults of the caves. en the water,

collecting into small brooks, comes rippling out of the caves. e sight of



these caves and grooes brings to one’s mind the devout old hermitages of

the ebaid enried with the virtues of so many servants of God, or the

Infant Jesus in Bethlehem; for it is said by some writers that springs of

sparkling water gushed from the ro, either to keep the weeping Child

company, or to condemn the insensibility of men, who, harder than the ro,

did not melt into tears at the sight of the weeping Babe.

e Father, upon reaing Arakan, went in sear of the Christians. He

found them divided into three Bandels. One was called the Bandel of the

Portuguese. ere they lived alone and had a ur, in whi the Father

said Mass. e second was the Bandel of the Japanese. Having been kindly

received by the King, they had seled there in large numbers with their

families; all were Christians. e third Bandel was that of the foreigners,

including Dut, English, and Fren selers. ey resided there

permanently and were not of those who went from country to country.

Many among them were Catholics. ey would come to our Chur to hear

Mass and make their confession, whenever a Father happened to visit the

place.

On Father Farinha’s arrival, they confessed and heard Mass. Special

mention must be made of the Captain of them all, John Menagem. He was a

very devout Catholic, and with his wife and three ildren lived there. When

the Father arrived the Captain was very dangerously ill, and so near his end

that he seemed to be awaiting only the Father’s arrival to breathe his last.

When he heard that the Father had come, he sent for him to make his

confession. e Father hastened to the si man; with tears of joy the patient

embraced him, and returned thanks to God, who, at that juncture, had

brought to him a confessor from a distant land, and when su a grace could

so lile be expected. He had been very sad; for a Dut Captain, a great

friend of his and a man of distinction, but a heretic, in his frequent visits had

oen troubled him with his heresies; and he, poor patient, out of regard for

his nobility and friendship, had not had the courage to oppose him. So he

looked upon the Father as an Angel sent from heaven to save him. He

confessed very devoutly, and with evident signs of predestination gave up

his soul to God, three days later.

In the same dispositions died a woman, just as the Father finished hearing

her confession: it seemed as though God had preserved her life to enable her

to confess to the Father.



All the other Christians likewise made their confession, some even of their

whole life, and many received Holy Communion. e Father baptized many

ildren of the slaves belonging to the Christians in the three Bandels.

ere were, at that time, many Portuguese prisoners in the dungeons of

the King of Arakan. ey were the crews of two ships, whi, sailing from

India for Malacca, had gone ashore in the King’s dominions. e King

captured them and threw them into his dungeons. Father Farinha, upon

hearing this, was moved with compassion; prompted by his arity, whi

extended to the temporal interests of his fellow men as well as to their

spiritual welfare, he went to the King, and offering him a very humble

present, certainly not worth a cruzado, requested him to set the prisoners

free. Whether the good King was moved by the Father’s words or his heart

was toued by Him who holds in His hand the hearts of kings, we cannot

say; but he granted the request. e courtiers were mu astonished to see

what the Father had obtained from his Majesty; su a favour, they thought,

was not only difficult, but even impossible to obtain. As a maer of fact, the

King would never release su prisoners. e prisons of this minister of the

devil were not unlike hell; the access was easy, but all egress impossible.

e exulting Father led away his liberated captives, and, bidding farewell

to the Christians who sought to retain him by violence, brought them to

Dianga. I shall not omit to relate here a curious incident that occurred, as the

Father appeared followed by the liberated prisoners. A Hindu yogi, a faithful

minister of Satan, approaing the Father, said to him: “Since the King has

made you a present of these twenty-five prisoners, give me one.” at man,

in his blindness, imagined that the prisoners were to be thereaer the

Father’s own property. Seeing that the Father would not give him one of the

prisoners, he entreated him to receive him as a brother. “at I shall

willingly do,” replied the Father; “but, to become my brother, you must first

of all become a Christian, and give up the worship of the idols whi you

adore.” e yogi, of course, refused to become his brother at su a price,

and went away without the prisoner he had asked for.

Notes

1   e royal arms of Portugal, Las reates Quinas, consisted of five escuteons ea bearing the

marks of the five wounds of Christ. Quinas is from quina, the neuter of the distributive quina,



meaning “five ea”. e arms of Portugal are heraldically described in Camoens, iii. 53, 54. Cf. R.

Burton, Lusiads, iv. 561, 593. See device on the cover of Danvers’s Portuguese in India.

2  e Portuguese seem to have elected their own Captains-in-ief in places whi were not under

Portuguese jurisdiction. e expression Mayor is oen contracted to mor, and we get Capitão Mor
often converted in English into “Captain Moore”. E.g. “On the succeeding day, being Sunday, the

Viceroy’s son and ‘Capt. Moore’ landed with 150 soldiers” (English, Factories, 1630–3, pp. 65, 83).

Tigre is not mentioned in Bocarro or Faria y Sousa.

3  Nothing more is known of him. It is curious that Linsoten, in the service of the Arbishop of

Goa, was a Dutman. Pedro Ortiz no doubt posed as a Portuguese because, while Portugal was under

Spain (1580–1640), no Spaniards were allowed into Portuguese colonies or vice versa.

4  He is mentioned in the leer of Father Anthony Farinha published at the end of this apter.

5  at is “Great Father”, Bada Padre (Hind.), i.e. Father Superior.

6    As the word cirion (see Chap. XIV, n. 1) seems to be peculiar to Pegu and Arakan this event

either took place in one of these countries or Manrique used cirion as a word familiar to him.

7  is is here called a barrio, that is, suburb or ward of a town. See Chap. XV, n. 9.

8    e Christian congregation at Arakan was mu larger than one would have expected

considering how long it had been without a priest. Many were no doubt Indians. But in 1713 Father

Barbier de Sainte-Marie, S.J., found no Bengali Cateism in Chiagong. e first Bengali Cateism

was printed at Lisbon in 1743. But most of these Christians were no doubt illiterate and hence no

translation would have been of use. In five days 89 confessions of eight and nine years’ standing were

made, whi shows how long the place had been le. e baptism of 227 persons, of whom 160 were

adults, also enables us to estimate that the Christian community at Arakan must have been over

1,000: moreover, over 200 received Holy Communion at the dedication of the Chur. e figures are

very definite. Perhaps Manrique still had his notes on this subject: at any rate he would be more likely

to remember su figures as maer concerning his religion; still one must accept them with reserve.

[H.]

9  Our version has: “Being wearied with his journey, sat thus on the well” (John iv. 6).

10  “e flesh was weak” (Matt. xxvi. 41).

11   e native population believed all Firingis to be doctors, and it is, therefore, perhaps curious

that no Portuguese had set up in practice at Arakan. Manucci (see Storia do Mogor) is a notable

instance of a “doctor” with no training at all, a “Medecin malgré lui”.

12  Manrique arrived at Arakan in August 1630 and le in January 1631. See Chaps. XXVI, XXXV.

13  is word lucerrage remains to be explained, as also its botanical name. It is not in Garcia de

Ortas’s Colloquios dos Simples e Drogas (Sir C. R. Markham’s translation). Manrique compares it to

tramaguera alias tramagueira, tamariz (Lat. myrice) or tamarisk. With this we may compare the root

Braechagua and Miraley mentioned as poisons and antidotes by Barbosa. See Dames, Barbosa, i. 233,

234, note.

Fevers are prevalent in Arakan, permeated as it is by water annels, and Capt. Pogson notes on

this and the ill effects of the diarrhoea accompanying fever (Pogson, Narrative, 185).

14    Mong-kasar is properly the name of a people in the Celebes. See Hobson-Jobson, Macassar,

Celebes. Bima is in the Java group.

15   is word is as yet unexplained. Hobson-Jobson does not give it. See Chap. XLIV. Souten

says, curiously enough, that the fort at Macassar is called “Samboupo” (Souten, Voyages, i. 133). Is

there any connexion? But see Chap. XLVII, n. 10.

16   Nothing is known about him. e name is also not in Padre Manuel Xavier, S.J., Compendio
universal de todos os … capitães mores (who went from Goa to Lisbon and ba), Nova Goa, Imprensa

Nacional, 1917. [H.]



17   Manrique is correct in applying this name to the poisoned darts and not to the tubes used in

the Far East, the north of S. America, and Madagascar for disarging them. Sumpitan is Malay, from

sumpit, to discharge by a forcible expiration (Crawfurd, Malay Dict.). See Hobson-Jobson, s.v.
Sabatane, Sarbacan. Crawfurd mentions that the dart is called “sumpitan, meaning the object blown
through”. The blow-pipe is met with in sculpture of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries in
monuments in Java (Crawfurd, History of the Indian Archipelago, i. 21; Cathay and Way, ii. 158).

e virulence of the poison used is exemplified in the execution of an English malefactor in the

presence of Tavernier’s brother. e King shot the Englishman in the toe with the dart. Two surgeons,

a Dut and an English, were present and at once amputated the toe, but the man was dead in a

moment. Tavernier tells us also how he stayed with Mr. Croke, Envoy-General at Batavia, who had

been given some poisoned darts years before. ey shot squirrels with them, who all died instantly

(Tavernier (Ball), ii. 298).

18   e name of this Chur is not mentioned in Fray Sicardo’s list of the Chures in Bengal

(1681). He speaks of a Chur in the capital of the King of the Maghs dedicated to Our Lady’s

Assumption. If this Chur was at Arakan, the title was anged aer 1630. Cf. The Examiner,

Bombay, 4th December 1909, p. 489. Sicardo writes: “Besides the fieen Parishes, and Chures

(Feligresias) or Missions above quoted, all of them flourishing under the care of our Brethren in the

Kingdom of Bengala, they also started propagating the faith in that of the Mogo, and so they passed

to Arracan, where they converted many infidels, and from there to the Court of the Mogo King (del
Rey Mogo), where they founded a Chur dedicated to Our Lady’s Assumption. In the beginning,

during fourteen years, they remained in captivity, the King not allowing them to leave his dominions,

nor suffering other Brethren to enter, because of the war with the great Mogor. Later, he allowed other

religious of our Order to enter the country. eir Christianity consists of about two thousand souls de
confessión (able to make their confession), not counting the Portuguese serving on the ships of that

King.”

When Father Gallo, a eatine, was called from Bimlipatam to the town of Arakan in 1680, he

found there 700 Christians and a Chur of bamboos (one with a nave and two aisles). ey had been

without a priest for two years. Cf. Bengal: Past and Present, vol. xi, No. 22, pp. 186–7. A Chur of

Our Lady’s Assumption is mentioned as at Jambalcalda, whi must be Jamālkhān, near Chiagong.

Cf. Annaes Maritimos e Coloniaes, 1843, pp. 343–84. We do not know when it was started.

Sicardo has the following: “ey [the Augustinians] founded two more Chures: one of them

under the name of Our Lady of Mercies (Nuestra Senora de las Mercedes). In both our religious

minister to six or seven thousand souls, and to one hundred and ten Portuguese, or their descendants,

seled in that country. e large number of slaves bought by the Christians during the war between

the Great Mogor and the Mogo gives occasion to the conversion of many Gentiles. Within the space

of seventy years, the number of converts made in ea of them [ea year? or in ea of the two

ures above?] reaes, it is calculated, between five and six thousand adults” (Fray José Sicardo,

O.S.A., in Chap. III of Cristlandad del Japón, Madrid, 1696).

Another paragraph of the same author is still more puzzling. “En Arrayal de Bencamatis (que
confina con los Axamis) y su gente servia al Mogo, hasta que se passaron à servir con sus
embarcaciones y armas al Gran Mogor, que les señaló à Dianga para su habitaciónj formaron
nuestros Religiosos dos Iglesias;. …” Translated literally, the passage is obscure. We propose the

following: “Our Brethren established two Chures at the selement of Bencamatis [Rangamati], on

the confines of the Axamis [Assamese]. e people there served the Mogo [Magh], who assigned

Dianga as their selement, until they went to place their boats and arms at the service of the Great

Mogor [this was before 1666, when Chiagong was taken by the Mughals]. Here, the Christian

community numbers more than so:ven thousand souls de confesión, exclusive of the Portuguese and

other foreigners, who are many. It is worthy of remark that no heretic or sectarian is allowed to sele



in the whole of that region, without first protesting that he will live according to the Catholic

Religion. Many Gentiles and Mahometans are here converted to the faith” (ibid.). [H.]

19  ese are well known. Varthema mentions that of calampet or aloes-wood from Sornau (Siam)

(Varthema, 238). e word translated “lile pans” is in the text casolletas. is is not in the Dict.
Span. Acad., but is in Minsheu’s Dict. (1623), as “toupan in a peece. Also a lile frying-pan or lile

pots or pans where painters keepe their colours.” It is the same as the Fren word cassolette, whi

Litré gives as “réaud de métal où l’on fait brûler les parfums”.

20   e text has pevettes. Minsheu’s Dict, gives this as “a kinde of perfume”. It is the pebete of

modern Spanish, signifying an aromatic pastille or sti (cañutillo). It also occurs in early Italian as

pivetto, synonymous with canelletto.

21    Apparently Portuguese as well as Indian Christians followed this custom. It is interesting to

note that since 1920 the modern wave of nationalism has barred the well-known Buddhist shrines,

su as the “Shwedagon”, to all but the barefooted, be he who he may: a mere revival of a universal

custom! is opening was on the third Sunday in October 1630, that is October 20th.

22   e text has camaras, and the Dict. Span. Acad. gives camara as a synonym of “morterete, a

small mortar”.

1  “Your Paternity” is the term by whi the General of the Society of Jesus is addressed.

2   Manrique speaks of the shipwre of Ignatius Gomes (1608) at the Cabeça de Cavallo, “Horse’s

head”, in Chap. XXIX.



CHAPTER XIX

In which the Author continues his narrative of what took place at the Court1

of Arracan and describes the miraculous Naval victory won by General

Don Francisco Coutiño del Sem before Malacca over the powerful Fleet

from Achem.

[87/1] AFTER the completion of the ceremony of dedication in the Chur

I felt strong enough to resume my visits to the palace in order to talk over

certain important maers with the King and also, in the first instance, to

thank him warmly for having sent his Tabibo, or as we should say, Doctor, to

see me on several occasions, with febrifuges.

I, therefore, at once went up to the palace and was received by His

Majesty with every sign of pleasure and kindliness. I thanked him with all

the most gracious phrases I could command, using every courtesy and

ceremonial whi these people employ in su circumstances. He said

smilingly to me:

“Father, I am very glad to see you well again [87/2] and to hear of the

great tamaxā2 you held in the varela2 of your iay2 (in our tongue tamaxā

means a festival, varela a temple, and iay God).”

To this I replied that my iay was equally His Highness’s iay, as also

of earth and Heaven, and was He who had, in His infinite mercy, restored

me to health. Hence on this His festival day, and indeed every day, I prayed

to Him for His Highness’s spiritual and bodily welfare, for health of the body

without health of the soul could but lead to eternal damnation, the inevitable

fate of all those who abandon belief in the true God and follow the deceitful

religion of Idol-worship. For these Idols were no more than fragile statues,

with no value beyond that of the material from whi they were made. If

su material was of real value so too would the Idols be, but only in regard

to the value of the material [88/1], and not for that whi they represented,

seeing that they were mere brazen effigies, inventions of the Devil, by whi

he misled them.



On this His Highness demanded why I spoke in su vile terms of his

deities. I replied that the reason was that those gods were unworthy of the

name whi had been given to them by ignorant men, God being the name

of one God alone, appropriated and assigned to that Divine Majesty who

had created heaven and earth, whose omnipotence and in-comprehensible

marvels were beyond even the imaginative powers of the most subtle and

delicate intellects and far beyond their understanding. Now while this truth

was clearly demonstrated by reason itself it was still more evident from

actual manifestations of the power of that Divine ruler. And even here, by

His visible acts it could be seen that their Divine author was the one true

God, and not his Poragri or other deities of like kind; these being mere

inventions and semings of the Devil, the natural enemy of mankind, to

aract all whom he can deceive by them to follow him. e

King winked at one of the Raulins,3 who were siing there, and are, as I

have said, their Priests, intending that he should answer me. One of the most

venerable of them, taking up the discourse, said to me that he was as

surprised [88/2] at me as he had been at all the other Christian Raulins, they

being so ill-disposed towards and laing in respect for their Poras, and also

at our temerity in holding that only the faith we taught ensured salvation;

obviously this was due to our own fraud and malice. Granting that God had

created two Paradises, one on earth and one in Heaven, through His divine

decree we have to experience these, the one as a reward for the deeds we

have done and the other as a place of rest. And, moreover, it was clear that

the Paradise destined for man was the earthly Paradise, since every person

born loved the relaxations and delights whi this world affords, ea man

in accordance with his inclinations and in his own way. us Monars

rejoiced in earthly power and greatness and their amenities; the great, the

ri, and the mighty delighted in oppression and tyranny over those below

them. All these, besides, and people in general, found their Paradise in the

joys and pleasures of this life, and thus every gradation of society

pronounces its own condemnation by oosing what was most pleasant to

its wishes and desires.

With animals the reverse was true. ey spend their lives in toil, suffering,

and captivity, whi gives them an incontestable claim to the celestial

Paradise whi man has forfeited voluntarily by his evil and depraved [89/1]



nature, and by his consistent pursuit of the way of vice and sin. Nevertheless,

in spite of his loss of the Paradise of rest in that other life, through his sin, if

man would but follow the advice and precepts of the sacred faith whi they

followed, he would at once become eligible for entrance into that Paradise of

rest in whi their Poras dwelt.4

Su foolish sentiments, in spite of my conclusive arguments against

them, were followed up by another Priest, with nonsensical and stupid

statements about the transmigration of souls. He remarked that many men

were good and sinless, and that su men went straight to heaven on dying,

while the evil-doer and vicious went to hell. e souls of those who, while

sinning, still did good deeds entered the bodies of various animals when they

died. In reply I asked him if they entered any kind of animal, and he said,

Yes, ea man being treated according to the nature of his sins, as those who

commied the worst sins were transmuted into evil kinds of animals, those

whose deeds were less evil into a beer class of animal, while those whose

good deeds exceeded their evil deeds returned as rational beings, ea one

finding himself in the same grade of society as he had held when alive. us

the poor found themselves still poor, [89/2] the ri still ri, Kings still

Kings, and so on, he said, describing all grades; in this way every man

returned to his original status.

As soon as he ended this harangue I asked him, in turn, to tell me the

reason why men should return in another birth to the forms he mentioned,

as laid down in his authoritative religious books. He answered me with great

pride, thoroughly satisfied with his own wisdom, that it was in order to

enable them to sin yet more and then, finally, aer many rebirths, again

condemn themselves to punishments. ose thus judged and damned, aer

spending many years in hell, were reborn and then, dying again, were once

more damned.

On this I turned to him and said that according to his view we had all of

us been already born previously, since by his theory God did not create

anew, but the creation whi He had made at the beginning of the world

was renewed by souls passing from one body to another. He answered that

certainly this was the case.

I then told him that he was hopelessly astray and very far from the truth,

for if God transmuted souls in order that they might commit fresh sins and



go to hell we could say that God was the prime Cause and Author of su

sin. is was impossible as God was sinless. is being so, as it most certainly

was, those men could not be taxed with [90/1] sin if God had so created man

that he must sin. If, then, on returning to earth they commied greater

crimes and went to hell no one could ever go to Heaven.

“If, therefore, what you say is admied, what use is there in making false

statements and promises to the people to the effect that they must all,

eventually, get to Heaven and enjoy the sight of your Poras and their

everlasting bliss? I have no doubt, however, that by observing the faith

whi you say your Poras taught you, you will go, not to Heaven, but to

where you will enjoy, instead of everlasting happiness, the never-ending

punishments of hell, in the place where your Poras are, in the company of

other devils.”

He wished to reply, but the King made him a sign telling me that he liked

to hear me very mu, but as I was still weak he did not wish that I should

tire myself more, for it would do me harm. “When you are stronger I will

listen to you disputing with the Xoxom Pungrī,5 who knows more than all

these Raulins.” erefore the curtain was drawn across and he withdrew.

is Xoxom PungrI is the highest dignitary amongst the Raulins, as I shall

explain when I treat of the religion of this people.

Aer this first visit made to his Magh Majesty in anowledgement of the

favours mentioned above, I prepared at once for another audience, a few

days later, in order to sele some other maers. In the first place [90/2] I

wished finally to provide without delay for the nine families of Christians

whom the King at my request had set free. ey had now been about a

month there with all their families, and were living on the arity of the

other Christians, iefly of Captain Manuel Rodriguez Tigre, who had taken

arge of them all, until the King had ordered them to be given mainas or

allowances for their maintenance.

Hearing the King was coming out to give audience, I went to the Palace,

and siing down in a place they had pointed out to me, I waited until he

showed himself. When he appeared, aer the usual courtesies and

ceremonies had been gone through, he asked me in a friendly way how I

felt.



Aer answering his question with the ceremonies and obeisances in use, I

went on to say: “Great and mighty Emperor, Boaxam, I well know that it is

the custom of powerful Monars, su as you are, to forget the favours they

grant and to remember always the services rendered to them: and so I shall

not be surprised if consistently with the generosity of your Highness’s

aracter you have forgoen your kindness to me. I besee you again to

remember that among the many whi I admit and shall always be indebted

for to your generosity and liberality, there is the freedom whi you deigned

to grant to nine families of Christians [91/1] whom you quite rightly kept as

slaves and mangoenes6 in the villages of the Poragrī. In virtue of your Royal

mandate your officials delivered them over to me, and now that they enjoy

the liberty you gave them it is just that, in token of their gratitude, they

should enjoy that liberty in your Royal service. I, therefore, beg of you,

mighty Emperor, for love of that supreme and divine Emperor of Heaven

and earth, allow them to be taken into your Royal service, like other

mainadares.”7

He answered my request by having the names of those Christians

inscribed at once in the register of the ordinary mainadares, for whi

bounty I made the tassalim, or salute usual on those occasions, as explained

above. I have yet to explain to the curious Reader that the word mainadar

means what we call a stipendiary. ere are different grades of salary, the

ordinary workers receiving a regular maina or fixed salary, whi does not

exceed ten rupees a month or five pesos of our money. On that four persons

can live conveniently.

On the successful conclusion to this affair whi I had hoped for, I did not

think it then proper to press other requests as they required more time and

more preparation. I now began my visitation in the name of the Most

Illustrious Lord [91/2] Don Fray Luis de Brio de Meneses,8 an Augustinian,

Bishop Elect of Coim, who was Governor of the Portuguese Estates in

India. He died during his government, being then Inquisitor-General of the

Kingdoms and of the Crown of Portugal, His person, his virtues, and his

excellent government would supply very ample maer for my expatiating

praise of him: but I refrain, being conscious that to do justice to so great a

theme I ought to have the pen of a Livy, or other similar writer, and also

because I know that the Chroniclers of my nation who recount the History



of East India deal at length with this remarkable prelate. However, I shall

not omit saying in passing, that during the two years that he governed India

he so improved maers that, had he governed longer, he might (it is

thought) have restored India almost to its former condition. is was made

clear when news was brought from Malaca to the City of Goa, the Court

where the Viceroys of the Estates reside, to the effect that the Aem,9 a

powerful King and the inveterate enemy of the Portuguese, was sending a

strong fleet against that City. At this news he at once did everything possible

to dispat an auxiliary force: and, deplorable as was the condition of the

Estates, owing to the mismanagement of the King’s Ministers, he found it

possible to dispat a fleet of thirty sail composed of galleons and rowing

vessels.

With it a Captain-General went, that great [92/1] and valiant Captain Don

Francisco Coutiño del Sem.10 Before entering Malaca he sighted the hostile

fleet already approaing and ready for action, for the weather was calm. It

consisted of sixty very powerful two-deer galleys provided with plenty of

bronze artillery, and supported by many other vessels of different

descriptions. e Commander of that navy was one of the best and most

successful Captains whom that nation had ever had, by name Luçamane,11

who was the terror of the whole of that region both in the Kingdoms on

terra firma and in all the Kingdoms of the Island of the Samatra,12 where his

glorious victories added many principalities to the Aem Empire. Against

this man the invincible Captain Don Francisco Coutiño was pied, but with

a numerical strength in ships and men so greatly inferior that it seemed

rashness. But confident in help from above he ordered his men to rest on

their oars and gave the signal for a council of war. All the Captains

immediately joined him, and aer some discussion it was decided to give

bale to the enemy.

Accordingly, everything was put in order and the Royal standard of the

inas of Portugal was hoisted, that emblem of the Five Wounds with whi

Christ, the divine Captain, redeemed mankind and vanquished [92/2] all the

powers of hell, and then assigned it as their armorial bearings to the

Illustrious Kings of Portugal, so that strong in their virtue, they might

undertake those stupendous duties and aieve all those miraculous victories



known to all the nations of Europe and experienced by many others, both in

Africa and Asia. To the sound of numerous bellicose instruments, they

unfurled that divine standard so famous in all those hemispheres.

en the brave Captain proceeded to remind his soldiers of the glorious

deeds wrought by that heavenly ensign with whi God had so honoured

the Lusitanian nation, oosing it as His instrument for propagating His holy

faith in the remotest parts of the world. eir glorious deeds were thus

spreading God’s victories among the nations, so that, profiting by their

efficacy, they might regain the heavenly seats, whi Lucifer and his

adherents had seized in their pride, and yet caused every day to be lost to

su a multitude of souls over the greater part of Europe, through his agents,

who by numerous heresies opposed the Vicars of Christ and tried to snat

the whole Catholic flo from their obedience. Now the Most Serene and

Devout Kings of Portugal, through the power of those sacred Wounds,

utilizing their ministers of the Gospel and of the Sword, were subjecting to

the obedience of the one and the same Chur and of her Vice-Christs a vast

multitude of souls, [93/1] until then combating under the standards of

Lucifer.

“So then, Christians and comrades mine, we may be fully confident that

God will grant us a glorious victory over those barbarians who, trusting in

the promises of their accursed Maometan faith, think it plenary indulgence

to bathe in Christian blood. How mu greater then must be our confidence,

supported by the true promises of our most holy Faith and the justice of our

cause, for we fight in defence of the Christian name, and the honour of our

Spanish nation, whi rests in our arge this day! Above all let us fix our

minds on those divine scars of Christ our Redeemer, nailed to a Cross for the

sake of us all, and thus encouraging His own, and making easy, tolerable,

nay sweet, the hardest toils and the cruellest death. e Lord of su mercies

will not forsake us, however mu our sins may deserve it, for we are His

yet: we fight in His cause, for His honour, whi the dogs yonder do not. We

may be sure then that our divine Captain and Lord, Christ, wishes to deliver

them into our hands to-day for the castigation of their misdeeds. at being

so; At them—Santiago!”13

His fervid high-souled spee filled the soldiers of Christ with courage

and strength. [93/2] ereupon our galleys and rowing vessels measured



themselves against those more powerful galleys, wooden sea-monsters,

towering above them, whence the foe received our men to the sound of

mu heavy artillery and other fire-beling inventions, whi baered

them from above with a hail of projectiles. But all this availed the enemy

lile, for the intrepid heroic Lusitanians rushed up sword in hand, protected

by their shields, their comrades clearing the way for them with continual

volleys from their arquebuses, while others were busy nailing fire-

cushions14 and similar appliances to the sides of the enemy’s galleys and in

the teeth of fierce resistance, for the defenders counted among them many

foreigners of different nationalities, su as Turks, who are known in these

parts as Persians,15 Coraçanes, and Malavares,15 all veterans in su

encounters. But the havoc and the slaughter wrought in their ranks by our

men were so great that if I wished to set down all the details of that

memorable bale, I should have to write a special volume. I shall, therefore,

conclude by saying that, considering the great disproportion in the number

and strength of our ships, it can be placed among the many miraculous feats

of arms performed by the Portuguese in those parts. e fleet of the enemy

was so completely destroyed that [94/1] General Luçamane had scarcely a

ship le in whi to effect his escape and carry to his King the news of his

uer discomfiture.

At that bale were present four Augustinian Brethren engaged in

confessing the soldiers, encouraging them and assisting wherever their help

was necessary in the service of God and their King. It is customary with our

Brethren to do so on all occasions, freely exposing themselves to danger. As

every one in the East knows we thus assist all the more important navies,

those consisting of large vessels and those in the Strait of Ormus16 and the

Persian Sea, where some Brethren lost their lives in the service of both

Majesties, the human and Divine. e same thing has happened on several

occasions in our time. For instance three Brethren died in the shipwre

suffered by General Nuno Alvarez Botello,17 the Viceroy then governing the

Estates of India being Don Francisco de Gama, Count Admiral. So too in the

naval bale fought by the great and invincible [94/2] General Antonio Telles

de Meneses18 against the rebellious heretical Hollanders in the year 1637,

when the Estates of India were governed by Viceroy Pedro de Silva,19



Father Fray Vicente de San Augustin,20 a virtuous and zealous Brother, died.

He had just finished absolving a dying man when a Bombard-ball cuing

him in two made him render up his soul to his Maker. Were he member of

any other Order there would not be laing those who would call him a

martyr, for he died in the execution of his duty, the ief object of the

fighting being the defence of the Catholic Religion against the perverse

dogmatists and the followers of the devilish heresies of Luther and Calvin

and others of that kind. But as the Augustinian Brethren were always

modest in manifesting their actions to the world, being content if these were

known to God, they cared lile about publishing exploits, well or badly

authenticated, although it brands them as lazy.

Notes

1    In Manrique the word “Court” means capital; the capital being in fact the town at whi the

King was for the time residing. us the Mughal Emperor and later the great Marātha generals really

took their capital along with them to wherever they might be encamped. Cf. Harvey, Burma, pp. 112,

118, 356.

2    Tamāshā (Arab.), entertainment, show, spectacle. Varela. Cf. Hobson-Jobson, s.v. It is a term

constantly applied by the old Portuguese writers to the pagodas of Indo-China and China, origin

doubtful. Crawfurd (Dict., p. 443) says it is from the Malay word Bārala, an image. But why not a

variant of Vihār, a monastery? Quiay. No mention occurs in Hobson-Jobson of this word, whi is

very common in the Portuguese writers. Mendez Pinto speaks of the iay or war-god Nivandel in

connexion with Burma. Mr. Harvey suggests the Talaing Kyaik-nibban, i.e. “pagoda” plus nirvana,

that is to say an image of the dying Buddha. But this can (as Mr. Harvey says) have no more to do

with bales than a crucifix has. e word is used by him also in many passages, and the ief temple

of Pegu is called Conquiay [Chap. CXC (425)]. Fit writes: “all send gis to their Kiaik or Chur”

(Fitch, p. 170). It is apparently the Talaing word Kyaik, the last k being nearly silent, and means as

used by early writers a temple, a god, or a lord. It is a common component of temple names, e.g.

Kyaik-Kami or “the look-out pagoda”, the vernacular name for Amherst.

3  See Chap. XVI, n. 9; Chap. XXII, n. 3.

4   ese discussions are curious: comment seems unnecessary. We trust that Manrique understood

and has interpreted his antagonists correctly. We direct the curious to Father Sangermano’s book and

that of the learned Bishop Bigandet.

5  See Chap. XXII, n. 3.

6  See Chap. XX, n. 8.

7  One in receipt of monthly pay, mahīnādār (Pers.).

8  See Chap. XXVIII, n. 30.

9  e King of Ain. Ain is the state and town lying at the NW. end of the island of Sumatra. In

the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries it was the greatest power on the island (Hobson-Jobson, s.v.

Aeen).



10  Two aas were made by the King of Ain on Malacca, one in 1627 and the other in 1629.

ese are apt to be confused. e earlier expedition is mentioned by Danvers thus: “Before the

conclusion of the Viceroyalty of the Conde de Vidigueira, the king of Ain fied out a fleet of

thirty-five galleys against Malacca. Don Francis Coutino, with sixteen ships, burnt thirty-four of

them, and either killed or took prisoners 3,000 men besides capturing 800 pieces of cannon” (Danvers,

ii. 226; Faria y Sousa, iii, Pt. IV, Chap. II (402) (Stevens, iii. 343 ff.)). e Factory Records refer to both

fights. Letter of Dec. 6th, 1630: “e King of Ain, having two yeares since besieged Malacca both by

sea and land received a greate overthrowe from the Portingalls sent thither to ys releife; whereat

impatient he vowed revenge, and collecting this last yeare his whole power of vessells, ordinance, and

more than 20 thousand men, imbarqued them to the ruein of Mallaa aforesaid; … But the Vice-

King of Goa not ydle in is succour, ymployed Don Alvera de Botelio with 80 sayle gallyes and

frigos of warr … who encountering the said King of Ain’s forces gave him a to tall overthrowe …”

(.Factories, 1630–3, p. 113). On this second occasion Antonio Pinto de Fonseca, governor of Malacca,

resisted stoutly until relieved (Faria y Sousa, iii, Pt. IV, Chaps. VI, VII (Stevens, iii. 366, 370)). Manrique

describes the first encounter, but Bishop de Brio e Meneses was Governor on the second occasion. For

Coutiño del Sem see Chap. XXVIII. Coutiño’s son, Diego, was Governor of Malacca in 1637 when

Mundy was there (vol. ii, p. 140, n. 1). But see Chap. XLI, n. 6.

11  is name, whi is the Hindi Lakshman, is not personal, but was the title of a commander in

the Malay Straits. See Danvers, ii. 228; Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Laximana, quotation of 1511.

12  is spelling is not uncommon in early writers.

13  “Saint James”, the Spanish war-cry, used by the Portuguese also.

14   e text has coxines de fuego. Clearly it was a contrivance for seing fire to a ship. In early

English accounts of fights we meet with the term “fire-emise”. is consisted of cloth steeped in

combustible material and aaed to the side of the enemy’s vessel.

15   Text Parsios, who were Persian Muhammadans, not Parsis as we know them; the Coraçanes

were people from Khorasān, and the Malabares from the coast of Malabar. e Turcos or Rumis were

Turks. See Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Room.

16  Fray Jose Sicardo, O.S.A., Cristiandad del Japón, Chap. III, says: “e defeat of this Fleet (whi

went against Mangalore in 1618) was followed by the fatal loss of Ormus, whi the Persians took

with the aid of the English Fleet. On that occasion our Brethren sallied forth with the rest to prevent

the enemy from effecting an entrance into the place. One of them, Fray Pedro, received two bullets

and died. Another perished in another encounter, aer loss of the place when General Nuno Alvarez

Botelho went against it in 1623.” Ormuz fell on the 23rd April 1622, actually. [H.]

17  Aer defeating the Ainese at Malacca, Botello sailed to Jacatara in Batavia. On the way he

met a Dut ship taking powder for the forts. He captured her, but she caught fire. He ordered all to

stand clear, but seeing Don Antonio Mascarenas had not cast loose he went up to assist him. As he

did so the ship blew up. Botello’s body was pied up and found to be almost lifeless. He died and, his

body being embalmed, was buried at Malacca. Danvers, ii. 223, 224, 228–34; Faria y Sousa, iii, Pt. IV,

Chap. VI (Stevens, iii. 373). In a leer (December 6th, 1630) in the Factory Records it is stated: “e

Portingalles had a deere bargaine, and in the aempt Don Alvera Botella himselfe also fell” (Factories,

1630–3, p. 113). e three Augustinians perhaps fell on this occasion.

Don Francisco da Gama was not then Viceroy. Francisco da Gama was twice Viceroy. He came out

first in May 1597, leaving in December 1600, as a conspicuous failure. On the death of Philip III he

was again appointed and came out in 1622, returning in 1628 to Portugal. Danvers, ii. 95, 120, 219;

Faria y Sousa, iii, Pt. II, Chap. VIII, p. 106; Pt. IV, Chap. I (Stevens, iii. 321 ff.); English Factories, 1630–

3, p. 113.

18   is engagement took place in January 1637, a second following in February. See Danvers, ii.

258; Faria y Sousa, iii, Pt. IV, Chap. XV, p. 507.



19    Viceroy in 1635, he died in June 1639. He was quite unsuited to the post and admied it.

Danvers, ii. 488; Faria y Sousa, ibid., Chap. XIV (Stevens, iii. 408 ff.).

20  Fray Jose Sieardo, O.S.A., has the following in Chap. III of his Cristiandad del Japón: “When in

1638 the Dut besieged the Port of Goa, and Antonio Tellez rushed out of the place to defend it, one

of our Religious, his Chaplain, was shaered to pieces by a cannon-ball.” [H.]



CHAPTER XX

In which the Author deals with further events which fell to him at the Court

of Arracan up to the time of his departure.

[94/1] LET us turn once more to our history whi [94/2] I le at the point

of my visit to the Christians [95/1] seled in that region. I may remark that I

found an immense impenetrable undergrowth with its roots well planted,

due to the fact I mentioned that no Brethren of ours had been able to rea

them for seven years, on whi account God’s help was urgently needed in

order to restore this Christian community to a proper frame of mind.

Trusting in Him, I was undismayed, convinced that God, in His infinite

mercy, would assist me. On this basis I worked, in spite of the existence of

concubinage even where marriage had taken place, while where no

marriage had taken place the couples were living openly as if they had been

joined in facie Ecclesiae. First a remedy was found by removing the female

slaves, with whom they were living in concubinage, from the married

households and placing them with reliable and God-fearing persons, whence

they were sent later on to various parts of India or else were married to

certain Christian topazes,1 that is to say men of dark or tinted complexions,

inhabitants of india.

Some were actually married to these men. e women of these parts

being very submissive and obedient to their husbands did not dare to object

to su evil customs, as wishing to keep them contented; besides, being by

no means strait-laced, they gave no thought to the maer, save a few who

were well instructed in the rights appertaining to holy Matrimony. And

these last, even, [95/2] merely informed the Priest rather to satisfy their own

consciences than from any sentiment on the subject.

e soldiers and those retired from service,2 for the Lords of the soil

placed more reliance on them, lived, as I have noted, contrary to God’s law a

life of sin, though not so in the eyes of these Barbarians, since certain sects,

notably the Maumetans, hold that it is impossible for a man to live without

women.



e work to be done, with divine assistance, was to induce these men to

break off their irregular unions. Considerable difficulties arose, however, as

they had been made accustomed, by Unorthodox Visiting priests,3 to

condone su offences by fines. And having accepted these the unorthodox

priests were indifferent as to whether these wreted people continued in

their existing state of damnation or not. ey saw that I was a regular priest

and knew that regular priests in those parts acted properly in su maers

and did not exert themselves in order to send heavy fines to the Bishops and

Chapters, but desired them to keep their money in their houses rather than

offend God by keeping concubines.

inking the maer over they found that my door was closed against any

su pecuniary gis and so feared excommunication, an act whi, thanks be

to God, the Christians of these parts dread exceedingly, both because they

look upon it as a serious mark of disgrace, [96/1] and also because in a few

instances curious incidents have occurred in connexion with it.

One instance is the case of Father Bernardo de Jesus,4 who was Vicar-

General of the diocese of Coin and Prior of our Monastery of St. Niolas

Tolentino, in the city of Ugulim in Bengal.

He was ordered by that great and zealous prelate Señor Don Fray Andres,

of blessed memory, a priest of the Order of the Seraph and Bishop of Coin,

to visit the Christian community in the Kingdoms of Bengala and Arracan.

He commenced by visiting the city of Ugulim. Here he was obliged to

have recourse to excommunication. is was disregarded by some. At this

that servant of God was mu disconcerted, but the excommunication

having been pronounced he could imagine no other way of remedying this

disregard of God’s order, but that of appealing to God by prayer and fasting

for guidance. He then one day summoned to the monastery some of the

principal citizens who had disregarded the excommunication, and as soon as

they arrived he addressed them with tears in his eyes, wrung from a heart

burning with love of these lambs whose evil ways had relegated them to the

flo of hell. He longed to turn them ba into the Heavenly flos, seeing

clearly how contumaciously they were holding on their former wied

course, the Devil blinding them to their evil state. Strong in the protection

[96/2] of the shield of Faith, and carried away by his ardent zeal for the

honour of God, he told one of these evil-doers to bring him a small stool



whi stood near him. e man, acquiescing in the Father’s order, brought it

to him with the greatest ease, and was about to replace it with equal ease,

when the servant of God excommunicated it. He then called on the same

man to pi it up again. When (stupendous miracle and wonder, su as the

Author and Father of mercy oen works, in order to confirm and

substantiate the power of the keys borne by St. Peter and his legitimate

successors, as well as to turn our faith to Him and absolve us of our sins) the

man went to raise the stool, all his efforts, aided by those of his companions,

failed to move it.

On this, recognizing their wiedness, they all prostrated themselves at

the feet of God’s servant, confessing their sins with many tears and swearing

before a Crucifix to amend their lives. While still under the glow of this

religious fervour two of the penitents went off to the tower of the monastery

and began to ring the bells. On hearing them most of the people in the city

came up to the lodge of the monastery gateway in order to find out why the

bells had been pealed. ough the servant of God and the good Prior wished

to conceal what had occurred, the penitent Citizens went out to [97/1] meet

the people and told them of the incident. On this all the other sinful ones

repented and several pagans, when they heard what had taken place, were

converted.

To return to the thread of our narrative, I should state that the soldiers

who were living in concubinage, when they understood that they would be

declared excommunicated, at once got rid of their concubines. Some of those

of lesser status married their concubines, so that through the divine favour,

in spite of many difficulties and obstructions placed in the way by the Devil,

what we were striving for was accomplished and the ends of God were thus

fulfilled.

is maer seled on the one hand, I had on the other to deal with a

more serious evil and greater offence towards God. Certain Neophytes and

converts, made by the Augustinian Mission some years previously, were still

observing some of the pagan rites. Not being able to continue to work at the

cultivation and support of that Mission, owing to the obstacles I have

mentioned above, the Devil had renewed the ancient foundations of idolatry

and they had so commenced to mingle certain pagan ceremonies with

Catholic rites in their public observances.



e greater number of these people lived among the pagans, and their

daily communication with them in ordinary life led to their lile by lile

resuming habits they had abandoned. It was, therefore, necessary to

recultivate and [97/2] purify the crop in whi the Devil had again planted

some roots of idolatry. It was, therefore, decided that on every day on whi

instruction took place they should come to the Chur at Vespers, and there

several hours would be passed in teaing them and explaining how they

could aain salvation. Our Lord was pleased that by this means they should

turn and grasp, with even greater constancy, the truths they were on the

point of losing.

Considering, moreover, that it would be difficult for them to adhere to the

sacred faith, whi they had embraced, while living among pagans, I took

steps to find some means of seling them at the place where the other

Christians lived, and this in spite of numerous difficulties whi arose in

connexion with the various methods tried; the greatest obstacle, it should be

noted, being the timidity, weakness, and suspicious nature of the King and

his Council, who would aribute my desire to move those Christians to the

wish to unite them all for some malicious purpose. Affected by this, I

remained irresolute without wishing or daring to mention it to any of the

Christians, for fear it should come to the ears of the Portuguese Captain. Had

he known of it he would have hindered me to the utmost, as being an affair

whi toued him personally as well [98/1] as the other Christians, and he

would have urged the King and his Council not to concede me this, as they

would then be free from all the suspicion to whi they would be liable if

the ange was effected.

In the midst of these perplexities I remembered the friendliness of the

Japanese, Don Leon Dono.5 I therefore told him of my intention and the

wish to serve God whi was urging me to do this. He considered the best

line to adopt, and pointed out that it was a very difficult case to sele with

su suspicious people as the Maghs, but that as it was in God’s service, His

Divine Majesty would certainly find a way. He promised to assist me to the

utmost, adding that he would talk it over with his wife, who as a native and

having the entry of the Palace, as a former servant of the old een6 who

had come from Pegu,6 would devise some way of mentioning the subject to

her. He promised to inform me of whatever resulted.



Aer parting from him I went to our residence in a sufficiently pensive

mood. ree days later the Japanese Captain came and told me that his

wife7 had discussed the subject with that Peguan een, who had replied

that she would use her influence in every way to assist the arrangement. e

best way, in her opinion, seeing that I was in the King’s good graces, would

be for me to find a suitable opportunity [98/2] and then, without declaring

my real object, quietly ask him if he would allow me to engage some

Mangoenes8 to serve in the Varela of the Christian iay. I mentioned

elsewhere that iay means God and Varela temple, or monastery. e

word Mangoen is the name for those persons who are appointed by the King

to serve any particular person or at any special place. ese persons are

obliged to serve in turns for one month at a time, without pay, beyond su

gis as they may care to give them. ey so divide up the duty among

themselves that while some are engaged in serving their Masters, the rest

can look aer their private interests and livelihood and so are not given

daily food.

In telling me this he also said he thought it would be well if I visited this

een and thanked her for her kindness in assisting the Christians. is

advice seemed to me excellent, and I would have at once followed it, the

occasion being opportune, but all our curiosities were exhausted and also our

Indian and Chinese cloth, owing to the large amount consumed in making

various adias or presents when we first arrived at this Court. As I have noted

before, we were obliged not to make visits empty-handed, under pain of

being considered discourteous and being received grudgingly. I was,

therefore, obliged to let this good [99/1] opportunity pass and first do my

best to find some adequate gi to present to Her Highness. is gi I

obtained through some of the Christians, and at once proceeded to visit the

een, sending the gi ahead, to act as a lamp and prevent my being

received in darkness. Lighted thus, I arrived at a large room, in whi Her

Highness was waiting. I found the place well lit up, as the result of my gi-

lantern, whi had preceded me, and I was received graciously and

pleasantly, the profound obeisances I had made being recognized with a

slight lowering of her head. ose who had accompanied me looked upon

this as a mark of unusual favour and honour, not accorded as a rule (they

said) to any but Princes or persons of high standing.9 She had indeed ample



justification for su behaviour, as having been Empress of Pegu and also as

being a descendant in the male line of the Preaus Saleus of Sornau,10

whom our Portuguese style Emperors of Siam, whose origin, if their

ronicles are accurate, dates ba over seventeen hundred years, and were

hence the overlords of the seventeen Kings of Capimpu.11 Her Highness was

seated on a dais about eight ines above the ground. is was covered with

golden carpets and silken cloths, with ri cushions of purple velvet

embroidered with gold and seed pearls. Six women, rily clothed, were

[99/2] kneeling on the dais, some presenting betel while the others with

handsome fans in their hands were keeping away the importunate flies.

In another part of the Hall stood twenty old, venerable men wearing long

robes of purple Damask. Two of them approaed me and gave me a seat on

a second and smaller dais, smaller and lower than the Royal dais. is was

covered with a good carpet of the ordinary kind and had two velvet

cushions on it.

As soon as I was seated I professed, with the usual expressions of

submissive gratitude, my thanks for the interest Her Highness was taking in

the Christians. In reply she said that ever since she came into tou with the

Portuguese in Pegu she had been mu aaed to the Christians, adding

that she had there, on several occasions, aended the Varela of the Christian

iay and had seen the image of our Blessed Mary, of whom the priests had

told her many wonderful tales. She had also learned the “Ave Maria”, whi

she had oen repeated. But since the death of her Lord and husband and

other misfortunes whi befell her at the revolt of the Burmese Brama

tyrant, including the murder of her sons and the destruction and ruin of her

home, she had forgoen it.

She was quite incapable of carrying on the conversation owing to the

tears whi, in spite of her efforts to restrain them, she could not keep ba,

nor hide the grief caused by these memories of unhappy days [100/1]. She

uered a deep sigh and was removed into the inner apartment in a state of

collapse.

I was thus le in a state of uncertainty as to whether I should retire at

once or await her permission to do so. At this juncture some of the old men

present in the hall came up to me, and one of them said, “Father, do not be

dismayed because the Mistress of our heads has le without first taking



leave of you. Indeed all we can do on recalling su great misfortunes, is to

render the tribute of human weakness.”

At this moment a woman of rank came up, accompanied by two others of

lower status, as it seemed to me. She apologized to me on behalf of Her

Highness, saying it pained her mu not to have been able to take leave of

me more eerfully, but she was confident that God would find her

opportunities for advancing my good and that of the Christians.

I replied to this message with thanks and expressed my concern for Her

Highness’s grief. I trusted she would pray to the true God and His most

sainted Mother Mary, as she would then obtain mu consolation.

e aendant then le and I also, in company with the band of old men,

and some ushers who carried silver wands in their hands. ey accompanied

me to the outer door. Some time passed without my finding an opportunity

to speak to the King on [100/2] the maer.

Meanwhile the widowed een sent a man to come and see me,

presenting me with a fine gi, comprising hens, iens, rice, ghī and many

kinds of fruits. Besides these eatables there were two pieces of muslin12 of

the finest, ea piece ninety yards long and seven palms wide, worked with

flowers in gold, silver, and many coloured silks. ey were very beautiful

and ri, and I appreciated them immensely both for themselves and

because they were so well suited for the adornment and embellishment of

an altar.

I at once had them made up into three pairs of curtains with canopies

decorated with fringes of the finest gold, for three Chures.12a ey

furnished an adornment whi would have held its own in any great festival,

in any cathedral in Europe.

At that time I also received a message that I should go to the palace next

day, as the King was to appear in a gallery in order to inspect two baby

elephants whi some hunters had brought to him from the hills of Pre.13 A

Tamaxā or festival would take place and I should be able to see the King and

talk with him, as she had already spoken to him about me and described my

visit. ough she had said nothing about my business, as it seemed to her

best to enter on it in the simplest possible way, she had nevertheless

influenced him to show me favour and grace at my interview, and hence I



should not let the ance slip [101/1]. She added that I might be assured that

she would love me as a son.

I replied to her message and presents as was most suitable, sending the

porters away more satisfied by my acts than with my words, for the

methods used there in su cases are not those employed in Europe.

Next day, at a suitable hour, I went to the palace taking with me some

meanical toys, whi were rather curious than valuable. ese were

intended for the small sons of His Highness, who were to be with their

father since it was a tamaxā day. Bestowing them in his presence would

assist me in aaining my object. I reaed a room of the palace in whi

some noblemen were already present. I awaited the arrival of the King and

his two sons. I then went up to him with the usual salutation, and he

smilingly asked me if I had come to see the Tamaxā de los Atīs,14 whi in

our language means “the Show of elephants I said my only object in coming

was to see His Majesty, as to visit him was a greater Tamaxā to me than any

other, especially when I saw him looking so well, a gi from the hand of the

one true God. He answered me, “Father, you say truly, for from His

powerful hand all good comes to us. Let us go and see those Atīs (elephants),

whom He has created.” So I followed [101/2] him to a gallery, where he

seated himself at a spot in it whi had been prepared for the purpose.

Somewhat lower down the Noblemen of the Court were seated, I being

among them.

e King’s youngest son was being carried in the arms of a man, who was

close by me. I took a small box out of my poet, whi was ornamented in

bla and gold with some designs in mother-of-pearl. Inside was a tiny

figure of a dog, white and downy, very mu like a real dog; it used to raise

itself and move its paws about. It had been made by Chinamen, who can

compete with all the most skilled nations of Europe in ingenuity. When I

showed this toy to the young Infante15 he at once came to me, and siing

close by showed great delight at seeing this lile toy dog whi moved its

paws about. I put the box into his hands and he at once went off, overjoyed,

to his father, who met him with the elder son and accepted it, delighted at

his son’s pleasure. e elder son and first-born had just arrived. e Royal

parent now began to play with them both, seing aside for the time being

all royal dignity. He made many jokes about the toy dog. e elder boy now



wished to take it in his hands and it was given to him, at whi the younger

became annoyed, wishing to recover it from his brother. He resisted

relinquishing it, and began to cry and scream, till it was necessary, in order

to pacify him, to take it away from the elder brother’s hands. At this he in

his turn became upset and unhappy, and came up to me [102/1] asking me if

I would give him another toy dog. At the same time I took out of my sleeve

a curious case containing two knives with crystal handles, cunningly

ornamented in gold and studded with tiny rubies. e sheath was made of

green velvet, mounted with gold plates, these being also studded with

similar small rubies. It had been designed and made in Ceylon and was more

showy than costly.

e Prince was so pleased with this that he at once placed it in his

camarabando,16 that is a waist-cloth or band, worn in place of a belt; these

vary in accordance with the quality and wealth of the wearer. In these belts,

to the right, they carry knives or crizes, a kind of short sword corresponding

to our dagger or poniard. e Prince was carrying a cris17 in his belt, with a

gold hilt set with pearls, whi were of no great size, except one at the top

of the handle that was of medium size. e sheath was of gold set with some

good sapphires. He took this out of his belt and gave it to me, puing the

case of knives in its place, an act whi was applauded by all present as most

generous, and especially by his father. e Prince then went off and drawing

out these knives from his belt offered them on the palms of his hands to his

father, kneeling before him. e Magh King on seeing them said [102/2],

“Prince, you gave the Father one cris aer geing two daggers from him”.

He then turned to the small boy who was playing with his dog, and calling

him by name said, “You gave the Father nothing, so I will do so for you He

then turned to me and said, “Father, you have afforded me one great tamaxā

to-day, let us now go and see the other”.

He then turned to go and see the lile elephants who came out into the

square, the King noting those whi appeared likely to turn cut best. A

quantity of sugar-cane was brought and thrown to them, whi they ate

with mu fuss, especially near a reservoir of water, where they doued not

only ea other but many of the spectators with their flexible lile trunks.

When these animals had been shut up again I was asked if we had them in

Portugal, besides other questions about the maritime government of our



Estate in India. is seemed to me a good opportunity for puing forward

my petition and I said to him:

“Mighty Emperor Boaxam. anks to the help of God and Your Highness

our Chur is now built, but we la servants for it. So I beg that you will

appoint some Mangoenes to it so that the house of the Great and True God

may be well served. By granting this boon for love of Him, you will aain

your reward and I my desire, whi is to see you great and favoured before

that Divine Majesty.”

On hearing the request he at once sent for the Chiquē and ordered him

[103/1] to let me have all the Mangoenes I might ask for and select, as he

was anxious to confer this boon on the Chur of the iay of the Christians

both as from himself and his sons. In recognition of this fresh mark of

esteem I made him the usual taslim. Aer some conversation on various

maers with his own people, he got up to retire accompanied, as far as a

certain door, by all present. At this door he was invariably received by

women, as from this point no one could penetrate farther into the palace,

except eunus, guards, and young boys. Aer taking leave of His Majesty I

accompanied the Chiquē as far as his house, and discussed the question of

the Mangoenes. I did not, however, dare to allude to my intention of asking

for the Christians, so as not to arouse his suspicions, or give him cause to

believe I had any preconceived plan. When he asked me how many and

what kind of Mangoenes I required, I told him that I could not for the

moment tell him, as being lile versed in the maer, but that I would find

out and let him know. He said in reply to this, “Father, the whole maer,

both as regards the number and selection of these men, lies entirely in your

hands, as the Emperor has placed no limits. So that whatever instructions

you may give me in this affair, I will at once carry out, in accordance with

the order of the Lord of our heads. Moreover, as I look upon you as Amara

Bay18 (whi [103/2] in our tongue signifies ‘my brother’, since they are

accustomed to give this title to any person towards whom they wish to show

favour and loyal friendship) I counsel you to oose Christians or Hindus

(that is pagans), as they will suit you best.” I thanked him warmly for his

kindness in regard to his advice and the title he had bestowed upon me. I

agreed to certainly follow his advice, as being most sound, but added that I

could not finally decide in this maer without first informing the Portuguese



and other Christians, as I had made my petition to the Emperor without

their knowing of it. en (I said) I would not act finally until I had

ascertained his views and wishes. I then took leave of him, thanking God

fervently for having facilitated an affair so bristling with difficulties. I at once

took steps to inform the Japanese Captain and also summoned two of the

Christians who were known by the title of slaves or Mangoenes of the King.

I told them all what I had done for their spiritual and temporal welfare,

explaining that they were now free men and no longer liable to pay any

tribute.18 ey were delighted at this news and gave heartfelt thanks to

God. I found that they were in all eighteen, all married, with families

[104/1]. In order to still further conceal my intention and also include other

Christians who lived among the heathen in the same danger to their souls I

decided to ask for twenty Mangoenes, as they told me that under the cover

of these men I should be able to include other Christians.

Aer deciding thus I sent them away, first recording their names. e next

day I went to the Chiquē’s house, sending a good present ahead of me. Aer

we had greeted ea other we talked over the business. I told him that the

Chur and its Residence required twenty Mangoenes, and that in oosing

them I proposed to follow his advice and select either Christians or Hindus. I

then begged him to send for the Christians, so that I could inform them of

the Emperor’s order. His reply to my request was to immediately, in my

presence send a Coron or Catpole to instruct all the Christian Mangoenes

to present themselves before him at a certain hour next day.

e Christians hereupon assembled, but finding that they did not number

twenty, he sent me information that there were only eighteen and asked me

to make up the other two. On this I replied that la of two was of no

consequence and I would come and discuss the maer with him. So two

days later I went to him and told him that I would find more Christians to

take their place, who were willing to serve [104/2] in the Chur, and I

asked that the formon should issue for twenty men. He told me that this was

not possible as the men had to be engaged in a public court, one by one, by

name, and then must be entered in the royal formon. e Christians who

were willing to serve voluntarily in the Chur could, however, be included

among the eighteen, so long as none received pay from the Emperor.



As soon as this was seled I returned, aer making over some money to

one of the officials, who was on very friendly terms with me, in order to get

the apa19 or Royal seal affixed, whi corresponds to what we should call

a Royal decree signed by the King himself. Five days later I was summoned

by the Chiquē to aend at the Drouā,20 that is the place of public audience,

so that I could be publicly entrusted with the eighteen Mangoenes and the

royal formon. On this summons I aended the Drouā, where the Chiquē was

also present. Here, seated in his official capacity, he ordered the Royal decree

to be read out, when he and all the others present remained kneeling with

bent heads as a mark of respect.

As soon as the Royal decree had been read, I was called up to the tribunal

at whi the Chiquē was seated. He placed the decree on his head and then

handed it to me. I accepted it with the same ceremony. e secretaries

[105/1] of the Treasury, called Catagris,21 then came up and formally made

those men over to me.22 us, through God’s help, the maer was seled

and the Devil vanquished, those souls being rescued from his domination, as

well as eleven other families whi came over under the cover of those

eighteen. When the Captain-General and the other Portuguese and

Christians heard of this, they were astonished, aributing my success very

rightly to the special intervention of God, to whom thanks should be given

for ever and ever.

I told those Christians to remain for a few days in their present [105/2]

homes, until houses could be found for them. A subscription (for the

provision of these houses) was levied on all the faithful in Arracan, whi

amounted to one hundred and sixty rupees or eighty of our pesos. With this

amount and some added by the Captain-General, a piece of land was

purased on whi the necessary houses were erected. As they were made

of bambus covered with leaves they were quily and easily built. When

these were finally completed they all moved into them with their families,

thanking God continually for having brought them to live amongst the other

Christians.

Notes



1  See Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Topaz. e derivation is not certain. ree derivations are proposed, all

plausible: (1) from top-chi a “gunner”; (2) from topi a “hat”, i.e. a wearer of a hat; (3) from tuppãsi, for

dubāshi (“two-tongued”), an interpreter. Dalgado supports (3), see his Vocabulario, s.v. Nieuhoff

(Churchill, ii. 316) says, “Topassers, i.e. Accomodators, because they will accomodate themselves easily

to the Manners, Customs, and Religions of su as they live among He gives a plate showing “Topas

or Mardi and wife”. In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries the term was applied to Portuguese

of mixed descent, and still survives as the name for the Goanese bath aendant on Indian liners and

for the ship’s “sweeper” on launes on the Irrawady river, who is called by natives “Rāmaswāmi”. A

Portuguese dictionary suggests derivation from topazio, a topaz, but this is clearly fanciful. Manrique

applies it, however, to Indian converts. Cf. Father S. G. P(ereira, S.J.) and others in The Ceylon

Antiquary and Literary Register, vol. ii, July 1916, pp. 62–3. Dalgado (loc. cit.) quotes Conquista do

Reino de Pegu (Ch. VII), “…e seis Topazes nome porque se conhecem os Cristaos … que nao tem sangue

portuguez”, that is were pure-bred Indian converts with no Indian strain in them.

2  los soldados y desobligados. e laer term seems to apply to pensioners or retired soldiers, being

the Portuguese desobrigados or “disarged soldiers”. See also Linschoten (i. 188), who says that at

Goa there were only “two manner of people, that is married men and soldiers, for that all young men

unmarried are named soldiers, whi is the best name that a man can have”.

3  It is interesting to learn that the practice of sending su Visitors existed at all, and that before

this there had been secular priests in that country. It may be doubted whether any of the Bishops of

Mailapur actually visited Bengal before 1712, when Bishop Laynes, S.J., carried out a visitation.

Mailapur became an episcopal see in 1606; before that Bengal depended on Coin from 1552 or 1557,

and before that date on Goa. [H.]

4   is story is only known through Manrique. On the Friar and on Don Fray Andreas de Santa

Maria cf. Chap. IV, nn. 37, 38. Fray Bernardo led to Bengal, in 1599, the first contingent of

Augustinian Missionaries (Sicardo, Cristiandad del Japan, Chap. III). One of that name, perhaps the

same man, was killed at Dacca in 1632 or 1633. We may note also, as a point previously unknown,

that the ur of the monastery at Hūglī, whi was burnt down in 1632, had a steeple and bells.

[H.]

5    Dono or Donno means “Esq.”, “Mr.” Cf. Chap. XV, n. 8a; Abbe T., Histoire; Guerrero, Annal,

passim.

6  e Arakanese ronicles state that Minyazagyi (1593–1612) of Arakan returned to Arakan from

his aa on Pegu in 16co, bringing with him a daughter of Nandabayin, King of Pegu. Her name

was Shin Htwe Naung (or Hkin Ma Hnaung). In Arakan, aer her marriage to Minyazagyi, she was

always known as the “Pegu een”, that is the een from Pegu. Cf. Harvey, Burma, p. 183. e

mother of this princess, the wife of Nandabayin and actually een of Pegu, never came to Arakan.

Manrique, therefore, is using the popular appellation for the widow of Minyazagyi, who had come to

Arakan some thirty years before his visit. She was step-grandmother of Raja irithudamma (1622–

38), the “Xalamixa” of our author. e lady’s grandfather, Bayinnaung or Buyim Naung (1551–81),

had in 1564 captured Ayuthia, the Siamese capital, and according to the Chronicle Hmannan

Yazawin, iii. 70, he married the sister of Pra Naret, the King of Siam. e old “Pegu een’s” mother

would thus be, as Manrique states, of the Siamese ruling house, and hence connected with the

Preau Saleus or Siamese royal family. Cf. Harvey, Burma, pp. 168, 169, 181, 183.

7  Cf. Chap. XI, n. 12. As Leon Dono’s wife was a native, who had been in the service of the Old

een of Pegu, she may have been a Burmese.

8    Fyte (Burma, p. 246, n.) writes: “On completion of the building of a pagoda by a royal

personage, a grant of pagoda-slaves (Pya-Kyun) is generally made to look aer it. Su persons may be

people seized for the purpose, and driven from their homes in another part of the country, prisoners of

war, malefactors, or the inhabitants of a tract of country, the governor or leading authority in whi



has been concerned in a rebellion. ere is no escape from bondage, either for them or their progeny.”

Farther on we are told that su people were free from paying tribute. is was in those days a

regular custom, whole classes being thus exempted. e custom still survives in the Shān states,

modified by our control, e.g. cooks, soldiers, mahauts, canal workers, &c. are exempted. e derivation

of mangoenes may be Pya-kyun (poragyon), in corrupted form. Harvey, Burma, pp. 28, 118, 141, 265,

332.

9  is is the assurance invariably given to every visitor to an Eastern potentate up to the present

day, and is merely a feeler for bakshīsh!

10  For Sornau, cf. Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Sarnau. It is a name oen given to Siam in the early part of

the sixteenth century and is apparently a corruption of Shahr-i-nau, “the new city”. It has been

suggested that this is a translation of the early name of the capital, Lobha-puri, i.e. the Pali for Nava-

pura (Yule, Marco Polo, ii. 274 n.). See Sumbocatan, Chap. XXIV, n. 8. Was this place an earlier

capital? St. Sanson d’Abbeville’s map Partie meridionale de I’lnde, Paris, 1654, distinguishes Ayutheu

and Sornau. He puts “Sornaon” north of Tenasserin about where Palaw stands, a lile south-east of it.

Mendez Pinto, who oen uses the word, is quoted by Yule (A.d. 1540), “All along the Coast of Malaya

and without the Land a great King commands, who for a more famous and recommendable Title

above all the Kings, causeth himself to be called Préchau Saleu, Emperor of all Sornau, whi is a

country wherein there are thirteen Kingdoms, by us commonly called Siam (Siao)” [Pinto, Chap.

XXXVI; Chap. CLXVI (286), &c.]. We may notice, by the way, the fact that thirteen kingdoms are

mentioned here. Have we here one more allusion to the custom of claiming suzerainty over twelve

bhuiyas or underlords, the suzerain being counted as lord of the thirteenth kingdom, that over whi

he ruled himself and where he had his capital?

In the eleventh, twelh, and thirteenth centuries the Shãns, a virile race, seized all the eastern

highlands of Burma, as well as the lands now held by the Laos and Siamese. e Shāns divided them

into the so-called “99 swabawships” or principalities, though they did not number 99. Of these,

thirteen went later to form Siam, when Ayuthia was built in 1350 (Corane, The Shans, p. 45).

Mendez Pinto also speaks of the King of Tenasserim as being at war with the Sornau King of Siam

[Chap. XVII (42)].

e word Prechau (whi is not explained in Hobson-Jobson) we find in other connexions than

that of Siam. It is incidentally the Perchoaro of Barbosa (see Varthema, p. 197 n.). Pinto writes [Chap.

XLVIII (99)] of “Preau Emperor of the Cauins (Cochinchinese)”, and also of the Prechatc Minhau

(Mutan of Cogan) at war with the Kings of Chiammey and Champa [Chap. LXX (145)]. is appears

to be the Siamese word Phra-Chao (Phra = excellent and chao = Lord), meaning a King or God, and

still a Siamese royal title (Pallegoix, Dict. Thai). But Mr. San Shwe-bhu suggests that Prechau may

also be a Burmese title, meaning “Ruler of a country”, from Pre (pye), country, and so, rule. Saleu

would be the King’s name; Sawlu in the Shān dialect. Harvey, Burma, “Pong and Koshaupye”, pp.

323, 348 n., 308.

11   Pinto refers to these princes when advising the King of Pegu to aa Sornau (Siam), and so

gain not only the title of Lord of the White Elephant but also the overlordship of the seventeen Kings

of Capimper [Chap. CLXXXV (412)]; and again he refers to the fact that the Laos and Gueos hold the

country above Capimper and Pasiloco, and he mentions also Oya Capimper [Chaps. CLXXXI,

CLXXXII (399–402)]. Oya being a “Governor”; as we also have Oya Pasilico. Only one of the many

early maps shows any name resembling Capimper. It is probably the modern Kampengpet

(Campengpet, Camphenphel) on the Menam river, half-way between Chiengmai (Zimmé) and

Ayuthia. It is the Campape of De Couto’s De Asia, III. ii. 128, and the Camambec of Stevens’s (ii. 135)

translation of Faria y Sousa.

12  Cassa is a term in Portuguese for a muslin. Dalgado (Glossario Luso-Asiatico, Coimbra, 1919, i.

223) explains it as transparent coon cloth coming from the East. He gives five quotations.



12a   at made one pair ea for the three ures then in Arakan, i. e. Arakan, Dianga, and

Angaracale, the last of whi Manrique built aer January 1630 (p. 146/2); the curtains were made of

“cassa”.

13  In this case the mountains of Prome appear to be indicated. But Mr. San Shwe-bhu states that

if, as mentioned in the heading to Chap. XIII, the Arakan Yomah hills are meant, our author is

mistaken, as elephants, according to the Arakanese ronicles, were seldom captured there, but usually

in the Mayu mountains and those adjoining them on the north. So Manrique no doubt refers here, as

in his journey across to Peroem, to the hills round about this place and not to those between Arakan

and Pegu or Prome. But Mr. Harvey tells me that on the three occasions he travelled in these regions

he met elephants, whi actually trampled down his huts before his arrival. ey are certain to have

been more common in earlier days.

14  Tamāshā (Arab.), sight, spectacle, entertainment. Atī for Hāthī, Hātī (Hindi), elephant. Another

case of dropping an “h”. A good deal of Hindustãnī seems to have been spoken at Arakan, at any rate,

if Manrique is not interpolating. See also Hobson-Jobson, s. v. Hay.

15  Not used here in any special sense.

16  Kamarband, from (Pers.) Kamar, loins, and band, binding; a girdle, a zone, a long piece of cloth

girt round the loins.

17  Cf. Hobson-Jobson, s. v. Crease, Cris. A kind of dagger, the aracteristic weapon of the Malay

nations.

18  is is an incorrect explanation; it should be “amar abay”, that is, “my uncle”, and is a term of

respectful address. See Chap. XV, n. 18.

19  Cf. Chap. XVII, n. 16.

20  See Chap. III, n. I.

21  Cf. Chap. XVII, n. 4.

22    is proof of the order and method in the administrative arrangements of the Arakan

government is interesting.



CHAPTER XXI

In which an account is given of the Court and capital of the Magh Empire,

the City of Arracan.

[105/1] BEFORE going on with my history I propose to give a description

of that royal city of Arracan,1 from whi the country takes its name. It is

also the metropolis of the other regions subject to the Arracanese crown, as

we shall see in due course.

is great city stands in a lovely valley, some fieen leagues wide, wholly

enclosed [105/2] by high roy mountains, whi serve as natural

fortifications, making artificial defences unnecessary.

e inner ranges of these mountains, wherever necessary, have been cut

away to form gateways leading from their summits to the plains. Forts have

been erected above them provided with artillery. is would have rendered

the town impregnable, had it been possessed by a more [106/1] warlike

nation.2 A large swily flowing river traverses the city, separating out into

many branes throughout its area. Most of its streets, therefore, were

navigable by large and small vessels whi formed the principal means of

traffic, both public and private. Along these watery roads they carried for

sale every kind of substance, rice, locally made wines, meat, fish, fresh, salted

and dried, ghī, vegetables, fruit and other articles of food; besides this,

various articles of merandise and of household use. All these things were

sold at very eap rates, especially comestibles. ere were, besides these

advantages, many places called Bazaars3 in whi the same articles could be

obtained.



Reproduced by special permission from the Journal of the Burma Research

Society, 1923.



is river reaes the sea at two points, at the post of Oriatan4 on one side

and on the other at Dobazi,5 where there are selements of merants of

various nationalities, most of them being Maumetans with a Captain of the

same faith. At high tides the sea enters the city at seven gates with great

force, and retreats in similar fashion. e force of these tides varies with the

height of the sea at full moon; at the full moon it is a sight worth seeing to

wat the small boats called balones6 enter and leave the gates. e least

mistake on the part of those [106/2] controlling the boats causes them to be

overturned violently and carried away by the stream. ose in arge,

however, suffer no injury save a weing and the loss of anything in the boat

whi is not firmly covered and secured.

e greater number of houses in the city are made of bambus, whi, as I

have already noted, are strong canes oen of great thiness. ese cane

houses are covered in with palm-leaves, intertwined, known as Olas.7 e

houses are built in accordance with the rank and position of the builder and



the amount he wishes to spend. For mu ingenuity and labour are lavished

on designing for them mats of the finest texture and of many colours whi

are very neat and handsome. Not a single nail is used, strong ligatures being

employed instead, formed of beas8 or Bengal canes, as we call them in

Portugal. While young and slender, they can be made as fine and thin as may

be necessary by means of iron implements called Daos.9 A house bound

together with these reed ligatures, if it has wooden supports, lasts for twelve

to fieen years. Some of the Princes and men of position also have rooms

built of wood in their palaces, whi are ornamented with carving, gilt

mouldings and enamel work in various tints.

[107/1] Even the Royal palaces are made of these reedy materials, and

they have great wooden pillars of su length and symmetry that one is

astonished that trees so loy and straight can exist. Of su columns, those

inside the houses are entirely gilded over. Su palaces also contain rooms

made of odoriferous woods su as white and red sandal-wood and forest or

wild eagle-wood,10 whi thus gratify the sense of smell by their own

natural fragrance. In this same palace there was one room known as the

‘House of gold’ as being entirely ornamented from top to boom in that

metal. It had in it a creeper11 along the ceiling made of the finest gold, with

a hundred or more gourds11 of the same metal. ese fruits were in the

form of large pumpkins of the kind we call Guinea pumpkins. Ea one was

said to weigh ten bissas,12 whi are equivalent to forty Spanish pounds. In

this amber were also seven idols of gold, ea of the size and shape of a

man, but hollow, the walls being thier than two finger-breadths.

I was unable to ascertain the weight of ea of these idols, owing to the

different replies I received from those whom I questioned. ese idols were

ornamented with many fine precious stones [107/2] on their foreheads,

breasts, arms and waists, including rubies, emeralds and sapphires, and some

Old- ro-diamonds13 of more than ordinary size. In this same golden room

were eight golden vessels ea four palms high, seven in circumference and

a finger’s breadth in thiness. Nine dishes of the same material, ea three

palms high, thirteen in circumference and one finger thi, also stood there.

is magnificent golden palace still contains those very old, precious, and



famous Chanequas of Tangū, the first cause in past and present of so many

wars and of su an effusion of Barbarian blood, as that of the Siammes,

Pegus, Tangūs, Bramas, Avās, Siones,14 and now of Magh and Mogors. is

unique treasure is kept in a casket of gold, two palms long and wide in

proportion; it was elaborately and ingeniously carved to represent various

trees, flowers, and birds, interspersed with the finest diamonds inlaid in it,

with pearls and rubies of unusual size. is wonderful casket stood in the

centre of the room on a square golden table, three palms long, whi was

carved with various devices and studded with many ri gems. is great

incentive to avarice was protected by being covered [108/1] by a white satin

cloth embroidered in gold and pearls of ordinary size. I must confess that I

have seen many very ri and valuable things in other parts of the East, but

when they opened that casket for me and I saw the Chanequas, I was

thunderstru, finding that I could scarcely look on them owing to the

intense brilliancy they emied. ese Chanequas were made of two rubies,

of pyramidal or obelisklike shape, as long as the lile finger of one’s hand,

the base in ea case being about the size of a small hen’s-egg. ese most

valuable jewels were never used except at the coronation of a Magh King or

some especially solemn feast.

e word Chanequas15 means the same as pendants or ear-rings in our

tongue, as these ornaments are worn by the Maghs and also the Pegus and

Bramas in their ears. eir ears are pierced for this purpose when they are

quite small, an article of some weight being placed in them whi makes

them stret and lengthen until they almost rea their shoulders.

In one of the inner courtyards of this palace stands the statue of the Brama

King who tyrannized over Pegu. He was murdered by a Pegu nobleman

called Xemi Decatam16 whom the King had decided to have killed.

e Burmese King was at that time living in a small house aaed to a

Varela, or idol temple, with [108/2] four thousand Burmese, awaiting the

arrival of the rest of his army whi had been ordered to join him, in order

to aa a neighbouring prince, who had risen against him in Martaban.

Here Xemi Decatam aaed the house by the temple one night with six

hundred Pegus. ey were luy enough to find the tyrant in his privy, as he

was suffering from dysentery at the time, and they slew him then and there.



e Bramas, thenceforth, looked on him as a Saint, owing to the way he

had increased the power of their people, and dedicated a Temple to him as

su. In order to secure a perpetual memorial of him they decided to make a

statue of him and so made a bronze figure representing him precisely as he

was when he was killed by the Pegus. is statue was most striking,

representing his emaciated appearance of body and face, due to his illness.

He was shown seated on a pedestal of the same metal and surrounded by

various monsters, also in bronze, of unusual size, the most interesting being

four Giants, male and female, ea sixteen palms in height with maces in

their hands, real deformities. With them was another monster, half bull and

half elephant, eleven palms in height, also a terrifying sight.17

In this assemblage were also other animals of bronze, but since they were

of ordinary [109/1] form and stature I shall not trouble to describe them.

ey said these statues of the four Giants had originally been rily inlaid

with precious stones, and one could still see traces of them in the places

where the stones had been fixed.

It was also recorded in the ronicles of the Bramas that the King’s statue

being hollow had been filled inside with precious stones, and a hole was

visible near the belly on the le-hand side, whence they say that they had

been taken out.

ese heathen hold this statue in great reverence and used to come to see

it, anointing it, in their devotion, with sandalwood and other odoriferous

substances. Persons suffering from dysentery looked upon the statue as an

antidote against this disease and used to bring pots of water whi they

poured over it. is water was collected, aer it had passed over the figure,

and was given to those suffering from that siness, to drink.18

Not far from the Royal palace was an artificial lake, said to cover over

thirty leagues. is lake was divided up into numerous branes in whi

various shady islands were situated, covered with fruit trees. ey were

mainly inhabited by the Raulins, some of whom dwelt in temples, built in

some cases on the model of our religious houses, where they lived as a

religious community, while others had their own houses. I will describe all

this in detail when I deal [109/2] with the religion of these people. ere

were many boats on this large lake, but they could not communicate with

the city as the water-way was closed up.



According to the early histories this lake was opened out and made when

that kingdom became freed from subjection to Pegu.19 ey had retreated

into the country round the lake, proposing, as a last resource, to set free the

waters of the lake and by their violent onrush inundate the city, or at any

rate destroy their enemies. With this object in view they still retain these

waters dammed up. But this seme would have been of lile use had the

Portuguese prosecuted their conquest of these regions with the same vigour

and earnestness with whi they started.

When, however, the Kingdom of Portugal was merged in that of

Castille20 the extended area of the Empire made it impossible for its ships to

come promptly with assistance, and hence these colonies not only ceased to

grow but were unable to withstand the aas made by their numerous

enemies, Asiatic as well as European.

It may be that this abstention from sending timely assistance to these

colonies was due to certain ministers of His Most Catholic Majesty, who

wished to give them up.

Nor are foundations laing for this view, as in the peace terms and

treaties [110/1] concluded with the Dut in the time of Philip III21 all

consideration of these eastern possessions was omied.

Moreover, in the Cortes21 held in Portugal by this very monar in 1619,

the abandonment of these eastern possessions was specifically decided upon,

a course whi certain persons, actuated by private interests rather than by

what was best for the country, had already wished to take.

But this policy was opposed by the Conde de la Vidiguera, Don Francisco

de Gama,22 who had been Viceroy of these colonies, a direct descendant of

that famous hero Don Vasco da Gama, first of Argonauts and the discoverer

of East India. He put forward clear and indisputable reasons to show how

God would consider His service flouted if so many Christians were deserted

and the propagation of His sacred faith was abandoned. For this was the

main inducement to those most pious and zealous Kings of Portugal in

undertaking this work, whi appeared an impossibility in the eyes of all the

nations of Europe; a task whi had cost mu Portuguese blood and had

been carried on and made illustrious by many Missionaries, sent out

continuously by their most Serene Majesties of Portugal, who in propagating



our sacred faith had received the Crown of Martyrdom as their reward. If

India were abandoned all this would be lost. Moreover, the Dut, the

Danes, the English and other northern nations, [110/2] finding no hindrance

or opposition, would at once begin to pervert that great body of Catholics to

their diabolical Heresies, through their own preaers. Besides this principal

evil, others would follow in its wake of serious import to all Spain, as we

now see and indeed are experiencing at this day.23

ese reasons influenced that Catholic monar (who, in truth, was one of

the most pious and zealous of any of the Kings of Spain) not to abandon

these colonies. But he was succeeded in the monary by Philip IV,24 whose

ministers held the same views as the others previously had, and by

withholding assistance gave the Dut an opportunity of seizing certain forts

and important places, thus causing great injury, both spiritual and temporal,

to these Colonies. In spiritual maers, in place of the pure and well-osen

seed whi our Ministers of the Gospel had sown, they planted the tares of

the erroneous doctrines of those Heresiars, Luther, Calvin and other

similar ministers of hell, by whi many souls were lost. In temporal maers

they abandoned untold wealth and thereby opened a way to the heretical

nations to oppose not only the Monary of Spain but all Catholicism.

But to take up the thread of our story again I repeat that the City of

Arracan [111/1] according to general opinion must have contained one

hundred and sixty thousand inhabitants,25 excluding foreign merants, of

whom there was a great influx owing to the large number of ships trading

with this port from Bengala, Masulipaam, Tenasserim, Martaban, Aem

and Jacatara.26 ere were other foreigners also, some being merants and

some soldiers, the laer being enlisted on salaries, and were as I have said

Portuguese, Pegus, Burmese and Mogors. Besides these there were many

Christians of Japanese, Bengali, and other nationalities.

e Kingdom of Arracan is bounded on the south by that of Pegu, whi

is separated from it by the loy Pre27 range; on other sides it borders on the

principalities of Bengala at the principality of Chatigan, from this point the

coast runs to the principality of Chadubē and the cape of Negrais.28 is

coast is dangerous throughout, in spite of a few ports and bays, owing to

certain prevailing winds whi wre many ships.



ARAKAN CITY (Note I, page 205).

e old city of Arakan, or Mrauk-U (Mrohaung) as it is called, is described

with great accuracy by our author. It was founded in 1433 by King

Narameikhla (1404–34), but was fortified and really established by Minbu

(Men-beng), who ruled from 1531 to 1553, the Portuguese assisting him.

Minpalaung in 1571 and Minyazagi (1593–1612) a lile later were

responsible for opening up the lakes and canal ways as extra defences. e

city was at the zenith of its wealth and importance in irithudamma’s reign

(1622–38) when Manrique saw it, but commenced to decline from that time.

It fell to the Burmese in 1784, and in 1825 was annexed to the British

Empire.

e town lies sixty miles from the coast, but was in 1634 accessible by the

largest ships of those days, up its numerous creeks. It was surrounded by rice

fields. To the north-west lay the direct route to India, a road leading into

Burma proper on the east side. e position it occupied on the creeks made

it assume an irregular shape. In the centre was a palacecitadel on a small hill

about 60 . high. Stone foundations are still traceable here, and it is probable

that the superstructure was wholly of wood, as Manrique states. It must have

resembled ebaw’s palace at Mandalay. Manrique’s estimate of a

population of 160,000 would make it rather larger than the modern town of

Mandalay. e ruins still traceable cover an oblong some 14 miles round.

e city was vulnerable only from the south-east, east, and north-east, and

here artificial defences had been worked in to link up the naturally defensive

features of the site. On the south were three large reservoirs whi could be

used to overwhelm the enemy if he penetrated into the city. When

Tabinshwehti in 1547 broke into the town his army was overwhelmed in this

way, King Minbu opening the sluices. e religious buildings in the city in

1634 were mostly situated on the north of the town. Two, the Dukkan-thein

and Shiaung-parā, built by Minbu, were the most important. ese two

buildings served not only as temples but also as places of refuge for the

priests during an aa. Ea building stood on a small hill, some 40 . high,

and hence above the level of inundation from the reservoirs. e Dukkan-



thein had walls 12 . thi and only one doorway, so that not even cannon

would have dislodged the defences in those days. e Shiaung-parā, almost

as strong, was the residence of the head of the Arakanese priesthood. is

official had power of life and death over the monks. Mr. Collis considers that

the mazelike layout was probably connected with semi-Hindu-Buddhist

rites. [is account is abbreviated from Mr. Collis’s excellent article in J. Bur.

Res. Soc. xiii. 244.] See plans, pp. 206, 207.

Souten (Voyages, i. 167 ff.) gives us a vivid account of the city as he saw

it some thirty years aer Manrique, during the reign of Sandathudamma,

1652–84. He says: “When we ascended sufficiently high up the mountain we

could descry the city of Aracan and the golden roofs of the palace, whi

shone magnificently in the rays of the sun. Here and there both on the

mountain itself and in the valleys the eye fell on many pagodas, whi made

the view most enanting. To the other side lay our selement (Bandel) and

our Residence, with lakes, fishponds, orards, and country houses. On the

opposite side of the mountain was a descent into a lovely country whi in

the far distance was seen to be encircled by yet other mountains doed with

townships, villages, and beautiful fields, indeed it would be difficult to

imagine a more entrancing landscape.” His long description is worth

referring to. A description of Arakan town in 1830 will be found in Pogson’s

Narrative, p. 160.

e name Arakan is a corruption of Rakhang. See Hobson-Jobson, s. v. For

the name of the town Mrauk-U and its origin see San Shwe-bhu, Journ. Bur.

Res. Soc., 1916–17, vol. vi, p. 223.

XEMI DECATAM (Note 16, page 212).

e story as given here is somewhat a tangled tale. e historical figures

in this drama are:

1.    e King of Braman (Pegu), that is Tabinshwehti (1531–50) of the

Toungoo dynasty.

2.  Xemindoo, that is Smim Htaw or Smim Htaw Yama. He was a Peguan

noble of the deposed royal house. e Talaing title “Smim” (Xemi)

is equivalent to the Burmese Thahkin (Hind. Thākur) or “Lord”,

“Governor”.



3.    Xemi of Zatan, that is the Smim or governor of Siaung town. His

name was Sawhtut.

4.    Branginoco, Chaumigrem, Mandagri, that is Baringyinaungsaw or

Bayinnaung, oen corrupted to Bureng-naun. e term means

“king’s brother” (he was the king’s foster brother), from Bayin,

“king”, and naung, “brother”. e term Mandagri is Mintaya-gyi,

Lord (Min) of the great (gyi) law (taya), a regular royal title.

Accounts of these incidents are narrated by Mendez Pinto, and are also

given in Phayre’s History of Burma. While essentially the same they vary in

detail. Pinto says Tabinshwehti was killed in a pagoda. Phayre’s account says

he took to drink and was murdered in the jungle. e following account,

summarized from Harvey’s History of Burma (pp. 153, 161, 168 n., 178, 333,

342), gives the facts as succinctly as possible.

In 1531 Tabinshwehti, though only 15 years old, contrived to restore the

power of the decayed Toungoo dynasty. In 1539 he seized Pegu, and in 1541

Martaban. In 1542 Prome fell to Bayinnaung [Branginoco], who was in

consequence rewarded by being made Yuvrāja or crown prince. By 1544

Tabinshwehti was ruler of Central Burma, and by 1546 of Upper and Lower

Burma. An aa on Arakan in 1546–7 failed owing to the able defence of

King Minbu. During this campaign the King of Siam aaed Tavoy and

Tabinshwehti was obliged to return hurriedly. He advanced into Siam,

making an assault on its capital, Ayuthia, but without success, though he

managed to capture some members of the royal family. On his return he fell

into evil ways, consorting with a young Portuguese and taking to drink.

Bayinnaung did his best to wean him from his bad habits and expelled the

Portuguese favourite, but in vain, the king merely remarking: “I have made

friends with drink. Brother, do thou manage the affairs of State.” At this

juncture Smim Htaw (Xemindoo), a member of the deposed royal family of

Pegu, revolted, and, while Bayinnaung was absent subduing him, some

Talaing nobles enticed Tabinshwehti into the jungle on the pretext of seeing

a white elephant and there murdered him. He was deified and became a Nat

(see Temple, The Thirty-seven Nats, pp. 63, 64). e Talaings then revolted

and set up Smim Sawhtut (Xemi Decatan), the ief amberlain, as king at

Siaung. Bayinnaung, actually king since Tabinshwehti’s death, then

proceeded to make good. He defeated Smim Htaw and aaed Smim



Sawhtut, who was killed in a fight. Smim Htaw then succeeded the laer,

but Bayinnaung proved too strong, and Smim Htaw was beaten and fled to

the jungles. Here he lived with a village girl, to whom he confessed who he

was. Her father reported the fact, and Smim Htaw was captured and

executed. Bayinnaung was then le supreme and ruled until 1581. See

Phayre’s Burma, pp. 291 ff.

Faria y Sousa has several accounts of these personages scaered through

his book. ese are collected below from the original Spanish text of 1666.

1544. e King of Braman [Tabinshwehti] takes Martaban and executes

the whole royal family (vol. iii, Pt. IV, pp. 412 ff.).

1546. e King of Braman takes Prome (ib., pp. 417–18).

1547. e king, fearing an aa by Siam, tries, but in vain, to form an

alliance with Calaminham (ib., p. 419).

1548. e Braman king aas Siam in order to secure a white elephant.

He fails to take Ayuthia. Meanwhile Xemindoo [Smim Htaw] revolts and the

king hurries ba and defeats him. Xemi Decatan or de Zatan [Smim of

Sittaung] contrives to murder the Braman king. Xemindoo then aas and

kills Xemi de Zatan. Xemindoo is described as a member of the royal house

of Pegu, very learned in his religion, and held to be a saint (vol. ii, Pt. II, pp.

218–22; vol. iii, Pt. IV, pp. 422 ff.). e actual slayer of Xemi de Zatan is

named as Gonzales Neto, a Portuguese. (Cf. Stevens, ii. 134 ff.; iii. 357 ff.)

Notes

1  See note at end of apter.

2  e Magh is not renowned for his military qualities.

3   is term must have come to Europe early, as it was known in Italy in the fourteenth century

and resulted in derivatives su as Bazzaro, “one who sells commercially”, bazzarare, “to sell”.

4  See Chap. XIV, n. 8. Souten (loc cit., p. 165) describes how he came to Urritaung (Orietan), and

mentions the temple “greatly reverenced by these idolaters and visited daily by a stream of pilgrims

from east and west”. Urritaung (Orietan) is actually a temple on a small hill separated by a narrow

creek from the village known as Ponnagyun village or the “isle of Ponnas” (Brāhmans). e shrine is

said to contain Buddha’s skull, legend recording how he died here in the form of a Brāhman. Poragrī

or Mahāmuni is about 50 miles from Urritaung.

5  is place is mysterious. None of the large number of early maps seared has any trace of su a

place. e word looks like Dubāshī, i. e. one of two tongues, or interpreter. See Hobson-Jobson, s. v.

Dubash and Topaz. In su case it may, by transference, have been used as a niname for a foreign

selement. In the “Atlas Historique” of de Guendeville, 1713–19, in the Bibliothèque Nationale at

Paris, a place is shown as “Loge des Hollandais”, whi seems to lie where Dobazi is here stated to

have stood. e map, however, is not very accurate. Ovington (p. 556) adds that the southern annel



opens into the sea at “Dobazi or Duabacana”, the last word being apparently do-vachan, two tongues.

Mr. San Shwe-bhu mentions a place now called Dabé, some 20 miles from Arakan. e affix ze or zi

merely indicates a “mart”, and is very likely to be applied to a selement of foreign merants.

6  See Hobson-Jobson, s. v. Baloon. It seems to be the Marathi word balranw, a dug-out. See Mundy,

iii. 112; Fryer, i. 182. Cf. Chap. III, n. 16.

7  See Hobson-Jobson, s. v. Ollah. It is the Malay word for a palm-leaf, the Burmese word being on-

hlet, the leaf of the dani palm (Nipa fructicans), still used for roofs. Other palms are used, e.g. Cocos

nucifera, Corypha umbraculifera, Borassus flabellifer, but the dani is most suitable for permanent

roofs. Houses built without nails are common in countries where canes are plentiful and iron is not.

See Pogson’s Narrative, p. 188.

8  Hindī bent (Calamus rotang), a cane. See Hobson-Jobson, s. v. It is familiar as a walking cane.

See Chap. XIII, n. 4.

9  See Hobson-Jobson, s. v. Dow. e proper spelling is dhā. It is a large knife with an eighteen-in

blade widening towards the tip and sharp on one side only. A special dhā of heavier make is used in

war.

10   An aromatic wood. e name is a corruption of the Skt. agaru. See Hobson-Jobson, s. v. e

Aguila agallocha, or eagle-wood, is common in Burma (Brandis, Indian Trees, p. 546). See Mundv, iii.

112, n. 4; Cathay and the Way, iv. 100, n. 1; Linschoten, i. 120, 121, 150, and ii. 105.

11    Son estas combalengas de la hechura y semejança de calabaças grandes a que llamamos de

Guinea. e word combalenga, whi is in Portuguese comalenga, means a gourd. is is from comba

(Lat. cumba), anything swelling out, whence comba pequeña y dura meant a wort (Minsheu, Spanish

Dictionary, 1623). e Indian terms are Konḍha, Kunḍha (from Skt. Kunbh). Is the Portuguese word a

corruption? See Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Comba lingua, where the word is said to be Malayalam, Telugu,

or Kanarese. But also see Varthema (p. 161), where su words are said to be no longer known in

Malayalam. Ovington (p. 557) translates the word “wedges”, whi is incorrect. e Spanish word

translated “creeper” earlier in this passage is parra, usually a vine spread out on a wall or staked,

though Portuguese dictionaries oen translate it “vine-leaf”. e Spanish verb parrar means “to

spread out like a vine”, and is used of other creepers also. Clearly parra here means a vine-like creeper.

e word occurs in English as pareira, applied to a medicinal root from Brazil (Ox. Dict. s. v.).

e Guinea calabash is perhaps the American calabash tree (Oresantia cujete). Calabash is

apparently a corruption of the Persian word kharbuza (Ox. Dict., s.v. Calabash).

For Burmese houses and superstition as to house pillars, see Shwe Yoe, The Burman, i. 92, 155. e

same writer refers to the profuse use of gold in decorating a monastery at Mandalay. We may

compare with this Shāh Jahān’s hall of audience (Storia do Mogor, i. 194). Catrou, describing a hall of

audience in Shāh Jahān’s palace, says: “e wall … upon whi creeps a vine formed of precious

stones of the largest size. e stalk is of a kind of russet agate inclining to a box colour. e leaves are

emeralds … the grapes whi hang in clusters … are composed partly of diamonds and partly of

granets [garnets]” (General History of the Mogol Empire, London, 1709, p. 227).

Two peaes and two bunes of grapes, but in stone, said to have come from the Delhi Palace,

were shown at the Coronation Darbar (1912) Exhibition. See Catalogue of Exhibits 57, No. 362.

12  See Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Viss. In Burma a viss equals 100 tikals or 3 lb. roughly. Here 10 bissas

are said to equal 40 Spanish pounds.

13  e text has aiamantes de Roca vieja. Linsoten mentions (ii. 137) a specially classed diamond

from “a hill in the country of Decam [Deccan] whi is called Velha, that is the old Roe”. e

Portuguese text has “Roa Velha”. Did Manrique get this from Linsoten? A second “Roca velha” is

referred to at Tandjong Pura, the old capital of Matan on the west coast of Borneo. Both these classes

of diamond were superior. Tavernier uses the term in reference to the turquoise, mentioning “old ro”



and “new ro”, the former being of the finest water (Tavernier, ii. 103, 104). e Ox. Dict. gives “Ro

diamond” as a miscellaneous term only.

14  Here Siammes and Siones seem to refer to the Siamese and Shāns, but it is not possible to say

for certain. See Chap. XXV, n. 3. Having divided the people of Burma into Pegus, Tangus, and Avas,

who are the Bramas, i. e. Burmese? It would appear to be used as a general term, and Manrique is

practically quoting a sort of ethnological formula. Burmese writers include Siamese and Shāns under

one head.

15   is word, designating ear-rings, has been difficult to solve. e consensus of expert opinion

supports the view that it is a corruption of Kyauk-na-gat, or “jewelled ear-rings”, the expression being

pronounced “Chowk-negat”, the “k”, “e”, and “t” being scarcely sounded. is seems the correct

explanation. Mr. San Shwe-bhu proposed an Arakanese word, now obsolete, Kan-cheque, applied to

the peculiar ear-rings or negat worn by the king.

e boring of Burmese ears for the ear-tubes is still carried on. ese ear-tubes are cylinders about 

in. long and in. in diameter.

16  See note at end of apter.

17    Mr. Harvey tells me that he knows of no statue of Tabinshwehti in bronze, or of any Nat

images of life size. ey are in any case not common. Possibly those Manrique describes may be the

thirty statues from Ayuthia (Harvey, Burma, pp. 168, 183, 268), whi Bayinnaung took away from

there in 1564, and whi were taken by Nandabayin of Arakan from Pegu, and Manrique confused

one of these with Tabinshwehti’s image. See also Taw Sein Ko’s article on “Bronze Images in the

Arakan Pagoda”, J. Bur. Res. Soc., April 1916–17, vol. vi, p. 19.

All over Burma images, usually made of bri and stucco, have holes in them where people have

looked for treasure. Fit’s account of the Pegu statues is very similar to Manrique’s. He writes: “Neere

unto the palace of the King there is a treasure wonderful ri, the whi because it is so neere, he doth

not account of it: and it standeth open for all men to see in a great walled court with two gates

whi be always open. ere are four houses gilded very rily and covered with leade, in every one

of them are Pagodes or images of huge stature and great value. In the first is the picture of a king in

golde with a crowne of golde on his head full of great rubies & saphires, & about him there stand

four ildren of golde. In the second house is the picture of a man in silver wonderful great, as high as

an house; his foot is as long as a man, & he is made siing, with a crowne on the head very ri with

stones. In the third house is the picture of a man greater than the other, made of brasse, with a ri

crowne on his head. In the fourth and last house doth stand another, made of brasse, greater than the

other, with a crowne also on his head very ri with stones. In another court not farre from this stand

foure other Pagodes or idols, marvellous great, of copper, made in the same place where they do stand,

for they be so great that they be not to be removed; they stand in foure houses gilded very fair, and

are themselves gilded all over save their heads, and they shew like a bla Morian. eir expenses in

gilding of their images are wonderful” (Ryley, Fitch, pp. 162–3). See also for the ultimate fate of the

Arakan idols, A. W. Hamilton, East India Gazetteer, 2nd edition, London, 1828, i. 62; San Germano, p.

58; Harvey, Burma, p. 268.

18   e description of drinking-water being poured over an image as a means of curing disease

resembles a custom still in general use in India. Instances could be quoted of su practices by

“educated and enlightened” Indians of the present day! (See Chap. XXII, n. 9.)

Mr. Harvey writes as follows: “During the ear-boring ceremony (our ‘confirmation’) of a daughter

or daughters of the late ibaw, ex-king of Burma, who died in captivity at Ratnagiri in Bombay,

1916, the daughter (so the officer in arge at the time, not long before 1916, tells me) sat on a cart

and washed her hair and a man had to sit under the cart and let the water pour over his body. I

quote it as an instance of there being something special about water poured over sacred or royal



things. Whether the man benefited by the water, or the water had to be prevented from reaing the

ground direct, I do not know.”

19  Arakan became subject to Pagan in the eleventh century, 1044 to 1287, its kings sending tribute,

though otherwise autonomous. Narameikhla established his independence in 1433 and built Arakan

city as the new capital (Harvey, Burma, pp. 138, 139; Phayre, Chap. IX). In 1600 the kingdom of Pegu

was dismembered by Arakan and Siam, its territories falling partly to Siam, whi seized Tavoy and

Martaban, and partly to Arakan, so further trouble from that source ceased. Cf. Harvey, Burma, p.

183.

20  In 1580 Portugal was merged in Spain, and remained so until 1640, when John III of Portugal

succeeded. is period is known as the “sixty years’ captivity”. It was a period of unprecedented

disaster for the Portuguese, for with their independence went their old courage, heroism, and

enthusiasm for discovery (see introductory note).

21  Philip III of Spain and Portugal (1598–1621) only once summoned his Cortes, and that was in

1619, in order to recognize his son Philip as heir. Philip IV never summoned it at all. e ruin of

Portugal was commenced by Philip II (1580–98), who closed Lisbon to the Dut in 1594, though the

effect of the Dut and English competition began to be felt only in Philip III’s day. e zenith of the

Portuguese power was reaed in the East between 1580 and 1598 (see introductory note).

22  He was Viceroy of Goa from 1597 to 1600. His full name was Don Francisco de Gama, Conde

de Vidiguera. e aitude he at first adopted offended every one, but later on he modified this (Faria

y Sousa, vol. iii, Pt. II, Chap. I, 106; Stevens, vol. iii, Pt. II, Chaps. I–V). He was descended from the

famous Vasco da Gama, who doubled the Cape of Good Hope in 1497 and reaed India by sea.

23   Writing in 1636 Mundy (Pt. I, p. 63) points out how the Portuguese power had declined, how

formerly they had been “absolute Masters and Commanders” on those seas, “triumphing like pey

Romanes”. But the Dut and English had lowered their position, while wealth had made them lax

and pleasure-loving, so that they were going from bad to worse (see nn. 20, 21, and introductory

note).

24    It was in his reign as Philip III of Spain and IV of Portugal that Portugal freed herself from

Spanish domination (see introductory note).

25  Manrique puts the indigenous population at 160,000 inhabitants. It now (1920) has a population

of about 2,800 only. But Eastern capitals have always depended on the presence of the ruler for their

population, the greater number of persons moving to and fro with the king; incidentally, too, our

author is not to be relied on in su estimates.

26    Masulipatam is a seaport in Madras; Tenasserim is situated in the Mergui district in South

Burma; Martaban near Moulmein in Lower Burma; Aem in Sumatra; Jacatara in Java was renamed

Batavia aer the Dut seled there in 1619.

27   See Chap. XII, n. 3. Figueroa (Historia, Chap. III, 115), in telling the story of Nicote de Brito,

mentions “the king of Pru”, evidently Pegu. Perhaps “Pru” is our Pre, and the “King of Pram” of Faria

y Sousa (vol. iii, Pt. II, Chap. VI; Stevens, iii. 129).

28  Chadube, the Cheduba of our maps, called Man-aung in Arakanese, is an island off the coast of

Arakan, lying between 18° 40′–18° 56′ N. and 93° 28′–93° 46′ E. In old days it formed a separate

governorship under Arakan. e name is said to be a corruption of char dhabe or “four capes”. ere is

a so-called volcano on it whi disarges inflammable gas. Negrais is a cape lying at the mouth of

the Bassein River, about 200 miles south of Cheduba. See Hobson-Jobson, s. v.



CHAPTER XXII

In which an account is given of the Civilization, Rites, and Ceremonies of

the Magh, Pegu, Brama, and Ava nations, as well as of their Priests, called

Raulins.

[111/1] ALL these four peoples and many of their neighbours are pagans.

ey belong to various sects about whi different opinions are given in

their books. Some allege that there are twelve sects, some twenty-four,

others thirty-six.1 [111/2] But all agree that salvation can be aained

through any of them. ose who support the theory of twelve sects say that

they were instituted in connexion with the twelve months of the year, so

that ea month their false gods can be worshipped by one of the sects. e

other two views follow similar lines, differing only in the number of the

sects, those supporting the second theory assigning the worship of the gods

to two sects ea month, and those adhering to the view of thirty-six, three

to ea month.

e priests and monks of these sects and peoples are usually called Raulins

and form three sections, episcopal, priestly and clerical, the first being styled

Pungrins, the second Panjans and the third Mozans.2 ey all wear yellow

robes and have bare shaven heads, except the Pungrins, who wear a yellow

tiara with the ends and points turned bawards. On principle and in

accordance with their oaths they do not have any women and live in

astity. If any one is found violating this rule, he is, in addition to other

punishments, awarded the severest, whi is that of being unfroed, a

disgrace they feel most of all. ey then become secularized as before and

are subject to the secular law and tribunals, and are also liable to pay the

taxes and cesses that people pay. Many Raulins live in their own houses,

being owners of property movable and immovable, while free from all kinds

of tribute and taxes.

ey all recognize a supreme head called the Xoxom Pungrī,3 a title

whi corresponds to our Supreme Pontiff. So venerated is he by great and



small alike, that even our own real Pope and Vicar of Christ is not more

looked up to by Catholics. He holds a higher place than even the Emperor,

[112/2] who prostrates himself before him humbly, paying him every mark

of reverence and respect. Amongst this large number of pagan priests many

Raulins are monks and live in Temples or Monasteries, some of these being

palaces most sumptuous and rily endowed. ey were founded by Kings,

Princes, or ri men, out of religious zeal or to secure remission of their sins,

as they would say; though they would be more correct in saying, to their

greater damnation.

In these Temples the sons of Princes and Men of position are educated,

while the sons of less important people are brought up in the smaller less

important institutions. ose who cannot send their sons to su institutions

send them to Raulins living outside the monasteries. All send their sons with

the object of geing them taught correct customs and instructed in

literature.4 But, from what I heard, I gather that among good habits they

learn many that are bad of various kinds, su as unnatural crime, for

abstention from women merely is held to ensure purity. But this most evil

custom apart, they possess many good customs if only these were stamped

with the seal of baptism. Amidst them the most conspicuous is that of

arity. is is extended to every class of person. eir houses are ever

opened, so that all who come may use them; [113/1] indeed a Raulin’s house

is the same as a public hospice. No traveller need sear for shelter

elsewhere, nor need he ask for leave to enter, or go through any ceremony

at all, save entering the house and making himself comfortable, using the

cooking utensils there, firewood and other necessities, should he require

them. And oen, if the guests are poor and have no food, they share what

they have to eat with them. Many live on alms and give away anything they

can spare to the needy. Besides these Raulins there are other religious

persons, Hermits who live like anorites and cenobites, retiring to deserts

and lonely places. ese they call Grepos, Manigrepos, and Talagrepos.5

ey are devoted to the severest penitences and abstinences, and are held in

the greatest veneration by the whole pagan population, whi looks on them

as great saints and men of immaculate lives.

All these nations I mention above are accustomed to keep various idols in

their houses, to whi, before eating themselves, they daily offer part of their



own meal, whi is placed in a potsherd or a dish before the idol. Some ri

and important people also make offerings to their household gods. ey

even send food to the idols in the temples from a sense of devotion.6

e Kings themselves observe this custom [113/2], and ea day, before

dining, send food to their god Pora, who is in the Xoxom Pungrī’s temple.

is daily gi of food is sent in small gilt and mu-ornamented liers,

borne on the shoulders of four aquores,7 men specially deputed for this

work, as we shall explain later on.

ey go accompanied by various musical instruments whi sound in

front of them. On reaing the idol the food is placed before it. e Raulins,

aer one of them has uered certain prayers, take up the food and

appropriate it to themselves. e Raulins invariably go barefoot, except the

supreme Raulin, the Xoxom PungrI, who wears shoes. e reason given for

this exception is that it would be wrong for the feet of the osen priest of

their Pora to be bien or toued by ants or other unclean animals. e

Raulins are also accustomed to tend the si. ey cure them by blowing on

them a number of times and muering incantations. If this ridiculous

remedy prove inefficacious and the patient becomes worse they fill the

patient’s mind with a thousand quaeries, terrifying him with their god

Char-Baos, whi in our tongue means “the god of the four winds”.8 He is

the originator, they say, of all siness, and it is essential [114/1] to propitiate

him with sacrifices of various domestic animals. Su sacrifices are known as

Caloucos,9 and are only used, they say, to avoid disease. If disease still

continues it can only be due to the imperfection of those who get the

Caloucos done; anyway the illness decreases. Now since this important

remedy is advantageous to those who practise it, every means is urged to

carry it out as speedily as possible. And, in order to make the offering more

acceptable, they suit the sacrifice to the wind then prevailing and make the

first Calouco: if this does not cure the siness they continue the Caloucos up

to the fourth wind. is is the penultimate remedy, and should it prove

ineffectual, the last remedy is used. is consists in telling the wife or nearest

female relative of the si man to make a solemn vow to the Pora, that

should the si man recover she would do Talaño. e Calouco sacrifice is

made by collecting iens, capons, pigs, sheep, calves and other similar



animals, being the very best and faest of their kind, whatever they are. But

the amount and class of the offering vary with the patient’s rank. ese

animals are taken up to the Idol and sacrificed with various rites. Aer being

well cleaned and purified [114/2] with many lustrations they are at once put

to roast carefully and neatly. When they are cooked they are made over to

the priestly advisers in return for their good counsel to the si man. If he

should die, aer making the four sacrifices of the Calouco, su man must,

they said, be considered as most fortunate, since his offerings were made

with all the si man desired and were at once accepted by the Pora, who, to

reward that offering, had immediately removed him to the other world,

there to enjoy its delights and ries. Should the si man escape death and

recover, however, it was incumbent on the wife to carry out the vow of the

Talaño,10 whi is performed as follows:

e person who has made the vow prepares the best room she can in a

suitable house. She ornaments it as well as she can and places an altar in the

best position, with an Idol with a looking-glass at its feet, if one is available.

en in the centre of the room a piece of cloth several yards long is slung

from one of the beams of the roof at su a height as to be within rea of

her hands, so that she can swing her body from it. Musicians who have been

hired are then summoned. When those preparations are over, the relatives of

the vow-maker, both relatives by blood and affinity, come. If the vow-

makers are wealthy and powerful [115/1] various fireworks are also

prepared. When all the preparations are completed and in order, the

ceremony starts, accompanied by the crash and noise of the music, the vow-

maker appearing in all her best ornaments. Aer making several obeisances

and numerous prostrations she proceeds to dance, and continues dancing

until tired out. When wholly exhausted she seizes the cloth hanging from the

centre of the room and twists herself round and round until she falls

breathless and, as it were, fainting on the ground. When she falls all the

instruments commence to play and the fireworks, if any, are let off. All

present express their delight and congratulate ea other, holding that the

god had come and inspired or talked with the exhausted vow-maker, who

lay as if dead. is feast lasts eight full days, the music never ceasing day or

night. Ea day of those eight days the vow-maker will come out and dance

as oen as she can. Should she be unable to dance her nearest female



relatives or friends take her place. It is usual to spend mu money on these

Talaños, both in banquets and in offerings made to the Idols. Once the feast

is over the convalescent, when strong enough, goes out and visits various

temples. For these visits they take oil, saffron ground to powder, red lead,

and powdered white sandal-wood [115/2] and anoint with them the Idols

they visit.11

In the cold season these idolatrous Barbarians are in the habit of visiting

Idols standing in the open country and anointing them with the substances

mentioned above. To these they add lengths of cloth, whi they tie upon

the nes and arms of the Idols in token of the gis made to them, so that

these Idols may treat them as their devotees by keeping them well provided

with all those articles so necessary at that season for the preservation of their

lives.

ese pagans also put their dead in the centre of their houses until su

time as the bier on whi they are carried to the cremating ground is ready.

Meanwhile the Raulins sing in orus their foolish burial ants, while the

major part of the more important members of the family wat the body

with great care, striking a gong all the time. is care is taken, they assert, in

order to prevent a bla cat from passing over the dead body, as, should su

a cat do so, the dead man would at once come to life. On thus losing the

repose and happiness he had been enjoying he would curse the hardships of

this life and include in his curses the waters, through whose indifference

and negligence he had suffered this great evil.12

With these and similar tales the Devil blinds their eyes, [116/1] and,

however mu you may prove by incontestable reasoning that all these

things are ridiculous and lies of the Father of lies, it is still impossible to

dispel their blindness. ey are also accustomed, before the corpse is

removed from the house, to give a magnificent banquet to the crows, on

behalf of the dead man’s soul.13 is repast consists of rice, flesh of various

kinds, fishes of different sorts, vegetables and many other dishes. ese are

all set out in small earthen vessels on a bambu scaffold or table whi is

erected for this purpose in an open place, away from roads or spots

frequented by people, so as to enable these guests to eat in peace and

without fear of danger. Should these guests be, by ance, occupied at other

feasts, or are already satisfied, as happens most oen in the dog-days, when



deaths are more frequent and therefore these tables are spread at many

places at the same time, the birds, in order not to be discourteous to their

first hosts, are obliged, in su case, to neglect the later feasts. When this

occurs all those who have been awaiting them are plunged in grief, the

distress felt being so great that tears are freely shed and loud laments

uered. For they hold that if these birds do not come and eat the food the

man’s soul is condemned [116/2] to the “house of smoke”,14 as they call hell.

As I have previously remarked they cremate their dead. is is effected by

placing the body in big ests, or on pyramids or Mausolea of wood, the size

depending on the wealth of the dead man, for if they are people of

importance and ri men, large sums are spent on these funeral piles, whi

are built in costly style, ornamented with many grotesque designs and floral

decorations in low relief, all gilt or painted in various colours. Holding the

transmigration of souls as a fundamental item of their belief they paint the

animal into whi that soul is to pass on the front of the erection; these are

usually representations of the noblest of irrational animals, su as the horse,

elephant, peaco, eagle and the like. is rule is departed from by those

who, owing to humility, stipulate in their wills that they desire to pass into

humbler animals su as dogs, cats, foxes and others of like kind. ere are

even others of greater humility who ask to pass into rats, toads, spiders and

other animals of that class. e dead are taken off for cremation with these

figures painted on their biers, and mu music is played in front. is

procedure is not followed in cases in whi the action of the crows has

condemned the deceased to the “house of smoke”, but all are accompanied

by their relations and friends. ey thus proceed to the place where the

cremation [117/1] is to take place, though the deceased’s wreted soul, too

late undeceived regarding the false doctrines of their sect, is already

suffering the torments of eternity. e cremation takes place as a rule on an

open plain. e bier is placed in a spot alloed for it, and is surrounded with

fuel according to the man’s position and wealth. An ordinary man of no

wealth is cremated with a common kind of wood, but if he is of higher

status, ri, a nobleman or Prince, he is cremated with sweet-smelling wood,

su as sandal, eagle-wood and benzoin, the fire being continually fed with

oil or odoriferous resins and other su substances of value. e corpse is

then soon reduced to ashes.



When all is ready some Raulins are summoned. ey come carrying vases

of perfume with whi they perfume the pyre, circumambulating it several

times and anting hymns for mercy and praising God in a sad and solemn

tone. Fire is then applied at four points of the pyre. When the ceremony is

complete all the deceased’s relatives take off their Mequesuzes15 as a sign of

mourning. ese are white caps, very small, whi these people wear rather

for show than protection of the head. It is also a sign of mourning amongst

the Maghs for them to go dressed wholly in white.

Dressed in this white [117/2] mourning garb16 the deceased’s relatives

then pay visits to certain temples, taking unguents with them with whi

they anoint the ief and more famous Idols, the rest being merely sprinkled

over. To aempt to fully anoint all the Idols would take too long, seeing that

in some temples there are two or three thousand Idols. I once found myself

in a temple in whi the number was so great as to make it a very difficult

task to count them; the registers of that temple put the number at over

twenty thousand.17 Some of these Idols were of metal and of gigantic

height, being from fourteen to fieen palms high; others smaller, of cast iron,

stone, or wood and from two to three palms high, while many were so small

as not to measure half a palm.

Some Italian writers18 have described these temples as being like our

monasteries. is is obviously an error, as any one who has seen them

knows, though this would not be so in their case as they were basing their

accounts on entirely imaginary information, not from personal observation.

Most of the temples are pyramidal in shape and from five to six fathoms

high. ey are constructed of well-made sun-dried bris, the interior being

decorated with frescoes done in gold and colours. e spire terminates in a

gilt metal globe surrounded with numerous small bells whi by the

agitation of the wind [118/1] ring varied paeans to their false gods. I saw

several of these Idol temples, of two hundred palms or more in height, most

rily decorated and filled with treasures and ri silver lamps, in whi

sweet-smelling essences were burnt before monstrous Idols [118/2] of

bronze and cast iron whi those Barbarous heathen worshipped. A sad sight

indeed it was to see su ries dedicated to a false faith, followed by human



beings rebelling against their divine Creator, to the damning and ruining of

thousands of souls.

Notes

1    It is not quite clear how our author gets this information, unless, as is quite likely, he copies

Pinto. Mendez Pinto mentions priests of “the four and twenty sects” [Chap. CLX. (333)]. e only

Hindū division into thirty-six is that of the Rājput clans (Tod, Rajasthān, ed. 1910, i, Chap. VII).

Hindū sects are far more numerous than these. Buddhism is not very aggressively sectarian, though

Fa-Hsien mentions ninety-six sools whi he encountered at Srāvastī alone (Giles, Travels of Fa-

Hsien, 1923, p. 35). Buddhism has no regular priesthood, no god, no sacrament, no altar, no sacrifice.

No su enumeration as Manrique and Pinto give appears to have ever existed. Cf. Harvey, Burma, p.

56; art. “Primate”, p. 326.

2  For Raulin, see Chap. XVI, n. 9. e word Pungrin is Pongrī, the Arakanese form of the Burmese

Pongyi, a fully ordained monk; Panjans are Pazin, fully ordained monks with no monastery; Moxans

are Maungshin, novices. e actual term for a novice is thamane, samanera, or sin thamane, but a

fully fledged monk may address him as maung-shin, where maung = brother.

3  As to this term, one tentative suggestion was A’Shin Pungrī or great priest (p’hungi). Farther on

he alone is said to be allowed to wear shoes. Pinto, however, mentions, in describing the similar

festival at Tinagoogoo, how “Grepos, Talagrepos, Roolins”, &c., were on that day not allowed to put

foot to ground [Chap. CLX. (333)]. Mr. San Shwe-bhu, of Akyab, notes that there were formerly

several famous temples in old Arakan (Mrauk-U), now ruined, with a monastery aaed to ea in

whi the youths of the country were educated by a Phoongri or Pungrī (“great glory”). All the other

monasteries were, however, under the general control of the head of the Sittaung pagoda, as the

ecclesiastical head or Pontiff of Arakan. When Manrique was there this official was one Shin-Agga

Sein-daya, always referred to as the Sittaung Pungrī. It would thus appear that Xoxom is a corruption

of Shit-thoung.

4   is system of monastery education in Burma is of course well known, as also the open house

kept for wayfarers. is temple education results in the figure for literacy in that province being very

high among boys. “Shwe Yoe” says, “In the English sools you learn to make money: in the Burmese

sool you learn to be happy and contented”, a statement whi those who know Burma used always

to confirm: modern conditions are less desirable. e male literacy figure (this does not mean of a very

high standard) is about 1 in every 5. See Gaz. of India, vol. ix; Fytche, ii. 205; Shwe Yoe, Burma, i. 32

ff.

5   is curious classification of monks is inexplicable. Manrique no doubt copies Pinto. Mendez

Pinto refers to Grepos, Talagrepos, and Manigrepos on the island of Calempluy [Chap. LXXVII. (163–

7)], and farther on says, “ere were forty thousand priests of the four and twenty sects whi are in

the empire, most of these were of different dignities and called Grepos, Talagrepos, Roolines, Neepois,

Bicos, Sacarens, and Chanfaranhos. Now by the ornaments they wear, as also by the devices and

ensigns whi they carry in their hands, they may be distinguished” [Chap. CLX. (333)]. He nowhere

mentions Pungrins, Panjans, and Moxans. No certain information has as yet been obtained as to these

priestly classes (see Chap. XVI, n. 9), and Sir Riard Temple (I. A., 8 Mar, 1906) says the problem

appears insoluble. Mr. Harvey now makes the following tentative solution. As to Raulin there is no

difficulty (see Chap. XVI, n. 9). Talagrepo he considers may be Tala-gri-puiai, that is Tala = Lord, gri

= assistant monk, puiai = our, “Our Lord the assistant monk”, perhaps a very senior assistant. But

“Grepo” may have been a title and Talagrepo mean a superior Grepo. Mani-grepo is more difficult, as



Mani means “jewel”. But it may possibly be the Talaing word Mnih = a “layman”, the gri or assistant

in this case not being a full monk, possibly a lay-server. Talapoy, whi Manrique never uses, though

it is the word usually met with in early writers, is Tala = Lord, poy = the plural of the first personal

pronoun, “our”: hence the word means “Our Lord”, i. e. our particular spiritual adviser. Talapoin =

“Lord of [religious] merit”; poin is the Pali punna (Skt. punya), whi in Burmese is pon, meaning

“merit” due to good acts.

In the next Chapter the guardian of the young princes adopts the disguise of a “Raulin Manigrepo”,

whi is said to mean a hermit. Does it mean that not being a monk he disguised himself as a

religious mendicant, a Sādhū? For Neepois quoted above, naai-puiai = “our master” in Talaing is

suggested; he being the head of a monastery. e minute classification of monks is unusual; as a rule

they are classed simply as gāma-bhikku or village monks and aranya-bhikku or forest monks.

6    is custom is usual with Hindūs, su offerings being known as prasād, literally “favour,

kindness”.

7   Hindī chākar, a servant. Generally the customs recorded by our author here are non-Buddhist

and mainly Hindū.

8  is is “four-armed”—Chār-bahu. Manrique is wrong. Four winds would be Chār-wāyu.

9   is is certainly the Kalok or spirit dance. For a full description see R. Halliday, The Talaings

(also in Journ. Bur. Res. Soc., 1914, vol. iv, p. 93). It is commonly known as the “nat” dance and is

frequently seen in Talaing villages. Our author no doubt heard of it as “the Talaing dance”, whence

his term Talaño for it. Women take part and finally fall into a trance and speak for the “Kalok”.

Halliday mentions a case, apparently of plague, in whi one girl being si, another danced and

prophesied her recovery. ere are numerous “Kaloks” who are connected with different households.

e dance is usually performed as part of a vow or promise made to the “Kalok” should a si person

recover. An elderly female acts as the doṅ or medium. e Kalok is oen the ghost of an ancestor of

the sept to whi a family belongs. e word is, however, synonymous with Nat (ib., p. 94), but

sometimes designates the wilder aborigines of the country, and also the ghosts whi frequent

graveyards. e “Kalok” concerned with the dancing is the Kalok Sṅi or “House-spirit”, an important

personage in a Talaing household. Temple refers to animal sacrifices in this connexion. e subject is

an interesting one. Cf. Halliday, The Talaings, pp. 94–104, 147 ff.; Temple, Thirty-seven Nats, pp. 41,

42. Hamilton (East Indies, Chap. XXXVII in Pinkerton, vol. viii. p. 258) describes how he saw the

Collock danced, and Sangermano gives an account of something similar. Cf. Sangermano, p. 171;

Fytche, ii. 80; Sco and Hardiman, Gazetteer of Upper Burma. e Portuguese were familiar with it,

as the word Talaño is met with in dictionaries as designating “a form of sacrifice among the

Peguans”. It does not appear that any sacrifice is made, nor indeed would it be tolerated.

10  See n. 9. It stands, perhaps, for Talaing. It is possible that Talaing prisoners danced this, as there

were always some in Arakan (Harvey, Burma, p. 141). If su sacrifices as our author mentions took

place, Brahmanical influence must have been very strong. Mr. Harvey also suggests the Talaing talun

talo = to play music, but the previous suggestion seems more likely.

11   e anointing of images with oil, red lead, &c., is still observed by Hindūs. Pieces of cloth, as

mentioned lower down, are oen tied near or upon idols when a vow is made.

12  Funerals are always the occasion for considerable parade. Fyte remarks (ii. 81) that the corpse

usually remains in the house for about three days, when it is removed for cremation. No support of

the bla- cat superstition has been met with. e funeral of a Burmese priest is carried out with

special ceremony (ibid., p. 200). e Arakanese funeral ceremonies of the present day are very similar,

e. g. wating over the dead throughout the night, religious consolation by priests, the catafalque, the

procession, burial or cremation. Persons dying of certain diseases are not burnt. Souten says bla is

the mourning colour, but no special mourning garb is now used in Arakan, though elderly people

wear white on fast days, and so far as any mourning is worn it is white. Halliday mentions that a



white cloth is drawn out of the coffin at a funeral. Cf. R. Halliday, The Talaings, p. 64. White is the

mourning garb with Hindūs.

13   e feeding of birds is still a custom at Hindū funerals, though not on this elaborate scale.

Some food, usually pinda or balls made up of til (sesamum) seed, honey, sugar, &c., is put on one side.

e advent of the birds is eagerly awaited, as their failure to arrive and take the food is a very bad

omen. ese offerings are supposed to be continued for ten days, but this is not invariably done. No

su custom exists now or is even recollected in Arakan.

14   Mendez Pinto (I expect our author got this from him!) also refers to the “house of smoke” as

hell, and to the serpent of the house of smoke as Lucifer [Pinto, Chap. CLXI (336, 339)].

15  is word has not been identified. ere is a Siamese word Muek, a cap.

16  e burial customs, white mourning garb, &c., as here described, are similar to those in vogue at

Hindū burials. Buddhists do not, however, follow this custom.

17  Multiplication of images is common in Buddhist and Jain temples. In Hindū temples it is not so

prevalent a custom.

18  We do not know to whom he refers. His description of the temples is sufficiently accurate. Only

sacred buildings and royal palaces have these pyramidal roofs. e interior was rily decorated. See

Shwe Yoe, i. 153; Fergusson, Indian Architecture, ed. 1910, ii. 339.



CHAPTER XXIII

In which the god Poragrī, the chief among the Magh deities, is described, also

a great feast and solemn procession which takes place yearly and is

known to the inhabitants as Sansaporau: it also describes the origin of the

White Elephant of the Tangū, the second cause of the wars which took

place between the nations mentioned in Chapter XXI.

[118/1] WE Catholics owe our Lord so mu for His mercy in granting us

the true knowledge of His sacred evangelical faith that this boon alone

should prevent us from offending Him and make us serve Him all our lives,

thus recognizing with due gratitude His grace in calling us and thereby

meriting being osen [118/2] by Him, these two divine interventions saving

us from the eternal pains to whi the wreted idolaters are condemned,

owing to their ignorance of the real faith. For since they la these they also

la the merit of being God’s osen, and hence in their sin they lose that

inestimable reward, to receive whi the human race was rescued by the

divine Redeemer from the power of the Devil. ough yet subject to his

infernal dominion, as followers of his deceitful and false doctrine, they

nevertheless do so with so mu integrity, [119/1] purity and perfection in

their own faith whi, erroneous as it is in the eyes of those like us who

profess the true faith, yet possesses su numerous moral virtues that they

may serve as examples and a stimulus to many Christians. is any one can

see for himself who penetrates the vast provinces of greater Asia as do the

Missionary Brethren, Augustinians, Dominicans, Franciscans and Jesuits.

Even to me, unworthy worker in so glorious a field, did God our Lord, in His

infinite mercy, grant power to twice spend eleven years in preaing the

Gospel.1 In this time I visited several Empires and various Kingdoms,

suffering many hardships, imprisonments and captivities, some of whi will

be described in this history.



Showing places mentioned by Manrique. Names thus () not now extant but

given on early maps—sites being approximate.

In these countries, moreover, I saw wonderful sights; some astonished me,

some I admired, and finally some I grieved at. I was astonished, when I

considered them, at the deceits practised by the Devil on those idolaters, and

their great faith in them, whi even led to the disregard of life, the most

precious possession of man, and to preferring to it the lies and snares with

whi the Devil had filled their minds. In consequence of this faith they

voluntarily undergo many kinds of death, instigated to this by the Enemy of

mankind. is is especially the case at a great festival and solemn occasion

whi is celebrated every year at the new moon in December. Many

heathen nations keep this festival, as for instance the Chinese, Japanese,

people of Tonquin, Coin- China, and Champa, the Siones, Siammes, the

inhabitants of Calaminan, Jangomas, Capimper, Brama, Ava, Pegu, the

Maghs and many others. is diabolical feast has various names according to

the different languages and races, but the meaning is the same in ea case.

e people of Pegu, Burma and the Maghs, of whom I am treating, call the



feast Sansaporau,2 whi means in our language “Feast in commemoration

of the dead”. is eight-day feast is celebrated with su rites and so mu

devotion that it produced in me the three effects whi I mentioned above,

of astonishment, edification and regret. My astonishment was roused, as I

say, by seeing the great blindness of these Pagans and the many wiles by

whi the universal Enemy conceals our true faith from them, in aracting

to himself honour whi is due only to God. I was edified by seeing their

very complete rejoicings, the carrying out of so many pious acts and so

mu arity, su as the giving of alms, payment of debts, the provision of

free tables bearing every kind of food and delicacy [120/1], bestowed for the

love of God on whatever people might come to share them, irrespective of

class. Su acts are indeed more to be expected of Christians than infidels,

but in them, incidentally, they surpass many Christians. But they do these

good works under the influence of a false faith, whereas if done in the name

of our sacred religion for the love of God, they would doubtless be

acceptable to God Himself. But they are, as products of a false faith, fruitless

and laing in all merit, serving only to elicit human approbation and

present us, who live in hopes of obtaining true glory and happiness, with an

example for edification and imitation. e acts whi drew forth my

compassion and sorrow took place during the procession whi was held on

the eighth day of this festival of Sansaporau. In it the Idol of Poragrī,3 a god

over many gods, was carried in a triumphal car four stories high,

accompanied by ninety-six Raulins belonging to the three orders, episcopal,

priestly and clerical, that is thirty Pungrīs, thirty Panjans and thirty-six

Moxans. ey were all dressed in damasks, satins and yellow taffetas, their

robes falling to the feet. On the fourth and the highest story of the ariot

was a throne, reaed by twelve small steps. On this was the statue of

Poragrī. It was of silver,3 about eleven palms high, with a tiara of gold set

with [120/2] many valuable pearls and rubies, one large pearl between two

rubies. e Idol was shown standing. Below it was a snake made of bronze,

its scales being all coloured green.

e Idol held in its hands a large silver partisan with a cross-piece, with

whi he was said to have killed the serpent the “Swallower of the house of

smoke”, su being their name for the Devil. e snake is supposed to come

yearly to steal the relics of their sainted martyrs, men who had given up



their lives in sacrifice at this procession, whi is held in remembrance of

these dead. is the prevents the souls of these men from going to heaven.

On the twelve steps twenty-four Raulins of Moxan rank were kneeling,

holding as many silver censers in their hands, with whi they perfumed

their false god. Twelve more Moxans were kneeling beside the lowest step

of the throne playing musical instruments, to the sounds of whi the

twenty-four Panjans, in four oirs, were singing hymns of praise to the Idol.

Behind this ariot came nine more ariots, but of only three stories ea,

full of many tiny Idols made of metal or coloured wood.

Many Raulins were in these ariots also, singing to various instruments.

is [121/1] Idol-scum proceeded between two rows of priests, numbering

over three thousand, while a huge crowd of people accompanied them. e

streets along whi this superstitious procession passed were well decorated

with boughs of trees as well as with cloths of silk and coon of many hues.

In these streets stood certain houses beer ornamented than the others,

especially alloed for the assembling of su of these Barbarians as desired

to offer themselves in sacrifice. On the arrival of the ariots these men

came out. ey were naked from the waist upwards, anointed and marked

with stripes of sweet-smelling substances, with gold bracelets on their arms.

On their appearance the crowd opened up so as to let them rea the centre

of the procession; here they prostrated themselves before the principal

ariot in whi the God of many gods was travelling, or as we should more

truthfully say, the Devil of devils. Aer making numerous obeisances and

prostrations4 they threw themselves down on their faces on the earth at full

length, and while lying in this position the ariot passed over them,

crushing them to pieces with its metal-shod wheels. us did these unhappy

folk voluntarily offer themselves in sacrifice to that diabolical deity. As soon

as he had obtained certain possession of these wreted souls the ariots

were stopped and the ief priests of that false priesthood, [121/2] the

Pungrins, descended with golden and silver dishes in their hands. ey

gathered up those remains, firebrands of hell, with the utmost reverence and

placing them in the dishes put these upon their heads and remounted the

principal ariot. ey then presented these wreted remains of human

flesh to the Idol, with all ceremony: truly a prey offering, as the flesh of all

mankind could not satisfy his greed. On these offerings being made by those



hellish priests the whole concourse, with loud and terrifying shouts,

exclaimed: O Lord, accept these pure and holy offerings and stay thy wrath

from our dead and from us the living when we too die. In some of the streets

passed through were wooden poles from twenty-five to thirty palms high.

At the top of these were streamers of various colours, and four or five palms

lower down iron or steel hooks made very sharp and penetrating. On them

certain of these Barbarians were slung, these sharp hooks in some cases

traversing their breasts. us were they foolishly shedding their blood. When

the ariots with the Idols reaed the spot where these wreted men were,

they stopped, and these men filling their hands with their cursed blood

sprinkled it, as an offering, on the Idols. So great was the crowd that rushed

towards the sanguinary oblation [122/1], with every kind of cloth, to cat

drops of that damned blood, that it was necessary to call in cavalry and drive

them ba with blows to prevent the people being suffocated. is was done

with difficulty, as any man who was unable to obtain a drop of what they

hold to be sacred blood considered himself most unfortunate.5 ese

wreted folk most gladly gave up their lives in su martyrdom, holding

that they would at once enter into eternal joys: but the joy whi these

unhappy men aain is nothing but the general applause with whi all these

heathen honour and venerate them. Later on all the Raulins of the

neighbouring districts arrived in procession, accompanied by a crowd of

people, and took the bodies down from the poles and placed them with the

other corpses whi had similarly sacrificed their lives under the wheels of

the ariots. ey were then removed in a special triumphal car to a selected

spot and there cremated on a pyre of odoriferous wood. As the bodies of the

martyrs of the Devil were being consumed, many devotees threw ri rings

and bracelets of gold and silver, and clothes rily embroidered in gold and

silver, on to the fire in order to assist in the cost of the journey of these souls.

It was all these rites whi caused me mu anguish and compassion [122/2]

when I saw and noted on the one hand the large number of followers the

Devil had obtained and the great efforts they made to please him and so lose

themselves while believing themselves to be great gainers, and on the other

hand I thought how lile we true believers were doing to save ourselves.

May God in His infinite mercy give both us and them His grace so that we

should not fail to rea the end for whi we were created.



eir most learned Raulins narrate many foolish tales as to the origin of

their iay Poragrī, but they are so ridiculous that I shall not weary the

reader with them. erefore, leaving them to these vain stories, I will now

tell you of the White Elephant. As it is essential for a proper understanding

of the maer I propose to tell the story of the White Elephant from the very

beginning, as the subject is one of great importance in this hemisphere.

is took place, as the ancient histories of the monary of the Bramas tell

us, in the empire of the Siammom6 in the rough and rugged range of

Pondaleus.7 e Kingdom was subject to a single King. His ief Nobles

conspired and rose against him, and killed him at a magnificent banquet

whi they had given him in the City of Chaleu.8 His family was then

exterminated and the Kingdom split up among the conspirators. rough the

care of a loyal servant of the dead King his two twin sons escaped the

conspirators. ey were about [123/1] three years old. He concealed them

carefully for some months until the rebels, when they had fully subjugated

and quieted the Monary, began to take the two necessary steps, to

consolidate their own position and that of the whole Kingdom. e beer to

aieve this they made mutual alliance by marriage between themselves.

While they were busy and intent on doing this the faithful retainer found an

opportunity for escaping with the two Princes out of the kingdom, in

disguise. en acting with them just as pious Aeneas acted towards his father

Anises,9 he steered for the shores of the Siammes6 as offering him most

security. He arrived there aer great hardship, as the ronicles mentioned

above record, and there found some difficulty in geing the Princes to the

City of Sumbocatan,10 the Court and seat of the Emperor of Siammom, to

whom he introduced them. e Emperor, owing to their tender age, had to

educate them with his own sons. On this the presence of the Burmese

Princes at that Court became known throughout that region and the rebels

soon heard of it. ey did their utmost to bribe all those entrusted with the

care and safety of the young orphan Princes, and get them secretly

murdered. e faithful servant thereupon decided to conceal himself and the

young Princes in one of the Pondaleus mountains. [123/2] He at once carried

it into effect and set to work to find some way of educating the Princes in

those wilds. Deciding that it would be best for him to ange his own way of



life, he became a Raulin Manigrepo or, as we should say, Hermit or

Anorite.11 Under this disguise he was more assured of success, as all

persons of this religious class are mu venerated by these Pagans. is

done, he erected a rude hut in the innermost and most secluded part of the

range, in whi they could be protected from the inclemency of the weather.

He used to go out thence and visit the nearest villages, where he was able to

obtain all the provisions he needed, in the form of alms.

irteen years passed in this secluded life, during whi he taught the

boys all that he considered persons of their exalted rank required. At the end

of this period, says the ronicle I have quoted, one night when he was

paying the common tribute necessary to preserve life, his god, iay

Poragrī, appeared to him in a dream and told him that the first living thing

he would see next day on opening his door would be one of the sons of the

Moon, through whom these boys would regain the Brama Monary. e

supposed Anorite was mu perplexed and disturbed by this vision and

waited, in mu uncertainty, for daylight. When day broke he opened his

door and saw a [124/1] White Elephant, whi he at once knew must be the

son of the Moon. He prostrated himself before it and did taslim, the highest

courtesy possible among those Pagans. He then called the Princes and told

them of the miraculous vision, on whi the boys also prostrated themselves.

While they were all thus prostrated before this bestial deity, the Elephant, so

the ronicle relates, pied up ea of the Princes in turn with his trunk, set

them on his ba and went off. e good and faithful servant and teaer, on

seeing this, followed them, delighted in the contemplation of this event,

whi, if it really took place, was caused by the Devil. On this occurring, he

became so absorbed and overwhelmed, that he forgot to remove certain

things of value. e result of it was that a short time aer, some of the

Anorite’s devotees living in the neighbouring villages, finding that he did

not pay them his usual visit, went in sear of him, thinking that siness

might be the cause. ey reaed the hut only to find it open; they entered,

but finding no one waited until night, deciding to spend it with their revered

Hermit. Seeing that he still did not come they lit a fire and waited. But the

importunate demands of hunger drove them to sear the hut for food. As it

had no rooms, either outer or inner, they soon found the Anorite’s

provisions, [124/2] whi appeared to them far more considerable than the



stores usually maintained by su people. ough they were for a time

surprised, still they did not forget to support frail humanity, and aer thus

supporting it with food, it demanded further support by repose. us

occupied they spent the night, until the gliering planet was again about to

visit them, his rays penetrating their very inadequate roof.

e demands of nature being thus satisfied they wasted no time in

considering why their Hermit was so long in returning, and with one consent

they set off to sear for him through the mountains. But their efforts were

fruitless, and further sear appearing vain they returned to the hermitage

proposing to obtain possession of the provisions there, believing that the

Hermit, who led so holy a life, had been waed to the Paradise of their

Poras. ey reaed the hut confirmed in this view and found several tigers’

skins whi were used as bed-covers for the Hermit’s cou. ey found that

these skins covered a beer cou than ordinary and on continuing their

sear came on a bambu. is, as I have already oen explained, is a kind of

cane far stronger than those we have, being of considerable thiness, some

even as large as a man’s [125/1] leg.12 Finding that this bambu weighed

very heavy they opened it and found it was full of golden tiquals,13 a coin

current in the Kingdoms of Brama and Pegu. From this they gathered that

the owner of these things must be but a sham Raulin Manigrepo. is idea,

joined to their discoveries, incited them to make still closer scrutiny. is

scrutiny brought to light a coarse, roughly made box, but with contents of

the greatest value. It was full of precious jewels, a small book, bound in

golden covers encrusted with stones, lying below them. is contained a

statement giving the names of the Princes, special care being taken to enter

all aracteristic marks of the elder, the luy day of his birth and the

catastrophe of their Royal parents’ death. At this discovery, so unexpected

and incomprehensible to rude Villagers, they were astonished. eir limited

intelligences were incapable of taking advantage of what fortune was

offering them, depreciating a gi whi she denies to so many. Under the

influence of this surprise they sent one of their number to inform the

Governor of the Province, who resided in a City a few leagues only away.

He, on hearing of the find, at once sent some judicial officers [125/2] to bring

what had been found, according to the messenger, and also his companions. I

can well understand how, to be quit of any dealings with su fellows (men



who, while they bear the title of officers of justice, are more oen officers of

injustice and oppression), these wreted Villagers would have made over to

them all the treasure and possessions in the world. When these officials

arrived, having merely received orders to bring those men and what they

had found, they did not dare to examine these things closely. So, without

more ado, they took the articles and le, making the simple mountaineers

go with them. ey went in fear, complaining bierly of the injustice of their

fate whi had at first seemed so favourable. However, no real grounds for

apprehension existed, inasmu as the education given to most of these

pagans was, as I have said, usually obtained in the temples or the private

houses of the Raulins, who are so moderate and forbearing as regards

ambition and the insatiable desire for the acquisition of ries, that they not

only counsel and tea (by word of mouth) the hindrances su a pursuit

places in the road leading to a spiritual life, but also tea it by example,

knowing how mu greater is the effect of actually doing what one preaes

than merely preaing what one does not do, as do so many persons who

not only follow the true Catholic faith but also profess [126/1] a state of

perfection. But let us abandon this as something only divine direction can set

right, for human impulses are admiedly powerless and we must confess

Sunt vere filii hujus saeculi.14

So, to return to our story. ese officials reaed the Governor and placed

those Villagers and all the articles of furniture whi they had found in the

hermitage of the pretended Manigrepo before him. He took lile notice of

these things, but when he came to the box and saw the contents of that

rough covering, he was for a long time disturbed and thoughtful, being

unable to decide what he ought to do. It may well be that he repented of his

disregard of the Villagers’ statements, from believing that su people were

so lile versed in jewellery and precious things as easily to be deceived by

whatever was showy rather than valuable. But finally he found that it was

he who was deceived. He could otherwise, by underhand methods, have

obtained possession of all this wealth, although according to his perverted

ideals it would have cost the lives of those simple Villagers. Yet in this, and

indeed in greater iniquities, his religion was most accommodating, since it



grants plenary absolution every year,15 and he could by making a small

payment have redeemed his sins and been freed from all pains and penalties

and also been fully justified in the eyes of his inane deities. Seeing, however,

that his original mistake was past remedying, [126/2] he decided, by making

a virtue of necessity, to show himself an upright judge, and in return for

abandoning considerable personal advantages, now past recovery, he would

at least obtain a high repute for honesty. With this object he summoned

various officials and had an inventory of the jewels and gold made before

them. He also had the contents of the small book read out.

ese precautions over he at once sent information to the Emperor

describing all that had taken place. e Emperor, as soon as he heard it,

issued orders that men should be sent in all directions, with instructions to

sear with the greatest diligence for the Brama Princes and the Manigrepo,

notifying that if found they should be brought to him with as mu respect

as if they were his own sons, But all their endeavours proved fruitless, for

according to their fanciful history, since the Princes were travelling in arge

of the Moon Goddess’s irrational progeny, the White Elephant, and were

thus under the protection of these deities, it was necessary for the due

accomplishment of these tales that they should travel safely and unmolested.

Turning once more to the ronicle we are quoting for the journey of the

Moon’s elephant-son, we learn that he reaed the city of Chaleu, capital of

the Brama Monary. Here the Manigrepo Raulin le them and went ahead

in his hermit’s robes, loudly proclaiming to the people the arrival of this

deity in their [127/1] city. ese Barbarians hold these Anorites in su

high esteem that he had traversed very few streets before a large crowd

came out to receive the animal, prostrating themselves before this beast with

the lowest Sumbayas. e news of its arrival thus reaed the Royal Palace

before the Elephant. is enabled the Tyrant himself to advance to receive it

accompanied by his usual guard, whi could scarcely open a way for him

through the thi throng of that barbarous and blind multitude. As soon as

he was in the presence of the son of Mother Moon [127/2] he prostrated

himself in taslim. While he was performing this prostration, the White

Elephant, so the story relates, reaed out with its trunk and squeezed him

with su force as to kill him, thus making him pay with his life the penalty

for thirteen years of unjust rule. Yet this was but a mild punishment for an



ambitious man who, not content with his own possessions, tried in every

way he could to increase his Patrimony, however mu to the detriment of

others, caring naught for God or man; and what is worse, there was no la

of flaerers who praised his acts as wholly right and just.16

SANSAPORAU (Note 2, page 234)

is word appears to mean the “full moon” feast. Is it shasha (Skt.), a hare

whi is used for the moon (the spots on the surface of that planet being

considered to resemble a hare), combined with purva, full? Shasha in

common parlance becomes sasi, and in Siamese sasi is the moon, and

punna, full (Pallegoix, Dic. Thai.). Sansaporau is quite a likely form of sasi-

purva or sasi-punna. Mendez Pinto describing the similar procession at the

Shrine of Tinagoogoo uses what appears to be the same word. He employs

it, however, as the god’s name. “Aer these followed other martyrs of the

devil, whom they called Xixaparaus.”

e feast itself appears to relate to the Sankrānt or passing of the sun into

the sign of Capricornus at the winter solstice. Manrique’s translation is

perhaps erroneous. Ancestor-worship forms a part of the Dasara feast in

Southern India (Dubois, Hindu Manners and Customs, 1899, 577), but is not a

part of this festival elsewhere. But Dasara falls too late for Manrique’s

festival, as it takes place in September or October. e Sankrānt festival is

not particularly devoted to ancestor-worship. Dubois, however, describes a

curious southern Indian sport indulged in at the Sankrānt. A hare (sasi) is let

loose in a circle of people, its efforts to escape affording mu amusement.

at there is any connexion with the full moon in this case it might be a

streting of the imagination to assert. e festival actually commemorates

the sun’s taking its northern path (uttārāyana), its “rebirth” according to

ancient ideas.

Mendez Pinto’s description of the procession he saw in the Kingdom of

Calaminham at the Tinagoogoo shrine is very similar and may be

summarized thus:



is feast lasted fieen days. On the fih day a great procession took

place. is procession was nine leagues in length, comprising forty thousand

priests of the twenty-four sects. ese priests all went in palankins that day

as they might not soil their feet. Chariots were used to carry the idols, in all

one hundred and twenty-six. All were four and some five stories high with

as many wheels on either side. In ea were some two hundred persons, the

idol being on the top. e ief idol was of silver with a mitre of gold on its

head, and all the idols wore jewelled nelaces. Boys carrying silver maces

aended the ariots, others carried censers and others musical instruments.

ey cried out, “Lord, assuage the pains of the dead, to the end they may

praise ee peaceably”. Some three thousand people drew ea ariot with

silk- covered cords. Soldiers cleared the way roughly. e streets were

decorated with boughs of trees. Tables were set up along the route, where all

could get free refreshments. Enemies became friends. “In a word so many

good works were done there, more proper for Christians than for Gentiles,

as I must needs conclude, that if they had been done with faith and baptism,

for the love of our Lord Jesus Christ… assuredly they would have been

acceptable to Him.” Next several men, anointed and wearing gold bracelets,

suddenly rushed out and threw themselves down before the idol’s ariot

and were crushed to death. Priests then descended and took up the corpses,

puing their heads, bowels, and other members in big bowls. Some six

hundred men were thus immolated. Next came men who slashed and cut

themselves about, finally falling down dead. e Grepos then came down off

the car and cut off their heads. On the tenth day the “serpent of the house of

smoke”, that is the devil from hell, was supposed to come and try to steal the

ashes of those who had thus sacrificed themselves. Noise was kept up day

and night and Tinagoogoo was expected to be coming to destroy the

serpent. e statue of Tinagoogoo was twenty-seven spans high with an

ugly face. He held in his hand a hatet, “in the form of a cooper’s addis

(adze) but with a far longer handle”. A model of the serpent he had slain was

placed before him. It was headless and eight fathoms long.

ere can be lile doubt that Manrique, having lost his notes, or to

improve the occasion, is here copying this account of Pinto’s.

Certain points may be noticed. e serpent, Swallower of the House of

Smoke, and the Devil are incompatible with Buddhism or Burma, where the

snake is worshipped as an incarnation of Buddha. A feast of the Dead and



prayers for souls can have no place in a religion whi denies the

continuance of personality aer death. In theory also no Burman Buddhist

can pray, but in practice every one does. But they never pray for the dead.

See Harvey, Burma, pp. 23 n., 47, 327 n.

Incense stis are sometimes used, but censers are quite unknown.

Singing, as we understand it, is not practised by monks in Burma, who

only drone. Musical instruments they would not deign to tou, su being

anathema maranatha, quite as mu as to a seventeenth-century Puritan. He

is not supposed to pay any aention to musical performances.

Finally this self-immolation of devotees under the car is impossible. If he

really ever saw this procession (whi I very mu doubt) it can only have

been a Hindū festival. It is also inconceivable that if this custom prevailed in

the seventeenth century no traces of it can be found in the local annals. at

Buddhist monks would tou the remains of the immolated devotees is of

course not to be believed in for a moment.

e nations said to celebrate this festival are the Chinese, Japanese,

Tonguinese, Coin-Chinese, Champas, Siones, Siammes, Calaminhans,

Gangomas, Capimpers, Burmese (Bramas), Avas, Pegus, and Maghs. e first

four are well known: the Bramas are the Burmese, that is the people of Ava

or upper Burma, the Pegus those of lower Burma, and the Maghs of Arakan.

e Champas came from Champā, then a considerable State, though now

only a part of the Binh-uar province of Coin-China; see Hobson-Jobson,

s.v. e Siones and Siamese are here distinguished, the former no doubt

meaning the Shāns as distinct from the Siamese. Calaminham was

apparently (?) a State lying to the north of Siam and east of Burma. e

Gangomas are the Laos, a race in Siam living round Chieng-mai, whi is

situated 150 miles east of Toungoo in Burma. See Hobson-Jobson, s.v.

Jangomay. For Capimper see Chap. XX, n. 11.

Notes

1  We have no knowledge of Manrique’s missionary activities in other parts or at other times than

those dealt with in this work, that is from 1629 to 1643. Roughly speaking this is one of his two

eleven-year periods, of whi he spent from 1629 to 1635 in Arakan, 1637 to 1640 in a voyage to

China, and 1640 to 1643 in returning to Rome via Persia and Palestine.

2  See note at end of apter.



3  See Chap. XV, n. 3. It is very unlikely to have been of silver or even silvery, as su images are not

known and gold alone is considered a suitable metal for images.

4  e word in the text is sumbaya. See Chap. XV, n. 19.

5  Hook-swinging (see Chap. VIII, n. II), at one time common in India, was not ordinarily aended

WIth danger to life. It is unknown in Burma but was formerly very common In Southern India and

was practised at Madura until quite lately. See urston, Ethnographical Notes in South India,

Madras, 1906, p. 478; Powell, Folk-lore, 1914, p. 147; Dubois, Menners, p. 605.

6  e ruler of Siam is called “the Siamon” by Pinto also, his kingdom being called the “empire of

Sornau”, of whi Odiaa (Ayuthia) is said to be the capital. is country is, however, also called

“Siam” by Pinto. He says, “We arrived a the City of Odiaa, the capital of this empire of Sarnau

whi they of this country call Siaam”; by “this country” he seems to mean China whence he had

sailed. He calls the inhabitants “Siamits”. See Chap. XXI, n. 14; Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Saxnau, Siam;

Cathay and Way, i. 124 n., 178 n.; iv. 91.

7  is range is not named in any early maps so far met with. ese mountains it seems belonged

to Siam. Pinto [Chap. CLV. (328)] mentions the King of Ava as recruiting Mons there with the Siam

king’s permission. is range perhaps lay in the present Southern Shan States. It has not been possible

to obtain any information on the point.

8  A certain number of old maps mark this place. A map by G. de l’Isle (n.d.) places it between Ava

and Prom, about where Longpo is given on modern maps. A map in the Bodleian at Oxford by J.

Senex, M.d.ccxxi, shows it as Sowgroll, at about the same spot. Pallegoix in the map in his Siam (1554)

shows Sangchalo in northern Siam, a good deal farther east than de l’lsle’s or Senex’s Chaleu;

Hermann Moll in two maps (n.d.) in the Bodleian shows Chalé NE. of Prom, on the same river as that

town (Irāwadi); de Guendville’s (1713–19) map in the Bibliothèque Nationale, in Paris, gives Cheu ou

Chaleu at practically the same spot. It can scarcely be Sale in the Myingyan District? Pinto speaks of

the “Kingdom of Chaleu” [Chap. CLVII. (328)] and also of the “Chaleus” [Chaps. CLXXXVI,

CLXXXVIII. (415–42)] who were noted warriors. It appears, therefore, to have been a subordinate

principality at one time, though here it seems to be the capital of the Burmese king. ere appears to

have been an early city called “Chalieng” on the site of “Sawankhalok” [17° 20′ N., 99° 50′ E.] in

Siam. e Sangalo mentioned may stand for Sawankhalok [= svarga-loka or “Paradise”], whi was

part of the Sukhotai kingdom of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries (see Chap. XXIV, n. 8). See

Map on p. 233.

9  Anises was the father of Aeneas, and when Troy was captured and burnt by the Greeks Aeneas

carried his father out of the burning city (Aen. ii. 707–48).

10  See Chap. XXIV, n. 8.

11  See Chap. XXII, n. 5.

12  See Chap. VI, n. 20.

13   is word has long been used by foreigners to designate uncoined silver of about  rupees

weight. In Siam it is a silver coin. Manrique’s tiqual was of gold. See Hobson-Jobson, s. v. Tical.

14  “ey are the true sons of this age.”

15  e text has concediendoles plenarios Jubileos annuales. In 1300 Pope Boniface VIII instituted

this year as one of remission from the final consequences of sin. is was to have been repeated every

hundred years, but was soon shortened to periods of fiy years, thirty-three, and then to twenty-five

years. Now an “extraordinary Jubilee” may be granted at any time and for any length of time, less

than a year even, to the whole Roman Catholic Chur or to specific localities. As regards the

Buddhist religion this is nonsense. Monks do confess as Bigandet notes, but no absolution follows, the

act and its consequences remain, and if evil, evil results; if good, then good. Indeed a strict Buddhist

regards the granting of absolution as a eap way of escaping one’s deserts and an incentive to



further sin. Cf. Harvey, Burma, p. 18, and article on Burmese praying, Journ. Bur. Res. Soc., 1916–17,

vol. vii, p. 127.

16  Pinto alludes, apparently, to this story, though nothing is said about a white elephant. He says,

“is monary (i.e. Burmese) was in times past the sole kingdom whi now (1549) it is not, but is

divided into 13 estates of sovereigns who made themselves masters of it by poisoning their King at a

banquet whi they made him in the city of Chaleu, as their histories relate” [Chap. CLXV. (358)].



CHAPTER XXIV

In which the story of the White Elephant is continued and that of the Wars

which arose on its account.

[127/1] IT is natural that all people who are accustomed to be ruled by

Kings or other Potentates should wish these rulers to be legitimate so as to

protect themselves against Tyrants and Oppressors. It was, in consequence, a

simple maer for the Manigrepo, on the death of the usurper, to discover his

identity and persuade the people that the boys were the sons of their late

King, the rightful Lord of that Monary. e narration of the wonderful tale

of the son of the Moon in particular made the people so happy, satisfied, and

complacent, that without more ado they at once proclaimed as their King

the Prince who had emerged first from the obscurity of his mother’s womb

to participate in the light of this world and so had the right to enjoy that

privilege whi the world confers on all those who appear first [128/1] and

submit themselves to her inevitable laws and exigencies.

When this pious and loyal guardian had witnessed the successful

termination of his plans, a success whi he aributed to his false gods, he

decided, in recognition of this help, to remain no longer a sham hermit but

to become one in fact. He thereupon decided that the Chief Pungrin at Court

should publicly give and invest him with the Hermit’s garb, on whi he

would finally retire from the world and devote himself to contemplation of

his false gods. But, when he wished to carry out this plan, the King entreated

him not to do so and reminded him of the obligations he was under never to

desert him; that he had brought him up and had taken the place of his father,

his unhappy fate not allowing him to know any other. To these arguments

he no doubt added that he would still be serving God, and even more

effectively, in so important a maer, by relinquishing his private peace to

serve the Kingdom in general: that he was but a youth and laed all the

essentials necessary in a ruler of su dominions.

Now since the desire to rule is one whi comes natural to all of us, it

would necessarily incline the Manigrepo Raulin to receive the King’s



adjurations with alacrity, as he well understood that the will and desires of

rulers are an inviolable law to their subjects, or at any rate Kings wish them

to be so. It was, therefore, incumbent on him to voluntarily accept what he

knew he would be obliged [128/2] to agree to under compulsion.

As soon as the Anorite had accepted the government of this large State,

he at once impressed on the King, so the Brama ronicler tells us, the

obligations he owed his gods and the necessity both for showing his

gratitude to them for the boons already granted and also for propitiating

them so that they should maintain and increase his own importance and that

of his State. He also did not consider it fiing that the Son of the Moon

should live in a house whi had not been specially dedicated to him. He

therefore made a large and munificent grant, in the King’s name, for the

erection of a house for this elephant god, in whi he could live in decency

and comfort. Four thousand bissas1 in gold were spent on this building, and

as a bissa of gold is equal to five hundred crown pieces of our currency, the

total in our reoning comes to two million crowns. is was expended on

the magnificent exterior and interior of the house, and also on the bowls and

plates out of whi this animal was fed, all being of the finest gold.

As soon as he had by these pious gis, for so he held them to be,

propitiated the tutelary deities of the Kingdom, the Governor proceeded to

subdue the other tyrants, who had obtained possession of some provinces.

He experienced lile difficulty in effecting this since the news of what had

happened at the Capital city of Chaleu had already spread throughout the

remaining Kingdoms, and [129/1] served to convince those Barbarians that

all these events were due to heavenly commands revealed to their saintly

Governor the Manigrepo.

All therefore peacefully accepted this return to the rule and government

of their legitimate sovereign, being the more easily persuaded on perceiving

that the King was guided in all maers by a priestly Minister, whom they

regarded as a Saint, and also by the unusual example of clemency whi the

King exhibited. For some of these tyrants were brought bound and manacled

before him, men who had destroyed and drained dry the source from whi

flowed his Royal blood. is Royal blood whi pulsated through his veins

and arteries called on him to shed the traitorous blood of those usurpers and

satisfy a justifiable if worldly vengeance. But an astonishing and unique



instance here occurred with this Barbarian and infidel boy King, whi may

indeed rank as a unique instance, even if we include many kings and

monars who have been baptized and could, therefore, be ranked among

the true believers; for he not only pardoned these treaerous rebels, but

actually received them as friends, urged to this both by his own generous

nature and the education and counsel of that good courtier, indeed a monk,

who though believing in a false faith, was endowed with many moral

aributes. ese aributes taught him how to understand and carry into

practice the virtues expressed in that wonderful [129/2] and most true

aphorism of my noble Father Augustin, that brilliant Sun and strong support

of the Chur militant:

Nihil mirabilius est in rebus humanis, quam diligere inimicos.2

us did a Pagan know how to subdue the three most powerful enemies of

the Soul. e counsels of a trustworthy courtier have best effect on a King.

Hence rulers should do their utmost to keep a courtier by them who, if he

merits this title, should possess among other qualities these two essentials,

that he love his King and be quite free from all avarice and self-interest. For

as Gregory the Great teaes:

Nullus fidelior tibi ad consulendum esse potest, quam qui non sua, sed te

diligit.3

And the wise King said that the genuine courtier is one who builds his life on

a clean heart and a pure tongue. On these and other moral virtues this most

excellent courtier, Barbarian though he was, must have founded his life,

since the youthful King performed su prodigies, by acting on his advice,

that, had they not laed the light of the true Faith, they might have been

styled miraculous.

With these and other similar acts, more suited to a Catholic Prince and

courtier than to an Infidel, did he rule the Brama Kingdom, and so mu to

the satisfaction of its subjects, that they considered themselves luy to have

passed the necessary and ordinary [130/1] brief course of life’s journey in

enjoyment of the blessings of quiet and peaceful existence under a good and

fatherly ruler: joys whi the world so eagerly longs for.



But this world is usually constant only to inconstancy, and things soon

took a turn whi anged peace and tranquillity into wars, and led to other

unhappy events, all originating with and caused by that animal whi,

among irrational beings, the Creator has endowed with the greatest wisdom,

and whi these Barbarians had held to be the cause and origin of the peace

they enjoyed. us by aributing to a mere beast what they should have

credited to their Divine Creator, who is the source and origin of all that takes

place in heaven and earth, they repaid with ingratitude all the good that His

infinite mercy had showered upon them. Ingratitude His divine Majesty so

abhors that He ordained that that false god whom they looked upon as the

source of all their happiness should himself be the origin of their misfortunes

in wars that followed with the Siammes or Gueos,4 Bramas, Pegus and other

nations who took part in the subsequent tragedy, some on the Brama King’s

side and others on that of the Emperor Siammom.

at Emperor, as soon as he discovered that all his aempts to get the

Brama Princes to come to his Court had failed, was dissatisfied and filled

with new desires. He therefore sent certain [130/2] trustworthy persons of

his own people in disguise to travel about those provinces and obtain news

and send him information whi would further his object. Although at the

outset these messengers separated, like good Pilots, they soon all steered a

course for the city of Chaleu, as being the Court and capital of that

Kingdom, as they knew well that it was to su places only that the

fountains, rivers and streams of news always found their way, as those of

water do to the mighty Ocean. eir view proved so correct that they there

found all the merandise they were seeking and were not required to

expose the vessels of their lives to shipwre in strange lands. ey then

filled the empty holds of the vessels of their understanding and seing sail

returned with a fair wind to the port whence they had set out. Here his

Majesty of Siamme was anxiously awaiting the return of these scouts, and,

mu concerned that not one had come ba, was alternately buoyed up

with secret hopes of success and depressed by intense melanoly, whi

disturbed his usual calm, a warning to him of how lile peace he was to

have during the rest of his life. ese messengers at length arrived and told

him of all that had taken place both in the city of Chaleu5 and in the plains

and mountains of Pondaleu, as well as the absurd tale of the appearance



[131/1] of the son of the Moon disguised as a White Elephant. e White

Elephant was the ief reason why the Siammom was recognized by all the

Barbarian peoples of that hemisphere as having a right to the ill-founded

title of “Lord of the mountains of the world”. On account of this title and as

lord of these mountains this Barbarian Emperor considered that he had a

stronger claim than any one else to act as host to the son of the Moon. He at

once decided to follow the example of the Brama King and have a palace

erected for this animal, whi he proposed should become his godly guest, at

the spot where it had first appeared. e sums spent on this building are so

great as to be incredible. But if we are to believe the ronicle from whi I

obtained this story, we find that this monar spent a lakh of gold bissas6

merely on objects for the bodily adornment of the beast, a sum whi in our

money amounts to over a million crowns.

While this building was going on he sent an ambassador to the Brama

King with the small box of jewels we mentioned above as a gi. is

embassy was intended primarily to complain of the deceit whi the Brama

Minister had practised on him. at he was occupied in recovering his lands

explained, no doubt, why the Minister had not at once gone to his Court,

where he would with the greatest joy have arranged for the protection, care

and education of two su important Princes. But, acting on the principle

that no master [131/2] can be held responsible for the acts of an evilly

disposed servant, His Highness considered the Prince so free from guilt that

he would even now, with his most auspicious smile on his lips, accept him as

his own son, giving him his daughter in marriage. He also, in token of his

paternal solicitude, sent him those presents. If he could not recollect these his

Tutor and Minister would be able to do so. He should, however, not forget

that he and the whole of the Brama nation owed the restoration of their real

Ruler to the son of the Moon. erefore they should in all gratitude not have

forgoen to conduct him ba to the place at whi he had originally

appeared, the more so as this had taken place in the Pondaleu mountains,

and therefore the right to look aer him belonged to the one and only Lord

of the mountains of the world. Still, in view of his youth, no blame aaed

to the Prince for this serious disregard of his rights. So the Emperor

Siammom as rightful Lord of the mountains and ranges of Pondaleu, Iatir

and Faleu,7 gave him full and complete permission to look aer the young



Elephant, the Moon’s son, until su time as he should personally come in all

joy and gratitude to fet him.

e Embassy, on arriving at the Brama Court, was received with all the

honours and demonstrations becoming for, and due to, the Envoy of so great

a Monar, but these were so extensive and protracted that if we were to

describe them [132/1] we should have to go to excessive lengths in our

narrative. So coming to the most important part of this account, it will

suffice to note that the Brama King agreed in every point with the wishes of

the Siammom. When, however, the question of the restitution of the White

Elephant was reaed, he replied that he could under no circumstances be

made over, since the Prince and the whole Brama Nation held that their

safety and existence depended on retaining him, and their iay had given

him to their saintly Manigrepo for this purpose.

As the restitution of the Elephant was the real object of the embassy, the

Siamese Envoy, as soon as he learnt that his King’s wishes in this respect

would not be acceded to, demanded leave to go, without further discussion.

But the Brama King was annoyed and would not agree to this, but ordered

his Minister to take the Envoy away and entertain him. e Minister took

him to his house, where, aer treating him with flaery and all possible

kindness, the Envoy deigned to open some cras and allow him to discover

that the real motive for the offer of marriage was nothing more than another

means of compelling his master to give up the White Elephant, and now that

this was out of the question the marriage became a maer of indifference to

the Siammon.

e worthy courtier and counsellor then endeavoured to persuade the

Envoy that his King would receive all satisfaction and every possible

courtesy from his master and so be induced to give up his unjust demand. He

therefore, acting on this idea, sent with the Gueo or Siamese ambassador

[132/2] a Brama who carried most costly gis and presents of gold and

precious stones. But these gis produced no effect at the Siamese Court. For

su objects do not carry the weight with these Barbarian officials whi

they do with more educated Ministers. He grieved at this instance in not

finding that he had to deal with a certain class of Minister, but too numerous

in some of our European Courts, who excel in wise and intelligent

appreciation of the value of the king of metals and readily accept it, rather

than ponder on the value of right principles and carry those into effect.



On reaing the city of Sumbocatan,8 at that time the seat of the Emperor

Siammom, the Envoys sent him an intimation of their arrival before

entering. e Emperor ordered his ambassador to enter the town, the Brama

envoy being directed to wait until he received further orders from him. e

orders finally reaed him and were in no way contrary to what the Brama

Ambassador had expected, as he well knew that the dispat whi the

Siamese Ambassador had delivered failed to meet his King’s wishes. Now as

rulers are usually more governed by their desires than by the necessities and

rights of polite intercourse, so the Emperor, beside himself in Barbaric fury,

not only refused to see the Brama envoy, but fixed a limit and sent him

orders that he was to quit the country within that time, under pain of death.

e Brama had no intention of disregarding [133/1] the command of a

Monar so blind with anger that injustice appeared to him to be justice and

what is illegal, legal, as su folk by holding only to self-made rules

ultimately adopt the iniquitous and savage moo whi is followed by all

tyrants:

Sic volo, sic iubeo, nulla ratione voluntas.9

Having made up his mind the Envoy at once proceeded to comply with that

Emperor’s orders by sending his retinue on ahead and telling them to travel

by short mares and await his arrival. is trusty servant, jealous of his

King’s honour, and animated by intrepid courage and determination, decided

to show the Siamese Emperor clearly how lile he gained by disregarding

the rules of courtesy. So, disguised as an ordinary person, he aended the

place where the Emperor usually gave audience and made the customary

obeisances, then raising his voice with the greatest respect exclaimed: “Most

Exalted and all-powerful Siammom, Emperor of the mountains of the world

and lord of the ri mines of Tinleu10 and of all the precious stones in the

ranges of Faleu, Iatir and Pontau, I, the meanest slave of the great and

powerful Ruler who has his foot upon the heads of all the Bramas, obeying

your commands, have already sent away my retinue and am now myself

departing, but with in the time limit you laid down for me. I now come into

your sovereign presence, [133/2] protected by the privilege of an

Ambassador; as su I warn you that a cruel war will be declared by my



King for this great insult, the refusal to hear his royal message as he heard

yours. I call upon and invoke great iay Nivandel,11 God of the bales of

Campo Vitau,11 to witness that my King will be fully justified in the War he

makes upon you.”

He then drew a cris12 from his belt (I have already said that this

resembles our daggers or poniards), and raising it to heaven three times,

called ea time on his god Nivandel for support, and aer the third appeal

hurled it to the ground. He then made the usual obeisances to the Emperor

and le.

e Monar Siammom was astonished at the intrepidity of the Brama

Envoy, and as he was unwilling to show disrespect to the god Nivandel,

whom all those Barbarians estimate highly, or to disregard the right of

security whi it is agreed should be accorded to ambassadors, by common

consent of all nations, he concealed his annoyance for the moment, but

determined to satisfy his wish for this war, on whi he had himself decided

some days before in the Council-amber of his heart.

In the Council of State, although somewhat different views were held, yet,

among the five voters, four were unanimous for peace at all costs, both on

account of its intrinsic advantages [134/1] and also because it would preserve

them from those irreparable ills whi aend a pertinacious and unjust war.

But the fih vote opposed this view on the grounds that where there is

strong desire it is no use disputing. It was in conformity with this view,

whi agreed with the King’s desire rather than with a rational view, that a

ance was given to the Brama Ambassador to declare war, as I have

narrated above. is declaration of war the King had published at once

throughout his dominions, also sending out envoys to his tributary Kings and

his allies. e army he collected was so vast that I am afraid to give it in

positive numbers, owing to the different opinions recorded by the Brama

authorities. But, in conformity with the opinion most generally accepted, the

Siammom Monar raised nine lakhs of troops, or (in our reoning) nine

hundred thousand men, and seven thousand elephants.

To return to the Brama Envoy. By making forced mares he caught up

his men, who had preceded him, and together with them reaed the Court

at Chaleu. He gave the Brama King his Master a full account of all that had

taken place between him and the Emperor of Siam and the declaration of



war whi he had made. His Highness was entirely satisfied with the

intrepidity with whi his Envoy had rebuffed the arrogance of that proud

monar. For it is unquestionably weakness of spirit or a practical confession

of guilt to resent [134/2] an insult whi can neither wound nor defame one

when a decided hurling ba of the lie into your opponent’s teeth or an

unequivocal denial will terminate the affair.

e young King well understood all this and how promptly his loyal

officer had come to the support of the Brama people’s insulted honour. He at

once proceeded to reward this service, but not, as many Princes do, merely

in words, by saying “I will not forget this; I am most grateful and will see to

it”, or the like, too oen considered as ample return for great service, for

they fail to understand that words being made of breath only dissolve into

mere air and hence into nothing, and while su airy rewards leave some

men only discontented they make others enemies. is Prince had no desire

to follow su practice, either because he was ignorant of it or because he

wished to be considered generous rather than miserly. So, rejecting that

form of reward in a truly royal spirit, he made the Envoy rise. Hitherto the

Ambassador had lain prostrate at his feet, wondering if fortune would turn

to his advantage or the reverse. But he had not ceased mentally casting the

dice of lu when at last the three “sixes” of his valour, zeal, and loyalty

turned up and Fortune saw she was conquered and obliged his King and

natural Lord to raise him from the status of an ordinary knight, and place

him before his own brother in rank, by creating him Xemim of Tangu.13 e

title [135/1] Xemim corresponds to tributary Prince, while the Prince of

Tangu was a person of su importance in those days that at his own

expense he assisted the King with a force of a hundred thousand men and

eight hundred elephants.

e Brama King had given ample proof that, by the grace of heaven, he

was adorned with two qualifications essential to a good ruler, Piety and

Liberality. He had now to show that he did not la the vigour necessary to

oppose his enemies. He at once took steps to have soldiers enlisted with all

speed, materials prepared, weapons both for offence and defence got ready,

and all kinds of warlike engines. He lost no time in sending out spies who

kept him informed of all the enemy’s designs and of the immense force he

had raised. Having no wish to find himself inferior in this respect he



contrived to send a large force into the field, whi while deficient in

elephants, these animals numbering only four thousand, was superior to the

enemy’s force in infantry, as, in accordance with the view usually accepted, it

numbered ten lakhs or a million men. His army once assembled, the Brama

King had no intentions of waiting until his antagonist should advance and

aa him in his country, considering it wiser to aa first. In this he

followed the advice of that famous Captain14 who in earlier days was placed

amongst the nine [135/2] most celebrated military leaders; he, that is, who

yearly announced his mighty victories to the Senate descended from ancient

Tyre, and who in order to bring light to those who follow in the steps of

Mars sacrificed one of those lights whi Nature had bestowed upon him; he,

in fact, who finally dissolved the roughest parts of Mother Earth by

anointing them with Bacus’ corrupted liquor, and hence opening up and

rendering traversable passes whi nature had closed, descended upon the

ancient Latin people. is same Hero, when a fugitive suffering under the

stress of adverse fortune, sought the protection of Antious the Great of

Syria and was consulted by that monar, who was desirous of making war

on the Romans, but doubtful as to how he should do this. e Master of

Military Art advised him to aa the Romans in their own country, giving

as his reason that the enemy could thus more easily be defeated than in his

country, as they would be like young plants just beginning to put out roots,

whereas in foreign territory it would be difficult, because they would, like

old plants, have already put out deep roots.

So the brave Brama King proposed to cut the Siamese roots before they

could obtain a hold in his country. He, therefore, issued orders for the

advance of his army. Aer a few mares he learnt that the enemy had by

forced mares already entered his territory and was proceeding to aa

him. On hearing this news he decided not to advance, as he considered that

he was in a good position [136/1] suited to his plans. He gave orders that

defensive works should be erected. When the enemy came up the first time

they found him more strongly placed than they liked, and it cost them two

thousand Meones,15 while the Burmese losses were small. ese Meones,

who live in the mountains of Pondaleu, Iatir, and Faleu, are robust, strongly

framed, and bold, and the armies of the Siamese, Gueos and Laos16 rely

mainly on them.



Aer this first assault neither monar wished to delay the decisive

encounter. Next day, before brilliant Phoebus had visited the Earth with his

piercing life-giving rays, in full bale array, with serried squadrons and well-

formed lines, the two armies mared out on to the open place to the sound

of instruments of many kinds playing rousing martial airs, carrying fluering

standards and many coloured banners bearing varied devices. is vast

multitude filled the whole plain farther than eye could see. In the van were

great elephants bearing towers, who besides their natural weapons of long

tusks and powerful trunks, had aaed to these sharp narrow blades, with

whi they did untold destruction in breaking through the squadrons.17

In this order and array these two powerful armies met, ea calling on

their false [136/2] god Nivandel, God of the Bales of the field of Vitau, for

support. Just then the luminous Planet rose as if desiring to show to living

beings what the darkness of night had concealed, so that they should more

clearly see one of the most cruel and sanguinary struggles whi had ever

taken place on this world’s stage. I will give a summary account of the result

from the record I copied out of the history mentioned above.

Leaving out minute details whi would make the account interminable, I

may remark that the struggle continued until the life-giving and warming

Planet, completing in his rapid course the illumination of Eastern lands,

vanished behind them to show himself in those of the West.

Within the interval, most of the Brama and Ava Authors agree that twelve

lakhs of men were killed in the fight on the two sides, exclusive of wounded

and maimed, of whom there must have been a very large number.

So the destruction was accomplished and she was satisfied who is the

counterpart to Concord, and thus merited being honoured by the Heathen,

by having temples dedicated to her and being given the title of Goddess. But

as the shades of night fell her rival the Goddess of Concord commenced to

reign over both armies, and thereupon both sides retired to recuperate, being

so exhausted and weary that several hours of the succeeding day passed

before a sound was heard [137/1] in either camp. Finally the Bramas, who

had lost their King, mustered, and so caused the Siamese to do the same. e

Captains and Generals of the Brama army, when they found that their King

was absent, took a roll-call and found that out of ten lakhs whi had

entered the field over six were missing and two thousand and eight hundred



elephants. So, expecting that a general flight [137/2] would ensue, when

signs of it appeared they hastily took the road to the city of Chaleu, leaving

behind them on the field a vast multitude of companions, friends, and

relatives bathed in their own blood, as they had not time nor opportunity for

more than a brief farewell, abandoning them to the inclemencies of the

weather and the appetite of wild beasts.

Notes

1  In Chap. XXI our author states that 10 bissas = 40 Spanish lb. Here he gives monetary value.

2  “Nothing is more admirable in human affairs than to love your enemies.” Manrique seems to be

quoting from memory, as these exact words have not been met with. e subject is, however, a

common one with St. Augustin, and perhaps the passage exists. In Enarrationes in Psalmos: Psalm

cxviii. 24 we have “[Recole In justificationibus Domini] nullam esse difficiliorem et mirabiliorern.

quam ut suos quisque diligat inimicos”. Cf. Patr. Latina, xxxvii. 1524; also see Quaestio de Dilectione

inimicorum in Index to Pat. Lat., Index cxcv.

3  “You can have no counsellor more faithful than he who loves not his own advantage but you.”

is is not accurately quoted. See Epis. Lib. I, xxxiv, in Patro. Latina, vol. lxxvii, p. 488, “Nullus tibi

fidelior esse ad consilium potest quam qui non tua sed te diligit”. Sua is a printer’s error, perhaps, as it

spoils the sense.

4    Who they were is still a mystery. Cf. Harvey, Burma, p. 354, “Gwe”. Here he takes Gueos as

synonymous with Siamese. Faria y Sousa says, speaking of Siam, that it is full of valleys and ranges

and different races, some absolute barbarians and cruel, living on human flesh, as are the Gueos who

burn all their bodies with hot irons for adornment” (vol. i, Pt. III, Chap. II, p. 183). Farther on he

mentions the King of Chiammay (Chieng mai) as being allied with Laos and Gueos, “different races

who inhabit the country to the north-east well into the interior some way from the cities of

Capimper and Pasiloco, both absolute and powerful races” (ibid., vol. iv, Chap. IV, p. 420). is is

certainly taken from Pinto [Chap. CLXXXI (399)]. is shows that like the Laos they were a tribe

inhabiting the hills on the Burmese-Siamese frontier. Sco (Burma, pp. 139, 146) mentions the Gwé

Shans from west of Chieng Hung. Perhaps they are the same. Linsoten speaks of them in the same

terms as Faria y Sousa (i. 122, n. 1). ey were of Siamese race, no doubt, like the Laos, and hence we

get the expression “Siamese or Gueos”, but evidently the laer were mu more warlike. Gamier also

refers to them, but is apparently quoting Faria y Sousa (Voyage d’Exploration, p. 102). See Hobson-

Jobson, s. v. Laos. Here there is a quotation from de Barros whi says the Gueos live in rugged hills

and fight on horseba, clearly inconsistent statements: it continues that they live to the north of

Siam. e modern Burmese term gyun, a “Siamese”, has no connexion with Gueo.

Mr. Harvey says that the “Wild Wa” still hunt heads. Heylyn, in his Cosmographie, mentions them

in reference to the Gangona tract occupied by the Laos, who, he states, were “very ill neighboured by

the Gueoni (Paulus Venetus giveth them the name Gaugigii), who possess the mountains, whence,

falling in great companies to hunt for men whom they kill and eat, they commit cruel buteries

amongst them”. On this account the Laos put themselves under the Siamese for protection.

Mr. Harvey suggests that “Gwe” = “Lawa” or “Wa”. ey are supposed to have been the aborigines

of Siam; whether they were ever numerous in Burma or the Shan States is not known.

e “Wild Wa” who hunt heads are in the Shan States, and lately (1924–5) caused some stir by

taking some Burman heads. Cf. Heylyn, Cosmog., Bk. III, p. 214.



5   is city is given in some of the early maps to the north of Prom. See Chap. XXIII, n. 8. Pinto

also, however, mentions the Chaleus as a race [Pinto, Chap. CLIII (317)], and also the “kingdom of

Chaleu”, referring to the Brama King’s uncle “of the city of Meleitay in the kingdom of Chaleu”

[ibid., Chap. CL]. See Map, p. 233.

6  See note 1 above. A lakh is here said to equal over one million crowns, but previously it was said

that one gold bissa equalled 500 crowns, in whi case 100,000 must equal 50 million crowns.

7  ese mountains (our author perhaps copied Pinto) have not been traced. ey evidently refer to

ranges lying between Burma and. Siam. Pinto, in describing the Burman ambassador’s address to the

Calammham, makes him claim for his master lordship of the “precious stones in the mountains of

Faleu, Jatir, and Pontau”; the last appears to be the same as Pondaleu [Pinto, Chap. CLXIV (355)].

at the Pondaleu mountains were recognized as Siamese is shown by Pinto’s statement that the

King of Ava was allowed to recruit the warlike Moens (i. e. Mons) in these hills “by the permission of

the Siammon, Emperor of that monary” [ibid., Chap. CLVII (328)].

8  e text shows that the Siamese Court was temporarily (entonces) in residence at this city. is

appears to be the same as Sommonacadon mentioned by du Halde (Histoire générale de la Chine,

1877–80, Chap. V, n. 53). He says that Sommonacadon is the Siamese god, a form of Buddha, called

by the Peguans Sammana-khut-amma or the “passionless one”, another name being Prah-bin-tchao [=

Pra-bin-tchao], “the saint who is the Lord e Siamese King seems to have been visiting this shrine.

Where this place was is unknown, but Sukhotai or Sukhodaya (16° 55′ N.–99° 50′ E.) has been

suggested, as it was an important Siamese town in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. See also

Samboc, Map, p. 233.

Mendez Pinto also, in describing the god iay Nivandel, says that this deity was specially revered

above all other Mons and Siamese gods. He then continues, “in the city of Sorocatan, renowned

amongst those of this Empire (i. e. Calaminham), aer 500,000 men had been slain all these gods were

captured” [ibid., Chap. CLXII (345)]. No clue to the whereabouts of this city and shrine has been

traced. e name is certainly a corruption of S’ramana Gautama, “the ascetic Gautama”, as Hamilton

(East Indies in Pinkerton, viii. 426) speaks of the Burmese “god” called Somma Guddom. See Hobson-

Jobson, s. v. Gautama.

9  “us I desire, thus I command, my will abides no reasoning.” Correctly Hoc volo, sic iubeo, sit

pro ratione voluntas (Juvenal).

10   is place has not been traced. Pinto mentions a Tinlau whi the Emperor of Calaminham’s

second son used to govern [Chap. CLVIII. (331)]. Pontau, as in Pinto’s account, stands for Pondaleu

apparently (see n. 7).

11  is deity is the God of Bales. Pinto oen refers to him and uses the same expression, “iay

Nivandel, god of the bales of the field of Vitau” [Pinto, Chaps. CXLIX, CLV, CLXII (299, 321, 345)].

Faria y Sousa, who refers to Nivandel, gets it from Pinto. Nothing is known about this deity. Mr. San

Shwe-bhu suggests that it is some form of Nilmādhara Vishnu. is deity was worshipped at

Sikikhetra, a place whi once stood near the present town of Prom. e field of Vitau he cannot

explain. It can scarcely be Marco Polo’s “Voan” legendized (Marco Polo, ii. 101)? For iay see

Chap. XIX, n. 2; it means god, lord, or a temple.

12  A Javanese word for the knife carried in those parts. See Hobson-Jobson, s. v. Crease.

13  at is, the Smim of Taungu. See Chap. XXI, n. 16. In Siamese Samien is a secretary and Saming

a Peguan title of dignity (Pallegoix, Dict. Thai). Pinto also mentions the Xemim-brun, who is styled

the “marshal of the camp”. Cogan’s version of the Xemimbrun of Singilapau City is an error; the

original has “Xemindu” [Pinto, Chap. CLXII (342)].

14    is refers to Hannibal and the legend of his dissolving the Alps with vinegar (“Bacus’

corrupted liquor”). In 193 B. C. Hannibal was forced to fly from Carthage and took refuge with

Antious III of Syria. He then urged, but in vain, the need for carrying war into Roman territory. He



took poison (183 B. C.) to avoid being handed over to the Romans. Carthage was founded by selers

from Tyre, hence the allusion to the origin of the Senate.

15    We meet with these people in Faria y Sousa, who says that Ava was defended “by 20,000

Moenes, a very valiant race” (vol. iii, Pt. IV, Chap. IV [Stevens, iii. 353, but misprinted as “Moors”]).

Pinto also refers to them, and says in one place that they came from the Pondaleu mountains, where

the Ava King was recruiting with the permission of the King of Siam. Cogan’s translation calls them

Mons; the original, however, has Moenes [Pinto, Chap. CLVII. (328)]. Garnier (Voyages, p. 404) has an

illustration entitled “Mons ou Pégouans e Imperial Gazetteer of India (xxiii. 207) says the present

Talaings are the remnant of the Mon or Peguan racc, whi from the beginnings of Burmese history

peopled the southern portion of Burma, and was in constant opposition to the kingdoms of Prome,

Pagan, and Taungu. ey are the same sto as the Was, Palaungs, and Riangs of the Shān States, the

Khmers of Cambodia, and the Hkamuks of Siam. ey are now numerous only near the mouths of

the Irawadi, Salwin, and Siang rivers. ey have their own tongue of Mon-Anam origin, whi is

giving way to Burmese. It is clear, however, from Manrique and Pinto, that the Mons referred to were

hillmen. See Sco (Burma, p. 16), who points out that the Mons or Mon-Khmers are now represented

by the Talaings, Cambodians, Khasias of Assam, the Wa (Lawa of Siamese and Burmese), the

Palaungs, and scaered communities of Hka-Muk, Hka-Met, Hka-Bit, and Hka-Hot, with perhaps the

Javanese Dyaks of Borneo and others.

16    For Gueos see n. 4 above. e term Laos was applied by the Portuguese to the tribes on the

Burmese and Siamese frontier. ey are the present Shāns, who belong to the same sto as the

Siamese, and the people of Chiammay or Chiengmai, the Zimmé of the Burmese, lying about 150

miles west of Taungu and 60 beyond our frontier, whi was at one time their ief centre. ey are

referred to almost always in conjunction with the Gueos and Mons as noted warriors from the hills.

Faria y Sousa and Pinto constantly refer to them.

17    In Mundy’s Travels (iii. 121–4 and illustration) we have a similar description: “en came a

squadron of Elephans with certaine things like lile low turres on their baes. … e first ran of

elephans (they going by 4 in a rane) had ea of them 2 grea swords or rather long Iron Sithes

Fastned to their tuskes.” Manrique says they had these in their trunks, not fastened to their tusks.

Varthema says the same: “ey fasten to the trunk a sword two braccia long as thi and wide as the

hand of a man.” is was in Vizayanagar (Varthema, p. 127). Elephants were used in war from early

time. Poros employed them unsuccessfully against Alexander on the Hydaspes in 326 B. C.

(McCrindle, Invasion by Alexander, p. 106). War elephants are mentioned in the apocryphal book of

Maccabees (1 Macc. vi. 37), where 32 soldiers besides the mahaut (the “Indian”) are said to have been

carried on one beast. is, in view of the necessity for room to use a bow and arrow, seems impossible.

Souten says they used elephants with “small towers fastened on their bas, in whi three or four

men could sit armed with arrows and javelins: sometimes a small swivel-gun was carried” (Voyages,

ii. 201).



CHAPTER XXV

In which are given the remaining vicissitudes of the Battle and of the white

Elephant: and records the entry of the Magh King into Tangu, with all

that took place until he retired.

[137/1] THE unhappy Bramas pursued their way sadly and sorrowfully,

some grieving for their own losses, others for their own and those of their

companions, while all lamented the loss of their King. eir deep groans

proved the hold he had on their hearts [137/2], an affection due to that

excellent King’s goodness, whi made him beloved by all his subjects. As

the divine Plato1 teaes us, an ideal ruler must give all his love and

affection to the State, place his will in the hands of the Gods, his secrets with

his confidants, and devote his days to work, and thus, by his sharing himself

amongst all, all will unite themselves with him. Only in su frank

relationships [138/1] of reciprocal affection between ruler and ruled can the

safety of Kings and Kingdoms be secured, according to the wise Periander.2

Su must have been the relationships between the Brama Monar and his

subjects, since all felt his loss.

Leaving these men to their sorrow let us turn to the Siamese army, whi

took full advantage of the silent peacefulness of that night to recruit their

wearied limbs. Streted out under the influence of Morpheus, they were

lifelike representations of death. When the shades of night had passed and,

with the first streaks of day-announcing dawn, they opened the fast-closed

curtains of their eyes and admied light, they saw that the enemies’ camp

was occupied, but by the bodies of those who had been enemies, and was

deserted by those who still were su. ey then understood that the enemy

had retreated, and informed the Siammom,3 who called a council of war and

ordered that a muster should be taken of those who had survived the fight.

ey found that there were still three lakhs of men who could bear arms and

five thousand elephants surviving. He considered that the fleeing enemy

would be so disordered that it would be easy for him to complete the rout.



He therefore ordered his men to proceed in hot pursuit, sending a few

light troops on ahead to harass and hold up the enemy’s rear-guard. ese

troops came across some Brama [138/2] forces whi, owing to their

wounded and almost wholly crippled condition, had been unable to keep up

with the main body. From these men the Siammom learnt that the retreat

was caused by the loss of the King. is information stimulated him with yet

stronger desires, although, in view of his late poor success, they should have

been lessened, particularly since he had been instrumental, through the cruel

Parca4 of his caprices, in severing the thread of life of so many human

beings. But what direful success or number of violent deaths ever served to

lessen or mitigate the desires of an ambitious Prince? How insatiable is the

thirst of the sufferer from su a dropsy; a thirst whi all the waters of the

Ocean, were they not bier even, could never quen.

Full of this desire he caught up the enemy and commenced a second

bale. e Bramas, seeing that it was impossible to escape, did not refuse the

encounter, but driven to desperation by their heavy losses and filled with a

fierce unquenable fury, determined to barter their lives against those of

the Siamese, like good traders, at the highest price they could. And so high

was the price that the Siammom barely escaped with sixty thousand men,

with whom he retreated with few possessions and bere of all arrogance to

his own country. e Bramas were le complete masters of the field, but

with the loss of their King and of eight hundred and sixty thousand men out

of the million with whi they started out [139/1]. Yet, notwithstanding their

wounds and weariness, they would still have pursued the enemy had they

not been prevented by the immense ries they found in the rival camp.

ese ries cooled their ardour, that ardour whi had made them

disregard life in hopes of vengeance, and risk them fearlessly in return for

eternal fame. But at the sight of this wealth now to their hands they were

ready to abandon fame in the hope of enjoying what they had just obtained.

e Bramas, therefore, loaded with ries and all the anxieties they entail,

abandoned all pursuit of the enemy and mared ba to the Capital of

Chaleu, where they were received with loud lamentations and cries of grief,

ea one mourning his own loss in accordance with its importance or

unimportance. But all joined in deploring the loss of their King, and so great



were the demonstrations of grief made that any aempt to describe them

would be contrary to the rule of brevity whi governs my account.

In all su demonstrations the faithful old courtier, who had been the

King’s guardian and teaer and loved him like a father, was ief mourner.

Next to him came he to whom Fate now granted the good fortune withheld

from him as second son. Besides this general mourning, magnificent funeral

ceremonies were carried out [139/2] in accordance with their pagan rites. On

their conclusion the Minister summoned the General Assembly, in whi

allegiance was sworn to the brother of the late King or Rapto,5 as they style

him, as the rightful heir to the monary of Brama.

e new King ruled thirty-six years, the Siammom aaing him seven

times on the old claim to that elephantine beast.

In these contests success, as is usual in su cases, varied, Fortune

sometimes favouring one side and sometimes the other. But in either event

the Enemy of mankind obtained a magnificent tribute of Barbarian souls,

condemned as they were by their infidelity to the Divine Creator to pass

into the Tartarian regions6 and realms of sorrow, there to suffer eternal pains

for the faith they placed in their iniquitous and evil Gods.

In the ups and downs of these wars, certain defeats whi they

experienced influenced the Bramas to secure, as far as possible, their

possession of the White Elephant. ey therefore sent it away to Tangu, and

it lived there for sixty-eight years, up to the time in whi the Portuguese

entered Pegu. e Portuguese supported the Maghs in these wars with the

Bramas, and one of the conditions and compacts made was that the Magh

King should make over all the gold and silver lying in the Tangu treasury,

with the proviso that [140/1] he should retain the White Elephant and the

Chanequas, to whi I have already referred above, these two possessions

having received their surname from the city of Tangu, whence they came.

is pact was agreed to between the Magh King and the Portuguese, who at

once proceeded to satisfy their desires by force of arms. And though this

satisfaction was embiered by the blood shed in aaining it, they solaced

themselves with the idea that their losses would be amply compensated by

the abundance of the precious metals whi Fortune denies to so many—

those ries for whi covetous man is prepared to sacrifice not merely this

transitory life but even eternal happiness. On this occasion the Portuguese



stood to lose both, as do all who conquer others without provocation; for

unjust conquest is merely another name for robbery, as is the seizure of

another’s belongings only sheer tyranny.

Undeterred by su trifling considerations as these, the Portuguese and

Maghs entered Tangu City and there found su immense wealth that it

could have satisfied even their cupidity, had they not allowed it to dominate

them. But to those really in the grip of this disease not all the ries whi

the world has produced, does or will produce, can satisfy. Hence they proved

insufficient for this army of different nationalities, of whom most were

lawless and wholly devoid of true knowledge of the Divine Law-giver

[140/2]. To su the thirty millions in gold, at whi this treasure was rated,

proved inadequate, though irrespective of all that had been concealed or lost

in burning houses: and su was the insatiable cupidity whi influenced

them that they slew ea other for a few crowns. At length the sa of the

unhappy city came to an end. But we may be certain that even this did not

put an end to their cupidity, as every one wished to increase what he already

had, as is shown by the fact that almost the whole army rebelled and

demanded increased pay from the Magh King. He, on his side, ignoring their

insolent behaviour, pacified them, as he could not do without them, by

ordering that they should receive the augmented pay they demanded. When

he had seled this he sent for the seven hundred and ten Portuguese who

had survived the aa on the town, and had also made no demands and

had not joined the army in its murmuring. When they were assembled he

said to them, “Brave Portuguese, sons of the Sun, I shall not dilate on your

valour, whi is too well known and of whi I have su experience that it

would be superfluous to do so. I well know that I took Tangu and obtained

the precious Chanequas through your bravery; and this valour I have also to

thank for my possession of the White Elephant, whi in my eyes is of

greater value than all the Kingdoms of the world. Still, if it was to have cost

the lives of ninety Portuguese, I will not say, as I do not wish to deceive you,

that I should have abandoned the enterprise, though I should have done all

[141/1] I could to minimize loss of life. And I swear to you in the name of

iay Nivandel, God of the Bales of the field of Vitau, that could I redeem

those lives by giving my own life-blood, I would do so. But this we may set

aside as beyond the bounds of possibility. I will say, however, beloved

brothers, that while I have up to this day admired you as a valorous and



great people and held friendly feelings towards you, now, aer this luy

day, when your ardour and skill aieved an entrance into the city and its

surrender, I feel towards you the affection of a brother or parent. Moreover I

recognize, besides that well-known valour, your extraordinary moderation

in leing su an opportunity for acquiring wealth pass unheeded, sought

aer as it is by so many but found by so few. But I am well aware that your

abstention was due to your punctual observance of the agreement with me.

You have given full proof of your good faith in this, and it now behoves me,

on my part, to act similarly, and prove that the reliance you have placed on

my royal word was not placed in vain.”

e King then sent for those who had arge of the treasures whi had

escaped the vengeance of the aaers and ordered them to produce lists of

the treasures, and had them made over to the Portuguese so that they might

know what had been purased at the cost of their companions’ lives, who,

being less fortunate than they were, had lost what they set out to gain.

But the Lusitanian soldiers [141/2] refused these lists, leaving all

recompense to the generosity of His Highness.

Upon this the King le his Royal throne and joining the soldiers went with

them to the houses in whi the treasure was secured. ey entered them

and found su an immense store of ries that I dare not describe it as I

found it wrien, since I am convinced that certain cautious and ingenious

folk, disbelieving that there could be more wealth in the world than they

had themselves seen, on reading this account of su vast ries, statues in

gold and silver, vessels, lamps, vases, ewers, beds, precious stones, and untold

coins, would either become wild with envy or be driven to despair by their

own poverty, should they come to believe in su wealth. It is hence beer

to leave them in error, but I must remark in the words of the divine

Chrysostom,

Ad nullam rem tam cupidum est humanum genus, quam ad ignorata

cognoscenda.7

So I will omit what is recorded in the Brama ronicles and only note

what I myself saw. Now I must ask the curious Reader to hark ba to

Chapter XXI, where I treated of the city of Arracan and the house known as

“the House of gold”, and of the Chanequas, statues, flasks, ewers, and other



like articles. All these were, on this occasion, transported to Arracan by the

Magh King for use [142/1] together with the White Elephant.

e Lusitanians and the Magh King must have thought seriously when

they found themselves masters of su wealth, No doubt in their ecstasy on

seeing su wealth, desire strove to overcome Reason. But Reason had

planted su firm roots in the heart of that generous King, that she would

not be overcome by cupidity. So he made up his mind and told the

Portuguese all this wealth, except the jewels, was theirs, as indeed it had

been gained by the valour of their arms, and they were at liberty to dispose

of it as they wished. He only made this stipulation, that since the statues of

the gods had no value to them, beyond that of the metal from whi they

were made, he would redeem these by weight.

e Portuguese prudently replied that they released His Highness from all

the obligations his plighted word implied, and that all, without exception,

agreed to place those ries in his royal hands, and they would accept

whatever he ose to give them.

e pagan King was astonished at su generous action on the part of

soldiers, and those too of a nation whi sinned in extravagance and waste

rather than in miserliness.

I myself should be astonished and look upon them as madmen did I not

understand that their generosity [142/2] on this occasion proceeded from

fear; for they would be well aware from their knowledge and experience of

the nature of those people, of the misfortunes whi would befall them if

they acquired that treasure, the more so in view of their distance from the

sea, swallowed up in the very heart of those immense regions. is is a

policy whi the earliest Augustinian Brethren to pass into East India long

ago grasped as the best to adhere to. Not one of them, when establishing

selements in pagan Gentile and Maumetan countries, would ever accept

money from the Lords of the soil on whi they seled. In some parts, even

aer leave to build had been given, they used to purase the sites. is

excellent policy has been maintained up to the present day, with the same

scrupulous care in view of certain examples past and present.8

For certain Brethren, who follow a different course, seem to believe that

spiritual ends are best served by increase of temporal advantages, in direct

contradistinction to the views of those who hold that, in order to increase the



spread of spiritual things in infidel and sismatic lands, it is essential to live

independent of pecuniary assistance from the Lords of the soil. For, as a rule,

these Lords never grant concessions to religious Orders unless they consider

some advantage will be derived from it, either through an influx of Christian

trade or for some special reason, but in any case merely for personal gain of

some kind or other [143/1]. If they find these advantages are not

forthcoming, they seek for opportunities of evading those grants whi they

had made merely in a spirit of covetousness. ose early sons of St.

Augustin, who well merit the name of eremites, fully understood this and

would never accept any pecuniary aid in su countries. us in Bengala

during the time of the Emperor Zia-Yangier,9 or as the Portuguese called

him, Janguir, the great Mogol, they wished to make us grants of some ri

land in the district of Satagan, but the Brethren would have nothing to do

with them.

In Persia when the great Sufi Xa-Habas10 held the rule in that monary,

in Arracan when Xalamixa held the sceptre of those states, we were granted

Bilatas11 or rent lands in the Saccasalā district. Moreover in 1634 in the reign

of Sodromaxa, nephew of Xalamixa, when I visited Arracan a second time12

that ruler stopped my departure from Dianga, refusing me permission to

leave his Court, begging me to sele down there. In order to influence me

he fixed a monthly allowance of seventy rupees for me, equal, as I have

already remarked, to thirty pesos of our currency, adding to this twenty

basketfuls of rice and as many more of salt, with twenty Mangoenes to wait

upon me. All this was confirmed to me by a Royal formon whi he sent

and begged me to accept and have personally registered so that these

benefits [143/2] should at once accrue. But this it did not seem to me right to

do, in order not to act contrary to the most excellent precept laid down by

the Superiors in our Province of Portugal for the conservation and

maintenance of the Residencies and Missionary establishments whi we

possessed in various infidel countries.

But to return to our history. e Portuguese, as I have said, decided not to

accept those treasures, except su as were actually presented to them by

the Magh King, well knowing that this was the best means of preserving the

most important treasure of all, to wit their lives. All adhered firmly to this



resolution, on whi the King decided to give them all the gold and silver

that had been kept to make jewellery. is rendered them all very ri.

When His Majesty asked them if they were satisfied, they answered that this

wealth would stand far higher in their opinion if it were accompanied with

permission to return to enjoy it in their beloved home, adding that many of

them were married and already possessed the fruit expected from holy

matrimony, whi toued them nearly, and that without this permission all

the joy and pleasure whi those ries could confer would be converted

into bier recollections by the dear gis they had le behind, while those

who laed these particular incentives to return yet possessed those whi

are born with every mortal. e King replied [144/1] to this petition by

stating that he would at once give the required permission, as he could not

well refuse their liberty to those whom he looked on as his brothers. Now,

seeing how they had accompanied him through the greatest trials whi

Nature could exhibit, and had passed through them safely, he begged them

to follow him to the city of Siriam,13 a maritime city in the kingdom of

Pegu, and aer that, since there were no vessels plying thence, to accompany

him to Arracan. It is easy to understand how readily the Portuguese accepted

the proposals of one in whom all their hopes were centred.

As the Magh Monar was completing these arrangements and others

whi concerned the preservation of the booty, he heard that the Bramas

were preparing, in all haste, to aa him with a large force of men and

elephants, and so he retired into his own dominions with the treasure he had

secured and the elephantine beast, his principal trophy, whi was believed

by these Barbarian nations to be the son of the Moon. e misguided King

was as proud and puffed up by this possession as it was possible to be,

believing that in obtaining it Fortune had bestowed on him the most

precious gi in her power. is high estimate is beyond doubt, in view of the

fact that, irrespective of the false worship, a fortune was devoted to the

adornment and service of that beast, the Devil’s instrument for winning his

greatest successes among those idolaters.

I myself saw in Arracan the adornment and service used towards the

elephant;14 hence I can speak as an eyewitness to the fact [144/2] that this

animal was treated with su consideration, that when he went out on an

ordinary occasion even, as in springtime, to take his bath in a particular tank,



he proceeded there beneath a white canopy, embroidered with the insignia

of royalty, musical instruments playing before him. Behind came numerous

aendants with great golden water- heaters, ewers, scrapers, and other

implements connected with the bath, all of the finest gold.

is White Elephant also sallied forth in procession on certain feast days

dedicated to his Idols. On su occasions he was adorned with a coat of the

finest crimson velvet, edged with gold and embroidered with fair-sized

pearls. It was kept in place by a gold ain, formed of heavy links whi

passed over the centre. In front this coat was fastened across by a

magnificent gold clasp of moderate size, like a large flat plate, studded with

diamonds and rubies of immense value.

is fell over his est and formed a splendid specimen of embossed

work. His curved, gleaming tusks were wholly covered, except for the

necessary spaces le to show the glistening ivory, by encircling golden bands

set with precious stones whi, with their many colours, served as

enamelling to the metal whi all polite nations hold in su high estimation.

is ornamentation contrasted well with the white ivory.

All these ries, as well as many others [145/1] mentioned by the Brama

and Magh authors, but whi I never saw, were held by the Magh Monar

as of no value in comparison with the White Elephant. e King reaed

Siriam with the Elephant, the precious Chanequas, and other treasures. Here

the Portuguese found ships sailing for India, but few took advantage of

these, according to the Magh historian. For when they knew that they had

full liberty to depart, this permission alone was sufficient to cause them to

desist from doing that whi they could not have done so long as it was

prohibited. But seing aside this perhaps natural explanation, my own view,

based on experience, is that what really kept them ba, was not the result

of possessing what they had so long desired, but rather the wish not to lose

what they enjoyed in this congenial country, in whi every material

pleasure and delight in this life was freely at their disposal.

ese were the real ains whi bound the strongest activities even of

their wills. So ready were they to relinquish what they should have desired

that they accompanied His Highness, who embarking in the fleet whi was

awaiting him sailed at once up wide, swily flowing streams to Arracan. He

reaed that place prosperously and safely, and leaving the young Elephant-

god in a tent outside the city, entered in triumph with the greatest pomp and



circumstance that Court had ever seen. [145/2] All the idols of gold, silver,

and bronze, and most of the treasures whi Fortune had bestowed upon

him at Tangu, were carried in procession before him and so increased his

grandeur.

When this reception and triumph were over, those usual signs of victories

gained, the King proceeded to increase their pleasure by the reception of the

White Elephant. For this purpose all the streets along whi he was to pass

were adorned with ares and many other magnificent and astonishing

manifestations of joy, whi, if the accounts of these historians are correct,

could not be surpassed by the foremost countries of the civilized world. But

since the Devil was the originator of this work, whi was to redound to his

honour, he misled the hearts of that blind Barbarian following, under the

pretext of religious devotion, into making every possible demonstration. But

in doing this they but offended their Divine Creator the more, and gave Him

stronger reasons than ever for visiting them with His just and most rigorous

punishment. Su is the fatal end to whi the Devil leads those whom he

deceives. May God, in His infinite mercy, grant true knowledge to these

unbelievers, and also to us, even though we know his wiles, grace not to fall

into them.

SIAMMOM (Note 3, p. 264).

In Chaps. XXIII and XXIV Manrique uses various expressions in regard to

Siam, viz. Siammes o Gueos, of the people; Emperador del Siammom, el

Siammom, Monarca Siammom, where Siammom is the country, and also the

Emperor. Emperador Siamme, Siamme embaxador, Corte Siame, are also met

with.

e Abbate Tosi, in quoting Manrique, says that evidently Siam and

Siammom are distinct localities; he says Siammom is described as a

mountainous country, while Siam is a level plain, and also that the capital is

said to be Subocatan and not Ioudia (Ayuthia); that Siammom is said to be

the land of the Gueos, and that this name was never applied to Siam, while

the Meones (Mons) of Siammom were the warlike people in the Pondaleu,

Jatir, and Faleu ranges, the Siamese, it is well known, being unwarlike (Tosi,

L’India Orientale, ii. 14, ed. 1676). Faria y Sousa (pp. 183–5), quoting Mendez

Pinto, says Siam contains various races, and “some are absolute barbarians



living on human flesh, as are the Gueos, who burn all their bodies with hot

irons for adornment”, referring, perhaps, to taooing. e capital he gives as

Hudia (Ayuthia). Federici (Viaggio, p. 84) calls this country Sion, and

Baltasar Sequira calls it by the same name (Purase, Pilgrims, x. 205), as

does Linsoten (Voyage, i. 122), who also refers to Siam (i. 101) both as a

country and town. Pinto uses various terms, Siamees, Siames, for the people

[Chaps. CL, CLI. (303–9)], Siammom for the Emperor of Siam [Chap. CLIII.

(317)], as also Rey de Siam [Chap. CLXXXI. (399)]. See Hobson-Jobson, s. v.

Siam.

Notes

1  is refers to the Republic.

2   He was Tyrant at Corinth (625–585 B. C.). He was generally reoned among the seven sages,

but his primarily beneficent rule became oppressive later on.

3  See note at end of apter.

4  e Parcae (Greek, Moirae) were the Fates: Clotho, the spinning-fate; Laesis, who assigns ea

man his lot; and Atropos, the fate no one can avoid, and it is she who severs the thread of life and

who is here referred to.

5  is word has not been traced. Mr. Harvey says, “Is it yuvrāja, corrupted in transcription?”

6   Tartarus is a place mentioned in the Iliad as being as far below Hades as Heaven is above the

Earth. Later poets describe it as the place where the souls of the wied are punished.

7    “ere is naught mankind so longs to know as the unknown.” John Chrysostom (“Golden

mouth”) was Arbishop of Constantinople (c. 344–407). He denounced the vices of the Court

fearlessly, and was exiled by the Empress Eudoxia.

8  See Chap. V, n. 29.

9    e Mughal Emperor Jahāngīr (1605–27). Sātagan, Sāfgaon, or Sātganw was at one time a

flourishing port on the right bank of the Hūglī river, 30 miles above Calcua. e Ain-i-Akbari

mentions it as a place frequented by elephants. It also states that its early name was Bulghak-khanah

or the “home of revolt” (Blomann, Ain, i. 122–331). e Portuguese called it Porto Pequeno, the

“lesser Port”. See Hobson-Jobson, s. v. Satigam.

10  e Persian King Shāh ’Abbās I (1588–1629). e leer “x” always stands for “sh” in Manrique

and other early writers. He was the seventh King of the Safawī dynasty. He succeeded at 16 years of

age during his father’s life time, and made Ispahān the Persian capital. In 1622, conjointly with the

English, he took Ormuz from the Portuguese. Contemporary with Akbar and Jahāngīr, he died on 8th

January 1629. See Blomann, Ain, i. 445, 453.

11  is, the Arabic word Vilayat, meaning a country, government, district, and later estate. It is in

common parlance used for Europe, whence tilāyati-pāni, soda (“European”) water. For Saccasalā, see

Chap. XI, n. 5.

12   His first visit was made in August 1630 (Chap. XVIII). He le in January 1631 (Chap. XXVI)

and returned in 1634, again leaving in 1635 (Chap. XXXV). See introductory note on Chronology.

13   at is Syriam, a place on the Pegu river six miles east of Rangoon. See Hobson-Jobson, s. v.

Syriam. ere was an English factory here in the seventeenth century.



14  Of the origin of the cult of the White Elephant in Burma and Siam nothing really definite is

known, but most probably it arose from Buddha having undergone incarnation in this form (Hardy,

Manual of Buddhism, p. 100; Harvey, Burma, pp. 274, 362. Its being a “son of the Moon” appears to be

an invention of our author). e animals are not really white in colour, it is sufficient for them to bear

white marks. “Shwe Yoe” describes the “White Elephant” as usually of a pale mouse colour, with

white spots on the trunk. e sacred elephant should also have five instead of four nails on the ba

feet. e supreme test is this, that the elephant should turn a red colour when water is thrown on

him. e writer says the elephant in his day (whi bad passed this water test) was quite bla. He

had the usual golden utensils and was treated royally, as described by Manrique (Shwe Yoe, The

Burman, ii. 211). Many authors mention the White Elephant’s magnificent stable, gold plate, lavish

trappings, and retinue as maintained both in Siam and Burma, See Harvey, Burma, p. 361, “White

Elephant”.



CHAPTER XXVI

How I again left Arracan for the City of Dianga.

[146/1] Now that I have described the origin and reason for the cult of the

White Elephant, as well as given an account of the religion, rites, and

ceremonies of those nations whose continuance in idolatry ever renews our

recollection of the first famous idolater Nembrot,1 I must hark ba to the

city of Arracan.

As soon as the royal dispates were received, whi were necessary for

the preservation and spread of Christianity in the province of Chatigān, I

took leave of His Highness and le for Dianga, the local centre of

Christianity, where we had a Residency, taking with me the formon bearing

the Royal seal.

As my departure took place in January, the height of the dry season2 in

those parts, I went by sea, and reaed Dianga, by God’s Divine grace, a few

days later. Aer transacting certain business there, both spiritual and

temporal, in whi my presence was required, I went straight on to Ramu,

the ief town in this District, and the usual seat of the Viceroy in arge. As

soon [146/2] as I arrived I presented the dispates I had brought from

Arracan, as it was necessary to pass them through the State Chancellery

there to make them valid. e most important and principal dispat I had

brought with me was an authority granted me by the Magh King, by whi I

was permied to collect all the Christians living in different parts of the

Kingdom and sele them in villages of Angaracale, three leagues from

Dianga, erecting a Chur there. Now the majority of these Christians were

poor Indians, fugitives from India and other Portuguese possessions, who all

lived under the protection of certain Noblemen whom they looked on as

their patrons, and, when occasion required, they used to accompany them

with their muskets, receiving material support from them in return for this,

mu to their spiritual harm, in that they lived far from communication with

True Believers and also formed connexions with pagan women, living with

them as if actually married to them by Catholic rites. To get the laer to



come to the selement was extremely difficult [147/1] owing to the women

with whom they were living. us, through them, did the Devil set his nets

in these regions, on seeing souls being enticed away from his flo, souls

whi he looked on as his own, and nourished by his ministers on the ri

pasturage of heathen vice, reducing them to a state in whi the total loss of

their souls was to be feared. For if the divine Paul has said:

Per mulierem fidelem sanctificabitur vir infidelis

it might well be said that,

Per mulierem infidelem condemnabitur vir fidelis,3

Hence I was determined to interview all of them and had them summoned

by some Indian Christians, who had accompanied me. ough this meant

delaying the conclusion of the affair somewhat, it was necessary to act

deliberately, leing them take their own time, rather than employ more

rigorous methods, by sending out corones4 to fet them, that is the

catpolls of those parts, similar to the sbirri of Italy. For, although these

men would bring them in at once, yet to have employed one of these police

would have been the same thing as sending out a legion of devils, or worse

even, as devils would flee when confronted with the most sacred emblem of

our redemption, while a catpoll would only leave aer doing all the evil

he could.

At length the Christians arrived to the number of ninety- seven. I

informed them of the orders I had obtained, and impressed upon them the

mercy God had shown them in so influencing the heart [147/2] of an infidel

king, that without demur he gave me leave to remove them from the

infernal quagmire in whi they were engulfed, led astray by the Devil, in

order to bring them ba into the fold of the faithful.

ey replied that although they were Christians and they lived among

heathens, yet they were ready and anxious to adhere to the religion whi

they had sworn to follow at holy baptism, and that they fully appreciated

how essential it was for them to live in the place I had pointed out, in order

that they might the beer follow the faith. But they said that they were very

poor and could barely maintain themselves, this great poverty having



compelled most of them to form connexions with the women of the country,

by whom many of them had ildren. Moreover, even if these women were,

aer marrying them, to become Christians, it would still be very difficult to

get them to leave their own homes.

I said, in reply, that I had long ago foreseen all these difficulties, but that

these, and any more whi the Enemy of our souls might invent, could be

surmounted with divine support, as that could never fail, if we carried out

our part in the seme. I therefore urged them strongly not to lose heart, for

as regards the first difficulty, that of poverty, whi they had mentioned, that

I would take on my own shoulders, both in respect to the provision of

houses, and of clothes [148/1] for their wives and ildren. Moreover, I

would be responsible also for their maintenance and that of their wives and

ildren for a month aer their arrival at the port of Angaracale. During this

period they would have sufficient time to arrange a method of livelihood, as

other topazes5 do (this name of topaz is applied by the Portuguese of those

parts to Indians and half-castes who are Christians). But, inasmu as I, their

pastor, however unworthy, had undertaken to carry out these arrangements,

as well in the service of God as for the good of their souls, they, in their turn,

must do their utmost to persuade those women with whom they were living

to forsake their false gods and the errors of Heathenism to embrace and

follow the truths of Catholicism; and, if they proved recalcitrant, they must

warn them that they would be abandoned, as their own religion forbade

cohabitation with heathens, and so they must understand that it was a seled

fact, that I would in no case permit them to live as they were doing. If

former Priests had let this pass it was merely because they held no formon

whi gave them power to insist upon its enforcement when necessary, but

now that, through God’s mercy, this obstacle had been removed, I could not,

in good conscience, permit its being disregarded, since as their pastor and

guide [148/2] I was responsible to the Divine Shepherd for their souls.

With this unequivocal reply I sent them away, all promising to do the

utmost within their power and to abandon the women if they were

unsuccessful, seeing that by not doing so they would suffer most as being in

dire peril of losing their souls.

As soon as this maer was seled I at once went ba to Dianga, telling

the Portuguese officers of the exact state of affairs and begging them, for the



love of God, to assist this pious work with alms, since it would redound

greatly to the honour of God and be a spiritual act towards their neighbours.

But the Portuguese being always ready to assist in works of piety, it is

unnecessary to urge them by words; the Divine Creator has endowed them

with a naturally pious temperament. Still, in addition to the private request, I

did make a public appeal in the first sermon I had occasion to give in the

Mother Chur. is resulted in a considerable subscription. With this money

I at once started the erection of houses, and as these are usually built of

bambus, called Bansa6 by the inhabitants, and thated with straw, in less

than two months they did all that was required. Meanwhile I was informed

that some of those who were to live in them were preparing to come, and

were waiting for me to send boats to bring them. [149/1] Others were

hanging ba, mainly owing to the repugnance whi the women felt and

the objection they evinced in proceeding to other parts, to experience the

usual physical effects on the human being when called upon to ange

climate and water,7 and also, what toued them closest, separation from

relatives and friends. To remove these difficulties it seemed to me desirable

to send one of their own sex to them, who could convince them and rouse

them to action. I sent for a Sister of ours, a member of the Girdle, by name

Monica de la Cruz, a native of the country, a most virtuous woman and of

high repute for her blameless life, and well versed in the foundations of our

sacred faith. She was to go with her husband to convert those women and

impress on them all they would gain by abandoning their false religion. is

devoted Christian woman said to me with tears in her eyes:

“Father, what merit do I, a wreted sinner, possess that I should be

osen as the instrument for this great work, I, who for twenty years lived in

a false faith, taught me by our Priests, while it is only twelve years since I

was baptized into the true faith of Christ? Indeed I have progressed so lile

in this faith and am so unmindful of God’s grace to me, that I hold myself an

ingrate more fied to receive punishment than mercy.”

is handmaid of God said this to me with tears streaming from her eyes

[149/2] or, as we ought rather to say, precious pearls formed from the dew of

heavenly love in the warm glowing matrix of her heart, far more precious

than all the pearls whi the powers of heaven give birth to in the seas of

the Orient. I confess that at the sight of her tears I was not only edified but



confused, in considering how mu this good Indian woman had done to

please God and how lile I was doing: she, born in the midst of heathenism,

and I in the midst of Christianity; she, absorbing pagan heresies with her

mother’s milk, and I who had drunk in the truths of Catholicism; she,

educating and instructing herself amidst the evil, sensual tenets of her faith,

and I myself amidst the most sacred tenets of the Divine Law; she, dwelling

for twenty- nine years under the heavy yoke of heathen precepts, and I so

many beneath the gentle yoke of Evangelical teaing; she, finally, living in

a worldly home exposed to all the perils of su a life, and I, as a Brother in

our Lord’s house, fully shielded from su dangers, but yet more negligent

than she was, striving so lile as I did to aain perfection. erefore was I

ashamed when I considered the beauty and purity of soul beneath that dark

skin and how the Divine Lover [150/1] must be enamoured of her to have

endowed her with so mu of His spirit. is servant of God and faithful

tiller in His garden agreed to accede to my request in order to carry on the

propagation of our Lord’s word in the souls of those Heathen women. And

as I was convinced that God would draw these souls, now the Devil’s

through heathenism, to Himself through this servant of His, I meanwhile

gave orders for the purase of clothes required to clothe these women and

their ildren in the style worn by the Faithful in those parts. When this was

done I at once commenced the erection of the Chur, dedicating it to the

“Virgin of the Liberation”,8 in reference to the liberation whi I was certain

the Divine Empress of heaven would obtain through Her only son for those

souls whi now laed it owing to the Devil’s mainations. Never are

those who place their trust in that heavenly Mediatrix deceived, for as

Mother of Hope She gives encouragement to all, that by reliance on Her

intercession we shall obtain a fiing answer to our well- founded trust in

Her, at that most just, triple, and unique tribunal. My reliance was not in

vain, for in seventeen days I saw our Sister Monica de la Cruz return with

two hundred and twenty-three persons, thus triumphing over the three

strongest enemies of our souls. She had saved them, by the might of our

Lord’s word, from the bonds of hell in whi they were entangled, some

from [150/2] la of the most essential aracteristics of our salvation, others

as already having lost this aracter by their deeds; finally, all were

maring under Lucifer’s banner to the abodes of eternal confusion, in whi



they would have paid, ea one of them, for their greatest and least offence,

by equivalent penalties.

As soon as these people had arrived and had been given the necessary

bodily sustenance, we proceeded at once to present them with what was of

yet greater importance, spiritual sustenance, instructing those who though

Christians were already lost, engulfed in sin, and on the point of being

shipwreed in the vast sea of unbelief. As they were on the point of sinking

it was necessary, if they were not to be wholly lost, to gather them in again

by the saving grace of confession, the second instrument of our salvation.

e rest, who wholly laed initiation into our faith and were incapable of

confession, were baptized aer being well instructed; those living with

women were righted by the yoke of holy matrimony. By these means our

common Enemy was defeated and our Lord vindicated.

Notes

1    Our Nimrod (Gen. x. 8), son of Cush, and the reputed founder of Babylon. Besides being a

mighty hunter he was the first tyrant. Here he is termed “primero idolatro” as the first founder of a

pagan kingdom. According to Muḥammadans he tried to murder Abraham by burning him.

2   e text has “en enero fuerça del verano”. is term “verano” (summer) was used to define the

dry season of the year as compared with “winter”, by whi term the early writers invariably denote

the rains. Linsoten has “e summer beginneth in September and continueth till the last of April,

and is alwaies clear sky and fair weather, without any or very lile raining” (Linschoten, i. 233). Of

course this does not apply to all India. e season for sailing commenced with “summer”. It was

January 1631 to whi Manrique refers.

3    “For the unbelieving husband is sanctified in the wife” (1 Cor. vii. 14). “e man who is a

believer will be damned through an unbelieving wife.”

4    See Chap. II, n. 9; Chap. XI, n. 7; Chap. XVII, n. 19. e word sbirri is from birro, whi is

defined as “an officer of the court who arrests evil-doers in connexion with justice”, bat it goes on to

say (and this is the common use of the word sbirri), “It is a synonym for rascal”. e English word

“catpoll” (originally meaning “ase-fowl”) had a similar derisive meaning.

5  See Chap. XX, n. 1. Manrique applies the term not only to those of mixed race but also to Indian

Christians. e expression in the original is “por este nombre llaman por aquellos partes los

Portugueses a los Indios y gente prieta (dark-coloured folk) que son Christianos”.

6   is is the usual word for a bamboo in northern India. It is cllrious that the familiar word

“bamboo” should be of su obscure derivation. See Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Yule’s earliest quotation is

from Garcia’s Coloquios of 1563.

7  e anging of “air and water” (āb-o-hawā) is always a most serlous maer to Orientals.

8  is was the first Augustinian ur erected here. e Dominicans had erected one in 1602, but

it was burnt down a month later. Cf. Josson, Mission, i. 60.



CHAPTER XXVII

In which the conversions made by the Augustinian Missionaries in the

Kingdoms of Arracan and the Empire of Pegu from the year 1621 to the

year 1634 are described.

[151/1] SINCE I am about to narrate the toils and struggles whi my

confrères of the Augustinian Brotherhood underwent, during thirteen years’

work of converting the heathen in the Kingdoms of Arracan and Pegu, I

must first give some account of the political status of these Kingdoms. I have

already described how these Kingdoms abut at Chatigān and Assaram1 on

the vast, powerful empire of the Great Mogol, who intends, as his

predecessors had proposed before him, to conquer them and thus become

possessed of the White Elephant and the valuable Chanequas of the Tangu,

on whi subjects I have already dilated at sufficient length; he also intended

to invade the wide dominions of Pegu, Siam, and Calamiña2 through them.

But the idolatrous Magh well understood the intentions of the Maumetan

Mogol, and like a wise porter took steps to secure the principal [151/2] doors

of his State, through whi that powerful foe could most easily enter. ese

roads lead from the landward side through the principalities of Tipara3 and

Assaram up to the city of Chatigān,4 a place of the first importance and the

master key to the whole Magh Empire. By sea also entry is very easy. e

enemy can sail with his fleet from the city of Daa (or Daca as the

Portuguese call it),5 or from one of the dry ports in the principality of

Bulva,6 and thus passing down the Ganges can, in six or eight days, easily

rea the island of Sogoldiva.7 Here, taking to the open sea and crossing the

gulf of Sundiva,8 about three leagues across, they rea the port of Patanga,9

lying upon a wide, swi river. en leaving the city of Dianga10 (a

Portuguese selement) on the right they can appear before Chatigān, as

indeed on various occasions, by one or other of these routes, did the



Nababos or Viceroys of Daca, Fatazangue and Abdul Nabi,11 actually come

in the past. e first of these entered from the sea and the laer [152/1] by

land, Xalamixa, the second12 of that name, being, at the time, ruler of the

Magh monary. Had it not, indeed, been for the seven hundred and fiy

Portuguese whom the Magh ruler had in his pay the Mogors would on both

occasions have seized Chatigān.

With the object of securing these two entrances the Magh kings decided

to always retain Portuguese in their service, granting the best of them the

rank of Captain and conferring on them Bilātas13, or revenue-producing

lands, on the understanding that they maintained a certain force of their

country-men and also Geliās. Geliās14 are very swi vessels whi are used

on the Ganges for fighting. ey are usually propelled by thirty-eight rowers

who live on the Bilātas or estates of those Captains, under the obligation of

serving whenever called upon. Besides this annual income they were

authorized to take their vessels into the principality of Bengala, whi

belonged to the Great Mogol. Here they would sa and destroy all the

villages and selements on the banks of the Ganges, to a distance of two or

three leagues up-stream, and besides removing all the most valuable things

they found, would also take captive any people with whom they came in

contact.15 is raiding was pronounced by the Provincial Council at Goa to

be just, since the Mogors were not only [152/2] invaders and tyrannical

usurpers but also enemies of Christianity. For they desired to extirpate it

wholly from the Orient, where there should be none but Mussuleymans,

followers of the precepts of the evil and false Alcoran. For they hold that

none but themselves are agreeable to God, whence they are called

Mussulamans or Mussuleymans, whi according to the interpretation of the

most learned expounders of their Alcoran means: Nos autem genus electum,

regale sacerdotium, gens sancta, populus acquisitionis.16

Steeped as they are in false doctrine, whenever they desire to show

warrant for their faith or to justify themselves before a Christian or a

Heathen, they say, swelling with pride and vanity, “I am a Mussulmane”; this

appears to these dogs ample justification. Su is the blindness of these

Barbarians that they style us Christians Caffares17 whi means, “A people



without faith”. So the Portuguese from the Magh country consistently make

war on these people, entering their territory in their fleets, with occasionally

a few Magh Geliās following in their wake.

ey usually made these general aas three or four times in the year,

irrespective of minor raids whi went on most of the year, so that during

the five years I spent in the Kingdom of Arracan, some eighteen thousand

people came to the ports of Dianga and Angaracale.

[153/1] Aer duly instructing them, I and Fathers Fray Manuel de la

Concepcion and Fray Diogo Coulam baptized eleven thousand four hundred

and seven persons. Previous to this, when Father Fray Domingos de la

Purificacion was Prior, his assistants for some time being Fathers Fray Ector

de los Angeles, Fray Augustin de Jesus, Fray Francisco de las Llagas, and

Fray Matheo, over twenty thousand persons entered these ports, of whom,

according to the baptismal registers, they baptized sixteen thousand and

ninety.18 In addition to the conversion of these heathen, who had entered

Magh territory from the Mogol Empire, five thousand one hundred and

eleven persons, from among the inhabitants of the country and strangers

visiting it, were converted during these thirteen years.

In making these conversions the servants of our Lord suffered many

hardships and underwent mu persecution, instigated and actuated by the

Devil, who employed as his instruments those priests who, in being ministers

of Idols, were necessarily also ministers of his.

ese men strove, in every way they could, to strangle the word of God,

whi the ministers of the Gospel were sowing in the fallow lands of those

souls, before it could strike root. For when those souls were once

impregnated by Evangelical truths they at once perceived the fictions and

errors of heathendom. For these truths are so consistent with our natural

reasoning [153/2] that no one who has given any aention to them can ever

deny their greatness. Hence, when once the mind has dwelt on these tenets,

every one is forced to believe and has to confess that the same truth

permeates them all.

ese men, therefore, strove to hinder the Brethren from entering the

villages and from speaking to or dealing with the people, by telling all that

should they listen their god Pora would visit them with disease, famine, and



war, and if they should not then repent, fire from Heaven would consume

them.

By means of these lies they so terrified these infidel Barbarians that in

their impudence they accused the King of transgressing the laws of his

fathers in allowing us into his dominions. is made all so nervous that even

our friends and co-religionists, who lived familiarly with the Brethren, began

to conceal themselves and keep away from us. When the Raulins, those

ministers of evil, saw that all their seming and planning was not only

insufficient to prevent many neophytes from still receiving the Brethren into

their houses, but did not even hinder them from seeking us out, they made

many aempts to poison the Brethren. Finding that this plan had failed they

devised another whi, but for God’s infinite mercy, would have been

successful.

It so fell that one day [154/1] Father Fray Domingos de la Purificacion

went with a companion to a village in order to cateize some Novices.

Aer reciting Mass and baptizing four adults, they started to read prayers in

the small courtyard of the house where Mass had been celebrated, and so

rescued those souls, by the first and most powerful sacrament of our true

faith, from the bonds and dungeons of hell, to whi the blindness of their

false faith had condemned them.

ese servants of God were finally departing, still fulfilling the obligation

whi they contracted when they took orders, an obligation whi easily

wanes, eternal though it is; and they continued to ant Psalm 53. ey had

just reaed the verse in whi its author addresses the Creator of the

universe:

Averte mala inimicis meis: et in virtute tua disperde illos,19

when several falconets were fired from the house of a Heathen Commander

on the pretext of disarging them for the purpose of cleaning them. While

most of the guns were pointed aside, where they could do no harm, one was

aimed at the place where the Brethren were passing. e shot flew among

them, some expending their fury on the clothes of one Father, while others

stru a staff whi the other was carrying in his hand. is drew their

aention to their carelessness. e shot continued on their swi career urged

on by the powder, but God our Lord was pleased that no further injury



should be done, [154/2] although several Christians were standing in the

lile square awaiting the Fathers. ey were astounded at this unexpected

event, but seeing that no one had suffered any harm from this imminent

peril they joined the Fathers in kneeling down and offering sincere thanks to

the Lord, aributing this escape to His infinite mercy. is debt of thanks

paid, they all rose together, and, before the Fathers could prevent it, raised a

Babare, with the usual shout of Doay Pada.20 e Fathers’ aempts to

silence them were unavailing, owing to the large numbers whi had

assembled. It should be remarked that this exclamation Babare is equivalent

to calling upon the King by name for aid. As these people called out Doay

Padcha, in addition to Babare, it was the same as if they had demanded the

intervention of the Lord of the Soil himself by name. ey hereby called

upon all to assist, and in a very short time the square was full of people

coming to help, and among them was the Catual21 or magistrate of that

village. As soon as he heard why the Christians had raised the Babare he

came up to the Fathers with great courtesy, and seeing part of the Father’s

coat pierced by bullets while he already held in his hand the broken staff

whi one of the originators of the Babare had given him, [155/1] he begged

the Fathers to consent to accompany him to his house, as it was necessary to

obtain a correct account of the occurrence for report to the King.

Father Fray Domingos, who well understood the danger in whi the

owner of the house, whence the guns were fired, stood, as well as all the

others who were present and concerned in the affair, stated that it was quite

unnecessary to make a report to the King, as no one was guilty, seeing that it

was a pure accident. e Catual was taken aba by this reply, as he saw that

he was dealing with men who were prepared to pardon people who had

tried to take their lives. e Christians, seeing the Catual’s surprise, asked

leave to speak. ey said that it was essential to do justice, and that he

should not heed the Fathers’ words as they denounced no one, since their

religion compelled them to pardon their enemies and return good for evil.

Mu astonished was that Heathen to hear su a strange doctrine. Taking

leave of the Fathers with the utmost courtesy and addressing them as Pirs, or

as we should say Saints, he le. He thereupon sent off his corones or police

officers, ordering them to fet the owner of the house whence the guns

were fired. But they could not find him in spite of strenuous sear. e



Catual, aer securing su people [155/2] and property as was found in the

house, sent a report of the occurrence to the King.

On hearing of this, and being well aware of the severe penalties whi

might fall on those concerned, Father Fray Domingos at once sent off a

Gelvidar or messenger with a note to His Highness, in whi he also gave an

account of the event, ascribing it wholly to accident; and in order to

minimize its seriousness, he added certain statements whi seemed to be

required to prove his point of view. Besides this he wrote another leer to

the Ramallū of the State, the King’s Secretary, as we should say. Being a

personal friend of his he begged him to present the case from his point of

view in the most striking way possible, so that those people might escape

punishment, adding that he would be eternally grateful for su aid.

ese leers arrived. e Catual’s account reaed first and the Magh

Monar proposed to award exemplary punishment. But when the Father’s

leer came, supported by the Secretary’s arguments, he modified his views.

He sent for the Catual and told him to make over all the offenders to the

Fathers, as those iefly concerned in the affair, and who were under his

special protection, adding that he was to inflict upon them whatever

punishment the Fathers might adjudge right, the property of those men

being given to the Christians in accordance with the rule [156/1] by whi

this was invariably done when an appeal was made in the sacred name of

justice.

When this order reaed the Catual the Fathers had already gone to

Dianga. A formon was sent to them asking them to return in order to hear

the punishment adjudged by the strong arm of the sacred law, for so these

Barbarians style the awards and decrees of their King.

e Fathers returned, and the Christians also being present as well as the

offenders with their families, the award was announced with all ceremony,

and aer being promulgated all prostrated themselves on the ground in

token of obedience. is ceremony concluded, the accused with their

families went and threw themselves at the feet of the Fathers, begging for

mercy with many tears. At this juncture the Fathers recalled the words

taught them by the Divine Master:

Mihi vindicta, et ego retribuam;22



and causing them to rise Father Fray Domingos told them that they should

pray to God to extend His divine pity to them and lead them to a knowledge

of His true faith, adding that he on his part would pray for them. ere was,

he said, no reason for them to ask his forgiveness as they had not offended

him. However, in order to carry out the formon or decree of the King, he set

them free and pronounced them guiltless and said they should return home

in peace. e Catual said [156/2] that as the Father set those people free it

must be recorded in writing. is was then done, mu to the satisfaction of

those who expected to be punished. So did these servants of our Lord

comply literally with His words:

Ne dixeris: ulciscar me de inimicis meis, sed expecta Dominum, ut tibi

auxilium sit.23

ey thus in part imitated him, who by Christ’s last covenant, under whi

we live, well merited to be the first to gain the reward of the martyr’s

blood-stained crown and the title of Protomartyr.24 And if this true soldier

of Christ, by his bold confession of the faith, deserved to be rewarded by

God with a martyr’s palm, he equally deserved to be rewarded by the

conversion of a Saul for pardoning his enemies and interceding for them.

And so, indeed, that most just of all rewarders, influenced by His liberal

nature, did not allow His servants to go unrewarded, permiing that,

through their generous and truly religious act of pardoning their enemies,

the Heathen Commander, the instigator of the occurrence, should be

converted and with him fourteen members of his household, carried away

by seeing these men grant their lives to those who had aempted to take

theirs.

ese and other similar dangers assailed those men, as well as other

Brethren who at this period were occupied in Missions for the conversion of

the Heathen and the propagation of the Catholic Faith.

[157/1] I could give an account of many other Augustinian Missionaries,

but will not do so to avoid breaking through the brevity I profess to follow.

Still I cannot omit describing a case, similar to that I have just narrated,

whi occurred to me in 1630. I was in the Mother Chur at Dianga



confessing people on the Eve of the feast of Corpus Christi25 — but I must

start at the beginning.

I have noted before that all the Heathen of those parts were wont to hold

a great festival at the new Moon of the month of June, ea year, in whi

they carried an Idol in procession. To this Idol they give the figure of a

woman and it was called Drugā.26 At this festival the Heathen living near

Dianga and other Christian Selements were accustomed to borrow from

the Christians silk cloths, rugs, jewellery and the like for the adornment of

their Idols and also of their houses. As I prohibited these loans the Heathen

were incensed, their Bramenes telling them that this was done to insult their

religion. us adjured by their false Priests they vowed vengeance. ey

knew that the Christians were about to celebrate the feast of Corpus Christi,

whi fell that year on the 19th June,25 and that many people would come

to confession on the Eve. With the intention of being avenged they wated

the place where I was confessing them and, on receiving information from a

spy, [157/2] they fired a musket from the top of a small hill near the Chur,

and a ball weighing five ounces just grazed my head, making a tiny scar. It

passed on and stru a wooden pillar, expending the force it would have

wreaked on me had my head been a finger’s breadth higher.

Another similar event took place a few months later at the Bandel or

village of Angaracale. I had finished reciting Mass one day and was going

down to a house near the Chur, in order to borrow a missal for reading

the canonical hours.27 A boy, who was with me, brought it. He was about

seven years old, an illegitimate son of a noble Portuguese, by name Antonio

Lobo de Azevedo,28 an inhabitant of the City of San omé. Before he died

he had made me his executor, and among other stipulations had desired that

I should take the boy with me to the Residency at Dianga, until I could find

an opportunity to send him to the deceased man’s parents at San omé. e

boy brought me the Breviary, as I have said, and was standing behind the

air on whi I was seated. At this moment a fire-arm was let off, and the

ball entering by the window stru the boy’s so, white innocent breast with

its full force, traversing it from side to side. So fell [158/1] this young plant,

whi not having as yet stru its roots deeply into the vain delights of this

transitory world, was at once transplanted to that other, eternal one, in



whi true joys never fail. Let every man who views this occurrence look

into his own heart and ask himself where he would have been in su case.

rough these and other worse dangers did the Fathers pass when busied in

their Apostolic duties.

In the same village of Angaracale, before it grew large and possessed a

Chur, a Commander, named Juan Errera Barbosa,29 lived there. He had

quarrelled with the other Commanders at Dianga, and to escape serious

consequences to himself, had come to live in this port, then but a small

Selement, inhabited by a few poor heathen fishermen. is Captain used to

sally forth from this place with his soldiers and vessels and raid the

territories of Bacala, Solimanvas, and Jasor.30 Emboldened by the scant

notice that the Portuguese Commanders took of him, his audacity increased

and led him on to still more dangerous enterprises, and since Audaces

fortuna iuvat,31 she showered favours upon him until in a short time he

obtained the reputation of a most daring and luy leader. us, as his fame

spread, he reaped the usual reward, persons of beer position floing to

serve under his [158/2] standard.

He lived in this way several years, admired by the world as prosperous

and ri in temporal possessions, but so engrossed in them as wholly to

forget things eternal, sunk in a luxury beyond the grace of the Father of all

families. In this la of spiritual possessions he passed the spring-time of his

life, forgeing his obligations as a Christian, for years together failing to go

to confession. So did the Devil lead him astray, that in spite of the

exhortations of the priests, he would put off the act so essential to his

salvation from year to year, until the Divine Father of pity visited him with

his last illness. But the Devil did not, as is usual in su cases, relax his hold,

but puing out all his power and deluding him with the hope of recovering

his former health, past for ever, held him ba day aer day. At length our

Lord of pity perceiving that the hardness of his diamond-like heart would

never soen, urged on by His divine pity for him, decided to try him with

the yet harder wheel, in order to see if vexatio would make that stony heart

disclose those precious qualities with whi, aer rebirth at the baptismal

font, it had become cleansed and perfected. Turned on this wheel of

misfortune his siness and sorrows increased. [159/1] He showed signs of

wishing to be reborn through the sacred revivifying Sacrament of Penitence



and, in se reversus,32 sent for the Father Prior Domingos de la Purificacion at

Dianga, three leagues away. But they could not find him, as he had le a few

hours earlier, hastening to hear a confession a league distant—an impediment

of the Devil, as it seemed, to prevent the escape of a soul whi had been so

long in thraldom under his infernal yoke. But our pitiful Lord, who had

already taken this soul into His own keeping, ordained that the Father

should not be long detained, although the rude and careless messenger had

not tried to find out the Father but had at once returned to Angaracale. On

reaing his house the Father was told that Captain Juan Errera was mu

worse, and had sent to him to receive confession. At this news the Father,

weary as he was in body, was ready in spirit, and stirred by the desire to

effect the salvation of that lost sheep, at once set out on those three leagues.

He le orders with a Cateist to prepare and bring aer him the usual

parcel of articles required for the Sacrament. He proceeded as fast as

possible and arrived at the end of the three leagues at a point where an arm

of the sea, about half a league in width, separates the two parts of the

mainland. [159/2] It was usual for any of the Brethren who were crossing

over to the Selement, whi lay on the other side, to wait for a boat to take

them across; but as the messenger had returned and reported that he could

not find the Father, no boat was there. e Father, finding no boat at the

usual spot, waited. But no sign of one appeared, while the radiant planet,

completing his course, was turning aside his swi glowing ariot to

illumine the regions of the West, leaving those of the Orient for the moment

in darkness. e minister of the Gospel was mu disturbed as he thought of

the snares the Devil was seing in order to prevent the escape of the soul he

had made captive.

Our common Enemy also filled the Father’s mind with ideas of the certain

risk he ran, in thinking of swimming across the arm of the sea in his present

exhausted state, as well as owing to its being infested by fierce Crocodiles.

ese animals had at times upset small cra to seize their crews, and so fill

their voracious stomas. Even if he escaped these dangers he remembered

that he had another and by no means less formidable danger to undergo on

land, as in order to rea the houses from the shore he must pass [160/1], to

a distance of about two musket-shots, through a tract in whi Tigers usually

abound at night in sear of prey among the herds, whi owing to the heat



were obliged to wander out aer dark beyond their own tumbledown

enclosures, in order to preserve their lives, whi, however, they thereby

lost.

To these arguments the Devil did not fail to add that of Qui amat

periculum peribit in illo,33 and that hence it would be tempting God to try

and proceed, when he might escape su obvious peril by waiting until

morning, climbing into one of the high trees there and so rest safe from

Tigers; whereas if he did not do this he would certainly lose his bodily life.

And had he not had the support whi his own soul gave him in its zeal he

would have been in danger of risking the loss of that other soul, whi

hoped to be saved by means of the Sacrament of Penitence.

Any one of these arguments is sufficient to daunt our natural weakness.

But as the Father was fortified by the power of Divine Love he was obliged

to expose himself to these imminent perils in order to seek this sheep who

must perish should he remain outside the fold. In this determination our

zealous pastor decided to swim across. He knelt in prayer, and raising his

hands and eyes towards Heaven must have besought aid of the Lord of all

Creation in the same words as were used, in other days, by the Israelitish

Leader who led his tribe before all the rest in perfect confidence, between

the heaped-up waters of the Red Sea, [160/2] and so merited that the rule of

Israel should thenceforth rest with his Tribe.34

So too this true son of Augustin arose from his prayers with a heart so

exalted and glowing with the love of God and of his neighbour that he

might well have exclaimed in the words used by Father Augustin, when,

filled with heavenly love, he addressed the object of his devotion:

Sagittaveris cor mcum charitate tua.35

us stimulated, this servant of God stripped off his priestly clothes and,

securing them on his head, sprang into the salt waters. So swimming, with

love to support him, who could doubt his safe arrival on the other side? And

even supposing that the first fine fire of his zeal had abated somewhat, still,

since it was no ordinary fire, but was maintained by mighty incentives, the

very waves could only augment its ardour.



e Father finally reaed the longed-for shore with two hours of night

unspent. He was unharmed but exhausted, yet he took no rest, even

increasing his weariness by employing his debilitated strength and tired

arms in wringing out his wet clothes.

is diligent shepherd then donned his garments and started off without

repose, giving no thought to those perils we have referred to, in order to find

the lost sheep before the wolf of Hell should seize him. On reaing the

village he gave orders for a boat to be sent to bring the Cateist across, as

he had been le [161/1] behind. He reaed the si man’s house to find him

unconscious owing to a paroxysm he had passed through. He was

surrounded by servants and friends, the former lamenting their loss, and the

laer grieving for what they had failed to obtain. All were astonished to see

the Father at that hour. When they saw that he was soaked to the skin they

guessed the cause at once and, their admiration roused, they prostrated

themselves at his feet.

In the midst of this commotion the lost sheep heard the sound of his

pastor’s staff and opening his eyes recognized him and sighed, and weeping

the while, asked in a feeble voice to be confessed, exclaiming like another

Prodigal Son:

Pater, peccavi in caelum.36

e Father held Christ nailed to the cross before his eyes, exhorting him

to put full reliance upon Him, since He was now before him and in the very

act of pardoning. At this instant (for so some who were present told me a

few years later) the Enemy of our souls appeared in a terrifying shape,

enumerating all his sins and faults, and, as the condemned man shrinks when

he sees the gallows and the hangman present to carry out the sentence, so

did the si man cry out in his fear. Yet, relying on his Divine Redeemer

whose image he was holding in his hand, submissive and humiliated, he

stru his breast exclaiming Peccavi and appealed from the tribunal of His

justice to that of His infinite pity.

e Creator seeing this obstinate soul reduced to humbleness, whi was

all that He demanded, misericordia motus est,37 [161/2] e strong bonds

with whi the Devil had so far bound him began to be loosed. He



commenced his confession, and su was his contrition that all that night and

three hours of the next day were taken up by it.

When the Father saw from his pulse that the messengers of death were

already hastening to summon him, he removed the reliquary whi was

lying on his breast, placing in a fiing position Him who, though too great to

be aught save self- contained, yet in His love for us actually confines His real

presence within a mere particle, so as the more readily to be united with

us.38

Our Lord being thus brought sacramentally in tou with this soul, it

beheld itself purified, clean and beautiful, filled with divine joy, and so

escaping from this mortal frame passed on to union with the Spiritual Bride

in the ethereal bride-amber. How great must have been the spiritual joy of

the zealous Father in remembering the rejoicing in Heaven: Super uno

peccatore poenitentiam agente,39 And hence our Lord even in this life had

rewarded him with a liberal hand for all the dangers and hardships he had

undergone.

Now for these same years we find recorded in the baptismal registers of

the Missionaries of Pegu that Father Manuel Baptista and Fray Augustin de

Jesus with his colleague, in the city of Siriam and the Principality of

Martaban, converted one thousand nine hundred and thirty-four40 souls to

our [162/1] sacred Catholic Faith, to the glory of [162/2] God and of our holy

Augustinian brotherhood.

CALAMIÑA (Note 2, page 283).

e empire of Calaminham, whi is not mentioned in Hobson-Jobson,

and its capital town Timplan are described by Pinto, who visited it. Faria y

Sousa (vol. iii, Pt. IV, Chap. IV, p. 410 [Stevens, iii. 347 ff.]) copies from Pinto.

Pinto thus describes the ruler and country. e name, he says, means “Lord

(Cala) of the World (Mintham)”, while the king’s title is “Absolute Lord of

the indomitable forces of the elephants of the Earth”; he adds that he is “far

more powerful indeed than any other in those regions” [Chap. CLVIII]. As

regards its position, he states that the country of the Calaminham was



bordered on the east and north-east (Leste y Lenoreste) by that of the

Siammon (Siam). Cogan, it may be noted, gives “west and north-west”.

Pinto states: “According to report, the empire of this most powerful Prince

Calaminan (whi means ‘Lord of the World’) contains three hundred

leagues in length and also in breadth, and formerly contained twenty-seven

Kingdoms, though all spoke the same language, as they do this day. In this

empire we saw many cities of great size, most populous, ri and well

provided, with ample stores of necessities and delicacies, meat, fish from the

rivers, vegetables, rice, garden produce, wine and fruit, all in extraordinary

quantity. e Metropolis of this empire is the city of Timplan, where the

Emperor usually resides with his Court — a most notable city. It is situated

on the Pituy river, whi is always thronged by rowing boats. It is

surrounded by two magnificent stone walls whi, together with some

strong ramparts, form wide moats on the outside.” e account goes on to

describe the houses, gardens, 2,600 temples, hermitages, &c. eir favourite

deity was iay Frigau, that is “God of the motes in the sunbeams”. Fairs

called Chandehuhos were held regularly, at whi every conceivable article

could be purased. He notes, as a peculiar trait, that if any one sneezes “he

makes the sign of the cross just as we do” [Chaps. CLV, CLXV, Cogan’s

translation is incomplete (330, 358)]. ere is no trace of this place on any of

the early maps. Pinto gives his route [Chaps. CLVIII-CLXII], whi may be

thus summarized. From Ava by the eitor river travelling always south-

east by full east (con la proa y a Sudeste ya a Leste franco, not as Cogan says

“west and south-east”). Aer seven days they rea a place called

Cuampanoo, their route being taken in this direction to avoid crossing the

Siamese frontier. ey rea Guatelii, “a big selement”, and aer eleven

days’ further travelling get to the Angegumaa river, a very large stream.

Another seven days brought them to Gambin, a town in Jangoma that is in

the Chieng-mai (Zimmé) country, by Luang Prabang, belonging to the Laos.

ey now strike south for seven days and rea Catammas in Calaminham

territory, a town governed by “Randivaa (Yuvrāja?) of Tinlau”, the second

son of the Emperor of Calaminham. ey then journey on fourteen days to

Tinagoogoo, where they witnessed a festival, and so go on to Timplan, the

capital, reaing it thirteen days later. So the whole voyage took about sixty

days. e direction from Ava was apparently east across to Chieng-mai and

then southwards. So they passed along the Mekong river to a State lying on



its eastern bank. e only position whi suits is north of the present

Cambodia, in those days a powerful and far larger kingdom. It had been

overrun by the Siamese Shāns in 1385 when Angkor was destroyed, but till

1846 the struggle went on. e great Angegumaa river may be the Mekong.

As to Calaminham Mr. Harvey notes: “Wood writes: ‘is kingdom is a

mystery. If the journey thereto is from Ava, via Gambin, i.e. Kampengpet,

16° 25″ N., 99° 30″ E., and took sixty days, it may be on the Mekong. I

suggest Wiengang, also called Srisatanakonahut. Wiengang was an

offshoot of Luang Prabang, and was in Pinto’s time the capital of an

independent State of some importance, ruled by a famous king called Chai

Chea. QUIAY DOO SAMRORPI may be Siamese CHAO du sam roi pi,

whi may conceivably mean “Lord guard me for 300 years”. I may mention

that “Gambin” was never in “Jangoma”, except from 1451 to 1453.

CATAMAS may be Kamatasai, 100°E., 17° 10″ N.; it is possible that the

former at least was subject to Wiengang in the sixteenth century. Of

course Pinto may have invented Calaminham and other authors may have

merely copied him. Anyhow, Pinto invented an independent kingdom called

Guipen with capital Guitor situated between Ayuthia and Chiengmai.’”

Notes

1  See Chap. XIII, n. 8. It is Assam.

2  See note at end of apter.

3   Hill Tippera just north of Chiagong. In early days it was a mu larger and more important

State, its territories extending from the Sundarbans to Burma and Kāmrūp (Assam). In Manrique’s

day it was still an important place, though it had been overrun in 1279, in the fourteenth century,

and again by Nawāb Fateḥ Jang in 1620. It did not, however, lose the tract whi now forms the

British District of Tippera until 1733 (Imperial Gazetteer, Hill Tippera and Tippera).

4   e modern Chiagong was originally included in the Hindū State of Tippera. In the ninth

century it fell to the Arakan king and formed part of that State. Arakan lost possession in 1818 to

Naṣṛat Shāh (1510–32). In 1588, when Fit went there, it was again under Arakan. It was by the

Portuguese called “Porto Grande”, in distinction to Sātagaon called “Porto Pequeno”. e Portuguese,

aer failing to establish themselves in 1517 and 1527, succeeded in doing so in 1538, when the

Viceroy at Goa, Nuño da Cuña (1529–38), sent Alfonso de Mello. e Arakan king allowed the

Portuguese to sele there, as they protected him from Mughal raids and also raided Bengal on his

behalf. Chiagong was the highway to Arakan and it was essential to keep control over this outpost.

It continued practically a Magh possession until taken by Shaista Khān in 1666 (see Storia do Mogor,

ii. 117).

It fell to the British in 1760 (see Imperial Gazetteer, Chiagong, and District Gazetteer, ibid.;

Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Chiagong). e derivation of the name is uncertain, but is most likely “Chatur-



gram”, “the four villages”. e town stands on the Karnaphulī river, twelve miles from its mouth. It

now has a population of about 23,000.

5  is town is situated in Bengal. Its name is usually derived from the Dhāk tree (Butea frondosa),

familiar as the “flame of the forest”, a derivation supported by the form Daak or Dak. It is now a large

town with a population of over 90,000, though in 1801, at the zenith of its importance, the population

is said to have numbered 200,000. Up to 1608 Sonārgaon was the capital of this region. In that year

Islām Khān, the Governor, moved the ief town to Dacca, as it was a more convenient base for

resisting raids by the Portuguese adventurers of the Arakan king. English, Portuguese, and Dut

factories were started there. When the Nawāb in 1704 moved to Murshīdābād it lost its importance to

some extent. e “Dacca muslins” were long famous. See Hobson-Jobson, s. v.; Imperial Gazetteer,

Bengal; District Gazetteer, Dacca.

6  Bhulua, a place south-east of Dacca and north-west of Noākhalī.

7  at is Sāgar-dwīpa or Saugar island, at the mouth of the Ganges.

8  is island, eighteen miles long by six wide, lies off the mouth of the Meghna river, and is shown

in modern maps as Sandwīp. It comes under the Noākhalī district. It rose to temporary notoriety

during its possession by Sebastien Gonzales Tibao, as described in the next apter. Federici, who

visited it in 1565, describes it as inhabited by Moors, also remarking on its fertility and the eapness

of provisions there. Several mosques still stand. In 1609, aer the Portuguese captured it, some forts

were erected. e Arakanese seized it in 1616. ey were dislodged by Shaista Khān in 1666.

9  See Chap. XI, n. 6.

10  See Chap. X, nn. 6, 8.

11  See Chap. XVI, n. 21.

12  at is King irithudamma (1622–38). See Chap. XI, n. 1.

13  See Chap. XXV, n. 11.

14  See Chap. IV, n. 24.

15   e raids by the Portuguese and Maghs were notorious, and Rennell in his map of Lower

Bengal, printed in 1772, shows the Bakarganj area as “depopulated by the Maghs”. Goa supported this

raiding, nominally on moral grounds, but in fact as being a lucrative profession. See Calcutta Review,

1871, vol. liii, p. 57; Harvey, Burma, p. 143.

16  “We are indeed a osen race, a royal priesthood, a sacred nation, a people reserved. (by God) to

Himself.” ere is no actual passage corresponding to this, but the sentiment is oen expressed in the

rān. e term Musulmān, to whi Manrique aaes a plural termination, is itself the Persian

plural of Muslim. Cf. I Peter ii. 9, here adapted.

Some early English writers even invent a plural Mussalmen. e word means “resigned to” or

“submiing to” God. Our word “Moslem” is Muslim. See Hobson-Jobson, s. v. Mussulman.

17  at is, any one who is not a follower of Muḥammad. e word is the Arabic kāfir. It is applied

to negroes, and the Portuguese originally took it up in this sense. See Hobson-Jobson, s. v. Caffer.

18  e large number of baptisms we are so oen told of is inconceivable. But it is clear from the

rapid decay whi invariably set in as soon as these selements were neglected, even for a short time,

that most of the “conversions” were of a most nominal description. See also Harvey, Burma, p. 333,

“Numerical note”.

19  Psalm liv. 5 (in our version). “Turn thou ba evil upon mine enemies and cut them off in thy

truth.” Our Revised Version has “He shall requite the evil unto mine enemies: Destroy thou them in

thy truth.” Manrique says Psalm liii, but in the Vulgate it is liv. 7.

20    Babare, &c. is is “Bāp-re”, meaning “O Father”, an exclamation used on occasions of

agitation, fear, or excitement. It has become “bobbery” with us, and has been transferred to a

collection of miscellaneous dogs whose clamour is a distinctive feature, in “bobbery-pa”. See

Hobson-Jobson, s. v. Bobbery-Bob.



Doay Padcha, i. e. Dohai Pādshāh, was the recognized cry in early days made to the Emperor by a

petitioner for justice, a cry the King was bound to aend to. See Hobson-Jobson, s. v. Doai.

21    Hind. Koṭwāl. Now a senior police officer, but in those days he was also a magistrate. See

Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Cotwal.

22  “Vengeance belongeth unto Me, I will recompense” (Heb. x. 30).

23  “Say not I shall revenge myself on my enemies, but wait for the Lord to aid thee.” is is from

St. Augustin, Sermo CCXI [cf. Patrol. Lat. V. xxxix. 214 D]. It runs: “Meminerit [Stephanus] dixisse

Dominum … ne dixeris, etc.” See also Prov. xx. 22. St. Augustin does not use the Vulgate version here,

but some earlier one. e Vulgate has “Ne dicas: Reddam malum: expecta Dominum, et liberabit te”.

Manrique is no doubt quoting from his Breviary, where these words occur in Lectio vi, “In Octava

Stephani”. Cf. Breviary, p. 189.

24  e Protomartyr is St. Stephen.

25  e feast of Corpus Christi falls on the ursday aer Trinity Sunday. But in 1630 Easter fell

on Mar 31, Trinity Sunday on May 26, and hence Corpus Christi on May 31. Manrique apparently

forgot the year. It must have been in 1631, when Easter fell on April 20, and this feast on June 19, as

he says. Hence this event took place after his return to Dianga from Arakan, and so gives us a date for

his residellce there. e alteration of the date for this feast, mentioned in Pyrard de Laval (n. 35), does

not seem to have been in use here.

26  at is of Durgā, the consort of Shiva in his horrific form. e great feast of Durgā is held in

Bengal in the autumn, in September or October. In Northern India the Dasehra is then held. Manrique

seems to make a mistake, as no feast is held to this goddess in June.

27  Horae canonicae. e Catholic Chur divided the twenty-four hours into seven parts, to ea

of whi services were assigned. ese were also called “wates”, viz.: (1) Matins and Lauds, midnight

until Prime (3 a.m.). (2) Prime to Tierce, 6–9 a.m. (3) Tierce to Sext, 9 a.m.–12 noon. (4) Sext to None,

12 noon–3 p.m. (5) None to Vespers, 3–6 p.m. (6) Vespers to Compline, 6–9 p.m. (7) Compline to

Matins. ere were four wates: 6 to 9 p.m., 9 p.m. to 12 midnight, 12 midnight to 3 a.m., and 3 to 6

a.m.

28  Nothing is known about this man.

29  Nothing is known about this man.

30  See Chap. V, n. 17.

31  “Fortnne assists the bold.” Cf. Aen. x. 284.

32  “When he came to himself” (Luke xv. 17). “In se autem reversus, dixit.”

33  “He that loveth danger shall perish therein” (Ecclus. iii. 26).

34  i. e. Moses; Exod. xiv.

35  “ou didst pierce my heart with the arrow of y love.” Incorrectly quoted from St. Augustin’s

Confessions, where the passage runs “Sagiaveris tu eor nostrum aritate tua”. Cf. Pat. Latina, xxxii.

764.

36  “Father, I have sinned against heaven” (Luke xv. 21).

37  “Had compassion on him” (Luke x. 33; xv. 20).

38  is refers to the Real Presence, an essential point in the creed of the Roman Catholic Chur. It

asserts the actual presence by transubstantiation of Christ’s body and blood in the sacrament of the

Euarist.

39  “Over one sinner that repenteth” (Luke xv. 7).

40  See note 18, supra.



CHAPTER XXVIII

In which is described the conversion by the Augustinian Brethren of the sons

of the Ruler of Chatigān to the Catholic Faith, they being grandsons of the

Emperor of Arracan.

[162/1] While Xalamixa,1 the first of that name, who had two sons, was
wielding the sceptre over the whole of the Magh dominions, the principality
of Chatigān belonged by hereditary right to the second son, as is the case in

France with the Duy of Orleans.1

e King installed this Prince under the title of Alamanja.2 Seeing that he
was endowed with good parts whi made up for la of years, he being but
twenty-three, he sent him off as actual Governor of Chatigān in order to
obviate the growing enmity whi existed between the two brothers, before
it led to an actual rupture. is young and sagacious Prince had no doubt
that the cause of his being made to leave the Court and his home by his
father was the lile love his elder brother had for him.

[162/2] is was due to the affection and admiration whi his elder
brother saw that he received from his father and every one, on account of

his good qualities, and as invidiae et odii fomitem ministravit,3 it was
practically impossible, since su feelings were firmly rooted in his brother’s
heart, to devise any remedy or antidote superior to absence. e young
Prince of Chatigān, therefore, decided to at once remove himself from the
presence of his envious, and withal powerful, brother, fully appreciating that
to remain within sight of a man with su feelings towards him would be

similar to encountering the African Basilisk’s4 glance.
He therefore at once set out from the Court and arrived at Chatigān,

where his vassals received him with every sign of affection, incited to this, as
Lucan says:

Variores rerum sentimus odores.5



For the fame of his good qualities had already reaed the hearts of his
subjects, and obliged them to love him and desire his presence.

[163/1] As soon as the festivities consequent on his arrival were
completed, the prudent young Prince immediately set to work to acquire a
full knowledge of his Province, and of how he could best increase its natural
advantages and also protect it, besides preparing means for securing himself
against any violence whi his elder brother might employ when he became
absolute Lord and Emperor of Arracan.

His most trusty vassals and ministers advised him that the only effective
way of preserving his own position and that of his sons was to keep on good

terms with the King of Sundiva.6

e ruler at this time was a brave Portuguese, by name Sebastian
Gonzalves, who had been born at a small village in Portugal called Santo
Antonia de Tojal, whi lies near to the famous old city founded by the

Grecian Ulysses,7 to whi place, as the foremost mart of Europe, merants
repair with their tribute of the riest and most desirable products from all
four quarters of the globe, ea quarter exposing in this mart the very finest
imports whi are conferred upon it by its dominating Planets.

His Highness appreciated the advice given by his subjects. He therefore
sent an embassy to the Ruler of Sundiva explaining that, although peace
subsisted between his Father and Overlord and the Great King of Portugal,
his own Overlord, [163/2] he was yet desirous that a closer bond should
unite them, that of relationship, and proposed marrying his daughter with
that Ruler’s son, thus making the connexion stronger. He added that, though
his daughter now professed a different faith, she would on marrying
conform to that of her husband.

Sebastian Gonzalves, the Ruler of Sundiva, received this embassy with
delight, both because of the service it enabled him to do to the Divine
Majesty by bringing the Princess of Chatigān to a knowledge of his own

sacred and true faith,8 as well as for the great opening it gave him for
ingratiating himself with the Viceroys of India and of also doing valuable
service to His Majesty of Portugal, his natural suzerain.
erefore, in agreeing to the marriage, while considering the question of

the dowry offered by that King, Sebastian’s son, as a good Catholic and
noble Portuguese, would not accept a mere transitory gi from an earthly



King, seeing that he hoped to receive an infinite reward from the Divine
King who had made him the instrument for the conversion of that soul
whi, being heathen, was in danger of eternal damnation.
e Ambassador from Chatigān, therefore, returned well content with the

successful issue of his embassy. Nor was his master the King less pleased; and
the two Rulers commenced to make final arrangements for the wedding. To
this end the King sent to the Prince of Chatigān as his ambassador [164/1]

Father Fray Raphael de Santa Monica.9 e Father was a man of most
exemplary life and fully acquainted with the Magh and Peguan tongues.
Amongst these infidels he was held to be a Pir, that is a Saint, as we call it:
and, indeed, he was only known to them by the name of Pir Padri or “Holy
Father”.

So venerated was this servant of God that on his entering a heathen
village all the ildren ran to kiss his hand and his habit, calling out down
the alleys “Pir Padri—Pir Padri”. For the benefit of these innocents he oen

carried a small box of powdered sindul,10 whi stains with a reddish colour,
and with this painted the sign of the Cross upon their foreheads, and these
marks were le, as neither they nor their parents dared to remove them; and
so they bore these signs until obliterated, in due course, by the hand of time.
e Ruler of Sundiva considered that this saintly man could, beer than

any other priest, instruct the Princess in the Catholic Faith both, as I said, on
account of his sanctity and of his knowledge of the Magh tongue.
is minister of the Gospel willingly accepted the role of Ambassador

offered to him by that Prince in order to perform the service whi he could
thus render to our Lord at the Court of Chatigān. But the Prince would not
agree to this, saying [164/2] that he must proceed there with all the pomp
and splendour of an Ambassador.

But the Father would under no circumstances consent to His Highness’s
proposal, and in his great humility firmly rejected every argument put
forward. At length they gave up the aempt to persuade him, saying that he
could go in whatever way he liked and that they would let him know, when
the time came, what he had to do. e Father then took his leave, while the
King had ten Geliās prepared out of the best he possessed. ese were
covered in with awnings and deed out with various coloured silks, while
numerous streamers and banners of the same material fluered in the breeze



and gave a festive air to the vessels. Orders were also given to place one
hundred of the bravest and most distinguished looking of the Portuguese
soldiers in his service on board them, ten on ea vessel. e vessel in whi
the Father was to enter Chatigān was ordered to be covered with an awning
of rily embroidered cloths. Besides musical instruments, whi gave a loud
and awe-inspiring sound, others, pleasing by their dulcet tones, were ordered
to be sent. As soon as these arrangements were complete the Father was
summoned. An ordinary vessel manned by six rowers was already prepared,
the men being instructed to row leisurely. e Father was then given the
leer for the Prince of Chatigān contained in an embroidered bag, as is usual

in these parts.11

e Father embarked with one companion [165/1] and a Cateist, but no
others, and set forth.

As soon as the Father had started the Prince sent off the Geliās by another
route, and although this meant a longer journey for them, they, being swier
and proceeding at their highest speed, arrived long before the Father. But,
according to orders, by lying off the wharf and landing-stage, they did not
aempt to make shore before the Ambassador came. As soon as the Father
arrived the Captain’s Geliā joined him and the Captain-Major of the
squadron handed him a leer from the King, whi he opened and read. In
this he was besought, in the most affectionate terms, by the Portuguese Ruler
to transfer himself to that Geliā and make his entry into Chatigān in due
state. is servant of God earnestly desired to refuse all su worldly pomp.
But when he saw no way of avoiding it, since all the nobility of the city, with
a large concourse of people, were already awaiting them, while salutes were
being fired from the forts to strains of music playing on the quay, some small
boats with white flags having even put off to inquire the cause of the delay,
he decided to sacrifice his own wishes to satisfy the Ruler of Sundiva.

As soon as the Ambassador had entered the leading Geliā the musicians in
the squadron [165/2] commenced playing their various instruments. While
the sailors were engaged with their oars, the sons of Mars were occupied
with the instruments of Vulcan, and the flute-players with the inventions of

Piseus of Tyrrhenum,12 whi not only fanned their military ardour but
added to the pomp of their arrival.



e Ambassador then landed at the wharf, where he was received by the
foremost nobles with all the ceremonial and courtesy usual in this place.

On the wharf stood eleven elephants in arge of the city Catual, that for
the Ambassador’s use having a gilt howdah, the rest, for the ten Portuguese
commanders, having no howdahs.
e Catual approaed the Father and on behalf of his Prince presented

him with the elephant, together with an umbrella with a silver handle, the
insignia of a Prince.
e Father thanked him for His Highness’s kindness with all the courteous

ceremonies employed on su occasions. e Catual then made the elephant
kneel that he might mount, but he refused to do so in spite of entreaty,
saying with great humility, but all gratitude, that the calling he followed did
not permit his acceptance of su grandeur. Owing to this decided refusal all
were obliged to proceed on foot. On reaing the Royal Palace, the Prince
came to the third gateway to meet him, and addressed him as Pir Padri,
treating him with marked distinction.

[166/1] In order to keep to the main point of our history, I omit to
enumerate in detail all the ceremonies recorded by the historian of that
principality. Aer reading the leer from the Ruler of Sundiva and having a
long conversation with Father Fray Raphael de Santa Monica, he sent for his
daughter, the Princess. He placed her under the Father’s care, telling her that
she must consider that Pir in future as a father if she wished to become a
Christian, and must revere him as su. To this the Princess offered no
answer, restrained either by feminine modesty, or because, like all her sex,
she wanted to be questioned. At length the servant of God said a few words
to her, asking her, among other things, if she wished to be a Christian. She
replied that though she had on various occasions heard the faith of the
Portuguese praised, she would (before becoming a Christian) like to obtain
full information about its tenets. She then turned to the Prince and, falling at
his feet, begged that she might be given some days’ grace in whi she
might listen to the Father. e Prince was pleased at the wise request of his
daughter, and begging the priestly Ambassador to remain there some days,
he called up the Chief Eunu and gave him orders to admit the Father to
the Princess’s quarters whenever he should desire it.

With God’s help [166/2] and the freedom of access to her, this servant of
God explained the mysterious tenets of our sacred Catholic Faith to her and



in a few days converted that fortunate Princess. at experienced tenderer of
souls, seeing from the first-fruits how full the harvest would be, cultivated
this naturally fertile soil, striving to awake in it an interest in things celestial.

So he impressed upon her the happiness whi falls to the blessed, and in
order to enable her to aain this he taught her all that was necessary: the
deeds of some of the women saints, the need for intercession of Her who
was at the same time both Mother and Virgin, explaining the mystery of the
Incarnation of the Son of God, and the lovableness of His sacred Mother.

One day, as he dealt with the pains and penalties whi, in Hell, awaited
those who were not Christians and did not follow God’s law, she was so
terrified that she wept bierly, saying to the Father, “Why, if this is so, do
you not make me a Christian forthwith, since I believe that all you have
taught me is the truth and know that the Magh faith is false?”

She then made the sign of the Cross and repeated certain prayers whi
the Father had taught her, concluding with the Creed, and adding that she
longed to become a Christian at once. But the Father tried to calm her by
saying that a few days thence, at Sundiva, he would baptize her. She replied
that she would not wait so long [167/1] as, were she to die before that, she
would go to Hell, also pointing out how mu beer it would be if she were
to appear before her betrothed and the other Christians as already a
Christian rather than as a Heathen.

At this the Father, now assured of her sincerity, called a servant, and
sending for some water baptized her with the name Maxima.

As soon as she had been made a Christian, the Princess kissed the Father’s
hand and told him that he might obtain the Prince her father’s leave to take
her away whenever he liked.
is was at once carried out, since the Prince of Chatigān wished for

nothing beer.
e Princess arrived at Sundiva and was received with the greatest pomp

and every manifestation of joy whi the occasion demanded. On learning
that she had arrived as a Christian the betrothal was at once carried out
amidst increased demonstrations of delight and joy.
e Prince of Chatigān had two ildren who were younger than the

daughter, but one of these, as being a male, would succeed to the
principality. Both of them were brought up in the errors of Pagan blindness.
rough them the heathen Prince hoped to continue his line and, through the



daughter he had given away, to secure the preservation of his State. But
since the proposals of man are always subject to the disposition of God the
Divine Providence ordained that events should take a different turn.

For King Xalamixa [167/2], the Prince of Chatigan’s father, died,13 and
immediately aer his succession the elder brother determined to satisfy his

hatred. And as by the Wise King’s saying hatred sucitat rixas,14 it stirred
him up to set about making war against his brother.

Now as he was puffed up with pride and wholly laing in love, whi, as
the Wise King also says,

Operit universa delicta15

this la of love and his unbounded hatred led him to invent faults and
crimes on the part of his younger brother in order to prove that the war he
was about to make on him was justifiable. And there was no la of
flaerers in his Council who applauded his intentions as wholly just and
right. And, since this Barbarian Monar gave no heed to the sentiment
recommended to us by the eloquent, though infidel, Tullius:

Cavendum est ne adulari nos sinamus,16

he readily allowed himself to be led away by the opinions whi coincided
with his own wishes. So the war commences; the City of Chatigān is
besieged; and its Prince prepares to defend it, with the assistance of the
Portuguese Ruler of Sundiva, by holding the most important position with a
body of four hundred Portuguese. Secure in this support he awaited the tide
of fortune. But it was inimical to him, and at the end of four months of siege
in whi, as he had met with considerable success, he hoped for a favourable
ending, Fortune, whose constancy lies only in inconstancy, soon anged,
because the [168/1] besieged, on the one hand, now laed the absolute
necessities of life, and on the other felt that the war was being made by their
Emperor the Supreme Lord of the Magh Empire, not on them but only
against his own brother. Believing also that, being brothers, they would
come to some agreement, they made up their mind and sent a message to
the Magh King explaining their wreted condition and begging him not to
let them perish, seeing that they were powerless to surrender the city to him
as it was held by the Portuguese. On hearing this the Magh Emperor entered



into further communication with the besieged and learned that the Ruler of

Sundiva was secretly calling on the King of Assaram17 to intervene on
behalf of the Prince of Chatigān by sending him one hundred and forty
Portuguese soldiers and mu powder, munitions, and instruments of war.
He at once sent an Ambassador to His Highness of Sundiva, pointing out
that he himself was an ally in arms of the Great King of Portugal and on this
account had invariably kept on good terms with the Viceroy of India, and
hence the Ruler of Sundiva, if he intervened, must intervene on his behalf
and not on that of the Prince of Chatigān, his rebel vassal. He therefore
made this protest in the name of the Great King of Portugal, and required
him [168/2] to recall those four hundred Portuguese soldiers from Chatigān
who, by taking part in the defence of that place, were violating the treaties
and compacts made at Goa by his famous great-grandfather Annaporan

through his ambassadors, with the Viceroy Don Garcia de Noroña,18 who
had sworn to these pacts in his masters name.
e Ruler of Sundiva was mu hurt by this protest, and in absolving

himself as far as he could, he asked the Magh Envoy if any inhabitants of
Sundiva were in the service of the Prince of Chatigān. On his replying in the
negative he said, “en of what does your King complain? e Portuguese
are not my vassals but free people, who can leave this island any time they
wish, and I cannot force them to stay. As regards this protest I look upon the
Ruler of Portugal as my natural Lord and King, and being his loyal subject I
always obey his orders with scrupulous care. So I will write to these
Portuguese you refer to suggesting that they should leave Chatigān and join
your King. But if they refuse to do this, your valiant King, who is there with
his weapons in his hand, can compel them as I cannot.”
e Ambassador le with this reply and. with a leer for the four

hundred Portuguese, in whi the Sundiva Ruler informed them of the Magh
Monar’s protest. is leer the Magh King sent on to the Portuguese by
the same Envoy with [169/1] many promises of favours to come. To this the
Portuguese, aer thanking him for his offers, replied, that the Ruler of
Sundiva could govern his own people, but that they would manage their
own affairs: that they were under obligations to the Prince of Chatigān, His
Highness’s younger brother, and hence could not desert him, adding that this
war, whi was of his making, had lile justification to support it, his brother



having always been loyal, and that their excluding him from the city was
done simply to preserve the lives of the Prince and his ildren. is reply
did not at all satisfy His Highness, who was well aware of the constancy and
punctiliousness of the Portuguese nation on a point of honour. He therefore
started to press the siege and ordered a general assault. e Prince of
Chatigān, seeing that his people had lost heart in the defence of the city,
tried to revive their enthusiasm for the fight by personal example. While this
unfortunate Prince, accompanied by a few Portuguese, was thus encouraging
them, always hastening to the spot where the enemy was pressing, a
musket-ball by ance stru the valiant Prince and wounded him so
severely that he was obliged to retire. Before he le he summoned the
Portuguese leaders and made them a short spee, full of praise and
friendliness, and commied to their care, not only the defence of the town,
but also his own life and that of his ildren.

[169/2] ereupon, though the Portuguese leaders faithfully undertook the
arge thus commied to them, yet, seeing that the Prince was in evil case
and had lile ance of surviving, they sent secretly and informed the Ruler
of Sundiva. He fully understood that if the Prince died his nobles would at
once take steps to make over the principality to the King, as their Overlord,
and also the danger whi the young Prince, not yet eight years of age,
would run. For the reasons we have mentioned above he could do nothing
openly to defend him, and therefore consulted with Father Fray Raphael de
Santa Monica as to the best way of rescuing the Prince. is servant of God
considered the maer and, in spite of the great difficulties involved, formed
a plan. Urged on by a truly apostolic zeal he decided to snat that Prince
from the dark and tortuous paths of Heathendom in order to place him in
that of whi the Wise King says:

Viae eius, viae pulchrae et omnes semitae illius pacificae,19

With this intent he doffed those priestly robes whi showed his descent
[from Saint Augustin] to put on those that the Eagle of Africa had
abandoned when in pensive mood, under the barren tree cursed by Him
who united all that is visible and invisible, he heard once, and yet again, the

words Tolle, lege and arose to take the road to salvation.20



In the same [170/1] way did this true son of his, hearing in his ears the
heavenly strain:

Euntes ergo docete omnes gentes,21

start on the road to save that soul, and, like a second Judith,22 he did not
hesitate to enter the hostile hosts; and as she, upheld by the divine spirit
within her, did not scruple to don her finest vesture, hoping thus to secure
the love of that barbarous Captain and so free her beloved motherland, so
did this son of Augustin assume the vilest garments to seek by that means to
secure the pity of the Divine Captain, in order that, fortified by it, he might
rescue the soul of this Prince from the power of the hellish Holofernes.

By this means Father Fray Raphael reaed Chatigān and, making himself
known to two of the Portuguese leaders, explained his errand. He was at
once taken to the Royal Palace, where they found the Prince, almost in

extremis, in his een’s apartments. e Father drew near to him, but found
him unconscious, and he died without being able to reply to the Father’s
exhortation to him to become a Christian, and unhappily passed away
without being converted.

Seeing that the Prince was dead the Father turned to the een, who
together with most of her household was beginning to mourn, and managed
to quiet her, pointing out that it was essential to conceal the Prince’s death
for a few days in order to carry out his last words [170/2]. To further conceal
his death the Father had the Court singers sent for, who commenced to sing
in a neighbouring amber, whi served to mislead the guards and nobles
of the principality, who were in a hall outside, as to the true state of affairs.
is piece of dissimulation started a rumour throughout the city that the
Prince was mu beer, and so gave the Father an opportunity to carry off
the young Prince and his sister at the dead of night. With the help of the
Portuguese he and four others le the city through some drains whi led
down to the sea and so reaed the shore. Making their way another league
down-stream they embarked in a very swi Geliā, whi was awaiting
them. ey avoided touing at Sundiva and brought the Prince and Princess
safely to the longed for haven of Ugulim.

As soon as the Prince and Princess were safe the Prince’s death was
announced and the Portuguese, on hearing of it, retired, the King entering



the city without opposition. He ordered his brother’s obsequies to be carried
out with all pomp. As soon as everything, including the odoriferous material
required for a cremation according to the pagan rites of this sect, was ready,

he accompanied the corpse, dressed in white and without his cap or mecsu,23

a sign of the deepest mourning. As soon as the devouring flames had
consumed the body [171/1] he proceeded to the Royal Palace and ordered
that his nephew and niece should be brought to him. When they were not
forthcoming he was furious and wished to give practical proof of his rage,
but some of his oldest Counsellors restrained him. He suspected that the
Ruler of Sundiva had removed them, and he took special steps to find out if
they were in that island, but on hearing that they were not there he was
nonplussed.

Let us leave the King in his perplexity and return to the Prince and
Princess. ey had, as I mentioned, arrived at the city of Ugulim, where the

Prince entered our Monastery of St. Niolas,24 the Princess being placed in
arge of the wife of one of the ief men in that city. Aer they had been
thus seled the Father Prior who was there in arge wrote both to Goa to
the Father Provincial Fray Antonio de la Gracia as well as to the Viceroy of

India,25 giving them the story of these Royal ildren and explaining that
they had not yet been made Christians, as they were too young to
understand principles and also to avoid giving the Maghs or the ildren
themselves a ance of saying, later on, that they had been perverted while
yet ildren. On these leers reaing Goa the Viceroy and Father Provincial
decided that the Prince and Princess should be treated with all the dignity
whi became their rank, both as regarded their personal treatment and
good upbringing. So far as the question of their becoming Christians [171/2]
was concerned this should be deferred until they were of an age to
understand. Meanwhile care should be taken lest the King of Arracan should
make an aempt on their lives. at King, as soon as he learnt that his
nephew and niece were in Ugulim, secured himself against the perilous plans
of the Sundiva Ruler by at once appointing a Governor to the principality of
Chatigān.

In the meantime the Prince and Princess were educated in all that was due
to their sexes, drinking in, at the same time, that purest milk of the Catholic
Faith.



So seven years passed away, until the Prince was in his thirteenth year.
roughout this period he had been instructed in living rightly, had read
several works of devotion and accounts of the lives of those Lusitanian
heroes who had become famous throughout the world. e Fathers had
given him true works to read on purpose; the first in order that he should
receive a thorough knowledge of the most sacred faith of Christ, and the
second that what he read should stimulate him to imitate those whose heroic
acts had made them live in the memory of the world. Stirred by this
instruction and aided by the Portuguese spirit whi he had acquired, as well
as by the continual incentive given him by his tutor, Father Fray Antonio de

San Vincente,26 the Prince, one Sunday, as he was leaving Vespers, came up
to the Prior, before the whole congregation, and said that the time had now
come [172/1] as God, in His infinite pity, had toued his heart, and he
begged to be made a Christian. e Prior applauded his resolution, but did
not at once yield to his request, merely exhorting him to continue in the
same intention, as he wished to see if it was simply a youthful whim whi
would pass away if any untoward event arose. But finding, not only that the
Prince was steadfast in his intention, but that he also begged that his sister
might be baptized, as she had long before told the Prior she wished to
become a Christian, the Prior consulted in the maer with all the Brethren
who were then present in the Monastery of St. Niolas and the Mother
Chur. ey were then baptized on a Saint’s day with all pomp and
circumstance, the Prince being given the name of Martin and his sister that
of Petronilla.

Aer these Royal ildren had become Christians the event was reported
to India. e Viceroy, on hearing of the case from the Father Provincial,
ordered that since the Prince was now a Christian it would be best for him to
proceed to his Court at Goa, as being a place where all the races of the
widespread Eastern world met.
e Prince, thereupon, went to Goa with his sister and the tutor Father

Fray Antonio de San Vincente. At this Court he remained some time, living

in the Monastery of Our Lady of Grace,27 [172/2] where, in the company of
men of gentle blood at the Court, he acquired a knowledge of the polite
manners and ways of the Portuguese as well as skill in military maers. is
increased the natural nobility of his disposition, so that before he was



eighteen he wearied of the secluded life of the cloister and informed the
Viceroy that he wished to serve His Majesty the King of Portugal in the navy
and so cause him, in return for su service, to reinstate him in the kingdom
of Arracan. At this time Arracan was in the hands of a tyrant usurper who

had murdered his uncle and cousins.28 is le him as the legitimate male
successor, as the son of Alamanja, Prince of Chatigān, and nephew of
Xalamixa II, late King of the Magh Empire. As soon as the Viceroy learned
of his wish he placed him under that illustrious master of the art of war,

Captain Rui Freire de Andrada,29 commandant of the Straits of Ormuz. In
the company of this famous commander Prince Don Martin showed
conspicuous valour in every engagement, his valour being so mu beyond
his years as to surprise even the most veteran soldiers. At the time when the
most illustrious Lord Fray Luis de Brio y Meneses of the Augustinian
brotherhood, Bishop of Meliapur, and Bishop elect of Coin, governed

India,30 the Ruler of Ain,31 as I have related, aaed Malaca. [173/1] e
Bishop sent to their aid the fleet commanded by General Don Francisco

Coutiño del Sem,32 appointing the young Prince a Captain in it, a position in
whi he distinguished himself exceedingly. e two fleets met and a naval
struggle took place whi was very serious for the Portuguese, owing to
their great inferiority in the size and number of their vessels and in the small
number of their soldiers, in all of whi points the Ains were far superior.
Still, by God’s grace, as I have already narrated, the Portuguese were
victorious.
e Magh Prince acted with conspicuous valour, laying his vessel

alongside an enemy’s galley, whi he burnt, he himself being wounded by a
spear-thrust.
ese and other services were rendered by the Prince to the Crown of

Portugal. But as at the time that country was in the grips of the ministers of

Castille,33 who so ordered maers that only su things as they thought
fiing came to the ears of their Lords the Catholic kings, they heard but lile
of the Prince.

Aer this victory the Prince joined the fleet of large vessels commanded

by General Nuño Alvarez Botello,34 here again giving those eminent
services whi were to be expected from one of his aracter.



Meanwhile [173/2] the Divine Providence ordained that Don Juan IV35

should succeed as King of Portugal. As soon as this news reaed India the
Prince decided to go to Portugal to pay homage to His Majesty and submit

his case to him. Finding out, however, that the Viceroy36 would not give him
leave to go, but, on the contrary, would prevent his leaving India, he went to

the Reverend Father Provincial Gaspar de Amorin,37 who, on learning his
intention, assisted him in every way as regarded that long voyage and sent
him off secretly and in disguise to Portugal.

He arrived at Lisbon safely and at once went to find a hospice at a

monastery of our Order. He went to the Monastery of Our Lady of Grace,38

where he found Father Maestro Fray Luis Coutiño, who had been Father
Provincial in India and his great benefactor, as well as other Brethren who
had known him out there. ey took him to the cell of the Reverend Father

Fray Antonio de Silva,39 who was at this time the most worthy Father
Provincial of that Province. He, as was his wont, received him with open
arms and made him most welcome. Father Maestro Fray Luis Coutiño made
up for the neglect of others with his usual zeal, employing the interest of his
high connexions in the maer. As Prince Martin had embarked in the secret
way we have [174/1] mentioned he was destitute of all that befied one of
his rank, and it required a royal hand to equip him fiingly.

When, therefore, no generous treatment was forthcoming from His

Majesty, the Reverend Maestro Fray Juan de Alencastre,40 who, as a scion of
the Royal house of Avero, possessed all the advantages of pure royal blood,
embellished with the splendours of arity and true piety, took it upon
himself to furnish the Prince with clothes and all that he needed to appear at
Court. Other deficiencies were supplied by Father Presentado Fray

Bonaventura de las Llagus,41 actuated more by his natural benevolence than
by his previous acquaintance with him in India.

Aer this, as soon as Padre Maestro Fray Luis Coutiño [174/2] was able to
inform His Majesty of the case, the strong royal hand arranged that the
Prince should be granted all that was necessary at the monastery, where he
stayed until he le for India, aer his case was seled.



But, from what I was told, he died on the voyage;42 su being God’s will.
So may He, in His infinite mercy, have raised him to eternal life and granted
him an everlasting crown of glory, instead of the transitory crown he had
lost. Princess Petronilla, his sister, whom we le in Ugulim, aer a few years
was also, by God’s mercy, gathered to Him. She had lived, according to the
accounts given by the Brethren, a most blameless life; through this and
God’s grace, she must have aained to the eternal realm of bliss.

Notes

1  See Chap. XI, n. 1. Xalamixa I is King Minyazagyi or Salīm Shāh (whence Manrique’s name) of
Arakan (1593–1612). Manrique has gone wrong here. e title of Duke of Orleans was created in
favour of his son Philip by King Philip VI. e next holder of the title was Louis, a younger son of
Charles V. It passed to his son, the poet Charles. In 1498 the Duy was united to the royal demesne
on Charles’s son Louis succeeding as Louis XII. In 1628 Louis XIII granted the Duy to his brother,
who died in 1660. Louis XIV revived the title for his brother Philip, and the title has since remained
in his line, one member of whi became King of France in 1830 as Louis-Philippe.

2   is means “Alaman the governor” [see Tontonja, Chap. XXXII, n. 10] or else Lamusa, i. e.
Governor of Lamu in the Kyankpyn District, one of the seven frontier districts of Arakan.

3  “He augmented their envy and hatred” (Genesis xxxvii. 8). In R.V. “And they hated him yet the
more”.

4   A fabulous monster, the “coatrice” of the O.T., supposed to be hated by a serpent out of a
co's egg. Its look and breath were fatal: “Make me not sighted like the Basilisk” (Winter’s Tale, I. ii.
389). Pliny in his account of it says the only animal that overcomes it is the weasel. Cf. Delphin

Classics, Pliny, Bk. VIII, C. 12.
5  “We distinguish the different scents of things.” ough the text says the quotation is from Lucan,

it is actually from Lucretius, “tum porro varias rerum sentimus odores” (De Rerum Natura, i. 298). e
MS. perhaps had an abbreviated form for Lucretius, and the printer misread it.

6    is is one of those curious episodes of the European adventurer becoming practically an
independent ruler. e case of George omas at Hariana, in the Punjāb, will occur to manyas a
similar instance. ere are variants of this tale. Gonzales, whose birth-place is given by Manrique as
San Antonia de Tojal, came out to Bengal in 1605 and became a soldier. He then traded in salt and
acquired a fortune. Piracy was his next venture. He was at Dianga when the King of Arakan
murdered all the Portuguese there, but contrived to escape, and supported himself by raiding the
Arakan coasts. Fateḥ Khān. who had arge of Sundiva island at the mouth of the Meghna river (the
Sandwīp island of modern maps; a very fertile island about 18 miles long by 6 wide), went out to
suppress them, his banner bearing the legend “Fateḥ Khān by the Grace of God, Lord of Sundiva,
shedder of Christian blood and destroyer of the Portuguese nation”. He, however, fell out with some
Portuguese in his employ and was aaed and killed. Sebastian Gonzales Tibao was finally elected
by these men as their commander. He made terms with the King of Bacala (now Bakarganj), whi
he did not keep to. e Portuguese assisted by this king aaed Sundiva, whi was defended by
Fateḥ Khān’s brother, and took it (1609). Gonzales then aaed his late ally of Bacala, seizing his
islands of Shāhabāzpur and Patelbanga. is is Faria y Sousa’s account. He continues the story thus:
e King of Arakan fell out with his brother Annaporam (the Alamanja of Manrique) because the



laer refused to give him an elephant he wanted. War followed, and Annaporam was defeated and
forced to fly. He went to Gonzales at Sundiva, who demanded his sister as hostage. Annaporam and
Gonzales failed in an aa on Arakan, and then Annaporam and all his family sought refuge at
Sundiva. Annaporam’s sister was baptized and married to Gonzales. Annaporam died soon aer,
probably of poison, and Gonzales seized all his treasure and elephants. He wanted to marry
Annaporam’s widow to his brother Anthony Tibao, captain of his fleet, but she refused to be baptized.

Minyazagyi dying about this time, the new King of Arakan, Minkhamaung (1612–22), made terms
with Gonzales, who sent ba Annaporam’s widow, whom he married to the ruler of Chiagong.
Later on, however, Gonzales, aer making these terms with the Arakanese king, behaved
treaerously. In his fear of revenge he applied to the Viceroy at Goa, Don Hieronimo Azevedo (1612–
17), who agreed to assist him, and in 1615 sent Don Francisco de Meneses with a fleet. De Meneses
aaed Arakan without awaiting Gonzales, but by ance encountered a Dut fleet and was
defeated and killed, and the fleet returned to Goa in spite of Gonzales’ protests. e Arakanese king
Minkhamaung aaed Sundiva two years later (1617) and Gonzales disappeared. Of Gonzales and
his like Faria y Sousa exclaims, “ey are like lightning, that no sooner flashes than it is gone” (Faria

y Sousa, vol. iii, Pt. III, Ch. VII, 269 [Stevens, iii. 224]); Phayre, Ch. XVIII; Harvey, Burma, p. 142.
Another version, given by Fyte, states that it was the King of Arakan himself who took refuge at

Sundiva. But if so, it could not, as Fyte states, have been King Minsani, who only succeeded in
1638. Manucci also puts Gonzales later (Storia do Mogor, ii. 118, nn. 2, 3).

7   at is Lisbon. e old name was Olisipo, and was from the earliest days identified with the
hero of the Odyssey and interpreted as the “city of Ulysses”.

8  Gonzales, a thorough raseal, was clearly not a man to trouble about saving souls, though keeping
in with Goa would appeal to him. Manrique is obviously carried away by his own zeal.

9  We know nothing about this man.
10  Hind. sindūr, red lead, used still in making sect-marks.
11    Formal communications known as kharītas are sent in su bags with large seals aaed.

ere is a drawing of one in Fanny Parkes’ Wanderings, ii. 250.
12    One of our author’s purple pates. Piseus of Tyrrhenum, or Etruria, was credited with the

invention not of a flute but of a brazen trumpet (Pliny, Natural History, Bk. VII, c. 56).
13    See Chap. XI, n. I. is was Minyazagyi, who died in 1612 and was succeeded by

Minkhamaung.
14  “Hatred stirreth up strifes” (Prov. x. 12).
15  “Love covereth all transgressions.” Universa delicta operit charitas (Prov. x. 12).
16    Cicero, “Cavendum est, ne assentatoribus patefaciamus aures, nec adulari nos sinamus”

(Delphin Classics: Cic. de Officiis, i. 91, vol. xvi, p. 1120). “We must beware of allowing ourselves to be
flaered.”

17  Assam.
18    Garcia de Noroña was Viceroy from 1538 to 1540. He sent Ferdinand Morales to trade with

Pegu, but it does not appear that any formal treaties were made as earlyas this between Arakan and
the Portuguese. Cf. Faria y Sousa, vol. ii, Pt. I, Chap. II, p. IS [Stevens, ii. 10]; Danvers, i. 441.

19  “Her ways are lovely ways and all her paths peaceful” (Prov. iii. 17).
20  Niolas of Tolentino calls St. Augustin the “Phoenix of Africa”. is is another purple pat. It

refers to St. Augustin and the famous scene of his conversion described in his Confessions in Book
VIII. He went into the garden with his friend Alypius, but le him and threw himself under a fig-tree
in a state of high emotion, weeping bierly. He then heard the voice of a girl or boy in a neighbouring
house cry, “Tolle, lege; Tolle, lege” [Take up and read]. He then went ba to his friend, and opening
the Bible at random read Romans xiii. 13, 14, “Let us walk honestly, as in the day”, &c.

21  “Go ye therefore, and make disciples of all the nations” (Matt. xxviii. 19).



22  Refers to the story of Judith and Holofernes in the Apocrypha.
23  See Chap. XXII, n. 15. Origin unknown.
24  e Augustinian monastery there.
25    Fernando de Albuquerque was Viceroy from 1619 to 1622. Fray Antonio de la Gracia is not

otherwise known.
26  Not otherwise known.
27  is was the Augustinian monastery at Goa.
28    See Chap. XI, n. I. is youth’s uncle Minkhamaung died in 1622 and was succeeded by

iritḥudamma, who died very suddenly, probably of poison, in 1638. His queen Natshinme was
accessory to his death, as she intended to get the throne for her lover, the lord of Launggyet, then
minister. e late king’s young son Minsani died soon aer, and the queen’s paramour at once
succeeded. He was known as Narapatigyi (1638–45). is was the usurper referred to. But the dates
are at variance. Manrique says that seven years aer he le Chiagong Prince Martin was thirteen,
and that at eighteen he wished to serve the Portuguese king in order to be assisted against this
usurper. e usurper succeeded in 1638, when, according to Manrique, Prince Martin was 18. at
would make him 6 years old when he le Chiagong (as seven years aer he was 13) in 1626. But in
1626 iritḥudamma, whom the usurper succeeded, was still alive, hence Manrique has probably got
Prince Martin’s age wrong, and he was not 18 but 30 when he asked leave to serve Portugal.
Manrique refers to the fact that Prince Martin was a relative (he has nieto or “nephew” in the text; an
obvious slip for “grandson”) of Xalamixa II. Cf. Harvey, Burma, 44, 145.

29    A well-known Portuguese commander and, as the Factory Records show, no friend of the
English. “Our vowed eniemye Rufrero who had taken the sacrament in Portugall to ruine both us and
our trade” [leer of Feb. 1622]. In 1612 he cruised round Salsee; in 1613 he joined with Pinto de
Fonseca in the relief of Assarim fort. He first was in arge of Dāman, and later became commander
at Chaul in succession to Manoel de Azevedo. In 1616 he commanded the fleet sent against Surat. He
encountered a severe storm in sailing on to Diu and Gogo. Some of his ships declined to follow him,
and he cut off the sailors’ beards as a punishment. In 1620 he fought successfully with the English at
Jask in the Persian Gulf. In Jan. 1622 he again came into collision with the English and was defeated
at Kishim. Finally, he surrendered on 16th Mar, 1622, but escaped off the Lion at Surat (Foster,
English Factories, 1618–21, xxvii; 1622–3, 33, 60, 83). He was made commander of Masqat, where he
died in September 1633 (see Danvers, Portuguese, ii. 159 ff.). Andrada was not at Ormuz when the
English and Persians took it in 1622.

30  He came out to India in 1610 as Rector of the College of “Nossa Senhora do Popolo” at Goa. On
Jan. 1, 1617, he was consecrated Bishop of Meliapur [St. omé], succeeding Don Fray Sebastien de
San Pedro. De Brio was at this time Vicar Provincial of the Augustinians. In 1625 he became Bishop
of Coin. On the failure of Don Francisco Mascareñas to assume the duties of Viceroy de Brio
became Governor, in 1628. He died at Goa in 1629, and is buried in the Augustinian monastery there.
He was the sixth of his surname to hold this post and the first urman. He is described as of
middle stature, fair complexion, with grey hair and a very severe expression. A man of real piety who
commanded the respect of all. He was succeeded by Andres Furtado de Mendoza.

31   is is a State situated at the north-west end of the island of Sumatra. During the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries it was the most important naval power in those parts. e Ainese always
espoused the Indian cause and opposed the Portuguese, and hence they received overtures from the
English with alacrity in 1606, when visited by Lancaster. It was the hatred of the Portuguese whi
made the Ainese king assist the Dut. Malacca, however, did not actually fall until 1641, to a joint
aa by the Dut and Ainese. As a maer of fact the Ainese aa on Malacca took place in
1627, just before Brio de Meneses became Governor.



32  is aa was made in the year that Luis de Brio took over the Viceroyship, and he appears
to have been sent by his predecessor and not by de Brio to relieve Malacca (Faria y Sousa, vol. iii, Pt.
IV, Chap. III. 402 [Stevens, iii. 343 ff.]).

33  Portugal was still undergoing its sixty years of captivity to Spain, 1580 to 1640.
34   is officer brought out a fleet to India in 1624, and proceeded up the Persian Gulf in 1625,

where he encountered the Dut and English and was wounded; Ruy Feire de Andrada was with
him. He fought the English again at Dāman. When the Governor, Luis de Brio, died in 1629, he
became Governor. He sailed for Malacca in September, and while aaing a Dut ship at Jacatara
was blown up and died, being buried at Malacca; this was in 1630. He was a man of ruddy
complexion (dorado de pelo), over middle height, strongly built, and of great courage and physical
strength. A great lover of the arts and addicted to poetry and “belles leres”. A most generous master,
he seemed to possess all the virtues. Philip IV issued a special royal eulogium on him. He was of high
family, belonging to the house of Fegra. Faria y Sousa, vol. iii, Pt. IX, Chap. VII. 451 [Stevens, iii. 364,
371].

35  e accession of Juan IV marked the final liberation from Spanish dominion. Originally eighth
Duke of Braganza, he was the legitimate heir to the Portuguese throne. He was naturally indolent,
but was pressed into asserting his rights by his wife, a daughter of the Duke of Medina Sidonia, who
became, Spanish as she was by birth, more Portuguese than the Portuguese themselves. On December
1, 1640, the revolution broke forth, and was completely successful, and on January 19, 1641, Juan IV
was declared king by a Cortes.

36  e Viceroy was either Antonin Telles de Meneses, 1639–40, or Juan de Silva Tello de Meneses,
Conde de Aveira, 1640–6.

37  He was born at Lisbon, the son of Francisco Velho and Perpetua Amorin. He took orders in the
Augustinian Monastery of Our Lady of Grace on December 18, 1596. Noted as a theologian and
philosopher, he came out to India in 1610, and was Prior of the monastery of his Order in Goa. He
became Prior and Vicar-General of the Congress of India. He was in 1613 Prior of the Monastery of
Tanas when the Japanese martyr, Francisco de Gracia, was converted. He founded the seminary of
San Guillermo and became a “Diputado de la Inquisicion y Juez de las Órdenes Militares” in 1644. He
died at Goa on August 7, 1646. Cf. Vela, Ensayo, s. v.

38    Augustinian Monastery at Lisbon. is was known as the Monastery of Our Lady of Grace,
that at Goa being named aer it.

39  We have no information about this man. e dukes of Avero (Aveiro) were descendants of John
II (1481–95) of Portugal.

40  Nothing more is known about this man.
41  No more is known of this man. A Presentado is one awaiting the degree of Maestro.
42  Other versions of his end are given by different authors.



CHAPTER XXIX

In which the author gives an account of certain dangers and hardships

which he underwent in converting the Heathen in the Kingdom of

Arracan.

[174/1] HAVING busied myself for some time by giving an account of the

conversions carried out by the Augustinian [174/2] Brethren in these and

other kingdoms, I must now return to Angaracale, where I was employed in

the conversion of those souls of whi I gave an account in Chapter XXVII

[175/1]. While I was at this selement I received a courier from Arracan,

with leers from Gaspar Paeo de Mesquita1 in whi he gave me

information of his arrival, with four ships and one galleon, at that Court. He

had proceeded there, he said, as Ambassador from the Viceroy of India, at

that time Don Miguel de Noroña, Count of Liñares.2 Among the leers was

one from the Viceroy and another from the Father Provincial of India, then

Padre Fray Gaspar de Amorin,3 in both of whi I was asked, if no

important case was detaining me, to proceed at once to Arracan and assist

the Ambassador in his negotiations on behalf of His Majesty. So, on receipt

of these orders, as soon as I had arranged things for the neophytes and

Christians who had lately come to Angaracale, I went to Arracan.3a e

negotiations lasted five months, ending but lile to the satisfaction of the

Magh King, because the Ambassador could not agree to make certain

concessions he wanted without first referring to the Viceroy. So the

Ambassador le with his fleet for Bengal, whence, aer certain events,

whi I omit as not germane to this history, he went on to Malaca. I

remained in Arracan, whence His Highness would not give me leave to

proceed, constantly puing me off until finally he said [175/2] that I had not

come in the Ambassador’s fleet and hence no doubt I could remain, the

more so as he had given me a ur in Arracan, where there were many

Christians.



Aer this uncompromising remark I was obliged to conform to his

wishes, for in the case of kings their wishes usually mar with a power to

enforce them; so where these two things go together it is difficult to adhere

to the natural law, laid down by the lips of our Divine Master Christ:

Quod tibi non vis ne alteri feceris: et quaecumque vultis ut faciant vobis

homines, eadem facite illis.4

I well understood His Highness’s intentions in detaining me. However, I

disguised the great sorrow I felt inwardly at being without any companion,

knowing how difficult it would be for me to get away. So, in spite of these

drawbas, I strove to show myself outwardly quite happy to act fully in

accordance with the wishes of one on whom, at the moment, my liberty

wholly depended. I, therefore, continued to aend at the Palace assiduously.

is caused the King to believe that I was wholly satisfied, and he made me

certain concessions; but as these were made too late to be of use, they only

served to increase the suspicions I entertained, for I was certain that His

Highness was convinced that I was the ief reason for the Ambassador’s

refusal to grant him the terms he desired.

[176/1] All this made me thoughtful as I saw no ance of liberty, no hope

of human assistance from anywhere. However, I placed all my reliance on

the one and only hope, Divine aid; I trusted to be able one day to say with

the Prophet King:

Liberavit me ab inimico meo potentissimo et ab his, qui oderunt me:

quonian robustiores me crant.5

So, while my life was saddened on the one hand, as I have mentioned, on

the other hand I was consoled by the good work I was doing on God’s

behalf as preaer to seven hundred Christian souls in the city and its

neighbourhood.

So with su duties and in converting a few heathen I contrived to pass

the fourteen months that I had now spent in that Court.5a During this time

two European strangers came, one a German and the other a Belgian

Pialingue.6 Now while both of these suffered from holding pestiferous

heretical doctrines yet they differed. e German was a Lutheran Protestant,



the Belgian an Anabaptist,7 the Belgian being called Sebastian and the

German Nicolas Clas. Both proposed to marry Catholic women on the

understanding that ea should retain his or her own Faith. Both came to me

to talk this over. I replied befiingly, touing on the errors of their beliefs

and clearly pointing out the darkness in whi they were living. e German

adhered to his heresy for a few days, but as God, in His infinite mercy, so

ordained [176/2], one day aer aending the holy Sacrifice of the Mass, he

told me that he wished to become a Catholic, as he now understood that

salvation was only possible through the Roman Faith.

At this good news I embraced him and gave him the kiss usual among

them as a sign of intimate friendship. I then told him that he must make a

public renunciation of the heresies he had professed. He therefore came to

Chur one Sunday and abjured his errors there in the usual formula. When

this was over I told him that, considering God’s mercy towards him in

granting him knowledge of his errors so as to renounce them, he must now

be confessed. He replied that he would declare them all, since, by our Lord’s

grace, he now comprehended his errors and had decided to abandon them.

But before he could make a confession su as was required, he must have

guidance, and he asked me to name him certain hours of the day in whi he

could come and talk to me. I said that I should be ready to see him any time

he came, but that his house was so out of the way that it seemed to me that

it would be beer if he came and stayed with me. So I had a hut made ready

for him, in whi he stayed a few days and made a full confession of his life,

with every sign of penitence. When this was over, as also the ceremonies

required by the Ritual of Rome, he was married.

e other was a heretic, or rather a [177/1] heathen, as he had not yet

been baptized, since the Anabaptists hold that baptism is not possible until

thirty-three. But God our Lord was pleased to ordain that aer mu

persuasion both by me and the new Catholic Nicolas Clas, he should decide

at the end of two months to become a Christian. is resolution taken, aer

some simple cateizing he was baptized, retaining his own name of

Sebastian, and shortly aerwards was married.

Amidst all this, however, I never lost sight of any opportunity whi

might offer for geing away. So one day, finding the King in very happy

mood, owing to some good news he had received, I begged leave to go to



Bengal for confession, as it was now seventeen months since I had done so,

owing to the la of another priest, while our Faith required its minister to

confess frequently (scilicet, aviendo materia8) and that loss of life was

preferable to infringement of God’s laws.

at Barbarian King laughingly replied, as if in jest: “Come, Padre, how is

it that you wish to go to Bengal just when all the Princes and Nobles in the

Kingdom are coming here to aend my coronation?”

With this remark he turned to other subjects, giving me no ance of

answering him.

is answer appeared to me to be most unfortunate as showing that the

speaker’s heart [177/2] was not so well disposed towards me as I could have

wished. But, in submission to the Divine Will, I armed myself with patience,

freely resigning myself to whatever was ordained for me. For as the Wise

King says:

Patientia lenietur Princeps, et lingua mollis confringet duritiam.9

In this resolve I decided not to ask again for leave, and to allay his

suspicions I also decided to agree henceforth with all his wishes, so long as

these in no way opposed my duties to God. And so, as the purity or impurity

of our intentions cannot be hid, He was pleased to overlook my

shortcomings and give me a ance to earn His approbation: for while I did

my best to avoid any acts whi might lose me the goodwill of the earthly

Lord, I obtained many opportunities of showing how I loved to merit the

goodwill of my heavenly Lord, sacrificing all human considerations to His

service, until I stood in danger of losing what we most prize.

So He ordained that one day a Raulin Panjan, one of their priests, as I

mentioned before, should come to my door.

Seeing I was not alone he said that he had a maer for my private ear

only. I retired, therefore, with him, on whi he took some palm-leaves out

of a hollow cane. ese leaves are called olas10 and are used by them as

writing-paper, aer being dried.

[178/1] He handed me these olas, whi I saw were wrien upon in Latin

aracters and in that tongue, the origin of our beloved mother-language.

Reading it through I found it contained the following message, when

translated into Castillian:



The bearer of this letter is a Raulin, who is my brother-in-law, if being

married to his sister by mere cohabitation makes him such, seeing that I

propose to marry her by the Catholic Rite when opportunity arises. The same

person who bears this letter tells me that a Priest with a black robe, with

wide sleeves,11 has arrived at the city of Arracan, from which I gather that

you, Father, are a follower of the great Patriarch Saint Augustin, and if not

this, to whatever brotherhood you belong, I beseech you, by the divine

wounds of Christ our Redeemer, to come here and bring relief to my soul,

which, owing to its sins, is without the Catholic pale and fold.

You must know, Father, that I am a Portuguese, Ignatio Gomez by name,

an inhabitant of Estremoz,12 who embarked at Goa in 1608 for Pegu.

While sailing, a terrible hurricane assailed us in the region of the Horse′s

Head [Cabeza de caballo]13 and the ship, driven on shore, was broken into a

thousand pieces. Of the ninety-two people on board, only seventeen escaped,

of whom eleven were Portuguese and six Topazes. We reached shore so

wounded and worn out by being thrown against the rocks by the waves, that

on our landing the barbarous inhabitants [178/2] of that coast easily bound

us hand and foot and took us prisoners to Arracan. But of the seventeen only

thirteen reached it, four surrendering their souls to their Creator on the way.

We thirteen, without being heard, were pronounced to be Portuguese from

Sundiva, which is equivalent to saying that we were pirates from Portugal or

India, and we were sentenced to be banished to the mountains of Maum,14

Before we were sent they cut the tendons of our heels, as was usual in the

case of all banished to this place. Here I have lived nineteen14a years without

hope of human help. A few years after I arrived here I was married by these

Barbarians, according to local rites, to a native woman by whom I have had

five children. I have taught them and their mother our sacred faith, as I

learnt it from my parents in Portugal. All therefore wish to be baptized, as

we all, so far as it is possible, observe the Christian faith, amidst these

Heathen. So I now turn to you, Father, and beseech you, for the love of God, to

come and grant relief to these heathen souls by making them Christians, and

for me, to give me confession, as it is over twenty years since I have done

this.



If, therefore, you, Father, are an Angustinian Brother, who are parish

priests to this region, you are bound to come and save our souls. Should you

not do so, I swear before God’s Throne that their perdition will lie at your

door. If you, Father, are not of the Order I mention, I beg you, in God’s name,

to save us out of your charity, [179/1] I well understand the great risks you

will run in coming here, but with God’s help, if you, Father, will follow the

Raulin and take his advice, you can get here and return back in safety. Four

leagues from where I live are some seven Christians, five Portuguese and two

Topazes, all married according to local rites and with families. All desire to

become Christians and make confession and so all make the same prayer as I

do, coupled with the same protest.

Su were the actual words of the banished Portuguese’s leer, and I

admit that they le me in considerable perplexity. e Raulin, however,

diverted my aention by asking me what I was going to say in reply to his

brother’s leer. I told him that how to reply was as difficult a problem as it

was possible to imagine, as the decision could lead only in two directions—to

violating one’s conscience or losing one’s life. At this reply he set to work to

smooth over the difficulties of the journey as far as possible. Finally, I asked

him to give me time to consider the facts, as they were so serious. He then

said that he had brought a vessel laden with coon to sell and would stay

there from four to six days longer, in whi time I could make up my mind

and he could then come and see me. He went away, and I at once sent for a

native Christian of that place, a most respectable man. I pretended that I

wished to know how many Christians there were in Maum so that I might

ask the King for them. He said that [179/2] it would be waste of time to try

for this, as the King would under no circumstances accede to my request.

Moreover, he added that the Christians there were probably all dead, as

many years had passed since any news had come about them, nor could

information be obtained, except at great risk, owing to the severe penalties

involved in communicating or trying to get into tou with those in

banishment; and in order to divert my aention entirely from su a seme

he gave me a detailed account of everything.

He said, among other things, that whenever a Magh King suspected that

those who were sent to him under the guise of Ambassadors entered his

dominions to acquaint themselves with the strength of his army and its



preparedness, and to discover the secret plans of his Council, so as to inform

those who sent them, they were usually punished in this wise.

ey had the tendons of their heels cut to make it impossible for them to

fly, or if they fled it led at once to their detection as fugitives. Once mutilated

in this way they were sent to those mountains of Maum never to return.

ese mountains are inhabited by a certain tribe of Maghs whi are very

wild and uncivilized and of far fiercer nature than the rest of the Maghs.

ese people spoke, indeed, the same language as the rest of the Maghs, but

so corrupted and of su a bastard kind that many of their expressions were

unintelligible to the rest.

e passes into this mountain gaol were held by Choquidares15 who

correspond to [180/1] our guards or customs officials: these men keep a most

strict wat on the passes. No native is allowed to pass out until the

Choquidares have marked them on the right arm with a special stamp,

dipped in a red dye leaving in the flesh the recognized passport for their exit.

From this pass, at a point three leagues farther on, upon a river, are more

Choquidares, who on seeing the stamp allow them to pass. Aer this they

have still to pass three more sets of guards before they can enter the City of

Arracan, but the examination in these cases is not very severe.

e orders whi run in the case of the two outposts nearest the

mountains are that no one, whatever his state or rank, is allowed to enter

those mountains except the Raulins, unless he holds a formon from the King,

that is a passport, whi must be in writing and sealed with the King’s seal.

e penalty for evasion is death for those immediately concerned, with their

families and nearest relatives, together with the confiscation of their

property to the accusers. e same penalties are incurred by any aiders and

abeors, or even those who knew what was being done and did not

denounce it.

On learning this it seemed to me out of the question to take any spiritual

help to those lost sheep. So I took no further steps, as I considered all I

should do would be useless.

[180/2] Having, therefore, given up the idea I was going to reply to the

leer or olas whi the Raulin had brought me, excusing myself from going

by enumerating the difficulties there were. Just then the Raulin returned and

said that he had to leave two days later and wished to know if I proposed to



go. All the difficulties and hardships of the journey being still fresh in my

mind, I asked him if he was joking. On whi he said that if it was usual for

Portuguese Raulins to joke on serious maers, it was not usual with Magh

Raulins. I was put to shame by this reply and also saw that he mistrusted me

somewhat. I therefore soothed him by saying that he had misunderstood me,

since I had only replied in that way as being disconcerted by the great

difficulties of the journey. Aer discussing the subject in detail he admied

the accuracy of my contentions, but added that by going in his company and

following his directions all danger would be avoided. He intimated,

moreover, that he was surprised at my not wishing to make the journey

because of its difficulties, since his brother had told him, on many occasions,

that Christian Raulins would risk all danger in order to save souls for God,

coming from very distant lands for this purpose only.

From this I gathered [181/1] that his brother-in-law had dilated on the

excellences of our Brethren, whence the Raulin must have formed a very

exalted idea of their virtues. So I would not shake this idea of his, if it were

possible to confirm him in it, and not only him but also those cateumens

who, relying on it, awaited me in all confidence to baptize them. I feared,

also, that if I failed in this I should incur the reproa dreaded by the Martyr

Cyprian when he gave this advice to the clergy:

Propter lapsos et cathecumenes, ne vacui exirent,16

and lower down in the same Epistle, following up this thought:

Ut a fide et misericordia Domini non deficiant.16

With this thought before me I said to the Raulin that I was ready to go

through all dangers to rescue those souls, and he should, if it were possible,

point out how it could be done with the minimum risk. is made him quite

happy, and he said that two things were essential for the success of this affair,

first secrecy and secondly dispat: “For in the laer”, said this Barbarian,

“lies, according to our ideas, the main part of secrecy, and secrecy is the soul

of success in our aempt. For unless we are very secretive we only risk our

lives. To you as a foreigner, this merely means, as the less guilty, the loss of

your head by a single blow, by whi you will pass at once, without torture



[181/2], to enjoy the bliss whi you Christians say your faith promises to

those who die for it. On the other hand, I, as a Raulin, should be condemned

by my Xoxom Pungrī (who, as I have said, is the Magh Pope) to die under

excruciating torture; nor would this suffice, as all my relatives would also be

put to death. From this pray judge if I am not deeply concerned with the

succcssful issue of this maer, and if, this being so, you cannot easily trust

me. You must take no one with you nor mention what you are about to do

to any of the Christians, only do what I am about to tell you. You must put

on the dress of a Raulin, whi I will give you, in place of your own; shave

your head as mine is shaved. en consider carefully how you can make

over your house to a trustworthy person and announce your departure on a

fictitious journey, from whi you will not return for fieen or twenty days.

As I see that you are somewhat upset by all this I propose to give you two

more days to prepare and make up your mind.”

He then took leave. He had judged rightly about me. For I was indeed in a

state of indecision, sailing hither and thither on a sea of doubts, hurried along

to every point of the compass by the needle of my mind [182/1]. I was quite

unable to fix, in my cowardice, on the course that best suited God’s service

and the welfare of those souls whi relied upon me. Finally, turning my

prow towards the sure road of Divine help, I recollected the words of the

Teaer of the Heathen:

Existimo enim, quod non sunt condignae passiones huius temporis ad

futuram gloriam quae revelabitur in nobis.17

Comforted by this reliance on the help of God and understanding how lile I

was risking to gain so mu as I hoped to do, and that if I lost my life it

would be gain to me, I made up my mind to go. I therefore completed the

necessary arrangements and paed in a small basket or box, the usual

companion of all Missionaries in those parts, all that was required for

celebrating the first and last Sacrament. is done, I awaited the Raulin’s

arrival, trusting fully that the Divine grace, without taking account of any

sins, would use me as the instrument for carrying out this work in His

service.

e two days at length passed and the Raulin came ba. When I told him

that I was quite ready and would willingly accompany him whenever he



wished to start, as I was bent on God’s service, his reply was to embrace me

and call me Bay,18 whi is to say “Brother”, and he said: [182/2] “Now I am

convinced that everything whi my brother told me at Maum about the

Christian Faith must be true.” “Believe me, brother,” said I to him, “so true is

it that through it alone is salvation possible.” In reply to this truth that blind

heathen exclaimed Uma,19 a word whi expresses the highest admiration

among the Maghs and may be interpreted “It may be so”. He then turned to

the maer in hand and said: “Brother, I will come for you at a certain hour

of the night, when you should be awaiting me at the door, so as to admit me

without noise.” He then le me, and I prayed to the Divine Majesty that He

in His infinite mercy might be pleased to guide us on our way. Night came,

and at the appointed hour, as all the household had retired, I went to the

door to await the Raulin. He came punctually to the minute. We both groped

our way to my amber of meditation, where, by the light of one candle, the

first thing he did was to shave my head. en, taking off my professional

robes, I put on the others, temporarily necessary for my purpose. is

consisted of two pieces of yellow cloth, of whi one was used to cover the

body from the waist downwards, while the other piece served as a sort of

cape. Su is the robe of Raulins, Panjans, and Moxans.20 When I had

donned this dress he produced a small silver box in whi he had some

white sandal-wood powder mixed with other odoriferous substances. With

this he made circular marks round my eyes [183/1], on my breast and

forehead, also placing a fan in my hand.21

en he exclaimed, “Brother, you are now half a Raulin, let us start

without further delay”. But I begged him to pause a few minutes, knelt

down before a crucifix, and recited the “Viam Pacis”. When I had finished I

proceeded to take up the small basket whi contained the sacred vestments,

but he objected, and taking it from my hands carried it himself. We then

went on to the boat. When we reaed the vessel I saw that the Raulin was a

more important person than he had given me to understand. For, besides

nine paiques or rowers, he had brought four Moxans as well, who were in

his service. e boat was very well fied out and had an awning whi

covered it from stem to stern. ese coverings are made from palm-leaves

and bambus or Bansa, as I have said the Bengalis style them. ese protect



the vessel from all inclemencies of the weather, but are only used when

passing along rivers.

us comfortably provided we rowed on for two days assisted by the

flow of the streams. When we were near to the first Choquidar post, whi,

as I have remarked, is the place where the guards of the passes are stationed,

we stopped about half a league off the spot, awaiting nightfall.

When night fell we rowed up to the post. Before the Raulin, my guide,

disembarked, he explained to me that I had to land [183/2] with the others,

this being the custom, as they would come and examine the ship and count

the people aboard and see that no more had returned on board than had

originally started out on her and that the number was correct. To ensure this

the Raulin had le a young brother of his own at Arracan in order to take

him on in my place, when he had brought me safely ba. He told me to go

and sit at the foot of a tree, whi he pointed out, and remain there with my

head bent and concealed as if I were si. If I was asked anything I was to

reply in the voice of a sufferer that I was ill with fever. He would then speak

for me and get me sent ba to the vessel. As soon as he had finished

instructing me they all went ashore and I with them, taking my seat at the

appointed spot. e Raulins went off to speak to the Choquidares who were

siing at the gateway. As soon as they saw the Raulin they arose and came

out, receiving him with the greatest courtesy. Aer a quarter of an hour’s

talk they sent two clerks, whom they style Catagaris,22 to examine the

vessel and count the people. You will readily understand my feelings in this

delicate situation. In fear and trembling I admit I was, but amidst my fearful

imaginings I recollected what my great Father Saint Augustin had said on

the words of Psalm 94:

[184/1] Ploremus ante Dominum qui fecit nos,

on whi he remarked:

Quia non ploravimus quando nos fecit et tamen fecit. Qui ergo fecit

ante quam rogaretur, deserit cum rogatur?23

Encouraged by these words of my great Father and trusting in him I

prayed for the Divine grace.



Just then the two Catagaris came to me, and aer making the usual

salutation, Pana coday,24 whi means “God be with you”, they asked me

what was the maer, and on my saying that I was ill they went away,

leaving me mu relieved. As soon as the Raulin received his passport from

the Choquidares he told me to go on board. us, with God’s grace, we

safely passed the first outpost. By a similar procedure we got safely past the

other posts up to the last and most rigorous examination. We reaed this

outpost while two hours of daylight still remained, and while they were

preparing a meal my guide went to inform the Choquidares of his arrival.

Now, since these heathen have an inordinate reverence for their false

priests, they did not examine the things whi he brought with him, as they

should have done, owing to an adia or gi he had given them of twelve

pounds of pepper. ey at once gave him permission to pass on. e Raulin

said that he would proceed aer dining, and they answered that he might

take his own time, as they could open the gate at any hour. He went on

talking with them, and while they were in the midst of this conversation

[184/2] a servant came up and announced that dinner was ready. is the

Raulin caused to be brought to where he was. Aer performing certain

ceremonies, whi blessed the viands and in their opinion made them sacred,

he invited the two Officers of the Choquidares to join in the dinner, an

honour whi these heathen value highly, as they consider that aer eating

this sanctified food they will be preserved for a whole year from all dangers

and disasters. At this dinner appeared the sham wine of him to whom

ancient Heathendom dedicated its Bacanalian feasts.25 I call this liquor

sham, in reference to its materials, and not to its effects. For though it is

made from rice and other substances it still has the same effect as real wine

if taken in excess. But the Raulin had brought it on the journey for the

purpose, in great quantity, and not only the two Captains were soon carried

away by their devotion to Bacus, but all the other officials as well, who,

hearing of the drinking bout, had come up and by taking part in it were

obliged also to take part in its ecstasies. In this state they seemed to be the

possessors of all the stars in the highest firmament, but as their tired eyes

and heavy heads could not bear su brilliancy, his Bacanalian Majesty,

taking pity upon his devotees in their hard case, surrendered them to

Morpheus,26 the restful, who infused unto their dazed spirits his own



soothing and powerful virtue. To save them the trouble of seeking their

accustomed coues he gave them resting-places amidst green shining

carpets. Here we will leave them under the peaceful influence of sweet

slumber to overcome the fumes of the potent liquor.

DATES. See pages 322, 324, 328.

Several are given here, but they do not help mu. See general note on

Chronology. It will be noticed that Ignatio Gomez in his leer says he came

out in 1608, and had been nineteen years in the bills of Maum. is would

make it 1627, whi is out of the question, as Manrique only arrived in

Arakan in 1629. It must, however, have been in 1631–2 that he paid this visit.

Notes

1  Nothing has been found in relation to this embassy, whi must have taken place about 1631–2.

2    Don Miguel de Noroña, Count of Liñares, was appointed Viceroy in 1629. He was the first

Viceroy to make terms with the English, in January 1635, aer whi the two nations lived in amity

together at Surat. He resigned in 1635 and le India on Dec. 3 of that year, leaving the Indian

possessions in peace, but with empty coffers. He was blamed for being too severe (Faria y Sousa, vol.

iii, Pt. IV, Chap. XIII [Stevens, iii. 402]).

3  See Chap. XXVIII, n. 37.

3a  See note on p. 337.

4  “All things therefore whatsoever ye would that men should do unto you, even so do ye also unto

them” (cf. Matt. vii. 12).

5    “He delivered me from my strong enerny, and from them that hated me, for they were too

mighty for me” (Vulg. 2 Reg. [2 Sam.] xxii. 18).

5a  See note on p. 337.

6  A curious term, possibly a corruption of our author’s.

7   e Lutheran doctrine was started by Martin Luther (1483–1546). e term was in Manrique’s

time usually applied as we use “Protestant” now. e Anabaptist sect was started in Germany in 1521.

eir distinctive tenet is objection to ild-baptism.

8  “If, that is, material (for confession) exists.”

9  “By long forbearing is a ruler persuaded, and a so tongue breaketh the bone” (Prov. xxv. 15).

10  See Chap. XXI, n. 7.

11   is is the Augustinian dress, the Dominicans wearing bla and white and the Franciscans

russet. Fryer says of the Augustinians: “… who when they go out wear Bla gowns (girt about with a

leathern girdle) … with Bla Hoods; within doors White of the same Fashion, with a scapulary”

(Fryer, ii. 13; cf. iv. 14).

12  A town in eastern Portugal in the province of Almentejo. is took place when Gonsales Tibao

held Sundiva. See Chap. XXVIII.

13  is is not shown on any map and was perhaps a Portuguese sailor’s name. It must have been

somewhere off the Akyab coast.



14  Probably the Maumawe range near Arakan: see Chap. XII, n. 21. A reference may be made to

Wilford’s paper (Asiatic Researches, xiv. 381 ff., 1822), where he refers to the Mayum range, the

Maiandrus of Ptolemy. He connects the name with the Mocas or Peguans, or with the Mayan tribe

living between Chiagong and Arakan. Mr. Harvey remarks with regard to the punishment whi the

Raulin said he would suffer, viz. torture and death for the Raulin and death for all his relatives, “e

Bllrmese Nationalists, like ourselves, have forgoen these things”. e Xoxom Pungri no doubt handed

the offender over to the secular authorities for action. Cf. Harvey, Burma, 326, 353. Even a Primate

was not sacrosanct (ib. 208, 245 and Index, s. v. Punishment).

14a  See note on p. 337.

15    A guard or watman. Hindi Chaukidār, a man at an outpost, usually where four or more

roads meet, hence the name from Skt. Chatur meaning “four”.

16  “For the fallen and cateumens lest they depart empty, lest they fall away from the faith and

mercy of God” (St. Cyprian. See Patrol. Latina, vol. iv. 264; Ep. xii, Pt. II, “Ut a fide”).

17   “For I reon that the sufferings of this present time are not worthy to be compared with the

glory whi shall be revealed to us-ward” (Rom. viii. 18).

18    Manrique has, it seems, made a slip and mixed up the Hindi Bhai, or brother, with the

Arakanese Abay, or uncle. See Chap. XV, n. 18.

19   is is the ordinary exclamation “Ame”, meaning “Mother”, whi is used as an emotional

exclamation. “My Mother, what a lot of sweet rice” (Fielding, Soul of a People, 181). Amma, “O

Mother”, is so used in Siamese. Manrique’s translation looks rather as if he took it for Amen or the

Persian Amīn, whi he must have oen heard in northern India and when travelling in Persia.

20   is is exactly the way Burmese monks wear their robes nowadays. ey have two garments,

the upper called the thingnan, above the waist, and the other, the thinbaing below, held by a girdle.

ey look like one garment.

21  e fan carried is used by these priests to shade the face from seeing forbidden sights, su as

girls, and gave them the name Talapoin, used by early European writers for Burmese priests. e fan

is simply a dry leaf of the “Talipot” palm (Corypha umbraculifera), from the Skt. tālapatra. See

Hobson-Jobson, s. v. Talapoin, Talipot.

22  See Chap. XVII, n. 4.

23  “Let us cry unto God who made us” (Vulg. Psalm xciv. 6; A.V. xcv. 6). “For we did not cry unto

Him when he made us, yet He made us. So then if He made us before we asked will He abandon us

when we cry unto Him?” ese words are in a homily of St. Augustin, Sermo XXVI. Cf. Patrol.

Latina, vol. xxxviii. 171.

24   is probably shows that they were Musulmān guards, as this is a Muḥammadan and not a

Hindū salutation: “May God protect you”, more usual in the form Khudā panāh.

25  i. e. Bacus, the god of wine.

26  e son of sleep and god of dreams.



CHAPTER XXX

In which the Author continues of his voyage in the Mountains of Maum and

of what more occurred to him when he left them in order to return to the

City of Arracan.

[185/1] As soon as our Raulin patron saw that most of the guards were

already paying the debt of their debau in its usual form, and that the rest

were also under its influence in proportion to the quantity they had drunk,

he le the table and had it cleared. We then set out on our journey, ea man

carrying his own luggage on his shoulders. At the gate we encountered two

guards, who, under the influence of the liquor, of whi they had had a

share, were more eerful than usual and so let us by with many sumbayas

or reverences and somewhat incoherent speees, in whi they absolved us

from all the suspicion we had aroused at our entrance.

So, happily past this, we began to [185/2] climb the mountains, some of

our band alternately shouting from time to time or leing off the two

arquebuses they had with them, on account of the large number of Tigers,

Rhinoceroses, and Buffaloes1 to be met with in that part. ese mountains

are so roy and difficult to climb that it was impossible to travel over them

by night, and we were obliged to halt half a league from the gate and climb

into some trees to await daylight. With daylight we recommenced our climb

and proceeded onwards in this way for three days, always spending the

night in trees on account of the wild beasts, as I have mentioned. On the

fourth day we reaed some very wide plains where we saw some

Barbarians clothed in the skins of tigers and goats, with their heads bare and

shaven.2 ey were aending large [186/1] flos of cale, cows, and goats,

and a few tame Buffaloes. Aer passing them by we reaed certain villages

with fields of rice, vegetables, and coon. Numerous houses stood there,

made of bambus and thated. ese stood far apart from one another, as

these wild Maghs were accustomed to live separate from ea other, with

their families in the midst of their fields.3 ey also had a few roughly built



shrines for their idols. Aer travelling through these cultivated lands we

climbed mountains again for three or four leagues, and then darkness fell,

and we rested for the night in a Varela whi stood at this point. e Raulin

here told me that if we made good progress next day we should sleep in his

brother’s house. Five days had passed since we entered the mountains. Now

most of the road had lain through roy and stone-strewn country. I was

going bare-footed, as this was required by the robe I was wearing; for no

Maghs use any shoes, excepting indeed the Xoxam Pungrī, the High priest,

as I have remarked. When, therefore, we came to the end of the last day but

one, I arrived with the soles of my feet bere of skin and so severely injured

in some places as to make walking out of the question during the rest of the

journey. ey were, therefore, obliged to make me a lier, called in these

parts cirian.4 [186/2] To make it they cut strong bambus and withies to bind

them together. I was lied on this upon four men’s shoulders, who took

turns, hour by hour. As this meant that we had to proceed more leisurely

than the Raulin had expected, he sent on a messenger to acquaint his

brother-in-law with what had taken place and also bring ba four or five

men to assist those carrying me, who were becoming fatigued. e

messenger le at dawn, and travelling light, arrived at his destination two

hours before midday. He gave the master of the house the news, who at

once sent off eight persons. He himself followed up these eight men,

accompanied by two Portuguese who were with him; but they could only

travel slowly, owing to the tendons of their heels having been cut, whi, as

I have remarked, was the first visible sign that proved a man had been

condemned to this exile. Hence the eight Chaquores5 sent to carry the cirian

arrived first. With their help we progressed so fast as to meet the Portuguese

during the last hour of daylight, not mu more than half a league from the

place they had started from. As soon as these men saw me they recognized

me from my being in the cirian as well as from the shape of my features,

and raising their hands to heaven could not restrain themselves from

pouring out their thanks to the Divine [187/1] Father and Author of all pity,

while tears streamed from their eyes. ey came up to me with

demonstrations more pious and grateful than prudent, and obliged me to get

out of the lier, although I could not stand on my feet owing to the wounds

upon them, whi were still raw. Yet, in spite of some pain, I managed to



stand up and salute and embrace them, exhorting them to assuage their

woes with “the medicine of patience”,6 as Gregory the Great said. We

beguiled the hardships of the road in conversing on this and other subjects

until we reaed the house of the Portuguese Ignatio Gomez, about two

hours aer dark. Here we were received with all the courtesies pertaining to

Portuguese usage, and not in accordance with Magh customs. e people of

the house at once set to and made a lotion for my feet from the juice of

certain herbs whi grew in those parts. is lotion, although it caused me

some pain for about half an hour at first, finally alleviated the burning, and

aer using it regularly for five days I was as well as ever. ey advised me,

however, to continue to use it for a few days longer, since, as long as I wore

that habit, it was incumbent on me to walk barefoot over a rough

mountainous region on my return to Arracan.

e continued use of the lotion would, as they said, make the soles of my

feet so hard [187/2] and callous that I could walk on the very sharpest stones

without any inconvenience. When, by God’s grace, I returned to Arracan, I

needed only to anoint my feet with coco-nut oil, warmed somewhat on a

fire, to restore the original soness in a few days. I accepted and followed

the advice, since it would otherwise have been impossible for me to travel

along those roads I had lately traversed.

ree days aer my arrival there, as soon, that is, as I could put foot to the

ground, I le my cou. I had already arranged with Ignatio Gomez, the

owner of the house, to give necessary orders for the celebration of Mass. He

prepared a house, in whi they had a wooden Cross, where he was

accustomed to meet with his family and recite the Christian Creed and

Litany of the Virgin.

Here, as soon as an altar had been prepared, the Portuguese brought me

his family, consisting of four grown-up sons and a daughter with their

mother and a widowed sister of hers, accompanied by two sons and two

women servants: in all eleven persons.

As soon as they reaed the room they all knelt down before the altar,

and, aer kissing the ground, made the sign of the Cross, passing on to

exclaim loudly:

“Blessed, praised, and glorified be the sacred Sacrament and the

immaculate Conception of the Virgin, sainted Mary, Mother of God,



conceived free of original sin; Mother yet Virgin, now and for ever.”

[188/1] I was astonished at the devotion and humility with whi these

Cataumens, living amidst this barbarous Heathenism, called on God’s

name and that of His sainted Mother. I understood and saw in this the

wondrous hand of our Lord, and appreciated the truth of what the greatest

of the Apostles said on another like occasion:

Non est personarum acceptor Deus, sed in omni gente, qui timet eum, et

operatur iustitiam, acceptus est iīli.7

Boors they were and heathen, but in the eyes of the Divine Lord of our

hearts His own are known, and hence He found within them the same faith

as He had seen in the upright heart of the Centurion Cornelius, and so He

accorded them the same mercy He showed to that soldier, and admied

them within the pale of His sacred faith.

For as in commenting on the words of Psalm 50:

Cor contritum et humiliatum, Deus, non despicies,

the Divine Augustin has said:

Quia excelsus est Deus, si te excelsum feceris, longinquabit a te; si te

humiliaveris, propinquabit ad te,8

with like humility did the Cateumens pray to God and so oblige Him to

draw near, and, hearing their petition, grant their desire, inspiring me, most

insignificant of His servants, to become the instrument of His wonderful

work.

eir prayer over, these joyful Heathen came to where I was standing,

[188/2] and kneeling down asked me most humbly to make them Christians,

as they wished to live and die in the Faith of Christ our Redeemer. On my

replying that it was primarily essential for them to know the principal tenets

of our Faith, one of the sons of Ignatio Gomez, the eldest, who was over nine

years old, said that their father had taught them almost every night all that

was needed for understanding the sacred Faith, whi they desired to

receive through the baptismal font. He added that in order to satisfy myself

that they all had sufficient knowledge of what he was saying, I could

question ea one separately on the subject. is I did, and finding they were

all sufficiently acquainted with the essential mysteries and requirements of



our beliefs, I baptized them. Aer being baptized they knelt before a

Crucifix and an Image of Our Lady, whi had been placed on the altar.

ey wept unrestrainedly, no doubt for their past sins now washed away, so

that I was myself ashamed at thinking how few were the tears I had shed for

sins commied and but lile expiated.

When this weeping ceased I made them all sit down, and spoke to them

on the excellences of the Sacrament they had just received, and the

obligation they were now under to adhere to the precepts and commands

whi were enjoined by what they had just professed, [189/1] as by this they

would remain in the state of grace in whi they could now be rightly

considered to be.

When the Portuguese exile saw that his dearest were now set on the road

to salvation, he proceeded to reinstate himself in it through the Sacraments

of Penitence and Marriage. He saw that before he could enter the laer he

must first obtain grace through the former, and proceeded to make

confession.

Although it was twenty years or so since he had done this, he was a man

of good understanding and parts, and had been accustomed, even in his

exile, to examine his conscience generally at ea of the four ief feasts of

the year,9 and that done, recorded the result, relying on God’s pity to, some

day, grant him su an occasion as the present. With su careful self-

preparation the confession was simple. is over, aer he had received the

sacred Sacrament of the Euarist with great devotion, he took the mother

of his ildren by the hand and was married to her in accordance with our

Catholic rites. All were rendered happy by this and thanked our Lord for

freeing them from the bonds of hell in whi they had been bound.

Aer this, when I noticed that the Portuguese exile’s mother-in-law oen

came to see me, bringing me dainty products of the soil, I spoke to her

regarding the abandonment of the false tenets of her sect, and her becoming

a Christian as her daughters and grandildren had done, using most

persuasive and direct arguments. [189/2] But she always replied by telling

me all kinds of foolish tales, with whi the Devil was leading her astray and

blinding her reason. Not all the efforts made by her daughters and son-in-

law could move her. Once or twice she looked like being convinced, and

showed signs of being converted. So I went to her house one day to see her



and observe the ange whi all my arguments had made. But I found her

more obstinate than ever. She said eerfully: “e Poragrī appeared to me

last night, and said, laughingly, that I should shortly go and enjoy in his

presence the pleasant fragrance of the house of the Sun. So do not weary

yourself on my account, as I see no reason to abandon the law of our holy

Pora, whi I have steadily observed for the seventy-one years of my life,

following the advice and orders of his beloved and loyal servants, our

Raulins.”

I was very sad at heart on seeing the obstinacy of that unhappy soul. I

remembered well the words of the Holy King David:

Peccatum meum contra me est semper,

and also those of the divine Hieronymus:

Quia me peccata a tuae bonitatis divitiis separant.10

Seeing, therefore, that no human power would soen her hardness of

heart, [190/1] I gave her up, trying to pass the time in some more profitable

occupation.

Hence, the next day, when the two Portuguese I mentioned above, who

lived four leagues away, came to see me and reported that all the other

Christians were awaiting me and had prepared a house for the celebration of

Mass and the other Sacraments, beseeing me to go and save their souls

also, I answered that I would gladly go, since I had braved those dangers for

this very purpose.

So the next day we started before the great shining Planet had darted his

usual brilliant rays upon the earth. In spite of all our efforts on the road the

ascent of the mountains was so severe and dangerous, and my companions

so slow, that by the time we reaed the place where they lived three hours

of darkness had already passed. Still, notwithstanding the roughness and

ro-strewn nature of the road, except for excessive weariness, I arrived

with my feet quite sound and well; my journey over those rude stony ways

having no more affected me than if I had been walking over a level sandy

plain. is was wholly due to the lotion I spoke about.



Next day I went to the house where they were accustomed to meet on

Sundays and Saints’-days to recite the Litanies and other prayers. In this

house, as in the other in whi I had said [190/2] Mass, there was nothing

except the standard of our Redemption11 under a canopy of many-coloured

coon cloths, a lamp hanging in front of it.

e whole community of seven Christians at once assembled here. It

consisted of five Portuguese and two Canarese topazes, inhabitants of the

island of Salsee.12 ey were all married in accordance with local rites, and

as su lived with their wives and families, numbering in all thirty-six

persons. As soon as they entered the house of prayer they knelt down, and,

aer making the sign of the Cross, praised our Lord and His Blessed Mother

in the same way as those others (now enlisted in the Catholic army) had

done. All these Cateumens similarly asked to be made Christians, and to

live and die in Christ’s law, abjuring the errors of the misguided Heathen.

When I found them sufficiently familiar with the mysteries of our sacred

Faith, I baptized them all. As the altar was ready I placed the necessary

articles upon it and read Mass, making them the same address as I had made

to those previously baptized. is done, I proceeded to confess them and

then give the Euarist to and marry these seven Christians to the mothers

of their ildren. In carrying out these ceremonies and in cateizing those

lately baptized, six days passed. On the last day I returned [191/1] with the

same companions who had brought me to the house of the Portuguese,

Ignatio Gomez. Here I spent another five days, during whi I confessed and

gave the Sacrament to the eleven persons whom I had baptized nine days

earlier. All made general confession with every sign of sorrow and

repentance for their past ill-spent lives amidst the abominations of the blind

Heathen. ey could not have done more even if they had been taking the

Sacrament for many years previously. is was due to the Divine mercy.

O beata misericordia (as my great Father St. Augustin has said), quae sola

commercium nostrae salutis agnovit. Sola enim misericordia ad Deum dirigit

hominem, sola ad Deum deducit hominem, sola Deum deducit ad

hominem.13

Aer eighteen days more spent with those exiled Christians at their

home, during whi time, with God’s help, I had brought salvation to those

souls, I decided to depart, although all of them begged me most insistently to



stay another fieen or twenty days, since so many years had passed without

their having received any spiritual food, while they could not say when

another priest would come to see them. I was mu tempted to comply with

the pious demands of those Christians, especially as regarded the Neophytes,

[191/2] whose countenances, bathed in tears, showed the earnestness of their

demands.

I remembered also how strongly my great Father recommends pity to his

ildren when, urging his sons to use it, he says:

Amate ergo, frates mei, misericordiam, qitia nunquam vidi pium

hominem mala morte finiri.14

All these considerations urged me to console this small flo by remaining

a lile longer in it, and so feed these young lambs, who had just been reborn

in the font of baptism, on the ri pastures of the Evangelical doctrine. But

when I had explained to them that my remaining might result in imminent

danger both for them and all the Christians in that kingdom, they ceased to

try and influence me. I therefore decided to leave them, first consoling them

and then urging them to adhere to the precepts of the Faith they professed. I

distributed among them some relics, rosaries, medals, and effigies of the

Virgin and other Saints whi I had brought with me for the purpose.

I then bade farewell to these Neophytes and remained with the three

Portuguese in order to arrange for the best way of re-entering Arracan. e

Raulin who brought me was summoned for this purpose. ey told him I

wished to leave, and that, since he had guided me there [192/1] safely, it was

incumbent on him to take me ba in the same way, as, irrespective of the

promise he had given me, the lives of all depended on my returning. Several

discussions took place relative to my returning by the same route by whi I

had come. To this, however, the Raulin was strongly opposed, raising great

difficulties. Especially because, when the seal was stamped on my arm,

whi, as I noticed before, was an invariable custom in the case of all who

leave that region, it would be impossible to conceal my colouring and facial

contour. In order that the curious Reader may understand the nature of this

difficulty, he must know that the Maghs are all of darkish colouring, while

they differ most materially from us in their lineaments. eir foreheads are

wide and ample, as they artificially lengthen them as soon as a ild is born

by means of leaden sheets, whi are tightly pressed down upon the head



until the desired deformation is acquired.15 Hence, those with the narrowest

foreheads are held to be the handsomest and comeliest. eir noses are very

flat and their eyes sloped like those of Chinese, their ears are lacerated as I

mentioned above. Hence it would be easy to detect me.

Taking these difficulties into consideration, the Raulin saw that there was

only one feasible plan in his opinion, and that was to leave this region by

crossing the ranges in the interior to the sea-coast. Two routes were

available, one taking nine and the other fourteen days [192/2]. Moreover, the

second route, though longer, was safer, as it led over mountains free from

forests, although for the first eleven days it was waterless and arid. Yet in

consequence of this there was no fear from tigers or other wild animals

whi swarmed on the other route, owing to its being thily wooded and

traversed by numerous streams of excellent sweet water. Should I therefore

wish to follow this, as being the shortest route, I should have to engage ten

or twelve men with fire-arms who could fire these off from time to time, at

the same time shouting and keeping up a noise. At night we should have to

climb trees and light large fires round them so as to drive off the wild beasts.

Still, with all these precautions, he did not see how we could avoid risking

some lives, either owing to the terrestrial animals or the aquatic, that is,

crocodiles whi infested some large rivers we had to cross.

On su a picture of the dangers of the laer route, who would hesitate to

take the other, though it was mu longer? So we agreed to go by the open

route, and the necessary supplies were ordered. Next day, aer saying Mass

to the Virgin of Happy Issue, my unfailing protectress, I said farewell to all

those Christians and le with the Raulin and some five other persons.

In this way, [193/1] ascending and descending the highest mountains with

great difficulty, we travelled onwards. But at night, when we halted weary

and footsore, Mother Earth gave us her ever-ready cou. To me this was

like the soest of beds, for I recollected the words of St. Paul:

Arcta est via quae ducit ad caelum. Oportet per multas tribulationes

introire in Regnum Dei.16

So we went on our way, being very short of water from the seventh up to

the eleventh day, when we reaed a large swi river, and in crossing it,

bathed our pared and dust- covered bodies. Aer crossing it we spent a

day resting at the foot of a rough and roy mountain. Before climbing it we



were obliged to take a good rest, since during the three and a half preceding

days we had crossed su rough and tumbled mountains that we were

obliged to use our hands as well as our feet, while once at nightfall, since we

could find no level ground on whi to extend our weary and travel- raed

bodies, we were obliged to recline on the rough ros.

In spite of all these hindrances God was pleased to ordain that we should

sight the sea on the fourteenth day of our journey, just as the radiant planet

was rising from his azure bed. By midday [193/2] we had reaed those

spots where the sea, now quiet, now raging, continues its never-ceasing ebb

and flow. We went on about half a league to where the sandy bea ran into

a point. Here the land was cut into by an arm of the sea. e entrance was so

wide that I was anxious about crossing it, although my more experienced

companions proposed to cross and said they would help me. But on

considering my weakness and great exhaustion I did not dare to aempt so

trying an experiment at that moment. So we went on some two leagues to a

point where the annel was narrower. e Raulin then told me no annel

narrower than this could be found, so we inflated the empty skins and

crossed over to the other bank. As it was already late we halted for the night

there. Next day we continued our journey over level but uninhabited

country until we reaed, at the hour of Vespers, the great lagoon of

Arracan, whi I described in detail before.

A small village stood here. Before reaing it, while still a long musket-

shot from it, we retired into a less exposed position. Leaving me there with

two companions the Raulin and the rest went on to the village. Here he

purased a small boat for fourteen rupees, [194/1] two rupees, as I have

noted, being equal to one peso of our currency. e boat being thus

successfully purased, they soon covered it in roughly with bambus and the

woven palm-leaves called olas. At this village, and in others situated on this

great lake, a large quantity of timber is available from whi many of these

balones17 or small boats are constructed and taken to Arracan for sale.

When he found that our boat was ready the Raulin sent us word that we

should embark aer dark. When night arrived and wrapped the world in her

sombre mantle, silencing all human voices, it gave us the ance of

embarking with our guide. Giving wings to our oars we rowed across the

lagoon18 till we reaed Arracan at the end of three days, and waiting until



midnight should conceal us with its dark veil, I disembarked under its cover

at the city with the Raulin and one companion. We then proceeded by the

most devious by-ways to the Chur, where I prostrated myself in due

reverence to render thanks to the Divine Author for His mercy to me in

bringing me ba safely and deigning thus to accomplish His work through

so unworthy an instrument. With this joy and thankfulness;

Cor meum et spiritus meus prae gaudio gestivit et exultavit in Domino,

qai fecit mihi misericordiam magnam secundum magnam misericordiam

suam.19

[194/2] When I le the Chur the Raulin at once bade me farewell, not

waiting to delay a moment in spite of my insistence, saying that in the

interests of us all they must leave Arracan before morning, and he needed all

that night to find his brother, whom, as I noted above, he had le behind in

order to enable me to pass the Choquidares in his place. He then embraced

me most cordially and le. Never did I again obtain any news of him, nor

indeed of any one of those who formed part of our band, and still less of the

exiled Christians of Maum.

May God in His infinite mercy have kept them steadfast in His sacred

service, and may He grant to the Heathen a true knowledge of His sacred

faith, to their salvation.

Notes

1  ree kinds of rhinoceroses are met with still in India, two havingone horn and one variety two

horns. e species mentioned was probably the one-horned species (R. sindaicus), still occurring in

Burma. Rhinoceroses were hunted by the Mughals in the sixteenth century.

e buffalo was no doubt the Gaur, the “bison” of sportsmen (Bos gaurus), a magnificent animal,

the bulls oen standing over six feet at the withers, with horns up to three feet in length to twenty

ines at the base.

2  It is impossible to identify these folk.

3  is appears to be a common feature in the selements of jungle folk. e BhIls and other forest

tribes in Central India invariably build their huts far apart, so that quite a small village will straggle

over a large area. e reason there given is distrust of neighbours!

4  See Chap. XIV, n. I.

5  Hind. Chākar, a servant of the menial class.

6  On the words in Job ii. 10, “In omnibus his non peccavit Job, labiis suis”, St. Gregory, Moralium,

lib. iii, cap. ii. See Patrol. Latina, vol. lxxv, p. 620.

7    “God is no respecter of persons: but in every nation he that feareth Him, and worketh

righteousness, is acceptable to Him” (Acts x. 34–5). ese words were said by the Apostle Peter to the



centurion Cornelius.

8  “A broken and a contrite heart, O God, ou wilt not despise” (Psalm li. 17 in our version, but l.

19 in that used by the Roman Catholic Chur). “Because God is high, if thou exaltest thyself He will

withdraw Himself from thee, if thou abasest thyself He will draw near unto thee.” So Augustin,

Enarratio in Psalmum L. v. 19. See Patrol. Latina, xxxvi. 598.

9  e four ief feasts are the birth of Christ, the adoration of the Magi, Easter, and the Pentecost.

10  “My sin is ever before me” (Psalm li. 3 in our version, but l. 5 in the Latin version of the Roman

Chur). “Because my sins separate me from the ries of y grace” (from Hieronymus (St. Jerome),

commenting on this passage. See Patrol. Latina, vol. xxvi, p. 971).

11  A crucifix or else a simple cross.

12  One of the islands forming Bombay.

13   “O blessed mercy, whi alone took upon itself the concern of our salvation, for mercy alone

directs man to God, alone it leads man to God, alone it brings God to man” (St. Augustin, Sermon 6,

De misericordia ad fratres in eremo. See Patrol. Latina, vol. xl, p. 1246).

14    “My brethren, love compassion, for I never knew a compassionate man die a bad death” (St.

Augustin, ibid. 1248).

15  ere is no evidence that su a custom ever existed in Burma, and our author must have gone

astray here.

16    “Straitened the way that leadeth unto life” (Matt. vii. 14; the Latin should be: arcta via est

quae ducit ad vitam, not caelum); and “rough many tribulations we must enter into the Kingdom

of God” (Acts xiv. 22).

17  A “dug-out”. See Chap. III, n. 16.

18   is great lake is nowhere shown on modern maps. Has it silted up? Where did it lie? Do

Manrique’s indications of his route give any clue? So far no identification has been made of its site;

perhaps a geological survey may discover the alluvial deposits of its former bed.

19    “My heart rejoiced and my spirit exulted in the Lord, who extended great mercy to me in

accordance with His great kindness.” e song of Hannah, mother of Samuel. See 1 Sam. ii. 1. Our

version varies somewhat, being rendered directly from the Heb.



CHAPTER XXXI

In which an account is given of the coronation of the Emperor Xadramaxa

II1 of Arracan: and also of the events and festivals which preceded it.

[195/1] IN days gone by the Poet of Mantua2 described the great distress

of the pious Trojan leader when the Sidonian een of Carthage obliged

him to renew his recollections of the unhappy massacres and fires long

passed; when deeply moved, he sorrowfully exclaimed:

Infandum Regina iubes renovare dolorem.3

e Prince of Latin poets intended to show by this incident how the high-

souled recoil from any account of tragical events, su as murders, arson,

and cruelties. In spite of this I am obliged, kind Reader, in carrying out my

promise to you, to begin with the murders and holocausts whi this

youthful Barbarian Emperor commied in following the precepts of a false

prophet of the Maumetan faith,4 who in promising to render him invisible

and invincible, undertook that he should obtain the vast Empires of Delhi,

Pegu, and Siam, besides many other similar inanities.

But in conclusion, following the proper sequence of events, [195/2] I

promise, likewise, to turn your mind from your first sho at hearing su

sad maers, by joyous happenings, festivals, regal processions, gaily clothed

retinues, and superbly sumptuous banquets.

Twelve years had passed since the reigning Magh monar had received

the sceptre of the whole Magh Kingdom on his father’s death.5 But owing to

an old prophecy, current with these Emperors, it was said that they would

die in the first or second year succeeding their coronation. Hence the present

Ruler was afraid to be crowned, and passed his early years in avoiding this

final ceremony in whi he would receive the title of Padchā, whi means

Emperor, as well as other titles whi we will mention when the time comes.



So, preferring to live without this supreme title rather than die early with

it, he continued to evade coronation until the Grandees of the Kingdom,

seeing that nine years5 had now passed of the time fixed for their kings to

be crowned within, were moved by a desire to see the ancient custom

complied with. [196/1] Possibly, however, they, being Heathen, were urged

on to this in the hope that the prophecy might come true, and that in the

ances and anges of a new administration fresh opportunities for making

fortunes might arise. ey were so unfortunate that the King, recognizing

the justice of their demand, and foreseeing that a refusal might lead to

unpleasantness, took steps to carry out what they demanded. But first of all

he consulted his false preceptor, a Mohammedan, who, having twice visited

the hateful Mausoleum where the obscene sandals of the descendant of

Hagar are said to be preserved, was held to be a saint by these Barbarians.6

is reprobate devotee of iniquity of all kinds must have been a magician

and had a pact with the Devil, who, as the Author of all deceit, opened out to

him the natural virtues of certain herbs in order that he might still further

enthrall those blind Idolaters by su means. So when he effected some cures

of no real importance, those Barbarians aributed it to his own peculiar

powers, and not to the divine ordinance whi had given su properties to

these herbs. In this way he led the unfortunate King astray, and kept him in

his toils to su an extent as to induce him to perpetrate the most diabolical

cruelties under the pretext of saving his own life.

To effect this and increase his immunity from danger, he got the King to

have a reservoir or bathing-place made. When the work had started, and

while the [196/2] foundations were yet incomplete (what cruelty!), the story

runs that he had some living pregnant women thrown into them.7 So they,

with the quiened life within them, were buried, their wreted lives thus

acting as substitutes for the precious metals whi, in accordance with

ancient custom, are usually buried under the foundations of houses or other

notable buildings.

ese Barbarian Monars were also in the habit of every now and then

secretly seing fire to some quarter of the city. is was done on the advice

of the priests, in order to propitiate their idols, and was carried out at

whatever hour those ministers of Hell considered fiing, since to the hour

and minute all should be in order, so that the conflagrations might be fully



acceptable to the Prince of Darkness. If the hour determined on fell at night,

since, as I have said, their houses were usually made of bambus covered with

palm leaves (a material apt to burst into a fierce conflagration at a mere

spark), and great promptitude were not displayed in extinguishing the

flames, the fire became so widespread that next day whole streets were

found burnt up.

Amongst the remains le by this voracious element were to be seen,

more or less consumed, the bodies of unfortunate victims, who while paying

their debt to Morpheus paid at the same time, before it was due, that debt

whi all life must some day pay.

[197/1] But although the priests who carry out these cruel orders act

under the command of the head of the State, still they have to carry out

these iniquitous orders with the greatest secrecy. If they were caught it

would cost them their lives, as they would be impaled. For by su unjust

justice the State proves to its subjects how it takes revenge for injury done.

For, Barbarians and Infidels though they be, they well understand that it is

the duty of a King, and essential for their own preservation, that wrongs

should be avenged. For, indeed, if we examine the origin of Kingship, and

what is laid down by the ancients and is taught us in Holy Scripture about it,

we shall find that this duty of avenging injury is its proper possession, and is

one of the duties incident thereto. e wise King Solomon in the fourth

apter of his Ecclesiastes says that when he saw the tears of the innocent,

the injuries done them, with none to rescue or succour them, it seemed to

him more terrible than death or than never having been born:

Vidi calumnias quae sub caelo geruntur et lachrymas innocentium, et

neminem consolatorem, neque posse resistere eorum violentiae, cunctorum

auxilio destitutos: et laudavi magis mortuos quam viventes, et feliciorem

utroque iudicavi qui necdum natus est.8

Now while these infidel rulers consider that in accordance with these

religious tenets they are justified in holding su holocausts [197/2]

instigated by the false doctrines of their faith, they nevertheless desire that

they should be so secretly carried out as to appear accidental, and not the

result of deliberate orders. For they understood well the great obligation

whi rested on Kings to give in their life and habits an example to their

subjects, that mystic body of whi Kings are the head; as showing how the



same dependence whi the limbs in a human body have on the head, su

dependence, or something approaing it, they as subjects had on their King.

If the head is good and sane then all the members of the body are likewise

so, whereas if the head is evil the members suffer in like manner. A proverb

runs:

Cum caput dolet, caetera membra dolent.9

So it follows that as a body needs a good head to it, so a Kingdom needs a

good King, for he acts as its head.

Well does the divine Plato tea us this when he says that a ange of

King for beer or worse means a ange for the whole Kingdom; for all

regulate their pace by him and follow him as a shadow follows a body:

Movetur cum Principe mobile vulgus.10

His Highness, of whom I tell, was well aware of the example he was

expected to show. For, if we must divine the causes from the effects, he

shortly before had shown su an example in dealing out justice to two

corones. It fell in this wise. ese men came one day at about nine [198/1] in

the morning to carry out the orders they had received to set fire to the

quarter of the city known as Digripar,11 in whi the Christians resided,

close to the Chur.

ey had been unable to do this so secretly as to escape the observation of

some women, who at once gave the alarm by crying “Fire!” A crowd

immediately assembled, and of su size that those two unfortunate men

had no ance of geing away.

Being thus caught red-handed His Highness had them taken at once to the

impaling place,12 whi was a site selected for this purpose, situated on the

river bank. e impaling instrument was set up there, made of a wood

whi, owing to its strength and resistance to decay, was called Iron-wood.

e stakes are hardened in the fire, aer being pointed like skewers; they are

then firmly planted upright in the ground. On these stakes they impale

thieves and incendiaries, passing the point of the stake through the anus. e

point emerges in accordance with the amount of movement made by the

malefactor under its tortures. ose who allow it to pass straight up and



make lile or no movement have its point pushed through the top of the

skull, at the ne, or some contiguous spot; and their death follows rapidly.

Others, however, who are driven wild by pain and move continuously, find

the points of these fire-hardened stakes emerging at their breasts or

shoulders. On this account they oen remain alive a whole day or even

longer, in agony. e agony is greatest when [198/2] the moon is waning and

the tides are low, whereas at the full moon the water rises high and the tide

flowing in covers them and they end their lives by drowning, with less

torture to themselves.

When the first shouts and cries of “Fire!” arose I was actually standing at

the altar and was pronouncing the Introit for Mass. But on hearing the voices

and cries I at once stopped and sent to ask where the fire was, without going

outside. On learning where it was, and that the elephants had already come

and were breaking down the houses next to those on fire, I at once

proceeded to remove my vestments. While I was still removing the vessels

and cloths from the altar several Christians came running up, with whose

help I speedily removed all there was in the Chur and sacristy. But God,

our Lord, was pleased to ordain that there should be no wind on that

occasion, and since, as I remarked, people collected at once, they

extinguished the fire with su diligence that only five houses were burnt.

When they had put out the fire and the crowd had calmed down they

removed the two incendiaries to the place of punishment. I had been

accustomed on other occasions to aend su spectacles, as other Brethren

had done before me, under the pretext of wishing to see su sentences

carried out. Aer oen aending them they used to go to the boats in whi

the condemned men came and make some conversions. In order to maintain

this pious habit I also did this, as I have [199/1] said, on several occasions,

and also on this occasion. But I must admit that I was so unluy as never to

convert any one, no doubt owing to my own sinfulness.

In spite of the fact that His Highness, as I have said, actually ordered these

cruelties to be carried out, under the excuse of propitiating his false gods, he

nevertheless visited those unfortunate officials with punishment in order to

prove his own innocence to his people.13

But on this occasion, being obliged to undergo the ceremony of his

coronation, he threw caution to the winds and openly gave orders for all the



cruelties to be carried out whi his Alcoranic and devilish adviser suggested

to him. ese were necessary, this man told him, in order to free him from

the death whi so rapidly visited his predecessors as soon as they had been

crowned. He must become invisible and invincible, and to do this must carry

out a Timiama14 made of the hearts of many people, including among these

six thousand hearts of his own subjects, four thousand hearts of white cows,

and two thousand from white doves. To ensure his carrying out this

diabolical seme that minister of Lucifer promised the King the Empires

noted above and many other joys.

e wreted King, misled by that cruel minister of the Devil, ordered this

most salutiferous and admirable advice (!) to be carried into practice. So, like

a second Herod the Ascalonite,15 [199/2] he sent out the impious tools of his

cruelty, and they at once began seizing innocent men and women in market-

places and other spots where they gathered together, and so actively that in

a few days the terror they aroused was su that no man dared to venture

out into the eerful light of day. But where he (I refer to Herod) sent so

many souls to heaven in order to protect a Kingdom, this King dispated all

these souls to Hell to preserve only his own life (a poor reason). According

to various opinions then current, some fix the number of persons sacrificed

at eighteen thousand, but the more reliable number is that I mentioned

above. In order to complete the tale amidst the clamours of the wreted

people of Arracan, it was necessary to include certain neighbouring villages

in this sanguinary levy.

e place where these devilish sacrifices were performed and where the

oderiferous and precious Timiama was compounded for their hellish altars,

in order to anoint that misguided Prince, lay in a valley between two loy

mountains.

ere stood the executioner of Satan aended indeed by visible guards,

though we may well believe the invisible ministers of Hell were also

present, the first to carry out their King’s behest, the others for the great

advantage they gained through this faithful servant of theirs. Here was that

devilish wizard surrounded by [200/1] great fires and cauldrons in whi he

distilled the hearts and other ingredients he sent for. In this occupation and in

other necessary acts he passed the ill-spent hours of the day, while in order



to recuperate he employed most of the hours of the night in invoking all the

powers of Tartarus with fearful shouts.

ese sacrifices continued for several months, during whi all the

common people were in a state of consternation, ea man dreading lest he

should fall into the hands of that devilish executioner. To su a pit did

maers come that the Nobles and the discontented populace with them

were driven to the point of revolt.

e Christians heard of this, and aer one or two meetings decided not to

take sides with either party, but to wait in a united body until they could see

what the actual result of the present rumours would be.

At length these vile sacrifices came to an end, and His Highness had the

news published throughout his Court, to the sound of many instruments, that

his coronation would take place six months from that date. On this all were

assured that the bloody outpourings of that stream had ceased, and ea

man started to carry out his King’s wishes.

Kings should take timely consideration (and other Princes also) on the

harmful and dangerous results of keeping impious advisers beside them, and

also how essential it is for them to make the greatest efforts to see whether

su counsellors possess the qualities needed in so important and [200/2]

solemn a position before they accept them, thus always selecting the best.

Selection is an act in whi the mind and will co-operate, and hence the

intellect and free will must concur in su a case.

For, according to the doctrine of St. omas, oice relies not only on the

will but also on the intellectual faculties, for the oice made by the will is

preceded by consideration, weighing of pros and cons and final decision, and

these are the acts of the mind.

But the unfortunate fact is this, that in many cases we see exactly the

contrary course followed by Kings in making a oice of courtiers. ey

follow quite a different road from that taught by genuine philosophy, placing

mere personal liking, caprice, and their own inclinations first. From this great

evil results both to the Kings and their Kingdoms; for what advice will a

courtier give who is faithless and ambitious, whose love for his King is

grounded wholly in self-interest?

is is the love styled by Aristotle and other philosophers amor

concupiscentiae,16 and with good reason, for there is no trace in love of this



kind of that true aament whi the same writers designate amor

amicitiae.16 Since, therefore, the last kind of love is laing in a courtier

while the other preponderates, [201/1] what can one hope for than that he

should lead the wreted Prince astray and commit every vile and unjust act

whi his evil nature suggests, in his Prince’s name, at the cost of the

bloodshed and the sweat of that Prince’s unhappy subjects ? Su action,

however, makes likely the loss of both King and Kingdom. What results

from the acts of biased ministers and judges and injured subjects is stated by

the Holy Ghost:

Regnum a gente in gentem transfertur, propter iniustitias et iniurias et

contumelias et dolos.17

No act is so prone to stir up war in a Kingdom as injuries inflicted on the

wreted subjects.

Clamor eorum in aures Domini exercituum introivit.18

So says our patron Saint of Spain, St. James, that their voices rea the

ears of the God of armies, laying their plaints and petitions before His court

with su loud and disturbing shouts as to penetrate to Him, as it were in

these words: “Do ou, our Lord God of armies, raise up the legions of the

earth and heaven and avenge these crying evils of ours.”

So swily, moreover, are these appeals answered, that commissions are at

once issued to Captains, men are collected, and a mighty hostile force aas

and destroys the Kingdom. Many believe that the faults of those Kings and

Princes are the cause of su convulsions, or maybe the lust for war, whi

spares none. But in truth it is not this, [201/2] but the injuries caused by

faithless ministers on the poor whose mighty hostile armies rise in

vengeance and break through the doors of the Kingdom.

For su reasons were the Amalekites punished and slain:

Percussitque Saul Amalec et apprehendit Agag Regem Amalec vivum:

omne autem vulgus interfecit in ore gladii.19



And for the same reason armies entered and saed Judea:

Migravit ludas propter afflictionem et multitudinem servitutis:

habitavit inter gentes, nec invenit requiem: omnes persecutores eius

apprehenderunt eam inter angustias.20

Let Kings with their courtiers and ministers, therefore, beware of cries and

tears based on good cause and justice, for in su case these cries have more

force than a sudden flood.21

Notes

1  See Chap. XI, n. 1. is is irithudamma of Arakan (1622–38).

2  Virgil, who was born at the village of Andes, near Mantua, whi he always considered his natal

town. e pious Trojan leader is Aeneas, and the Sidonian een of Carthage is Dido.

3  “ou obligest me to renew the unspeakable sorrow” (Virgil, Aeneid ii. 3).

4  is is interesting. e fact of these kings taking the Musulmān title of Pādshāh and Salīm Shāh

(Xalamixa) was a mere aping of the Grand Mogul’s titles. Modern instances of the influence of

Musulmān teaers and others on Hindu rulers are not a few. In the case of one Hindu ruler of a

State in India, not many years ba, this influence was sufficient to cause the ruler to ange his faith

on being, as he believed, cured by a Muḥammadan Hakīm. is necessitated a ange of his title from

Rājā to Nawāb. His successors, however, were Hindūs, and the title of Rājā was resumed.

5  As he succeeded in 1622, this must have been 1634, whi gives us a distinct date. A lile lower

down Manrique seems to make it nine years, or 1631.

6   e “hateful mausoleum” is, strictly speaking, at Madīna, where Muḥammad was buried, but

here Manrique confuses Madīna with Makka, the place of regular pilgrimage. ere is no support to

the statement that the Prophet’s shoes are shown either at Madīna or Makka, though soon aer

Muḥammad’s death his servant Anas used to show his shoes to the faithful, presumably at Makka.

7  is immolation of human beings under a new structure was undoubtedly carried out in early

days (Harvey, Burma, p. 320, “Myosade”). For further information on this practice see Crookes,

Popular Religion and Folk-lore; E. B. Tylor, Primitive Culture; Grant Allen, Evolution of the Idea of

God. It appears to be a form of propitiation of the earth-spirits, who might be offended by the digging.

e use of precious metals for this purpose is a later development.

8    “I saw all the oppressions that are done under the sun: and behold, the tears of su as were

oppressed, and they had no comforter; and on the side of their oppressors there was power, but they

had no comforter: and I praised the dead more than the living, and more fortunate than both did I

esteem him whi hath not yet been born” (Eccles. iv. 1). Our version differs somewhat from the

Latin.

9  “When the head is si all the other members suffer.”

10  “e file crowd moves with the Prince.”

11  See Chap. XV, n. 9.

12  Impalement was a common Eastern punishment even with the “gentle arming Burman”. See

Harvey, Burma, pp. 267, 273. It is oen mentioned by travellers. Manucci records how the supporters



of Akbar’s son Prince Salīm (aerwards the Emperor Jahāngīr) were impaled, Akbar taking his son out

to see their bodies, as a lesson to him (Storia do Mogor, i. 131; Dow, Hindostan, iii. 17). See Hobson-

Jobson, s. v. Impale. e impaling place is in the text called calvete as being a bare open space denuded

of grass. Mundy has a graphic picture of impalement in his Travels (i. 55).

13  e whole of the description of this practice of incendiarism is most curious; for living as they

do in bamboo huts and wooden houses, Burmans dread fire above all things. In spite of precautions

fires must have been frequent, and blame no doubt was fastened quite wrongly on the innocent when

pure accident was the cause. Here we have priests, presumably Buddhist Raulins, supporting

deliberate destruction of life! is incendiarism appears, by the account given, to have been a general

custom quite unconnected with the sacrifice described later on for whi the Muḥammadan teaer

was responsible. Manrique can scarcely have transferred so remarkable an event from some other

locality, as he says that he was personally present. In irithudamma’s reign, indeed, there was a

strict law punishing any householder whose house caught fire, owing to the danger su fires caused

in a town built of bamboos. e next king, however, abolished this law, it appears.

14  is word has not been traced, and no one can give a clue as to its origin or meaning. It is not

Burmese or Arakanese, but Mr. Harvey very tentatively suggests the Talaing word tamai = a gi,

offering, or tamae semen = a present. Even cows, it seems, were killed, so great was the

Muḥammadan’s influence. e whole of these proceedings must have been connected with

Muḥammadan witcra.

15  Herod the Great, notorious for the massacre of the innocents [Matt. ii. 16]. Ascalon is a city in

Palestine between Gaza and Azotus.

16  “Covetous love” and “friendly love”.

17  “A kingdom is transferred from one people to another because of injustice, wrongs, affronts, and

injury” (Ecclus. x. 8).

18  “e cries (of them that reaped) have entered into the ears of the Lord of Sabaoth” (James v. 4).

e Latin version given in the text says “Dominus exercituum”. is is taken from some early version

of the Vulgate or else is a misquotation, as the passage now runs: in aures Domini Sabaoth: but cf. Isa.

v. 9.

19    “And Saul smote the Amalekites … and he took Agag the king of the Amalekites alive, and

uerly destroyed all the people with the edge of the sword” (1 Samuel xv. 7, 8).

20  “Judah is gone into captivity because of affliction, and because of great servitude; she dwelleth

among the heathen, she findeth no rest: all her persecutors overtake her within the straits” (Lam. i. 3).

21   On these curious sacrifices Mr. Harvey remarks that at first he rejected the whole account as

incredible, but aer discussing it with various senior Arakanese officials they, in a half-shamefaced

way, admied that su sacrifices were true to the type of their early kings and that they accepted

the facts. One of them said: “Our kings were just like that: it was the very thing they would have

done.” Su forms of sacrifice are met with at coronations in other parts of the world. Cf. Harvey,

Burma, p. 144, n. 317, “Bayea”.



CHAPTER XXXII

In which we follow the Festivals held at the Coronation of the Magh Emperor.

[202/1] THE curious reader will have been disgusted at having seen (with

the eyes of his mind) all the cruelties, murders, and holocausts whi were

narrated in the last Chapter. But now, in accordance with my promise, I shall

enliven and divert him. Six months had passed since the coronation had been

announced, not only in Arracan City but in every corner of the Monary;

and all the Nobles and many of rank, greater and lesser, had assembled.

e evening before this joyful news was made public to that fearful and

unhappy people, many cannon were fired from the heavy artillery at the

Imperial Palace.

en the summit of the palace was seen outlined with illuminations,

whi kept the eye employed until an outburst from numerous musical

instruments of different kinds forced aention on the ear by the diversity of

its harmonies.

So passed that night during whi the people, [202/2] their spirits restored

by the knowledge that those tortures were over, returned once more to seek

their ordinary places for repose, whi fear had forced them to relinquish.

On the day following this night of rejoicing, before its joyousness or the

beauty and order of Nature became visible, or the Divinity of the starry

firmament had shown his Phoebean face, bringing happiness to the world

and fertility to the earth, the topmost towers of the Royal Palace glowed in a

eerful springtide, as it were, of flags and silken banners of every colour.

en were heard the instruments of the previous night, and others as well;

first those calculated to eer the mind with music, bringing a sense of

peace, and aer them those whi stir the soul, those whi, as being

martial, portend uneasy war. ese were followed by the deafening roar of

sulphurous weapons. en soon were the people to be seen, oblivious, in

their present joy, of the sad past, thronging in festive garb and making gay

the streets [203/1] along whi they passed.



e Nobles and other men of rank assembled at the Palace, whence,

amidst music of all kinds, a huge Elephant emerged, rily caparisoned, with

his ivory tusks adorned with rings of gold and jewels. He carried on his ba

a howdah1 made of silver. It was open on all four sides except for curtains of

green and gold and silver veiling. Inside it was a tray of gold set with

precious stones of immense value, whi bore the royal order containing the

proclamation of the coronation. Just in front, before the howdah, sat the

Chiquē,2 or ief-justice at that Court, clothed in white silver cloth covered

with plaques of gold. In front of him was the elephant-driver or cornaca in

his usual place. He was dressed in red damask and carried in his hand the

accustomed implement with whi that land vessel is guided,3 in this

instance made of the finest gold. He was followed in due order by thirty-two

war elephants, dressed in siiken cloths and ornamented with gold, bearing

the usual uncovered howdahs4 on their bas, made of wood but covered

with silver plates. ey carried huge silver bells round their nes and had

rings of this same metal on their tusks. Ea elephant had four silken

banners of various colours fastened to the howdah, whi trembled in the

light breeze [203/2] and acted as flapping fans for their heated bodies.

In front of this cortège of elephants came the Drum-major, dressed in

green satin and seated on an elephant covered with silken cloths. He had a

huge drum in front of him whi he beat on from time to time.

ese were all surrounded by an aendant guard of six hundred

horsemen, Bramas, Mogors, and Peguans, dressed in various coloured silks,

their horses being similarly clothed.

Every kind of musical instrument went along with this cavalcade, and all

being played together to time and tune, made delicious harmony.5 Su a

crowd of people followed behind that it was difficult to pass along the

streets.

So this procession passed on its way until it reaed certain points where

platforms had been raised, well decorated and beautifully carpeted. Here, as

soon as silence had been produced amongst the crowd, and the musical

instruments had ceased to play, and certain useless heathen ceremonies had

been carried out, the proclamation I have noted was read out. So most of the

day passed in these preliminary displays.



His Highness then sent off two swi Gelīas to fet water from the sacred

Gangā Sāgar,6 some twelve to fieen days’ voyage from Arracan.

For, as I have already noted, these Heathen consider it a sacred river, and

these Kings [204/1] without a preliminary lustration with its waters consider

themselves impure and debarred from receiving the Imperial crown.

ese Monars were also accustomed to personally crown twelve Kings

before they themselves assumed the Imperial crown. Eight days were

allowed for ea of these coronations, during whi they traversed the city

twice, once by road and once by river.

e Ruler with whom we are dealing, following this custom, as soon as

most of the greatest Nobles of the dominions had arrived, decided to start

the coronation of these Kings.

So one morning at dawn, just as night was passing into the coming day, a

great bell was stru several times and a loud salute was fired from heavy

guns, lasting about an hour.

is over, the great bell was again sounded as a signal, on whi all the

Princes, Nobles, Military leaders, and others holding any position at the

Magh Court assembled at the Royal Palace. ey assembled in a vast hall of

great beauty, covered from floor to ceiling in magnificent brocaded cloths

and tapestry of immense value and costliness; the floor was spread with ri

carpets.

In the main room of this hall was a high window under a canopy of ri

white satin, the whole covered with star-like golden plaques, whi were

studded with great [204/2] blue sapphires of the finest quality. e edging to

this ri and beautiful canopy was a fringe of gold terminating in bunes of

the purest and whitest seed-pearls.

It was mated by another piece of cloth hanging over the window, also

of white satin and similar in ornament and value.

As a curtain, on the inner side of this window, hung a most delicately

wrought golden net.

e Portuguese entered the hall with the others, ea man taking up his

usual place.

A special platform had been raised in the hall on whi a huge drum was

slung by silver ains. e Drum-major used to sit on this platform at su

functions to carry out his duties.



At the appointed time he stru several blows, on whi all prostrated

themselves, making the usual taslim at the last stroke and then standing up

took their seats.

His Majesty then appeared dressed in a green robe embroidered with gold

and pearls.

Round his ne he wore several ains of valuable pearls and held in his

right hand a precious golden fan, ornamented at intervals with green-

coloured clusters of emeralds,7 whi mated the colour of his dress.

His Majesty was seen seated on a throne raised on six steps, all covered

over with plates of silver; upon it stood a air of the same metal. On either

side of this stood two maidens holding [205/1] fans made of many ri

feathers, whi served to cool the King with an artificial current of air, more

dangerous than healthful.

Round the throne stood thirty Raulins and Pungrins, all clothed in yellow

damask with their horned tiaras on their heads.8

As soon as this majestic throne appeared to view numerous musical

instruments began to be played by three groups of performers.9

To this accompaniment many diies were sung most skilfully alternately

in the Magh, Brama, and Peguan dialects, but they were in su high-flown

language that I could scarcely understand a word. An hour was passed in this

concerted music.9 When it terminated twenty-four lovely maidens entered.

ey were dressed in green and white and wore golden tiaras on their heads.

ey carried various musical instruments in their hands, to whi they

danced sometimes in two groups, sometimes all together, with the greatest

skill and dexterity.

is dance over and the performers gone, the music once more burst forth

from the hidden stages. Hereupon a body of twelve quite young girls

entered the great hall. None was over eight years of age, and all, as a sign of

their purity and innocence, were clothed in plain white satin without any

ornament. ey had small golden ains on their nes and rows of pearls,

while on their heads [205/2] they wore garlands made of silver, gold, and

different coloured silks. Ea girl carried a golden crown in her hand.

is pure and lovely band was accompanied by twelve venerable old men

dressed in flowing robes of red velvet and wearing a head-dress of the same



material. Ea held a silver staff in his hand.

Twenty-four mace-bearers went with them carrying maces of silver. ey

were dressed in scarlet silk.

Including the mace-bearers the whole of this body of people went up to

His Magh Majesty.

Aer many prostrations and bowings the twelve damsels approaed and

ea laid the crown she was carrying at the King’s feet, whi they kissed,

and then retired.

When this was over another twelve came in, similarly dressed and

accompanied, the only difference lying in their carrying twelve golden

sceptres in their hands instead of the crowns first offered. e whole of this

company acted exactly as the former body had done, and going through the

same ceremonies laid the sceptres at the King’s feet.

Directly upon this the Prince who was to be crowned came in, by name

Tunton.10 He was a gallant youth, and good-looking, dressed in red velvet

with a ri silver-embroidered border. He wore only an ordinary cap upon

his head in view of the coronation to be performed. In front of this Prince

came forty aendants, handsome, graceful youths, [206/1] dressed in blue

and white damask and wearing head-dresses of the same two colours.

As soon as the Prince reaed a spot whence he could be seen by the King

he prostrated himself most humbly; then rising, he went on a few paces and

again made obeisance, also giving the usual taslim. Aer his last prostration

he remained in that position until four venerable Pungrins, from among the

thirty around the throne, came forward, raised him up, and led him on

betweep them until they reaed the first step of the throne. Here Prince

Tunton again prostrated himself (unless I am mistaken) for the fih time,

kissing the ground several times. e Pungrins, leaving him with his face to

the ground, then returned to their places. e great drum sounded, and at

this complete silence reigned.

At this moment three Pungrins came in, dressed in yellow flowered velvet

with embossed golden plates on them. e central priest carried in his hand

a golden idol, so far as I could see, about twelve ines high. is devil had a

garland of flowers on its head.

When these men reaed the Magh King with the idol His Majesty le his

seat, and, standing to one side, resigned it to the false prelate who carried the



idol. As soon as he was seated in the Imperial air his two acolytes went to

where the man who was to be crowned [206/2] lay, and raising him up led

him to the top of the throne between them, to where the idol was. Here he

prostrated himself seven times, and then, taking the idol in his hands, placed

it upon his head and kneeling down repeated in a loud voice certain words

whi the false priest dictated to him. In these words he promised and swore

by that ridiculous god to be loyal and true to his true Emperor and Lord.

is laughable oath completed, the Prince again prostrated himself. e

minister of the Devil then rose up and retired with his idol, accompanied by

the same companions as at his entry.

e Royal seat was now vacant and the Magh King returned to it. A

Pungrī now placed himself at the King’s right hand, and facing half towards

the King and half towards the audience, announced the following decree in a

loud voice:

“Xadamaxa, Emperor of Arracan, the rightful brother and possessor of the

White Elephant and the Chanequas of the Tangu, and hence rightful

successor in the direct line to the Empire of Pegu and Brama; Lord of the

twelve Boiones of Bengal11 and of the twelve Kings, the top of whose heads

are ever beneath the soles of your feet; Lord of the ebbing and flowing

tides,12 Boaxam. May the Mighty and Powerful Deity, the Creator of all,

shower prosperity on you, the Lord of our heads, and increase your

grandeur, so that you may be the most brilliant ornament among all the

Kings of the earth.

[207/1] “To-day I place this golden crown on the head of Tontonja, that he

may, as King of Orietan,13 be worthy to bear upon his head some part of

your royal feet.”

As soon as this declaration had been recited two Pungrīns came forward;

one of them, taking up one of the dozen crowns, and the other, similarly, one

of the dozen sceptres in his hands, placed them at the Royal feet, and retired

to where the newly declared King still lay prostrate and perspiring. ey

raised and brought him up (he still keeping his head down).

ese directors of the ceremonies then made him kneel down, and one,

taking [207/2] up a crown, placed it in the King’s hand, who then placed it

upon the new King’s head. e other Pungrī then took up the sceptre and

carried out a similar ceremony with it.



e newly crowned King, with the crown on his head and the sceptre in

his le hand, kissed five times the feet of him who had made him King,

recognizing him by this last act as his true Sovereign.

When this last ceremony had ended three strokes were given on the

drum, at whi all, at once, prostrated themselves, and the curtain falling, the

Magh Monar retired.14

Notes

1   e text has unas andas. In Portuguese andas and andor are used for a bier or lier, the word

andas being used for a covered bier and andor for one le open. e Dictionary of the Spanish

Academy, whi gives the word, defines it as a “lier borne on parallel poles used for carrying images,

persons, or articles”. e derivation is from the Latin amites, the plural of ames—a pole used in bird-

cating, and also a pannier. In Don Quixote “andor” is used both for a lier (Pt. I, xiii) and also for

the pole supporting it (Pt. I, lii). See also Hobson-Jobson, s. v. Andor, where the derivation is given

from the Sanskrit Hindola, a swing, hammo.

Here it clearly refers to the covered-in seating arrangements, su as are even now used in Indian

States on festive occasions, and are still termed ambārī or amārī. See Hobson-Jobson, s. v. Ambaree,

Howdah. Mundy describes the ambārī as “close covered, some with redd, others with greene, blewe,

es. collours”. He also gives a picture of one (k), but with the side curtains up (Mundy, ii. 190, 195; also

iii. 124 and illustration). It is a seat of honour, and in Marāthī there is an idiom ambārī basne (“to sit

in an ambari”), whi means to “aain honour”.

2  Burmese, Sikkē, an official. See Chap. XV, n. 7.

3  e ankas or ankus with whi elephants are driven. For cornaca see Chap. XIII, n. 6.

4    e text here has encastillados con los acostumbrados castillos. I take this to refer to the

ordinary open air-like howdah without a canopy over it. See n. i. Mundy’s illustration shows his

elephants with open howdahs and flags. Elephant decoration, as shown by this passage, remains to-

day as it was in Manrique’s time. See Varthema, p. 126.

5  Manrique was apparently no musician, or else is phrase-making, to whi he was addicted. ere

is no “harmony” in our sense in Oriental music, whi is purely melodic.

6  An island at the mouth of the Hūglī river (21° 3′;–21° 56′N., 88° 2′–88° 11′ E.). e Ganges once

joined the sea at this point, hence the spot is sacred and is still the scene of a great bathing festival. It

is about 350 miles from Arakan. Manrique here uses “Ganga-Sagar” for the Ganges river. It seems that

the King used to wash his whole body at his coronation, the een only washing her head (Harvey,

Burma, p. 187).

7    de verdes conchas de esmeraldes. Concha is primarily a scale su as tortoises have, so the

emeralds were evidently in groups forming “scale-like” pates or shell-shaped clusters.

8    revoltadas tiaras. Raulins would not have worn these, as all priests are bare-headed, but holy

men—“Yathe”, “Rathe” (Skt. Rishi)—do, wearing a cap like a mitre, called dauk-cha, so perhaps they

were not Raulins.



Dauk-cha.

9  a tres choros. Part-music is unknown to Oriental music; hence either Manrique, as other remarks

of his seem to show, had no musical ear and imagines that parts were being taken or is again merely

phrase-making. Perhaps three separate bands are meant, as in all probability the Magh, Burmese, and

Peguan performers ea had their own musicians.

10   is may be for “Tantin-sa”, i. e. “governor” (sa, ja) of Tantin, formerly a northern tract of

Arakan. Mr. San Shwe-bhu, however, notes that we have Tunton and Tonton in the text, and

considers that it may be a personal name and not that of a place. In Arakanese the name would be

Toon-htan or Tunhtān, the affix ja or “eater” meaning “governor”. e whole would, therefore, mean

“governor Tunton” and not “governor of Tunton”. Manrique, moreover, calls him “el Tunton Principe”,

or “Tunton the Prince”, a translation perhaps of Tuntonja.

11  See note on the “Twelve Boiones”, Chap. VI, n. 4.

12  Re mre thakhan (re = water, mre = land, thakhan = lord), “Lord of the earth and waters.”

13  Urritaung. See Chap. XIV, n. 8.

14   On the scenes described in this apter Mr. Harvey remarks that white dresses for virgin girls

are quite foreign to Burma, and Manrique must have invented this; ceremonial dresses are always

coloured and most elaborate. Silver stuffs and maces are equally improbabit. See for insignia of

royalty, Harvey, Burma, 38, 325. Similarly, no distinctive insignia exist for grades of monks; the last

joined pazin (novice) and the sayadaw or royal teaer dress alike and carry the same fan to screen

them from seeing women.



CHAPTER XXXIII

In which are narrated the Feasts which the new King of Orietan carried out

after his Coronation.

[207/1] AS soon as the curtain had fallen a joyful sound of musical

instruments arose, and the King of Orietan (who must have been sadly

wearied by all his prostrations) got up, and all the Pungrins who had been

present at his coronation surrounded him and took him with them as far as

the outer door [207/2] leading into the Royal hall, where all the other Princes

and Nobles were awaiting them.

We Portuguese were there also. Aer the usual congratulations,

courtesies, and compliments, whi lasted over half an hour, we all went off,

taking the Prince with us. We walked on in this way to the sound of music,

with dances, posturing, and songs,1 until we reaed the second courtyard of

the Royal palace.

[208/1] Here the Commander of the Elephants was awaiting us,

accompanied by several Nobles and a company of one hundred elephants,

whi were arranged in two lines almost filling the square. Beyond these

stood many privately owned elephants belonging to Nobles, all carrying

gilded howdahs.

When the Commander of the Elephant guard met the new King he placed

an enormous elephant at his service. e animal was arrayed in red velvet

with a silver border, corresponding to the King’s own dress.

is elephant bore a howdah of gilded silver, ornamented with exquisite

work.

Before the new King and the rest went off, we Portuguese all came

forward to take leave of him. e Captain-major led me forward, and the

King took me by the hand and said:

“Father, you are well aware how friendly I have always been with the

Portuguese. Hence you must be my guest to-night; the Captain-major will

accompany you.”



I was mu put out at finding myself in this predicament, but I well knew

that, according to the customs of those people, no excuse would be accepted

on su an occasion, and the greater need had I to be careful, seeing the

dependence on him of all the Arracan Christians. So I was obliged to accept

the invitation, with the intention of accompanying him to his Palace and

then returning to sleep at the Residency. I therefore thanked him [208/2] for

the honour he was bestowing on me. He then ordered them to bring us two

elephants with golden howdahs. He himself then mounted the elephant

presented to him by the Captain-major.

All the other Princes and Nobles in the procession likewise mounted. I

considered that it did not become my position as a humble ecclesiastic to go

alone upon an elephant bearing the trappings of a Prince or Noble, so I

seated myself on the Captain-major’s elephant.

By this means, besides being more shut out from the public gaze by being

in his company, I also escaped having to respond to the usual obligatory

courtesies whi had to be carried out when passing through parts of the city

where the Princesses and Nobles of high rank were assembled; for on an

occasion su as this we were certain to meet with them.

e crowd was so thi in the Palace courtyards and the shoutings and

sounds of instruments so intense that confusion reigned everywhere. In this

procession of elephants and horses, the elephants in making their way could

not help knoing many people over, and some I believe were injured.

So we came to the last gateway. Here a tremendous artillery salute was

fired, and su was the noise made by it and the many musical instruments

that more fear and annoyance resulted than pleasure.

So in the midst of this joyful (or rather confounding) salute and confusion

of sounds we passed out, and made a tour of the ief streets [209/1] of that

capital in the following order.

First came the Lascorusil,2 that is the captain of the cavalry escort and of

the eunu swordsmen.

is man, who was of Maumetan race and sect, was dressed in green

velvet ornamented with plaques of silver, mounted upon a superb white

horse from Arabia, and hence known in that country as an Ariquis.3 Its

harness was of the same green colour and covered with silver

ornamentation.



is Agarene commander led six hundred horsemen in those squadrons:

the first composed of Mogors, who, confident of future bliss in the paradise

of their false prophet, were clothed in silks of various textures, but all green

in colour.4 ey carried gilded bows deed out with green, slung on the le

shoulder. On the le side they also had, slung from their cross-belts,

handsome quivers, while curved scimetars, plated with silver, hung from

their belts. All the horses in the Agarene squadron were clothed in green

silks of various kinds.

e second squadron was composed of Peguans, who were clothed in

damask and purple satin, because of the death, or rather transmigration, of

their king Xemindoo.5 For they hold that he is still traversing various forests

and wilds riding on a bull, and believe that he will again appear, just as the

English believe of King Arthur, and some of my own Portuguese

countrymen of our unhappy king Sebastian,5 [209/2] and the blind Hebrews

of their Messiah, already come.

e Peguan horsemen carried in their belts straight cuing swords, in

scabbards ornamented with silver; in their hands they carried Malayan

shields.6 ese are from sixteen to twenty ines long and seven ines

wide; the edges are curved ba into the inner side, forming as it were a

half-tube, and so strong as to be impenetrable to steel. e horses were also

covered with purple silk and ornamented with plaques of gilded laen.

e third and last squadron was formed of Bramas, clothed in girdled

corselets and wearing helmets to mat. In their hands they carried short

spears, like javelins, ornamented with lile flags of various colours, their

horses also being caparisoned in many colours. Behind this followed the

guard of one hundred elephants in two lines, all bearing war-towers and

carrying short glistening swords in their trunks, with whi they were wont

to make fearful carnage in the bale-field.7

Next came over two hundred elephants carrying the Princes and Nobles

and all the most important persons who took part in the cavalcade.

At the end of the procession came the newly crowned King, surrounded

by the forty aendants mentioned above. ese were on foot and were

preceded by twenty-four mace-bearers carrying silver maces, who mared

in two lines.



Between the lines of elephants were musicians, [210/1] who in turn played

on their instruments while several bands of girls, rily and gaily dressed,

with garlands of flowers on their heads, sang and danced. What stru me

most was the freedom with whi these mere girls went in and out in front

of the war elephants, oen even touing them, without a sign of fear, just

as if they had been tame dogs. e elephants, moreover, were absolutely

under the control of their drivers, and never waved their trunks or

aempted to harm them.

Amidst all this pomp and circumstance we entered the Orietan King’s

Palace, just as dark fell, aer traversing all the ief streets and squares of

the city. At the Palace we were received with a tremendous salute from

falconets, berses, and small mortars, accompanied by the sounds of

numerous Adamammas or kele-drums, Bergondas and Vacas,8 instruments

used in festivals and in war; but their notes are more irritating than pleasant

to the ear.

On entering a large square courtyard we were met by Prince Nimatata,9 a

near relative of the Emperor, who had sent him there, and a large number of

men with lighted tores. e Nobleman, accompanied by various Lords,

approaed the elephant on whi the new King was seated, and took hold

of his right hand to assist him to alight, an unusual honour and most

particular favour amongst those of that nation. e King descended briskly

[210/2] and saluted the Prince most courteously. He then stood up and kissed

the edge of the Prince’s cumbaya10 or coat, and so made way for all the

others who had dismounted and were arriving, receiving them most

courteously and ceremoniously. He then led the way.

I and the Captain-major were obliged to follow the others, the new King

going in front and pointing out the road to all of us with his hand, till at

length we reaed a long passage. Here some old men were standing,

dressed in red and white damask, with a head-dress of the same colour, and

silver staffs in their hands. e passage was brilliantly illuminated by many

lamps. We followed the corridor until we reaed a large hall ornamented

with many silk hangings, the roof, whi was gilt, being decorated with

some sculptures in basrelief. From the ceiling a large number of lamps were

suspended, burning precious, sweet-smelling oils, whi not only fell



pleasantly on the olfactory senses with their sweet odours, but also stru

the most important of the senses, sight, by their brilliant illumination.

e entire floor was covered over with wonderfully ri rugs. High up on

ea of the four sides were as many galleries, whence sweet harmonious

voices could be heard as soon as we were all seated.

At the far end of the hall stood a ri canopy, under whi was a dais

[211/1], about half a foot above the ground level, covered with ri carpets.

e new King seated himself under it, placing Prince Nimatata on his right

and the Coramgrī, of whose position I have already given a full account,

upon his le.

I will describe the feast. First came in six ushers with silver staffs in their

hands. ey were followed by three sturdy servants bearing three silver

trays with feet. Aer them came one hundred serving-men with more trays

of the same shape, but different material. In these the food was brought. We

may, however, well spare a moment to describe, for the curious Reader’s

entertainment, the way the Maghs dine.

ey dine, as all Asiatics do, seated on the ground, but at the same time

they require the food to be put upon lile tables raised about four ines off

the ground:11 on these tables, as I have noted, the food is placed. When

persons of position and rank are being entertained it is essential, as a mark of

courtesy and ceremonial, to give ea guest his own table. On these tables

some five or six porcelain dishes are placed.

e Maghs eat every kind of flesh of both home-reared and wild animals,

even impure flesh su as that of rats, snakes, bats,12 [211/2] and other su

unclean beasts. ey also use many kinds of herbs, and, as I have mentioned,

the relish Sidol enters into every dish.

ey also have sweets made aer their own fashion, whi, though

inferior to those of Portugal and India, are yet sufficiently palatable.13

Many hours pass in banquets of this kind, as when the amusement of

eating is over entertainments commence; various kinds of dancing and

posturing, all performed by low women clad in su diaphanous garments

that those whose eyes are shoed and pained at su sights are obliged

either to close them or keep them fixed on the ground to avoid seeing su

wantonness.14



is banquet ended just before sunrise, when all went home, including

ourselves, very weary and peevish.

Two days later the new King, in order to flaunt his new title and grandeur,

sallied forth along the city canals in a beautiful Geliā with a gilded stem and

stern, ornamented with silver stars. It bore a lantern in the shape of a silver-

gilt sun.15 irty-eight oars, similarly gilded, propelled the vessel, the rowers

being naked from the waist upwards and anointed with the odoriferous

white sandal oil used on festive occasions, their robust limbs and powerful

arms, ornamented with silver rings, showing their great strength. ey

rowed to joyous music from many kinds of instruments. is Triumph-ship

[212/1] was accompanied by those of over a hundred men of high rank,

deed out with flags and coloured silks. Not the least beautiful sight among

all this was that of the whisks made from the tail hairs of a certain wild

bull,16 whi shook in the breeze, these tassels taking the place of the more

common and less-admired silken kind.

e Coramgrī, or admiral of the fleet, accompanied these vessels with a

squadron of fiy Geliās whi preceded the rest, formed in two lines,

continually firing salutes, alternately, from muskets, falconets, and mortars.

Su was the pomp with whi the King of Orietan traversed the city canals.

On [212/2] the banks a vast assembly of the people had collected, while

every window was filled with women, including ladies of rank, rily

dressed and bejewelled, as is their custom.

is triumphal naval course concluded, the King retired; the same

courtesies and ceremonies being observed as on the preceding night, the

banquets being also repeated, and lasting for the whole week.

When these ceremonies were over, the rest of the eleven Kings were

crowned in turn. As the ceremony and triumphal programme were in ea

case the same as those whi had been completed, I have no intention of

wearying the reader by detailing these, whi would be superfluous and

tedious as well.

Notes

1  dancas, invenciones, y musicas. It is not easy to say what “invenciones” means here. It cannot be

in the sense used by Ba to designate a short piece of music framing a single idea”, and as dancing



and music are separately given, something connected with them seems to be implied. “Posturing”

appears to be a fair translation.

2   is form is not mentioned in Hobson-Jobson under Lascar. e word is an interesting one.

Connected with lashkar, “an army”, the word has long been confined in its application to Indian

sailors and menials su as camp piters. Originally it was applied, as here, to soldiers, and

quotations given in Hobson-Jobson show its use in this sense in 1600. In Chap. II Manrique uses

“Lascor” as equivalent to “Captain-General”. Is Lascorusil “Lashkar-aswār”, a cavalry leader,

corrupted?

3  Manrique says que por ser venido de la Arabica tierra, son llamados en aquella Ariquis … that

is, was so called in Arabia. In Arabia a horse of high breeding is actually called arīqā . But it is

more likely to be Irāqui, i. e. a Persian horse (from Irāq), whence the best horses came. ere is no

Arakanese or Burmese word like it.

4  Green is the colour, at any rate in India, connected with the pilgrimage to Mecca, and it is worn

by those who have completed it. Burton (Pilgrimage, ii, p. 4, n. 2) remarks that the introduction of

green is an innovation. Some Saiyids wear green turbans to show their descent from Muḥammad.

5    Xemindoo or Smim Htaw, who was killed by Burang Naung (see Chap. XXI, n. 16). Some

accounts assert that he simply vanished and was not executed and may reappear. Sebastian, King of

Portugal, of the House of Aviz, succeeded in 1557 as a minor of three years old. In 1578 he decided to

support Maula Aḥmad, of Morocco, who had been driven from his throne, Maula Aḥmad promising

to become his vassal. Against all advice Sebastian persisted. At El-Qasr-Kabīr he was uerly defeated

and perished in the aa. His actual end was, however, shrouded in mystery, and many refused to

believe he was dead, and expected his return, a belief whi led to many false Sebastians appearing

during the next 50 years, while a regular party was formed whose members were called Sebastianista.

Sebastian’s aracter is well delineated by Sir Riard Burton in his Commentary on Camoens, i. 341.

6    Mundy mentions the shields carried at Ain as “bulers of a Fathom long although not 

Foote broad”, iii. 123. Crawfurd says (Dictionary, 21) that they were of different kinds, some long,

some short.

7    Elephants were largely used in war. Porus used them at the bale of the Hydaspes against

Alexander (McCrindle, The Invasion of India by Alexander the Great, 100–107). In the First Book of

Maccabees the war elephant is mentioned as carrying “towers” and being driven by “the Indian”. Cf.

1 Maccabees vi. 37; see Chap. XXIV, n. 17.

8  e Adamma is the large kele-drum, also called the damāna. See Blomann, Ain, Plate viii. 2.

Bergonda … Vaca. ese are not explicable: the laer looks like a Spanish word ! Indian musicians

could not explain the term.

9  is is an Arakanese name, rightly Min-aw-tata.

10  cabaya: see Chap. VII, nn. 9, 10.

11   ese low tables are in daily use in India at the present time, and numerous small dishes of

porcelain, silver, or other material are used to hold the food.

12  is eating of “unclean” food is apparently a Mongolian trait. General Fyte (Burmā: Past and

Present, i. 232) says of the people of Burma: “In common with most of the less civilized of the

Mongolian races they are very foul feeders. No animal food comes amiss with them; they eat vermin

su as rats, and reptiles su as lizards and snakes. ere is a bla monkey with a white ring round

the eyes (Semnopithecus obscurus) whi they consider as a great delicacy.” is custom is still

prevalent among the lower class, but no longer among the educated.

13  Many Indian sweets are by no means to be despised.

14  is talk about wanton dancing may be nonsense, as a naut in Burma is danced decorously

by almost prudishly dressed women.



15  levante por farol un, resplendiente sol de lo mismo. e translation appears to give the meaning:

the ief ship bore a lantern usually. Cf. Henry IV, Pt. I, Act III, sc. iii, “ou art our admiral, thou

bearest the lantern in the poop”.

16  ese were fly-whisks made from the tails of the Tibetan Yak (Bos Grunniens), whi are still

used by Indian rulers on formal occasions (see Hobson-Jobson, s. vv. Chowry and Yak). e text has

“hermoses combalas”. e use of this word “combalas”, a cloak, is not obvious; perhaps it stands for

camaras (Yak’s hair), used in the first quotation given below. It would seem that whisks were on this

occasion hung round the boat’s canopies, keeping flies away by swinging in the breeze, besides acting

as ornaments. Cf. Harvey, Burma, 10, 38, 99. Camara is for Chāmara [Skt.], a fly-flap.



CHAPTER XXXIV

In which is continued an account of what took place at the Coronation of the

Emperor of Arracan.

[212/1] AFTER the coronation of the twelve Kings many days were

passed in carrying out all the heathen ceremonies we have mentioned. e

Court was full of men from various foreign countries whom the exemption

[212/2] from all duties on merandise, granted in su times of festivity,

had induced to assemble there. ey came in numerous vessels loaded with

every sort of ri merandise, and hailed, not merely from neighbouring

countries, su as Bengala, Pegu, and Martaban, but also from the empire of

Siam, known as Sornau, and the kingdoms of Champa and Camboja.1 Ships

[213/1] had also come from various parts of India, as from the kingdoms of

Musalipatam, Negapatam, and the Maldive islands, aracted to this duty-

free market. Nor had ships failed to come from the ri islands of Sumatra,

su as Greater and Lesser Java, Aem, Macassar, and Bima.2

So numerous were the different classes of dress and language, su the

varied customs at that Capital, that the eye was kept busy distinguishing the

different nationalities by their apparel, and the eye satisfied, the brain took

up the task in speculating on how all these nations laed any real

knowledge of their Divine Creator, all following some form of Paganism or

Maumetism, through whi all were lost.

All these foreigners formed streets of shops filled with a great variety of

su articles as are produced by the earth.

I will mention a few whi I remember; to enumerate them all would be

impossible. So may those who have never le the narrow limits of their own

homes learn how mu God has bestowed on these vast regions.

In these shops, I say, and in the free market, every kind of merandise

[213/2] was being sold in abundance, Diamonds, Rubies, Sapphires,

Emeralds, Jacinths, Topazes, Robas, and gold and silver in plates and bars,

Calain, and Tutunaga.3 e two last are metals similar to tin, but mu



superior in the opinion of skilled emists. Besides these articles there was

mu copper, laen, ambar, musk, civet-scent, benzoin from almonds and

amomile, incense, camphor, rosmalla, vermilion, indigo, borax, quisilver,

saltpetre, opium, tobacco, lac, both the common kind and that known as

formiga (ant-lac), whi is used as a colouring maer and takes the place of

that whi formerly gave so mu value to Tyrian purple.4

ese booths also contained large quantities of drugs, su as pepper,

cinnamon, ginger, cardamoms, nutmeg, mace, and cloves. Many cloths of the

finest coon, and mu ri silk, both figured and plain, were on view, with

ebony, ivory, and porcelain. Large stores of every kind of comestible were

obtainable at very low prices.

Hence, everything whi could be called precious or useful or necessary

was to be obtained in this market, and all in su quantities as to require to

be seen to be credited.

All these landward streets were guarded at the entrances and exits, so that

in spite of the great crowd there was no confusion, but many dances and

other entertainments5 were going on in the midst of them, and the whole

scene was most festive and gay. [214/1] e number of people who were

going to and fro along the canals in every kind of boat was no less. On these

canals we saw covered vessels gaily deed, bearing musicians of all kinds

and other forms of entertainment,5 so that both in the streets and on the

canals all was feasting and jollity.

ere was thus no la of objects to delight the eye, whi saw so many

joyous sights alike by day and night, as illuminations and fireworks went on

throughout the night to the accompaniment of music. e last days of these

festivities at length approaed, in whi the ief streets were ornamented

with ri cloths of gold and silver and silk.

In the centre of ea street a triumphal ar was erected, all gilt and of

very fine aritectural form. ese contained nies bearing statues of the

gods in wood and metal, all wearing crowns.

Ea ar also carried a “cloud”, whi we will describe later on.

On the last day but one, the eve of the Imperial coronation, the walls and

turrets of the Royal Palace were festooned in banners, streamers, and flags,

whi swinging in the breeze in all their varied colours made a gay scene.



On the 23rd of January, the last day [214/2] of the feast (that is, at the

height of summer6 in this part of the world), the morning broke clear and

beautiful. Before the radiant Planet could spread his beams over the earth’s

sphere his arrival was heralded by a loud salute from numerous heavy guns.

As soon as this fear-inspiring sound had died away the music of many kinds

of instruments fell upon the ear from all the ief streets and squares of the

Capital, announcing the coronation of their supreme Monar.

On hearing this all the Grandees of that Kingdom who were present

hastened to take up the places assigned to them. All were dressed in their

finest and handsomest robes, and were seated upon huge elephants

caparisoned in the most costly trappings, ornamented with plaques of gold

and silver.

Ea man vied in showing his importance by the splendour of his

appurtenances and the length of his retinue.

All these Princes and Nobles, together with some of their military

commanders, with whom su Portuguese as were in the city also came with

their Captain-major, assembled in a large hall. is hall, specially dedicated

to su functions, had a gilt roof ornamented with flowers in various colours,

whi made a very pleasing effect.

is golden roof was supported upon thirty large handsome pillars, gilded

without any admixture of colours.

e great hall was open on three sides, whi made it very [215/1] airy.

e fourth side, whi was shut off by ri tapestry, had in the centre a large

well-proportioned ar, covered with plates of silver, whi were

themselves embossed in paerns of grotesques and flowers, gilt and

ornamented in different colours.

is rily ornamented ar was closed by a curtain ot green satin

covered with gold-embroidered flowers and encrusted with various precious

stones, su as Rubies, Sapphires, Topazes, and Emeralds.

As soon as every one in the hall was seated in his accustomed place, on

ri carpets, five strokes were given on the big drum, to whi I referred

above; immediately aer this a similar number of strokes was stru on a

bell, at whi sound all their sulphurous instruments were let off, the din

lasting for half an hour.



is over, a great silence reigned amongst us all. A second time three

blows were sounded on the drum and all prostrated themselves, and the

curtain flew aside leaving the arway open. In the centre stood a ri,

handsome throne of silver, most delicately and exquisitely worked, reaed

by six steps and bearing on it a movable seat7 entirely of gold set with the

riest jewels.

is seat rested on the bas of four silver elephants placed ba to ba

so as to face outwards. ey carried their trunks upraised, [215/2] these

serving as pillars for the support of a ri canopy of green velvet

embroidered throughout with pearl sprays. is exquisitely lovely canopy

had all round it a wide fringe of wrought gold with bunes of fair-sized

pearls depending from it.

On this throne the Magh Monar appeared, seated in full majesty. He

wore a long velvet coat of celestial blue colour covered with pearls, unmixed

with other jewels. On his head he wore an ordinary white Mecsu. In his cut

and dilated ears8 he wore the two precious Chanequas of Tangu, of whi I

have said enough already, whi, gliering with their natural brilliancy,

added greatly to the grandeur of this Barbaric Royalty. His feet were clothed

in sandals of some silken material, embroidered with large and valuable

diamonds. On the steps of the throne, in two rows, were the twelve Kings

mentioned before, all kneeling, with golden crowns on their heads and

golden sceptres in their hands. On either side, behind the King’s air, were

two graceful maidens dressed in white satin embroidered with gold wire

plaited through pieces of gold tubing9 and wearing ri golden ains round

their nes and silver garlands in their hair. eir arms were bare to the

elbows and were adorned with ri gold jewel-studded bangles. ey held

handsome, curiously fashioned fans in their hands, with whi they

alternately [216/1] cooled the Magh Monar, while all those present stood

before him with eyes cast down, every now and then raising their hands as a

sign of reverential homage, in absolutely solemn silence.

In the midst of this the Master of the Ceremonies came up to me and said:

“Padri-giu (whi in our idiom means Sir Priest), Why do not you, who

are a man of learning and tea these Christians, hold that all those who la

some limb or member are thereby incapable of taking part in this sacred



meeting,10 to whi the holy Poras have summoned us to crown the Lord of

our heads as Emperor ?”

Understanding then the object whi the heathen Master of the

Ceremonies was aiming at, I replied:

“e true faith of God, whi I follow, does not tea me this, and hence I

feel no discomposure in being ignorant of your custom: yet I undertake to

bear in mind what you say and hence remove a serious difficulty.”

e Portuguese, for whose benefit this had been said, on hearing the

discussion, got up and le the hall. He had lost his right hand, whi had

unfortunately been cut off in a duel, and had substituted it by one of silver.

e interlude thus came to an end and, as soon as it was over, a Pungrī

appeared on a raised place. Aer performing certain ridiculous ceremonies

and inclinations he began to prea. He [216/2] exhorted all present to pray

God to mercifully grant the fulfilment of the common wish of the whole

Magh people, that their natural Lord and Master might be crowned with the

sacred crown of the Magh Empire by his holy servant the Xoxom Pungrī

(who, as I have mentioned, is the ief of their false Priests), in order that he

might, when sanctified by this, govern them thenceforth with just, pious, and

equitable laws.

is exhortation ended he began a long adulatory address, in whi he

praised the virtues and excellences of their King, and said so mu on the

subject that if that King had been a Catholic, and all that he said true, he

would have deserved canonization at once.

What I enjoyed most in all this was to see and study the earnestness with

whi that barbaric Monar listened to him; he never winked an eyelid or

made a single movement, showing thereby the intense pleasure these praises

afforded him. is misguided King never considered the evil he was doing

by accepting this flaery.

For as the Wise King said:

Princeps, qui libenter audit verba mendacii, omnes ministros habet

impios.11

e King or Prince who favours liars and flaerers will hardly find a

servant or follower to tell him the truth, as all will study to flaer him for

their own ends, irrespective of the injury this may do the state. It was for this

reason that the wise men of Athens never allowed flaerers to talk to their



Princes and governors as, even if these men were known for [217/1] what

they were, and hence their remarks would fall on deaf ears, still this would

give pleasure and produce a sense of complacency and, to the extent to

whi they pleased their hearers, would injure them. As the Wise King has

well observed in his Proverbs:

Verba susurronis, quasi simplicia, et ipsa perveniunt ad intima cordis.12

Whence Kings should note that more Kings and Kingdoms come to grief

through flaerers than through wars; as according to the opinion of many

wise men these are the root and origin of all evils and all public calamity. It

was on this account that the Royal prophet cried to God:

Domine libera animam meam a labiis iniquis et a lingua dolosa.13

is is a prayer that Kings should continually make. For God alone can

free us from a deceiver’s tongue, from his lying words, his subtleness and

cunning, whi the Devil uses for his own ends. And so it fell out for the

unhappy Monar of whom I am writing, as a few years aer his coronation

he died a violent death.14

is flaerer’s oration lasted over an hour. On its termination the curtain

was at once drawn across, and all arose and passed out into a large hall,

completely hung with silken drapery. Here they waited until a door opened

and two official ushers, with golden rods in their hands, came out.

ey wore long loose robes of azure satin embroidered with silver: their

heads were bare.

[217/2] ey were followed by twenty-four mace-bearers carrying silver

maces on their shoulders, also dressed in loose robes, whi were of red

velvet laced with gold: their heads were likewise bare. Aer them came

several nobles aired in ri robes, forming an escort for the twelve Kings,

who were most sumptuously apparelled in dresses of various colours

profusely embroidered with pearls and precious stones. Aer them followed

eighty Pungrins clothed in yellow damask, with head-dresses of the same

material.

Right at the end of this magnificent and brilliant cortège came the Magh

Emperor, seated in a ri palanquin or air, whi was called a Sirian15

locally, carried on the shoulders of eight handsome, gallant youths dressed in

green velvet embroidered with gold; their heads and arms were bare, the



laer being ornamented by ri golden bangles studded with precious stones

of many different kinds.

e palanquin was surrounded by one hundred pages of from fieen to

eighteen years of age, dressed in long dresses of white satin pied out with

gold and silver embroidery; on their nes they wore ains of gold.

Accompanied by this cortège and with the ief Grandees and Military

commanders, who, as I mentioned, were awaiting him in the hall, the King

proceeded on his way, half concealed from view, in absolute silence, along a

path whi had been especially prepared for this occasion. It was carpeted

with, and also at intervals [218/1] enclosed by, coon sheets of various

colours. is path led them to a varela16 or idolatrous temple, where the

Xoxom Pungrī was standing. He sallied forth to meet the King with a

following of over two thousand Raulins, belonging to all these orders, that is

to say, Pungrins, Panjans, and Moxans. ese men were all dressed in the

usual yellow-coloured garments, and ea man had a place in his order, in

accordance with his age and dignity.

As soon as the King met this procession he got down from the palanquin

and made a salutation to all that vast company. en in their midst he went

on to the door of a beautiful courtyard.

e guards here would let no one enter except those who belonged to

their own faith. And this, although Barbarians, these guards effected with the

greatest courtesy and consideration, an example to those in certain places in

Europe where, taking no account of a man’s position or quality, they hustle

and harry them.

Owing to this prohibition we remained without, that is we Portuguese and

the Moorish officers, as well as many others of the laer faith who had

accompanied them. On this account I was unable to see the ceremonies with

whi that Pagan High-priest crowned the Magh Emperor inside the temple.

We waited two tedious hours until several strokes on a bell gave the signal

that the coronation was over. At once all the artillery in the city was fired

together, making as mu [218/2] noise and confusion as if the world was

coming to an end.

On the termination of this awe-inspiring and fearful salute the guards le

the entrance free, and so we all entered the courtyard. Here two hundred

elephants were ranged in two lines, all carrying war-castles; on these



castellated erections were rily embroidered banners. At the end of this line

of warrior elephants were three animals bigger than all the others. ey

were enwrapped in green velvet trappings ornamented with flowered

paerns, made in seed-pearls, with fringes of lile golden bells, while ea

elephant carried a big bell of gold hung from its ne by a heavy ain of the

same material.

ese three elephants bore three very ri golden howdahs, ea having

eight columns supporting a cupola-shaped canopy.17 ese howdahs were

thily studded with gems, whi gliered in the rays of the glowing Planet

so as to dazzle all who looked at them, except cursorily.

Before this elephantine trinity stood three gallant youths dressed in

golden brocade, ea with a golden umbrella in his hand, its sha or handle

of the same metal being set with precious stones.

ese umbrellas (or sombreros,18 as the Portuguese in those parts call

them) are one of the insignia of Imperial rank among [219/1] these Heathen

and, therefore, no one else can own one. Hence it is sufficient to look at the

sombrero or umbrella carried in front of a man in order to tell his rank.

ose who are Princes, the King’s sons and other nobles of the highest

rank, have the handle of gold; those who belong to the royal line, to the

great families or the descendants of high officials, have the sha and handle

of white ivory; those who correspond in rank to Barons, Counts, Marquises,

and Captains-General have a red sha, as also others, su as those who

have been distinguished by conspicuous service. Besides these three main

classes of high insignia other similar inferior honours are granted for special

services or some particular reason.

To return to our history. e Emperor emerged from the temple wearing

the crown of the Magh Empire. It was studded with diamonds, rubies, and

pearls of extraordinary size whi would have been far more admired but

that they were outshone by the two precious Chanequas of the Tangu, for

the sight of them absorbed all the admiration that the vision of su precious

things would otherwise have commanded.

e Emperor came as far as the door of that pagan shrine accompanied by

his vast following of Raulins, of whom he took leave by a slight inclination

of the head. He then mounted one of the three elephants mentioned, and the

twelve Kings simultaneously mounted theirs. All the other Princes and



Nobles followed on foot in two lines, [219/2] while the guard of two

hundred elephants, described above, preceded them.

Ahead of these again went one thousand five hundred cavaliers, Pegus,

Bramas, and Mogors, in three squadrons, in gay uniforms, whose colours I

described above. Before the cavalry came that great crowd of musicians

with their festive and warlike instruments, their varied notes making a loud

and disturbing noise. e streets were so thronged by masses of people that

the bodies of cavalry deputed for that duty had a hard task in clearing the

route along whi the triumphal procession of the Emperor had to pass.

e greatest rush of people was at the triumphal ares on account of the

eagerness to see what the “clouds”, whi, as we noted, were placed at ea

ar, would bring forth.

As soon as his triumphant Majesty reaed an ar the “cloud” opened

most skilfully and, aer showering down a great mass of sweet-smelling

flowers, lovely voices were heard singing, in Indian fashion, songs in praise

of the newly crowned King.

When the music ended handsome boys descended, clothed something like

Angels, in light white tunics of taffeta embroidered with gold and silver.

ey wore nelaces of small pearls and on their heads light golden crowns.

Ea one of these false and dark-skinned Angels respectively carried in his

hands insignia designating [220/1] Mercy, Justice, Strength, Victory,

Prudence, and the like. ese insignia they presented to their Emperor with

appropriate speees, endowing him with these virtues.

By no means the least striking sight in this triumphal procession was the

gallant and magnificent show made by the ri dresses and splendid jewels

worn by the Princesses and Noble Dames of the court. For, although of

dusky hue, their beauty gave one no less reason to praise their Divine

Creator than that of our own European ladies with their fair skins and

delicate complexions.

In the order we have described above the cavalcade proceeded up to the

Royal Palace. e moment the Emperor passed the first gate, the whole of

the artillery in the City again fired a salute.

e Emperor then passed on to a spacious hall, whi had been specially

[220/2] hung and deed out with gold brocade and silks. Here his wife, the

Empress, who was also his eldest sister, awaited him. ese Barbarian

monars were in the habit of marrying the Prince who was going to



succeed them with his eldest sister in order to make the succession more

secure and indisputable.19 e een was accompanied by her ladies-in-

waiting and many of the principal ladies in the country, all most

magnificently apparelled. Aer the usual congratulations and courtesies

were over the Emperor took her by the hand and, placing her upon his

right,20 went up with her to a window, whence both of them, with their

own hands, threw a large quantity of silver money, that had been especially

coined for this purpose, among the people.21 is was the final ceremony

whi terminated these long-drawn-out festivities.

Notes

1  Sornau is Shahr-i-nau, a name for Siam. See Chap. XX, n. 10.

Champa is now a small province of Coin-China, but was formerly a large and important

kingdom. e Champas or Tsiams at one time occupied the whole peninsula from the Gulf of Siam

upwards. It was called “the great state of Cyamba” by Marco Polo. Hobson-Jobson, s. v. Champa;

Cathay and Way, i. 128, n. 4.

Camboja was also at one time a powerful kingdom, but is now an unimportant Fren protectorate.

e Khmers, as the Cambojans call themselves, subdued the Tsiams of Champa. At the height of its

power its limits may have reaed the Bay of Bengal. See Chap. XXVII, n. 2 on Calaminham; Hobson-

Jobson, s. v. Camboja.

2    Masulipātam is a town in the Madras Presidency on the east coast. It was in early days an

important port and long noted for its piece-goods, muslins, intzes, &c. It is now in a state of decay.

See Hobson-Jobson, s. v. Nagapātam is a sea-port in the Tanjore District. In ancient times it was said

to be a capital of the Nāgas, a lile-known race, whence its name. It was taken by the Portuguese and

named Choramandel. See Hobson-Jobson, s. v. Negapatam, Coromandel.

e Maldive islands lying south-west of Cape Cormorin. See Hobson-Jobson, s.v.

Sumatra and Java, &c. Islands forming the well-known group to the south-east of Siam; Macassar

is the Celebes. See Hobson-Jobson, s. vv. Sumatra, Java, Macassar, Celebes; Cathay and Way, iv. 155,

note on Mul-Java.

Achem is Ain, the state lying at the north-west corner of Sumatra. It was up to the seventeenth

century the most powerful state on that island. See Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Aeen.

Bima is one of the Java group.

3  Robas. In Linsoten (i. 97, n. 3) we have “Robassen” translated “emeralds” in the early English

version of 1528. But in vol. ii, p. 140, Linsoten says that it is a “certain kind of Rubies, but lile

esteemed, the Indians call them the yellow, &c.” See Chap. XXXIV, n. 24.

Calain, Tutunaga: Calain is tin. e expression kala’i karnā, to “tin” copper vessels, is familiar in

India. For the origin of the word, see Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Calay.

Tutunaga is apparently zinc or pewter. See Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Tootnague.

4  Of the various products enumerated in the end of this paragraph, for latten see Chap. VII, n. 7.

Ambar is ambergris, grey amber (Ambre gris). It is a wax-like substance found as a morbid secretion

in the sperm-whale, and also floating about in tropical seas (see Chap. VI, n. 3o). It is used as a



perfume. Civet, a scent obtained from the glands of various species of civet (Viverra civetta, &c.). e

word is from the Arabic Zabād. Benzoin, an odoriferous resin, usually of Styrax benzoin, found in

Sumatra and Siam. See Hobson-Jobson, s. v. Benjamin. Here it seems to refer to essence of almonds

and amomile (Anthemis nobilis). Camphor was obtained from Borneo, Sumatra, China, and Japan.

See Hobson-Jobson, s. v. Rosmalla, the resin of Liquidambar altingia, used as incense, see Hobson-

Jobson, s. v. Rose-mallows. Vermilion is perhaps red lead (sindūr) or ordinary vermilion. Indigo, the

blue dye made from Indigofera tinctoria, a most profitable plant to cultivate until synthetic indigo

and aniline dyes ousted it from the market. It was largely grown in Bihār. See Hobson-Jobson, s. v.

Lac: ordinary lac is the resinous red incrustation produced by an insect (Coccus lacca) on certain trees

whi it punctures, from it the thin plates of shell-lac are made; formiga, or ant-lac, is difficult to

understand. e Oxford Dictionary, s. v., gives a quotation of 1622–62 from Heylin, Cosmogr. iii. 217,

“Lacca, a gum there made by Ants, as here Bees make Wax”. Marini has “Lacre compositione de far la

cera dea di Spagne è certa terra e, per farsi lar case, cavano in certe selve le formie” (Historia,

448). is shows that an idea prevailed in early days as to the making of lac by ants, although the

activities of the Coccus lacca were well known: two kinds were differentiated, as “lac” and “ant-lac”,

though no real difference existed.

5  invenciones. See Chap. XXXIII, n. 1.

6  See Chap. XXVI, n. 2. We have a date at last.

7  Silia gestatoria. is expression is that applied to the state air (“silla portatil”) used by the Pope

on certain ceremonial occasions.

8  e people of Burma of both sexes bore the ear and distend it so as to carry ear-tubes (na-doung).

See Chap. XXI, n. 15.

9  bordado de canutillo de oro. e Dict. Span. Acad, has “bordado a canutillo = el que se hace con

hilo de oro y plata rizado en canutos”. It is not easy to say just what is meant here.

10   Compare the law amongst the Jews (Lev. xxi. 16). is fear of physical defects is thoroughly

Eastern. Alate Jewish version of the Flood states that Noah, who had been lamed by the lion, was,

therefore, not able to sacrifice when the Flood was over, and Shem acted for him (Frazer, Folk-lore in

the Old Testament, i. 145). Moreover, nothing savouring of harsh reality should find a place within

the palace in Burma, it being heaven on earth.

11  “If a ruler hearkeneth to falsehood, all his servants are wied” (Prov. xxix. 12).

12  “e words of a whisperer are as dainty morsels,

And they go down into the innermost parts of the belly” (Prov. xxvi. 22). Cordis should read

ventris. [Simplicia literally “are seeming-simple”.]

13  “Deliver my soul, O Lord, from lying lips and from a deceitful tongue” (Ps. cxx. 2 [Vulg.: cxix.

2]).

14    He was poisoned by his een in 1838. See Introductory note on “Rulers of Arakan”. Cf.

Harvey, Burma, 145.

15  See Chap. XIV, n. I, “Ceriones”.

16  See Chap. XIX, n. 2. is was possibly the Siaung Pagoda. See Chap. XXII, n. 3.

17  media naranja, “half orange[-shape]”, in the text.

18    quitasoles o sombreros, now used for a broad-brimmed hat in Spanish, but invariably an

umbrella with early Portuguese writers. e word “sombrero” means always a head-dress in Don

Quixote. See Hobson-Jobson, s. v. is umbrella of state is still a mark of rank in formal cere-monies

in India, though the homely umbrella has of course come into general use in daily life. Even now a

person of inferior rank, in native states at least, will ordinarily close his umbrella on meeting a man

he knows to be of superior rank, and invariably on meeting the Prince or any member of the ruling

house. Mr. San Shwe-bhu states that five classes of umbrella were in use in the days of the Arakan

kings; these were distinguished by the paerns on their handles. (1) at held over the throne. (2) at



used once a year at a fast. (3) at used daily for ordinary purposes. (4) at used when a foreign

ambassador came. (5) at used over the royal elephant or horse. e umbrella as a mark of rank is

general in most Oriental countries, the idea being to protect the exalted from the sun’s rays, not from

the heat. See Mundy, Travels, ii. 126, 195; iii. 122. Does any similar reason hold for a white umbrella

being carried over the “Host” in ceremonial processions in Roman Catholic ures ?

19    In many recorded cases marriages are permissible for royalties whi are not allowed to

ordinary people, with the idea of keeping the sto pure, as in Egypt and Siam, &c. But the Burmese

kings never married uterine sisters, but only their half-sisters. See Harvey, Burma, 324. e Kings of

Egypt married their sisters. Ro Veddahs marry the youngest sister. See Phayre, y. A. S.B., 1864;

Westermar, History of Marriage, 1891, Chap. XIV.

20    One would have expected her to be seated on his le, as this is the usual position in Indian

sculpture of gods and their spouses and kings and queens. But Mr. San Shwe-bhu notes that in Burma

the royal palace always faced east, and the throne also. e principal een’s palace similarly always

stood to the south of the King’s, that is to the right of the central building, whence on all formal

occasions the principal (or southern) een sat on the King’s right. e sculptures of old Arakan in

the Siaung temple, whi was built by King Minbin in 1533, support this, as the King is there shown

with his principal een on his right, the seat of honour.

21   is is interesting, and Mr. Harvey says he knows of no other account of the use off coins at

coronations in Arakan (Harvey, Burma, 13 n., 137, 140, 146; Catalogue of Coins in the Phayre

Museum, Rangoon, 1924).



CHAPTER XXXV

How the Author left Arracan for Dianga, and of a shipwreck suffered when

travelling to Bengala.

[220/1] MANY Eastern nations are accustomed to present gis, whi

they call adia, [220/2] to their Kings and Emperors on the occasion of their

coronation.

On this occasion I also went to make my offering, in company with a

Portuguese Captain called Estevan [221/1] Delemos,1 who had come from

Dianga with the same object. We both made our presentations at the same

time, and I seized the opportunity to request the King that, since the

festivities were over, I might have his gracious permission to go to Dianga.

Noticing that the Emperor was hesitating over his reply, my companion

intervened and said that the Christians of Dianga were saying that I was a

prisoner in Arracan, and hence they were sad and heavy-hearted.

To this His Highness replied, that the Christians said this out of malice, for

had he considered me a prisoner he would never have conferred the title of

brother2 upon me. On this I arose, and aer making the usual salutations,

said:

“Emperor Boaxam ! e Christians of Dianga say I am a prisoner because

they know of the great honours and kindnesses you have done me and

continue to show me, and that by these acts you not only make me your

slave but have also placed all the Christians within your dominion under

great obligations.”

e King laughed at this flaering solution of the subject, and granted me

the permission we had asked for.

Before he allowed us to depart he ordered us to be given two rings set

with rubies, ea valued at eighty pesos in our currency. I would willingly

have given away the ring to see myself safely, not merely out of Arracan

City, but out of the Kingdom altogether.

So the festivals over, owing to the permission thus granted, we obtained

the necessary passports and le for [221/2] Dianga in a swi Geliā whi



brought us safely there in a few days. ere I was given an affectionate and

genuine welcome from the Brethren and all the Christian community.

Here I at once prepared myself to make a complete confession, for nearly

two years had elapsed since I had been able to confess owing to the want of

a confessor.

My confession was completed with Divine assistance, and I set to work as

secretly as possible to carry out the orders I had received from my superiors

in India, and also those from the Count of Liñares,3 who was at that time

Viceroy of the Estates.

With this object in view the Father gave orders for the equipping of a

Geliā, as if with the object of searing for prizes. When this had been

successfully accomplished an order was issued to take the vessel to a point

two leagues below the city, to the port of Patanga.4 Here, one night, when

all was at its stillest, I embarked, and being rowed at full speed we made the

island of Sundiva before Aurora had aroused the sleeping birds to leave their

beloved nests and sally forth to greet her with their sweet melodies.

We then continued on our way to the island of Xavaspur,5 leaving on our

right the famous isle of Sogoldiva,6 whi was so highly estimated as to be

known in Bengali as the richest of all.

ese very fertile islands are now desolate, [222/1] owing to the incessant

war between the Maghs, Mogors, and Portuguese.

e island of Xavaspur contains a large number of thorny fruits, mainly

limes of various species and of enormous size, whi owing to the fertility of

the soil are independent of the care of skilled gardeners and horticulturists.

Passing between these two islands we entered one of the branes of the

mighty and ancient Ganges. e pilot followed the least frequented route,

and we travelled for eleven days, meeting only with fierce denizens of the

jungle or hideous Crocodiles of great length, lying streted along the banks

of the crystal Gangetic stream, basking in the rays of the fiery Planet.

We also came across many Rhinoceroses, whose horns, offensive in life,

are aer their death used in a defensive drug.7

We likewise saw in these solitary branes of the river another smaller

species of Crocodile, of whi the largest was not more than six feet long.



ey have long pointed snouts and are not as fierce or so carnivorous as the

others.8

We le those unpopulated streams on the eleventh day and, to our

subsequent ill-fortune, entered those frequented by rowing boats.

We crossed, with considerable difficulty, a very wide and rapid stream and

entered the borders of the kingdom [222/2] of Angelim,9 whence aer two

days’ journey they were to bring me to a spot near to a Christian selement.

But it so fell that my paiques10 or professional oarsmen, who had been

rowing their hardest from dawn till midday, were anxious to rea the shore

in order to rest and recoup their tired bodies with a necessary meal.

is was of rice, and they were accustomed to go on shore and light a fire

in order to cook it. Moreover, these Barbarians held it as an essential

ordinance of their false faith never to eat without first bathing and anointing

the body with oil;11 a process whi took from one to two hours. While they

were all engaged in this process a watman, who had been posted on the

top of a tree, began to cry out: “e fleet, the fleet !”

On hearing this alarm the paiques, who are a very timid folk, without

paying any heed to our calls, rushed in their abject terror into the thiest

part of the wood. I, with another Portuguese called Luis Trigueros12 and

three Christian youths who were in our party, seeing that we could do

nothing, hastened to follow the paiques, having time to cat up some fire-

arms and no more. For two light Cossas were approaing at great speed

and soon came up to our vessel, whi they seized. Some of their soldiers,

who carried bows and arrows, were [223/1] then disembarked. ey rapidly

reaed me and my four companions, as we were caught by the mud, since

the whole country was under water. We fled with all the speed we could to

save our lives, or at least escape from the painful and wearisome captivity

awaiting us.

However, as the enemy was already on us we turned and raised our

muskets to our shoulders, but they, recognizing that we were Portuguese,

called out to us to surrender, for should we escape from them we should not

escape the tigers, whi are most ferocious throughout that region, or if we

did so, as we could never find a way out of those marshes, we should meet

with a still more awful fate, death by hunger. To all this advice we replied



that God in His infinite mercy would deliver us from every one of these

dangers; meanwhile they had beer make off, while they had the ance, as

we were determined to sell our lives as dearly as we could, unless they did

so. en, since these Pagans are excessively afraid of our fire-arms, they did

not dare to approa us. ey then asked us whi road our paiques had

taken, to whi query we returned no reply. ey then le us, aer

satisfying their rage by calling us cafifares13 many times over, that is to say

a man without faith, and went off by another path in sear of the paiques.

We remained in the same position [223/2] until we lost sight of them all.

en, in order to enable us to traverse that difficult marshy land more easily,

we stripped ourselves to the merest requirements of decency. We travelled

on in this way until night, through mud and water whi always reaed

half-way up the leg and oen to the waist, while we were exhausted by the

aas of leees, whi abound in these marshes.

At length, worn out and weak, we all five climbed into the tallest tree we

could find there, and so spent the night, weary, soaked to the skin, and

covered with mud. As a final solace we were aaed by famished

mosquitoes, in su numbers thatif we had possessed the hundred hands

whi stories say Briareus14 had (the ild, as the poetical fiction of the

Heathens narrates, of Heaven and Earth) they would have been insufficient

to protect us from those importunate insects. Finding ourselves assailed on

the one hand by these insects and hunger, and on the other hand seeing no

prospects of human help, we had recourse to the divine. For as the Prophet

says:

Vexatio dat intellectum.15

On this very true text I made my companions a short homily. I reminded

them of the obligation we were under to bear these hardships patiently,

judging them to be blows given by God’s merciful hand so that we might

repent of our [224/1] sins and turn to Him, who, like a pitying father, was

wating over us, ever willing to aid us in our adversity. “For, my brethren,

so true is this that my great Patron, Saint Augustin, never asked more of any

sinner than that he should turn in his troubles to this Divine Lord of all Pity.

‘Utinam (said the Saint) in difficultatibus exclamarent ut a necessitatibus

liberarentur.’”16



When I had ended this brief exhortation we all began to ask for divine

help by reciting the litany of Her who, as the Mother of God, has ever been

the consoler of the afflicted. When we had finished reciting this we began

the litany of the Saints, so far as I could recollect it, as the darkness of the

night made it impossible for me to consult my breviary, whi was the only

thing I had been able to bring with me, and it was by now well soaked.

At su devotional exercises, accompanied by some tears, we passed that

sad and interminable night, longing for the day. And since there is no place

where dawn does not come, unless death intervenes, day rose clear, brilliant

and beautiful, but very sadly and hopelessly for us aer the unhappy event

of the preceding day and the miserable plight in whi we were. For we had

no idea of what we ought to do in this wilderness, nor what road we ought

to take to escape from these wastes, so water-logged and impassable was

that region. We none of us knew what path to follow through [224/2] that

tangle of mighty trees and had, moreover, no hope of meeting any one in

that part, only inhabited by fierce Tigers, Rhinoceroses, and other dangerous

animals. All those considerations increased our unhappiness and our fears.

Various views were expressed as to the road we ought to take. Two of our

party held that we should push on till we reaed dry land and habitations,

as we should on the way find sufficient honey on the trees to sustain

ourselves with. We would carry our arms always ready in our hands,

advancing with great circumspection, and since we had five powder-flasks

and our wallets full of bullets we would fire our weapons off when in the

wildest and most suspicious places and frighten what was there, while by

night we should sleep in trees.

e others, and I among them, held an opposite view, stating that it would

be far safer for us to retrace our steps and not leave the Ganges, for as long

as we mared within sight of it we might come across some boat or other.

We should certainly run the risk of encountering Crocodiles, whi, as I

mentioned before, were accustomed to come out on to the river bank to

bask in the sun and also to look out for any deer or buffalo whi came

down to drink. But we could [225/1] account for any of these animals easily,

as they were always on open stretes of ground. On the other hand, the

Tigers, being deceitful animals, always lay hid in order to seize their prey

suddenly.



Finally we decided to return to the spot whence we had started, as we

might there find some of the cooked rice whi our paiques had abandoned

through fear.

Aer making this resolve we proceeded to retrace the steps we had taken

the preceding day. Weakened as we were, from la of food and sleep, we

made our way but slowly, owing to the difficulties of the marshes, so that

although the distance was but lile over a league and we started before

daybreak, we did not come within sight of the Ganges until aer the hour of

vespers. When, moreover, we found that the spot we had reaed was not

that we had le we were in despair, for we were so weary, si at heart, and

covered with leees suing away our blood, that we were unable to move

a step farther. All in a state of great anxiety, and some weeping bierly, we

cast ourselves down on a piece of dry sand whi we found near the river.

We washed off the leees, ea man in his heart beseeing God’s pity. We

lay a full half-hour thus without speaking a word. I then got up and [225/2]

begged my companions to confess, in order that we should all be fully

prepared to face whatever God desired to do with our lives. When they had

all made confession I considered my own sins, asking the Divine Majesty to

pardon them, since I could not, like my companions, make confession. As

soon as this important duty had been performed we felt that we should be

doubting God if we simply remained there to die, so we got up, deciding to

carry out our original intention of finding the spot where we first went

astray. So we followed the bank down-stream, and God was pleased, in His

infinite mercy, that aer journeying about half a league we should, a good

hour before sunset, rea the place we were seeking, where we had met

with our misfortune the preceding day. Here we found what we required

most of all, and that was the rice, whi was to us at that moment far more

valuable than gold, silver, or precious stones. It was already almost dried up,

as our enemies had found it in vessels of copper, wooden plaens, and

earthenware and gansa17 vessels. Gansa is a metal similar to that we call

Moorish loton, a very clean substance for use in eating and drinking vessels,

and consequently mu used by the people of those parts. Now they had

thrown all the rice they found in these copper, gansa, and earthenware

vessels on to the ground, and carried away the vessels. [226/1] So we

collected the rice, half-dry as it was and mixed with earth, and placed it in



two large wooden vessels whi, owing to their small value and ordinary

make, the enemy had le behind. We also discovered a lile salt in those

wooden vessels. So we satisfied our most pressing needs with what in our

condition was a regular feast, and gave thanks to our Lord for having

rescued us at so critical a moment with su prompt help. We cleaned the

rest of the rice as best we could, and in order to collect it we had to make

use of the shirt of one of the youths, in whi we tied it up. By the time this

was stored away it was already late, and we decided to pass the night where

we were. To this end we set about collecting a large sta of dry wood,

whi abounded there, and using the steel from one of the flint-los we

lighted a fire, making a great blaze in order to insure ourselves against the

wild animals of whi I have made mention, since they fly from that

element.

But notwithstanding this we decided, for our greater safety, that two of us

would always remain as sentries, with arms in their hands, while the rest

paid tired Nature the tribute she demanded.

In accordance with this arrangement, aer we had commended our bodies

to God’s care and invoked the aid of His Sacred Mother by her litany, we

threw ourselves on the ground. And, although we laed the enticement of

so, delicate maresses [226/2] and a bed covered with clean sheets, yet

sleep did not fail to take possession of our wearied and exhausted senses.

ere we passed the night, wating and sleeping by turns, until morning

came, when we set forth once more on our journey comforted and with

greater vigour. We travelled all day within sight of the river through

uninhabited country, oen marshy, without meeting anything save

thousands of leees whi distended their shrunken bodies at the cost of

our blood.

So, travelling on, we came at length, while still a few hours of daylight

remained, to an open spot, whi in spite of its being rather marshy had one

or two good-sized trees in it. Here we elected to make our home for that

night, partly because we found ourselves very exhausted and partly because

we saw across the river another open spot whi seemed to us dry. to whi

we proposed to wade over the next day, as the river at this point was very

wide and shallow. Aer coming to this decision we opened our food reserve

and estimated the amount of rice we had at from eight to ten pounds, whi

we considered would serve us for as many days. We then ate what was



alloed to that day, whi, however, was so dry that we were obliged to

soak it in order to be able to swallow it. When this meal was over we all

climbed up into a tree, praying the Divine Majesty [227/1] not to allow us to

perish in these wilds. So we passed that night in mu greater discomfort

than the last, with far more trouble and fatigue; for while hunger gnawed at

us and sleep importuned us (though during the preceding night we had been

able to wat in turns), on this occasion we had to wat all the time, in

order not to fall out of the tree, and also could not sleep owing to the aas

of singing, biting mosquitos.

Day broke, and we descended from the tree and prepared to cross to the

other side. When we were about to do so, some one suggested that it would

be best if two went across to see if it was really as dry on the other side as it

seemed, for if it were not we had no need to cross the stream.

In accordance with this proposal two of my companions prepared to cross.

One was a slave of Luis Trigueros’s; the other a youth, a recent convert who

had come with me, called Alipio.

Before they plunged into the water we fired a volley with all the arms we

had, to see if the noise roused [227/2] any Crocodiles. Seeing no signs of

motion in the water the two young men went in, carrying their muskets on

their shoulders, while the rest of us stood on the shore with our arms in our

hands, ready to fire if it were necessary. It proved a feeble and useless

precaution. For the youths had only advanced a few paces into the water, up

to their waists, when a huge Crocodile appeared and suddenly stru the

slave, who was behind him, a blow with his tail. He disappeared below the

water, leaving no trace at all except red blood on the surface of the stream.

All of us were dumbfounded and petrified at this spectacle, entirely

laing the presence of mind and initiative needed to fire our pieces, whi

we held ready in our hands.

e other youth, Alipio, in mortal fear, dropped his gun and swam ba to

where we were standing, all bierly lamenting the death of our companion

and our new misfortune, and wondering what others might be awaiting us,

if God our Lord did not, in His infinite mercy, extend us His aid.

Notes

1  We know nothing about him.



2  See Chap. XV, n. 18, and Chap. XXIX, n. 18.

3  Viceroy from 1629 to 1635. See Chap. XXIX, n. 2.

4  At the mouth of the Karnaphuli river. See Chap. XI, n. 6.

5  A large island now known as “Dakhin Shābāzpur”. It lies in an estuary of the Meghna river, and

is included in the Bākarganj District. It contains over 400 villages, with some 270,000 inhabitants. e

island is formed of silt, and while it is being washed away on the north and east, it is receiving

accretions on the west. It is named aer Shābāz Khān. Governor of Bengal from 1584 to 1589.

6    No su island is marked, even in early maps. Manrique says he passed between this island,

whi lay on his right, and Shābāzpur. e only island corresponding to this position is Hatia island,

whi is not of any great importance. “Sogoldiva” must be a corruption of Sāgar-dwīpa or Sagar

island, but this really lies mu farther east than his route indicates (Chap. XXVII, n. 7).

7   Cf. Harvey, Burma, 98. is fact is mentioned by many other writers. See Hobson-Jobson, s. v.

Abada, in a quotation from Barker (1592); Linschoten, ii. 9. ese animals swarmed in this swampy

region. See Bowrey, 199, 211.

8  e two species of crocodile are the short-nosed Magar (Crocodilus palustris), of whi there are

two varieties, and the long-nosed Ghanal (C. gavialis). e laer, as Manrique says, is comparatively

innocuous, being a fish-eater. Of the short-nosed, one species (C. parosus) aains great length, as mu

as thirty feet long. It is met with in Indian and Burmese estuaries. See Chap. XXXVI, n. 2.

9  See Chap. II, n. 1.

10  See Chap. XIV, n. 13.

11  is is an invariable Hindū custom. Strict Hindūs travelling by train, even nowadays, will get

out for a meal and allow the train to proceed, cating the next.

12  We know nothing about him.

13  at is kāfir or infidel. See Chap. V, n. 22.

14   He was one of the sons of Uranus (Heaven) and Gea (Earth). Ea of them had one hundred

arms and fiy heads. ey overcame the Titans when they aaed the gods in Olympus.

15    “Trouble gives us power to understand.” Apparently a proverb: otherwise a misquotation of

Isaiah xxviii. 19, “vexatio dabit intellectum” (“it shall be a vexation only to understand the report.”

A.V.).

16    “Would that they should call (on God) when in trouble that they might be freed from their

difficulties.” is is in St. Augustin’s Enarrationes in Psalmos, cvi. 39. Cf. Patrol. Latina, xxxvii. 1427.

It should run “Utinam in difficultatibus exclamarent, et a necessitatibus liberarentur”.

17  See Chap. VII, n. 7; and for loton, ibid.



CHAPTER XXXVI

In which the Author continues his narration of what took place in this evil

hour.

[227/1] THE disastrous and unfortunate fate of our dead comrade (as I
have said) [227/2] le his four companions very mu unstrung [228/1] and
perturbed, for we felt how very near we were to having suffered, ea one
of us, an identical fate, had we followed the original proposal and all
plunged together into the stream.

Among the troublous thoughts we were by no means least disturbed by
the knowledge that all that region was inundated and full of bogs and
marshes, and that where these dangers did not exist the country was infested
by tigers and other fierce animals. We, therefore, decided that the best plan
was to remain where we were, climbing into the trees at night and coming
ba to the banks of the Ganges by day, in the hope that some vessel might
by ance sail that way.

We spent two days and a half in this way, passing our sad lives in the
company of death, whi, in our hopeless state, appeared to our
imaginations as coming every moment nearer to us. We passed the night
sleeplessly, tormented by hunger on the one hand and on the other by the
inevitable mosquito and a genus of fly, called in these parts “the elephant

fly”,1 whi drew blood at ea bite.
ere were not so many of the laer as of the ordinary mosquito, but

since we were half naked, our hands were of but lile use in protecting us,
and we were so maddened by the aas of these villainous insects that had

it not been for fear of the Caimans,2 or Crocodiles, [228/2] we should have
spent the night in the river.

In this wreted plight, as I say, we awaited death’s arrival to put an end
to it, and some of us indeed were impatient at his delay. How terrible is
man’s condition when he reasons in this way, holding as a blessing what we
ordinarily consider the greatest evil; what a disease of the spirit, to desire
that it most abhors and seek that it invariably flees from!



Had human weakness no other support, who could bear su trials? But
God is there. He being in Himself Infinite Good, so there is no region so
deserted, no place so remote, in whi the miseries of sinners can be hid, as
there also is no place nor hour in whi His help is not ever present; and He
through His infinite mercy succours them.

So His divine and sacred Majesty deigned to take pity on our adversity,
well merited though it was by my sins. But as the Divine clemency never
punishes us with all the power of His arm, for His mercy is ever ready to
cure the wounds His justice has inflicted, through the incomparable love He
bears us, so He sent us a means of escaping from the misfortunes in whi
we were involved.

It happened thus. On the third day, at the time when the Sun was in mid
career, as three of us were siing on the banks of the river, pondering over
our evil plight, our remaining companion, who [229/1] was keeping wat
up above in a tree, began to call out, exclaiming:
“Good news ! God has not deserted us, a dinghy with two men is

approaing us.”
ese dinghies are small boats ordinarily used in these parts.
Let ea man think what his feelings would have been at su news had

he been in our plight.
We got up greatly exhilarated in order to go down to the water. We were

just reaing the spot whi the dinghy was approaing, when it seemed to
us advisable that three of us should conceal ourselves and that only one of
the youths should show himself, as were they to see us all, especially the
Portuguese, they would flee.

In accordance with this resolve we hid ourselves while one of the youths
went down to the point the dinghy was approaing, and on his calling to
them they came up. He besought them for the love of God to take him on
board, and aer he had answered their inquiries and satisfied them they
came ashore and put him into the lile boat. While he engaged them in
conversation we others who were awaiting an opportunity suddenly came
up. Our appearance so terrified them that they were about to flee, but we
put our muskets to our shoulders and threatened to shoot them if they
moved.
en, seeing that two of us were Portuguese, they were so put out,

believing that we were soldiers from Chatigān, that they came weeping



ashore and threw [229/2] themselves at our feet, being certain that they
would be made slaves, and begged that at any rate we would not sell them
to the Maghs, as they would far rather be slaves to the Portuguese. On
discovering their false impression we said what was necessary to reassure
them: that we were not the people they took us for, but were merants

from Ugulim who were travelling from that port to Banja3 when the Maghs
seized our vessels. We gave a detailed account of what had happened to us,
only concealing that we had come from the Magh Kingdom, telling them
how we had been aaed by the Mogor pirate vessels.

On hearing this account, and on our also saying that we wished to go to
Banjā, they were fully reassured, and regaining courage said with many

salaams:4

“Gentlemen, now that we know from your account that you are not
Portuguese in the service of the Magh Emperor, at Chatigān or Dianga, we
will tell you what you must do in order to rea Banja, it being understood
primarily that we shall do nothing but what you order, since fate has placed
us in your power. You can see yourselves, Sirs, that this tiny boat is incapable
of taking us all to Banja, and even if it could, we at this moment la rice
and are obliged to travel only by hidden ways unfrequented [230/1] by the
war vessels of Maghs or Mogors, and where there are no villages. So, if you
agree, we can proceed to a spot, less than a league hence, where we and

some of our companions have established Golas5 in these woods, for the
preparation of lac whi we take to Angelim and Banja for sale.

“Some six days ago two bores6 loaded with lac le for Angelim, of whi
one is to return and fet the remaining lac. On that occasion you will be
able to get away, aer waiting three or four days, as it will not be later than
this.”

On hearing this news we were filled with joy, and gave grateful thanks to
God our Lord for the mercy He had shown us in freeing us from the death
we saw already before our eyes.

But, owing to my sins, He allowed this joy to last for but a short time. For
just as we believed ourselves to be free from dangers and hardships we
found ourselves in the midst of far more serious peril on arriving at the
Golas.



Here we met eight men, the companions of those who had brought us.
e laer, on arriving, recounted our adventures to them and explained how
we were dying of hunger. To satisfy this want they at once proceeded to
make a large stew of rice in order to give us a meal. As soon as the rice was
cooked they put it before us with ghī and honey. In our great hunger and
with raging appetites [230/2] we imagined at the sight of the food that the
heavens had opened upon us. But alas for human weakness and misery !

We ate in moderation so as not to do ourselves any injury, and then asked
them to let us have some cloths, if they had any, to clothe ourselves with,
adding that we would pay them well at Banja. ey answered that they only
had the clothes they stood up in, but that next day they would go to the
village, whi was two leagues away up the river, and would bring some
ba. Meanwhile they gave us two cloths from amongst those they had;
these were very dirty and covered with the oil with whi these Indians are
always anointed. Still to us they were a great boon, as they enabled us to get
protection at night against those importunate mosquitos and so give some
solace to our tired and weakened bodies.

With the protection of these clothes we streted ourselves on some
boards while one unostentatiously continued to act as a sentinel with his
arms ready. With this precaution we passed the night until day broke, when
the Indians got up and opened the door, awoke us, and said that their
companions had already been sent off to the village to fet cloth and also a

goat, whi they call Bacari,7 for us to eat, adding that they would return in
three hours and get a meal ready for us; they themselves had to go out to
work and would not be ba until nightfall. With su platitudes [231/1] they
lulled our unsuspicious minds, and without more ado we closed the door as
if we were masters of the house, and giving free rein to sleep, streted
ourselves out as if we were at home. While we were engulfed in sleep the
two Indians who had been to the village returned, but instead of bringing us
clothes they brought us cudgels and bonds and an evil plight. For these two

rascals had gone and given information of our arrival to the Siguidar8 of the

village, who corresponds to what we call the Alcalde-mayor.8 ey

informed him that we were four Franguis, two assiles, and two calas,9 for
these are the terms they employ to distinguish the Portuguese or white



Christians, and those of the country of a dark or brown complexion. ey
described how they had met us and what had happened to them, as well as
the fact that we bore fire-arms.
e Siguidar therefore decided that we must be Portuguese from the navy

at Chatigān. In order, moreover, to gain a reputation throughout that region

and please the Nababo of Cateca10 he decided to come and arrest us himself.

He thereupon had the adammama,11 whi is an instrument resembling our
kele-drum, sounded in the village, as on this signal all the people collect, as
being summoned for some important reason; he also selected sixty of the
most intelligent men [231/2], armed with swords and bows and arrows, who
set out in two bores to fet us.

On reaing the Golas he sent on the two spies, who, hearing no noise on
reaing the door of our house, decided that we were asleep, and so
informed the Siguidar. He at once ordered all the men to land and surround
the house. Twenty men were told to enter the house as silently as possible,
their first care being to obtain possession of our arms. And it was carried out
as follows; for the spies, as the owners of the house, opened the door easily
without our being aware of it. So steeped were we in slumber, that we
realized it only when they were actually upon us and awoke us by their
laughter and the shouts they gave at our discomfiture.

We awoke with a start in great consternation, and this increased when we
found ourselves without arms. Seeing we were awake, they threw
themselves upon us and bound my hands and those of the two youths
behind our bas without any resistance on our part. e Portuguese, Luis

Trigueros, had a large knife12 whi he always carried, and being able to get
on to his feet he aaed the two men who were securing him and wounded
them.

In spite of his resistance, some thirty men fell upon him with drawn
swords, and they would have cut him in pieces but for an order that we
were not to be killed. [232/1] ey secured his hands firmly behind his ba,
as had been done in our cases.

Now quite safe they gave vent to their exultation, loading us with
opprobrious terms and spiing in our faces; and we should have been well
satisfied with only this, but the dogs then went on to slap us and strike our



faces with their shoes;13 for it should be remarked that these Pagans are
accustomed, when they desire to insult any one, to take the pousares off

their feet and use them thus. ese pousares14 are shoes of large size, with
soles two or three ines thi. Moreover, those worn by the soldiers and
other common folk are usually secured with nails and studded with iron
nail-heads. ey continued to amuse themselves in this way until we
reaed the spot where the Siguidar was. He had come ashore and was
seated upon a rug, looking very judicial. As soon as we were brought before
him he asked us what kind of people we were. To this we replied that we
were men from Ugulim on our way to Banja, under a safeguard from the
Emperor, to sell our merandise, when the misfortune of whi he had
been told befell us. In reply he said that he had received incontrovertible
information that we were men from the fleet at Chatigān, and robbers, who
had come to raid the Emperor’s territory; and then, without condescending
to listen any more to us, in spite of our demands for justice in the Emperor’s
name, ordered ea [232/2] of us, as a preliminary punishment, to receive
fiy lashes. Brief as the order was, the executioners were upon us almost as
rapidly. ey freed our hands and bound us to four trees, and proceeded to

lash us with whips of crude buffalo hide, locally called Gorlas.15 ey lashed
us so unmercifully that all our shoulders were raw and streaming with
blood. is delectable piece of work over, they again secured our hands
behind our bas and placed us in one of the bores between the rowers’ feet.
en with mu drumming, playing on pipes and flutes, they started ba,
triumphing in this way over our wreted bodies as if they had secured a
great victory and taken the principal Captains of the enemy captive. Still
rejoicing in this way we arrived at the village, whi had some three
hundred inhabitants. ese were all in a state of the greatest excitement, and
gathered in groups and bands awaiting their Siguidar.
ey received him with loud shouts and acclamations. As soon as he had

disembarked with his men he ordered us to be brought before him.

At this juncture three Caciques Moulanas16 arrived and, aer saluting the
Siguidar and blessing him in the name of their false prophet Maomet, they
exaggerated the importance of the service he had done them by capturing us
who were caffares, that is men destitute of religion, enemies of their blessed



Prophet Nobi,17 and traducers of the sacred truths recorded in the

Foran,17 as the descendants of Hagar in those parts [233/1] style their

wied Al-oran.17 ey added that in consequence of this deed he would
certainly go hence to enjoy, in the next world, the delights whi never end
that the sainted Prophet promises to all true Musalmans.

On the conclusion of this short spee one of the three seized the hands of
the others, and then, turning so as to face the people, exclaimed in a loud
voice:
“O happy Musalmans, called and osen by Carimo Ala (that is the most

merciful God)18 to be followers of the sacrcd law, through the mediation of
our great Prophet Nobi.” en pointing to us with his hand, he continued:
“You must know that these caffares, now before you, are alike enemies of
Heaven and of earth. Enemies of Heaven, because they oppose the law

whi Allah the holy bestowed upon our Petambor Maomet;19 enemies of
earth, because, as you well know, they are su as devote the wreted days
of their miserable lives solely to evil deeds, robbing and slaying and bathing
themselves in our blood. ey it is who deprive us of life and liberty; owing
to them do we wet our eeks, day aer day, with tears dragged from the
innermost recesses of our hearts, caused by our never-ending losses of
fathers, wives, sons, brothers, and friends.”

On reaing this point, that mean dog and follower of the Devil put his
hands to his eyes and began to weep.
is roused the people to su a pit of fury, that they rushed at us in a

body and would have slain us then and there had not the Siguidar [233/2]

ordered his soldiers, or Sipais,20 to keep them ba. He pacified this furious
and maddened crowd by telling them that it was essential to send us to the
Nababo in order that we might pay the penalty of our sins in long-drawn-
out tortures (and so might those who heard these words take comfort
therefrom).

I may perhaps be allowed, benevolent Reader, to prolong this parenthesis
of his a lile, stirred as I am with great sorrow to see that even aer a poor
Missionary has passed through trials su as this and others to whi
Missionaries are subject, when he describes missionary efforts on the spot at
whi they took place, he yet meets with certain writers who believe that



the Brethren suffer all these trials gladly in return for freedom from the
summons of the apel bell and the rigours of cloister life. at there should

be a Prior21 so ignorant as to jeer at missions is a harder trial to bear than all
the hardships I have related.
e popular fury was somewhat lessened by the Siguidar’s mollifying

words, and they allowed us to be led through the village in triumph before
them, to the sounds of the festive instruments I mentioned. Now, although
we were walking guarded by seventy soldiers, with our hands bound behind
us, our shoulders scarred and covered with blood, our faces all bruised, and
bla and blue from the blows from their shoes, besides being covered with
spile and phlegm, a sight whi would have made our worst enemy pity
us, yet these bar-barous Maumetans believed they would gain plenary
indulgence [234/1] for their sins by injuring us. So they forced themselves
between the soldiers and pried us with arrows or beat us with stis.
Women and ildren also came close to us in order to pelt us with earth and
any filth they could find. In this way we at length reaed the Siguidar’s
house, more dead than alive. Here our only relief was to be put into a stable
with two elephants and seven horses. Here we remained four days, guarded
by six arers who were anged four times a day.

By day crowds from the neighbourhood, having heard of our capture,
came to look at us, just as if we were men of some strange species. When
they found that they could do us no injury, on account of the guards, they
hurled insulting remarks at us. In the evening four plates of cold, bla rice
were brought us, and, whi was worse, covered with flies. So cowardly,
moreover, were these men, that in spite of the plight they saw us in they still
feared us, and this fear made them so cautious that they only allowed us to
eat one by one. ey therefore untied one man’s hands to let him eat, and
when he had done they re-bound them behind him and allowed another to
take his food.

With all these precautions they fed us but once in twenty-four hours with
this wreted meal.

When we had finished eating, the bare earth formed our cou. With
these and many other trials we passed four days in the Siguidar’s [234/2]
house.



On the fih day eight well-armed soldiers came very early in the
morning. ey ranged us in line and unbound our hands. ey then fastened
iron collars on our nes and linked us together with a ain of the same
metal. With us thus ained together they formed two lines and placing us in
the centre told us to mar off. As we le the village one of the guard,
noticing that we were walking more slowly than he wished, angrily called

out, Bolao Betichodo !22 e word Bolao means “walk faster”; the other
word is so vile and unfit for catholic ears that it is best le uncommented on.
As he said this he raised a sti he carried in his hand in order to strike us, if
he had not been prevented by the Commander of the band, who happened
to be close by and reprimanded him severely, thus proving that where many
evil men are gathered together one good man, or one less evil than the rest,
is yet to be found.

Seeing how we went along in silence, sadly and without hope, this man
took pity on us, for su wretcd circumstances as we were in moves even
a victor to pity. He therefore came up to us and told us to walk quietly and
not to be afraid, for so long as we were in his arge—that was till he made

us over at the city of Midnimpur23—no harm should befall us. We thanked
him for his compassion, saying that God would reward him for his good
action, for [235/1] we were not the people he imagined us to be but

Portuguese merants from Ugulim, the Bla Christians24 being our
servants, adding that the Siguidar had refused to listen when we demanded

justice in the Emperor’s name,25 as all had heard us do. Hence he had
seriously injured us, even though we were protected by the Emperor’s
formons.
is statement by no means pleased the guard, who said that they were

not to blame, as they had acted on the Siguidar’s orders, whi they were
bound to carry out. erefore, so far as they could, they would treat us with
all possible leniency. ey said that their companions had treated us badly
because they believed, as the other people had, that we were men from the
Magh fleet. ey concluded by saying that though Midnimpur was four
days’ journey off we might walk as we wished, as it did not maer if we
took one or even two days longer.



Aer thus easing our minds they asked many questions, and were still
more convinced that we were not what they had imagined us to be.

We spent nearly all day in su discussions, and two hours before dark
reaed a tiny village. Here our guide decided to stop [235/2] for the night.
ey gave us an excellent meal, of whi we stood in sore need. Aer the

meal they sent for some oil, that is coco-nut oil,26 in order to anoint our
wounds. But we refused to allow it to be done, saying that we must appear
before the Nababo of Cateca in the condition we were in, in order that he
might see what an unjust officer his Siguidar was. e real truth, however,
was that we did not dare to have these unguents applied, lest they should do
us harm in our naked and unclothed state. Now our guard, when they saw
that we would not accept the kindness they desired to bestow on us, and
that, too, because we wished to complain to the Viceroy, were confirmed in
the view that we had been telling them the truth. So from this time on they

began to address us two Portuguese as Tacur and Saibo,27 whi is the same
as addressing some one as “Sir”. When we went to rest that night they
brought us two mats and one coon-quilt, whi the Portuguese in those

parts call gudrins.28 On these we passed that night very differently to the
preceding nights.

So we slowly made our way, being more considerately treated, though
suffering severely from our wounds. No one was allowed to come near us as
we passed through the villages, and we thus escaped mu maltreatment.

So on the sixth day we arrived at Midnimpur, [236/1] and as ea man
looked into his neighbour’s face he saw his own misery depicted there as in
a mirror. We all wept bierly to see how we had suffered; our faces bruised,
covered with dirt and perspiration, our bodies a mass of wounds and marks
of ill-treatment, our scars full of dirt.

So, at eleven o’clo in the day, we entered a city of some thirty-three
thousand inhabitants, as report has it, and served to give amusement to all
that crowd, with the iron collars on our nes, and the ain, and our hands
bound behind us. Farther on, as we were passing along a big street we had
entered, I saw by ance, a lile off the street, the courtyard of a partly
destroyed house. I turned to our Commander and asked him, with great
humility, to let us go into the courtyard while keeping us in sight.



Here I tried to comfort my companions, seeing how down-hearted they
were. I said to them:
“Brethren and most beloved friends, I besought that we might be allowed

to enter here for this reason only, that I saw how unhappy and distressed we
all are owing to our present condition, a condition to whi our sins have
brought us, and the further insults we have to bear. But it will be of the
greatest value to us when we are most weighed down by insults and shame,
to turn our eyes to Heaven and remind ourselves how the Lord of ourselves
and of all creation, [236/2] in His love for us, was insulted and maltreated far
more severely than we are, when He passed along the principal streets of
Jerusalem.
“He thus hoped to tea us that it is aer passing through su trials that

the gates of Heaven, closed by sin, are opened.
“So you will understand how we must pass along the path of tribulation

and toil with mu patience if we would not find them barred against us. So,
too, does that divine light of our Chur, my great Patron, Saint Augustin,
tea us:

Amare tamen debemus, si ad hanc gloriam pervenire cupimus, tentationes,

fames tribuationesque singulas.29

“We should accept them as they come, as being sent by the hand of the
Lord; and if we think over what I have said we shall bear them easily.”

DATES.

e dates we get in this apter are these: they wasted two and a half days on the bank of the
river. e third day the dinghy appeared, and they were taken to the golas, where they slept that
night. Next day they were taken to the village where the Siguidar had his head-quarters, and were
loed up in a stable. Here they stayed four days, leaving on the fih for Midnapur, whi they
reaed on the sixth day aer their imprisonment. In all nine and a half days. See note on
Chronology.

1  Our familiar “mosquito” gets his name from the Portuguese word mosca, a fly, of whi it is the
diminutive. e word seems to have come first from South America as the name of a biting insect
(Hobson-Jobson, s. v.). It is not easy to say what species this “elephant fly” belongs to; one would have
expected it to be one of the Tabanidae, the family of the Gad-flies, Dan-flies, &c., but these insects do
not bite at night. Pinto [Chap. XXIII (55)] mentions a similar biting fly, called in the Portuguese text
atabdes, and in the Spanish version tabarros. Minsheus, Spanish Dictionary (1623), gives tabarro as
“hornet”, but this is clearly not the meaning here: tabarro (Port, tavāo) is a horse-fly.

2   is is a South American word for an alligator, from the Carib islands, whi the Portuguese
adopted and took with them wherever they went (.Hobson-Jobson, s. v. Cayman). e cayman is a



small genus never exceeding 7 or 8 . in length. ey have a blunt triangular head. e teeth are
invisible when the jaw is closed.

Crocodiles and alligators [El Lagarto = the Lizard] are distinguished by their skulls and dentition.
Alligators, found only in China and the New World, have the jaws nearly parallel, and the jaw-bone
in fronurns inwards from ea side, making it very narrow. e “canine” teeth bite into pits, and
hence are not visible when the jaw is shut. Only two species of alligator are known, the Mississippi
and Chinese [Yang-tse-kiang] varieties. Crocodiles have jaws converging from the skull forward to
form a very long joint. e “canine” teeth are larger than in alligators and bite into grooves, being
visible when the mouth is closed. ey occur in both hemispheres, America having alligators,
caymans, and crocodiles. See Chap. IX, n. 5.

3  Hūglī and Banja. See Chap. V. 4. ese people were in terror of the Portuguese and Magh raiders
from Arakan and Chiagong, who had devastated that coast. Cf. Chap. XVI, n. 19.

4  e salaam is a Muḥammadan salutation and not Hindū. Strictly speaking it is oral, the Arabic
word Salām being uered as the right hand is raised to the forehead. e Hindū salutation is the
pranām, made by raising both hands joined. ese people were evidently Muḥammadans, as
subsequent events show.

5    Here gola clearly means a place where lac was collected, and no doubt cleaned and perhaps
melted down roughly to form the crude lac, called in the text cera. Is gola Manrique’s word (he had
heard the word in Hūglī) that is applied by him, and not the term actually used by these men ? It
could have no connexion in their case with a round building. See Hobson-Jobson, s. v. Golah. In
Marāthī, it may be noted, gola means a collection of people for any purpose, and gola karne is
“to assemble”,

6   is is bhada, the Bengali name for a cargo boat. Bowrey (p. 228) says: “A Boora being a very
floaty light boat rowinge with 20 or 30 rowers. ese carry salt pieter and other goods (from Hugly)
downe-wards.”

We get some clue as to the distance of this spot from Angelim (Hijlī), as they say two bores had le
six days before and one would be ba in three or four days. Allowing a day for loading, it was about
four days’ journey from this village.

7  A goat in Hindī is Bakrī; but see Chap. XXXVIII, n. 6.
8  See Chap. IV, n. 6. A subordinate district official. He is compared to the Alcalde-mayor, who was

a local village magistrate. e word Alcalde is Arabic, from Al-qāzỉ, the cadi or magistrate. e word
Siguidār is a corruption of Shiqqdār, an officer in arge of a Shiqq or subdivision of a district. e
word is not in Hobson-Jobson.

9  e text runs: dandole cuenta de como eramos quatro Franguis, dos assiles, y dos calas, porque

con este sobre-nombre distinguen los Portu-gueses, Christianos biancos, a los Christianos de la tierra

de color negra y bassa.
In the last apter we are told that aer the paiques ran away the party consisted of Manrique,

Luis Trigueros, and three servants. Of these last, one was killed by a crocodile, leaving two servants
only, or four persons in all. Hence the word Franguis, a Frank, is here used for all four as being
Christians, both Portuguese and native converts. See Hobson-Jobson, s. vv. Feringhee, Mustees,
Castees. Assiles means here pure-bred (Europeans) from asali, meaning of pure or original sto: cala

is kāla, bla, and refers to the two servants. See n. 24.
10  is is Cua, the ief town of Orissa. e name Kataka means a fort or camp and thence a

seat of royalty, a ief town. is place first became important in the tenth century, and was an
administrative head-quarters under the Mughals. AbulFazl shows Kataka as a sarkār in the Bengal

sūbah, and adds, “Katak-Banaras, suburban district, has a stone fort of great strength and a masonry
palace within An ancient fort of Hindū origin still stands there. Abūl Fazl mentions how, during the
rains, the fort stood in a swamp. Bowrey calls Cua “the second best ciy that is in this kingdom”,



and says it surpasses Dacca. e Subadār (Nababo) of Orissa, whose head-quarters were at Cua,
was in 1632 Bāqīr Khān. up to April 1633, when he was relieved by Āghā Muḥammad Zamān. See
Factory Records, 1630–33, Chap. XXXI, 188.

11   A kele-drum. e text has adammama que responde a nuestros atabales, the word atabales

being the Arabic al-tabl, adopted into Spanish.
12  e text has al-fange, the Arabic al-khanjar, that is the curved, one-edged Indian sword, or in

Hindī talwār.
13    Beating with shoes is the most insulting form of Oriental astisement; the Arabian Nights

oen refer to it. Tavernier says that “in India they never speak of blows with a sti”, even when they
use it (Chap. I, n. 19).

14  Pousares … pousaradas. e second word is made up by Manrique from the first. It is difficult
to say what pousares is. It may be a corruption of peshāwarl, a kind of shoe mu affected by
Muḥammadans, as these men were, but it may be from posh-pae, used for the more usual form pae-

posh, footwear.
15  is is the Hindī word koḍā, a whip or thong, vulgarly koḍiā.
16  at is Kāzī Maulāna, made into the plural, Spanish fashion. e Kāzī is a Musulmān religious

teaer and judge, and a Maulāna one learned in the laws of Muḥammadanism.
17  e Arabic word Nabi, a prophet, one directly inspired, in this case Muḥammad. Forchan: see

Chap. V, n. 24. Manrique elsewhere spells it Al-coran and not Al-choran as here.
18  at is Karīm Allāh, “God the most generous”.
19   e word petambor is a corruption of paighambar. a messenger or prophet, from paighām, a

message. It is the Hindūstānī translation of the two Arabic words nabi and rasūl. See Hughes, Dict.

Islam, s. v.
20  is is a more correct form than our familiar “Sepoy”. e word is Sipāhī; as to its derivation,

authorities differ. See Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Sepoy. e fury of the mob shows that most of them, at
least, must have been Musulmāns to be so roused by these Maulānas.

21  It is not known to whom (if any one in particular) our author is referring.
22   Either Manrique has made a mistake in what he heard or it is a printer’s error. Supposing, as

seems possible, the translation is correct, the first word was Chalo, “go on”, or Chalāo, that is “drive
them on”, whi they shouted, and not Bolao, meaning “call”. e second word, as he says, is
untranslatable.

23  See next apter: it is Midnapur.
24  e text has calas franguis: see n. 9. Franguis means simply a Christian, white or bla.
25  ey had cried “Doay Pada”, thus appealing for justice. See Chap. XXVII, n. 20.
26   is is used in innumerable ways, either alone or mixed with other ingredients. It is burnt in

lamps, used to dress the hair, taken internally, and used externally. Linsoten says two kinds of oil
are made, one from green and the other from the dried nuts. e laer is that used externally
“against the shrinking of the sinews, as also for old aes and paines in the joyntes and lims”
(Linschoten, Chap. 56, vol. ii, p. 43 ff.; Hobson-Jobson, s. v. Coco). Oiled wounds exposed to the
sunshine become blistered and mu worse.

27  ey probably used the first term to the two Indians, and the second to the Portuguese. Thākur

is used for “Master”, “Lord”, “Sir” to Hindū gentlemen, and Ṣāḥib is of course the usual form of
address for all Europeans. See Hobson-Jobson, s. vv. akur, Sahib.

28   is is Hindī gudrī, a quilt. Linsoten says: “ey also make fair coverlits, whi they call
Godorines, i.e. Colas, whi are very fair and pleasant” (Chap. 1, n. 61). ilts were a regular article
of trade and are constantly mentioned in the Factory Records, q. v. See Hobson-Jobson, s. v. Goodry.

29    “If we desire to rea that glory, we must even love temptations, hunger, and every kind of
tribulation.” Passage not traced.



CHAPTER XXXVII

In which the Author continues the story of his imprisonment until he finds

himself free and leaves for Banja.

[237/1] SEEING we were not occupying ourselves as they had expected,
our guards called to us, saying that mu remained to be done, as the Catual

of the city,1 who among the Mogols corresponds to a city magistrate with
us, was about to take arge of us.

So we began to traverse the street whi lay before us. On seeing the
novel spectacle of men caught and linked together with a ain, a large
crowd, composed of all kinds of people, collected aer we had gone but a
short way. Boys began to shout at us, calling us robbers. So great was the
crowd that collected to see us, householders from their houses and workmen
from their shops, that the guards could scarcely make a way through them.
ey asked them who we were and why we were being led along, aaed
in this way, and whence had we come. Although they answered no queries
and drove away the people with the stis in their hands, this was not
sufficient to prevent their pressing in on us from all sides, laughing and
moing at us and calling us by a thousand unpleasant and insulting names.
rough all these difficulties we reaed the Catual’s house, where the
guards had to close the doors of the courtyard to prevent the populace from
entering.

As soon as we got inside we were taken into the presence of the city
magistrate, who was seated on a very handsome rug between cushions of
purple velvet. Several other people were seated on the same carpet,

probably officials of importance, of whom two were playing at ess.2

As soon as we got there, the man who had command of our escort told us
to make obeisance to the magistrate by bowing our heads. He, aer the
usual courtesies, handed the magistrate a leer from the Siguidar. He read it
and ordered us to be brought forward, telling an official to read the leer
aloud. is leer, aer salutations, stated that we were robbers and soldiers
of the fleet at Chatigān, and had been taken raiding and robbing in the



Emperor’s territory [238/1]. e account was embellished with many lies,
and concluded by stating that as we were foreigners he had sent us to the

Nababo’s court.3 When our faults had been thus read out he asked us to
reply to the accusation made against us. On this the Portuguese, Luis
Trigueros, who was more versed than I was in Hindustani, whi he spoke

so that Indians were astonished,4 took up our defence. So aer the usual
courtesies he addressed the Catual thus:
“Sir, he whom you see there” (pointing to me) “in su evil plight owing

to maltreatment, is a Priest, whi is ample proof, as you know, that he is not
what that leer says he is. I myself am a merant from Ugulim, while the
two bla Franguis are our servants.
“We were all proceeding from Ugulim to Banja in a Bore when we met

the Magh fleet. We could do nothing but run our Bore ashore and take to the

jungles with our bunducos5 in our hands (for su is the name they give to
muskets).”

He then gave them an account of all that had befallen us aer we were
arrested, in spite of the protection of the Emperor’s Royal word, by whi, in
agreements and treaties made with the Portuguese, free entry was granted
to all parts of his territory both to merants and also Priests. He added that,
relying on this, we had repeatedly [238/2] requested the Siguidar for justice
in the name of the Emperor, but that he would never listen to us, but indeed
had us beaten like thieves and treated us in the way our scars and bleeding
bodies proved. So we now demanded justice not only before the Nababo but
also from the Emperor himself, to whom we were going to complain. e
Catual told us, with a sympathetic face, to sit down, and assured us we
should receive justice. When we were seated he sent for two clerks, who
took down our names in writing and also all that our companion Luis
Trigueros had said, noting too how we had come before him with our hands
tied behind us and wearing iron collars and an iron ain, being also covered
with wounds due to ill treatment. When this was over, they gave the Captain
of the guard whi had escorted us a leer, whi must have been a reply to
that he brought, and sent him off. Before the guards le they said farewell to
us most kindly and asked our pardon. We thanked them for their kindness to
us, and promised them that if we met when we were in beer plight than
we then were we should show our gratitude by deeds. As soon as they had



gone the Catual had our hands unbound [239/1] and asked us if we had any
acquaintances in the city. We said we had none. He said there were some
Musalman merants in the city who traded with the Portuguese at Ugulim
and that he had sent for them. ey soon appeared and proved to be three
Moors, who seemed from their dress to be men of wealth and importance.

Aer they had talked for about half an hour one of them came up to us
and saluted us in the Portuguese tongue. He asked if I was a Priest, and when
I replied in the affirmative, asked if I knew the Father at Banja, and aer
several more questions he said that he himself was a great friend of certain
Portuguese (naming five or six of the ief Portuguese at Ugulim), adding
that while friendly with all of them he above all loved and admired, and

looked on as a father, Padre Fray Diego de la Concepcion,6 with whom he
had been on terms of intimate friendship for over twenty years. He said he
had the greatest confidence in him and for that reason had himself, some
two years ba, entrusted one of his own sons to him to be taught to read
and write Portuguese. So, if I was a Priest, as I said, I should write to him and
should get an answer within nine days. If the Father wrote to him saying I
was a Priest he would become answerable for me and for my companions
and take us to his house, until the Nababo was fully satisfied as to who we
were and set us at liberty [239/2]. We were overjoyed to have found so great
a friend of Father Diego, under su circumstances, and aributing this to
God’s special grace, we thanked Him from the boom of our hearts. We
replied that God, in His infinite mercy, desired to prove our innocence by
sending us in our troubles a man who was su a good friend of the
Portuguese.

We then asked him to request the Catual to send us to some prison where
we should not be ill-treated—for we were by now so worn out and laing
in strength as to be incapable of bearing fresh troubles.

To this petition the merant replied that since we had come there in this
way, arrested as Portuguese from the Chatigān fleet, the Catual could not
send us to any prison except to the public prison, whi they call the

Bundicana,7 but, he said, he himself would there provide us with the
necessary food and beds and means to heal our wounds.

He added that it would be difficult to get the collars and ain removed,
but he would do his best, himself and through his friends, that at least the



ain might be taken off, so that we should be free from ea other. We
thanked him for these offers of help, whi later on became facts, with all
humility and courtesy, for necessity is ever courteous.

[240/1] When this conversation was over he went to the Catual and talked
to him for some time. e Catual then sent us off to the Bundicana, or public
jail, saying as we went, that if we really were what we stated, we need be in
no fear.

Our Moor friend Moboto Kan,8 for su was the name of Father Fray
Diego de la Concepcion’s friend, came with us. Aer the soldiers of the
Catual had made us over to the ief jailer, he spoke to him aside, and the
jailer then sent men and freed us from our ains. For this act of grace we
again proceeded to thank our friend. He then sent for writing materials, and
we wrote leers, I to the Father and my companion to the Captain of Banja,

Tome Vas Garido.9 We gave an account of our adventures and what was
required to secure our freedom. When we had wrien them he had beds
brought for us and for the two servants, also calling in a surgeon to cure our
wounds. When the surgeon came and examined and probed the wounds he

said they were very serious, but “En Xala”10 he would cure them. As to the
explanation of this expression, let Christians take note, for it might well
serve as an example to many, that the Moors of these parts, Barbarians and
infidels though they be, are accustomed, in all that they do now or propose
to do in the future, to keep God ever before them—in events of the present

with Bisimila10 [240/2], whi means “in God’s name”, and for future events
En Xala, whi means “If God so wills”.

On the surgeon thus saying he could cure our wounds we gave him four
rupees on account, with whi he went off to fet what was required for
the cure. Our benefactor then le us, saying he would come daily to see us,
and that a servant would at once come with food and stay to aend on us.
As soon as our Moor, Moboto Kan, le, we threw ourselves on the beds, of
whi we stood in sore need. ese were laid on boards, as the Mogol rules
did not permit bedsteads in jails for the use of prisoners. e surgeon now
returned with a basin full of crushed herbs soaked in coco-nut oil, and some
lengths of coon cloth. He tore off the length whi he thought ea man
needed and covered it with his herbs like a plaster. ese he applied in the



form of a tight bandage and sent us ba to bed. When this dressing was
complete we set to work on the food they had brought us. What was le
over on this occasion would have been ample for several meals. When we
had given our weakened bodies one of the solaces they so mu needed we
proceeded to take the other, the no less necessary rest. But the herbs acted
very powerfully in driving out the poison from the wounds, indeed with
su violence, that we spent all [241/1] night without any sleep owing to the
pain. In the morning, as soon as the surgeon came and unbandaged us, we
found our bas all raw, but the wounds very clean. We told of the pain we
had suffered, on whi he comforted us by saying that the worst was over,
and sprinkling some powder thily on us, rebandaged us with new cloth.

On the fih day he came to see us, and taking off the bandages found us
wholly cured, the wounds being as dry and as closed up and healthy as the
rest of our flesh. As a final stage of this cure he ordered us a hot bath, it
being possible to arrange this.

We did our best to find out what the powder he used was, promising him
a good price. But we could get nothing out of him except that he was

prepared to sell us half a bissa,11 that is two pounds. is I and Luis
Trigueros shared between us, and it cost us four rupees. Of this the Turks in
Damascus took part from me with other property of mine, of whi I will
give an account when we rea that episode.

During the time it took for replies to be received to our leers from the
Father and the Captain of Banja, our friend the Moor came to see us daily in
the prison, bringing us all we needed, with great solicitude. e nine days
passed thus, and on the last day [241/2] the post arrived punctually, bringing
answers to our leers and other leers from the Captain of Banja for the
Nababo and Catual, and from the Father for Moboto Kan. When the last had
read over Father Fray Diego’s leer he came to me and kissed my hand,
saying that he was going at once to give the leer to the Catual, and also the
necessary security so as to take us to his house. As regarded the leer sent
from the Nababo he would do nothing with that at present, as he had to
consider if it was advisable to deliver it. He then went away while we
occupied ourselves in reading our leers. e substance of these was that
Moboto Kan had been requested to assist us in every way. Next day, early in

the morning, Moboto Kan came ba with two officials of the autara.12



ey accepted the security, and aer removing the iron collars from our
nes made us over to him. He had already prepared four “dulis” covered
with canopies: they are a kind of lier, as already described by me. In these
he removed us quietly to his house. Here we had baths, of whi we stood in
great need still, dosed us with drugs, and looked aer us so well in every
way that, through our Lord God’s mercy, we recovered our original strength
and health in a few days.

Meanwhile, we heard that the Siguidar who had captured us, learning that
we were not what he had alleged, took steps through [242/1] some of his
friends to approa the Catual and our friend the Moor to get us to give up
our intention of going to Cateca and seeing the Nababo. We knew that this
was costing him a big sum of money and that our good friend was profiting
from it, and we, therefore, said nothing and made no use of the leer of the
Nababo. e Catual had sent the Nababo a report about us, excusing the
Siguidar as well as he could, saying that he had arrested us on false
information, but concealing the fact that I was a Priest and also the serious
indignities he had inflicted on us.

In spite of these excuses the Nababo condemned him to pay a fine of two
hundred rupees to cover the cost of our journey, and ordered that an escort
of six soldiers should, at his expense, conduct us to Banja or Ugulim. is
dispat arrived aer we had been fourteen days out of prison. On receiving
it the Catual sent for us, providing two horses for us to ride on and four men
to escort us. In su pomp, dressed in the Mogol garb, whi our friend and
surety had given us, we went with him to the autara, where the Catual
was siing in court. He had the Nababo’s sentence read out before us in the
presence of the man who represented our enemy the Siguidar. We made no
reply for the reason I gave before. When the Catual noticed this he asked us
if we were satisfied with the sentence. [242/2] To this my companion replied
that it was but a poor return for su serious misdeeds and injuries. Still, he
would consider himself satisfied, since he had undergone those injuries in the
company of a Priest, whose profession obliged him to suffer these, and even
worse than these, for God’s sake; while he, as a Christian Catholic, was also
required to endure them for the sake of the same God: and that the one holy
and true faith whi he followed permied him to ask for justice before
those whom that same God had appointed as his ministers on earth.



e Catual was not very pleased with this answer and showed it by
becoming pale: and turning to me he said:

“Padre Giu”13 (whi corresponds to Reverend Sir in our language), “do
you wish that we should proceed more severely against the Siguidar?”

I said “No”, and that, moreover, I and my companions were even desirous
of having him relieved of the penalty imposed by the Nababo; but that for
the love of God our Lord we forgave him for all the pains and indignities he
had brought upon us; and finally, that neither I nor any of my companions
would at any time claim recompense from him. When I ended my say, the

Catual exclaimed, laughing: “Xabas14 Padre Giu”, and at once all those
aending him repeated the words over and over again. For the information
of the curious reader it should be explained that Xabas [243/1] is a laudatory
phrase with whi any deed, either heroic, stirring, or otherwise worthy of
remark, is praised to the skies.

With this, all concerned were fully satisfied, and they then made over
these two hundred rupees and the pay of the six soldiers to us. But this we
would under no circumstances accept in spite of their insistence, even when
the Catual personally urged it. In reply to him I said that the Portuguese did
not sell their blood, but when it was necessary gave it, for the love of God.
is remark concluded the affair, and the Catual le his judicial seat. He then

told us he wished us to be his Memane,15 that is dine with him, and we were
to go with him to his house, Moboto Kan accompanying us.

As these Pagans consider any excuses or apologies on su occasions as
grossly impolite, we thanked him and accepted the kindness he offered us
with all the courtesy usual among them, and went away with him.

When we reaed his house they took us into a garden where a handsome
building open on all four sides stood under shady trees. is was all carpeted,
the tablecloths being spread on the ground, as is customary with them.
Before entering the house we sat down on some stone benes, whi stood
before the doors almost right round the house. Some servants came up to us
with large basins and silver ewers [243/2]. ey had warm water in the

vessels and washed our feet with it, taking off their camarabandos16 (or the
cloths they carry in the place of girdles) to dry our feet with (a barbarous
habit). Aer they had dried our feet and removed the basins, they threw



some sweet-scented water from the ewers over our feet, and so washed
them a second time. is second ablution concluded, we entered the house
barefooted, as is their custom.

As soon as we were seated some old men began to play on various
instruments and sing to them in voices fit to terrify ildren. To the sounds
of this wearying rather than exhilarating music the dishes began to circulate.
ey contained every imaginable kind of eatable, and many hours were
spent on the meal, although no drink other than water is used in these

parts.17 For instead of copious potations, as is usual in su functions among
many nations in Europe, they introduce long discussions with whi they
pass the time, thus giving the appetite an opportunity through the stimulus
of variety and novelty to taste now of one, now of another dish. On this
account banquets last many hours. But this time is well filled and with more
good breeding and friendliness, in spite of their being Barbarians, as
compared with nations whi indulge in wine to excess and by geing
drunk so reverse things as to [244/1] be more like swine than rational beings.

As a conclusion to these Memanes or banquets many Oriental nations
provide, as the final dish or as it were dessert course, bands of dancing girls—
women and girls noted for their beauty, who gain their livelihood at this evil
occupation. ey are dressed in transparent garments, or are rather

undressed,18 and are covered with gold and silver ornaments. ey dance
with su voluptuousness and disregard for decency that any one with a
sense of modesty is obliged to close his eyes in order to avoid viewing su
licentiousness.

When all the ceremonies of the banquet demanded by custom had been
completed, just as we were leaving, the Catual gave us a present, called by

them Siripau,19 as a token of friendliness. is consisted of two pamurines of
good quality and different colours, the two being worth sixty rupees. ese

pamurines, or as our Portuguese in these parts call them Cambulines,20 are
woven from a very fine wool whi, some say, come from the Kingdoms of

Sirinagar and Botente, or Catay21 as others call it. Cashmiri merants bring
this wool from the Kingdom of Cassimir. ey are then soaked in the water

there,22 being aerwards spun as fine as may be required. From this yarn
they manufacture pamurines so fine and ri that they are worth many



ducats.23 ese the Princes and great Lords, as well as ri men and their
women-folk, [244/2] wear in cold weather, because, besides being
productive of great warmth, they are very light and suitable as a dress for

festive occasions. ey are made like sheets,24 their borders being
ornamented with fringes of gold, silver, and silk thread. ey wear them like

cloaks;25 either muffling themselves up in them or else carrying them under
their arms. ese oice cloths are of white colour when they leave the
loom, but are aerwards dyed any hue desired and are ornamented with
various coloured flowers and other kinds of decoration, whi make them
very gay and showy. Great trade is done in these pamurines in Cassimir and

Laor with the kingdoms of Kandahar, Corazane, and Persia.26

On receiving these gis we thanked him with all the courtesy and grateful
expressions whi those people use on su occasions. We were then
allowed to depart, and went off to make the best of what remained of the
night. Next day we asked Moboto Kan for leave to depart to Banja, saying
that the monsoon was beginning to blow in India, where I had to travel, and
I must make arrangements before I could do this. He replied that his one
wish was our welfare and as to how he could help us, but he begged us to
wait two or three days until his brother-in-law came, who was just then
abroad, as he would accompany us, since he himself, on account of all the
business he had to transact with India, could not do so. On this we were
obliged to wait three days, whi in spite [245/1] of his lavish hospitality
seemed to us very long, so eager were we to see ourselves ba in Christian
lands.

As soon as the brother-in-law arrived we started early the next day, our
host waking us up. As all was prepared we mounted our horses, while he
accompanied us for two leagues beyond the city, to a place where there was
a beautiful tank of clear, sweet water. Several big shady trees, of the kind

called Pagoda-trees27 in those parts, formed a lovely embellishment to the
tank.
ese Pagoda-trees are planted by the Pagans in su places on purpose.

ey are dedicated to their idols, the statue of the god being placed at their
feet. If no idol is forthcoming it is sufficient to cover the place where an idol

would stand with Sindul.28 is Sindul is a substance of a scarlet colour, and



when put on su trees is a sign that those trees have been dedicated to their
fantastic gods. Aer we arrived at this place we found [245/2] Moboto Kan’s
servants awaiting us (of whom some were to accompany and serve us on the
way), who had brought su a breakfast that we had no need for a midday
or an evening meal. is meal over, our host gave us two white quilts

ornamented with ba-stiting in silk, whi those people call dal-garis,29

and the Portuguese hunting quilts.
ese kindnesses, added to all that this Moor had shown us before, placed

us under su obligations to him that we had no words in whi to express
our thanks. But that he should have some idea how grateful and beholden to
him we felt ourselves to be, I fell upon my knees and with my hands raised
to Heaven prayed God our Lord that He should not bestow more favours on
me than I wished for Moboto Kan.

We then embraced ea other cordially, and while he returned to the city
we proceeded on our way. We reaed Banja on the fih day, thanking the
Divine Father of Pity that He had brought us safely through su great
danger.

Notes

1  e town of Midnapur (Medinipur) is situated in 22° 25′ N., 87° 19′ E., on the Kasai river. It is not
a place of importance nowadays. e present district of Midnapur corresponds closely with the
Jalesar Sarkār of the ‘Ain-i-Akbari, popularly called Jalasar, whi belonged to Orissa, Cua
(Kaṭak), Manrique’s Cateca, being the ief town and seat of the Nawāb in those days. See Chap.
XXXVI, n. 10, For Catual or Koṭwāl, see Chap. XVII, n. 20. Midnapur was reaed in six days from the
Sigui-dar’s village, whi lay, apparently, off one of the annels of the Hugll river, about where
Nandigaon is shown on maps.

2  Xadres. is is the word used in the text, and is the Portuguese word for ess, from the Arabic
word shatranj.

3   e Nawāb of Cua was Bāqīr Khān, who was Governor in January 1632, being relieved in
April 1633 by Āghā Muḥammad Zamān. Peter Mundy in 1633 [ii. 231] met this Bāqīr Khān, who
was on his way to Aḥmadābād, at Fatḥpur Sīkrī, as he says, “newly come from Oreshaw [Orissa]”. Cf.
Factory Records, 1630–33, xxxi. 188.

4    Everything in this book points to Manrique not being very fluent in Indian languages; this
encomium of Luis Trigueros is an admission, though probably Trigueros was Indian born.

5  at is banduq, a musket. For the interesting derivation of this word from the name “Venice”, see
Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Bundook; also Chap. XLVIII, n. 15.

6  See next apter.
7  A prison (Pers. literally khāna = house, bandī, of bondage).
8  at is either Muhabat (Beloved) Khān or Mahābat (Fear-inspiring) Khān.



9  We know nothing about him.
10    En Xala, Bisimila. at is Inshā-allāh, an abbreviation of Inshā-allā-hu-ta’ālā, “If it should

please God Almighty”, and Bismillāī-r-raḥmani-r-Ṟahīm, “in the name of God”, a shortened form of
Bismillāhī-r-raīmani-r-Ṛahīm, “in the name of God the Compassionate, the Merciful”. is last
expression is used before meals, before dressing in new clothes, indeed on commencing almost any act,
from killing animals for food to slaying enemies. e expression is of Jewish origin (Dict. of Islam, pp.
43, 213).

11   Here a bissa is said to equal 21 lb., whi is equal to a ser. See Chap. XXI, n. 12, where 10
bissas equal 40 Spanish pounds. See Factory Records, 1618–21, p. 262 n., where 5 viss are said to equal
one maund, a viss thus equalling about 16 lb.

12  A raised place, terrace, or mound, usually rectangular, whence its origin from Skt. chatur, four.
e word is oen used as meaning a “court, judicial office”, su courts being frequently held, as on
this occasion, in the open air, the official siing on a square-shaped raised platform.

13  at is Pādre-ji, the affix “ji” being honorific.
14   at is Shāh-bāsh, a common expression of approval, of Persian origin. It is equivalent to our

“Bravo”. See Hobson-Jobson, s. v. A curious use of this word is made by Coverte, who talks of “the
King or Shāh-bash of Persia”. Cf. Oxford Collect. ii. 259.

15  A guest. Pers. mihmān, a stranger, a guest.
16    Waist-belts. See Chap. XX, n. 16. is elaborate washing of the feet was a mark of special

aention.
17   He means in Musulmān circles, though plenty of cases of irregularity in this respect could be

cited. Hindūs, especially Rājpūts, by no means esewed strong drink, though drunkenness, almost de

rigtieur at European feasts and banquets up to the early nineteenth century even, was conspicuously
absent.

18   Ordinarily the dancing girls’ garb exceeds (if we can say so) on the side of modesty ! Perhaps
Manrique desires to impress us, though no doubt su displays were not wholly unknown.

19  A formal gi at departure. See Chap. II, n. 12.
20   e description shows that they are what we call Kashmir shawls, or of that nature, and the

Portuguese name is said by Manrique to be cambulines, pl. of cambolim, a cloak. Mundy says the
English factors in winter time wore scarves or cloaks of “Pummering” (vol. ii, p. 218). See Mandelslo (p.
80), who talks of “Pomereis”. e word is given in Hobson-Jobson under “Pambre”, where, under a
leer of 1634, a present of “a coat and pamorine apiece” was made. Is it not, however, strictly
speaking, a mixture of silk and coon, from pambāh, coon, and mūrī, a silken fabric?

21  e capital of Kashmir is Srīnagar, here used for the country; Botente is Bhutan, oen, as here,
confused with China by early writers. Catay or Cathay is China. See Hobson-Jobson, s. vv. Cathay,
Cashmere.

22  e superiority of “Cashmere fabrics” is always ascribed popularly by Indians to the properties
of Kashmir streams.

23  Its value varied, being generally between 7 and 9 shillings.
24  e text has sabanas, used generally for a bed-sheet, but the Dict. Span. Acad. also says it was

“A mantle used by the Jews and other Oriental people”. Here it seems to mean a shawl.
25    e text has traenlos como farreguelos. e word farreguelos stands for the Portuguese

farragoulo, the name of a large loose kind of cloak.
26  at is Kashmir, Lahore in the Punjāb, Qandahār in Afghānistān, Khorasān, and Persia.
27  at is, the Pipal (Ficus religiosa); every part of this tree is dedicated to the gods. See Hobson-

Jobson, s. vv. Peepal, Pagoda-tree.
28  Red lead.



29   is word has not been traced. We have “gul-darees” or “white sashes warn by Turkes”. e
guldāri was not a “quilt”, however. Cf. Factory Records, 1634–36, p. 219.



CHAPTER XXXVIII

How I left the town of Banja for Piple: and of certain happenings there before

I left it.

[245/1/2] As soon as I reaed Banja I went to Father Diego de la

Concepcion,1 whom I found in bed very weak and ill [246/1] with gout and

other ailments due to sixty-nine years of age, of whi this servant of God

had spent fiy-one as a friar and twenty-eight as a missionary in the

Kingdoms of Bengal. During these years he had done great service to God

our Lord, and when he was, more than once, elected as Diffinidor1 and

Visitor of the India Congregation, he refused these honours, as being a

devoted cultivator of our Lord’s vineyard with no wish to let go his hold

upon the Evangelical Plough, with whi he was tilling, as a diligent

labourer, the hard and stubborn soil of those idolatrous souls. us by his

persistent teaing and strenuous work strong roots were stru in those

now soened hearts, whi later on brought forth flowering shoots, and so

bore, in due season, fine, well-grown bunes of good deeds and virtuous

lives to the glory of their divine Creator.

I was obliged to spend more time here than I liked, owing to the

unhealthiness2 of that region and its unpleasant climate, as well as in order

to carry out certain maers on whi I had received leers from the Viceroy

of India, the Count of Liñares.3 I was, however, obliged to put off these

affairs for the time being, on account of other spiritual maers, whi

required the Father’s presence or that of some other Priest. e Father spoke

to me about these, and among other things told me that it was most

important that assistance should be given to the [246/2] Christians at

Tambolin,4 who had long been asking the Nababo of Cateca for a formon or

licence to erect a ur at that Bandel. is permission he had managed to

obtain through Moboto Kan, but only by employing great secrecy, so as to

prevent the information reaing the ears of the ruling Raja who owned that

territory. For although, as a vassal of the Great Mogol, he was subordinate to



the said Nababo, yet he could hinder the carrying out of the formon. It was,

therefore, most important to go there, summon the principal Christians of

the Bandel, and take the work in hand.

It was of no consequence if the walls were at first made only of mud, as

once erected there would be nothing to prevent them being properly built

later on.

On receiving this information I le, the third day aer my arrival at

Banja, for Tambolin, taking a cateist with me as well as everything

necessary for celebrating Mass.

I found that it would be easiest to travel by the Ganges, as being shorter

and less wearisome. But the wounds from my beating were still painful, and

I had also by no means forgoen the results of all the hardships I had

encountered, and so was not eager to again subject myself to unnecessary

risk, since I could travel by land, though the journey was longer and harder.

Having decided thus I started. e only difficulty I met with was in

traversing certain streams [247/1], when we were obliged to strip ourselves

and cross over on big earthen pots. ese pots are round in shape and have

their mouths closed by a piece of fine cloth.

You place yourself upon your stoma on the jar, covering its mouth, and

so cross by paddling with your hands and feet. If the current is very swi a

cord is fastened, and with this aament the crossing can be made more

safely. For in certain parts of Bengal, and other places in Indostan, no wood

is to be met with, and hence there are no boats, except on fords on the

Imperial roads and on routes whi are mu frequented.5

With a few difficulties of this kind we reaed the Bandel of Tambolin

aer seven days, by God’s grace. e Christians there were expecting me

and had a house ready. When I reaed it all of them came to see me. Aer

the usual greetings were over, the principal men of the village stayed, and I

read them the formon and told them of the views held by Father Fray

Diego, the Vicar of Banja. But various opinions were expressed on this point:

that whi carried most weight being the view that it would be impossible

to start the work without the Raja at once knowing of it. He was staying

only three leagues away, and hence it would be best to get into tou with

him by paying him a complimentary visit and asking his permission, all the

Christians going with me. But others held a different opinion, and as no



[247/2] conclusion could be reaed it was le to the next day to determine

the course to be pursued. On this they le me, ea man returning home, as

it was already late.

Next day, before we could meet, two of the Raja’s followers came to visit

me on his behalf and brought an adia or present of two Castrados or

Bacaris,6 as they call them, as well as two rupees to purase the ingredients

of the dish, for, as I have already remarked elsewhere, when a present of this

kind is made it would be considered scant courtesy not to send this adjunct

to it. Aer receiving this mark of courtesy from the Raja I was obliged to

follow the opinion of those who said that we should call on him. Hence we

decided to visit him next day and take him the obligatory gi or adia, whi

consisted of two pieces of China damask. Taking this and the formon we

started out. But we had gone only just over half a league when we met two

Christians coming from the Raja’s house, who said that he was then engaged

in the obsequies of a female relative who had died, and that it would be a

bad time to go and see him. On geing this news we were obliged to retrace

our steps to the Bandel and await a more auspicious day for our visit. For

these Pagans are addicted to omens and other heathen absurdities, and had

we made our visit, would have looked on it as a bad augury that we had

arrived [248/1] at su a juncture, and would, in consequence, have

vehemently opposed our wishes.

ese obsequies wasted six days, during whi I set up an altar in a

suitable house and celebrated Mass and administered the more important

Sacraments to these Christians. Meanwhile the six days of their weird

customs and funeral observances came to an end,7 and we set out on our

proposed visit. On our arrival we presented the gis we had brought and

were received with great courtesy. Aer some general talk I took the

Nababo of Cateca’s formon out of my breast, and kissing it, made it over to

him. He handed it to one of his retinue to read. When the reading was over I

said that in spite of the formon the Christians of the Bandel were averse to

erecting a Chur without his permission, since they lived on his lands, and

that not only he but all the inhabitants of that territory knew well the

advantages Tambolin derived from the Christian selers.

If Christians came to know that there was a Chur in that place they

would come there more frequently, while the Portuguese of Banjā and



Ugulim would look on him as a firm friend. To this he replied that both his

grandfather and father had, as was well known, been very friendly with the

Portuguese, and hence su friendliness was his inheritance; moreover,

although the neglect of the Portuguese was responsible [248/2] for mu of

the evil plight of his state, and indeed of all Bengala, yet he had strong hopes

that he would some day receive the same help from them as his grandfather

had received. So far as the Nababo’s formon went, it was practically a dead

leer, as he had a formon from the Emperor in whi these very Nababos

were warned not to introduce any innovations into his territory. However,

he said, he would consider our proposal in his Council8 and would try to

oblige us. He then turned the conversation on to other things, till his dinner

hour drawing near, he retired, ordering his uncle, an old respectable

Bramene,9 to take us to a fruit garden, where, close to a small reservoir of

water, stood a fine, handsome autara. Here we were presented with food

in the heathen Bramene fashion. As they eat no meat, fish, or eggs, the

dishes of food consisted of numerous stews of rice and herbs, or dishes made

with milk and vegetables, with mu ghī. ey also gave us many kinds of

sweets. When dinner was over we were entertained with Indian music of

various kinds, and with the inevitable betel. Two tedious hours were passed

in this way. At the end of this time we were sent for, and the Raja told us

that his goodwill towards the Portuguese forbade his refusing any of our

requests, and that he would, therefore, grant permission for the Christians to

erect their Chur in the port of Tambolin, allowing them [249/1] to select

the site and situation they wished for, free from all conditions and restraints.

We thanked him profusely for this decision, first giving heartfelt thanks to

God our Lord, for granting that this Pagan should so readily fall in with our

wishes. For, although we held the Nababo’s formon, he could have easily

delayed our acting on it for many months, and had he referred the maer to

the Emperor, who was inimical to Christians,10 he might very well have sent

an order revoking the formon and permission given by the Nababo.

Aer our business had been thus satisfactorily seled we took leave of the

Raja and returned to the Bandel, whi we reaed well aer nightfall. Next

day we went to the site on whi the Chur was to be built, and aer

carrying out the proper ceremonies of the Roman ritual, we blessed a great

wooden cross, whi we planted then and there to the sound of a salvo of



arquebuses and falconets, in the presence of a crowd of Heathen. As soon as

this divine standard had been fixed in the ground, seeing that so many

Pagans had collected, I had a ben brought and put to one side of it. I

mounted on this and addressed the Heathen present, taking as my text those

words of my great patron Father Augustin:

Propter hanc iam non erramus in solitudinibus; viam enim veritatis

agnovimus; nec iam extra regnum sumus: ianuam enim regis intravimus;

iam ignitas Diaboli sagittas non timemus.11

I made [249/2] many suggestions while moralizing on these words. But

my la of spiritual vigour and my sins caused me to make so lile

impression upon those Infidels that, although they listened with great

aention and in complete silence, yet not one was converted or wished to

enlist under that divine standard.

Aer my discourse was over we set to work to found the Chur and

dedicated it to the most holy een of the Angels12 under the title of “Our

Lady of Pity”.

While we were engaged in erecting the Chur I was one day sent for by

Captain Salvador Dantes,13 who was in the service of the Musundulim, the

Prince of Angelim. He was living with his family at the Bandel or selement

of Moxodol,14 a day’s journey away. He wished me to baptize a daughter of

his and confess the Christians there. As the journey could only be performed

by the Ganges I ordered a well-equipped Bore. I boarded it in anything but a

pleasant frame of mind, though, seeing there was no escape, I armed myself

with patience and commended myself to God.

God, in His infinite mercy, allowed us to rea Moxodol in safety. Here I

was kept nine days, during whi I administered the Sacraments whi those

Christians needed. is duty over, I returned to Tambolin, where I stayed

seven days more. During this time, although the Chur was not quite

complete, it was sufficiently ready for me to say the [250/1] first Mass in,

with befiing solemnity.

Next day, seeing that there was no more for me to do and that the

monsoon15 was blowing towards India, I le for Banja by the same route as

I had come by.



In these Bandels of Tambolin and Moxodol, by God’s grace, twenty-seven

persons were baptized, of whom six were adults, who had been converted

from Paganism to our Most Sacred Catholic Faith.

On reaing Banja I found Father Fray Diego free from gout, and started

for Angelim,16 whi was one and a half day’s journey away, in order to

negotiate with His Highness of that place, in accordance with the orders of

the Viceroy of India, on certain state maers, and deliver a leer to him.

Aer numerous meetings this affair was concluded on the fih day aer

my arrival. I was informed that the Musundulim would swear eternal

friendship with the Portuguese, becoming a brother-in-arms of His Majesty

the King of Portugal, and in proof of this would make over the island of

Cajurim17 to him, on the condition that the Viceroy of India, when he sent

to take it over on behalf of His Majesty, would erect a fort there, and would

also undertake to keep some war vessels on the spot to restrain and destroy

the Mogol and Magh fleets throughout that neighbourhood. By this

arrangement it would be possible for the subjects of his Kingdom, and

strangers [250/2] also, to mutually trade with one another, in security on that

island. Secondly, His Majesty would be required to take up the contract for

providing salt17 at a rate three per cent, below that at whi the Portuguese

of Ugulim worked it. A factor, who would reside in the city of Angelim,

would be appointed by the Viceroy to see to this.

Together with this reply he gave me a leer for the Viceroy, showing, me

every possible honour and courtesy.

All the conditions agreed to in this part were of the greatest value to His

Majesty and his Portuguese Estates in India, since the salt contract17 alone

was worth over a million ducats, while there were other concessions, to

whi I do not refer, as being more suited to a secret council than to the

world at large.

But these arrangements never came into operation, as by the time I

reaed Goa the Count of Liñares had already le India for Portugal and a

new Viceroy, Pedro de Silva, had come.18 I gave him the leer and also all

the information I could. He was quite prepared to take up the maer, but

was, nevertheless, unable to do so, having more important affairs to aend

to, and also because the support whi His Catholic Majesty of these days



had promised him in Us leer failed him. When this business was completed,

as I have related, I started from Angelim for Banja, where I took leave of

Father Fray Diego de la Concepcion and set out for Piple, as I had heard that

a vessel would sail thence for Coim in a fortnight.

Notes

1  We know only what is here told us of this man. A Diffindor or Deffinidor was a priest invested

with powers of control over those of his Order working within a certain area, and who sat with the

principal of the Order to hear and decide important maers. For Visitor, see Chap. XX, n. 3.

2  Can it be the Banja of Abūl Fazl in the Kaṭak (Cua) Sarkār (’Ain, ii. 144)? See Chap. V, n. 4,

for Banja. is region is low-lying and intersected by many water annels, whi make it unhealthy.

3  Viceroy from 1629–35. See Chap. XXIX, n. 2.

4  is is Tamluk, situated in 22° 18″ N., 87° 56″ E., whi is now the head-quarters of a subdivision

in the Midnapur district. It is a place of great antiquity, and was known as Tamralipta in early days.

It is mentioned in the fih century A. d. by the Chinese traveller Fa Hsien, who stayed here two years

copying out Sutras and drawing pictures (Giles, Fa-Hsien, p. 65), and also by Huen-Tsiang in the

seventh century (Beal, Buddh. Records, ii. 200). It is mentioned in the ’Ain-i-Akbari under the Jalesar

Sarkār of Orissa. See Hobson-Jobson, s. v. Tumlook. It may be noted that Tamluk was a seaport in

Huen-Tsiang’s day, and even Hindū tradition places the sea only eight miles away, while the town

now is sixty miles distant inland. Manrique does not actually enlighten us on this point, but he states

that the easiest way to rea it was up the Ganges. e use of the term Bandel is not sufficient to

prove that it was a regular port, since it had already obtained the meaning of a “selement” and no

longer meant merely a seaport.

5  is method of crossing streams is still in use.

6  e “caponed goat” is a special luxury. Manrique’s explanation would imply that Bacarī (Hind.

Bakrī) meant a goat thus treated, but the word means simply a goat in ordinary parlance. A castrated

goat is called khaṣī. See Chap. XXXVI, n. 7.

7  e actual days of ceremonial uncleanness caused by a death amongst Hindūs vary considerably

locally and also with regard to the sex and nearness of the deceased relative.

8  e text has que el propondria lo … en su Consejo. We need not suppose a real “Council” existed.

He no doubt consulted his ministers, and probably omens also, before replying.

9   is would make the Raja to be a Brāhman, and the food eaten and described below supports

this. We know nothing about him, however, beyond what is here stated.

10   is is rather too sweeping a statement. Shāh Jahān, owing especially to his wife Taj-Maḥal’s

urging, became very incensed against the Portuguese, his anger culminating in the destruction of their

selement at Hūglī in 1632. Tāj-Mahal had been, it is said, personally insulted by the seizure of two

favourite female slaves of hers by the Portuguese. e Emperor also destroyed the Jesuit Chur at

Lahore, and partly demolished that at Agra. But no virulent aa was made on Christians as su.

See Storia do Mogor, i. 176, 182, 202; Bernier, pp. 176, 177, 287. Shāh Jahān was too good a statesman

to allow religious bigotry to totally blind him. See Storia do Mogor (Index, s. v. Jesuit) for provocation

given by this order to the Mughal Emperor; and for that given to their own Viceroy, see Danvers, ii.

253.

11  It is difficult to say to what hanc refers. Is it to something previously mentioned or to the cross?

“anks to this we wander no longer amidst solitudes, for we have learnt the way of truth, nor



remain we without the Kingdom, for we have passed the King’s gate; now fear we not the fiery darts

of the Devil.” Passage not traced.

12  e Virgin Mary.

13  Nothing is known about him.

14   Probably Mysadol. See Chap. V, n. 4. It is interesting to learn of this Christian community in

the Musundulim’s territory.

15  is shows the rains were seing in, and it must have been in June 1635.

16  Angelim (Hijlī) must have been about thirty miles from Banja.

17   Angelim (Hijlī) was the centre of an extensive salt industry, and a fort presumably stood on

Cajurim island. Hijlī has long been submerged in the sea.

18  Liñares le India on Dec. 3, 1635, So these negotiations fell through because Manrique reaed

Goa in 1636. See Chap. XL. Don Pedro de Silva was Viceroy from 1635 to 1639.



CHAPTER XXXIX

How I left Piple for India: and of certain things which happened to me both

before and after I left.

[251/1] I NOW arrived at Piple,1 a maritime town in the Kingdom of

Ourixa,2 and a busy port frequented by many Asiatic nations owing to the

large quantity of merandise whi came there from the twelve provinces

of Bengala.3 I here met Father Fray Sebastian de les Martires,4 who had

come in from Daca (or as the Mogols pronounce it, Daa) a few days before

in order to travel to India, as I was doing. It was, for me, in the

circumstances, a most welcome find, as I should have with me on that long

dangerous voyage one to whom I could make confession, as also one who

was a Brother of my own Order. Besides this most welcome spiritual

discovery, I also made an important temporal and practical find in a big new

ship5 belonging to the Siguidar of those parts whi he was sending to

Coim loaded with different kinds of [251/2] merandise, the Commander

being a noble Portuguese, Teotonio Viegas,6 who had agreed to take the

cargo in order to rea Coim as rapidly as possible. He thought it a great

acquisition that we should travel in his ship, for it was held by all people in

those parts to be luy to have Priests on board, and gave us the cabin at the

stern, as there was no other. is arrangement thus satisfactorily concluded,

we hoped to embark in a few days, but as the merants had still not put all

their wares on board, since some had not yet arrived, we were obliged to

wait fourteen days longer for the ship. As soon as we were informed of this

delay Father Fray Sebastian de los Martires le for Banja to see Father Fray

Diego. Just then Father Baltasar de St. Ursula7 arrived from Dianga in order

to help with the work at Piple.

He had availed himself of the visit of some Geliās whi entered the port

[252/1] with the Siguidar’s permission, aer the Portuguese Captains had

given their word that they would do no injury to the port, and as soon as



they had completed payment of their dues and the fulfilled obligations they

were under, they would peacefully put to sea again.

But Fortune had ordained that when they le Piple they should fall in

with a big ship, some eight or ten leagues out. It was becalmed, having

started from Balasor,8 a port on the same coast a few leagues from Piple. On

sighting this large vessel they proceeded to interrogate her. ey found that

it was a Moorish ship, and its crew, simultaneously recognizing the Geliās,

prepared for aa, and ran up the red ensign.9 e Portuguese then

prepared to assault. e big vessel was unable to use its sails owing to the

calm, and hence had lile opportunity for making use of the guns she

mounted, as the Geliās, rowing at full speed, came up close alongside and

surrounded her. e musketeers then fired their arquebuses, and so cleared

the way for their companions, who boarded the ship, sword and buler in

hand. Aer a sharp encounter with the Moors they beat them ba, and aer

one hour and a half’s struggle they gained command of the ship, the crew

begging for their lives. is petition was at once granted, and their leaders

were summoned. ey were told that their conquerors were ready to make

an agreement [252/2] with them, whi would be to the advantage of both

sides. e Portuguese had no use for the rice with whi the ship was laden,

nor would the vessel itself prove of any value to them. It was, therefore,

seled that a certain sum of money should be paid (of whi I forget the

amount), and the ship would then be restored to them uninjured. is was

agreed to, and two of the principal merants returned to the port, from

whi the ship had sailed, to get the money, while the rest remained on

board in arge of their victors. On their arrival at Balasor these two men

gave an account of their misfortune. Now it is usual for Moors to pay no

heed to the promises and agreements they make, unless they are

advantageous, so they set to work to see how they could recover their vessel

without paying what they had undertaken to pay;10 or, at any rate, to carry

out as lile of the agreement as they could.

Now they knew that these Geliās had come from Piple, where the

Siguidar had given them free entry under the conditions I noted above, and

also that certain Moors in this very port were interested in their ship,

especially a Mogol noble of high rank called Mirsa Xarife.11 is noble was



a very powerful and hot-tempered man, and, above all, a great enemy to

Christians. Knowing this, they went to Piple and described to this Mirsa all

that had happened. He at once inveighed against the Siguidar, for allowing

the Geliās of these Portuguese from Chatigān to enter his port, by whi

means they had obtained [253/1] information about that ship, and he added

certain expressions of opinion whi made the Siguidar afraid that he might

ruin him by writing to the Nababo of Cateca. Disturbed by this apprehension

he proceeded to reply to the Mirsa. He referred to the subject of the ship’s

capture, pointing out clearly and plainly that the sea-power at his command

was far too weak to resist the Geliās, and hence he had admied them to the

port and shown them all the courtesy possible, adding that he must also be

aware that, but for the respect whi the crews of those Geliās paid to their

Chur, their Priest, and the Christians who lived there, they could have

forced an entry, burnt all the vessels they found in the port, and done mu

other irreparable damage.

But su clear and convincing reasoning was quite insufficient to make the

barbarous Mirsa mitigate his wrath, aggravated, it was said, by his hatred of

the name Christian. He merely told the Siguidar in reply that he was to keep

out of the affair, as he was going to force the Portuguese Geliā owners to

restore the ship. e wreted Siguidar, on geing this reply, was afraid to

oppose him, and said he could act as he liked. at infidel Moor sent early

next day to have the Priests brought before him. I and Father Baltasar de St.

Ursula went. While we were waiting at his house he sent for [253/2]

Fernando Lopes Perreira,12 Captain of the port, who had been appointed by

the Nababo. When the Captain arrived we were taken before the Mirsa. He

first said that the Priests were really guilty of the great damage the

Portuguese, who lived in the Magh kingdom, commied in Imperial

territory. is they could, but would not, prevent. He then said that if we did

not send at once to those Portuguese and tell them to restore the vessel to its

owners, he would cut off the heads of all three of us. e Captain in reply

said that he had no sword with him with whi to cut off the Priests’ heads

or his own. is answer roused that Barbarian to su a pit of fury that he

put his hand to his capua,13 a kind of dagger, with the intention of plunging

it into the Captain, and would have done so had not three Moors of rank,

who were with him, intervened and made him sit down again. e Captain



was also in a rage and wished to reply to him, aer calling on the Imperial

name with “Doay Pada”.

e same Moors again intervened, and begged him to be silent and let

one of us speak.

It fell to me to make the reply. Aer the usual courtesies I very politely

pointed out to him, with obvious proof, how lile we were to blame for

what had happened. But that, nevertheless, we would do all we could to get

the Captain of the Geliās to restore the ship for a more moderate sum, but

that to do this one of us must go [254/1] and bargain with them. On this he

said my companion, the other Priest, might go, while I stayed with the

Captain, as a hostage, till the Father came ba. I replied that there was no

reason or justice in this arrangement, and that he must see that it was also

contrary to the Emperor’s formons. He said he would answer to the

Emperor for that. I was somewhat irritated, and said, “You will still have to

sele with God, who punishes su injustice”. He looked angrily at me and

called me Caffar, that is one destitute of religion, and without listening any

more to us, went away.

On the conclusion of this interview we went to the Siguidar’s house. He

received us most courteously, and, aer hearing what we had to say, asked

us to sit down, as we must wait for some time. He made arrangements for a

vessel, and sent Father Fray Baltasar with a Moor, a relative of his own, to

the ship, the laer taking a handsome present for the Captains of the Geliās,

together with his most courteous salutations.

While all this was going on I became greatly disturbed, because the boat I

was to travel by was about to start, and to stay another year in Bengala

involved great risk. is I should have felt especially, since I should no longer

find the Count of Liñares in India,14 the more so as I wished to be free

[254/2] from making negotiations with the Moors. While I was in this

unhappy mood a consignment of goods was brought in from the interior

whi their owners, two local merants, wished to ship, but had been afraid

of the Geliās. Hearing how I was to have le by that vessel, they came to see

me. ey said they had learnt that I wished to rea India that year, but that,

owing to the difficulty whi had arisen, I was running the risk of not

making the voyage, though my vessel was due to sail. ey then said that

they would undertake that Mirsa Xarife and the Siguidar would give me



leave to go, if I would promise to take under my arge two Bores full of

merandise, whi they would entrust to me, so that the goods might be

under my protection during embarkation and until they were made over to

one Macunda,15 a Pagan merant, who was travelling in the vessel. I

looked on this opportunity as an extraordinary stroke of good fortune, and I

replied that I accepted the conditions, relying on the great respect whi all

the Christians of those parts repose in Priests. I even went farther than this,

and promised that should occasion arise, and we met the Geliās, I would

even get these to tow the Bores in order to save time. e Moors went off

very delighted with my answer [255/1] and eager to obtain the licence. All

this and even more can be accomplished through private interest, whi

induces the greatest foes to become helpers and assist those whom they

really desire to see exterminated throughout the world.

So, before it was quite light, the next morning, my two Moors returned

greatly elated, bringing the permission with them. ey at once took me

ba to my house and le me there, saying that as soon as the tide was at

the full, whi would take place about two hours aer nightfall, they would

come and fet me to embark.

When I reaed our Residency I heard that Padre Fray Sebastian de los

Martires had already embarked, for he had learnt, at Banja, what had

happened to us, and so had at once gone on board there. e hours seemed

interminable to me, the minutes as long as years, the seconds endless, while I

awaited the mu-desired hour of my departure, and so to be free from

fresh troubles and the irksomeness of the Moors.

At last the appointed hour arrived, and the Moors came to fet me and I

at once went on board the Bore. We reaed the ship safely, and by making

over the merandise to the man on board I was freed from my obligation.

Once I was on board, my noble friend the Captain, as he had nothing else to

wait for, had the anor weighed and the sails spread to a favourable breeze,

whi, combined with a clear sky and calm sea, promised us a prosperous

and secure journey. So, happy and content, we started our voyage on [255/2]

February 25th of the current year 1636.

But as all things connected with the sea are notoriously unstable and

angeable, before night the wind suddenly died down, whi the sailors

considered an ominous sign, as it is the portent of a sudden and violent



storm. Hence our Pilot and Master16 summoned the crew with the usual

calls on his whistle16 and ordered the sails to be furled, the lesser spars to be

stru, and more hands to the helm. While they were carrying out these

orders the sky became overcast with heavy clouds, accompanied by a furious

north-west wind whi urned up the ocean, until it formed ridges and

peaks of liquid crystal; so that the ship anowledged, as it were, her

helplessness by su deep obeisances, now to one side and now to the other,

that she dipped her main yards in the fierce broken seas just as if these

involuntary inclinations could lessen their fury. is violent rolling was

considered to be dangerous by the Pilot and sailors, and was certainly very

unpleasant for the passengers, and the sailors feared that should the vessel

overpass the limit of rolling it would result in her foundering bows first,

leaving us to go below and, from being men of flesh and blood, become

fish.17

To obviate this the Pilot gave orders that the yard of the foresail should be

lowered half-mast. In this trim, with the wind against us [256/1], we kept

taing, as we were afraid we might be driven on to the sand-banks of

Chandekan,18 where I had been shipwreed before, as I related earlier in

this history. Owing to this danger the Pilot did his utmost to wear the vessel

as mu as he could; we held our course in this way until day broke, most

inauspiciously, with thunder and lightning. In the midst of this danger the

Divine Father of Mercy sent us a violent storm of rain and the wind died

down. But the seas were still very high and kept breaking over us till we

feared the ship’s seams would be opened with the buffeting. However, being

a new vessel, she held together, and on the fih day of our voyage, thanks to

God our Lord’s mercy, we met with so favourable a breeze that in three

days we were out of the Gulf of the Ganges.19 Here we were becalmed,

whi delayed us many days over the usual period, so that we were obliged

to ration the drinking water, for the ship carried some eighty slaves, who, as

they came from warm climates and were unaccustomed to su hardships,

had used up a great deal of the water. On testing, the tanks we found far less

than we expected. We, therefore, were obliged to requisition the private

supplies whi the passengers had in their own water boles and earthen

jars and empty them into the general supply tanks. ey made us over the



keys and begged us to prevent future trouble [256/2] by assisting in doling

out the water, giving ea man two pints20 a day. But the calm continued

and the water got less, so that we were obliged to curtail the ration to one

pint. Finally we reaed a point at whi we could only give them half a pint

ea daily. We were all mu disturbed by this shortage of water, and most

pitiable sights were seen, especially among the slaves. For some of them,

driven wild by thirst, drank sea-water, and when we prevented this, their

own urine. e result was that within a week sixteen slaves died. Indeed, we

should all of us have followed the same road, had not God in His divine pity

aided us by sending a stern wind and one so favourable that within four days

we sighted the celebrated and famous Isle of Ceilan.21 is sight filled all of

us with the joy that a si man who has been at death’s door, but suddenly

recovers, must feel.

e ancients called this island the healthy, pleasant, fertile, flourishing, and

ri Taprobane.21 Healthy on account of its temperate climate and lovely

air; fertile owing to numerous streams of excellent water, especially those of

Calane;22 pleasant owing to the fact that most of its mountains and forests

are filled with aromatic cassia or cinnamon22a (whose fragrance rouses the

passer-by to open his heart [257/1] in thanks to his Divine Creator for

making a thing so wonderful), or else of great leafy fruit-trees like the

bread-fruit,22a whi bears a sort of apple of huge size, called ja-fruit.

Outside they are covered with small priles whi, although sharp to the

tou, do not prevent one’s geing at the kernel, whi is enclosed in a

yellow, sweet pulp, very pleasant to the taste. From this pulp, and from the

kernel, many dishes are prepared, whi are most excellent and delicious.

Mother Nature, in her fore- sight, perceiving that the branes would not

suffice to support so great a weight, arranged for this fruit to sprout from the

trunk itself, by-throwing out roots or stems, whi are so strong that, unless

you have a knife or other sharp instrument, it is difficult to get them off.

e island is covered with areca-nut palms,23 whi are, as I have said

before, shady trees with bright green foliage, pleasant to look upon. Its fruit

takes its name from the tree, and is called areca. It is eaten mixed with betel

leaf. It is grown in su quantities that many ship-loads are sent to all parts



of India. Besides this plant the island is generally most fertile and teems with

all kinds of crops, due to the high productive power of the land. Wheat,

however, is not cultivated. It is ri, as I have remarked, because [257/2] su

excellent cinnamon (the best, finest, and most aromatic in all India) is

obtained from the woods or the mountain sides.23 Many precious stones are

also found in this island, su as Rubies, Sapphires, Jacinths, Robas, and

Crystals, and other less valuable stones.24 e elephants here are not to be

despised, since they are the best and strongest throughout the Orient, and

therefore fet the highest prices. e local people state that these Cingalese

elephants bear some innate sign of superiority whi causes all other

elephants, even if they come from far away, to recognize their own

inferiority and move aside off the road before them. But, personally, I must

confess, aer seeing many Cingalese elephants alongside others from

different localities, that I am unable to support this contention. ese

elephants cannot be sold or taken out of the island without a licence from

the officer or the King of Portugal.25

To return to the thread of our narrative. As soon as we sighted this mu-

praised island, whi its inhabitants call Adam’s Paradise,26 we proceeded to

approa the land and coasted on until we reaed the port of Galle,27

where we waited three days taking in water. We disembarked the

passengers with all the slaves, and then gave our weakened and weary

bodies some rest, for although we had not been short of food, we had laed

water, whi is as bad [258/1] as if both had been laing and our lives in

danger. As soon as we had obtained all we needed we le Galle under

favourable winds, whi, through God’s grace, blew until we had rounded

the dangerous [258/2] Cape Comorin.28 Aer doubling this point we

anored in Coim harbour nine days later, where we were obliged to

spend the winter as the last fleet of ships had sailed for Goa.

Notes

1  See Chap. V, n. 7. Piplī, Pipley, or Pipeley, for all forms are met with in early writers, and it seems

to be the Bibli of Abul Fazl in the Jalesar Sarkār of Orissa (’Ain, ii. 142). Schouten (ii. 59, 158)

describes this place. He notes that it is a bad harbour, giving no protection at all, with lile depth for

ships to anor in. “e town of Pipley lies four or five leagues beyond the mouth of the river.” ere



was a Dut factory here, and, according to Alexander Hamilton, an English factory also existed at

one time. Hūglī, however, captured all the trade and the place decayed (Hamilton, East India, ii. 3).

Bowrey mentions it oen. See Bowrey, Index, where the information above and other information

will be found quoted. Piplī is shown on most early maps, between Angelim (Hijtī) and Balasore, e. g.

in Rennell’s Map (1788); D’Anville (1752); Carte anonyme Portugaise, 1580 (Bibliothèque Nat. Paris);

F. de Wet, Tabulae Indiae Orientalis, 1662, &c. It was still a busy port in Man-rique’s day.

2  i. e. Orissa.

3  See Chap. VI, n. I, for these provinces.

4  He was an Augustinian.

5  Manrique always uses Nave for a big ship as opposed to Geliās, &c.

6  We know nothing more about him.

7  We know nothing about him.

8    A town now forming the head-quarters of adistrict, situated in 21° 30″ N., 86° 56″ E., on the

Burhabalang river, fieen miles from its mouth. It was the site of one of the earliest English factories,

founded in 1642. Its importance lay in its safe roadstead, where big ships could unload on to the light

vessels whi plied up the Hūglī river. e Dut and Danish selements here were ceded to us in

1846, but the Fren selement called Farasdanga continues still and is under the control of

Chandernagore. See Bowrey, Index, s. v. Balasore.

9  It was always hoisted as a sign of defiance. See Chap. XL, n. 29.

10  A somewhat naive statement in view of Portuguese methods of acting. For the aracter they

bore any of the early travellers may be seen. Tavemier says: “e Portuguese who go to India have no

sooner passed the Cape of Good Hope than they all become Fidalgos or gentlemen and add Dom to

the simple name of Pedro or Jeronimo whi they carried when they embarked; this is the reason why

they are commonly called in derision ‘Fidalgos of the Cape of Good Hope’” (Tavemier, i. 189). See

Storia do Mogor, Index, s. v. Portuguese.

11  at is Mīrzā Sharīf, whi is not a proper name, but only a title. Apparently he was a local

magnate.

12  Captain of the Port of Piplī. We know nothing of him.

13  at is a Khapwah (’Ain, ii. 240).

14  He had le India on December 3, 1635, so was already gone. See Chap. XXIX, n. 2.

15  at is “Makan Dās”, a Hindū trader.

16  Linsoten mentions the Master and Pilot as the superior officers on a ship; next came the Chief

Boatswain; then the Guardian or Quarter Master; the Seto-Pilot or Master’s mate; two Carpenters

and two Calla-faten, that is caulkers; the Steward, who looked aer the feeding; and the Merinho,

who had arge of ammunition and also prisoners; a Cooper; two Strinceros, men who hoisted the

yards up and down; with a complement of common sailors (Linschoten, i. 12). Cf. Pyrard de Laval, ii.

186–7: e Master blew his whistle. Cf.

“Take in the Topsail, Tend to the Masters whistle.”

Tempest, I. i. 8.

17  que daria patas arriba quedandonos de patas a baxo; literally, “would place the ship feet in air,

leaving us feet downwards”.

18  See Chap. I, n. 15.

19  e northern end of the Bay of Bengal.

20  e text has quartillos.

21  e island of Ceylon, called Taprobane by early writers. See Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Ceylon; Cathay

and Way, Index, s.vv. Ceylon, Taprobane. e name Taprobane has also been applied to Sumatra.

Mundy says that Ain lies at “the North end of the great Island of Sumatra, by the Anciens named

Tiprobana”; so, too, Linsoten. See Mundy, iii. 116; Linschoten, i. 107.



22  is is undoubtedly Colombo in Ceylon; perhaps a misprint, or else Manrique heard the name

wrongly. For similar accounts of the fertility of Ceylon see almost any early traveller, e. g. Linschoten,

i. 143, 292; ii. 76, 77, 104, 106, 138, 140, 196; Mundy, iii. 71, 114, 116, &c.

22a  Ceylon is famous for its cinnamon. See Cathay and Way, iii. 62; Linschoten, ii. 77.

Bread-fruit tree. e Artocarpus integrifolia or Ja-fruit; see interesting note in Hobson-Jobson, s.

v. Ja. Manrique’s description is accurate.

23   e Areca cateu, oen called “betel”, but wrongly. e green leaf of Pan, the Betel creeper

(Piper betel), is eaten with areca-nut. See Hobson-Jobson, s.vv. Areca, Pawn, Betel.

24  Linsoten mentions rubies, sapphires, jacinthes, and robass as coming from Ceylon (Chap. XIV,

also ii. 140). e Robass, he says, is “a certain kind of Rubies but lile esteemed; the Indians call them

the yellow and carnation Rubies according to their colour”: perhaps spinels.

25  Manrique rightly scoffs at this supposed innate superiority of the Cingalese elephant. As regards

their supposed height, see Storia do Mogor, iv. p. 441 n. Mundy measured one whi was 11 . 5 in.

high (Travels, iii. 129). Linsoten also says: “Elephants of all other places and countries brought

before them they honour and reverence those (elephants)” (i. 81). Souten also says this (Voyages, i.

295). Tennent (Natural History of Ceylon, p. 78) notes that female elephants in Ceylon never have

any tusks. Sanderson puts their duration of life at from 150 to 200 years.

26  Linsoten says: “e land is full of hils, and there is one hil so high that it is reported to be the

highest hil in all India, and is called Pico de Adam. e Indians hold for certane that Paradice was in

that place and that Adam was created therein.” His footsteps are still shown there. e actual height

of Adam’s Peak is only 7,420 ., and it is not even the highest mountain in Ceylon. It is, however, a

striking object from the sea (Linschoten, i. 78). For Paradise, see Cathay and Way, iii. 196 ff.

27  A town and harbour in south-west Ceylon, familiar as a coaling station. e name was taken

by the Portuguese as if from Gallo, a co. e derivation is probably from Galla, a ro. See Hobson-

Jobson, s. v. Galle.

28  e extreme south end of the Indian Peninsula. e name is very old. It is Kumārỉ, a name for

the goddess Durgā, to whom the temple on the cape is dedicated. See Hobson-Jobson, s. v. Comorin.
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